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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
In a letter dated May 25, 2004, Chairman Tex Hall of the Three Affiliated Tribes (TAT) requested
that the Department of the Army (DA) administratively transfer Garrison Project lands along Lake
Sakakawea, within the Fort Berthold Reservation, that are above the maximum flood control pool
elevation 1854 m.s.l. and not needed by the Corps for the Project. In his letter to Mr. John Paul
Woodley, Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Works) (ASA(CW)), Chairman Hall said the Army
had the authority to transfer 1 the lands under the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act (FBMRA).
This act authorizes the Secretaries of the Army and Interior to enter into agreements under which
lands within the exterior boundaries of the Reservation acquired by the United States for the
construction, maintenance, or operation of the Garrison Project, but no longer needed for those
purposes, could be declared held in trust for the benefit of the TAT.
By letter dated September 3, 2004, the ASA (CW) directed the Corps to examine land use
designations in the Garrison Project Master Plan, with the ultimate objective of the examination to
be a transfer of the maximum amount of land above the maximum flood control pool elevation. Any
land identified would be transferred to the Department of Interior (DOI), Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA), to be held in trust for the TAT.
1.1. Three Phase Process.
After receiving this request from the ASA(CW), the Corps decided to approach this project in three
phases: Phase 1 - Determination of Authority, Phase 2 - Development, and Phase 3 Implementation. The following paragraphs briefly describe the three phases of this project:
1.1.1 Phase 1 – Determination of Authority.
During Phase 1, the Corps reviewed relevant information concerning the request of the TAT. In this
process, background information on the Garrison Project was gathered to include the FBMRA, the
request by the Chairman of the TAT, and statutory and regulatory authority that might authorize
such a transfer. The main issue that needed to be addressed in Phase I was whether there was
any statutory authority that the Corps could use as a basis to transfer lands to the TAT. In addition,
the Corps looked at questions related to conditions or requirements that would need to be met in
order to implement a transfer under such statutory authority, if any. Based upon a review of this
information, and as more fully described in this report, the FBMRA authorizes the Secretaries of the
Army and Interior to enter into agreements under which certain lands acquired by the United States
for the construction, maintenance, or operation of the Garrison Project, but no longer needed for
those purposes, could be declared held in trust for the benefit of the TAT. With respect to the
conditions of such a transfer, the Corps identified the following statutory requirements that need to
occur in order to comply with the provisions of FBMRA. They are:
a) An agreement to hold lands in trust for the benefit of the TAT could only be between the
Secretaries of the Army and Interior,
b) The agreement would be limited to lands the Army determined were no longer needed
for construction, operation, and maintenance of the Garrison Project,

1

The FBMRA authorizes the Secretaries of the Army and Interior to enter into agreements declaring land within the Fort Berthold
Reservation no longer needed for Garrison project construction, maintenance or operation to be held by the United States in trust for the
benefit of the TAT. As such, the Corps must identify lands no longer needed for the project and the Secretaries of the Army and Interior
must enter into an agreement or agreements declaring that those lands will be held in trust by the United States for the TAT. In addition,
in order to ultimately implement this authority, the Army will have to transfer administrative jurisdiction and real property accountability of
any affected land from the Army to the Department of Interior. Although the FBMRA involves numerous actions, including the ultimate
transfer of administrative jurisdiction, the current efforts by the Corps are being referred to as a "transfer" of lands, particularly by the
public. Accordingly, the term "transfer" as used in this document is a shorthand for all the actions and authorities contained in the
FBMRA.
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c) The agreement is further limited to apply only to lands within the Fort Berthold
Reservation, and
d) The DOI would have to determine that it was appropriate under it’s regulations to accept
the lands as trust lands.
1.1.2 Phase 2 – Development.
In Phase 2, the Corps developed criteria that would be used to identify lands that were no longer
needed for operation of the Garrison Project. In an independent parallel path the Corps wanted to
inform the public of the request that had been made, the current status of the request, the process
that was being followed, and how the public would be involved. Public meetings were held on May
24-26, 2005, to accomplish the initial public information sharing goals. The above information was
shared, and the public in turn shared their comments, questions and concerns on a myriad of
subjects pertaining to the request from the Tribe.
1.1.2.1 Effects Report.
After the public meetings, the Corps began development of this Draft Effects Report. This
document explains the authority of the Corps under the FBMRA, describes the process used to
identify lands no longer needed for construction, maintenance, or operation of the Garrison Project,
and addresses and responds to public concerns and comments received during the public comment
process. This report is available to the public for a 30-day review and comment period. Public
review meetings will be held during the review period to provide a forum to receive oral comments,
transcribe those comments, and include them, if appropriate, in the final Effects Report.
1.1.2.2 Memorandum of Agreement.
The FBMRA provides that the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the Interior may enter into
agreements declaring that land no longer needed for project purposes is to be held in trust for the
benefit of the TAT. An agreement or agreements between the Secretaries of the Army and Interior
is necessary to implement the FBMRA.
1.1.3 Phase 3 – Implementation.
If DOI and DA reach consensus, Phase 3 will implement agreement(s) in accordance with the
FBMRA.
1.2. Format.
This report has three sections in addition to this INTRODUCTION section. The BACKGROUND
section concentrates on relevant events concerning acquisition, construction, and subsequent
operation of Garrison Project lands and ultimately how the FBMRA fits among these events. The
DETERMINATION section describes the process by which criteria were developed to identify lands
that are no longer needed for operation of the Garrison Project. The last section is the PUBLIC
COMMENT AND RESPONSE section, which summarizes the comments, questions and concerns
that were received from the public, and provides a response to those comments, questions and
concerns. It is important to point out that the response shows the effect of the proposed
determination on that comment.
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The Flood Control Act of 1944 authorized the development of water control projects within the
Missouri River Basin. The subsequent Definite Project Report specifically details the proposed
purposes of the Garrison Dam Project. The following is a short background on relevant events
concerning authorization and construction of the Garrison Project and ultimately how the FBMRA
relates to it.
2.1 The Flood Control Act of 1944.
The Garrison Project was authorized by the Flood Control Act (FCA) of 1944, Section 9 that states
the following:
“(a) The general comprehensive plans set forth in House Document 475 and Senate
Document 191, Seventy-eighth Congress, second session, as revised and coordinated by
Senate Document 247, Seventy-eighth Congress, second session, are hereby approved
and the initial stages recommended are hereby authorized and shall be prosecuted by the
War Department and the Department of the Interior as speedily as may be consistent with
budgetary requirements.
(b) The general comprehensive plan for flood control and other purposes in the Missouri
River Basin approved by the Act of June 28, 1938, as modified by subsequent Acts, is
hereby expanded to include the works referred to in paragraph (a) to be undertaken by the
War Department; and said expanded plan shall be prosecuted under the direction of the
Secretary of War and supervision of the Chief of Engineers.”
House Document (HD) 475 includes the Army/Corps plan for flood control on the Missouri River.
Senate Document (SD) 191 includes the Interior/Bureau of Reclamation plan for the river. SD 247
involved representatives of both agencies meeting and reconciling the plans into one recommended
plan. The Garrison Project was in the Corps plan, but not in the Interior plan. Upon reconciliation,
SD 247 included Garrison (as per HD 475), the high version of Oahe, Fort Randall, Big Bend (not
included in HD 475, but included in SD 191), and Gavins Point.
HD 475 contemplated the construction of five additional multiple-purpose reservoirs on the main
stem of the Missouri River. In HD 475, the Missouri River Division Engineers Report, dated
August 10, 1943, signed by Colonel Lewis A. Pick, paragraph 45 states in pertinent part: “In
addition to providing flood control benefits on the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers, the
comprehensive plan would also provide for the most efficient utilization of the waters of the Missouri
River Basin for all purposes, including irrigation, navigation, power, domestic and sanitary
purposes, wildlife, and recreation.”
SD 247 included the following language regarding the Garrison Project: “The Garrison Dam,
Reservoir, and power plant, was included in the coordinated plan as it provides a large volume of
useful storage capacity for flood control, navigation, irrigation, and permits the utilization of
approximately 160 feet of head for the development of hydroelectric power in an area capable of
absorbing the potential output and which, otherwise, has no prospective source of abundant lowcost power. A large reservoir at the Garrison site, situated immediately below the Yellowstone
River with its large silt contribution, will prolong materially the life of downstream reservoirs.”
The FCAs of 1936, 1938, and 1941 all provided authority for flood control projects on the Missouri
River or its tributaries. The FCA of 1944 modified the approved general comprehensive plan (FCA
1938) to include the 5 main stem dams and reservoirs on the Missouri River from Garrison to Sioux
City. In addition, Ft Peck was designated to operate as a part of the main stem system and the
Garrison Diversion was authorized.
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2.2 Definite Project Report
In January of 1946, the Omaha District, Corps of Engineers submitted a Definite Project Report for
the Garrison Reservoir Project. In the syllabus, it states: “The Garrison Reservoir Project is
proposed as one of a system of multiple-purpose reservoirs on the Missouri River for flood control,
irrigation, navigation, power, and other beneficial purposes.”
Later on in the Definite Project Report, paragraph 24 reads as follows:
“24. Purpose of the Project. The objectives to be achieved by the plan of improvements are as
follows:
(a) To provide flood control along the Missouri River.
(b) To provide for irrigation.
(c) To improve navigation on the Missouri River and the Mississippi River.
(d) To produce hydroelectric power.
(e) To provide for diversion to the Devil’s Lake and the James River Basin regions.
(f) To maintain assured minimum low water flow on the lower Missouri River in the interest
of sanitation.
(g) To provide facilities for recreation and for wildlife preservation.”
2.3 Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act.
In 1947, in advance of the construction of the Garrison Dam, Congress authorized the Corps of
Engineers to negotiate a contract with the TAT to provide cash for land. The contract was
negotiated for land and reserved numerous non-monetary rights to the Tribes, including mineral
rights. In 1949 Congress did not accept or ratify the contract, but instead increased the purchase
amount with no reserved non-monetary rights. The Act was passed taking 154,000 acres from
TAT, but omitted from the law all non-monetary benefits.
From 1954 to 1962, the Corps acquired reservation lands from five other Missouri River Tribes for
other main stem projects and allowed these Tribes to reserve mineral rights. Legislation was
introduced in the 81st and 82nd Congresses to restore mineral rights to the TAT, but Congress was
not successful in passing that legislation. In 1984, Congress succeeded in restoring the mineral
rights of the TAT with the passage of the FBMRA (P.L. 98-602). Section 206 (b) provides,
“The Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the Interior may enter into agreements
under which any land within the exterior boundaries of the reservation acquired by the
United States for the construction, maintenance, or operation of the Garrison Dam and
Reservoir Project that is no longer needed for such purposes, is declared to be held by the
United States in trust for the benefit of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold
Reservation.”
2.4. Current Action
In May 2004, Chairman Hall requested that Mr. Woodley return lands, above elevation 1854 m.s.l.
and within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation, to the TAT that were no longer needed
for operating the Garrison Project and consider the legal authority found in the FBMRA. Mr. Hall
specifically mentioned the provision under Title II, Section 206, paragraph (2)(b). This request
amounts to approximately 36,000 acres. The Corps was directed by the ASA(CW) to look into
Chairman Hall’s request, with the ultimate objective being a return of the maximum amount of land
above 1854 m.s.l. to the TAT.
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A requirement of the FBMRA is that the DA must determine if it has lands that are no longer
needed for construction, maintenance, or operation of the Garrison Project. Before a change in
land status can occur, the Corps must determine which lands, if any, are no longer needed. It is
estimated that approximately 36,000 acres, currently acquired and managed by the Corps lie
within the exterior boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation. Of the 36,000 acres
approximately 66 percent (24,000 acres) are designated as vegetative management areas,
29 percent (10,200 acres) are wildlife management areas, and 5 percent (1,800 acres) are
recreation areas in the Garrison Master Plan, dated May 1978 (Figure 3.1).
3.1 Criteria
Based upon a review of authorization for the Garrison Project, flood control, irrigation,
navigation, and power dominate the discussion of project purposes. It is clear that there
were other beneficial purposes that were included in the planning for and authorization of the
main stem projects. Recreation and wildlife were frequently mentioned as purposes in the
House and Senate Documents that were approved in Section 9 of the Flood Control Act
of 1944. In a letter to the Chairman, Committee on Flood Control, House of Representatives
dated December 31, 1943, the Chief of Engineers discussed the benefits of the projects that
were being proposed in the plan. The Division Engineer’s report contemplated that the uses of
the authorized and existing multiple-purpose reservoirs would be progressively broadened and
reapportioned as additional water was stored in the dams being proposed in the expanded plan.
He went on to state as follows: “When completed, the basin plan will be operated for maximum
multiple-purpose use. Thus preference can be given to the functions which contribute most
significantly to the welfare and livelihood of the people of various parts of the basin, and at the
same time adequate steps can be taken to meet new economic situations that may arise in the
future.”
Based upon a review of the statutory authority for the Garrison Project and the Congressional
reports on which the statute was based, the project purposes of flood control, irrigation,
navigation, and power can be maintained by operating the project within a portion of the
project’s historical boundaries. Our review indicates that the lands necessary to continue in this
manner are at elevation 1854 m.s.l. and lower. Sufficient lands above elevation 1854 m.s.l.
should be retained in their current status so the Corps can assure that the project purposes of
recreation and wildlife will continue to be implemented.
3.2 Alternatives Considered
After the project purpose criteria were identified, four alternatives were formulated for
consideration and review. In addition to the TAT request (all lands above 1854 m.s.l.), three
other alternatives were considered for identifying lands no longer needed for operation,
maintenance, or construction: 1) no project lands available, on the basis that all lands are still
needed to operate the project; 2) all lands above elevation 1854 m.s.l. available, except lands
being used for recreation; and 3) all lands above elevation 1854 m.s.l. available, except lands
being used for recreation and wildlife management.
3.3 Proposed Determination of Lands No Longer Needed
Based on the conclusion of flood control, irrigation, navigation, hydropower, recreation and
wildlife management as project purposes and a review of the alternatives articulated above, the
Corps believes that the following lands could be considered as no longer needed for the
construction, maintenance, or operation of the Garrison Project and could be offered to the DOI:
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•

Lands above the maximum (exclusive) flood control pool, which at Garrison Dam/Lake
Sakakawea is elevation 1854 m.s.l., excluding lands currently being used for the
purpose of low and high-density recreation and wildlife management. 2

It is estimated that above 1854 m.s.l. there are approximately 36,000 acres, within the exterior
boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation, managed by the Corps. Of the 36,000 acres
approximately 66 percent (24,000 acres) are currently used as vegetative management areas,
29 percent (10,200 acres) are wildlife management areas, and 5 percent (1,800 acres) are
recreation areas (Figure 3.1). The lands within the Fort Berthold Reservation boundaries at or
below the maximum flood control pool and those lands above 1854 m.s.l. that are currently
being used for recreation and wildlife purposes would be retained by the Corps. By retaining
these lands it would allow the Corps to continue to operate the Garrison Project according to the
congressionally authorized project purposes 3. Of the estimated 36,000 acres, approximately
24,000 acres are eligible for this change in land status (Figure 3.2).
In our transfer negotiations with DOI, it will be important to include discussion of Section 4 of the
FCA of 1944, as amended, especially where it requires that the water areas of all reservoirs be
open to public use generally for boating, swimming, bathing, fishing, and other recreational
purposes and that ready access to and exit from, such water areas along the shores of such
reservoirs, should be maintained for general public use.

2

All lands considered for change in status would be conditioned with the Corps retaining the right to erode, slough,
and/or flood. Existing public access routes to the lake would not be closed or diminished as a result of this transfer.
3
It is anticipated that there may be some additional lands that may be retained based on special conditions. It is
anticipated that these would be minimal in acreage and impact on the overall proposed change in land status.
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Figure 3.1. Lands under consideration for potential transfer.

NEEDED:
Light Blue - Flood Control/
Navigation (up to 1854
msl)
Aqua Blue - Recreation Areas
Gold Wildlife Mgmt. Areas
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NO LONGER NEEDED:
Green Vegetative/Grassland
Mgmt. Areas
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Figure 3.2. Proposed determination of lands no longer needed.
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As part of Phase 2, a series of public meetings were held May 24-26, 2005, in Bismarck, Dickinson,
and Williston, North Dakota. The meetings consisted of an open house format from 4 to 6 pm, and
a public comment format from 6-8 pm. During the open house, the public could meet one-on-one
with Corps officials to ask questions. During the public comment session, a brief presentation was
made by the Corps project manager, then Tribal leaders, government officials, and the public could
speak formally in front of the group and have their comments recorded by a court reporter (see
Appendix B – Court Transcripts). People could also voice their opinions by filling out comment
forms, writing letters, and emailing the Corps (see Appendix C – Comment Forms, Letters, E-mails)
by the end of the public comment period, which ended on June 3, 2005.
The public meetings were well attended, with an estimated two hundred people at Bismarck,
one hundred at Dickinson, and eighty at Williston. During the formal comment session, twentyseven people testified at Bismarck, seventeen people testified at Dickinson, and nineteen people
testified at Williston. At all three meetings, twenty-seven people turned in comment forms and one
hundred sixty-three people signed up to be on the mailing list. During the entire comment period,
sixty-one people sent emails, twenty-four people mailed letters or turned them in at the meetings,
seventeen people faxed comment forms, letters or petitions, and six people mailed comment forms.
One person called the Garrison office to give their comments. After the end of the comment period,
seven comment forms, five letters, one fax, and one email were received. These late comments
are included in Appendix D of the report, but will not be addressed in the text.
To organize the comments received, a spreadsheet was created using Microsoft Excel
(Appendix E). The spreadsheet had columns for the commenter’s name, if available, organization
(e.g., North Dakota Wildlife Federation, TAT, Public, etc.), organization type (e.g., Federal, State,
County, University, Private, Nonprofit, or Public), hometown and state of the commenter, comment
format (e.g., comment form, transcript from public meeting, email, etc.), date comment was
received by the Corps, comment category (e.g., Leases, Access, etc.), clarifiers for comment
category, and a summary of the comment. Every letter, fax, or comment form was scanned and
saved in a computer file.
Each comment was assigned to one of the following fifteen main categories in order to simplify
response and incorporation in this Effects Report: Access, Compensation, Corps Management,
Historical Trauma of Dam, Investment, Jurisdictional Confusion, Leases, Legal, Master Plan,
Ownership, Project Purpose, Revenue, Transfer Process, Tribal Management, or Other. Most of
the main categories had a clarifying category in the next column. For example, a comment could fit
under the Access category and have a clarifier of Cabin owners, Fees, or Public Access.
The following sub-sections of this report will summarize, in general, the comments in each major
category. A table was prepared with questions on each category topic and associated responses.
The tables are included in Appendix F. In the table the responses to comments will show the effect
of the proposed determination on the comment and is recorded in the associated table of each
section. In an effort to provide accurate and informative responses the Corps requested that the
TAT respond to some of the questions, comments and concerns. TAT responses are in italics in
the tables in Appendix F.

4.1. Access
Many people were concerned about how a land transfer would affect access to Lake Sakakawea.
Sixty-five comments expressed concern that the general public would no longer be allowed to
access the lake and adjacent land for a variety of purposes, such as recreation, hunting, and
fishing. Based on the proposed determination, recreation and wildlife area access requirements
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would not change. The intent of this action is to continue to allow the public to enjoy the facilities at
Lake Sakakawea, regardless of who has possession of the property, therefore the transfer would
not affect legal access to the lake for any existing purpose regardless of where the lake is
accessed.
Forty-eight people were concerned the TAT may impose fees to access the land and water. Of
these, some said the TAT would probably require the public to purchase an access permit or pay a
Tribal outfitting company to cross Tribal property. In response, the TAT said they charge an annual
“conservation fee” of $10 to access the lake from access points they manage. The conservation
permit is the only fee charged by the TAT concerning access to the lake and all of these fees are
reinvested in the lake. This requirement would not change as a result of any transfer.
Others were concerned non-Tribal members would be required to purchase hunting and fishing
licenses to access previously public areas. Several were concerned about boat ramp fees and
higher cabin rental fees. The TAT said non-Tribal members would not be required to obtain fishing
licenses from them. Tribal hunting licenses would be required for all lands transferred and held in
trust for the TAT by the DOI, unless the TAT agrees to something different in their memorandum of
understanding with the State of North Dakota. Regarding boat ramp fees and higher cabin rental
fees, based on the proposed determination, the boat ramp and cabin rental process would remain
the same.
Several Tribal members commented on public access and fees as well. In Chairman Tex Hall’s
statement, he said the TAT have never denied access and have actually condemned land at Mahto
Bay to provide access to the public. He also said the TAT intends to improve access through the
development of improved road and related infrastructure. Mr. Vance Gillette, TAT attorney, said
Indian Hills resort would not be there if it weren’t for the TAT Council granting easements for the
place in 1980. One Tribal member said the TAT have negotiated with individual Tribal owners and
purchased land to give the public access to Mahto Bay, McKenzie Bay, and Charging Eagle Bay.
He said the TAT has used Tribal dollars to provide public access to Pouch Point and Skunk Bay.
Other commenters wanted to know what provisions would be included in the transfer to guarantee
access, why the TAT have not commented on the access issue, why the TAT opposed a bill in the
state legislature that would have given land back to the original owners, if cabin owners would be
allowed to access cabin areas, and how the transfer would affect commercial and government
access. Some noted that the land should be available to all citizens, Tribal and non-Tribal, and
some said taxpayers should have access to land they have paid for. The responses to these and
other individual comments on access can be found in Table 4.1, Appendix F.
4.2. Compensation
Eighteen people opposed the land transfer because they said the TAT has been compensated
enough for the land that was acquired for the Garrison Project. In response, the TAT said that
neither the TAT nor its members have been adequately compensated for the lands that were
flooded. The TAT and its members were given pennies on the dollar for the value of the land that
was flooded. Furthermore, the TAT and its members were never compensated for the trauma
caused by being removed from their homes. The United States failed to fulfill the promises it made
to the TAT in return for flooding the land. For instance, the United States promised to replace
infrastructures that were lost, such as the TAT school and hospital, among other things. As a
result, the Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory Committee (JTAC) was formed in 1985 by the
Secretary of Interior to study (with respect to the TAT) the effects and the impacts these effects had
on the TAT, and to determine how to replace what was destroyed by the dam. The JTAC
Committee made a number of recommendations concerning compensation for the injuries realized
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by the Tribes. One such recommendation was that the Corps return the lands no longer needed for
the project.
Seven people did not single out the TAT, but said the previous landowners in general have already
been paid for this land. However, three people said non-Indians were not compensated enough for
the land that was inundated by the dam. The responses to these and other individual comments on
compensation can be found in Table 4.2, Appendix F.
4.3. Corps Management
Sixteen people commented on the Corps’ management of the lands proposed to be transferred.
Commenters suggested the Corps should improve recreation areas, focus their time and energy on
keeping water in the lake, and maintain the operating agreement between the Corps and
Deepwater Bay Cabin Owners Association. Others said the Corps ignores erosion of Tribal trust
lands and does not operate the Garrison Dam in a way that benefits the TAT. Responses to these
and other individual comments on Corps Management can be found in Table 4.3, Appendix F.
4.4. Historical Trauma of Dam
Fourteen Tribal members and one member of the general public supported the land transfer
because it would help mitigate for the historical trauma of the dam. The non-Tribal member
supported the land transfer, saying it was originally and unjustly taken from the TAT.
Tribal members said the return of 36,000 acres would help ease the pain of losing 156,000 acres
for Garrison Dam; it would help the TAT try to foster economic development along the river; and it
would help to reverse death/suicide rates, which are high because the TAT are spiritually tied to
their land.
One person said he is a medicine bottle carrier and can no longer pick his medicine from the
bottomlands. Another Tribal member said after the dam the unemployment soared to more than
70 percent forcing 349 families, comprised of 1,544 people, to abandon their homes. She said
Indians were denied the opportunity to use the irrigation facilities associated with the dam and
reservoir, and were prohibited from cutting down groves of trees soon to be drowned. Some said
non-Indians cannot understand the sacrifice Tribal members have made because of the dam. The
TAT attorney said the U.S. Government must fulfill it’s promise to return lands no longer needed,
since the dam has totally destroyed the Tribe’s economy and way of life. The non-Tribal member
supported the land transfer, saying it was originally and unjustly taken from the Tribe. These
comments have been noted.
Three members of the general public disagreeded, saying we need to forget about the past and
move on. The TAT responded that they have been working for the return of these properties since
they were taken for construction of the dam fifty years ago. It was always the TAT’s understanding
that these lands would be returned to the TAT after the construction of the Garrison Dam, along
with other promises made in the contract the TAT executed for the transfer of the lands. The TAT
said the better questions are: (1) Why is it taking the United States so long to transfer the lands?;
and (2) Why do the TAT have to obtain special legislation in order to compel the United States to
make good on the promises it made to the TAT under that contract? The responses to these and
other individual comments on historical trauma of the dam can be found in Table 4.4, Appendix F.
4.5. Investment
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There were seventy-eight comments concerning the effect of the land transfer on investments that
different entities have made.
Many commenters were concerned about the investments that have been made at McKenzie Bay,
Mahto Bay, Deepwater Bay, and Indian Hills. Several commenters were specific about the amount
of money that has been invested at the Bays. For example, one person said the McKenzie Bay
Marine Club has invested $333,508 in the Bay and another said Mahto Bay cabin owners have
invested $3 million in their properties. Cabin owners at these bays said they have invested a lot of
time, money, and effort into their properties and are concerned about the effect a land transfer
would have on their investment. One person suggested cabin owners should have a chance to buy
their lots, and another said cabin owners should be compensated for their investments if they are
kicked out. County officials were also concerned about their investments, with representatives from
Dunn, McKenzie, McLean, and Mountrail counties saying their counties have spent a lot of money
on road improvements and promotion of recreation tourism activities. Several people said the lands
should not be transferred because taxpayers have invested a lot of money into the lands in question
and should have free access to it. Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas would
not transfer and conditions would remain the same.
Some people commented about investments into wildlife management areas (WMAs). Some noted
that the Corps, NDGF, and taxpayer dollars have been used to plant tree rows for upland game
hunting. The NDGF said they have invested $613,000 in WMAs. The NDGF also said their
department may have to pay back to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) part of the
Federal aid money that was invested in WMAs and the State would lose all of it’s investments made
over the years on WMAs and public access recreation areas, which amounts to hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Several members of the public observed that the State has invested millions
of dollars in WMAs, recreation areas, boat ramps, and other facility improvements. Based on the
proposed determination, WMAs would not transfer and conditions would remain the same.
The responses to other individual comments on investment can be found in Table 4.5, Appendix F.
4.6. Jurisdictional Confusion
Twenty-seven comments were about the jurisdictional confusion that may arise if the lands are
transferred. Some said the public would have a hard time telling if they are on Tribal or Corps land.
Others said confusion and uncertainty is likely for issues like law enforcement, wildlife
management, access for irrigation, emergency response, recreational use, and water supply. For
example, the NDGF said they would likely be called in to resolve disputes between the Corps and
the TAT.
In response, the Federal agencies would make every attempt to clarify in the public’s eye where the
Corps land would end and Tribal land would start. The Corps anticipates that the individuals that
respond to calls now would continue to respond to calls after the transfer. Regarding the
prosecution of crimes, the TAT said the answer to this question depends on whether the individual
is an Indian or a non-Indian and whether the incident in question took place within the reservation
boundaries (in case of criminal) and whether there is a victim and, if there is a victim, whether the
victim is an Indian (Federal court would have jurisdiction here) or a non-Indian (State court would
have jurisdiction). Generally speaking, criminal jurisdictional laws that apply to trust lands will apply
to the lands transferred to the TAT.
Several people said the Corps should survey the property before transferring it. The Corps
responded by saying all lands would be transferred according to government subdivisions
(township, range, section) since this is how the lands were acquired.
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Four people had specific questions about jurisdiction, wanting to know who will be responsible for
the damage caused when the lake level reaches 1854 m.s.l., why TAT never responded to a letter
regarding legal and fire department jurisdiction, if Mercer County ambulance services would be
required on transferred Tribal lands, and if the road leading to Deepwater Bay would be split right
down the middle. The responses to theses and other individual comments on jurisdictional
confusion can be found in Table 4.6, Appendix F.
4.7. Leases
Twenty-six comments were about leases. Several people were concerned about what would
happen when their leases expired. A few people said there should be guaranteed leases, such as
long-term (99-year) leases at fixed and affordable lease rates, if the land is transferred. Based on
the proposed determination, recreation areas and wildlife management areas would not transfer
and conditions would remain the same.
In addition, people were concerned with the transfer addressing the rights of all beneficial lease
holders, if current lease holders would be reimbursed by the TAT for their improvements, having
reasonably priced access to cabins, and timely renewal of leases. The responses to these and
other individual comments on leases can be found in Table 4.7, Appendix F.
4.8. Legal
Sixty comments concerned the Corps’ legal authority to transfer land. Some, including Dunn and
McLean County attorneys, didn’t think the Corps has authority to transfer land under the FBMRA.
The Corps response is that the FBMRA is clear in authorizing the Secretaries of the Army and
Interior to enter into agreements under which lands within the exterior boundaries of the reservation
acquired by the United States for the construction, maintenance, or operation of the Garrison
Project, but are no longer needed for those purposes, would be declared held in trust for the benefit
of the TAT. We are following the FBMRA authority in this instance.
The county attorneys said the Congressional Act intended that there would be no impact on state
civil or criminal jurisdiction, especially as it pertains to hunting, fishing, access to the lake, or public
recreation. The Corps response is that the transfer will not affect legal access to the lake for any
existing purpose regardless of access point.
The McLean county attorney posed several other questions, such as: 1) If the Corps attempts to
place access or other easements, leases, or agreements on any transferred land, how can the
state, counties, or public enforce these instruments given Tribal sovereignty?, and 2) if project
lands are converted to Tribal trust land, what requirements are there that would ensure that the use
of the land not be changed? These issues will be addressed by the DOI, BIA, and the TAT, so it is
clear how the state and counties would be involved in these instruments. The TAT intends to
maintain the status quo concerning land use. If a land use change was proposed in the future, the
TAT would be required to follow NEPA for any land use change, since the land would be held in
trust by a Federal agency.
The North Dakota Wildlife Federation said if the land transfer proceeds, the state interests are
transferred, and the factors under New Mexico v. Mescalero Apache Tribe, 462 U.S. 324 (1983)
would place the state in a much weaker legal position in Federal court. One member of the general
public said the land conversion would further weaken the state’s ability to enforce game laws and
make them equitable for all parties involved. These comments have been noted.
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In his written statement, Governor Hoeven said the Corps needs specific Federal legislation to
authorize a land transfer, and the legislation must affirm the Corps’ responsibility to maintain
recreation on the lake, and access to the lake, as well. He said a Memorandum of Agreement is
insufficient for many purposes in trying to move land from one agency to another. The responses to
these and other individual comments on legal issues can be found in Table 4.8, Appendix F.
4.9. Master Plan
Four commenters said the land transfer should be part of the Corps’ Lake Sakakawea master
planning process. The project Master Plan review process provides an opportunity to look carefully
at how and for what purposes we are using project lands. The Corps responded that as part of the
master planning process there is a continuing responsibility to review project lands to determine if
there are lands no longer needed and, if so, to dispose of them through the appropriate process.
Twenty-three comments were on the TAT’s Master Plan. County attorneys asked if the present use
of lands transferred were required to remain the same in the future, or could the use be changed
without consent from the other stakeholders in the area. A few people were concerned that the
Tribe would rely on a commercial source to mange some lands. Others asked if the Tribe would
allow shoreline development and one person said development should be compatible with
neighboring developments and existing uses. A representative from McKenzie County said the
county has not been told what the commitment is to maintaining existing uses and access as well
as what consideration will be allowed for outstanding rights of other users. The TAT has indicated
that for any lands transferred they anticipate using the Master Plan developed by the Corps through
the master planning process. The responses to other individual comments on master plans can be
found in Table 4.9, Appendix F.
4.10. Ownership
One hundred forty-seven comments were received on who should own the land proposed to be
transferred. Of these, a large proportion were opposed to the land transfer unless all original
owners and their descendents, including non-Indians, could reclaim their land. Commenters said
the heirs of the original owners have been determined by Indian probate law and only non-Indian
original owners should get the land because Indians have already been compensated enough. A
state legislator and Tribal member asked how can the Corps transfer title and ownership of the
lands to another government entity when Congress determined it was too costly to go to the original
owner when they repealed Section 3508 of 102-575, whereas, it would have returned it to all
original owners all the land in question whether they were Indian or non-Indian? Others said if the
Corps wants to transfer the land, they should transfer it to the state, another Federal agency like the
Bureau of Land Management, or local government. The Corps responded that the FBMRA only
provides for transfer to the DOI.
A large portion of commenters said the Corps should not transfer the lands to any entity. Some
said the Corps could not transfer because it is a steward, not a landowner, and others thought the
land should belong to the public or be used for Corps’ operating purposes. These comments have
been noted.
Someone said the Corps should consider changing flood control ranges and use the land the Corps
already owns for exclusive flood control rather than lose flexibility by relinquishing ownership.
However, design documents indicate that the exclusive flood control pool is adequate and any
changes would have to have operational merit.
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Some said cabin owners should still retain their land and at Mahto Bay, McKenzie Bay, Charging
Eagle Bay, Skunk Bay, Elmer’s Point, Van Hook WMA, Van Hook Recreation Area, Reunion Point
Public Use Area, Beaver Creek Recreation Area, Hille WMA, Indian Hills Recreation Area,
Deepwater Bay, Deepwater WMA, Deepwater Public Use Area, Parshall Bay Recreation Area, and
Brendal’s area land should not be transferred. The Corps responded that based on the proposed
determination, recreation areas and wildlife management areas would not transfer and conditions
would remain the same.
A couple of people wanted to know what would happen to lands open to fee ownership. The Corps
responded that lands that were previously held in fee ownership under this action could be
transferred to the DOI.
A few members of the general public, as well as Tribal members, approved of the land transfer.
Some said it was the right thing to do and others said the Tribes are spiritually connected to the
land. These comments have been noted. The responses to other individual comments on
ownership can be found in Table 4.10, Appendix F.
4.11. Project Purpose
Forty-seven comments were on the operating purpose of the Garrison Project. Around half of the
commenters said recreation lands are not excess and should not be transferred because recreation
is one of the authorized purposes of the Garrison Project. About a third of the commenters did not
cite only recreation as an authorized purpose, but said the lands were needed for project operation
in general or for wildlife management. The Corps responded that based on the proposed
determination, recreation and wildlife management areas would not transfer and conditions would
not change.
One person asked the Corps to explain how land within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold
Reservation is excess and land outside the reservation is not excess to project needs. The Corps
responded by stating it is important to understand that these lands would not be considered excess
but no longer needed for construction, maintenance, and operation. In addition, the FBMRA is
limited to the lands within the Fort Berthold Reservation, therefore, lands outside the reservation
boundaries are not being considered under this action.
Others wanted to know if there had been a redefinition of the Garrison Dam Project purposes, or if
the land that was flooded was part of the 10 million acre feet range above the exclusive flood level.
One person said the Corps has a responsibility to operate the reservoirs for water supply, and
another said the transfer was contrary to the mission of the NDGF. The responses to these and
other individual comments on project purpose can be found in Table 4.11, Appendix F.
4.12. Revenue
Thirty-four comments were about revenue. Of these, several addressed the tax base and revenue
from tourism that would be lost if recreation and wildlife management areas are transferred. A few
people mentioned that Deepwater Bay has a cabin site, two trailer parks, and a bed and breakfast
that generate a lot of tax dollars in the county for schools, roads, the county, revenue, and local
economy. A few commenters said that if the WMAs were lost, NDGF would no longer pay property
taxes to the counties, with one person saying the NDGF pays an estimated $30,000 in taxes to
various counties in the state. Others were concerned about the counties’ loss of tax revenue from
real estate taxes. One person said tax revenue collected by counties funds outdoor recreation
projects and facilities, and wanted to know if the Tribal authority will maintain funding now in place
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that is budgeted by private entities for these. The Corps responded that based on the proposed
determination, recreation and wildlife management areas would not transfer.
NDGF was concerned that the department could potentially lose Federal aid and state licensing
dollars because of decreased fishing related purchases and declining license sales due to reduced
access opportunities on Lake Sakakawea. The TAT responded that the transfer would not affect
legal access to the lake for any existing purpose regardless of access point.
A few commenters wanted to know how the transfer would affect the Impact Aid payment that
school districts receive due to having land flooded by the Garrison Dam. The TAT indicated that
the Impact Aid payment will not be affected by the transfer. In addition, Chairman Hall said the TAT
does not have any desire to obstruct the public’s interests, as the TAT recognizes that it is in their
best interest to promote economic activity in and around Lake Sakakawea. He added that the
TAT’s commitment to economic development is demonstrated by their hosting of the National Lewis
and Clark Bicentennial Commemoration in the summer of 2006, new Cultural and Interpretive
Center, working with North Dakota to obtain funding for a new Four Bears Bridge project, making
substantial investments in the 4 Bears Casino, and working with NDGF to settle our jurisdictional
differences to enhance hunting opportunities for non-Indians on the reservation. The responses to
other individual comments on revenue can be found in Table 4.12, Appendix F.
4.13. Transfer Process
Forty-nine comments were on various aspects of the transfer process. A few people said the Corps
was not giving enough information about the transfer and was not involving all entities in the
process. The Corps is committed to holding public meetings to involve the public in this process.
While the FBMRA does not require public input, the Corps felt that to minimize impacts to the
public, should the transfer occur, an understanding of the concerns, potential issues, and impacts
was needed. We believe the process will thoroughly consider all information and make an informed
decision. Documentation of the transfer process is provided on the Garrison Land Transfer
website: http://www.nwo.usace.army.mil/html/pa/pahm/land/home.htm
Others said there was a paucity of information presented before the meeting, and had questions on
what lands were being considered for transfer or if the website would be updated. Information on
the land transfer process can be found in this Effects Report and on the Garrison Land Transfer
website referenced above. All comments, questions, and concerns will be addressed and made
available to the public.
Several commenters wanted to know why the May 2005 public meetings were not held in Minot or
other locations east and north of the lake. The Corps will consider having the second set of
meetings at other locations, such as New Town, Garrison, Beulah-Hazen, or Minot, to
accommodate those that feel they were not adequately represented at earlier meetings. The goal is
to maximize input from the public before a decision is made.
Others wanted the Corps to make sure all affected entities were involved. The Corps’ intent is to
ensure that the public, counties, state, and Federal parties are included in the process. The Corps
will attempt to communicate with local and county boards.
A couple of people wanted to know where the BIA was and why they were not at the meetings. The
Corps responded that the BIA is an active party in the process and did attended all public meetings,
and will continue to participate as required. The responses to other individual comments on the
transfer process can be found in Table 4.13, Appendix F.
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4.14. Tribal Management
Sixty-nine comments were received on Tribal management of the transferred lands. A large portion
of comments expressed concern that the Tribe would not successfully manage the land, saying the
land the Tribe currently owns is a dumping ground for garbage. The TAT responded that they are
concerned about the garbage and litter and intend to strengthen its laws concerning littering.
Some were concerned about how the Tribe would handle wildlife management and how lands
leased from the Corps by the NDGF would be impacted. One person said the transfer would
eliminate approximately 36,000 acres of some of the best hunting land. One person said they’ve
worked with NDGF on things the Indians have damaged or polluted. Another was concerned about
over fishing on tribal lakes in Minnesota. The North Dakota Wildlife Federation said TAT’s repeated
efforts to conduct commercial fishing ventures on Lake Sakakawea has caused concern about
disease transfer from tame walleyes to the wild population. Another said sweeping changes
concerning wildlife and land use may occur with the next Tribal Chairman. Someone wanted to
know why the Tribe did not agree with the NDGF to run their hunting seasons and limits within the
range of state hunting regulations. The Corps responded that based on the proposed
determination, wildlife management areas would not transfer.
Others made management recommendations. The North Dakota Chapter of the Wildlife Society
asked that no native prairie be converted to cropland, or further developed for housing or gas/oil
extraction and that native prairie be properly managed to limit the infestation of noxious weeds.
Several other comments were received on noxious weeds. One person said the county has tried to
work with the Tribe to control salt cedar and other weeds, but has not received any help. Another
feared the problem would get worse, and the Tribe would not have enough funding. County
representatives wanted to know what assurances, including sources of funding, can the Corps
make that noxious weeds will be addressed and eliminated if the lands are transferred to another
government entity. The TAT responses to these comments are presented in Table 4.14,
Appendix F. The responses to other individual comments on tribal management are in Table 4.15,
Appendix F.
4.15. Other
Comments that did not fit into one of the main categories were placed into the Other Category.
There were a few comments on cultural resources, noting that there have been several historical
and archaeological finds that have been reported to the Mountrail County Sheriff’s Department in
the past few years, due to receding water levels in the lake and what provisions are being made to
protect these resources. The Corps responded that any sites below 1854 m.s.l. will still be the
responsibility of the Corps of Engineers. The Programmatic Agreement requires the Corps to
publish a five-year plan for the implementation of its cultural resources program, as well as a
monitoring and enforcement plan. Both these documents are being developed collaboratively with
all signatories, one of which is the TAT.
Another person wanted to know where will the funding come from to assure that the Corps
obligations to protect cultural resources will continue to be met and violations enforced if the
transfer takes place. The Corps has made it clear that only land would transfer under this process
and funding would have to be provided by the Tribes. The Corps believes that the Tribes would
manage the cultural resources consistent with the Federal law. While it is anticipated that the
Tribes will ask the BIA for some annual funding to preserve and protect these areas, the Tribes
have stated that they anticipate the Corps will continue to provide funding for cultural sight
preservations for Lake Sakakawea, but other sights as well. This will have to be discussed and
resolved prior to any transfer.
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A few people asked if an Environmental Impact Statement or an Environmental Impact Study would
be done before the land was transferred. The Corps responded that since this would be a transfer
of lands to another Federal agency it is categorically excluded from NEPA (NEPA, Part 1508.4
“Categorical Exclusion” and Engineering Regulation 200-2-2, Paragraph 9.r.).
Several people wanted to know how the Tribe would treat existing easements. The Corps
anticipates that all existing easements and rights-of-ways will be assigned to the United States
Department of the Interior in the transfer documents, and that continued access will be secured in
the transfer documents. Chairman Hall said the TAT will agree to reasonable and necessary
easements for lake access for project purposes, and will recognize existing easements and right-ofways. -The responses to other individual comments on other issues can be found in Table 4.15,
Appendix F.
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ATV

All Terrain Vehicle

BIA

Bureau of Indian Affairs

BLM

Bureau of Land Management

COE

Corps of Engineers

CFR

Code of Federal Regulations

DOI

Department of the Interior

FBIR

Fort Berthold Indian Reservation

FBMRA

Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act

GSA

General Services Administration

JTAC

Joint Tribal Advisory Committee

LLC

Limited Liability Company

MOA

Memorandum of Agreement

MSL

Mean Sea Level

NDDT

North Dakota Department of Transportation

NDGF

North Dakota Game and Fish Department

NDPR

North Dakota Parks and Recreation Department

PL

Public Law

RV

Recreational Vehicle

SB

Senate Bill

TAT

Three Affiliated Tribes

USC

United States Code

USCA

United States Code Annotated

USFWS

United States Fish and Wildlife Service

WMA

Wildlife Management Area
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1

(The proceedings herein were had and made

2

of record, commencing at 6:06 p.m., Tuesday, May

3

24, 2005, as follows:)

4

MR. JANIS:

Welcome, everybody.

We will

5

have some chairs pulled in from the back so bear

6

with us, but we'll go ahead and get started.

7

My name is Larry Janis.

I'm with the

8

Omaha District Corps of Engineers.

I'm the project

9

manager for this project and I'm glad that

10

everybody was able to attend.

This is a series of

11

three public meetings that we're having concerning

12

this topic, the first being tonight, the next one

13

being at Dickinson at the Days Inn and the third

14

being at Williston at the Airport International

15

Inn.

16

time on a very beautiful evening.

So we appreciate you coming and taking the

17

Just a couple things about the hotel.

18

You're probably familiar, there's restrooms out

19

back.

20

in the back that people can take advantage of.

21

microphone that we'll be having people come up and

22

share public comment is right here in front of me

23

and then I'll be here in front of the room taking

24

notes and listening as those comments come

25

forward.

There should be and there will be some water
The

4

1

What we thought a good start to the

2

meeting would be is just to give a little bit of

3

background on how we came to this point.

4

that there's a lot of information out, there's a

5

lot of not information out, and so we wanted to

6

provide information so that people could be up to

7

speed with where we're at concerning this process.

8

And so I put together a PowerPoint, so you'll have

9

to bear with me.

We felt

Hopefully everybody can see the

10

screen and I will try to move out of the way as

11

much as I can.

12

You should also have this as one of the

13

handouts that was at the welcome desk, so you can

14

follow through as I go through the presentation.

15

The three things we'd like to cover tonight are the

16

background, the process and schedule and then

17

outcomes from the project.

18

beginning.

19

So let me start at the

We received a request from the Three

20

Affiliated Tribes to do two things, to look into

21

the transfer of lands above max flood pool, 1854,

22

that are currently within the reservation

23

boundaries that are acquired and managed by the

24

Corps of Engineers.

25

Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act.

The law that was cited was the
It was

5

1

enacted in 1984, and specifically cited was Section

2

206, part b.

3

presentation that was from 4 to 6, there is a copy

4

of part b for you to take home with you.

5

And if you have gotten to the poster

Based on that request, which was made to

6

the Department of Army, we received a directive

7

from the Department of Army.

8

Undersecretary for Civil Works, Mr. Woodley, asked

9

us to look into this, investigate the applicability

The Secretary --

10

and then go forward if it was applicable with a

11

process to look at the lands no longer needed.

12

So we decided to approach the project in

13

three phases, and so I did a little graphic and

14

broke the project into three phases.

15

first phase, and that's a determination of

16

authority.

17

phase.

18

should we get to that point.

19

One is the

The second phase is the development

And the third phase is implementation

Let me go into a little bit more detail on

20

phase one, phase two and phase three.

In phase

21

one, we took a look at the actual law that was

22

cited.

23

PowerPoint or on the screen that talk more specific

24

about key language that's in that law.

25

the Army and the Department of Interior the

There's some points that I put up on the

It gives

6

1

authority to enter into an agreement.

Again, it's

2

between the Army and the Secretary of Interior.

3

says lands that are no longer needed for

4

construction, operation, and maintenance and it's

5

also for lands within the Fort Berthold

6

Reservation, so it defines the scope of what we're

7

talking about in this project, and that's as stated

8

on the screen.

9

determined that it did apply.

It

So as part of that phase one we
After we did some

10

research on the law, the intent of the law, we said

11

it did apply.

12

moved on to phase two.

So phase one was completed and we

13

Phase two we call the development phase.

14

And you're currently, and we all are currently in

15

the information-gathering phase.

16

done since determining the authority, we've started

17

to gather additional information, and that

18

information will be used in making a decision.

19

It's very important for us to make sure that we

20

have all the information, one of the purposes of

21

tonight's meeting, so that when we do make a

22

decision, which one hasn't been made yet, that we

23

make it informed, so we know what all the

24

questions, the concerns, the comments are so that

25

we can address those.

So what we've

And so tonight's meeting and

7

1

the next two nights will be part of the culmination

2

of the information gathering.

3

that all written comments or all comments be

4

forwarded to the office by June 3rd, close of

5

business.

6

any written comments you provide tonight, we've got

7

previous letters we received, previous input that

8

we've received.

9

can consider that.

10

We have requested

We'll have the transcript, we'll have

We're documenting all that so we

The next part of the process is what we're

11

calling an effects report.

And it's important that

12

I define that a little bit because sometimes titles

13

are misleading.

14

attempt for us to pull all the comments, all the

15

concerns, all the information we've gathered

16

together and then be able to respond and say, here

17

are some of our thoughts, here's the direction

18

we're taking based on the input that you've

19

provided to us.

20

not only comments that have been made, but our

21

responses.

22

round of public comment sessions, public meetings.

23

That will probably be late summer.

24

report hopefully sometime in midsummer, and 30 days

25

to take a look at it and again another series of

Basically this report is an

So in this report you should see

And that will then set us into another

You'll see the

8

1

comments and public meetings.

2

that we also get more input, so this isn't a

3

one-time set of meetings.

4

set.

5

input and make informed decisions.

6

So it's important

There will be another

Because our true desire is to try to get

So after that next series of public

7

meetings, we'll finalize the effects report, and at

8

that point we believe we're going to be in a

9

position to make a determination on whether there's

10

any lands that are no longer needed for operation,

11

construction and maintenance, as the law says.

12

that's the case, we move into the last part of

13

phase two, which is the development of a memorandum

14

of agreement.

15

If

The law states that we may enter into an

16

agreement.

17

lands to be held in trust.

18

through the effects report, we've documented that,

19

we've gotten some solid feedback, we can then

20

incorporate that should there be lands that are no

21

longer needed into the MOA and then give one last

22

chance for people to see that we've either done or

23

not done that correctly and give you another chance

24

for public comments.

25

And that agreement would be to transfer
So as we've gone

We want this to be an open process, we

9

1

want a lot of feedback.

2

far with the comments we've gotten, very good

3

comments, and we hope we receive some more

4

tonight.

5

We've been encouraged so

After those public meetings we would then

6

finalize the memorandum of agreement, and at that

7

point the Secretary of the Army, Secretary of the

8

Interior would be able to sign that agreement and

9

the lands then would be ready for implementation or

10

ready to transfer, which, again, is phase three.

11

And in phase three there's certain

12

requirements that we have to go through.

13

to do an environmental baseline survey, we've got

14

to have an understanding on how real estate

15

packages, title reports would be done, then we have

16

to have a letter of transfer prepared to be able to

17

do that part of the process.

18

additional requirement that's a Department of

19

Interior Bureau of Indian Affairs requirement would

20

be a posting in The Federal Register of that

21

information and then, finally, the process would be

22

complete.

23

We've got

Part of the

So the outcomes that we really want to see

24

out of the whole process is to openly consider the

25

request.

We think that's a requirement that we

10

1

would have of anybody who made a request to the

2

Department of Army.

We want to provide opportunity

3

for public comment.

That's why we're here

4

tonight.

5

again when we get to the memorandum of agreement if

6

there are any lands to be transferred.

7

I said, if there are any lands no longer needed, we

8

will go into the terms of that agreement and go

9

forward with that.

10

We'll be back late summer.

We'll be back

Then, like

So those are our outcomes that we would

11

like to see out of the process and why, again,

12

we're here tonight.

13

So with no further ado, I want to talk a

14

little bit about guidelines and rules for tonight.

15

We've set up an order that we would go with

16

congressional, tribal, federal, state and local

17

governments in terms of speaking order, and then

18

the public would follow that.

19

itemize those that have signed up to speak.

20

decide that you want to speak again or did not get

21

a chance to sign up, please go back and see Monique

22

-- Monique, raise your hand.

23

can add you to the list and she'll come up and give

24

me that additional list of people.

25

if you can, state your name and your organization,

We've been able to
If you

Thank you -- and we

We want you to,

11

1

if possible, or if you have an organization that

2

you're representing so that we can get that

3

recorded.

4

approximately four minutes.

5

trying for so that we can accommodate everybody to

6

speak.

7

till we're done.

8

that would be great and it would help us make it

9

through the evening.

10

We would like to hold it to
That's what we're

We have set aside 6 to 8.

We'll be here

But if you could abide by that,

We are also accepting written comments.

11

You probably received a sheet that said written

12

comments.

13

up and make a comment, but would still like it to

14

be considered, please take one of those sheets,

15

fill it out, write down the question, comment or

16

concern that you've got so that we can make sure

17

that's addressed in that report that we talked

18

about earlier.

19

If you don't feel like you want to stand

And, finally, I wanted to share one

20

thing.

Tonight's meeting from here on out we'll be

21

receiving comments, so as I call your name, if you

22

can please come up, state your name, as I

23

mentioned, state your comment.

24

comments, you can hand them to myself, you can hand

25

them to someone from the Corps in the back of the

If you have written

12

1

room at the welcome table, Monique or Erica, and we

2

will take and record those comments.

3

that there's going to be differing perspectives

4

shared tonight.

5

will have a chance to speak how they feel, what

6

their thoughts are and that we would be able to be

7

respectful of those opinions and that we will try

8

to listen intently as a group to what people have

9

to say.

10

I understand

What we're hoping is that everyone

So I appreciate that.
And with that, I will go ahead and call

11

the first person to speak, and that would be

12

Richard Mayer.

13

MR. MAYER:

Good evening, Mr. Janis and

14

distinguished audience members.

My name is Richard

15

Mayer.

16

and I have been asked tonight to speak on behalf of

17

Chairman Hall.

18

our Tribe, the Mandan, Hidatsa, Arikara Nation, and

19

the chairman is also the National Congress of

20

American Indians' president, which represents

21

tribal nations throughout the United States.

22

Tomorrow he'll be testifying in front of the Senate

23

Committee on Indian Affairs concerning a resolution

24

that's sponsored by Senator Brownback which will

25

affect natives throughout this great nation.

I'm the CEO for the Three Affiliated Tribes

Chairman Hall is the chairman of

13

1

I would, first of all, like to thank also

2

John Paul Woodley, the Assistant Secretary of the

3

Army.

4

Bedey from the Omaha District.

5

also recognize you, Mr. Janis, from the Omaha

6

office for sponsoring these public input meetings.

7

I would like to recognize Tom Lindquist and the

8

Riverdale office staff, also, for working with my

9

staff, which I would like to recognize Mr. Paul

I would like to recognize Colonel Jeffrey
I would like to

10

Danks.

11

would also like to thank the community members that

12

came from Fort Berthold Indian Reservation,

13

distinguished elders of the Mandan, Hidatsa,

14

Arikara Nation.

15

He's our natural resource director.

I

Statement of Tex G. Hall regarding the

16

transfer of lakeshore properties pursuant to the

17

Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act.

18
19
20

Background history on the lands taken for
the Garrison Reservoir project.
Two hundred years ago, the Three

21

Affiliated Tribes, along with a remarkable young

22

Indian woman, Sakakawea, greeted Lewis and Clark in

23

the early 19th century as they made their

24

expedition of discovery up the Missouri River and

25

over to the Pacific Coast.

Even prior to Lewis and

14

1

Clark, our Tribes had lived together peacefully for

2

hundreds of years along the Missouri River.

3

Mandan Tribe particularly was agricultural and

4

tended corn and other crops.

5

The

Our Tribes, like other tribes, were forced

6

to live on reservations in the late 1800s.

We were

7

fortunate enough to retain a spot along the

8

Missouri River where we could maintain to a

9

considerable degree a self-sufficient lifestyle by

10

tending to our crops and livestock on the rich

11

bottomlands of the Missouri River.

12

reservation, which straddles the Missouri River, is

13

approximately 1,500 square miles in size.

14

contentedly lived along the Missouri River until

15

the early 1950s when the federal government changed

16

our lives forever.

17

Our

We

Despite our protests, our council

18

resolutions, our many trips to Washington and our

19

tears, our lives were turned upside-down when the

20

Garrison Dam was completed in the early 1950s.

21

Over 156,000 acres of our best agricultural lands

22

were taken from us for the creation of the

23

reservoir behind the dam.

24

land represented 69 percent of the land needed for

25

the reservoir and approximately 15 percent of our

This vast area of prime

15

1

reservation.

2

opportunity to negotiate for just compensation or

3

to have a say in the 12.6 million given to the

4

Tribe by the U.S. Government as compensation for

5

these lands.

6

The Tribes did not have a fair

By October 1, 1952, most of our tribal

7

members were forced from their homes because of the

8

great flood, as many of our elders called the

9

formation of the reservoir now known as Lake

10

Sakakawea.

11

suddenly split apart and separated by as much as

12

120 miles.

13

lifestyle were gone forever.

14

Our once close-knit communities were

Our rich farmlands and self-sufficient

In addition to the loss of our capital of

15

Elbowoods and 156,000 acres of prime agricultural

16

land and timber resources, our nation lost our

17

economic engine.

18

us, such as our lumberyard, fishing along the river

19

and our fishing corrals were taken away.

20

important emotionally to our people, our nation

21

lost its cemeteries, many sacred sites, including

22

sacred rocks and sacred monuments and ceremonial

23

grounds.

24

aware of village sites that are being eroded away

25

by exposure and wave action, which are not being

Entire enterprises that sustained

Just as

Those losses continue today, as we become

16

1

protected because of lack of funds for such

2

purposes within the budget of the Army Corps of

3

Engineers.

4

These harms were finally recognized when

5

the U.S. Department of Interior acted on years of

6

petitions by the Tribe for further compensation and

7

appointed the Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory

8

Committee, or JTAC.

9

based on its estimates, was that the total economic

10

losses to the Three Affiliated Tribes were between

11

178.4 million to 411.8 million in 1986, adjusted

12

for inflation.

13

these numbers was caused by the application of

14

different theories of recovery, the lower number

15

representing a theory of economic loss and the

16

larger one resting on a theory of capitalization of

17

the infrastructure lost in the flood.

The advice of the committee,

The range of losses represented by

18

The General Accounting Office and the U.S.

19

Department of Interior disagreed with the estimates

20

provided in the JTAC report.

21

GAO stated in its testimony in the April 12, 1991,

22

hearing, were based on faulty assumptions about the

23

income of tribal members, what the economic

24

activity of the Tribe and its members was before

25

the dam and the anticipated economic activity after

These estimates, the

17

1

the dam.

So the GAO ended up recommending that the

2

amount of compensation be based on an investment at

3

a corporate rate of the amount the Tribe had

4

indicated in 1949 that it wanted as compensation

5

for the lands flooded, including individually owned

6

lands, which was 22 million.

7

what that amount would be worth based on investment

8

at corporate bond rates from 1949 to the date of

9

the report and came up with the final figure for

It then calculated

10

compensation of 149.2 million for the Three

11

Affiliated Tribes within the Three Affiliated

12

Tribes and Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Equitable

13

Compensation Act of 1992.

14

agreed with the methodology used by the GAO in

15

determining this final figure.

16

The Tribes have never

The compensation did not cover lands not

17

needed for project purposes.

In addition to actual

18

monetary compensation, the JTAC Commission

19

recommended that the United States fulfill its many

20

promises, which included that the United States

21

Government make a final determination concerning:

22

Number 1, lands not needed for project purposes,

23

and, 2, the development of shoreline recreation

24

potential (JTAC Report, referenced in Report

25

102-267).

The U.S. made a solemn promise to return

18

1

the lands not needed for the Garrison Dam project

2

and the JTAC Committee recognized and confirmed

3

this promise and recommended that the United States

4

finally fulfill it.

5
6
7

Fulfilling the United States' promise to
return lands not needed for project purposes.
Since these lands were first taken from

8

the Tribe for the project over a half century ago,

9

the Three Affiliated Tribes has attempted to

10

recover these lands that are in excess of those

11

needed for the project.

12

the Corps may transfer these lands to the Secretary

13

of Interior to be held in trust for the Tribes.

14

Section 206(b) of the Fort Berthold Mineral

15

Restoration Act, Public Law 98-602, 98 statute

16

3149, provides:

17

Secretary of the Interior may enter into agreements

18

under which any land within the exterior boundaries

19

of the reservation acquired by the United States

20

for the construction, maintenance, or operation of

21

the Garrison Dam and Reservoir project that is no

22

longer needed for such purposes is declared to be

23

held by the United States in trust for the benefit

24

of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold

25

Reservation.

There is no question that

The Secretary of the Army and the

19

1

This law clearly provides independent

2

authority for the Corps to transfer Garrison

3

project lands to the Secretary for the benefit of

4

the Tribe.

5

lands is not from the Corps to the Tribes, but from

6

the Corps to the United States Department of

7

Interior.

8

a transfer from one federal department to another

9

federal department.

Please note that the transfer of these

In other words, this transfer is simply

10

I would like to add that I am disappointed

11

in some public comments that the Tribes deny or has

12

denied access to the lake.

13

totally false as the Tribes have never denied

14

access.

15

condemned land at Mahto Bay to provide access to

16

the public.

17

the development of improved roads and related

18

infrastructure.

19

These comments are

To the contrary, the Tribes have actually

We intend to improve access through

The Tribes requested the Corps to transfer

20

the excess lands to the United States Secretary of

21

Interior to be held in trust for the Tribes in May

22

of 2004.

23

categories of lands that are at or above the

24

maximum flood pool elevation, which is 1854.

25

Further, the Tribes will agree to reasonable and

The Tribes seek the return of the above

20

1

necessary easements for lake access for project

2

purposes and will recognize existing easements and

3

right-of-ways.

4

The dialogue concerning the Tribes and

5

Corps concerning this request has taken one whole

6

year and has brought us to where we are at today.

7

The Corps has informed the State of North Dakota

8

and the public concerning the Tribes' request to

9

transfer the excess lands and has set up a

10

three-phase process concerning the proposed

11

transfer that I believe allows for maximum input

12

from the state and the public.

13

The first phase of this process has

14

begun.

The meetings the week of May 23rd, 2005,

15

are the first public meetings to be held on the

16

proposed transfer.

17

Bismarck, Dickinson and Williston, North Dakota, on

18

May 23rd, 24th and 25th, respectively.

19

meetings are being held to obtain the public's

20

comments, questions and concerns.

21

Affiliated Tribes will have a representative at all

22

of these meetings.

23

attendance will be to genuinely listen to the

24

public and to hear and understand their concerns.

25

The tribal representatives attending these meetings

Meetings will be held in

These

The Three

The purpose of the Tribes'

21

1

will bring the public's concerns and comments back

2

to the Tribes so they can be discussed and

3

addressed by the tribal government.

4

policy, the Tribes will not respond to questions,

5

comments or concerns at these public meetings.

6

However, that we may choose to clarify certain

7

statements made at these meetings and we reserve

8

the right to make formal responses to written

9

requests or comments.

10

As a matter of

The first round of meetings will result in

11

an effects report that will be developed by the

12

Corps.

13

public's comments, questions and concerns.

14

stated earlier, the Tribes intend to respond to any

15

comments, questions and concerns specifically

16

directed to the Tribes and have these responses

17

included in the effects report.

18

will then be made available for public comment and

19

another round of public meetings will be held.

20

The effects report will include the
As

The effects report

Finally, a memorandum of agreement will be

21

developed by the Corps and the Department of

22

Interior with input from the Tribes and other

23

stakeholders.

24

to the public and a last round of public meetings

25

will be held.

This MOA will also be made available

22

1

The Three Affiliated Tribes will cooperate

2

with this process and participate in all of the

3

meetings.

4

participate in the process and meetings.

5

The Tribes encourage all stakeholders to

Finally, I would like to close this

6

statement by saying that the transfer process is at

7

its early stages.

8

have many questions concerning the transfer.

9

Tribes recognize and understand that many of you

Like many of you, the Tribes
The

10

are fearful of the proposed transfer.

11

that the Tribes are well aware of the economic and

12

recreational interests that concern many of you.

13

Please also understand that the Tribes do not have

14

any desire to obstruct your interests as we

15

recognize that it is in the Tribes' best interest

16

to promote economic activity on and around Lake

17

Sakakawea.

18

facts with you that demonstrate our commitment to

19

economic development on the Fort Berthold

20

Reservation and the great State of North Dakota.

21

Rest assured

In fact, I would like to share some

Number 1.

We will be hosting the National

22

Lewis and Clark Bicentennial Commemoration in the

23

summer of 2006.

24

there are only 15 of these events throughout the

25

United States.

We are happy to be hosting this as

We are hopeful that this event will

23

1

highlight the immense contributions of the Mandan,

2

Hidatsa and Arikara Nation to our great country.

3

All of this will be highlighted in our new Cultural

4

and Interpretative Center which will be under

5

construction this summer and will be completed by

6

the summer of 2006.

7

Number 2.

Our Tribe worked with the State

8

of North Dakota to obtain funding for the

9

construction of the new Four Bears Bridge project.

10

This beautiful bridge should be completed this

11

coming October and will be a landmark destination

12

for anyone interested in scenic and historical

13

sites.

14

our Tribe bridging both the past and the future and

15

will highlight many cultural aspects of the Mandan,

16

Hidatsa and Arikara Tribes for the benefit of

17

generations to come.

18

This bridge will serve as a metaphor for

Number 3.

We have made substantial

19

investments in the 4 Bears Casino in the past few

20

years as we have added an events center and 60 more

21

hotel rooms.

22

renovation and expansion of the gaming floor and

23

administrative section of the casino to provide

24

better services to our customers.

25

We are just finishing a major

Number 4.

We have been striving to work

24

1

with the North Dakota Game and Fish Department to

2

settle our jurisdictional differences to enhance

3

hunting opportunities for nonIndians on our

4

reservation.

5

we worked vigorously in support of Senate Bill 2041

6

passed by the legislature and signed by the

7

Governor that will allow nonIndian hunters to hunt

8

on our reservation without having to require a

9

state license.

During this past legislative session,

We believe that this new law will

10

result in economic benefits to the State as well as

11

the Tribe.

12

I promise all of you that the Tribes will

13

keep an open mind and heart in regards to all of

14

your comments, concerns and questions.

15

I ask that you also commit to attend these meetings

16

with an open mind and heart and give this public

17

process a chance to succeed.

18

rush to judgment on the proposed transfer until we

19

have all had time to digest the comments, concerns

20

and questions posed by the public.

21

surrender to our biases, preconceived notions or

22

ill-conceived assumptions, and instead approach

23

this process with tolerance and respect for one

24

another, I am confident that we will develop

25

solutions that address all of our needs and that a

In return,

We should avoid a

If we do not

25

1

bridge of trust between the Tribes and all the

2

stakeholders of Lake Sakakawea will result.

3

On behalf of the MHA Nation, I ask that

4

all people, both Indian and nonIndian, commit to

5

this process with respect and an open mind, and

6

finally to trust each other so we can move forward

7

together on this land transfer that has taken over

8

52 long years.

9

years, and that it brings a better day for all of

To me, tomorrow means the next 50

10

our people and our children.

11

Thank you.

12

MR. JANIS:

Thank you, Mr. Mayer.

I'm

13

going to make one small change to the schedule and

14

I would like Governor John Hoeven to please speak.

15

GOVERNOR HOEVEN:

Thank you, Mr. Janis.

16

do have written comments for you, which I will

17

submit.

18

I'm going to paraphrase the comments I

19

have in the letter, although I will refer to

20

specific sections in the letter.

21

for being here and offering this opportunity to

22

comment.

23

I

Again, thank you

On behalf of the State of North Dakota, we

24

have serious concerns about any consideration or

25

plan to consider transferring land or lakeshore

26

1

within the boundaries of the reservation from the

2

Corps of Engineers to the Department of Interior,

3

more specifically the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

4

The first concern is your authority or the

5

authority that you cite to make the transfer.

6

Where is your authority to make the transfer?

7

here I'll refer to specific sections in my letter.

8
9

And

Under the Missouri River Master Manual and
law, the Corps has an obligation -- an obligation

10

to maintain and support recreation as an authorized

11

project purpose.

12

with mineral restoration, you propose to transfer

13

land and abandon your responsibility to maintain

14

recreation on Lake Sakakawea.

15

reversing the Corps' long-held position that

16

recreation must be maintained on Lake Sakakawea.

17

Yet, citing a 1984 law dealing

In so doing you are

It is imperative that recreation be

18

considered a project purpose that must be

19

maintained and land should not be transferred if it

20

is needed for recreational purposes or for access

21

to recreational lands.

22

that the Corps not walk away from its

23

responsibility to maintain recreation as part of

24

its operation of the Missouri River system.

25

look at the Missouri River Master Manual, which was

It is equally important

If you

27

1

just revised in 2004, recreation is an authorized

2

system project purpose, one that is, quote, and

3

this is from the Master Manual, grown beyond

4

original expectation, end quote.

5

interest to the State of North Dakota and to the

6

thousands of visitors to Lake Sakakawea every year

7

that you maintain and support recreation.

8
9

It is of vital

Now, you earlier considered transfer of
land around the lake from the Corps to the BIA.

10

That was in 1994.

And when you considered that

11

transfer, you specifically referred to two guiding

12

purposes in transferring lands, and that is to

13

ensure the transfers are as equitable as possible

14

to all interests and to ensure that the authorized

15

project purposes are maintained.

16

include flood control, navigation, hydropower, fish

17

and wildlife habitat, and recreation.

18

cited in Public Information Paper Transfer of Lands

19

at Lake Sakakawea and Lake Oahe that was issued

20

October 11th, 1994.

Those purposes

And that is

21

So, clearly, even by your own

22

documentation you need to obtain federal legal

23

authority to make the transfer.

24

we want to make is in considering the transfer or

25

moving forward and contemplating a transfer, first

And the point that

28

1

you need to recognize that in operating the dam,

2

you must maintain and support recreation on Lake

3

Sakakawea as well as Lake Oahe or any other

4

transfers you may consider making, but specifically

5

as regards to this instance on Lake Sakakawea, you

6

must maintain and support recreation, and that

7

includes access to the lake.

8

includes everything from boat ramp access as well

9

as access to lakeshore to maintaining water levels

And I think it

10

that will provide for and support recreation.

11

it's an incredibly important issue, not only to

12

tribal members, but to everyone in the State of

13

North Dakota.

14

point.

15

So

And that leads me to my second

In addition to maintaining and supporting

16

recreation and access to the lake, any transfer

17

must recognize all interests.

18

important that you recognize fairly the interests

19

of the Tribe, both the Tribe as an entity and

20

individual tribal members, but it is also

21

fundamentally important that you recognize all

22

interests, tribal, nontribal, Native American,

23

nonNative American, private interests, public

24

interests, property interests, leasehold

25

interests.

It's vitally

All of them must be included and they
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1

must be included fully and fairly in any

2

consideration of transfer of lakeshore from the

3

Corps in any way, shape or form.

4

The final point that I would like to make

5

is that if you do in fact move forward and seek

6

legislation so that you have the authority to make

7

a transfer, not only do you need to consider the

8

issues that I've raised to date, but there are a

9

number of other issues that I think need to be

10

included in that legislation, as well.

11

property should be described by metes and bounds to

12

avoid future misunderstandings or disputes, public

13

access to land that requires crossing trust lands

14

should be guaranteed in the transfer document and

15

not left to later agreements, public access should

16

be perpetual and free of charge, and proposed use

17

of transferred land should be compatible with

18

neighboring developments and existing uses.

19

Transferred

Any transfer needs legal authority, which

20

is not currently in place, and it must be fair to

21

all.

22
23
24
25

Thanks very much for this opportunity to
testify.
MR. JANIS:
John Danks.

Thank you, Governor.

Next is
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1

MR. DANKS:

Good evening.

My name is John

2

Danks.

I'm an enrolled member of the Three

3

Affiliated Tribes.

4

and Hidatsa and Arikara Elders Organization.

5

graduated from the Elbowoods High School in 1949.

6

I spent my entire youth on the Fort Berthold

7

Reservation.

8

before the Garrison Dam.

9

Four Bears Bridge on Highway 8 for the last time on

I speak on behalf of the Mandan
I

I have many fond memories of our life
In 1952 I crossed the

10

my way to get on a train en route to the Korean

11

War.

12

was gone forever, along with other reservation

13

communities, Sanish, Independence, Lucky Mound,

14

Charging Eagle, Red Butte, Nishu, Shell Creek and

15

Beaver Creek.

16

with you, I felt it is important that I explain why

17

we, the members of the Three Affiliated Tribes,

18

have come to place a high value on the recovery of

19

lakeshore properties within the boundaries of our

20

reservation from the Corps of Engineers.

21

When I returned home early in 1954, Elbowoods

However, before I share my memories

You know, soon after Christopher Columbus

22

discovered the North American continent, people

23

from Europe began immigrating to the United States

24

in boatloads.

25

that commemorates this memorable event.

Today we have a Statue of Liberty
Coupled
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1

with this immigration there was an out-migration of

2

the Native Americans from the east to the west.

3

the 18th century, my ancestors finally settled in

4

this region.

5

Territory was the beginning of the formal act

6

taking of our homelands by the United States

7

Government.

8

Missouri River, they wintered with my ancestors.

9

The expedition witnessed native people well-

10

organized who generously shared their homes,

11

resources and their knowledge such as plants that

12

had medicinal properties with the members of the

13

expedition.

14

By

The purpose of the Louisiana

When Lewis and Clark camped up the

In 1851, the United States Government

15

negotiated the Fort Laramie Treaty with members of

16

the Three Affiliated Tribes, recognizing our west

17

and east boundaries as the Powder River and the

18

Missouri River.

19

approximately 12 million acres.

20

of executive orders, beginning in 1870 and

21

legislation ending in 1910 with the Homestead Act,

22

reduced the trust lands within our reservation to

23

approximately 700,000 acres.

24

BIA began a policy referred to as a force fee

25

patent issuing fee patents to Native Americans who

This territory involved
Through a series

Soon thereafter the
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1

had some abilities to read and write and speak the

2

English language.

3

allotments due to taxes.

4

later discontinued this policy.

5

project found another way to take an additional

6

156,000 acres in the early 1950s.

7

these past takings of our land base, we as a people

8

place a high value in regaining ownership to these

9

small tracts of land in the center of our

10

Many of my ancestors lost their
As a result, the BIA
The Pick-Sloan

Due to all of

reservation.

11

Before our lands were flooded for the

12

Garrison Dam, the federal government initiated a

13

study of the quality of life and our natural

14

resources along the river.

15

government's own studies that coined the phrase

16

that these bottomlands served as our economic

17

engine.

18

River often equaled or surpassed that of our white

19

neighbors.

20

members made their living farming and ranching.

21

were totally self-sufficient with a quality school

22

system up and down the river.

23

well-established road system and wagon trails that

24

we could travel in all types of weather.

25

a sawmill, a flourmill, a hospital, a telephone

It was the federal

Our quality of life along the Missouri

Before the dam 95 percent of our
We

We had a

We owned
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1

system, and our own financial system.

We had an

2

in-kind cattle re-lending program and a corporate

3

credit program where we could borrow funds to buy

4

machinery, seed, supplies and school loans.

5

were the model of economic development of the

6

Indian tribes of the Great Plains.

We have lost so

7

much because of this Garrison Dam.

It has totally

8

destroyed our economy and our way of life.

9

the reason we feel the United States Government

We

This is

10

must fulfill its promise to return lands no longer

11

needed for the project's purposes.

12

I understand how some individuals may be

13

fearful of the proposed transfer, but I'm concerned

14

by comments made on the KCJB radio station this

15

past Saturday.

16

Erickson indicated he feared the transfer of these

17

few tracts of land would limit public access to the

18

recreation sites within the boundaries of the Fort

19

Berthold Reservation.

20

basis for these comments.

21

need to fear access to these recreation sites, as

22

all of these recreation sites have public access

23

today as I speak.

24

federal government, whether it is the Department of

25

Army or the Department of Interior, is subject to a

A gentleman by the name of Mr.

I do not understand the
Our neighbors do not

Land held in trust by the
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1

very similar group of regulations governing the

2

right-of-ways, easements to protect the public.

3

an attorney, Mr. Erickson should know this.

4

of our neighbors have leased tribal lands for many

5

years and we have never blocked their access to the

6

lake.

7

As

Many

In closing, we seek the support of our

8

neighbors in return of these few tracts of land as

9

they are in the center of our reservation and the

10

transfer will fulfill one of the solemn promises of

11

the federal government made to us when taking

12

150,000 acres of our prime agricultural land and

13

destroying our nine communities.

14
15
16
17
18

Thank you for giving me this opportunity
to speak.
MR. JANIS:

Thank you, Mr. Danks.

Robert

Mulluk, Jr.
MR. MULLUK:

My name is Robert Mulluk.

19

I'm from an Indian tribe from Alaska.

20

start frowning and wondering what am I speaking

21

for, I would like to clear that up.

22

Before you

My children are enrolled tribal members of

23

the Three Affiliated Tribes and I'm married to a

24

beautiful lady so I couldn't help but have the

25

opportunity to speak on what holds in the future
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1

for my children, my grandchildren, and my

2

great-grandchildren.

3

I've been coming here to North Dakota, the

4

Three Affiliated Tribes since 1974.

5

met the late John Fox, Sr.

6

of what they had gone through in terms of losing

7

their land.

8

terms of the tragedies they had to go through.

9

There's a saying that we don't have to lose

10

At that time I

He had told me stories

So I empathize with my in-laws in

something in order to gain something.

11

One of the things that we have here in the

12

United States, even us up in Alaska, is that we

13

have stories that are similar to this right here to

14

where all the atrocities that us native people have

15

endured sometimes comes from the state as well as

16

from the federal government, and I have a lot of

17

stories.

18

with that time frame -- time limit you have given

19

us.

20

which I call my in-laws.

21

Unfortunately, I don't have time to do

These people have sacrificed a great deal,

My father has a saying -- he's 83 years

22

old -- that when you make a mistake, that what you

23

do is that you move forward -- once you begin to

24

apologize and move forward from there, and he

25

referred to it simply as eating humble pie.

And
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1

when you eat humble pie, that's a difficult thing

2

to do, but once you overcome it, then your life

3

becomes better because you have taken all this junk

4

out of your head and your heart.

5

In the lighter note, you refer to it in no

6

disrespect.

I notice that the Lake Sakakawea is

7

drying up.

At the rate it's going, maybe one of

8

these days we'll call it Pond Sakakawea.

9

notice my in-laws probably don't do too much rain

10

dances anymore either, because as you see as you

11

cross the bridge, on one side is dried up, on the

12

other side is not as dry.

13

we rely on what God has given us.

14

just went over there -- because they want

15

electricity, went over there and took some of that

16

land.

17

And I

But we as native people,
And yet somebody

Yeah, people want to go there and talk

18

about what's vested interest in them, but as I go

19

by the casino, there's that little thing there that

20

it's all dried up.

21

way up, and the water has receded all the way down,

22

and I don't know if there's a fishing kind of

23

thing, but it seems like they have to drag their

24

boats a long ways to go to the water now.

25

I remember the water used to be

And in closing, I appreciate the time you
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1

have given me.

2
3

Thank you very much.

MR. JANIS:

Thank you, Mr. Mulluk.

Russell Gillette.

4

MR. GILLETTE:

Good evening.

My name is

5

Russell -- George Russell Gillette, Jr.

6

member of the Three Affiliated Tribes in New Town,

7

North Dakota.

8
9

I'm a

I guess my request or talk is a little
different than most.

We're talking about the land

10

base, we're talking about the shorelines.

11

myself, look at the trauma that the dam has caused

12

us.

13

due to alcoholism, it's all due to popping pills,

14

it's all due to everything else because the people

15

are trying to eliminate the hurt that this dam has

16

caused.

17

I,

You look at the welfare cases and this is all

The biggest problem we have today

18

basically is that people don't listen.

19

sitting here and we talk and writing all this stuff

20

down and what is being done?

21

in many meetings and all they do is come up and

22

write down and we'll give you a report.

23

doesn't mean jack.

24

some action, and I say the action has to start now,

25

not next year or next presidency election.

Nothing.

We're

I have been

That

The thing is we've got to see

It has
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1

to start now with you people.

2

The other thing we see is we lost our

3

churches.

We lost the spiritual aspects that we

4

had a long time ago.

5

Eagle, Independence, Shell Creek, Nishu, and the

6

thing was people were very spiritual at the time.

7

What happened now is everything is coming out, and

8

even the burial grounds.

9

we fasted and where we sweated, now these things

We had churches in Charging

10

are gone.

11

it's damaged everything.

12

restoring.

13

to the Tribe.

14

The sacred places where

And as the lake recedes, all it does,
So what is good is

You might as well say desert land back
What is it going to benefit?

But the other thing, too, is we all have

15

to work together, whether you're Indian, whether

16

you're white, whether you're in between or

17

whatever.

18

But the thing is we've got to learn to listen to

19

each other.

20

crying.

21

coming back from rounding up cattle that was on a

22

hill, he said it's not going to be too long this

23

water is not going to be here.

24

going to tell you something, it might not be during

25

my time or your time, it may be your

We're all human.

We all have feelings.

If you look at that picture, my dad is

He told me one time, he said when he's

He said, but I'm
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1

grandchildren's time, that that water is going to

2

dry up because you do not play with God's

3

creation.

4

are we going to do about it?

5

going to make it rain?

6

water?

7

of water.

8

we could all store ice.

9

your ice?

Look at it now.

And the thing is, what
Nothing.

How are we

What are we going to do for

We can't melt ice because ice is made out
I was talking to a guy, he said, well,
Where are you going to get

10

So I say in closing, I would like to say

11

it's good that you are listening here, but, also,

12

we all got to put our heads together and look at

13

the children.

14

for the children today?

15

they're going to need.

16

increase, alcohol is on the increase.

17

social problems are on an increase, and what are we

18

doing about it?

19

land.

20
21
22

What are we going to have in store
The health issues that
Diabetic is on the
All these

Sitting here and arguing about

What about the people?
MR. JANIS:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Gillette.

Karen Mulluk, please.
MS. MULLUK:

My name is Karen Mulluk and I

23

am from the Fort Berthold Reservation.

I have

24

lived up in Alaska for the last 30 years, but my

25

roots are in North Dakota.

That's where my
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1

ancestors are and my family.

2

And, of course, I have to come home and

3

all the years that I have come home nothing has

4

changed.

5

same promises that were given to them before my

6

time, before I was born.

7

today is good for the people to vent, to express

8

their opinions and to give their concerns.

9

glad our Governor was here representing the

10

Our people are still living through the

I think that this meeting

I'm

interests of the people in his party.

11

But I think you said it at the beginning

12

of this when you gave us your power pictures here

13

in a nutshell, that a promise was made at one time,

14

a memorandum was made, a decision was made, and for

15

centuries we've been hearing this, and I think that

16

you or the Corps of Engineers need to follow

17

through on that and for once in this century do

18

what you say you were going to do.

19
20
21

MR. JANIS:

Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Mulluk.

Austin

Gillette.
MR. GILLETTE:

Thank you, Mr. Janis.

We,

22

the three Tribes, Mandan, Hidatsa and Arikara, have

23

kept our word since 1851.

24

Tribes, have never denied access to legal places of

25

recreation.

And we, the three
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1

I'm going to mention some of the incidents

2

where we, the Tribe, stepped in.

I was on the

3

tribal council 24 years at Fort Berthold, so I was

4

there when these things happened.

5

1976 -- the Corps of Engineers had sold land about

6

in 1971 to a group of recreation people, which was

7

fine, but what they did do was tell them they had

8

access when they did not have access because an

9

individual tribal member owned the access road in

Mahto Bay, in

10

there, and so we, the Tribe, had to step in and

11

negotiate with the individual tribal member, and we

12

gave that tribal member the tribal share of that

13

land, the money from it.

14

extra step, the Tribe.

15

one who governs these actions permitting access.

16

So we have gone that

The tribal council is the

McKenzie Bay, the same way.

We had to

17

purchase a tribal member's land to provide access

18

to McKenzie Bay.

19

Charging Eagle Bay, also known as Mosset Bay.

20

is something that is never brought up.

21

to say it tonight.

22

asked that the federal government condemn an

23

individual's land to provide access for a family

24

and for a recreation site.

25

you're that concerned about access, we did it.

We did that in 1980.

And
This

I'm going

Our tribal council in 1980

Did you know that?

If
And
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1

it was not an easy step to do.

2

condemn somebody's land?

3

unreasonable situation and it was finalized in

4

1982.

5

Who wants to

But it was an

So we have some other areas that we, the

6

Tribe, have invested in, Pouch Point, Skunk Bay, we

7

used tribal equipment, tribal dollars to provide

8

access to all of these areas.

9

these maps behind us and 20 of them are within the

10

There's 36 areas on

reservation boundaries.

11

When we as laymen look at a law, the

12

section that is quoted, it says land that is not

13

needed, return it to the Tribe.

14

plain English.

15

have said this before in meetings, if the State of

16

North Dakota would be in the same situation as the

17

Three Tribes are, why don't they ask for all of the

18

land that is off the reservation and turn it over

19

to the management of the State Game and Fish and

20

whoever else?

Fine.

That's

But here is the other thing.

I

21

I have been long of the position that the

22

Corps of Engineers does not need this land at all,

23

period.

24

Force bases, I supported keeping Minot Air Base

25

open, fine, but they're going to still close a

In this era of Army reduction bases, Air
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1

bunch of other ones throughout the nation.

2

the U.S. Government is worried about saving money,

3

well, there's less management needed if they return

4

this land to us and give what is off the

5

reservation to the state, that's fine.

6

So if

But, you know, there's some things that

7

are tied in here that we're overlooking on this

8

land.

9

know the Corps of Engineers has a budget for that.

There's this noxious weed problem.

Okay.

I

10

It's not much, but it's still some funding.

11

when this land transfer does take place -- I'm

12

positive it will, I'm an optimist -- the funding to

13

take care of this noxious weed program has to be

14

along with it.

15

So

So when we look back, day one, when the

16

Pick-Sloan was established by law in 1944, what

17

does it say?

18

hydropower.

19

to my recollection.

20

went to the first grade in Elbowoods.

21

there when they had a big hearing and all that.

22

won't get into that.

23

My Uncle Russell did, too.

24

law.

25

that we're speaking in public daylight so no

It says flood control and
All of these other things came later,
And now we're here today.

I

So I was
I

The elders touched on that.
And this is a good

We are only following the law, and it's good
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1

misunderstanding will occur.

2

happens, everybody will have had their options.

3

If and when it

You know, when 9-11 happened, the whole

4

country was in an uproar.

5

tribal member, 9-11 for us was when they built that

6

dam and flooded us out.

7

thank you.

8
9

MR. JANIS:

Well, to me, as one

With that, Mr. Janis,

Thank you, Mr. Gillette.

Marie Voigt.

10

MS. VOIGT:

Good evening.

I'm glad a key

11

word is fairness here.

12

speaking for my son, Lee Voigt, who is an enrolled

13

tribal member.

14

leader of a long-distance recognizance team.

15

job is to sneak in and gather intelligence and

16

sneak back out.

17

I am Marie Voigt.

I'm

He is now serving in Iraq as a
His

He is asking today that the lands that

18

belonged to his forefathers be returned to him and

19

his family, and by that he means the original

20

rightful owner, the owner who gave up his land or,

21

more accurately, the land that was seized.

22

Voigt Ranch bordered the lake.

23

excessive lands would be used to continue and

24

perpetuate the Voigt Ranch, continuing to sell the

25

lines.

The

The return of the

My husband, Gene Voigt, would look over
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1

that lake not with an eye to recreation, but with

2

sadness for the lands that meant personal economic

3

loss that impacted his self-reliance.

4

The key is fairness here to all

5

interests.

He's not asking for the world, but the

6

return of lands belonging to -- that once belonged

7

to his father and his forefathers.

8

accommodate the recreation, how about accommodating

9

the individual rancher?

If you can

Don't forget the

10

individual that gave up his land or, more

11

accurately, land that was seized.

12
13
14

MR. JANIS:
Klapprodt.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mrs. Voigt.

Lee

Hope I pronounced that correctly.

MR. KLAPPRODT:

Close.

My name is Lee

15

Klapprodt.

16

Commission and my comments tonight are on behalf of

17

the State Water Commission.

18

I work for the North Dakota State Water

Thank you for this opportunity to express

19

our views on the potential transfer of Garrison

20

Dam/Lake Sakakawea project land within the Fort

21

Berthold Reservation of North Dakota.

22

obligation to express some concerns that we have

23

about such a transfer.

It's our

24

Please be aware that Missouri River water

25

represents over 90 percent of the water that flows
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1

in all North Dakota rivers.

2

we view the river and the water held in Corps

3

reservoirs as a vital resource to the future of our

4

state.

5

near-term and long-term development that it can

6

barely be imagined.

7

As you might expect,

It represents such a huge potential for

Access to Missouri River water is of

8

paramount importance to all North Dakotans.

9

Anything that might jeopardize that access must be

10

carefully considered.

11

the responsibility to operate the Missouri River

12

reservoir system for several beneficial uses,

13

including water supply.

14

potential to irrigate thousands of acres, supply

15

small and large industries, including energy -- new

16

energy development like coal and ethanol, meet

17

value-added ag processing needs, supply thousands

18

of rural and municipal water users and, of course,

19

the growing recreational industry needs.

20

The Corps of Engineers has

The Missouri River has the

Providing access to Missouri River water

21

is seen by us as part of that obligation.

Should

22

this transfer take place, a shadow may be cast on

23

the future use of Missouri River water in this

24

region of the state.

25

give us that current and future generations of

What assurance can the Corps
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1

North Dakota will have the same access opportunity

2

to this vital resource should this transfer be

3

made?

4

to have addressed.

That's a significant question we would like

5

We find it troubling that the Corps is

6

considering this land transfer separately from the

7

current Lake Sakakawea Project Master Plan Update

8

process.

9

representatives and local interests are involved in

10

an ad hoc committee that is working with the Corps

11

on an update to its 1978 Master Plan.

12

document, and we expect the new document,

13

identifies all of the resources of the project and

14

depicts in detail the relationship of varied land

15

and water uses appropriate to these water

16

resources.

17

comprehensive and will be used to ensure compliance

18

with the host of federal environmental and

19

preservation laws.

20

future development that provides the greatest

21

public benefit over the life of the project.

22

believe the master planning process would be a more

23

suitable form to discuss the perpetual transfer of

24

project land.

25

We and other state agencies, tribal

The previous

We are told the new Master Plan will be

It will provide direction for

We

A question that we have is what assurance
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1

will we have that if the land is transferred, that

2

the management objectives developed by the

3

stakeholders in the master planning process will be

4

honored by whatever entity takes it over?

5

that would be important for us to know.

I think

6

Again, thanks for this opportunity.

7

MR. JANIS:

8

Thank you.

Doug Prchal.

I

apologize if I mispronounce some of the names.

9

MR. PRCHAL:

Thank you, Larry.

There are

10

a few Dougs, but not very many Prchals.

11

very hard name.

12

opportunity to present.

13

comments given some of the other comments that

14

already have been made, as well as with respect to

15

time.

16

That's a

Appreciate very much the
I'm going to paraphrase my

The premise that has been discussed with

17

regard to the Corps' perception that the recreation

18

areas are in this process not necessary for the

19

operation of the Garrison Dam as referenced by the

20

Governor are reiterated on my behalf as I'm the

21

director of North Dakota Parks and Recreation in

22

regard to the citizens of North Dakota's recreation

23

use.

24

there certainly have been documented economic

25

values that are on file with the Corps of

It is an authorized use of the project and
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1

Engineers.

2

necessary purpose in the context of the management

3

within the boundaries of the reservation, it is

4

authorized as was related.

5

So inferring that recreation is not a

The master planning process, to reiterate

6

what Mr. Klapprodt said, is a concern to us, as

7

well.

8

agency, Water Commission and other entities are

9

engaged in that, and the perception might be that

10

we're premature in injecting this process before

11

that holistic look at the lake has been undertaken

12

and believe that the master planning process should

13

continue and the results of that then determined

14

what those yet foreseen uses and current uses are.

All the stakeholders, tribal members, our

15

Both Indian Hills, which we have a

16

recreation lease with the Corps and with the Tribe,

17

and Pouch Point, we work cooperatively in regard to

18

the development of those areas from our department

19

perspective, as well as New Town Marina.

20

a recreation grant program through the National

21

Park Service that does require assurance that those

22

areas be maintained in public use in perpetuity,

23

and if they are not, then it requires a process to

24

go through to basically convert those and then to

25

either repay those grants or replace those

There is
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1

recreation areas.

2

reference that in the context of this.

3

And I think that's important to

As well, Indian Hills Recreation Area has

4

been under operation currently by the operators for

5

20 years.

6

property to their children and there's a five-year

7

period of lease -- or remaining on that lease.

8

But, most importantly, with regard to

9

They have since transferred that

former landowners, the original 80 acres that the

10

recreation area enclosed was purchased from the

11

State of North Dakota by the Corps of Engineers.

12

The 80 acres that was more recently added was

13

purchased by that current operator from his

14

father.

15

referred, those lands in fairness, as the Governor

16

stated, consideration should be given to revert

17

those to those former owners.

And so the question there is, as was

18

As well, there are areas within the

19

boundaries of the reservation that are under

20

private operation or locally run businesses and we

21

just ask assurances be made that those operations

22

continue with regard to the investments that have

23

been made in those areas and that access be ensured

24

to that.

25

and I'm pleased to hear those, because those are

And I know those comments have been made,
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1

questions that have been raised, what does the

2

future hold should this transfer proceed?

3

In closing, we do know, whether we agree

4

with the Corps' policies, procedures, et cetera,

5

that they are a known entity in the years that

6

relationships have been made with them.

7

regard to the Department of Interior's approach to

8

resource management, leases, we don't have that

9

history, and so there is concern and we've

With

10

expressed that and those questions need to be

11

answered.

12

And so with that, that really concludes, I

13

think.

14

expressing these views, but it is something that we

15

need to seriously consider, a whole host of issues

16

in front of us.

17

This process is very much appreciated,

Thank you.

MR. JANIS:

Thank you, Mr. Prchal.

I'm

18

going to take the liberty for our court reporter's

19

sake to take a five-minute break.

20

and we'll continue with comments in five minutes.

21

So at 7:20 we'll start again.

We'll come back

22

(Recess taken at 7:18 p.m. to 7:28 p.m.)

23

MR. JANIS:

Okay.

Thank you very much for

24

taking the break.

If we can start again.

We will

25

go ahead and start with Mr. Dean Hildebrand.
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1

MR. HILDEBRAND:

Mr. Janis, distinguished

2

tribal members, ladies and gentlemen, thank you for

3

giving me the opportunity to speak with you this

4

evening.

5

director of the North Dakota Game and Fish

6

Department.

7

but I do want to tell you that we have a vested

8

interest -- a deep vested interest in the 36,000

9

acres that are under discussion here.

My name is Dean Hildebrand.

I'm the

I'm going to be really quite brief,

10

As the program is currently envisioned, I

11

would be diametrically opposed to turning the land

12

over to the Bureau of Indian Affairs eventually

13

from the Department of Interior so that it would be

14

put into trust.

15

wildlife management acres up in this 36,000 acres.

16

We've got several million dollars worth of

17

construction in the boat ramps and the docks and

18

the toilet facilities and we've put in countless

19

numbers of trees.

20

be good neighbors.

21

major.

22

It's a big project just to operate those seven

23

wildlife management areas much less talking about,

24

you know, 36,000 acres.

25

Now, we have about 7,000 acres of

We've worked very, very hard to
Our weed control problem is

We budget a lot of money to control weeds.

But I was encouraged by some of the things
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1

that Mr. Gillette said about cooperation and

2

communication, working together.

3

there's an opportunity of providing public access

4

as we have it today with proper sideboards.

I do think

5

Now, I want to illustrate that just very

6

briefly because Senate Bill 2041 during this past

7

legislative session, I was in opposition to that.

8

It wouldn't give the tribes of the State of North

9

Dakota -- the Indian tribes of the State of North

10

Dakota the right to sell hunting licenses on tribal

11

land.

12

does, then, of course, we would have to purchase

13

hunting licenses to hunt on there if we were not

14

members of the Tribe.

15

This will become tribal land.

And if it

Well, at that particular point in time I

16

wouldn't have the resources to manage those

17

wildlife management areas that we have on the

18

reservation.

19

if we are going to put together rules, regulations

20

and guidelines for hunting on and off the

21

reservation, then maybe we should open our seasons

22

at the same time and maybe we should have the same

23

bag limits.

24

on, I think we could make some things work

25

cooperatively for the benefit of everybody.

And I pose that for the reason that

And if those sideboards could be put

I know
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1

that the casino needs customers and it's a good

2

economic resource and development for the Tribe,

3

and I'm convinced that if we work together in the

4

spirit of cooperation, we can manage those

5

resources for the betterment of everybody.

6

I'm very concerned about access to the

7

lake.

I'm very concerned about fishing.

8

concerned about management of the game.

9

stands right now, we need to have many public

And as it

10

hearings.

11

Dickinson, perhaps Williston the following evening,

12

but what about the vast majority of the State of

13

North Dakota, the citizens who do live east of

14

Bismarck, North Dakota?

15

We're having three.

I'm very

We should be in

So I trust from your remarks that you

16

opened up that this is the beginning of working out

17

a program that would be in the best interests of

18

the people of the State of North Dakota, including

19

our good Indian friends.

20
21
22

MR. JANIS:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you, Mr. Hildebrand.

Greg Lange.
MR. LANGE:

Mr. Janis, I'm Greg Lange.

23

I'm an attorney from Hazen and I'm here on behalf

24

of the Mercer County Water Resource Board.

25

don't have a huge interest in the plan that's

We
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1

presently proposed, but it presents some ideas that

2

I think should be expanded upon.

3

I think this concept of returning lands to

4

the government that is closer to its constituents

5

has some merit.

6

closest to its constituents is, as a general rule,

7

the more responsive to their concerns.

8

listened here earlier this evening, I've heard some

9

good comments about how much this beautiful lake

I think the government that is

As I've

10

cost the people that moved out to make room for the

11

water, and I understand the desire to get that land

12

back, especially if it's truly beyond the needs for

13

the project.

14

That being said, I think that what is

15

goose for the gander -- or whatever that saying is

16

-- I've got that wrong.

17

is good for the county, what's good for the tribe

18

is good for the state, and we shouldn't stop that

19

at the boundary line, and I realize the legislation

20

needs to be done or redone in order to expand upon

21

that.

What's good for the tribe

22

But you skipped over in deciding to open

23

up public comments after making a decision on the

24

fact that you're the legal authority to do it, and

25

I think that the Corps should step back and study
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1

whether that's really the case.

2

based on a single paragraph of the law, and I don't

3

think you need to be a lawyer to be -- to

4

understand that our Congress is not known for its

5

brevity when it's writing laws.

6

This proposal is

In my office I've got about -- before we

7

went to doing all our research online, we had about

8

48 square feet of wall space dedicated to just the

9

Federal Code.

And so I guess my point is that if

10

the Congress had intended to do something that

11

would affect 37,000 acres, lots of people, it would

12

have taken more than a paragraph to say so.

13

think that trying to develop this leaves all this

14

discretion in the hands of the Corps and, frankly,

15

that's an unelected body that's making these

16

decisions and that really this legislation should

17

be developed, drafted in a way that addresses not

18

only the lands -- the excess lands within the

19

tribal boundaries, but also that that goes along to

20

the east of that and beyond its boundaries to

21

affect the other counties that are involved.

22

And I

All of us here have an interest, I would

23

say, in seeing that this gets done in a good way

24

and a way that reflects and protects the interests

25

of people, not only those within the tribal
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1

boundaries, but those who have an investment in

2

property, not only tribal members, but people that

3

have invested in the cabins or like the state in

4

access and development of the lake access.

5

So I'm here to say that what you're

6

proposing to do, while it has some merit, deserves

7

to be done in a more comprehensive fashion, and to

8

do that proper legislation should be drafted.

9

I know that there's been a long wait for this to

And

10

get done.

11

for this to get done and he's willing to wait 50

12

more years to get it done.

13

right.

14

issues that we need to work on, and we need to work

15

on them together.

16

Somebody talked about 50 years waiting

I say let's get it done

People here, they've got lots of serious

As proposed this has a potential to divide

17

people that need to be working together on issues.

18

If it's worth doing, it's worth doing right.

19

you.

20
21
22

MR. JANIS:
Holtan.

Thank you, Mr. Lange.

Thank

Byron

Sorry, I must have mispronounced it.
MR. HOLTAN:

Good evening, Mr. Janis.

23

It's Byron Holtan.

That's Norwegian.

My name is

24

Byron Holtan.

25

lives on Fort Berthold Reservation, and I've lived

I'm a third-generation rancher who
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1

there all my life in McLean County.

2

got to go to school two years in Elbowoods.

3

got you beat one year.

4

And, Austin, I
I've

Our ranch was homesteaded by my

5

grandfather in the 1930s.

6

raised five children on that land.

7

a third-generation farmer and rancher there.

8

I'm here to testify on behalf of my family, who not

9

only continue to ranch on the land, but we have

10

built a public recreation area over the past 20

11

years along the lake, which is now potentially in

12

jeopardy of being held as excess lands in the

13

proposed land transfer to the Three Affiliated

14

Tribes.

15

My father, Lyle Holtan,
I'm proud to be
Today

My grandfather and father both lost lands

16

to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1952.

17

lost land along with a lot of other tribal friends

18

and neighbors.

19

homestead was above the taking area, we didn't have

20

to move, but I can tell you a story about my dad, a

21

story he told me.

22

They

Fortunately, my father -- our

My dad owned a 1948 one-ton truck.

He

23

helped many Indian families move up to higher

24

ground.

25

old truck as they drove up off the river bottoms

He said there were many tears shed in that
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1

and some of those tears were his.

2

valuable prime lands within the taken area.

3

We all lost

Reestablishing our farm and ranch after

4

the dam was built was difficult for my family, as

5

it was for all of our neighbors.

6

called a priority lease with the Corps of Engineers

7

on our grazing.

8

lost that priority lease in 1984 when Senator

9

Quentin Burdick passed legislation to return the

We had what was

The term was a 99-year lease.

We

10

Mineral Restoration Act to the Tribe.

11

we had been paying our grazing lease to the Corps

12

of Engineers and now it's paid to the Tribe on land

13

that was owned by us and deeded land.

14

priority lease status without any public notice due

15

to the congressional act.

16

At that time

We lost that

The recreational area we built is called

17

Indian Hills.

The land it sits on today was former

18

State of North Dakota land.

19

have a unique lease agreement to provide public

20

access with us, the private adjacent landowner.

21

Twenty years ago we built this recreation in good

22

faith to work with the State, Corps and the Tribe.

23

We met with the Tribe and they even helped us name

24

the recreation area.

25

agreements.

Today the State, Corps

These were positive
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1

I have raised a family of five children,

2

three of which are stepchildren who are enrolled

3

members of the Three Affiliated Tribes.

4

now represents the fourth generation on this land.

5

My children helped build the public recreation

6

area.

7

needed land which is lease agreement with the three

8

parties, the State of North Dakota, the Parks and

9

Rec and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Three

The main recreation facilities are built on

10

Affiliated Tribes.

11

last year.

12

taking over the reins.

13

My family

We celebrated our 20th year

Today our daughter and her family are

The proposed land transfer is of great

14

concern to our family.

15

decision -- or designation of this recreation area

16

as excess lands.

17

very principle of taking the land away from the

18

original owners 53 years ago was unfair, so why

19

repeat this history again?

20

We oppose the Corps'

This land is not excess.

The

Why shed tears again?

The recreation season is short and

21

investment in the property has been lifelong for

22

me, my wife and our children.

23

of love, a way of life and work of this land.

24

open our doors on Memorial Day and we close them on

25

Labor Day.

It has been a labor
We

It is short seasoned and it has been
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1

filled with many ups and downs dealing with

2

constantly changing lake levels, an unstable

3

economy.

4

Dakota to work with us to develop a successful

5

public recreation area.

6

providing facilities such as boat ramps, roads,

7

public ramps, public restrooms, public

8

fish-cleaning stations and an advertising

9

promotion, not to mention the world class fisheries

We have depended on the State of North

The State has invested in

10

that has been developed.

11

transfer were taking place, is our family business

12

at risk?

13

worth for the future what it would.

14

to invest thousands of dollars in a four-month

15

season to provide free public access with no

16

instant return on the investment?

17

transfers this property, who will be responsible

18

for building boat ramps?

19

If this excess land

If the land transfer would be -- would be
Who is going

If the Corps

Who would fund it?

We are located 30 miles from a major

20

town.

There is not much to be gained, but I fear

21

many things could be lost, and, yes, there is a

22

fear of the unknown.

23

concern as our parents and grandparents did 53

24

years ago and I do not think this is necessary.

25

the Corps returns this land to anyone, it should be

Today we feel the same

If
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1

to the original owner, Indians and nonIndians

2

alike.

3

Testifying here today, it isn't easy for

4

me.

I feel I'm put up against neighbors and

5

nonIndians and Indians alike, and this is not

6

fair.

I ask you to consider all these factors.

7

The Tribe has stated publicly that if the

8

land transfers to them, the lease agreements would

9

remain the same, but really reality is the Tribe

10

would become responsible for all improvements and

11

the public development.

12

not have any further responsibility or obligation.

13

I'm afraid we would not be able to continue the

14

family business.

The State, the Corps would

15

Furthermore, as a nonIndian operator, I do

16

not -- we are not priority to the Tribe, nor do we,

17

as a nonIndian, have a representation in any

18

sovereign tribal government.

19

Thank you for allowing me this time to

20

share my concerns.

These are my difficult times

21

with the conditions of the lake, without the

22

potential loss of a stable 20-year lease agreement,

23

which has benefited thousands of guests to our

24

location and thousands of guests to the Fort

25

Berthold Reservation.
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1

Thank you for my consideration and these

2

concerns and I ask you to accept my comments for

3

the record.

4
5
6

Thank you, Mr. Janis.

MR. JANIS:

Thank you, Mr. Holtan.

Dawn

Charging.
MS. CHARGING:

Good evening.

My name is

7

Dawn Charging.

I'm an enrolled member of the Three

8

Affiliated Tribes, who lives on the Fort Berthold

9

Indian Reservation.

This past November I was

10

elected as the first American Indian woman

11

legislator from my tribe to serve in the House of

12

Representatives.

13

I share the concerns from constituents of

14

my district, which is split in half by Lake

15

Sakakawea in west central North Dakota.

16

proposed transfer of lands to the Three Affiliated

17

Tribes is one filled with many emotions and broken

18

promises for my constituents, as I stand here to

19

represent all people, both Indian and nonIndian who

20

will be positively and potentially adversely

21

affected in the proposed actions of a land

22

transfer.

23

tensions have risen to a higher level as a result

24

of the transaction.

25

The

It disturbs me tonight that racial

The people in my district are deeply
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1

concerned about the future of their livelihoods and

2

the future of their local economies and tax base in

3

already economically stressed times.

4

of the reservoir has created a disaster within a

5

disaster.

6

River bottoms, who have lived there and who were

7

affected by the construction of the Garrison Dam

8

have just begun to recover spiritually and

9

economically.

10

The low water

The people who live on the Missouri

Tourism and recreation on Lake Sakakawea

11

has been an important tool, and in the past 50

12

years become one of our state's greatest assets.

13

For tribal people, recreation was not

14

something many could afford.

That river was a

15

source of bad memories.

16

historic venue for the Three Affiliated Tribes

17

dating back to the original Four Bears Lodge near

18

the tribal headquarters in New Town.

19

of the investment dollars today, only a few have

20

been undertaken by the Tribe, as evident within our

21

vast boundary of the reservation.

22

lower priority, whose charge first and foremost is

23

the health and well-being of enrolled tribal

24

members to provide basic services of education,

25

social services, health care, providing jobs and

Recreation has been a

But by virtue

It has been a
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1

industry through economic development, and many of

2

those needs are unmet congressionally.

3

Tribal people and tribal government have

4

just begun to realize the potential of tourism

5

through the growth of 4 Bears Casino.

6

interests have sparked with the upcoming historic

7

Lewis and Clark signature event slated for New Town

8

in 2006.

9

New

The lake levels have disappeared before

10

our eyes.

11

instead of seeing beautiful waves of water, we

12

witness dust storms rising like clouds of smoke,

13

seen from miles away.

14

shoreline, noxious weeds are taking over what was

15

prime ag lands, and livestock die while trying to

16

reach water to drink because they become stuck in

17

the exposed sediment of clay and mud.

18

municipal water is in jeopardy.

19

it all here tonight, citizens, tribal, city,

20

county, state, Corps, and the nonpresent

21

congressional officials are all here in the mix,

22

with the media churning a debatable outcome.

23

has all created tensions among neighbors, friends

24

and businesses along my district and beyond.

25

Today we look out toward the lake and

The wind erodes our

Our

And in the mix of

There are clearly two sides to the

This
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1

proposed excess land transfer.

On the tribal side

2

it is one filled with hope that yet another broken

3

promise by the U.S. Government will be righted.

4

And on the other side it is one of concern for the

5

people who have invested their lives, retirement

6

incomes and future into the development of

7

recreation of the lake within the boundaries of the

8

reservation.

9

potential loss of tax base revenue collected from

Public schools are concerned with

10

nonIndian holdings within the boundaries, lands

11

that will potentially fall into excess as

12

determined by the Corps.

13

These were all indigenous and ancestral

14

lands of the Mandan, Hidatsa and Arikara people.

15

Much like 60 years ago, dreams were built

16

innocently along the riverbanks.

17

difference presently is it was through lease

18

agreements with the U.S. Government, meaning the

19

U.S. Corps.

20

businesses, campgrounds, boat ramps and wildlife

21

areas were built and developed in good faith for

22

all people to enjoy.

23

U.S. Government is the overseer.

24

deemed as a project management in the Corps of

25

Engineers' Master Manual.

The only

Cabins, seasonal recreation

These were safeguarded as the
Recreation was
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1

At this point the nonIndian population

2

surrounding the reservoir, who meant no harm or

3

ill-will to their friends, neighbors or to people

4

of the Tribe are now in the same position as many

5

of the family of the tribal members were 50 years

6

ago.

7

away to be determined excess or condemned.

8

wrong then.

9

It was not right then to take developed lands
It was

We have an opportunity to rebuild

10

Sakakawea, not pit government against government.

11

It's difficult to go back into history and to right

12

the wrongs of our forefathers, but we could use it

13

as a teacher to work the lessons -- that provided

14

us lessons, and it humbles me to stand here today

15

after I hear my elders speak of the many, many

16

losses that can never be recovered.

17

But the issue of returning lands to the

18

Tribe is one that in principle is the right thing

19

to do, but the concerns I share deal on behalf of

20

those constituents who have contacted me and whose

21

lives have built considerable equity on the lands

22

held in a legal lease agreement between private and

23

public ownership within the reservation.

24

determination of what will be considered excess is

25

the result of concern.

The
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1

What is unbelievable is that the U.S.

2

Corps in its power as the land managers of this

3

lake project did not provide any more accurate

4

information to the people here until this evening.

5

Why is this an unknown?

6

identified?

7

and ownership of the lands to another government

8

entity when Congress determined it was too costly

9

to go to the original owner when they repealed

10

Section 3508 of 102-575, whereas it would have

11

returned it to all original owners to all the land

12

in question whether they were Indian or non?

13

Why haven't the lands been

How can the U.S. Corps transfer title

Individual tribal members and heirs feel

14

they should be the rightful owner to that land.

15

they can legally transfer them, then why can't they

16

transfer them back to the original owner?

17

If

Understand many of the people are afraid

18

to come here today because they do not want to

19

speak against their own tribe, and it's difficult

20

for me.

21

relocation who have stepped forward on behalf of

22

the Tribe for the betterment of the members.

23

you imagine how difficult this is for them to see

24

their family lands taken again?

25

that we all benefited from the public investment

There are elders who are survivors of the

Can

The reality is
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1

and the funding the agencies have provided with the

2

Corps areas.

3

If all these lands were to transfer, where

4

will the millions of dollars come from that will be

5

needed to overcome the current low water levels?

6

Who will maintain the public holdings for the

7

common good of all people with little to no

8

tangible financial return?

9

One comment.

In the final report of the

10

Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory Committee, and

11

there are tribal members here who were part of that

12

historic document, under Section 4 of page 18 on

13

the return of excess lands, this was a concern

14

then.

15

of these lands would be honored, but as the leases

16

terminate the Tribes should assume ownership.

17

the Corps of Engineers needs for project

18

administration, all lease requirements and

19

guaranteed access to the lake by nonIndians would

20

be a condition of any potential agreement between

21

the Tribe and the United States.

22

former nonIndian owner, or the heirs of that owner

23

would have the first right of purchase for any

24

lands in that category.

25

intention.

On page 19 it's stated, The lease conditions

All

In addition, any

So it was a good
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1

In closing, provisions and safeguards were

2

made in regards to the recreational interests.

3

ask that the lands which have been held for public

4

recreation, invested in with private and public

5

moneys, do not be considered excess.

6

these stakeholders, I urge the Corps to exhaust all

7

efforts to reconsider returning lands to the

8

original owner, Indian and nonIndian, and to work

9

with our Tribe to return the tribally owned lands

10

back to the government.

11

people have been waiting too long.

12

I

On behalf of

They have been -- our

I will conclude my statement, and I wish

13

to thank my elders and my constituents for their

14

wisdom and for their support of this testimony and

15

it is very difficult.

16
17
18

MR. JANIS:

And I thank you.

Thank you, Miss Charging.

Carol Two Eagle.
MS. TWO EAGLE:

Good evening, Mr. Janis.

19

For the record, my name is Carol Two Eagle.

20

going to submit my comments to you, but I'm going

21

to paraphrase them.

22

I'm

There are statements that have been made

23

tonight that need to be addressed, and I'm going to

24

address those.

25

returned to the original people, and I make no

I believe that the land should be
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1

bones about that, because the tax bases will remain

2

pretty much the same, the leases will be maintained

3

as they are, and as regards the control on things

4

like that, that can always be worked out.

5

money.

6

impossible.

7

people create it, people can recreate it.

8

one of the beauties of being human people.

That's not set in cement.

9

That's

It's not

There's no such thing.

As long as
That's

The North Dakota Senate Bill 2041 did not

10

give Indian tribes the right to sell licenses to

11

nonIndians.

12

the Indian tribes have always had that right.

13

Senate Bill 2041 made North Dakota law such that

14

North Dakota Game and Fish was forced to recognize

15

our inherent right to sell those licenses, and you

16

should know that.

17

jurisdiction.

18

since the Dawes Act in 18 -- what is it -- 68 or

19

something like that.

20

fee automatically pays taxes to the state and

21

federal.

22

doesn't make any difference.

23

leases, it's the same sort of a situation.

24

it comes under the checkerboard jurisdiction.

25

The U.S. Supreme Court has said that

We have checkerboard

We've had checkerboard jurisdiction

Anyone who owns their land in

Whether they're Indians or nonIndians, it
And if they have

I'm adopted up on Three Affiliated

Again,
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1

Tribes.

2

brothers is a drug and alcohol counselor there and

3

he and I have a grandson between us.

4

see, not in this grandson, but in a lot of this

5

grandson's friends, all men are self-destructive

6

behaviors that were inherited to what we call

7

transgenerational trauma.

8

rates of our young people are astronomical,

9

somewhere, depending on your statistics that you

10

use, between 10 and 40 times the rate for white

11

people in the same age group.

12

imminently spiritually tied to our lands.

13

of our lands will help to reverse those death and

14

suicide rates.

15

My reservation is in Minnesota.

One of my

And we both

The death and suicide

We Indians are
Return

The people who are nonIndian who have

16

invested money in the land and in the access to

17

Lake Sakakawea carry on about we can't trust

18

Indians.

19

heard the phrase damning my feet phrase as several

20

of these people spoke.

21

back there, but, by God, you're going to hear me.

22

They said it in a variety of ways and I

You don't have to like me

Bishop Tutu said in Africa when the people

23

first came, we handle that and we have the Bible

24

and you asked us to bow our heads and close our

25

eyes out of respect for your race, so we did
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1

because that was our way.

That was our way here,

2

too.

3

heads, we had the land and we had the Bible and it

4

wasn't a good trade.

When we opened our eyes and we raised our

5

That is true here.

The Corps of Engineers takes an awful lot

6

of heat.

No matter what you do, you catch it from

7

somebody, and I understand that.

8

central to the lives of all the Plains people that

9

live along it.

But Mni Shoshe is

And I think that in this matter

10

return is the appropriate thing to do.

11

we've lost enough.

12

access to what has become our new economic engine,

13

the water in that lake.

14

because we would be slitting our own throats.

15

aren't going to in some way swoop down and take

16

back all the leases.

17

suicide.

18

stupid, certainly not genetically so, and I think

19

that would be.

20

I think

We aren't likely to shut off

We aren't going to do that
We

Again, that would be economic

Indians are pragmatic people.

We're not

And there are some who carry on about the

21

potential for user fee for boat ramps.

Those

22

already exist.

23

fee to our tribe, it's no different than if you

24

took your boat to Montana or Canada or anyplace

25

else.

If you have to pay a second license

I think all of these concerns are the kind
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1

of things that people use to scare themselves with

2

in the dark at night who have nothing better to

3

do.

4

There are 389 treaties between the United

5

States Government and the Indian nations and at

6

least 645 more agreements.

7

broken every single one of these treaties and

8

agreements first, often repeatedly.

9

and my prayer that you'll change that now and

The U.S. Government has

It is my hope

10

return these lands to the Three Affiliated Tribes

11

and we can work out the details.

12

in you.

13
14

Thank you for hearing me in a good way
now.

Mitakuye oiasin.

15

MR. JANIS:

16

MR. ERICKSON:

17

record, Ladd Erickson.

18

attorney.

19

I have confidence

Thank you.

Mr. Erickson.

Thank you.

I'm, for the

I'm McLean County state's

And I would like to submit our comments in

20

writing, which would include a list of legal

21

questions I would ask you to forward to your

22

attorneys, secondly, a letter I sent to Colonel

23

Bedey on May 16th of this year involving McLean

24

County's initial concerns with this transfer.

25

the third piece in the packet I would like to point

And
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1

out is the legislative history on the Fort Berthold

2

Mineral Restoration Act, and I think it's relevant

3

to the discussion here.

4

In reviewing that history, you will see

5

that there were six bills that led up to this one

6

finally passing, and in the prior bills water

7

rights, recreational rights, state jurisdiction,

8

those type of things, caused the bill to fail.

9

$10 million settlement on the mineral rights under

A

10

Lake Sakakawea was reached with the Court of

11

Claims.

12

minerals from its former lands.

13

just let the Tribe have the $10 million and didn't

14

contest that, which spawned into the State back in

15

the early '80s working with the Tribe in developing

16

a mineral registration act so the Tribe could get

17

mineral rights that were denied them when the

18

transfer happened.

19

The State did not contest or try to get
They decided to

When the original land transfers occurred,

20

the transfers had -- the Corps changed policy in

21

midstream and some lands were transferred with

22

minerals and some lands were not transferred with

23

minerals, and because some of the original

24

purchases were in the Elbowoods, that area of the

25

reservation, the land transfer did not go with
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1

minerals and the State and the Tribe wanted to get

2

together and rectify that to put the Tribe whole on

3

their minerals.

4

that agreement, you will see in the testimony that

5

the attorney general of the State had agreed to the

6

law and that the Tribe agreed to the law, and you

7

will see that the tribal attorney submitted a memo

8

to Congress indicating that there will be no effect

9

on state civil or criminal jurisdiction under this

10

law, there will be no effect on hunting, there will

11

be no effect on recreation, access.

12

issues could be unaffected by the law.

But in doing that, in coming to

Any of those

13

The land transfer provisions were

14

described in two parts, there's a part 206(a), and

15

then you have cited 206(b), but the idea behind

16

that was as the Corps is trying to manage the

17

reservoir over time a period -- or a piece of

18

property, a 40- or a 60-acre tract or something

19

like that might become needed for a project

20

purpose, and as the tribal attorney testified, the

21

law would give the Corps the ability to obtain that

22

property from the Tribe, and then if there was an

23

area that had no recreational value, no other

24

project purpose, 206(b) was then intended to be

25

used to take the 40, 60, whatever size property,
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1

and turn it into tribal trust land.

2

the testimony on what that was.

And that was

3

When the tribal chairman at the time Miss

4

Alice Spotted Bear testified, the testimony was by

5

Senator Mark Andrews and Senator Burdick, they both

6

stated on the record the intent here is there will

7

be no effect on jurisdiction, water rights, access,

8

and those things, and they wanted to make sure it

9

was clear, so he asked her that question, and she

10

said, yes, that's right, we won't affect any state

11

rights here.

12

So my concern right now is echoed by the

13

Governor tonight that this is not a proper

14

authority for this particular land transfer, and I

15

believe Mr. Lange testified similar to what I

16

believe, is that this is a congressional project

17

where many people have interests and that

18

particular provision is an inappropriate

19

application of the law as being proposed for 36,000

20

acres.

21

I would like to submit the rest of my

22

comments in writing and I appreciate you guys

23

coming up.

24
25

MR. JANIS:
Arlen Gilbertson.

Thank you, Mr. Erickson.
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1

MR. GILBERTSON:

Thank you.

Arlen

2

Gilbertson from Parshall, North Dakota.

3

appreciate you coming up from Omaha to have this

4

hearing.

5

And I

As Byron has already mentioned, this is

6

not easy to do because I have lived on this

7

reservation all my life.

8

farmer, rancher, and my family has been there

9

almost -- well, five years short of a hundred

I'm third-generation

10

years.

That's not as long as -- there's some

11

Norwegian in here, we came from somewhere else.

12

But my mother taught at White Shield for many

13

years.

14

we've had a relationship that this -- I don't want

15

this to strain, but there is in our family or from

16

my point of view, there's a fairness issue here,

17

because I saw what happened to everybody on that

18

reservation as they had to move out, and what

19

happened to not only the native population, but it

20

cut our ranch right in half.

21

any Equitable Compensation Act or any Mineral

22

Restoration Act that took care of what we lost.

23

And some of this land that they're talking about, I

24

can throw a rock from our house and it's going to

25

go right across into that and it's land that we

She probably taught some of these kids and

And we didn't have
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1
2

lived on.
I was six years old when we had to move up

3

out of the bottom.

4

younger than me, and I'm not as old as I look, and

5

had to move five kids, and they just paid a flat

6

fee when they took the land and said get your

7

buildings out of here, you've got X amount of days

8

to get them out of here.

9

My dad was just a couple years

And I brought with me the original

10

documents of what -- it shows the tracts of land,

11

the plat maps.

12

Deep Water Bay boat ramp, the first one that was

13

ever on Deep Water Bay, and it shows -- and that

14

was in our homesteaded land.

15

almost a hundred years.

16

This one here actually shows the

It's been there

Well, we weren't real happy when they

17

turned it over to Game and Fish, to be perfectly

18

honest, because the Corps of Engineers came up

19

there and told us, my grandparents, who still owned

20

the land at that time, although my father and my

21

mom were living there, and they told them that they

22

were going to flood this land, we're going to buy

23

it from you, but you're going to have access to it,

24

you're going to be able to graze your cows right up

25

to the edge and you'll be able to farm the land
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1

that didn't flood, and so on.

2

fence right across our pasture, cuts us off from

3

the north side of Deep Water Bay where we had to

4

take our cows around the bay and get them up to the

5

other side without stock trailers and all that type

6

of thing, so we learned to ride horse really well

7

to get them across that bridge.

8
9

Well, here goes a

But, anyway, I guess bottom line, we were
impacted, too, and the -- I believe it's a little

10

over 30 percent of the land we're talking about was

11

nonnative land.

12

back to us, but we don't want it.

13

with Game and Fish has gotten really well -- I

14

mean, it's gotten good.

15

them and we get along fine with the people in

16

Riverdale.

17

get along good with the Tribe.

18

licenses, and they do a fine job of enforcing.

19

Charlie is there whenever you need him.

20

there is a problem, you call.

21

between this whole deal of the State wanting to

22

sell licenses, the Tribe wanting to do this and

23

this whole thing.

And so in fairness, it should go
Our relationship

We still farm land for

They do a great job managing that.

I

I sell their

Whenever

And so I'm caught in

24

But, in fairness, I don't know what to say

25

as far as -- it was taken from our family, too, and
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1

we're not getting anything out of that.

2

As far as the not needed any longer, it

3

says no longer needed for operation, and I can't

4

spell it out more succinctly than the Governor did,

5

but the statement of objectives, I have been to the

6

powerhouse down there where it lists them on the

7

wall, and this is before they came up with a new

8

master manual and it's got the list up there and

9

it's down the list -- five, six down at least maybe

10

where it says recreation.

That's been one of the

11

stated objectives of that.

Well, that whole Deep

12

Water Bay Management Area, which the bay is five

13

miles long, it's a tremendously big management

14

area, and more than half of that land was taken

15

from nontribal members.

16

over to somebody else I don't feel is right.

17

So to turn that back now

And yet I'm not worried about access.

I

18

don't think -- you know, some of the fears people

19

talk about never happen, you know, that part of it,

20

but, I mean, I don't think it's fair to give land

21

-- I look over the hill and there's our foundation

22

where our house sat.

23

from our place because we just moved a quarter-mile

24

up the hill, but we did have to move everything.

25

And now that land will be given back out of our

I can look at it right now
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1

hands or our control to -- when you talk about

2

what's unknown.

3

Anyway, the way things are right now, I

4

don't think it's right to do this and, you know,

5

it's just -- let's see.

6

here I forgot?

7

like I say, I've lived there all my life and I do

8

appreciate you coming up and listening.

9

submit a copy of this, you know, where the original

Is there anything else

Just those two issues.

Because,

And I will

10

boat ramp was just to have it on record there

11

because somebody has told me that people don't

12

really know who had the land or there's not very

13

good record of tracking where it came from, and

14

there's some of us that are still around that even

15

know or even lived there.

16
17
18

MR. JANIS:

So thank you very much.

Thank you, Mr. Gilbertson.

Terry Fredericks.
MR. FREDERICKS:

Thank you, Mr. Janis.

19

With respect to all the elders here.

My name is

20

Terry Fredericks.

21

and Bernice, Twin Buttes, which is on the Fort

22

Berthold Indian Reservation.

23

Halliday area.

24

father, Pete, asked me to come and say a few words

25

on his behalf.

I'm the son of Pete Fredericks

My mother is from the

I am the oldest of 12 siblings.

My
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1

We have a ranch out in Twin Buttes, North

2

Dakota, there.

And before -- I would like to make

3

a comment here.

One of the things I'm hearing is

4

the word "Indian" and I would probably like to hear

5

native of the land or indigenous in some of these

6

comments because some people can count back a

7

hundred years or whatever to say how long they have

8

been here through the Homestead Act or whatever.

9

can't count back because I can't tell you how long

10

I

my family goes back.

11

So my father wanted me to address a couple

12

issues and I'm going to say a few comments myself

13

that kind of go a different direction maybe.

14

But my dad is a rancher, he's ranched all

15

his life, and he grew up -- his dad was John, his

16

mother was Catherine Fredericks.

17

Charging Eagle Bay area, underneath there.

18

ranch runs right up along the lake there, butts up

19

to that.

20

and I guess in our life span maybe I'll be lucky to

21

have another 20 years to live if I'm lucky.

22

right along that edge of the river there to myself

23

as a young man I wondered what it would be like to

24

have seen that, grow up down there.

25

They're from the
And our

I'm a middle-aged guy, going on 50 here,

But

I've seen my grandfather, John Fredericks,
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1

pass away a young man, 59, basically from broken

2

heart and just the destruction of that, along with

3

many other relatives, and I have many relatives

4

that what's happened today affects them in their

5

lives and their future.

6

Every ten years starting -- well, my dad

7

was ranching in 1964, when he looks at the bad

8

winters, because when we were moved out -- when he

9

was moved out, they said, okay, we're going to

10

flood this land here, you go ranch up on the

11

rocks.

12

he's doing today, he's farming the rocks, trying to

13

plant some seed to sustain his cattle herd.

And he would be here today, but that's what

14

In 1964 there was a real severe storm,

15

lost a lot of cattle standing up.

16

death standing up on their feet.

17

thing, 1982, 1996, '97, and now here we come again

18

in that ten-year cycle.

19

one in 2006 or 2007.

20

that we look forward to.

21

know, the benchland that we're having to try to

22

sustain a livelihood, basically a shattered

23

culture.

24
25

They froze to
1974 the same

We'll probably get another

And so these aren't things
And we call this, you

I would like to ask, you know, nonIndian
people have they ever had anything taken away from
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1

them, a country, a culture, a religion, a life?

2

Some of that's being regained back.

3

educated people today.

4

doctors, we have many educators, all the way, et

5

cetera, et cetera.

6

colonial system, how to work within it and be fair

7

because we have to -- we're also mixed, because I

8

have a nonIndian side of me also.

9

and sisters and cousins that are all the same and

But we are

We have lawyers, we have

We understand the so-called

I have brothers

10

so we have to think about everything.

11

up in Twin Buttes, I grew up on the reservation.

12

ran those hills.

13

watch my family die young and some of the

14

relatives.

15

flooding of this dam.

16

But I grew
I

And it's heartbreaking to have to

And that's from the effect of the

Some of the things I want to go through,

17

treaties.

Treaties were written years and years

18

ago, and through the Supreme Court, I believe they

19

were readjusted to be defined as the Indians or the

20

Native Americans understood them, not as to how

21

they were dictated to.

22

treaties -- and the treaties were basically with

23

all the wars and stuff, so the French War, the

24

French English, so the Native Americans would not

25

sit there and team up against the colonials or

So that's kind of how the
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1

whatever, and them treaties were basically that

2

this is your boundary, your land, we will never

3

come on that to do as long as the river -- the

4

grass grows and the river flows.

5

treaty after treaty.

6

approximately the last 200 years 179 laws passed,

7

and you look at these laws that are passed and

8

you're talking assimilation.

9

everybody understands what assimilation is.

And there's

There's actually, I think, in

I don't know if
I

10

think every enrolled member knows what that is or

11

every tribe.

12

Pompeius, Europe, kings and queens were --

13

basically makes me question, you know, what's the

14

laws of separation of church and state?

15

the government, that's the start of everything,

16

basically approved for people to come over here,

17

the Europeans, to conquer new territories and

18

overrun heathens.

19

guess today -- you know, years later they found out

20

our religion is basically no different.

21

actually Congress is based off the Five Civilized

22

Tribes' form of government.

23

Kind of goes back to maybe Pope

We were heathens.

Back then

You know, I

And

Then we move on down the line here.

That

24

was the start of Manifest Destiny.

Then I'm not

25

going to hit all these acts, but the Termination
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1

Act.

2

a lumbermill and became very successful and so --

3

the one tribe that was affected by the Termination

4

Act and they were self-sustaining,

5

self-sufficient.

6

out.

7

Today they're on welfare and they're barely

8

surviving.

9

An example of that was a Wisconsin tribe had

This Termination Act wiped them

They weren't recognized as a tribe anymore.

You go on to the Homestead Act, which we

10

heard mentioned here.

11

arguments.

12

helped save the land for the Native Americans

13

because of basically land steals that were going

14

on, which included alcohol and stuff to make a deal

15

and basically this land is cheap.

16

Back then I bet there was no

The Dawes Act or General Allotment Act

We also understand that the government

17

really knows now that we have -- we have the

18

poorest land in the country, all reservations, and

19

especially ours.

20

for our coal and our oil and actually our wind.

21

And one thing we understand, being more educated

22

and stuff in the system, is if we don't take care

23

of ourselves, nobody else will.

24

care of -- be working with the government and being

25

educated and stuff with the shorelines and all this

Today it's really well-known, but

We need to take
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1

stuff here is we have the ability to work with

2

people, to set up no different than what it is now,

3

but to do it fair, work together, appropriately

4

with respect, with dignity, with responsibility.

5

I wanted to go -- President Kennedy was a

6

very beloved president, but he broke the oldest

7

treaty in the history, and that was the treaty with

8

the Seneca, and that was so he could carry the

9

convention to run for presidency, and this was with

10

the State of Pennsylvania, and the Seneca, although

11

gave him an option, an alternative, a better way,

12

but he went ahead and flooded most of their

13

reservation--devastation.

14

another here.

15

So one thing leads up to

And so I just would like to close here and

16

thank you very much for being here, and I believe

17

all this will work and it will work in the right

18

way, and I look -- for my father, my uncles, my

19

grandmas, elders, I look for a future so hopefully

20

we have a smile on their face one day.

21
22
23

MR. JANIS:

Thank you very much.

Mike

Seifert.
MR. SEIFERT:

Good evening.

Thank you for

24

hosting this event this evening.

I would like to

25

submit our formal written testimony to you and I'll
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1

paraphrase in light of time this evening.

2

Before I begin, I would again like to say

3

thanks, Mr. Janis, and in their absence both

4

Colonel Bedey and Tex Hall, who are not here

5

tonight, as well as recognize the elders from the

6

Three Affiliated Tribes who joined us.

7

I'm appearing on behalf of the Mahto Bay

8

Cabin Owners Association.

9

Seifert.

My name is Mike

I'm the secretary-treasurer of that

10

association.

11

of people who have lake homes at Mahto Bay, which

12

is approximately ten miles northeast of Twin

13

Buttes, North Dakota.

14

The association is made up of a group

To understand the issue of access to the

15

Mahto Bay and other areas around Lake Sakakawea

16

that have similar situations, a brief historical

17

background would probably be necessary.

18

early '60s the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as part

19

of their statutory requirement to provide for

20

recreation on Lake Sakakawea -- let me repeat that,

21

it's a very important sentence, as part of their

22

statutory requirement to provide for recreation on

23

Lake Sakakawea offered cabin sites for sale.

24

lots were located at Mahto Bay, Snake Creek, Pick

25

City, Little Knife and the White Earth River

In the

These
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1

areas.

2

highest bidders.

3

The lots were sold at public auction to the

While I can't testify to the events

4

surrounding the sale of the lots at the other

5

locations, I can certainly attest to what occurred

6

on the lots at Mahto Bay.

7

in the sale documents, the issue of access was one

8

of concern.

9

the person representing and conducting the sale of

Due to certain wording

That issue was discussed openly with

10

the Corps of Engineers that evening and he

11

indicated there's no need to worry about access,

12

the Corps of Engineers has negotiated with Mercer

13

County to provide that access, end quote.

14

announced that the Corps of Engineers would be

15

building a public boat ramp and public recreation

16

area adjacent to the cabin sites.

17

reasonable person would have assumed that the

18

governmental agency would not have expended public

19

funds to build a public facility without perfecting

20

public access prior to expending those funds.

21

Unfortunately, the Corps of Engineers did not

22

ensure that access was guaranteed prior to

23

expending the public moneys at Mahto Bay or other

24

recreational areas on Lake Sakakawea.

25

He also

Certainly any

In the early 1970s when the Corps of
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1

Engineers restricted the grazing rights on the

2

taken land surrounding Lake Sakakawea,

3

relationships between the Native American tribes

4

and the Corps of Engineers reached an all-time

5

low.

6

fence their land to keep their cattle off of the

7

taken land.

8

Native American landowner discovered that although

9

he and other landowners had been compensated for

Native American landowners were forced to

It was during that time that the

10

the easements across their lands, due to a

11

technical error on the part of Mercer County,

12

easements for the roadway had never been properly

13

filed.

14

That was the beginning of an access

15

dispute that continues to exist today at Mahto

16

Bay.

17

recreational developments around Lake Sakakawea.

18

At the outset, we assumed that the Corps of

19

Engineers would assume a leadership role in

20

negotiating for the access at Mahto Bay because of

21

the substantial investment in a public facility

22

that had no access.

23

exact opposite occurred.

24

response from the Corps of Engineers was to

25

distance themselves from this specific issue.

Similar situations exist at other

Much to our surprise, the
At every turn the
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1

Every time we attempted to involve the Corps of

2

Engineers in this issue, their only response was to

3

send attorneys to keep themselves at arm's-length

4

distance.

5

For the past 30 years the Corps of

6

Engineers has used every means at their disposal to

7

cloud this issue by attempting to characterize it

8

as an access problem for a small group of disputed

9

landowners.

Clearly, it was not Mercer County's

10

idea to sell the lots at Mahto Bay nor build a

11

public boat ramp or recreational area.

12

the Corps of Engineers' idea.

13

tried to cooperate with the Corps of Engineers in

14

the development of those recreational areas.

15

Mahto Bay were the only instance of this failure to

16

assure the public access, one could perhaps

17

understand.

18

have similar situations.

19

for the construction of public recreation areas

20

without first assuring public access.

21

That was

Mercer County simply

If

I am aware of several other areas that
There simply is no excuse

Instead of the Corps of Engineers

22

accepting responsibility for these actions and

23

taking a responsible approach for correcting them,

24

they have steadfastly refused to accept any

25

responsibility for the specific issue.

These
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1

problems were created solely by the actions

2

initiated by the Corps of Engineers and no amount

3

of rhetoric can change that fact.

4

today a boat ramp exists at Mahto Bay.

5

though the Corps has ignored this facility for the

6

past 30 years, it's one of the nicest boat ramp

7

facilities, still in excellent shape on the lake.

8
9

The fact is
And even

The Corps of Engineers now beginning with
this process has a very unique opportunity to

10

finally bring a resolution to all of these issues

11

by clearly delineating requirements for the return

12

of the taken lands.

13

I would propose that it's reasonable to

14

require a resolution of the access issues as a

15

condition of the proposed land transfer.

16

proposed land transfer is contingent upon resolving

17

these issues of the protection of private property

18

rights, assurance of statutory public and private

19

access, and protection of public and private

20

leases, I believe that the issues will be settled

21

very expeditiously.

22

If the

In the 1990s the Mahto Bay Cabin Owners

23

Association acquired 80 acres of land at the south

24

end of Mahto Bay.

25

considerably above fair market value to ensure that

We acquired this land at a cost
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1

it provided access to existing Corps land and

2

ultimately to the land we own at Mahto Bay.

3

acquisition provided us with an assurance that we

4

could develop access from a public right-of-way

5

along that shoreline back to our property if access

6

routes were cut off.

7

Corps land today on this specific property places a

8

significant investment at jeopardy and an access

9

issue for us.

10

The

This proposed return of the

If the land transfer is allowed to go

11

forward without resolution of these issues, you're

12

inviting a continuation of divisiveness that has

13

existed around the lake for the past 30 years.

14

We're very concerned about the issue of

15

protection of private property rights and property

16

values.

17

citizens to invest in the development of private

18

cabin sites around various areas around Lake

19

Sakakawea.

20

citizens have invested well over $3 million in

21

development of the property.

22

are restrictive covenants written into our deeds

23

for each property which restrict our owners to

24

cabins of a minimum square footage, prescribed

25

setbacks and other restrictions.

The Corps of Engineers enticed private

In our Mahto Bay area alone, private

At Mahto Bay there

In effect, the
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1

Corps of Engineers placed these certain zoning

2

requirements on the properties before they were

3

sold.

4

We're very concerned about the transfer of

5

land immediately adjacent to existing developments

6

like ours.

7

to us that would substantially detract from the

8

value of our development.

9

land transfers take place adjacent to the existing

10
11

Developments could be created adjacent

We would propose that no

developed areas.
Another issue that's unclear to us is the

12

position taken by the Corps for any lands above the

13

1854-foot elevation level within the boundaries of

14

the reservation which are excess to project needs.

15

What about the land above that same elevation level

16

outside of the boundaries of the reservation?

17

the land above the same foot level within the

18

reservation are excess, then what is different

19

about the land outside of the reservation?

20

We're requiring answers in the following

21

-- excuse me.

22

from the Corps of Engineers for the following:

23

If

We're requiring answers in writing

Will the Corps require as a condition of

24

the proposed land transfer that the Three

25

Affiliated Tribes provide guaranteed statutory
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1

perpetual access to the existing cabin sites and

2

public use areas within the boundaries of the

3

Indian reservation?

4

assured by the Corps of Engineers with subsequent

5

tribal councils?

6

If so, how will this access be

Is the Corps willing to protect

7

longstanding developments by not transferring lands

8

immediately adjacent to those developments and

9

specifically developments at Mahto Bay where we

10

own, rather than lease, our property to the

11

1854-foot elevation?

12

Is the Corps willing to protect the

13

investment we made at Mahto Bay by not transferring

14

lands between the 80 acres on the south end of

15

Mahto Bay and our current cabin site area?

16

We would also like to receive a very

17

detailed time line plan with a little more

18

specifics than you presented here tonight about the

19

proposed land transfer.

20

We again greatly appreciate the

21

opportunity to be here and thank you for

22

listening.

23

MR. JANIS:

Thank you.

24

MS. BORDEAUX:

25

and I'm a tribal member, elder.

Pliga Bordeaux.

My name is Pliga Bordeaux,
And I have a few
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1

words to say about this land business.

2

When I was -- about 30 years ago, maybe

3

40, I used to live in South Dakota.

I went to

4

South Dakota because of the dam and I lived there

5

and I went to a workshop in Rochester, Minnesota,

6

and at that workshop -- that was a Lutheran

7

workshop, and they asked me about the dam at that

8

time.

9

I had to move out.

I said, yeah, they're building a dam there.
I had no place to go.

We lived

10

right down in the -- where the water was coming.

11

They asked me what I thought about that dam.

12

told them that the water -- they talk about water.

13

I said that's all I care about, is the water to

14

drink, to wash your clothes, to care about your

15

family.

16

had a fish trap.

17

We didn't need the dam.

18

they were building it, anyway.

19

at that time I was talking to my dad and he said,

20

no matter if we want it or not, it's going to be

21

built.

22

our vegetables, everything.

23

had sheep, we had cattle, we had everything.

24

never had to build a barn or anything we had to

25

feed our cattle.

And I

And I said my grandpa had a fish trap, I
We had all the fish we wanted.
We didn't want it.

This is our home.

And

And they told me --

We had big gardens.

All

We had -- my grandpa
We

They just built places so they
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1

could put hay in and the cattle ate, and all we had

2

to do was open up the water.

3

And that's how we lived.

We had

4

everything.

We never had no welfare.

There was no

5

welfare.

6

had a school there, everything.

7

up to the -- where they moved us, there was no

8

trees up there, and we lived among the trees.

9

There was nothing but trees there we had for our

We fed ourselves and our children.

We

But after we moved

10

shade and everything.

11

We moved up there and they built little houses for

12

us, and we all were neighbors just right next-door,

13

you could hear somebody coughing in the next

14

place.

15

room for anything.

16

sell all that.

17

know how to live then.

18

cream, we sold cream, and that's how we had our

19

living.

20

Up there there was nothing.

And that's how we live today.

There's no

But we had cattle and we had to

We had nothing, no -- we didn't
We milked cows and we had

And now today -- then I went to work.

21

never worked out.

22

I had nine children and was married.

23

I come back after I had moved out of there then.

24
25

I had nine children.

I

After that

But today now

There's so many things that I can talk
about, the old people by the lake -- sitting by the
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1

lake crying after they moved everybody out.

They

2

were crying for the dead, all the dead people that

3

-- all their children or their grandpas and

4

grandmas and everybody.

That was such a sad time.

5

And today there's a little -- that deal I

6

read, you had here a piece of land to give back to

7

the Tribe.

8

nothing compared to everything they took and the

9

beating we took.

Give it back to the Tribe.

That's just

It's like Austin said, it's like

10

that in September, that's how -- what it did to

11

people.

12

boats.

13

recreation.

14

that's all we wanted -- all I wanted in my family,

15

and I taught my kids, they all had to work, we all

16

had to work, we had to work to make our living.

17

And now we worry about recreation, getting to all

18

the stuff.

19

And we're all poor.
We've got no boats.

Nobody has got
All you talk about is

You want recreation so bad.

But

And I think it's terrible to me.

I go back and remember all this stuff that

20

I went through as a mother and a child with my

21

folks.

22

only 56 years old, she died.

23

heartbroken.

24

horses, nothing.

25

from them.

My mother died when they was 70 -- she was
They were all

They had no more cattle, no more
No land.

The land was all taken

Now, this little piece of land, they
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1

want to take that.

2

to the Indian people.

3
4

MR. JANIS:

Whatever, they should give back
Thank you very much.

Thank you very much.

Herbert

Grenz.

5

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

6

MR. JANIS:

7

MS. FRANCIS:

He had to step out.

Katherine Francis.
Hi.

My name is Katherine

8

Francis, and I'm not affiliated with anybody.

9

just a person who lives here in Bismarck.

I'm

And I've

10

got pretty strong views about this.

11

really know that much about, you know, all the

12

stuff that people know here, but I know that there

13

are people who lived here for a really long time

14

that were displaced unfairly and unreasonably and

15

that they lost a lot.

16

They lost their culture.

17

culture, but they lost the cohesiveness of their

18

society, and I think that it was really awful.

19

And I don't

They lost their livelihood.
They didn't lose their

And I think that we should stand up now

20

and say that our government has for a long time

21

done a lot of bad things, that we have defaulted on

22

a lot of things we promised.

23

now to say we can kind of make this right.

24

can't go back and change what we did, but these

25

lands were theirs, theirs for a long time, and they

And we have a chance
We
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1

should get them back.

2

work together.

3

together to sort out all these problems that people

4

are worried about.

5

And I think that they can

I think it's important to work

I understand people are worried about

6

recreation, but I think that they have been very

7

clear that they want to keep recreation open, and I

8

know that everyone wants to work together to make

9

sure that people's concerns are met.

So I think

10

that when people think about it and think about

11

really morals and values and what you believe in,

12

you'll see that you don't have to be a member of

13

the Three Affiliated Tribes to see that what they

14

believe in and what we believe in are really the

15

same things.

Thank you.

16

MR. JANIS:

17

MR. DUBORD:

Thank you.

Jason DuBord.

Close enough.

My name is

18

Jason DuBord and I'm the director of the North

19

Dakota Wildlife Federation and I'll be representing

20

them today.

21

Just quickly, I just want to tell you that

22

we -- this organization currently is opposed to

23

this land transfer.

24

across the State of North Dakota.

25

affiliate clubs who currently would be affected

We represent sportsmen all
We do have some
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1

with this land transfer.

2

And as sportsmen access is always

3

something we are concerned about, and I've heard a

4

lot about access tonight and I've heard about

5

access on both sides of the fence, and because it's

6

such an unsure topic, we are opposed to this

7

project because of that.

8

basically go on record and say that we are in full

9

support of the Governor on this issue and we

And we would like to

10

appreciate you guys actually listening to what we

11

have to say and that we're able to put forth our

12

views on something that's really going to affect

13

the state.

So thank you.

14

MR. JANIS:

Thank you.

Glenda Embry.

15

MS. EMBRY:

Good evening.

My name is

16

Stashtaga, White Corn, in Arikara.

17

is Glenda Baker Embry, and I'm here on behalf of

18

all my family, which is a very large, large group.

19

My mother had 12 children, and from there there's

20

others, so I'm here tonight speaking for them as

21

well as myself.

22

Hidatsa and Arikara Nation.

23

Elbowoods and my ancestors have lived along the

24

Missouri River from time immemorial.

25

My English name

I am a member of the Mandan,
I was born in

Just from listening to my parents and
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1

others when I was growing up, I understood that the

2

dam was being built before permission to come onto

3

our lands was granted by our tribal leaders.

4

didn't want to lose 156,000 acres of our prime

5

river land that was given to us.

6

much more than that, millions of acres, and by

7

presidential order and others it was brought down

8

to what it is and what you see today and we

9

certainly did not want to lose any more of that,

10

We

We had gotten

but we really didn't have a choice.

11

And since we were deprived of our economic

12

engine, I believe that today it is fitting that we

13

have those lands returned to us so that we can,

14

once again, foster economic development along the

15

shores of our river.

16

Just from listening here, it appears that

17

many of my fellow citizens here assume that we will

18

block access to the lake once it is returned to us

19

because I'm a positive believer.

20

are, first of all, citizens of the United States.

21

Secondly, we are citizens of North Dakota, just

22

like all the rest of you here.

23

are citizens of the Mandan, Hidatsa and Arikara

24

Nation.

25

Remember, that we

And, thirdly, we

We, too, have an interest in supporting
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1

recreation and access to the lake.

Someone here

2

tonight said that the Corps should recognize the

3

interests of all citizens, and I agree with that.

4

I am an Army veteran.

5

that I could come up here and stand and speak my

6

piece.

I served this country so

7

Now, today our lake is drying up.

And my

8

84-year-old mother lives in Parshall, and she gave

9

up her homelands when the lake was flooded, and she

10

didn't do it willingly.

11

promised many things when they took our land.

12

was promised free electricity, for one thing, and

13

today she has to haul water because the lake is

14

drying up.

15

other.

16

Now today -- she was
She

And we're up here fighting among each

You know, I think that we should get

17

together and stand up against those down river, the

18

barges and such.

19

can do it.

20

together and work as -- because we're citizens of

21

North Dakota, as well.

22

say.

Let's work together.

So I think that we should all get

23

MR. JANIS:

24

MR. POTTER:

25

I know we

And that's all I have to

Thank you.

Tracy Potter.

I know I can't say it as

eloquently as has been said earlier, but I'll try.
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1

Two hundred years ago and seven months the Lewis

2

and Clark expedition was coming up the river and

3

the Mandan Indians knew it and they counseled on it

4

and they talked about how they were going to greet

5

this traveling infantry company as James Rob has

6

described it, and they greeted them just the way

7

they greeted all visitors, with hospitality.

8
9

They could have easily ended the
expedition right then, but, no, they took those

10

people in and they reached out the hand of

11

friendship, and the relations between the United

12

States and the Mandan people on that day in October

13

of 1804 were friendly and they remained friendly to

14

the day that we closed that dam and flooded their

15

bottomlands.

16

Army Corps of Engineers did it because it was an

17

act of war against the people of the Mandan,

18

Hidatsa and Arikara Nations.

19

It is so appropriate that the U.S.

And these are people who only served the

20

United States, who only allied with the United

21

States, who fought for the United States.

22

young lady said it perfectly, it is not just the

23

people of the Three Affiliated Tribes who know

24

about fairness.

25

members that understand fairness.

That

There are people who are not
This is
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1

historical.

2

it to them, something of what they lost that day.

3

It's fair.

It is so token to return

This is very difficult for me because

4

Byron Holtan and Tolly Holtan are friends of mine

5

and they're afraid of what is going to happen

6

here.

7

we're talking about a change in jurisdiction from

8

the federal government and the Corps of Engineers

9

to the Three Affiliated Tribes, I would rather

I don't think they should be afraid.

If

10

place my faith and trust in my native North

11

Dakotans and my friends and neighbors here than I

12

would in the federal government.

13

couldn't manage it any worse than the Corps of

14

Engineers has done.

15

MR. JANIS:

Thank you very much.

MS. WELLS:

My name is Mary Wells, and I'm

16
17

Certainly they

Thank you.
Mary

Wells.

18

from Fort Berthold Reservation.

19

to read something to you.

20

Peter Corrals.

21

Pick-Sloan shameful legacy.

22

this, and my mother passed away February 7th.

23

my mother was Martina Ross Eagle.

24
25

And I would like

This was written by

He wrote this and it says on here,
My mother gave me
And

Many nonIndians -- it says right here -it says it all in here.

Many nonIndians have no
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1

idea of the extent of sacrifice and justice endured

2

by the Indian tribes at the hands of the Army Corps

3

of Engineers during the construction of the

4

Missouri River main streams.

5

Pick-Sloan is an embarrassing and shameful

6

legacy.

The Corps of Engineers trampled on Indian

7

rights to secure the bottomlands it needed for

8

reservoirs.

9

liberally despite a 1920 U.S. Supreme Court ruling

Condemnation proceedings were used

10

that mandated congressional approval before such

11

actions could be taken against Native Americans in

12

the Missouri River project.

13

received such approval.

14

early treaties that guaranteed the perpetual

15

integrity of Indian reservation lands.

The Corps never

The takings also violated

16

There was -- 550 square miles of land were

17

purchased from the reluctant Indian Tribes from the

18

main streams of -- mainstream dams in the Dakotas.

19

No public works project in the history of the

20

United States destroyed so much Indian lands as did

21

the Pick-Sloan plan.

22

Affiliated Tribes, Mandan, Hidatsa, had lost many

23

acres on the reservation to the dam -- Garrison

24

Dam, Lake Sakakawea.

25

North Dakota's Three

It says right here, before there was a
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1

Garrison Dam, unemployment on the Fort Berthold

2

Reservation had been near zero.

3

Americans living there enjoyed a prosperous

4

economy.

5

Three Tribes -- Corps and raped the land,

6

unemployment soared to more than 70 percent and 349

7

families comprising of 1,544 people were forced to

8

abandon their homes, creating communications and

9

transportation hardships.

The Native

After the dam flooded 94 percent of the

The social ills then

10

befell a group of uprooted, jobless people, spread

11

quickly.

12

spirits swept through the reservation like a

13

plague.

14

Alcoholism, broken families and broken

For their sacrifice to Pick-Sloan the

15

Three Tribes were paid $33 an acre.

16

members reluctantly accepted the meager offer as

17

Garrison backed water over their lands.

18

was so confident it would evict the Indians, it

19

closed the dam before concluding negotiations with

20

them.

21

The tribal

The Corps

According to the legislation creating

22

Garrison Dam, the Native Americans at Fort Berthold

23

would like to be allowed to fish or to graze or

24

water their cattle on the reservoir.

25

mineral rights and hunting and trapping rights were

Indian
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1

also denied.

2

share in any of the oil or gas royalties on the

3

taken lands.

4

The Indians would not be allowed to

And it goes on to say an Indian request

5

for low-cost power from the dam was ignored.

The

6

Indians were denied the opportunity to use the

7

irrigation facilities associated with the dam and

8

reservoir and were prohibited from cutting down the

9

great groves of trees soon to be drowned.

10

Obviously the uprooted Indian people needed lumber

11

to build new homes.

12

preferred that the timber go to waste.

13

Apparently the government

The coldhearted behavior toward the Fort

14

Berthold Tribes were no different than its dealings

15

with other Missouri River Indians.

16

seemed just as confident that the Sioux could be

17

evicted along the river with minimal

18

considerations.

19

Dams, all of which threatened Sioux landholdings,

20

were started before Sioux leaders had been formally

21

approached about compensation for their land.

22

immense size and location of the Oahe Reservoir

23

translated into disaster for the Sioux living on

24

the Sheyenne River and Standing Rock Reservation.

25

Among Pick-Sloan projects, Oahe Reservoir destroyed

The agencies

Fort Randall, Big Bend and Oahe

The
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1

more Indian lands than any other.

Not only did the

2

two reservations lose their best grazing land, they

3

lost most of their cultivated land tracts and

4

gardens and nearly all their timber and wildlife.

5

30 percent of the people living on the Sheyenne

6

Reservation, 108 families were forced to leave

7

their homes.

8

Both reservations struggled violently with

9

futility with the Corps to gain acceptable monetary

10

settlements.

In the end the Sheyenne River Sioux

11

were paid $2 million for their land, or about $19

12

per acre.

13

to $10.6 million, which included property payment

14

and relocation and rehabilitation provisions on the

15

Standing Rock Reservation, Sheyenne River.

16

Standing Rock has lost land totaling 12.3 million,

17

was negotiated.

18

shortage -- the Sioux, they were less than any

19

other ways.

20

notice of eviction in January 1960.

21

residents had until the end of February to vacate

22

their lands and homes.

23

Corps could have waited until warmer weather to

24

impose relocation on the Indian -- on the Indian

25

people.

The total financial settlement amounted

Not only did the Corps bully the

The Indians at Standing Rock received
Affected

The Corps could give -- the

A more reasonable eviction schedule would
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1

not have altered the problems of the Oahe Dam

2

construction.

3

As they had done with the Three Tribes,

4

the government refused Indian request for

5

convenient access to the reservoir and for cheap

6

hydropower.

7

woodlands by Oahe Reservoir to build homes, barns,

8

fences, the Corps intervened through litigation.

9

But the Corps eventually lost their case, the delay

10

When the Sioux arranged to have

prevented the trees from being salvaged.

11

The manner in which the federal government

12

dealt with the Indian and nonIndian landowners in

13

the path of the Oahe contradicted the purpose of

14

the Pick-Sloan plan.

15

citizens, the government turned its back on

16

others.

17

with the victims of Pick-Sloan, the federal

18

government's cruel authorization behavior flawed

19

the foundation of the Missouri River development

20

and as time passed as it continued to haunt other

21

aspects of Pick-Sloan.

In order to help a group of

Better ways, reasonable ways of dealing

22

These adjustments reflected the

23

government's regret about its treatment of Indians

24

along the Missouri River when tribal lands were

25

taken.

Indian people on the Missouri River
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1

continue to blame the mistreatment they were

2

subjected to during the development of the Missouri

3

River dams.

4

to their culture, the way of life, and it was

5

impossible to compensate for their values with

6

monetary payments.

7

To them natural reservoir meant much

And on here it says by a chief in 1854,

8

the rivers are our brothers.

They quench our

9

thirst, the rivers carry our canoes and feed our

10

children.

11

remember, teach your children that the rivers are

12

our brothers and yours and you must henceforth give

13

the rivers the kindness you would give any

14

brother.

15

If we sell you our land, you must

This was given to me by my mother before

16

she passed away.

And all these people that are

17

here today, I wish they would read this because

18

this here on the top of it, it says Pick-Sloan

19

shameful legacy.

20

Ross, was on the tribal council at one time, and I

21

have some pictures and I have my family tree here

22

so I know where I come from.

23

Arikara.

I have -- my father, Phillip

I'm a full-blooded

24

And there are some things that our tribal

25

council should realize, that we cannot abandon our
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1

water.

I recently -- I recently went through with

2

the USDA and purchased a home for myself and my

3

children and my grandchildren.

4

tribal building to see if I can get -- it's off the

5

reservation -- to get permission to get a water

6

line put in, and now I had to fight for that, to

7

get a water line put in because I had to get city

8

water.

9

good because our lake is running down really bad.

I had to go to the

So now I got city water and the water is no

10

So I have to pay for this home, you know, and I

11

have to take care of it for my grandchildren and my

12

children.

13

So I hope you can settle some of these

14

things, but then you promise a lot of things to us,

15

and I'm sorry that it has to hurt the nonIndians

16

because I was raised -- I lived on the bottom

17

there, my mother and I and my brothers and sisters,

18

my father, that's where I was born in the Nishu

19

District, but we had to move to Minot.

20

raised with nonIndians.

21

happen, but I don't think it's anybody's fault but

22

the Corps.

23

into before you took our land away from us.

So I was

And I'm sorry this has to

A lot of things should have been looked

24

My mother and my dad are gone, my

25

ancestors are all gone, but I still have -- I still
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1

have family here, my relatives.

2

reservation is related to me.

3

the tribal council, I think mostly all the

4

councilmen that were on there and fought for our

5

water, fought for our lake, I think out of all of

6

them we just have one, and that's Adriane Foote,

7

and he's here today to give a comment.

8

MR. JANIS:

9

MS. KNUDSON:

The whole

When my dad was on

All right.

Thank you.

Ana Knudson.

My name is Ana Knudson.

10

a resident of Bismarck.

11

anybody except myself.

I'm

I'm not speaking for

12

I just want to say that I have very often

13

disagreed with the Corps of Engineers, but in this

14

case they appear to be trying to do the right

15

thing.

16

would be the fairest possible thing to give the

17

land back to the original owners, but second best

18

seems to be to give it to the Tribes.

19

in the bucket compared to what they lost, but at

20

least it's something.

21

these years of broken promises to see a promise

22

kept.

I think we ought to let them do it.

It's a drop

It would be nice after all

Thank you.

23

MR. JANIS:

Thank you.

24

MR. FOOTE:

Good evening.

25

It

Adriane Foote.

Adriane Foote.
My name is

I'm from Fort Berthold.

They got a
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1

new name for it now, but to me it's still Fort

2

Berthold.

3

I'm not used to turning my back to people, but the

4

Corps does things backwards, you know.

5

for turning my back on you guys.

6

That's why we're fighting these guys.

Excuse me

I was fish and game director, the first

7

one, for Fort Berthold in the '70s and we had

8

go-arounds then, probably not you.

9

water, all this fish.

But all this

There's two of us left.

10

There's two of us left that surveyed for this

11

Garrison Dam, myself and Bud Hall.

12

time we were guides and ran levels all the way

13

across the reservation, around the reservation.

14

And I never heard one word about recreation.

15

was always you're doing this for flood control.

16

Flood control.

17

come in?

18

money that way.

19

Indian alone?

20

And at that

It

Where did all this recreation stuff

The money people come in and want to make
Why don't they leave the poor

I had been on the tribal council for four

21

terms in the '60s.

I spent a lot of time traveling

22

to Washington, D.C., meeting with the late Senators

23

Burdick and Milton Young, and it seemed like they

24

were always in favor of trying to help the Indian,

25

just like our two senators are now, Conrad and
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1

Dorgan.

2

he's got an Indian name, that was at Four Bears the

3

last time he was there.

4

And, by the way, I named Senator Conrad,

We used to be able to get along side by

5

side.

Ask the Gilbertsons over here.

My kids went

6

to school with theirs.

7

Gilbertson rounded up, we would come over and help

8

them, me and Jimmy Brun.

9

didn't give a damn about if I was an Indian or if

We used to -- when George

We were friends.

We

10

he was a white man.

11

these lawyers can make, and I blame them, too,

12

besides the Corps.

13

really honestly and said here it is, because I was

14

around in those days.

15

And the land that was taken, it was Indian land.

16

There was pieces of white people's land in there.

17

Now, lately it's the money

The Corps never did come to us

I surveyed for this dam.

I think this can all be hashed out between

18

us.

That's what I want to see.

I want to see

19

peace again.

20

Gilbertson boys.

21

champion, 132 Class B, and I think he wrestled,

22

too.

23

friction here, the younger generation?

24

understand it.

25

listen.

My boys went to school with the
One of my sons was the state

We used to get along.

Now, why is this
I can't

I thought I would sit back and

It's getting worse.

That's why I'm
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1

standing here.

2

together and the prejudice and everything else,

3

kick it out of the window because we all have to

4

live together.

5

I think we better put our heads

I got 40 acres of farmland down there that

6

was taken by the Corps.

It's still laying there.

7

I'm a medicine bottle carrier.

8

we had with one of your higher-ups from Omaha at

9

Four Bears, I told him, I said, you know, I hate to

At the last meeting

10

say this, but, I said, there's a lot of things

11

happening.

12

I can't even go to that lake to pick my medicine

13

anymore.

14

something.

15

out of the window when it comes to us.

16

I said I'm a medicine bottle carrier.

I think that's religious freedom or
I fought for that, but it's all gone

I think the Corps is going to have to back

17

up and look at this thing again.

18

leases that 40 acres, but maybe Gilbertson knows

19

back there.

20

the way things are turning out.

21

I don't know.

I don't know who

It's a shame, though,

When I was the first fish and game

22

director at Berthold, I didn't stop anybody from

23

coming onto the reservation if they come in through

24

the roads.

25

our license at one time when I was on there, so

They said they weren't going to honor
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1

they called me down here.

I listened to them and

2

listened to them, this must have been in '74, and I

3

said, okay, if that's the way you want to play the

4

game, we'll put a fence around the reservation,

5

just have toll gates coming on like some of the

6

other tribes.

7

Our lawyers in Washington said, Adriane, the worst

8

thing you could have done was accepted that money.

9

I think that was, too.

Maybe this is what we have to do.

But my friends in this room

10

in the back, if I got any, try to put their heads

11

together and pray for a good day that we can all

12

get together and break bread.

13

MR. JANIS:

14

Harold Neimeyer.

pass over Herbert Grenz.

15

Thank you.
And we did

Did he come back?

I want to thank everybody for persevering,

16

for being able to stay, to hear and help me

17

listen.

18

listen and meet many of you.

19

I appreciate the opportunity to come

We will be accepting any comments in

20

writing through June 3rd, and, again, those

21

comments will be the ones that we'll incorporate

22

into the report that we'll forward during the

23

summer, later this summer.

24

after that, we wouldn't guarantee that it would be

25

in the report, but we will definitely entertain

So if we get something
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1

that and then there will be another round of public

2

meetings late summer.

3

So, again, I appreciate you coming.

Thank

4

you very much for sharing your hearts and your

5

minds and your comments with us tonight.

6

very much.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Thank you

(Concluded at 9:08 p.m., the same day.)
------------
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1
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2
3
4

I, Denise M. Andahl, a Registered
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5

DO HEREBY CERTIFY that I recorded in

6

shorthand the foregoing proceedings had and made of

7
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8
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9
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10
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11
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1

(The proceedings herein were had and made

2

of record, commencing at 6:09 p.m., M.D.T.,

3

Wednesday, May 25, 2005, as follows:)

4

MR. JANIS:

5

everybody coming out tonight.

6

get the meeting started.

7

Welcome.

I appreciate
We'll go ahead and

My name is Larry Janis.

I'm with the

8

Corps of Engineers out of Omaha, Nebraska, and

9

myself and some other associates are here to

10

receive public comment tonight on the potential

11

transfer of Garrison project lands.

12

appreciate everybody coming out.

13

one was completed yesterday of the meetings that

14

we're having.

So we

We had a -- day

This is day two.

15

We've set these up so that 4 to 6 would be

16

a chance to interact, to share some information, to

17

see the posters around the room.

18

for every poster.

19

website, and so we wanted to be able to share that

20

information with people.

21

There's handouts

We've also got those on our

We've set up the next two hours, the

22

6-to-8 session, to formally receive comments that

23

you might have, questions, concerns, trying to find

24

out information that you'd like to share with us.

25

We won't be responding to those questions tonight,

4

1

and I'll tell you a little bit more about how we

2

will respond to those, but we are here to receive

3

those comments.

4

One thing we thought, though, that was

5

really important is to try to get some information

6

to folks about the process, schedule, objectives so

7

I put together a short PowerPoint, so bear with me

8

so that we can provide a little bit of background.

9

You should have a handout, so if some of the print

10

is a little small, please feel free to take a look

11

at the handout, and so I'll go through that and

12

I'll explain a little bit about the rest of the

13

evening.

14

Again, as an outline to be able to tell

15

you where we're going with the PowerPoint

16

presentation, we really wanted to give you a little

17

bit of background on where we are today, how did we

18

get there, what was done, tell a little bit about

19

the process, which you'll hear a little bit about

20

the background, we'll also tell you where we're

21

going from here, what would happen next and how it

22

all fits together.

23

lastly, a little bit about the outcomes that we

24

hope to have when we're finished with the process.

25

And then I want to share,

So first, let me talk a little bit about

5

1

the background.

2

Three Affiliated Tribes for the return of lands

3

above 1854, which is the max flood control pool,

4

and the lands that are currently acquired and

5

managed by the Corps.

6

in the back and in the handouts those lands are

7

identified with the -- there's a brown line around

8

the reservation boundaries and then it shows

9

current land uses in the different colors so we

10

clearly define what's within the scope of this

11

request.

12

under consideration, and so we wanted to be able to

13

show people and tell people that was the scope of

14

the request.

15

We received a request from the

And you'll see on the maps

And those are the only lands that are

In that request what was cited was a

16

paragraph within the Mineral Restoration Act, and

17

this was an act completed in 1984, and the actual

18

paragraph was paragraph b of Section 206, which is

19

on the poster in the back and again available on

20

the website and the handout.

21

given to the Department of Army by the chairman of

22

the Three Affiliated Tribes, and as a result of

23

that the Secretary of the Army directed the Corps

24

of Engineers to investigate this and pursue the

25

request that was made.

That request was

6

1

So we decided that the best way to do this

2

was to be in three phases, and so the three phases,

3

so we can make it easy, were determination of

4

authority.

5

was our development phase, and I'll get into a

6

little bit more detail on that, and then the third

7

phase, if we get through phases one and two, would

8

be implementation.

9

That was phase one.

The second phase

So a little bit more about determination

10

of authority.

What does that mean?

That means

11

that there's four things within the law that were

12

pulled out.

13

into an agreement.

14

agreement, between the Secretary of Army and

15

Secretary of Interior, so it defines who would have

16

to sign that agreement.

17

for lands no longer needed for construction,

18

operation, or maintenance.

19

factor we've got to determine.

20

comments and the feedback here to assist in that

21

decision we have to make.

22

that's in the law, as I mentioned earlier, it's for

23

the lands within the Fort Berthold Reservation.

24

And so the definition I mentioned earlier in terms

25

of the scope would be those lands that are

It says we have the authority to enter
It says that it has to be, that

It says that it would be

So that's one key
We hope we get the

Then the last thing

7

1

highlighted in color on the map.

2

And so we went through that process, we

3

looked at that and we made the determination that

4

it does apply, it does give us the authority to

5

enter into an agreement, and so we completed phase

6

one.

7

Now we're on to trying to determine what

8

phase two would include.

9

into three parts.

And phase two we broke

The first part is where we are

10

today.

11

little bit of research on what information is out

12

there that would pertain to this effort.

13

colonel back in March made a very wise statement,

14

and that was that we needed to get public input, we

15

needed to find out what the issues, the concerns,

16

the ideas, information that was out there in the

17

public, and so that brings us to today, and

18

yesterday and tomorrow, trying to gather that

19

information.

We received several great comments

20

last night.

I expect I'll receive more tonight.

21

And be able to then find out what the real topics

22

that we need to respond to, what are the issues out

23

there and concerns with the implementation.

24
25

We have been gathering information, doing a

And our

The next part is really what do I do with
all this information, how do I encapsulate it.

8

1

What we said probably the best way to do that is to

2

put it all into a report and put our responses into

3

that report and then share it back with yourselves

4

and those that are interested.

5

an effects report.

6

can try to find an acronym.

7

acronyms.

8

and it really is telling ourselves and the others

9

involved here's a summation of all the concerns,

And so we called it

You can call it anything.

You

The government loves

We just called it the effects report,

10

the issues that we've been presented with, the

11

information we've gained and gathered and here's

12

how they would be dealt with, because we've heard a

13

lot of questions that need and beg answers.

14

So we'll put all the information into that

15

effects report, we'll come back, we'll send it out

16

mid to late summer, let you take a look at the

17

responses along with the questions so you'll see,

18

most likely you'll see an appendix or somewhere

19

referenced in there your comments that you make

20

either verbally tonight or in written form.

21

have comment forms that look like this on the

22

tables around that we would appreciate, if you

23

don't feel comfortable making a comment tonight, to

24

write it on this piece of paper so we consider that

25

before we make a decision.

We

9

1

Once we have that second round of public

2

meetings, then we'll finalize that effects report,

3

and by late summer, probably September time frame,

4

we will know what lands are no longer needed, we'll

5

be able to make that determination, which then puts

6

us into the law that requires us to have a

7

memorandum of agreement.

8

of agreement would be done and we would -- if we're

9

at this point, we would want to come back and again

So the draft memorandum

10

let the public say, did they incorporate those

11

concerns, issues, those responses that were in the

12

effects report properly in the MOA?

13

we would be out receiving comment, seeking feedback

14

on the draft MOA.

15

completed, we would address those, finalize the

16

memorandum of agreement, phase two would be done.

17

And so, again,

Once those meetings are

Phase three, should we get through that

18

information that we mention in phase two, has some

19

requirements that we have to do before we would do

20

any kind of implementation or transfer.

21

can see, there's some real estate-type actions, a

22

transfer letter, a memorandum of agreement of how

23

these packages would be put together.

24

have to do an environmental baseline survey, so

25

some of those requirements would be done during

And as you

We would

10

1

phase three.

2

Register notification, so the actual transfer

3

letter, which is a real estate-type document and

4

package, would be put in The Federal Register and

5

then the process would be complete should we get

6

through all the previous steps.

7

bit of an overview on how we broke it down into a

8

three-phase process.

9

The BIA would require a Federal

So that's a little

The outcomes are really, we want to do

10

like we would do with any request, we would

11

ultimately consider the request that was made to us

12

by the Three Affiliated Tribes.

13

the opportunity for these type of forums, for

14

public input, public comment, before a decision is

15

being made.

16

first part of that point where we have not made a

17

decision and so we want that input.

18

We want to provide

And, again, we're at that point -- the

Then, finally, if there is a determination

19

that there are lands no longer needed, we want to

20

implement the terms of that memorandum of agreement

21

that we mentioned, and we want to do it to the best

22

of our ability.

23

really important, too, is that we want to minimize

24

any impacts that any transfer would have.

25

And the last part of that is

So with no further ado, I'm going to open

11

1

this up, and I have a list of people that have

2

signed up to make a public comment.

3

the podium so people can come up, present this.

4

turned it to the side so I'll be sitting there, the

5

audience will be here, so you can face me or you

6

can face them, whatever your preference would be.

7

But I'll be listening intently to what you say.

8

I'll also receive anything you have in writing so

9

we can incorporate that into the effects report.

We've set up

10

We'll have the transcript of the comments.

11

our objective after this is to pull all that

12

together, answer those questions and provide the

13

draft effects report.

We

And so

14

We're going to have an order of

15

congressional, tribal, federal, state, and local

16

government personnel, our elected officials first,

17

and then the public has also signed up and I've got

18

those itemized, too, so that they can come and

19

speak.

20

organization, if appropriate, that would be great.

21

That way it will be part of the record.

22

could try to maintain a four-minute limit, it will

23

allow us to get out of here within a reasonable

24

amount of time.

25

If you could state your name and

And if you

And so the last thing I want to say is, I

12

1

know there's probably going to be divergent

2

opinions, there's going to be different

3

perspectives.

4

perspective, that would be greatly appreciated.

5

Listen intently, understand, and then everybody

6

will have an opportunity to speak and share their

7

thoughts, their heart and their opinions.

8

would be greatly appreciated.

9
10
11

If we can respect everybody's

That

The first, Richard Mayer, Three Affiliated
Tribes.
MR. MAYER:

Thank you, Mr. Janis.

My name

12

is Richard Mayer.

13

Affiliated Tribes, and I'm read to read the

14

statement of Chairman Tex G. Hall.

15

today was busy testifying in front of a Senate

16

Indian Affairs Commission on a policy resolution

17

that's sponsored by Senator Brownback from Kansas.

18

I'm the CEO for the Three

Chairman Hall

I would like to thank the Army Corps

19

today, and I would like to thank my staff, Paul

20

Danks, who is our natural resource director.

21

would like to recognize my tribal elders that are

22

here today and our former chairman, Mr. Ed Lone

23

Fight, who is also here today.

24
25

I

Statement of Tex G. Hall regarding the
transfer of lakeshore properties pursuant to the

13

1
2
3
4

Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act.
Background history on the lands taken for
the Garrison Reservoir project.
Two hundred years ago, the Three

5

Affiliated Tribes, along with a remarkable young

6

Indian woman, Sakakawea, greeted Lewis and Clark in

7

the early 19th century as they made their

8

expedition of discovery up the Missouri River and

9

over to the Pacific Coast.

Even prior to Lewis and

10

Clark, our Tribes had lived together peacefully for

11

hundreds of years along the Missouri River.

12

Mandan Tribe particularly was agricultural and

13

tended corn and other crops.

14

The

Our Tribes, like other tribes, were forced

15

to live on reservations in the late 1800s.

We were

16

fortunate enough to retain a spot along the

17

Missouri River where we could maintain to a

18

considerable degree a self-sufficient lifestyle by

19

tending to our crops and livestock on the rich

20

bottomlands of the Missouri River.

21

reservation, which straddles the Missouri River, is

22

approximately 1,500 square miles in size.

23

contentedly lived along the Missouri River until

24

the early 1950s when the federal government changed

25

our lives forever.

Our

We

14

1

Despite our protests, our council

2

resolutions, our many trips to Washington, D.C.,

3

and our tears, our lives were turned upside-down

4

when the Garrison Dam was completed in the early

5

1950s.

6

lands were taken from us for the creation of the

7

reservoir behind the dam.

8

land represented 69 percent of the land needed for

9

the reservoir and approximately 15 percent of our

Over 156,000 acres of our best agricultural

This vast area of prime

10

reservation.

11

opportunity to negotiate for just compensation or

12

to have a say in the 12.6 million given to the

13

Tribe by the U.S. Government as compensation for

14

these lands.

15

The Tribes did not have a fair

By October 1st, 1952, most of our tribal

16

members were forced from their homes because of the

17

great flood, as many of our elders call the

18

formation of the reservoir, now known as Lake

19

Sakakawea.

20

suddenly split apart and were separated by as much

21

as 120 miles.

22

self-sufficient lifestyle were gone forever.

23

Our once close-knit communities were

Our rich farmland and

In addition to the loss of our capital of

24

Elbowoods and 156,000 acres of prime agricultural

25

land and timber resources, our nation lost our

15

1

economic engine.

Entire enterprises that sustained

2

us, such as our lumberyard, fishing along the river

3

and our fishing corrals were taken away.

4

important emotionally to our people, our nation

5

lost its cemeteries, many sacred sites, including

6

sacred rocks and sacred monuments and ceremonial

7

grounds.

8

aware of village sites that are being eroded away

9

by exposure and wave action and which are not being

Just as

Those losses continue today, as we become

10

protected because of lack of funds for such

11

purposes within the budget of the Army Corps of

12

Engineers.

13

These harms were finally recognized when

14

the U.S. Department of Interior acted on years of

15

petitions by the Tribe for further compensation and

16

appointed the Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory

17

Committee, or JTAC.

18

based on its estimates, was that the total economic

19

losses to the Three Affiliated Tribes were between

20

178.4 million to 411.8 million in 1986, adjusted

21

for inflation.

22

these numbers was caused by the application of

23

different theories of recovery, the lower number

24

representing a theory of economic loss and the

25

larger one resting on a theory of capitalization of

The advice of the committee,

The range of losses represented by

16

1

the infrastructure lost in the flood.

2

The General Accounting Office and the U.S.

3

Department of Interior disagreed with the estimates

4

provided in the JTAC report.

5

GAO stated in its testimony in the April 12, 1991,

6

hearing, were based on faulty assumptions about the

7

income of tribal members, what the economic

8

activity of the Tribe and its members was before

9

the dam and the anticipated economic activity after

These estimates, the

10

the dam.

11

amount of compensation be based on an investment at

12

a corporate rate of the amount the Tribe had

13

indicated in 1949 that it wanted as compensation

14

for the lands flooded, including individually owned

15

lands, which was 22 million.

16

what that amount would be worth based on investment

17

at corporate bond rates from 1949 to the date of

18

this report and it came up with the final figure

19

for compensation of 149.2 million for the Three

20

Affiliated Tribes within the Three Affiliated

21

Tribes and Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Equitable

22

Compensation Act of 1992.

23

agreed with the methodology used by the GAO in

24

determining this final figure.

25

So the GAO ended up recommending that the

It then calculated

Our Tribes have never

The compensation did not cover lands not

17

1

needed for project purposes.

In addition to actual

2

monetary compensation, the JTAC Commission

3

recommended that the United States fulfill its many

4

promises, which included that the United States

5

Government make a final determination concerning:

6

Number one, lands not needed for project purposes,

7

and, two, the development of shoreline recreation

8

potential.

9

return the lands not needed for the Garrison Dam

The U.S. made a solemn promise to

10

project and the JTAC Committee recognized and

11

confirmed this promise and recommended that the

12

United States finally fulfill it.

13
14
15

Fulfilling the United States' promise to
return lands not needed for project purposes.
Since these lands were first taken from

16

the Tribe for the project over a half century ago,

17

the Three Affiliated Tribes has attempted to

18

recover lands that are in excess of those needed

19

for the project.

20

Corps may transfer these lands to the Secretary of

21

Interior to be held in trust for the Tribes.

22

Section 206(b) of the Fort Berthold Mineral

23

Restoration Act, Public Law 98-602, 98 statute

24

3149, provides:

25

Secretary of the Interior may enter into agreements

There is no question that the

The Secretary of the Army and the

18

1

under which any land within the exterior boundaries

2

of the reservation acquired by the United States

3

for the construction, maintenance, or operation of

4

the Garrison Dam and Reservoir project that is no

5

longer needed for such purposes is declared to be

6

held by the United States in trust for the benefit

7

of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold

8

Reservation.

9

This law clearly provides independent

10

authority for the Corps to transfer Garrison

11

project lands to the Secretary for the benefit of

12

the Tribe.

13

lands is not from the Corps to the Tribes, but from

14

the Corps to the United States Department of

15

Interior.

16

a transfer from one federal department to another

17

federal department.

Please note that the transfer of these

In other words, this transfer is simply

18

I would like to add that I am disappointed

19

in some public comments that the Tribes deny or has

20

denied access to the lake.

21

totally false as the Tribes have never denied

22

access.

23

condemned land at Mahto Bay to provide access to

24

the public.

25

the development of improved roads and related

These comments are

To the contrary, the Tribes have actually

We intend to improve access through

19

1

infrastructure.

2

The Tribes requested the Corps to transfer

3

the excess lands to the United States Secretary of

4

Interior to be held in trust for the Tribes in May

5

of 2004.

6

categories of lands that are at or above the

7

maximum flood pool elevation, which is 1854.

8

Further, the Tribes will agree to reasonable and

9

necessary easements for lake access for project

The Tribes seek the return of the above

10

purposes and will recognize existing easements and

11

right-of-ways.

12

The dialogue concerning the Tribes and

13

Corps concerning this request has taken one whole

14

year and has brought us to where we are today.

15

Corps has informed the State of North Dakota and

16

the public concerning the Tribes' request to

17

transfer the excess lands and has set up a

18

three-phase process concerning the proposed

19

transfer that I believe allows for maximum input

20

from the state and the public.

21

The

The first phase of this process has

22

begun.

The meetings the week of May 23rd, 2005,

23

are the first public meetings to be held on the

24

proposed transfer.

25

Bismarck, Dickinson and Williston, North Dakota, on

Meetings will be held in

20

1

May 23rd, 24th and 25th, respectively.

These

2

meetings are being held to obtain the public's

3

comments, questions and concerns.

4

Affiliated Tribes will have a representative at all

5

of these meetings.

6

attendance will be to genuinely listen to the

7

public and to hear and understand their concerns.

8

The tribal representatives attending the meetings

9

will bring the public's concerns and comments back

The Three

The purpose of the Tribes'

10

to the Tribes so that they can be discussed and

11

addressed by the tribal government.

12

policy, the Tribes will not respond to questions,

13

comments or concerns at these public meetings.

14

However, that we may choose to clarify certain

15

statements made at these meetings and we reserve

16

the right to make formal responses to written

17

requests or comments.

18

As a matter of

The first round of meetings will result in

19

an effects report that will be developed by the

20

Corps.

21

public's comments, questions and concerns.

22

stated earlier, the Tribes intend to respond to any

23

questions, comments and concerns specifically

24

directed at the Tribes and have these responses

25

included in the effects report.

The effects report will include the
As

The effects report

21

1

will then be made available for public comment and

2

another round of public meetings will be held.

3

Finally, a memorandum of agreement will be

4

developed by the Corps and the Department of

5

Interior with input from the Tribes and other

6

stakeholders.

7

to the public and a last round of public meetings

8

will be held.

9

This MOA will also be made available

The Three Affiliated Tribes will cooperate

10

with this process and participate in all of the

11

meetings.

12

participate in the process and meetings.

13

The Tribes encourage all stakeholders to

Finally, I would like to close this

14

statement by saying that the transfer process is at

15

its early stages.

16

have many questions concerning this transfer.

17

Tribes recognize and understand that many of you

18

are fearful of the proposed transfer.

19

that the Tribes are well aware of the economic and

20

recreational interests that concern many of you.

21

Please also understand that the Tribes do not have

22

any desire to obstruct your interests as we

23

recognize that it is in the Tribes' best interest

24

to promote economic activity on and around Lake

25

Sakakawea.

Like many of you, the Tribes
The

Rest assured

In fact, I would like to share some

22

1

facts with you that demonstrate our commitment to

2

economic development on the Fort Berthold

3

Reservation and the great State of North Dakota.

4

Number 1.

We will be hosting the National

5

Lewis and Clark Bicentennial Commemoration in the

6

summer of 2006.

7

there are only 15 of these events throughout the

8

United States.

9

highlight the immense contributions of the Mandan,

We are happy to be hosting this as

We are hopeful that this event will

10

Hidatsa and Arikara Nation to our great country.

11

All of this will be highlighted in our new Cultural

12

and Interpretative Center which will be under

13

construction this summer and will be completed by

14

the summer of 2006.

15

Number 2.

Our Tribe worked with the State

16

of North Dakota to obtain funding for the

17

construction of the new Four Bears Bridge project.

18

This beautiful bridge should be completed this

19

coming October and will be a landmark destination

20

for anyone interested in scenic and historical

21

sites.

22

our Tribe bridging both the past and the future and

23

will highlight many cultural aspects of the Mandan,

24

Hidatsa and Arikara Tribes for the benefit of

25

generations to come.

This bridge will serve as a metaphor for

23

1

Number 3.

We have made substantial

2

investments in the 4 Bears Casino in the past few

3

years as we have added an events center and 60 more

4

hotel rooms.

5

renovation and expansion of the gaming floor and

6

administrative section of the casino to provide

7

better services to our customers.

8

We are just finishing a major

Number 4.

We have been striving to work

9

with the North Dakota Game and Fish Department to

10

settle our jurisdictional differences to enhance

11

hunting opportunities for nonIndians on our

12

reservation.

13

we worked vigorously in support of Senate Bill 2041

14

passed by the legislature and signed by the

15

Governor that will allow nonIndian hunters to hunt

16

on our reservation without having to require a

17

state license.

18

result in economic benefits to the State as well as

19

the Tribe.

20

During this past legislative session,

We believe that this new law will

I promise all of you that the Tribes will

21

keep an open mind and heart in regard to all of

22

your comments, concerns and questions.

23

I ask that you also commit to attending these

24

meetings with an open mind and heart and give this

25

public process a chance to succeed.

In return,

We should

24

1

avoid a rush to judgment on the proposed transfer

2

until we have all had time to digest the comments,

3

concerns and questions posed by the public.

4

do not surrender to our biases, preconceived

5

notions or ill-conceived assumptions, and instead

6

approach this process with tolerance and respect

7

for one another, I am confident that we will

8

develop solutions that address all of our needs and

9

that a bridge of trust between the Tribes and all

10

If we

the stakeholders of Lake Sakakawea will result.

11

On behalf of the MHA Nation, I ask that

12

all people, both Indian and nonIndian alike, commit

13

to this process with respect and an open mind, and

14

finally to trust each other so we can move forward

15

together on this land transfer which has taken over

16

52 long years.

17

years, and that it brings a better day for our

18

people and our children.

To me, tomorrow means the next 50

19

Thank you very much.

20

MR. JANIS:

John Danks, Three Affiliated

MR. DANKS:

Thank you, Mr. Janis.

21

Tribes.

22

My name is John Danks.

Good

23

evening.

I represent the

24

Mandan, Hidatsa, Arikara Elders Organization.

25

an enrolled member of the Three Affiliated Tribes.

I'm

25

1

I graduated from the Elbowoods High School in

2

1949.

3

Reservation.

4

before the Garrison Dam.

5

Four Bears Bridge on Highway 8 for the last time.

6

I was on my way to this community, this town.

7

was en route to South Korea.

8

Seattle and from there to Korea.

9

I spent my entire youth on the Fort Berthold
I have very good memories of our life
In 1952, I crossed the

I

I was headed to

When I returned home early in 1954,

10

Elbowoods was gone forever along with other

11

reservation communities of Sanish, Independence,

12

Lucky Mound, Charging Eagle, Red Butte, Nishu,

13

Shell Creek and Beaver Creek.

14

share my memories or other memories with you, I

15

feel it's important that I explain why we, the

16

members of the Three Affiliated Tribes, have come

17

to place a high value on the recovery of lakeshore

18

properties within the boundaries of the reservation

19

from the Corps.

20

However, before I

Soon after Christopher Columbus discovered

21

the North American continent people from Europe

22

immigrating to the United States -- immigrated to

23

the United States by the busloads -- or by the

24

boatloads.

25

commemorating this memorable event.

Today we have a Statue of Liberty
Coupled with

26

1

this immigration there was out-migration by the

2

Native Americans east to west.

3

century, my ancestors finally settled in this

4

region.

5

was the beginning of the formal taking of our

6

homelands by the United States Government.

7

Lewis and Clark came up the Missouri River, they

8

wintered with my ancestors.

9

witnessed native people well-organized, who

10

generously shared their homes, resources and

11

knowledge such as plants that had medicinal

12

properties with members of the expedition.

13

By the 18th

The purchase of the Louisiana Territory

When

The expedition

In 1851, the United States Government

14

negotiated the Fort Laramine Treaty with members of

15

the Three Affiliated Tribes recognizing our west

16

and east boundaries as the Powder River and the

17

Missouri River.

18

approximately 12 million acres.

19

of executive orders beginning in 1870 and

20

legislation ending in 1910 with the Homestead Act,

21

it had reduced the trust lands within the

22

reservation to approximately 700,000 acres.

23

thereafter, the BIA began a policy referred to as a

24

forced fee patent, issuing fee patents to natives

25

who had some abilities to read and speak the

This territory involved
Through a series

Soon

27

1

English language.

2

allotments due to taxes.

3

project found another way to take an additional

4

156,000 acres in the early 1950s.

5

these past takings of our land base, we as a people

6

place a high value in regaining the ownership of

7

these small tracts of land in the center of our

8

reservation.

9

Many of my ancestors lost their
Then the Pick-Sloan

Due to all of

Before our lands were flooded for the

10

Garrison Dam, the federal government initiated a

11

study of the quality of our life and of our natural

12

resources along the river.

13

government's own studies that coined the phrase

14

that the bottomlands served as our economic

15

engine.

16

River often equaled or surpassed the life -- the

17

quality of life of our white neighbors.

18

dam, 95 percent of our members made their living

19

farming and ranching.

20

self-sufficient.

21

quality school system dispersed up and down the

22

river.

23

the reservation.

24

river and in the timber that we could travel during

25

all types of weather.

It was the federal

Our quality of life along the Missouri

Before the

We were totally

We had quality -- we had a

We had well-established roads throughout
We had wagon trails along the

We owned a sawmill, a

28

1

flourmill, a hospital, a telephone system, our own

2

financial system.

3

and a corporate credit program where we could

4

borrow funds to buy machinery, seeds, supplies and

5

school loans.

6

development of the Indians Tribes of the Great

7

Plains.

8

Garrison Dam.

9

and our way of life.

We had an in-kind cattle program

We were the model of economic

We have lost so much because of this
It has totally destroyed our economy
This is the reason we feel

10

the United States Government must fulfill its

11

promise to return the lands no longer needed for

12

the project purposes.

13

I can understand how some individuals may

14

be fearful of the proposed transfer, but I am

15

concerned by the comments made on the KCJB radio

16

this past Saturday.

17

Erickson indicated he feared the transfer of these

18

few tracts of land would limit public access to the

19

recreation sites within the boundaries of the Fort

20

Berthold Reservation.

21

basis for these comments.

22

need to fear access to these recreation sites as

23

all of these sites -- all of these recreation sites

24

have public access today as I speak.

25

trust by the federal government, whether it be by

A gentleman by the name of Mr.

I do not understand the
Our neighbors do not

Land held in

29

1

the Department of Interior or the Department of

2

Army, is subject to similar regulations governing

3

right-of-ways and easements that protect the

4

public.

5

this.

6

lands for many years and we have never blocked

7

access to the lake.

8
9

As an attorney, Mr. Erickson should know

Many of our neighbors have leased tribal

In closing, we seek the support of our
neighbors in return of these few tracts of land as

10

they are the center of our reservation and the

11

transfer will fulfill one of the solemn promises of

12

the federal government made to us in taking 156,000

13

acres of our prime bottomland and destroying nine

14

communities.

15
16
17

Thank you.

MR. JANIS:

Thank you.

Lance Gaebe,

Governor Hoeven's office.
MR. GAEBE:

Good evening, Mr. Janis.

My

18

name is Lance Gaebe.

19

to North Dakota Governor John Hoeven and I'm

20

speaking on his behalf here this evening to address

21

our concerns and comments on behalf of the State of

22

North Dakota, to expressly deliver those concerns

23

about the proposed transfer.

24
25

I'm a senior policy adviser

Notwithstanding your opening comments, Mr.
Janis, we do not believe that the Corps has the

30

1

authority to transfer land equitably under the Fort

2

Berthold Mineral Restoration Act.

3

that this transfer will result in the Corps

4

abdicating its responsibility to maintain

5

recreation as an authorized purpose of the Garrison

6

Dam and Reservoir project.

7

We have concerns

Under the Missouri River Master Manual and

8

law, the Corps has an obligation to maintain and

9

support recreation as an authorized project

10

purpose.

11

mineral restoration, you propose to transfer land

12

and abandon your responsibility to maintain

13

recreation in Lake Sakakawea.

14

reversing the Corps' long-held position that

15

recreation must be maintained on Lake Sakakawea.

16

Yet citing a 1984 law dealing with

In doing so, you're

Recreation is an authorized system project

17

purpose and one that has grown beyond its original

18

expectations is a quote from the Missouri River

19

Master Manual of 2004.

20

document for Corps operations.

21

recognizes that recreation is one of the stated

22

purposes of operation.

23

the State of North Dakota and to thousands of

24

recreational visitors to Lake Sakakawea that

25

recreation be maintained.

This is a legal and binding
And, again, it

It is of vital interest to
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1

So, frankly, in considering the transfer

2

of lands you're currently proposing, you are

3

directly reversing your own longstanding legal

4

position.

5

transfer of lands in Three Affiliated Tribes it

6

stated that, quote, the two guiding purposes in

7

transferring lands are to ensure the transfers are

8

as equitable as possible to all interests and to

9

ensure that the authorized project purposes are

In 1994 when the Corps considered a

10

maintained.

11

navigation, hydropower, fish and wildlife habitat,

12

and recreation.

13

in this consideration of this transfer.

14

Those purposes are flood control,

That position must be maintained

It is the opinion of the Governor if the

15

Corps intends to consider transferring land around

16

the lake, you need specific legislation to

17

authorize it.

18

affirm the Corps' responsibility to maintain

19

recreation on the lake and access to the lake for

20

future infrastructure, water development, water

21

supplies and agriculture.

The legislation must expressly

22

Furthermore, this legislation should

23

address the rights of all beneficial property

24

owners and leaseholders.

25

interest in these lands must be treated fairly,

Everyone who has an
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1

whether they are tribal members, nonnative, public

2

or private landowners or leaseholders.

3

can assure fair and equal treatment to all, you

4

should not move forward with this transfer.

5

Until you

Finally, any legislation and subsequent

6

transfer must include conditions that can guarantee

7

access to the lake for the general public, as well

8

as landowners along the lake.

9
10
11

The following conditions should be part of
any transfer of lands:
The transferred property should be

12

described by metes and bounds to avoid future

13

misunderstandings or disputes.

14

Public access to any land that requires

15

crossing trust land must be guaranteed in the

16

transfer documents and not left to later

17

agreement.

18
19
20

Public access should be perpetual and free
of charge.
And proposed use of the transferred land

21

should be compatible with neighboring developments

22

and existing leases.

23
24
25

Any transfer needs legal authority, not
currently in place, and it must be fair to all.
Thank you for your consideration of these
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1

issues on behalf of Governor Hoeven, and I

2

appreciate your taking the time to consider all of

3

the issues that you'll be hearing throughout this

4

week in your public hearings.

5

MR. JANIS:

I guess I did forget to

6

mention if you do have written comments, I will

7

take those up here after your testimony, so I

8

appreciate that.

9

Game and Fish.

10

Dean Hildebrand, North Dakota

MR. HILDEBRAND:

Mr. Janis, ladies and

11

gentlemen, my name is Dean Hildebrand.

12

director of the North Dakota Game and Fish

13

Department.

14

I'm the

I'm here this evening to oppose the

15

transfer of this land to the Department of Interior

16

and later on perhaps to the Bureau of Indian

17

Affairs.

18

The reason I'm opposed to that is because

19

in the State of North Dakota we have a very limited

20

amount of land that's open to public hunting.

21

have 45 million acres of land in the State of North

22

Dakota.

23

that's open and available for hunting, it's less

24

than 8 percent of that amount.

25

about half of that is under water, so about four to

We

And when we add up all the public land

And of that amount,
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1

five thousand -- four to five million acres of land

2

is what we have open to public hunting in the State

3

of North Dakota.

4

The 36,000 acres of land that we're

5

talking about, of course, is very valuable to all

6

of the people of the State of North Dakota right

7

now.

8

who chooses to go down and hunt on that land can

9

now hunt on it.

10

Native Americans and whites and anybody else

We work very hard -- the most difficult

11

thing I have in my job is to find lands for the

12

public to hunt on.

13

telephone calls and more people inquiring about if

14

you want to do something, find a place for us to

15

hunt because a lot of our land is posted in the

16

State of North Dakota, which everyone has a legal

17

right to do and, of course, many of our people are

18

very good about allowing the public to hunt on

19

their land, but the public becomes very protective

20

of the public land this is open to private

21

individuals.

22

call our PLOTS guide, private land open to

23

sportsmen.

24

there is all of the public land that we have,

25

including the 36,000 acres that we're talking about

I get more criticisms, more

And so many of you have seen what we

That's helped us a great deal, and in
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1

this evening.

2

Now, I've visited with many members of the

3

Tribes and I've worked with Mr. Danks, and some of

4

the people in the Fort Berthold Reservation are

5

marvelous folks to work with and I hope we can

6

continue that relationship.

7

During this past session of the

8

legislature we had a bill introduced, Senate Bill

9

2041, and I was opposed to 2041, which would have

10

given the Tribes the opportunity to sell a hunting

11

license on their tribal land, which is perhaps

12

right and proper.

13

if it should ever do that, then, of course, we're

14

going to have to do some serious negotiations, I

15

think, and I think in the spirit of cooperation, we

16

would have to write a plan that would guarantee all

17

of those things that we've talked about here this

18

evening.

19

When this becomes tribal land,

I'm very much concerned about access to

20

this land.

We have 700,000 man-days of fishing on

21

the Fort Berthold Reservation portion of the land

22

we're talking about.

23

miles of shoreline that we're talking about here.

24

And the Game and Fish Department in the money that

25

many of you have spent to buy your licenses and

We have 700 -- well over 750
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1

provide money for our department is put into boat

2

ramps and toilet facilities and putting in dock

3

facilities, well over $2 million.

4

Controlling of weeds is no small problem.

5

It's a very large problem just to control weeds

6

there.

7

the various counties to ensure that we can manage

8

the weed-control problem.

9

this is very costly.

10

We work very hard with the weed boards in

The upkeep of all of

So as it stands at the present time we

11

would be opposed to the transfer.

12

transfer were to take place and the Corps of

13

Engineers was to go forward with this, I would hope

14

that we would have input in guaranteeing those

15

rights that we feel are necessary for the sportsmen

16

and women throughout the entire state.

17
18

And if the

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much for the
time that you've given to us and for being here.

19

MR. JANIS:

Lee Klapprodt, North Dakota

20

State Water Commission.

21

MR. KLAPPRODT:

I still did it wrong.
No.

That's fine.

You did

22

well.

Thank you very much again for the

23

opportunity to be here.

24

I work for the North Dakota State Water Commission

25

and I was asked to come and express some of the

My name is Lee Klapprodt.
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1

concerns that we have about a potential transfer.

2

I put that on record.

3

this transfer which I'll discuss here.

4

We have some concerns with

What I want to point out is that you need

5

to be aware that the Missouri River water

6

represents over 90 percent of the water that flows

7

in all of North Dakota's rivers.

8

expect, we view the river and the water held in the

9

Corps reservoirs as a vital resource to the future

As you might

10

of our state.

11

for near-term and long-term development that it can

12

barely be imagined.

13

is of paramount importance to all North Dakotans.

14

Anything that might jeopardize that access must be

15

very carefully considered.

16

It represents such a huge potential

Access to Missouri River water

The Corps of Engineers has a

17

responsibility to operate the Missouri River

18

reservoir system for several beneficial uses,

19

including water supply.

20

potential to irrigate thousands of acres of land.

21

It can supply small and large industries, including

22

energy development like coal and ethanol.

23

meet value-added ag processing needs.

24

the supply needs of thousands of rural and

25

municipal water users.

The Missouri River has the

It can

It can meet

And, of course, it can meet
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1

the needs of the growing recreation industry.

2

Providing access to Missouri River water

3

is seen by us as part of that obligation.

4

this transfer take place, a shadow is cast on

5

future use of Missouri River water in this region

6

of the state.

7

that current and future generations of North

8

Dakotans will have the same access opportunity to

9

this vital resource should this transfer be made?

10

Should

What assurance can the Corps give us

We find it troubling that the Corps is

11

considering this land transfer separately from the

12

current ongoing Lake Sakakawea project Master Plan

13

update process.

14

tribal representatives, various local interests are

15

involved in an ad hoc committee that is working

16

with the Corps on an update to its 1978 Master

17

Plan.

18

document will identify all the resources of the

19

project and depict in detail the relationships of

20

the varied land and water uses appropriate to these

21

resources.

22

be comprehensive and will be used to ensure the

23

compliance with a host of federal environmental and

24

preservation laws.

25

future development that provides the greatest

We and other state agencies,

The previous document and we expect the new

We are told the new Master Manual will

It will provide direction for
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1

public benefit over the life of the project.

2

believe the master planning process would be a more

3

suitable forum to discuss the potential transfer of

4

project land.

5

We

And a couple -- I have a couple final

6

questions.

7

land is transferred, that the management objectives

8

and recommendations developed by the stakeholders

9

in the master planning process will be honored?

10

There should be a plan in place to assure that

11

funding is available to develop the land and that

12

other resources, such as manpower, technical

13

expertise and equipment will be in place to manage

14

the land consistent with the new Master Plan that's

15

being developed as I mentioned.

16

One is, what assurance will we have, if

Again, thanks again for coming to North

17

Dakota and hearing our concerns about this.

18

appreciate it very much.

19
20
21

MR. JANIS:

We

Doug Prchal, North Dakota

Parks and Rec.
MR. PRCHAL:

You did that well, Larry.

22

It's hard to pronounce a Czechoslovakian name.

23

this country you can do it over here.

24
25

Welcome.

In

I'm Doug Prchal, director of

North Dakota Parks and Recreation Department, and I
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1

appear on behalf of the outdoor recreation users in

2

the state.

3

night so I'm going to paraphrase those comments for

4

the sake of time and other speakers.

5

You do have my testimony from last

Recreation that has been addressed is an

6

authorized use on the reservoir and it does have

7

documented evidence, as has clearly been presented

8

over the years, to the tune of 80 to 100 dollars

9

conservatively annually.

So this process here and

10

the approach inferring that recreation is not

11

necessary or is deemed excess lands in context of

12

management and operation of the reservoir within

13

the boundaries of the reservation, but is an

14

authorized use on other areas of the reservoir on

15

other project lands is a difficult concept for

16

management partners, as well as the using public to

17

comprehend.

18

Those two standards are confusing.

The Master Plan, as well, Mr. Klapprodt

19

alluded to, we are engaged in that as well as

20

others, and we are very excited that that process

21

is going on.

22

appear that the Corps really is maybe premature in

23

advancing this procedure or process rather than

24

continue that planning effort and evaluate these

25

lands and the potential opportunities that are out

It's long overdue.

But it would
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1

there and let that process complete and then

2

incorporate what the outcome is in this process, as

3

well.

4

There are also within the context of this

5

project, as you all know, really mixed management

6

on the reservation or within the boundaries of both

7

Indian, tribal management, as well as city, county

8

and state management on those properties.

9

And I appreciate Mr. Mayer's comments and

10

Mr. Danks' comments with regard to the access.

11

Those are good comments and are refreshing to hear

12

and we really appreciate those.

13

mentioned, there are many questions unanswered by

14

us and I'm sure by other people, that need to come

15

to bear in this process, as well as land

16

ownership.

17

from a fair standpoint.

18

But like Mr. Mayer

The Governor's comments express that

Our department has entered into an

19

agreement at Indian hills Recreation Area with the

20

Three Affiliated Tribes and the Corps, three-party

21

agreement -- lease, I should say, and then a

22

management agreement with the local family, and

23

they have been managing that property for 20

24

years.

25

their family members, a young couple, who have a

They have since turned that lease over to
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1

five-year term on that lease.

2

mentioned, tomorrow to him means 50 years, and in

3

this young couple's perspective, an assurance of a

4

30-year lease, the five years that are there and

5

the 25-year standard Corps lease, BIA lease,

6

Interior lease, or whatever, will give them

7

assurance of a business plan into the future.

8

And as Mr. Mayer

With regard to land ownership, that

9

property, 80 acres of that was purchased from the

10

State of North Dakota, the other 80 acres of the

11

total 160 was purchased from the current manager's

12

father, and it was his grandfather's land.

13

that regard the property rightfully should be

14

returned to those prior owners.

15

Corps operates, is within authority, and if they

16

don't have the authority to do that, then the land

17

should stay within Corps ownership so that these

18

businesses can continue to operate.

19

So in

And I know how the

The Corps, whether we agree with their

20

policies and their proper approach to management,

21

is a known entity.

22

operation.

23

Interior and/or the BIA, we don't have that

24

assurance and so those questions need to be

25

answered.

We've had a history of

With regard to the Department of

Foremost, where is the Department of
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1

Interior in this process?

2

in this public hearing process?

3

should really be answered.

4

Why aren't they involved
So that question

The transfer of this central resource on

5

Lake Sakakawea we've heard is certainly very

6

important to the Tribe, but, as well, it is equally

7

important to all of North Dakota, and there are

8

some potential impacts on businesses and other

9

issues that have been brought forward that really

10

are serious matters that require careful and

11

thorough analysis.

12

comments.

And that concludes my

Thank you.

13

MR. JANIS:

Edward Lone Fight.

14

MR. LONE FIGHT:

Good evening.

Good to be

15

back in Dickinson.

16

Never thought I would be up here talking about the

17

lands on Fort Berthold.

18

interested in when I was here was to make the track

19

team at Dickinson State University with the track

20

squad.

21

State of North Dakota.

22
23
24
25

I graduated here in 1964.

And it seems all I was

I might add we were the champions in the

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

You were a good

runner, Eddie.
MR. LONE FIGHT:

And we beat the North

Dakota State University and University of North
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1

Dakota, socked it to them.

2

of Dickinson State.

3

So I have fond memories

Mr. Janis, I appreciate the opportunity to

4

provide a few remarks.

5

which I'll read from and I gave one to Mr. Janis.

6

I have a prepared speech,

I appreciate the opportunity to provide

7

testimony in this complex process created in order

8

to return about 36,000 acres no longer needed for

9

the operation of the Garrison Dam back to the

10

original owners of the lands, the Three Affiliated

11

Tribes, to be held in trust by the Bureau of Indian

12

Affairs.

13

I only wish the first taking of our lands

14

to create the reservoir named Lake Sakakawea of

15

over 156,000 acres of prime bottomlands involved as

16

many or more public hearings as now set up for the

17

return of the 36,000 acres that border the shores

18

of the lake.

19

sure the Three Affiliated Tribes, as well as the

20

whole State of North Dakota, would have gotten a

21

much better deal out of the Garrison Dam.

22

If more public hearings occurred, I'm

In the beginning the Corps of Engineers

23

started the construction of the Garrison Dam long

24

before any sensible and realistic negotiations took

25

place between the tribal business council of the
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1

Three Affiliated Tribes.

2

River was already backing up, going well above the

3

moccasins of the Indian leaders when the so-called

4

negotiations started.

5

any-damn-fool-should-know test, as it is

6

negotiations under duress, as noted by the chairman

7

of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs that this

8

is not stealing, this is murder.

9

Actually the Missouri

This will not pass the

I am sure one compensation would be to

10

share in the profits on the sale of the

11

hydroelectric power generated by the Garrison Dam.

12

I believe the annual surplus funds left after

13

paying back the cost of the dam is in the thousands

14

of millions of dollars.

15

out the downstream states are the ones that

16

benefited the most, and one example is the

17

residents of Kansas City no longer have to comb

18

sand out of their hair due to the massive floods

19

when the Missouri River acted up, not to mention

20

the increase in the value of their lands, economic

21

opportunities, increased value of their properties,

22

and so forth and so on, exponentially created by

23

the Garrison Dam.

24

the most for providing a better quality of life for

25

them folks.

It seems that it turned

We're the ones that sacrificed
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1

It is very clear that any lands within the

2

exterior boundaries of the Fort Berthold

3

Reservation that is no longer needed for the

4

operation of the Garrison Dam be returned to the

5

Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold

6

Reservation to be held in trust by the Bureau of

7

Indian Affairs.

8

simply transfer the 36,000 acres to the Bureau of

9

Indian Affairs to hold these lands in trust for the

10
11

It is my belief that the Corps can

Three Affiliated Tribes.
The reason I say this is based on the

12

government-to-government trust relationship that

13

exists between the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the

14

tribal government of the Three Affiliated Tribes.

15

The Bureau is bound by numerous laws, regulations

16

and policies in the exercise of the government-to-

17

government trust relationship.

18

is made, all of these provisions will apply on the

19

36,000 acres.

20

regulations are already established that will

21

govern, preserve, protect and manage the 36,000

22

acres of trust lands.

Once the transfer

In other words, rules and

23

CFR, stands for Code of Federal

24

Regulations, Title 25 covers every aspect of the

25

government-to-government trust relationship between
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1

the United States Government and Indian tribes,

2

including the Three Affiliated Tribes.

3

exterior boundaries of the Fort Berthold

4

Reservation were never diminished by the creation

5

of the reservoir called Lake Sakakawea so the

6

transfer should be a simple act.

7

Corps of Engineers only paid $20 an acre for the

8

lands.

9

Affairs Committee, this is not stealing, this is

The

After all, the

In the words of the chairman of the Indian

10

murder.

Legal precedent has been established by

11

JTAC to transfer lands no longer needed by the

12

Corps of Engineers to the Three Affiliated Tribes.

13

The mission of the Corps of Engineers and

14

the BIA are very different, and it should be as the

15

Corps of Engineers is mainly to construct, operate

16

and maintain dams, and the BIA, on the other hand,

17

is to uphold the trust responsibility of the United

18

States to manage, protect and preserve trust

19

lands.

20

moral right thing to do is to transfer these lands

21

to the BIA to hold the lands in trust for the Three

22

Affiliated Tribes in perpetuity.

So, again, the only sensible, legal and

23

I think the Corps of Engineers has

24

historically ignored the erosion and destruction of

25

these trust lands.

Perhaps a portion of the
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1

profits from the sale of the hydroelectric power

2

should be set aside on a pro rata basis to shore up

3

the erosion and the destruction of the lands, no

4

pun intended on that.

5

opportunity to open up more areas for the public

6

along the shoreline.

7

This will increase the

BIA's mission is mainly to uphold the

8

government-to-government trust relationship between

9

the United States Government and Indian tribes.

10

it is not only morally proper based on Christian

11

principles to transfer the 36,000 acres to the BIA

12

to hold the lands in trust status for the Three

13

Affiliated Tribes, but also legally sound.

14

So

I served as the tribal chairman of the

15

Three Affiliated Tribes in 1986 to 1990.

16

this time I testified many times on JTAC.

17

such hearing the chairman of the Senate Committee

18

on Indian Affairs asked Ross Swimmer, the Assistant

19

Secretary of Indian Affairs, if lands existed that

20

were no longer needed for the operation of the

21

Garrison Dam.

22

there were such lands that were no longer needed

23

for the operation of the Garrison Dam.

24
25

During
In one

The assistant secretary believed

General Dominy, representative of the
Corps of Engineers, was asked by the chairman to do
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1

a study and provide a report on the lands that were

2

no longer needed for the operation of the Garrison

3

Dam.

4

acres were identified and effectively transferred

5

to the BIA to hold these lands in trust for the

6

Three Affiliated Tribes.

7

completed without any agreements that we're talking

8

about here but a simple transfer of the title to

9

the Bureau for the Three Affiliated Tribes.

10

Four Bears area acreage, site of the tribal

11

headquarters, was also returned under JTAC law.

12

the Corps of Engineers has transferred lands back

13

to the original owners in the past so that road is

14

still available, ready to transfer the 36,000 acres

15

that are in question here that are talked about.

16

I believe this was completed and about 4,000

I believe this was

The

So

I highly recommend that the 36,000 or so

17

acres no longer needed for the operation of the

18

Garrison Dam be transferred to the Bureau of Indian

19

Affairs to be held in trust for the Three

20

Affiliated Tribes.

21

Affiliated Tribes are connected to all the lands

22

within the exterior boundary of the Fort Berthold

23

Reservation mentally, spiritually, psychologically,

24

culturally, traditionally and historically.

25

of the burial sites still exist within the 36,000

The members of the Three

Many
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1

acres we're talking about.

2

we celebrate the Lewis and Clark bicentennial year

3

that the transfer of the lands visited by Lewis and

4

Clark be made.

5

Grandfather Sheheke who said to Lewis and Clark I

6

eat, you eat, I don't eat, you don't eat as an

7

expression to welcome them to the Mandan Village

8

for the winter of 1804.

9

It would be fitting as

It was my Great-Great-Great

In conclusion, I thank the Corps for the

10

opportunity to provide my recommendations, comments

11

and justifications on the transfer of the 36,000 or

12

so acres to the BIA to hold these lands in trust

13

for the Three Affiliated Tribes.

14

Lewis and Clark were alive today, they would echo

15

my sentiments maybe as a tribute to my grandfather,

16

White Coyote or Sheheke, for the hospitality that

17

we provided.

18

I believe that if

The return of the 36,000 acres is so small

19

when it's compared with the acres we lost over the

20

years after the land takings by the federal

21

government.

22

earlier by John, of 1851 set aside 12.5 million for

23

the Three Affiliated Tribes.

24
25

The Fort Laramie Treaty, as mentioned

Today we have less than a million acres,
but actually it is only about a half-million acres
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1

of trust lands.

2

homeland was taken out for the Garrison Dam, it

3

created many problems for us.

4

36,000 acres or so acres will help ease that pain a

5

little bit.

6
7

So when the 156,000 acres of our

The return of the

Thank you very much.

MR. JANIS:

Emanuel Stroh, McKenzie Bay

Marine Club.

8

MR. STROH:

Good evening, Larry, everybody

9

else, ladies and gentlemen.

As chairman of the

10

board of directors of the McKenzie Bay Marine Club,

11

I would like to offer the following comments on

12

behalf of the McKenzie Bay Marine Club in regards

13

to the proposed transfer of excess lands around

14

Lake Sakakawea to the Department of Interior.

15

In general, we feel strongly that the

16

Watford City Park Board and the current tenants at

17

McKenzie Bay should retain existing use of the

18

developed recreation area and should be protected

19

against any negative impacts caused by a transfer

20

of this property.

21

Specifically, we do not understand how the

22

McKenzie Bay Marine Recreation Area could be

23

considered excess lands when recreation is an

24

authorized purpose of the Garrison Dam project and

25

the area has been developed in strict accordance
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1

with the Corps of Engineers' regulations.

2

when we met with Senator Conrad on this issue, we

3

were assured that the Corps did not have the

4

authority to transfer the recreation area.

5

We are not necessarily opposed to

6

transferring the excess land or even the recreation

7

area to another agency.

8

guaranteed that our investment in time, labor and

9

funds will be protected as well as the privilege of

10

enjoying the recreation area and we continue to be

11

instrumental in developing.

12

In fact,

However, we need to be

We have several questions about the

13

transfer.

We have attempted to obtain information

14

from the Corps and, in fact, formally requested

15

information on the transfer and the Corps' position

16

on the transfer.

17

to obtain from the Corps was that the Corps was

18

considering the transfer and McKenzie Bay

19

Recreation Area was included.

20

very difficult to intelligently respond to the

21

potential impacts to our recreation area.

22

transfer may be a positive action for us or it may

23

adversely impact us.

24

trying to pit us against our friends in the Three

25

Affiliated Tribes instead of objectively evaluating

The only information we were able

Therefore, it is

The

It appears that the Corps is
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1

the request to transfer the land and providing a

2

reasonable response.

3

In the absence of good, sound information,

4

we will attempt to anticipate our needs in order to

5

continue to operate and maintain a quality

6

recreation area.

7

preferred model for the recreation area that would

8

enhance the potential of the recreation area and

9

reduce the management cost to the Corps of

10

We will also provide you with a

Engineers.

11

For the record, we feel that it is

12

important to review the development of the

13

recreation area.

14

Bedey provided a narrative history of the McKenzie

15

Bay Recreation Area for Senator Burns from

16

Montana.

17

the area as follows:

18

area started as a primitive recreation site in the

19

late 1950s with campsites and minimum services.

20

The Watford City Park Board leases 324.8 acres for

21

park and recreation and the McKenzie Marine Club

22

leases 50 trailer lots under the colony site

23

lease.

24

first-class recreation area utilized both by the

25

general public and the members of the McKenzie

On March 28th of '05 Colonel

The narrative very accurately portrayed
The McKenzie Bay recreation

Over the years, this area has become a
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1

Marine Club.

2

such as campsites (electrical and primitive),

3

full-service concession building, including bait

4

shop and cafe, fish-cleaning station, RV dump

5

station, camper and trailer storage area, marina

6

with gas dock and temporary mooring, rental cabin,

7

shower facilities and playground.

8

The recreation area provides services

The narrative went on to estimate an

9

investment by the Watford City Park Board, McKenzie

10

Bay Marine Club and third-party concessionaires of

11

400 to 500 thousand dollars has been made to

12

construct recreation improvements, roads, retaining

13

walls and boat ramps at ever-changing levels.

14

does not include the value of the structures and

15

lot upgrades on 50 lots leased to the marine club.

16

We feel this number only tells part of the story.

17

This

The McKenzie Bay Marine Club has been

18

instrumental in coordinating and implementing

19

development of the area for the general public as

20

well as the cabin sites.

21

along with the North Dakota Game and Fish, the

22

Corps of Engineers, Dunn County, McKenzie County,

23

Department of Transportation have an investment of

24

over 2.5 million in roads, boat ramps, dump

25

stations and other public camping facilities.

The McKenzie Marine Club,

This
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1

does not include the countless hours of volunteer

2

time and effort of the club membership to

3

coordinate and manage the development.

4

In addition to capital expenditures, the

5

marine club has a current annual maintenance budget

6

of $25,000.

7

cabin owners and spent maintaining the facilities

8

and providing services for the general public and

9

the cabin owners.

These are funds collected from the 50

This is above and beyond any

10

investment made by the concessionaire.

11

to these funds, each cabin site is expected to put

12

in volunteer time to operate the area and complete

13

improvement projects for the general public.

14

members give of their time, talents, resources and

15

equipment that amount to a lot of hours.

16

In addition

The

The concessionaire under the sponsorship

17

of the Watford City Park Board has an investment of

18

well over $100,000.

19

Watford City Park Board and the marine club

20

continue to make improvements to enhance the

21

camping, boating and fishing experience for the

22

general public.

23

The concessionaire, the

The narrative gives a brief description of

24

the magnitude of the effort that has been provided

25

in the past.

We feel that the Corps should be
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1

morally obligated to ensure continued access --

2

obligated to ensure continued success of the

3

recreation area.

4

In order to continue to develop and

5

maintain the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area for the

6

benefit of all, the following issues need to be

7

addressed during any land transfer process:

8
9

Number 1.
without fee.

10
11

Guaranteed access to the area

2.

Guaranteed long-term, like a 99-year,

lease at fixed and affordable lease rates.

12

3.

Guaranteed right to continue making

13

improvements for the economy and the general public

14

in accordance with the Corps Lake Sakakawea Land

15

Use Plan.

16

both above and below the high water mark of 1854.

17

These improvements need to be allowed

4.

The right to enjoy the facilities that

18

we have been instrumental in developing since

19

1959.

20

viewed as privileges, but they have been earned

21

through years of hard work, monetary investment,

22

sound management and visionary thinking.

23
24
25

We understand that these rights can be

Number 5.

Equitable dispute measures with

the new managers.
In addition, the McKenzie Bay Marine Club
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1

would offer a preferred model of land transfer for

2

the recreation area.

3

transfer the land above 1854, it would be more

4

appropriate to transfer the McKenzie Bay Recreation

5

Area to the Watford City Park Board.

6

proven to be effective managers of the facility and

7

will continue to properly develop and operate the

8

recreation area for the benefit of the public.

9

Also, we feel that the transfer should include

If the Corps is planning to

They have

10

provisions for the private cabin sites to be

11

purchased from the Watford City Park Board by the

12

cabin owners.

13

additional capital for development of the

14

recreation area and reduce the management expenses

15

of the federal government.

16

This business model would provide

I want to thank you for giving us the

17

opportunity to share our concerns.

As you can see,

18

we are not only monetarily tied to the recreation

19

area; we are passionate about the recreational

20

opportunities it provides to us.

21

detailed information about the McKenzie Bay

22

Recreation Area, we will gladly provide that

23

information.

24

of the property which we currently lease and

25

manage, we respectfully request that we be provided

If you need more

If you decide to pursue the transfer
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1

documentation of the transfer as it unfolds and be

2

given the opportunity to provide input into any

3

details of the transfer that affect the McKenzie

4

Bay Recreation Area.

Thank you.

5

MR. JANIS:

Vicky Steiner, McKenzie Bay.

6

MS. STEINER:

When I signed up, there was

7

only four people here.

A lot of things that I was

8

going to say Emanuel had in his comments, but one

9

of my concerns -- my name is Vicky Steiner.

My

10

husband, Cal, and I have a cabin at McKenzie Bay.

11

We have had it there for ten years.

12

an investment for ourselves there.

13

We have quite

And one of the concerns or questions I had

14

was, if you do this land transfer, the Tribes --

15

the way I understand it is the Tribe is a sovereign

16

nation and it is extraconstitutional, meaning it's

17

outside the Constitution, and I'm just curious if

18

you've thought about what the rights would be for

19

the nonIndians as they become a part of that land

20

and how we would work things out in the future.

21

And I understand that there's been some talk about

22

you would require some leasing agreements, but if

23

discussions or negotiations fall apart, what would

24

be the ramifications for those of us who really are

25

-- you know, we cannot vote on the reservation and
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1

we would not -- I don't know how we would be able

2

to protect our property rights if negotiations fell

3

apart and you were no longer part of our team.

4

So I guess I had that question about what

5

-- if you've thought about that and, you know, it

6

is a private property issue, I suppose, for us and

7

maybe not as big a concern for the Corps of

8

Engineers.

9

around the lake who would be curious if you've

I know there's quite a few cabin owners

10

thought about that issue.

11

possibly address that in the future, I would

12

appreciate it.

13

MR. JANIS:

And so if you could

We're about half done.

We're

14

going to give the court reporter just a short break

15

to rest her fingers, so if you can be patient with

16

us, we'll be back in five minutes, we'll start

17

again.

18

Thank you.

So about 8:30 we'll finish up the list.

19

(Recess taken.)

20

MR. JANIS:

21

The next speaker is Mr. John

Fredericks, Jr., Upper Missouri River Association.

22

MR. FREDERICKS:

Thank you.

Thank you,

23

Mr. Janis.

Ladies and gentlemen, my name is John

24

P. Fredericks, Jr., or a lot of people know me as

25

Buzz.

I'm a member of the Three Affiliated Tribes
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1

and I live in the Twin Buttes area.

When you go

2

out to the Charging Eagle Bay or Mosset Bay, you go

3

by my horse ranch.

4

I'm not -- I didn't prepare a paper today

5

so I'm going to ad-lib it, but I do have a copy of

6

a meeting that I attended in January of '88.

I

7

would like to go over some of that with you.

We

8

covered the same issues that we're talking about

9

today.

10

Number 1, Raymond Cross gave a rundown on

11

the Garrison Diversion and where we are at in

12

regard to legislation.

13

the Tribe have some minor details to discuss and

14

work out.

Meetings have been set to accomplish

15

this task.

Chairman Lone Fight, who just left,

16

explained how the Garrison Diversion came about and

17

how the commission was set up and found that the

18

federal government breached its fiduciary

19

responsibility to the Tribe.

20

prepared provides for just compensation to the

21

Tribe that was taken during the Garrison Dam

22

construction.

23

It seems that the State and

The bill now being

The 1886 Treaty guarantees to the Tribe

24

the prime river bottomlands, the heart of the

25

reservation lands.

The Tribe lived up to its end
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1

of the agreement by using bottomlands and making a

2

living on these bottomlands.

3

government breached its end of the bargain.

4

is what the bill is all about.

5

the land taken from our Indian people during the

6

Garrison Dam relocation.

7

this bill.

8

Secretary Swimmer to respond to the Garrison

9

Diversion project.

The federal
That

PL 81-437 replaced

This is being done by

Senate Select Committee requested under

Ross Swimmer's response says

10

he's in a learning mode regarding reports, and so

11

on.

12

compensation to the Tribe and its members, and so

13

on and so forth.

14

the report today.

He's not totally convinced about failure of

He's anxious to hear a review of

15

A discussion has been with OMB.

16

know what OMB is, Office of Management and Budget.

17

The legal basis, settle rather than go to court, he

18

says.

19

investments of moneys in this area.

20

a major business that the Tribe needs to consider.

21

You all

Concerned about irrigation project and
Agriculture is

Raymond Cross reviewed agenda, reviews

22

Garrison Dam's flood control and navigation.

23

Hydroelectric compensation will eventually pay for

24

this project.

25

-- he's referring to the WAPA that was in the bill

And you know he's referring to the
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1

that paid us for the amount they paid for just

2

compensation.

3

to build that money up to pay us for the just

4

compensation.

5

that we did know that that was happening.

6

It took several years for our water

So I just wanted to point that out,

It says the grand scheme for settling with

7

the Tribe within the Pick-Sloan system, explained

8

the Tribe's position prior to the taking, people

9

self-sufficient.

Then what is just compensation.

10

Self-sufficiency, everybody's explained that and

11

I'm not going to go over that, but we did have an

12

ongoing -- we made an ongoing living off of our

13

bottomlands on our reservation, the prime land that

14

we lost to the Garrison Dam, and some of our

15

ranchers are -- that were down there left their

16

hearts there when they left with the bricks, and so

17

forth, that was left from the buildings they

18

dynamited.

19

Indian ranchers, it was nonIndian ranchers down

20

there that was in the same position.

21

one, Hank Odermann, he went into a depression and

22

never came out of it until he died.

23

just us.

24

making their living in the same area.

25

replace something like that, almost impossible.

And, believe me, that's true.

Not only

I can say

So it wasn't

It was others that lived down there and
It's hard to
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1

You can't.

2
3

I'm not going to go into that power
issue.

4

It will come up later on here.
Some discussion on the use of land back in

5

the '50s.

Secretary Swimmer says most of our land

6

used by nonIndians.

7

Ed Lone Fight that the Indians used all the

8

bottomlands; the benchlands were used by nonIndians

9

for little or nothing, ten cents an acre.

Pointed out by Hugh Baker and

Back in

10

those days you all remember the big lease, Conmy

11

and Kennedy and Long S from Williston.

12

involved in what we call the big lease and they

13

paid ten cents an acre for that land even during

14

World War II.

15

steers till they're four and five years old and

16

weighed nearly a ton when they shipped them.

17

They're all

So you can see why they run their

Then he says in lieu of land by Secretary

18

Swimmer, he said we turned it down.

19

attorney, directed him, telling him it was actually

20

his office that turned this land deal down, not the

21

Tribe.

22

compensation?

23

it.

24
25

Mr. Kraus, the

The question now is, what is just
What is it?

We're still looking at

In summary, Cross indicated that the Tribe
feels we should delay action on the power
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1

allocation and just look for -- he mentioned 20

2

megawatts established allocation for the Tribe in

3

the 1950s.

4

I remember that was part of the agreement that went

5

back to Washington that our people agreed to, but

6

it never was signed.

7

came back, a lot of that was out, including hunting

8

and fishing.

9

megawatts, simply stated, has not been initiated.

I always thought it was 40 megawatts.

I mean, it was signed when it

Preference power allocation, 20

10

I think the individual members better be certain in

11

this area to secure their just compensation as the

12

Tribe is representing the Tribe and will receive

13

the resources for just compensation, not the

14

individuals, allottees.

15

at the present time.

16

here, I'm the chairman of the Upper Missouri River

17

Valley Allottees Association, an association of all

18

the Tribes up and down the river that lost due to

19

the Pick-Sloan project.

And we're addressing that

We indicated when I started

20

It says return all excess land.

One real

21

concern of the Tribe was to minimize the impact at

22

relocations.

23

did not operate the Garrison Dam in such a way that

24

was compatible with the Tribe.

25

made that comment.

Historically the Corps of Engineers

At that time he

If lands are excess, the lands
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1

should be returned to the Tribe for economic

2

reasons, involved former Indian lands now

3

identified as taken area lands.

4

required federal agencies to revert excess property

5

to the Tribes, in this case involved land.

6

Therefore, authority is already on the books about

7

why the agencies do not implement this.

8

legislation would spell it out and force the issue,

9

which that has been done, too, I guess.

10

And under 35-99

Maybe

And the infrastructure, you know, we

11

haven't really been paid for the infrastructure.

12

That's our schools, hospitals, flourmill, feedmill,

13

roads, restoration of the economic

14

self-sufficiency.

15

secretary says the hospital is hard to staff, and

16

so forth.

17

we had a hospital, now we are not getting adequate

18

health care.

19

hospital, some type of health care that is more

20

appropriate to having the federal government

21

provide our Indians the health care they deserve

22

and that the federal government is required by

23

treaty to provide for our Indian people.

24
25

Under hospital and health care,

Chairman Lone Fight's response was that

We need an insurance program or a

And this here discusses the roads, and so
forth.

It's true that the Indians were relocated,
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1

but the Indians were built helter-skelter, not to

2

Indian homes, wells were no good, the foundations

3

cracked, fell apart.

4

relocation that served the government's

5

responsibility to the Indians of Fort Berthold,

6

where it actually served the Indians' needs.

7

actually created a welfare state full of drugs and

8

alcoholism.

9

This is not the kind of

It

I've just got a couple more things that I

10

want to say.

11

to make it short here.

12

nothing wrong with giving the land to individuals

13

if it's possible to do so.

14

took the land from the Tribe and the allottees

15

agreed to turn back any excess land back to the

16

Tribe, if excess land becomes available.

17

words, it's already on the books and, you know, I

18

don't see a problem with that.

19

anybody -- everybody is up in the air.

20

I'm getting tired here so I'm going
I think that there's

When the government

In other

I don't know why

I got a little -- this ranching business

21

ain't that good, to me, anyway, so I started a

22

little business down there in the Charging Eagle

23

Bay area also, and in doing so I felt that in the

24

best interests of the person I was dealing with and

25

myself that I involve the Bureau of Indian Affairs
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1

and the Corps of Engineers and so I wrote up a

2

contract accordingly.

3

know, the Tribe does that.

4

with a little group from Halliday right next to me

5

there and it's working, working well.

6

know, it's possible to write up an agreement with

7

the Tribe and make it work just like any other

8

person or any other government.

9

And I don't see why -- you
Actually, they have one

So, you

I think that pretty much covers it.

I

10

would like to say a few more words, but I'm just

11

playing out here.

12
13

MR. JANIS:

Rodney Weigum.

Hopefully I

didn't mispronounce that.

14

MR. WEIGUM:

Just right.

15

Janis.

16

-- I guess I'm representing a few entities.

17

director for the Beulah School Board.

18

for the Mercer County Ambulance Board.

19

director for the Zap Rural Fire Protection

20

District.

21

Recreation Area, and I also have a private

22

interest.

23

interest also for this land transfer.

24
25

I'm Rodney Weigum.

Thank you, Mr.

I'm from Zap.

I'm here
I'm

I'm director
I'm

I'm park ranger at the Beaver Bay

I'm a private landowner and have an

First off, the concerns for the land
transfer may result in revenue loss for the school
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1

district and county commission through flood

2

control or flood impact revenues we receive.

3

moneys are in lieu of oil and gas leases that the

4

federal government holds.

We received $12,148 for

5

the 2004-2005 school year.

In the last five years

6

we have received $45,620.

7

board, we are constantly faced with revenue losses,

8

and this would be another loss we can't afford.

9

Should this take place, this transfer take place,

10

These

As director of the

this might be in jeopardy for us.

11

I also talked to the superintendent of the

12

Hazen school.

13

amount of funding that the Beulah school does and

14

they're also concerned that this funding could be

15

lost.

16

oppose this transfer until it's fully investigated

17

and things are ironed out and make sure that things

18

stay the way they are.

19

They also receive about the same

So we as the Hazen and Beulah school boards

Secondly, as a fireman and a director of

20

the Zap Fire District, our district borders the

21

Fort Berthold Reservation.

22

are opposed to the transfer since we probably would

23

be responsible for emergencies resulting on tribal

24

lands merely because of the proximity to our

25

department as opposed to Twin Buttes or Mandaree

We as a fire department
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1

that would have a long time to get there -- to that

2

area.

3

Third, my wife and I are first responders

4

for the Mercer County Ambulance, as well as me

5

being a director on the Mercer County Ambulance

6

Board.

7

required on those tribal lands and, if so, how

8

would they support our services?

9

goes along with law enforcement, being it's kind of

A question I have is, would our services be

And that also

10

considered a sovereign nation, if there's an

11

incident there.

12

knowledge, that the Mercer County officers and the

13

tribal officers work together, so there's a concern

14

there, also.

15

transfer because of the involvement with the Tribes

16

in past instances.

17

There hasn't really been, to my

So we are opposed to that land

Number four, as a park ranger at Beaver

18

Bay, I speak for the Park Service in opposing the

19

transfer of the Corps land to the Tribes because of

20

the investment loss that most likely would result

21

after the park board lease would expire.

22

same as many of the other concerns that the

23

recreation areas have had here; ours is the same.

24

The many years of upkeep and dollars spent for

25

tables, roads, picnic shelters, et cetera, probably

It's the
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1
2

would be lost to the park board.
This is a very well-used resort area

3

serving people from every state in the union

4

including Alaska.

5

the clean, primitive camping that they can use

6

there, as well as the excellent fishing in the

7

Beaver Bay area.

8

at Beaver Bay, as well as many other sporting

9

groups have held tournaments in that area.

Campers and fishermen appreciate

Fishermen have held tournaments

So to

10

lose this service to the public would be a great

11

loss so, again, we are opposing this land

12

transfer.

13

has already been -- right at the Beaver Bay area

14

has been put back into trust for the Tribes.

15

Furthermore, 25 acres of the Corps land

As a private landowner, an heir to Conrad

16

Weigum, who was also forced to sell land for the

17

project area, he was told if he wouldn't sell for

18

the amount that they offered, it would be condemned

19

and he would lose it, anyway, so he sold.

20

opposed to this transfer -- so, therefore, we are

21

opposed to this transfer.

22

purchase those excess lands many times.

23

through congressional and tried to purchase those

24

lands that were in question because of fencing

25

disputes, and so on, and, you know, I've always

We were

We have offered to
We've gone
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1

been turned down.

2

There's many other individuals east of us

3

that are not on the reservation that have also

4

given up land, you know, for the lake project that

5

have suffered just as many consequences.

6

are unable to purchase lands that we previously

7

owned, we feel it's very discriminatory to give

8

this land back to the Tribes, especially after

9

being paid three times for that land and initially

So if we

10

being given land to replace the land which was

11

below 1854.

12

They were relocated.

So I stand here to represent the entire

13

Weigum family to oppose this transfer of land back

14

to the Tribes.

Thank you, Mr. Janis.

15

MR. JANIS:

Scott Meschke.

16

MR. MESCHKE:

Thank you, Mr. Janis, ladies

17

and gentlemen, for listening to my comments this

18

evening.

19

recreation on Garrison Dam and obviously that seems

20

to be a real hot issue here this evening.

21

just read the comments that I made of record when I

22

signed in tonight.

23

My comments are directed towards

And I'll

I'm a user of the lake 12 months of the

24

year.

Fishing, camping and boating on the lake is

25

a very important part of why I have chosen to
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1

continue to live in western North Dakota.

2

family enjoys the recreational opportunities we

3

currently have at the lake and would not be content

4

with any potential change in the operation of the

5

access sites along the lake, primarily those that

6

you are discussing transferring to the Tribe.

7

a user of the McKenzie Bay access site and I'm very

8

fond of the facilities currently in place.

9

My

I'm

It is my understanding that when the lake

10

was developed, it was to be used for multiple

11

purposes.

12

recreation.

13

several-year battle with Montana, North Dakota and

14

South Dakota over the most important issue that has

15

ever faced the lake, low water levels due to an

16

extended multistate drought.

17

important issue facing the future of the lake at

18

this point.

19

focused on finding better ways to manage the water

20

that remains in order to ensure that recreation

21

remains a viable use of the lake.

22

One of those many purposes is
Your agency has already been in a

This is the most

Your time and energy need to be

In a news release from your agency dated

23

April 26, 2005, release number 4-26-05, it was

24

stated, "After the Corps assesses the impact of

25

this potential transfer of the lands, and if it is
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1

determined there are lands no longer needed for the

2

construction, maintenance, or operation" -- and I

3

quote, operation -- "of the Garrison Dam/Lake

4

Sakakawea project, the next step would be the

5

execution of an agreement between the Secretaries

6

of the Army and the Interior to implement the

7

transfer."

8
9

I'd like to focus on the part of the quote
that refers to the operation of Garrison Dam.

10

Recreational access sites along the lake are a very

11

important part of the operation of the lake.

12

Without those sites, one of the defined uses of the

13

lake may potentially be impacted negatively.

14

the original and current managing agency, you are

15

responsible for making sure that these access sites

16

are available to the general public and are in good

17

maintenance and repair.

18

conjunction with many private citizens along the

19

lake who have invested many dollars into making

20

sure that there is good lake access.

21

As

This is currently done in

Under the current operation of these

22

sites, your agency has accountability to me, a

23

citizen of the United States.

24

make comments to your agency, with the feeling that

25

they are at least heard, and a hope that maybe they

I have the right to
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1

might change something I feel is incorrect.

2

turning over the land to the Tribe, I feel that

3

you're ducking one of your major responsibilities

4

to the lake, operation of access sites.

5

Tribe becomes responsible for this part of the

6

operation of the lake, I feel that changes may

7

occur.

8

operation of these access sites is handled well and

9

any potential change in the operational management

10

By

If the

As far as I'm concerned, the current

of these sites could be undesirable.

11

I would like to use the McKenzie Bay

12

access site for an example.

13

there from Memorial Day to Labor Day with my

14

family.

15

lifestyle.

16

second to none around the lake.

17

due to your agency, the North Dakota Game and Fish

18

Department, the concessionaire and cabin owners.

19

All of those groups have spent significant dollars

20

over the years to make sure that McKenzie Bay is a

21

top destination on the lake.

22

I spend every weekend

Obviously access there is important to my
Currently access to the lake there is
This is primarily

One issue that concerns me about the

23

potential transferring of the land to the Tribe is

24

the opportunity for an entity that has no

25

accountability to me as a citizen of the State of
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North Dakota to impose fees for access.

The Tribe

2

has already demonstrated that they're willing to do

3

this by forcing nontribal members to purchase a

4

tribal fishing license or access permit.

5

upsetting to me because I already purchased a North

6

Dakota fishing license and I'm actually fishing in

7

the State of North Dakota.

8

license because I do not want to violate the law.

9

It is my understanding that these funds are to be

This is

I only purchased the

10

used for improvement of outdoor recreational

11

opportunities throughout the reservation, not

12

unlike the use of license fees that I pay to the

13

Game and Fish Department of the State of North

14

Dakota.

15

My question to your agency is, how much

16

money has the Tribe spent in the last three years

17

to help defray the costs of ramp extensions at the

18

McKenzie Bay access site due to the current

19

drought?

20

Where has the money I've spent on my tribal license

21

been going if no contribution has been made to

22

improve the boat ramp at McKenzie Bay?

23

extensions have been paid for by your agency, the

24

North Dakota Game and Fish and private cabin owners

25

at McKenzie Bay.

I know the answer to that and it's zero.

Those ramp

It seems odd to me that private
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individuals are contributing to the costs of a

2

public access point improvement, but the Tribe is

3

not.

4

groups who have invested significant dollars to

5

improve access to the lake at this site?

6

Why not turn the land over to one of those

One example of the Tribe's lack of

7

interest in maintaining operational access to the

8

lake is the three-mile stretch of dirt road that

9

finishes the trip to the McKenzie Bay access site.

10

Over the last six years that I have used the site

11

the road has deteriorated significantly.

12

rainfall causes an unbelievable mess on the road

13

and makes it virtually impassable at times.

14

much money would need to be spent by the Tribe to,

15

at a minimum, put down adequate gravel to stop this

16

erosion of the land?

17

less than the dollars spent by your agency to

18

maintain the boat ramps in one summer and yet it

19

hasn't been done.

20

Any

How

I bet the number would be far

My point here this evening is to relate to

21

your agency the importance of maintaining

22

operational access sites along the lake.

23

well aware from my comments, this is an important

24

issue to me and my family.

25

current operational plan could be cause for

As you're

Any deviation from the
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concern.

I touched on accountability.

I firmly

2

believe that under your agency's management, you do

3

have accountability to me, an individual citizen.

4

I also firmly believe that if these lands are

5

transferred to the Tribe, I lose that

6

accountability.

7

this country is what keeps agencies like yours

8

working hard every day.

Accountability to the citizens of

9

I appreciate everything that your agency

10

has done under the current operation of the lake.

11

I assume that your agency would continue to operate

12

the lake in a similar fashion going forward.

13

believe that your agency is the rightfull agency to

14

manage these sites.

15

to operate these sites.

16

and only yours, to ensure that there is free public

17

access to one of the state's greatest resources.

18
19

I

Your agency needs to continue
It is your responsibility,

I urge you to decide against the request
for this land transfer.

20

MR. JANIS:

21

MS. WALKER:

22

Can you hear me?

23

these machines.

Thank you.

Tillie Walker.
My name is Tillie Walker.

I have such a hard time with
What do I do wrong?

24

MR. JANIS:

25

MS. WALKER:

Get closer.

There you go.

My name is Tillie Walker and
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I'm from Mandaree, North Dakota.

2

the Mandan Tribe and grew up at the community of

3

Independence, which is on the west side of the

4

Missouri River and north of the Little Missouri

5

River.

6

I'm a member of

My family moved, as all the community did,

7

in 1953 to the prairie when our prime land was

8

taken for the Garrison Dam.

9

this, it's an emotional issue with me.

So when I talk about
And when I

10

hear people say we want your playground, we want to

11

come and play down there, that was our livelihood

12

and it was taken from us.

13

sympathize with someone who just wants to come down

14

and play and gets so angry at us for that.

15

You know, I can't

We want our land back, and rightfully we

16

should have it.

17

isn't something we bought.

18

Mandan Tribe.

19

Dakota since 900 A.D.

20

36,000 acres shouldn't make that much difference to

21

you, but it does to us because it is our land.

22

This is our ancestral land.

It

I'm a member of the

They've lived in what is now North
That's a long time.

And

I have been watching television these last

23

couple days and some of the questions that have

24

been raised and the coverage from television and

25

the newspapers have been predominantly white people
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and predominantly white institutions that have been

2

talking about this whole issue.

3

things they're saying is millions of dollars have

4

been spent on that lakeshore.

5

And one of the

You know, two things happened very early

6

of the Garrison Dam.

7

lease to McKenzie County Park Board.

8

Engineers did this.

9

they sold lots at Mahto Bay.

This was done without

10

the knowledge of the Tribe.

And when they took our

11

land, they made a promise -- the United States

12

Government made a promise that the Tribe would be

13

part of that decisionmaking, that they would be let

14

known what was happening.

15

who built cabins there had no access.

16

Corps' fault, because the Corps didn't make any

17

commitment to the Tribe and didn't talk to the

18

Tribe and say, look, we're selling lots.

19

an illegal act.

20

those people who built beautiful places, it's their

21

own fault.

22

One was they gave a 25-year
The Corps of

The other thing they did was

Mahto Bay, the people
And it's the

This was

So, you know, whatever Mahto Bay,

And McKenzie Bay, they gave them a 25-year

23

lease right at the beginning, and this was without

24

the knowledge of the Tribe.

25

miles from there, and when I drive down the road, I

I live about nine
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move to the right so those great big boats can go

2

down and play with their families.

3

any benefit from McKenzie Bay.

4

community where people were moved from

5

Independence.

6

We don't have

This is the

There is no economic benefit.

And you talked about the roads.

Those

7

great big boats of yours wreck our roads.

8

know, the county is not putting money into those

9

roads.

10
11

You

I mean, these are things from our side that

you have to understand.
And when they say the United States

12

Government and individuals spent millions on the

13

lakeshore for development, they knew -- the Corps

14

knew that this was excess land.

15

for years.

16

council, one of the issues that we dealt with was

17

the Garrison Dam, and we went through hearings on

18

the reservation and for plans and recommendations,

19

so I was very much involved at that time.

20

knew then, in the early '80s, that that was excess

21

land and it would be returned to us one day.

22

needs to be returned to us.

They've known that

When I served on the tribal business

And I

It

23

I think one of the most arrogant,

24

materialistic comments I heard this week was from a

25

commissioner at one of the counties, which we live
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in five counties on our reservation, and he said,

2

I'm worried, how will the land be managed?

3

the Bureau of Indian Affairs or the Tribe has any

4

experience.

5

me very angry.

6

how they feel about us, that we have no competence,

7

that we don't know what to do?

8

attitude of North Dakotans as individuals and the

9

institutions they head?

10
11

Neither

I find that so arrogant and it makes
Are these our neighbors and is this

Is this the

I just -- this is

something that I will remember for a long time.
One of the other things that county

12

commissioners or county people are concerned about

13

is the tax revenue that they're losing.

14

all you're losing?

15

communities.

16

trying to make a living.

17

tax when they return 36,000 acres to us, that's a

18

small price.

19

important issue that you hear on television or read

20

in the newspapers.

21

reservation, and it isn't easy to talk about.

22

We lost a lifestyle.

Is that
We lost

We went out into the plains and are
If all you lost is your

I can't believe that this would be an

They took the heart of our

One of the things I read just recently

23

when I was going through some of my papers is

24

Robert Lincoln from the Charging Eagle District --

25

there were hearings at Elbowoods when people from
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all the communities came to listen to the Corps of

2

Engineers and what they had planned.

3

those hearings were going on, all the machinery was

4

at Riverdale ready to start the Garrison Dam and

5

the Corps and the United States Government said

6

they were negotiating with our leaders.

7

already done.

8

moved.

9

Lincoln from the Charging Eagle District is, have

10

known that plans were underway for the government

11

to construct Garrison Dam, but never did they come

12

to consult us until its own plans were completed

13

before informing us as to what they proposed to

14

do.

15

fighting off the hawk that is swooping down to

16

attack.

17

early '50s.

It was going.

And while

It was

We had no choice.

We

And one of the quotes that I saw of Robert

We are much like the hen and her young

18

This is from one of our elders in the
And that's how a lot of people felt.

It isn't an issue that you can solve, you

19

know, with a talk tonight.

And the lady who said

20

something about -- talked about Constitutions, you

21

know, we live in the same state, we live in the

22

same United States of America, we have a

23

Constitution, and we got the right to vote in

24

1924.

25

to vote in this country.

That was years after the women got the right
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If America wants to go around the world

2

and talk about democracy, then they have to treat

3

the indigenous people in this country in the way

4

they tell other countries our way of life is so

5

great.

6

ask.

Return that land to us.

7

MR. JANIS:

8

MS. PARKER:

9

That's all we

Karol Parker.
Good evening.

My name is

Carol Parker and I am making a comment as a private

10

citizen this evening.

11

of the comments I intended to make after the

12

presentation by Tillie Walker, my sister, because

13

it is a very emotional issue.

14

member of the Three Affiliated Tribes and Mandan

15

and Hidatsa.

16

tribal members that was born in Elbowoods and so my

17

memories of Elbowoods are rather -- kind of blurry,

18

I guess you could say.

19

It's difficult to make some

I'm an enrolled

I'm probably one of the last group of

But I really want you people here to

20

understand the relationship that our people have to

21

the river.

22

surrounding it represented such an intense

23

relationship.

24

that you can't talk about the river without talking

25

about the people and you can't talk about the

The river bottomlands and the habitat

There was such a connection there
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people without talking about the river.

We were

2

one.

3

into that river.

4

survival depended upon the well-being of the river

5

ecosystem.

6

well.

7

river equaled life for our people, not for the last

8

50 years, but for the last 1500 years because there

9

are archeological digs that do validate that the

Just about every aspect of our life is tied
Our entire -- in fact, our

If the river wasn't well, we weren't

So it's not an overstatement to say that the

10

Mandan Tribe farmed there back in 900 A.D.

And

11

they weren't just wandering around there.

They

12

were farming.

13

using the water.

14

relationship there.

15

recreation.

16

survival.

They were using the land.

They were

There is a very close
It's not a mere issue of

It's an issue of livelihood and

17

When the Garrison Dam destroyed all of

18

that, very effectively, I might say, we paid an

19

enormous price.

20

though.

21

uncomfortable.

22

know if people who occupied the land before you are

23

living in misery today.

24

today.

25

pervasiveness and the cost of this is continuing

People don't like to hear that,

They would rather not hear it because it's
Psychologically you don't want to

And this is going on

I work in health care and I see that the
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today.

2

In order for a member of the Twin Buttes

3

community to make a simple medical appointment in

4

New Town, it's a long distance phone call.

5

fair is that?

6

Buttes is 120 miles round trip.

7

Who else in the State of North Dakota has had to

8

bear the cost that we are bearing today and will

9

continue to bear?

How

To travel from New Town to Twin
How fair is that?

I don't call that fairness.

But

10

I do agree with Governor Hoeven's representative

11

that made a statement earlier, it is time to treat

12

all North Dakotans equally because we have been

13

waiting, the Native American Three Affiliated

14

tribal members have been waiting for the last 50

15

years to be treated equally.

16

And, you know, most frustrating of all is

17

to have to give up so much and to see the level of

18

that river drop down further and further every year

19

and to see the land continue to be eroded by wind

20

and water and it's just a dust storm up there, and

21

for what?

22

and all the timberlands there destroyed?

23

you have just a -- probably worse than the 1930s

24

when they had the soil erosion.

25

accomplished by that?

Why was that ever flooded to begin with

What was

And now
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The beauty of the natural habitat has been

2

destroyed and I don't know that it can ever be

3

regained.

4

and living there.

5

and I love it.

6

entire family enjoys it.

Many of our tribal

7

members enjoy that area.

We're not hunting.

8

just walking and enjoying the land, and I would

9

hate to see that taken away from our Tribe when we

10

Animals are now gone that were present
I walk along that river often

It's a beautiful place.

And my

We're

have given up so much.

11

I think it's time for the entire State of

12

North Dakota to recognize what the Three Affiliated

13

Tribes have sacrificed to have a dam located in the

14

middle of the western part of the state there.

15

it's time to begin to acknowledge and be supportive

16

of its Native American citizens.

17

this state, and it's time for you to recognize

18

that.

19

And

We're citizens of

These kinds of issues just tend to drive a

20

wider wedge between the Indians and the

21

nonIndians.

22

He's calling for open-mindedness and cooperation

23

and to keep an open discussion, and I think we need

24

to do that.

25

over whether somebody is going to have access or

You heard Chairman Hall's statement.

I mean, why should we start fighting
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1

not?

He said in his statement he is open to having

2

access, and I think you need to look at it from

3

that perspective and not be prepared for a big

4

fight.

5

acknowledge that the reservation boundary extended

6

west to Makoti, the same kind of attitudes were

7

evident at that time.

8

of assumptions, jumping to all kinds of conclusions

9

about how unfair, how incompetent and how

When the legal decision was made to

People were making all kinds

10

unreasonable the Three Affiliated Tribes would be.

11

That didn't happen.

12

dropped.

13

Property values weren't

So I call for this -- to the land to be

14

returned back to our Tribe.

We're the original

15

owners of it and that should -- that's fair and

16

that's just and so that's what I think should

17

happen.

Thank you.

18

MR. JANIS:

Bob Rising.

19

MR. RISING:

Thank you, Mr. Janis.

My

20

main issue here tonight is the concern of law

21

enforcement on the tribal lands.

22

had taken on an issue that had to do with the

23

Charging Eagle Bay area.

24

enter the area by a family that was from the Three

25

Affiliated Tribes.

Five years ago I

We were being charged to

We had found out that the road
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that we were passing on was indeed a public road.

2

It was condemned by the U.S. earlier.

3

being charged to go through that land.

4

We were

And when this was approached and when we

5

proved that this was a legal area, you know, to

6

enter, I was threatened and was told that if I

7

didn't back off on this issue, I would have to pay

8

the consequences.

9

$15,000 damage done to my cabin there.

A couple weeks later I had
Dunn County

10

Sheriff was on the site.

11

members that had created the problem and it was

12

turned over to the Three Affiliated Tribes law

13

enforcement, and to this date nothing has been done

14

on this.

15

take an action on it.

16

called monthly to try and get, you know, some

17

action done on this.

18

you know, they will take action on it.

19

ever done.

20

He did find tribal

They said that they would -- they would
I waited for a while.

I

They said that they will -Nothing was

And this is five years later.

So I just feel that, you know, without the

21

Corps of Engineers in control of this land, we're

22

going to have law enforcement problems.

23

Another thing that kind of bothers me,

24

somebody said here tonight that the road going into

25

McKenzie Bay is not being taken care of by the
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county.

I think people need to know that those

2

roads are being maintained by the Bureau of Indian

3

Affairs.

4

the Department of Interior and that is all funded

5

by U.S. tax dollar.

6

dollar isn't helping that situation either.

7

you.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs is part of

8

MR. JANIS:

9

MR. FETTIG:

10

MR. JANIS:

11

MR. FETTIG:

So it's not that our tax
Thank

LeRoy Fettig.
My name is LeRoy Fettig.
Sorry.
That's fine.

I just have a

12

couple comments.

13

as a landowner.

14

and I have land up north of Killdeer in the Lost

15

Bridge area, which my family also had river

16

bottomland there that was taken from them.

17

also have a personal feeling about that land.

18

as Miss walker was saying, it bothers me every day,

19

also.

20

I'm here just to represent myself
I'm from Dickinson, North Dakota,

And I
And

Back when they first started negotiating

21

with the landowners, they made them all kinds of

22

promises and told them they'd do all these things

23

and let them keep our improvements, let them use

24

the land, rent it back, and so on, and those things

25

didn't fly with the number of landowners down the
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river, so then they ultimately condemned the land.

2

So we didn't have a choice on our land, either.

3

lost it.

4

feel the same way as the Three Affiliated Tribes do

5

-- I do.

6

The government took it from us.

We

And we

I would like to have my land transferred

7

back to me, also.

We lost the best part of our

8

ranch up there, about a third of the acreage.

9

lost our livelihood.

We

We lost probably 90 percent

10

of our water resources for watering livestock.

11

plus all these years we've had to put up with the

12

Corps of Engineers, which is a real pain in the

13

butt.

14

didn't do anything, you know, everybody was fine

15

and dandy, they were running on the land and using

16

the water and nothing, you know, whatever, the same

17

as they did before; but probably 20, 25 years ago

18

then they started managing the land as grazing.

19

And it really is.

And

I mean, at first they

Well, they took way more land than they

20

needed to operate the dam.

There's thousands of

21

acres of land that's way on top of the clay buttes,

22

that half of North Dakota would have to flood

23

before that would be under water.

24

extra land that isn't needed.

25

private owners, as well as the Three Affiliated

And to me that's

And I just feel that
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Tribes, should be treated equally and if land is

2

transferred back to the Tribe, then I feel that we

3

should have a right to have our land transferred

4

back to us.

5

should have it transferred back to us free, but I

6

think it should be transferred back to us.

7

it was a big injustice that was done to the

8

personal landowners that had ranches and tried to

9

support their families in that area just like the

And I probably don't feel that we

I think

10

Indian people did on the reservation.

11

us had just as big a loss as you did, and I'm here

12

just to try to emphasize that point, that you are

13

not the only ones that got ripped off by the USA

14

and the Corps of Engineers in taking more land than

15

they actually needed to operate the Garrison

16

Reservoir.

17

So some of

So I guess all I'm asking for is I feel

18

the -- you know, the fee owners, people's families

19

that had lost land that aren't on the reservation

20

should have equal treatment.

21

compensation that was shoved down our throat.

22

don't know what that was.

23

before, but I don't think we got $20.

24

neither here nor there.

25

I wanted to make is I think that nonIndians,

We got the
I

$20 was mentioned here
And that's

But I guess the main point
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Indians, nonIndians, reservation, nonreservation,

2

we should all be treated fairly and equally in this

3

matter.

Thank you.

4

MR. JANIS:

Curt Decker.

5

MR. DECKER:

Thank you, appreciate the

6

opportunity.

It's pretty tough to come up here and

7

voice, you know, some concerns after listening to

8

both sides of the issues, but I am speaking as just

9

an individual sportsman.

I love to fish, grew up

10

fishing Lake Sakakawea and over the last 30, 35

11

years -- you know, my dad started out in Halliday,

12

he used to fish the Mosset Bay area, he had

13

friendships with tribal members, and over the years

14

I've established some friendships.

15

And my concern, I guess, is we talk about

16

turning these lands back, everybody has got

17

arguments about it.

18

into consideration -- you talk about lands not

19

needed for the operation of the lake, but they are

20

needed to a point.

21

boundary or a zone to keep development to a

22

minimum.

23

I hope that the Corps takes

They do create, I guess, a

One reason I like the lake, to go up there

24

is part of the fishing adventure that -- you know,

25

the primitiveness of the lake.

And I haven't heard
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1

much from the Tribe -- they talk economic

2

development.

3

would like to know that.

4

the shoreline?

5

like the lakes in Minnesota?

6

a house or a trailer every 100 feet?

7

thought.

8

Where are they going with that?

I

Are they going to develop

Is Lake Sakakawea going to end up
Are we going to have
It's a scary

Mr. Fredericks brought up some very good

9

points, there's no reason we can't work together to

10

establish agreements for access, sacrifice a little

11

bit of the lake.

12

go to get access -- quality access.

13

reason in the world agreements can't be made

14

between tribal members and nontribal members

15

groups.

16

Dickinson.

17

other areas for fish-cleaning stations, for ramp

18

extensions.

19

either in time, money or personal history.

20

hope that the Corps takes that into consideration,

21

the Tribe takes that into consideration.

22

We're all starving for areas to
There's no

I'm a member of a fishing club here in
We've donated money up to McKenzie Bay,

We've all got investments in there
I just

You mentioned Mr. Hall saying, you know,

23

we can work together, Mr. Fredericks mentioned it.

24

Tillie, you know, she brought up good points.

25

There's heartfelt feelings that can't be felt by a
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1

lot of us.

2

time, family, money, one way or the other,

3

indirectly or directly, on Lake Sakakawea.

4

can't work together at it, it's going to be

5

lose-lose for everybody.

6

We've all got personal investment in

If we

What I'm seeing is already a wall going

7

up.

I hope that doesn't continue.

If we don't

8

work together, there's going to be hard feelings

9

between both sides of the issue.

I just hope that

10

we all work at it.

11

can't sacrifice a little here or there to make it

12

work.

13

There's no reason why we both

You know, granted, you talk economic

14

development on both sides.

15

can't be done in a calm, rational manner.

16

seen a lot of issues that come down to me, me, me

17

issues, but what happens to all of us in the long

18

haul?

19

in 50 years?

20

relationships break down -- we're all involved in

21

it.

22

And it's, like I say, tough to come up here and

23

give a rational after listening to a lot of

24

heartfelt arguments.

25

There's no reason it
I've

Where is the lake going to be down the road
If it's overdeveloped or if our

That's one point I just wanted to bring up.

MR. JANIS:

So thank you.
Paul Belzer, B-e-l-z-e-r.
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1

Well, that completes my list.

I will go

2

ahead and close the meeting.

3

everybody for the time that they've spent, the

4

heartfelt, the passionate at times pleas, the

5

concerns, the issues that have been raised.

6

our duty now to take those, collect them, again,

7

with tomorrow night, too, and put them into our

8

report, be able to answer some of the questions and

9

concerns that were raised and return that back for

10

your review and we hope to do that again by summer

11

-- midsummer, late summer time frame depending on

12

how many we get.

13
14

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

It's

So I appreciate your time and I will say
the meeting is over.

15
16

I want to thank

Thank you.

(Concluded at 8:37 p.m., M.D.T., May 25,
2005.)
-----------
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1

(The proceedings herein were had and made

2

of record, commencing at 6:02 p.m., Thursday, May

3

26, 2005, as follows:)

4

MR. JANIS:

I want to welcome you to the

5

meeting tonight.

6

the Omaha District Corps of Engineers.

7

to talk about the potential transfer of Garrison

8

project lands, and I thank you for taking your

9

evening out to spend with us.

10

My name is Larry Janis.

I'm with

We're here

We had previous two meetings that were in

11

Bismarck and Dickinson.

This is our third of three

12

public meetings.

13

been to have an interactive session from 4 to 6

14

p.m. to be able to answer any questions.

15

you see the posters around the room, we've got

16

other people from the Corps of Engineers both from

17

Omaha and from the Garrison project, and we will

18

leave those up so if you have any additional

19

questions after the meeting, feel free to talk to

20

any one of the people that are sitting near those

21

posters.

22

Incontro back around the maps, we've got Gary

23

Henningsen by the paragraph that we discuss the

24

law, and I was back by the other two posters, but

25

I'll be up here if you have any questions.

The format of the meetings have

And so

We've got Tim Kolke and we've got Bob

4

1

Just facilitywise, you're probably real

2

familiar with the facility.

3

in the back of the room if you would like to take

4

some of that.

5

restrooms if you need to use those.

6

We've got some water

Down the hall to the right we've got

Again, I welcome you here tonight.

We

7

wanted to come out and talk to the public and then

8

receive comment, and so from 6 to 8 on all the

9

meetings, and that will be again tonight, we're

10

going to go ahead and receive comment.

11

we do that, we knew that there was a lot of

12

information that was lacking that wasn't available

13

for people to hear, and what I want to do is I want

14

to go through a short PowerPoint presentation.

15

you should have a handout that was at the front

16

table.

17

your way out, but I'll be going through that.

18

if some of the print gets small, you can look at

19

the handout, but we'll go ahead and go through the

20

presentation first and then we'll begin to receive

21

comments.

22

But before

And

If you don't, feel free to pick up one on
So

So the outline for the presentation is

23

really to give a little bit of background on why

24

we're here tonight and how we got to this point, to

25

talk a little about the process and schedule, which

5

1

is on the posters, but we'll go through that on the

2

screen, too, and then, finally, I want to just

3

share a few outcomes of the process that we look

4

forward to.

5

So, first, a little bit about the

6

background.

7

Affiliated Tribes that we received -- that the

8

Department of Army received, and that was really

9

for the return of lands that were acquired and

10

managed by the Corps within the Fort Berthold

11

Reservation boundary.

12

those lands that are above 1854, which is our max

13

flood control pool.

14

There was a request from the Three

And the request was for

Now, in that request the Tribe cited the

15

Mineral Restoration Act.

16

And it's not the whole act, but there was a

17

paragraph within that, and, again, that's on the

18

poster that's in the back of the room, and that was

19

the authority that they said we would be able to do

20

this with.

21

It was enacted in '84.

So when they requested that, they

22

requested it from the Secretary of the Army.

They

23

went to Mr. Woodley's office and requested that we

24

take a look at this act and the request for the

25

transfer of lands, and so we received a directive

6

1

from the department to do that, and we decided to

2

do that in three phases.

3

the determination of authority phase, the second

4

phase the development phase, and then the third

5

phase would be implementation.

6

The first phase we called

So let me talk a little bit more about the

7

detail.

8

probably need a little bit more description than

9

those few words.

10

Those are pretty vague terms so you

So phase one, which is the determination

11

of authority, basically said let's look at the law

12

and see if it does give us the authority.

13

were four major things in the law.

14

that it gives the authority to enter into an

15

agreement.

16

law it also states who.

17

Secretary of Army and Interior.

18

is what.

19

lands no longer needed for operation, construction

20

or maintenance.

21

for those lands that are within the Fort Berthold

22

Reservation boundaries.

23

law.

24

able to take a look at that, and the conclusion was

25

that it did apply, it did give us the authority to

The question is who.

There

One, it said

Well, within the

It says it's between the
Then the question

And as I mentioned previously, it's for

And then it also says it's only

So it's a very specific

It's very specific in its wording, so we were

7

1

do exactly what it said.

2

earlier this year and got to the point where we

3

have the ability to do this.

4

So we completed phase one

So in March, though, our colonel made a

5

statement that we are now fulfilling, and that was

6

that we would come out and get public input into

7

this process before we made a decision.

8

that was one of the pieces of information we didn't

9

think had been conveyed very well, is a lot of

And so

10

people thought there was a decision already made.

11

Well, the decision is that the law applies, but

12

we're now in the first part of phase two, which is

13

really information gathering, and you're here

14

tonight at a public meeting, public input part of

15

that process to try to get all the information

16

before us before we make a decision because we do

17

want to make an informed decision.

18

And so we've had two fruitful meetings

19

where we've gotten a lot of input, a lot of

20

comments, a lot of questions, concerns that we will

21

need to address, which brings us to the next part

22

of the process, is once we're through with these

23

meetings, and, again, we'll receive comments

24

through June 3rd, close of business, we want to

25

take all those comments, questions, concerns and

8

1

put them into a document so that we have a

2

mechanism to come back to you, the public, and say

3

here's what our responses are to those questions,

4

here's how we're going to handle this question

5

that's been raised, here's how we're going to

6

address the concern that you have.

7

heard those over two nights.

8

hear more tonight and probably confirm some that

9

we've previously heard, but that's a good thing

And we have

Now, I'm sure we'll

10

because we want to be able to convey our responses

11

back in this report.

12

So we expect that that report will be done

13

sometime later this summer, we'll come back out,

14

have about 30 days for you to take a look at it,

15

and then we have another area series of meetings

16

similar to this where you would have an opportunity

17

to say, you know, I don't understand that response

18

or I agree with that, that's okay, or I don't agree

19

with that and you'll have a chance to provide

20

comment on those responses.

21

another opportunity in a series of meetings --

22

again, location hasn't been determined, so we're

23

looking for feedback on that.

24

locations we should be having these meetings at,

25

that would be great, we would love to have them

So, again, it gives

If there's other

9

1

there, too.

2

Once we're done with those meetings, we

3

can finalize that report, and we believe late

4

summer with that input and your responses to those,

5

we can make a decision on what lands are no longer

6

needed.

7

that's an informed decision, and then we could go

8

on with the next phase.

And once we're able to do that, we hope

9

And, again, should we get past that point,

10

we, according to law, need to write a memorandum of

11

agreement.

12

Interior and the Department of Army come up with an

13

agreement on how this would happen.

14

said is that if we're going to write that

15

agreement, we need to have you take a look at it.

16

We need to make sure that you have another

17

opportunity to say all those things that were put

18

in that effects report, how did they get

19

incorporated in this memorandum of agreement.

20

We need to between the Department of

And what we

And so, again, while the dates haven't

21

been determined because we don't know exactly how

22

many issues we're going to have to try to answer

23

and resolve, we would have another series of

24

meetings, so, again, another chance for people to

25

comment to affect the outcome, to give input and to

10

1

participate in the process.

Once that's done, then

2

we can finalize the memorandum of agreement.

3

would complete phase two.

That

4

So as we go through phase two and as we go

5

through successive parts, that would bring on phase

6

three, which is implementation, and implementation

7

is a series of things that would be required to

8

happen.

9

that would need to be done.

We have environmental baseline surveys
We would have to have

10

some sort of understanding of how these transfer

11

packages would be put together and then we would

12

have to have a transfer letter.

13

mechanics that would have to happen should we get

14

to this point.

15

that they would have to put this in The Federal

16

Register, so that's another key point in the

17

process.

18

process and would be available, too, for review.

19

And should we get to that point, then the process

20

would be complete once it's done in The Federal

21

Register.

22

Those are

The Bureau of Indian Affairs says

Again, The Federal Register is a public

So you can see it's a pretty thorough

23

process, but we've talked about three phases and

24

trying to make it easy for public input, better in

25

terms of making a good management decision for the

11

1

Department of Army and the Corps of Engineers, and

2

so you can see that it's going to be a process-

3

driven decision.

4

So what are the outcomes?

What do we hope

5

to accomplish?

We hope to openly consider the

6

request.

7

brought before us, we want to openly consider that

8

request.

9

are tonight, for the public to have input in that

Just like we would of any request that's

We want to provide the opportunity, as we

10

process.

11

think that's a very wise decision, and that's,

12

again, why we're here tonight.

13

summer and in the future.

14

Again, with our colonel's commitment, we

We'll be here late

And then should we get through that

15

process and there are no longer any -- lands no

16

longer needed, then we would want to implement the

17

memorandum of agreement that we signed.

18

So those are the outcomes of the process

19

that we would like to see, which brings us to the

20

public comment phase, and there's a few guidelines

21

I would like to share with people, and the first

22

one is that we set up an order.

23

those who have signed up on the sheet, and if you

24

haven't signed up, feel free to go sign up and

25

Erica will bring any additional people that want to

We will go through

12

1

speak that aren't on the list that I have.

2

we'll go with congressional, tribal, federal, state

3

and local government personnel first, and then

4

we'll finish with the public, those who would also

5

like to share their views and opinions, questions

6

and comments with us.

7

that we'll be going through.

8
9

But

So that will be the order

When you come up, if you could state your
name, that would be great.

I will probably call

10

your name, and please forgive me if I murder your

11

name, I apologize.

12

sometimes it doesn't work with people's names.

13

you can state your name and then, if applicable,

14

the agency or organization that you're

15

representing, that would be fabulous.

16

have a court reporter here tonight to document this

17

and that will be part of the record, so that if you

18

do comment, we at least have your name and

19

organization or your name down.

20

I have this phonetic thing and
If

Again, we

We're trying to keep any comments to

21

approximately four minutes.

Sometimes that's hard,

22

but if you could, we can make sure that everybody

23

has an opportunity to talk.

24

let you know that we have these forms available

25

which are comment forms.

And then I did want to

Should you not want to

13

1

get up and speak publicly, but you still have some

2

questions you want us to address and know about,

3

please feel free to fill this out.

4

to put your name down.

5

comment, question or concern and share that with

6

us, leave it at the table out front, Erica will

7

collect those.

8
9

You don't have

You can fill out your

We also have a website.

I think you have

a handout that shows our website.

On that website

10

there's a way to pop up an outlook e-mail box and

11

submit any comments you have there.

12

ways to submit comments.

13

them through June 3rd.

14

So multiple

Again, we're accepting

Then finally before I start, I just want

15

to share that I know tonight, as we've seen the

16

other nights, there may be divergent opinions,

17

there may be opposite ends of the spectrum, and

18

what I ask is that you respect everybody's opinion,

19

you listen, you try to understand.

20

only receiving comments tonight.

21

be responding.

22

effects report that I mentioned.

23

people share their heart, as they share their

24

views, their questions, concerns, if I could ask

25

that you respectfully listen and let them finish,

Again, we're

The Corps won't

We'll try to respond through that
But, again, as

14

1

that would be fabulous.

2
3
4

So I will get my list and I will be right
back.

Richard Mayer, Three Affiliated Tribes.
MR. MAYER:

Thank you, Mr. Janis.

I would

5

like to welcome everybody here tonight.

6

to speak on behalf of Chairman Hall, the chairman

7

of the Mandan, Hidatsa and Arikara Nation.

8

Chairman Hall has been called aside to testify in

9

front of the Senate Subcommittee on Indian Affairs,

10
11

I'm here

so I'm honored to deliver his statement tonight.
The statement is regarding the transfer of

12

the lakeshore properties pursuant to the Fort

13

Berthold Mineral Restoration Act.

14
15
16

Background history on the lands taken for
the Garrison Reservoir project.
Two hundred years ago, the Three

17

Affiliated Tribes, along with a remarkable young

18

Indian woman, Sakakawea, greeted Lewis and Clark in

19

the early 19th century as they made their

20

expedition of discovery up the Missouri River and

21

over to the Pacific coast.

22

Clark, our Tribes had lived together peacefully for

23

hundreds of years along the Missouri River.

24

Mandan Tribe particularly was agricultural and

25

tended corn and other crops.

Even prior to Lewis and

The

15

1

Our Tribes, like other tribes, were forced

2

to live on reservations in the late 1800s.

We were

3

fortunate enough to retain a spot along the

4

Missouri River where we could maintain to a

5

considerable degree a self-sufficient lifestyle by

6

tending to our crops and livestock on the rich

7

bottomlands of the Missouri River.

8

reservation, which straddles the Missouri River, is

9

approximately 1,500 square miles in size.

Our

We

10

contentedly lived along the Missouri River until

11

the early 1950s when the federal government changed

12

our lives forever.

13

Despite our protests, our council

14

resolutions, our many trips to Washington and our

15

tears, our lives were turned upside-down when the

16

Garrison Dam was completed in the early 1950s.

17

Over 156,000 acres of our best agricultural lands

18

were taken from us for the creation of the

19

reservoir behind the dam.

20

land represented 69 percent of the land needed for

21

the reservoir and approximately 15 percent of our

22

reservation.

23

opportunity to negotiate for just compensation or

24

to have a say in the 12.6 million given to the

25

Tribe by the U.S. Government as compensation for

This vast area of prime

The Tribes did not have a fair

16

1
2

these lands.
By October 1, 1952, most of our tribal

3

members were forced from their homes because of the

4

great flood, as many of our elders call the

5

formation of the reservoir, now known as Lake

6

Sakakawea.

7

suddenly split apart and were separated by as much

8

as 120 miles.

9

self-sufficient lifestyle were gone forever.

10

Our once close-knit communities were

Our rich farmlands and

In addition to the loss of our capital of

11

Elbowoods and 156,000 acres of prime agricultural

12

land and timber resources, our nation lost our

13

economic engine.

14

us, such as our lumberyard, fishing along the river

15

and our fishing corrals were taken away.

16

important emotionally to our people, our nation

17

lost its cemeteries, many sacred sites, including

18

sacred rocks and sacred monuments and our

19

ceremonial grounds.

20

as we become aware of village sites that are being

21

eroded away by exposure and wave action and which

22

are not being protected because of lack of funds

23

for such purposes within the budget of the Army

24

Corps of Engineers.

25

Entire enterprises that sustained

Just as

Those losses continue today,

These harms were finally recognized when

17

1

the U.S. Department of Interior acted on years of

2

petitions by the Tribe for further compensation and

3

appointed the Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory

4

Committee, or JTAC.

5

based on its estimates, was that the total economic

6

losses to the Three Affiliated Tribes were between

7

178.4 million to $411.8 million in 1986, adjusted

8

for inflation.

9

these numbers was caused by the application of

The advice of the committee,

The range of losses represented by

10

different theories of recovery, the lower number

11

representing a theory of economic loss and the

12

larger one resting on a theory of capitalization of

13

the infrastructure lost in the flood.

14

The General Accounting Office and the U.S.

15

Department of Interior disagreed with the estimates

16

provided in the JTAC report.

17

GAO stated in its testimony in the April 12, 1991,

18

hearing, were based on faulty assumptions about the

19

income of tribal members, what the economic

20

activity of the Tribe and its members was before

21

the dam and the anticipated economic activity after

22

the dam.

23

amount of compensation be based on an investment at

24

a corporate rate of the amount the Tribe had

25

indicated in 1949 that it wanted as compensation

These estimates, the

So the GAO ended up recommending that the

18

1

for the lands flooded, including individually owned

2

lands, which was 22 million.

3

what that amount would be worth based on investment

4

at corporate bond rates from 1949 to the date of

5

the report and came up with the final figure for

6

compensation of 149.2 million for the Three

7

Affiliated Tribes within the Three Affiliated

8

Tribes and Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Equitable

9

Compensation Act of 1992.

It then calculated

The Tribes have never

10

agreed with the methodology used by the GAO in

11

determining this final figure.

12

The compensation did not cover lands not

13

needed for project purposes.

In addition to actual

14

monetary compensation, the JTAC Commission

15

recommended that the United States fulfill its many

16

promises, which included that the United States

17

Government make a final determination concerning:

18

Number 1, lands not needed for project purposes,

19

and, number 2, the development of shoreline

20

recreation potential.

21

promise to return the lands not needed for the

22

Garrison Dam project and the JTAC Committee

23

recognized and confirmed this promise and

24

recommended that the United States finally fulfill

25

it.

The U.S. made a solemn

19

1

Since these lands were first taken from

2

the Tribe for the project over a half century ago,

3

the Three Affiliated Tribes has attempted to

4

recover lands that are in excess of those needed

5

for the project.

6

Corps may transfer these lands to the Secretary of

7

Interior to be held in trust for the Tribes.

8

Section 206(b) of the Fort Berthold Mineral

9

Restoration Act, Public Law 98-602, 98 statute

There is no question that the

10

3149, provides:

11

Secretary of the Interior may enter into agreements

12

under which any land within the exterior boundaries

13

of the reservation acquired by the United States

14

for the construction, maintenance, or operation of

15

the Garrison Dam and Reservoir project that is no

16

longer needed for such purposes is declared to be

17

held by the United States in trust for the benefit

18

of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold

19

Reservation.

20

The Secretary of the Army and the

This law clearly provides independent

21

authority for the Corps to transfer Garrison

22

project lands to the Secretary for the benefit of

23

the Tribe.

24

lands is not from the Corps to the Tribes, but from

25

the Corps to the United States Department of

Please note that the transfer of these

20

1

Interior.

In other words, this transfer is simply

2

a transfer from one federal department to another

3

federal department.

4

I would like to add that I am disappointed

5

in some public comments that the Tribes deny or has

6

denied access to the lake.

7

totally false as the Tribes have never denied

8

access.

9

condemned land at Mahto Bay to provide access to

These comments are

To the contrary, the Tribes have actually

10

the public.

11

the development of improved roads and related

12

infrastructure.

13

We intend to improve access through

The Tribes requested the Corps to transfer

14

the excess lands to the United States Secretary of

15

Interior to be held in trust for the Tribes in May

16

of 2004.

17

categories of lands that are at or above the

18

maximum flood pool elevation, which is 1854.

19

Further, the Tribes will agree to reasonable and

20

necessary easements for lake access for project

21

purposes and will recognize existing easements and

22

right-of-ways.

23

The Tribes seek the return of the above

The dialogue concerning the Tribes and

24

Corps concerning this request has taken one whole

25

year and has brought us to where we are at today.

21

1

The Corps has informed the State of North Dakota

2

and the public concerning the Tribes' request to

3

transfer the excess lands and has set up a

4

three-phase process concerning the proposed

5

transfer that I believe allows for maximum input

6

from the state and the public.

7

The first phase of this process has

8

begun.

The meetings the week of May 23rd, 2005,

9

are the first public meetings to be held on the

10

proposed transfer.

Meetings will be held in

11

Bismarck, Dickinson and Williston, North Dakota, on

12

May 23rd, 24th and 25th, respectively.

13

meetings are being held to obtain the public's

14

comments, questions and concerns.

15

Affiliated Tribes will have a representative at all

16

of these meetings.

17

attendance will be to genuinely listen to the

18

public and to hear and understand their concerns.

19

The tribal representatives attending the meetings

20

will bring the public's concerns and comments back

21

to the Tribes so that they can be discussed and

22

addressed by the tribal government.

23

policy, the Tribes will not respond to questions,

24

comments or concerns at these public meetings.

25

However, that we may choose to clarify certain

These

The Three

The purpose of the Tribes'

As a matter of

22

1

statements made at these meetings and we reserve

2

the right to make formal responses to written

3

requests or comments.

4

The first round of meetings will result in

5

an effects report that will be developed by the

6

Corps.

7

public's comments, questions and concerns.

8

stated earlier, the Tribes intend to respond to any

9

comments, questions and concerns specifically

The effects report will include the
As

10

directed at the Tribes and have these responses

11

included in the effects report.

12

will then be made available for public comment and

13

another round of public meetings will be held.

14

The effects report

Finally, a memorandum of agreement will be

15

developed by the Corps and the Department of

16

Interior with input from the Tribes and other

17

stakeholders.

18

to the public and a last round of public meetings

19

will be held.

20

This MOA will also be made available

The Three Affiliated Tribes will cooperate

21

with this process and participate in all of the

22

meetings.

23

participate in the process and meetings.

24
25

The Tribes encourage all stakeholders to

Finally, I would like to close this
statement by saying that the transfer process is at

23

1

the very early stages.

Like many of you, the

2

Tribes have many questions concerning this

3

transfer.

4

many of you are fearful of the proposed transfer.

5

Rest assured that the Tribes are well aware of the

6

economic and recreational interests that concern

7

many of you.

8

Tribes do not have any desire to obstruct your

9

interests as we recognize that it is in the Tribes'

The Tribes recognize and understand that

Please also understand that the

10

best interest to promote economic activity on and

11

around Lake Sakakawea.

12

share some facts with you that demonstrate our

13

commitment to economic development on the Fort

14

Berthold Reservation and the great State of North

15

Dakota.

16

Number 1.

In fact, I would like to

We will be hosting the National

17

Lewis & Clark Bicentennial Commemoration in the

18

summer of 2006.

19

there are only 15 of these events throughout the

20

United States.

21

highlight the immense contributions of the Mandan,

22

Hidatsa and Arikara Nation to our great country.

23

All of this will be highlighted in our new Cultural

24

and Interpretative Center which will be under

25

construction this summer and will be completed by

We are happy to be hosting this as

We are hopeful that this event will

24

1

the summer of 2006.

2

Number 2.

Our Tribe worked with the State

3

of North Dakota to obtain funding for the

4

construction of the new Four Bears Bridge project.

5

This beautiful bridge should be completed this

6

coming October and will be a landmark destination

7

for anyone interested in scenic and historical

8

sites.

9

our Tribe bridging both the past and the future and

10

will highlight many cultural aspects of the Mandan,

11

Hidatsa and Arikara Tribes for the benefit of

12

generations to come.

13

This bridge will serve as a metaphor for

Number 3.

We have made substantial

14

investments in the 4 Bears Casino in the past few

15

years as we have added an events center and 60 more

16

hotel rooms.

17

renovation and expansion of the gaming floor and

18

administrative section of the casino to provide

19

better services to our customers.

20

We are just finishing a major

Number 4.

We have been striving to work

21

with the North Dakota Game and Fish Department to

22

settle our jurisdictional differences to enhance

23

hunting opportunities for nonIndians on our

24

reservation.

25

we worked vigorously in support of Senate Bill 2041

During this past legislative session,

25

1

passed by the legislature and signed by the

2

Governor that will allow nonIndian hunters to hunt

3

on our reservation without having to require a

4

state license.

5

result in economic benefits to the State as well as

6

the Tribe.

7

We believe that this new law will

I promise all of you that the Tribes will

8

keep an open mind and heart in regard to all of

9

your comments, concerns and questions.

In return,

10

I ask that you also commit to attend these meetings

11

with an open mind and heart and give this public

12

process a chance to succeed.

13

rush to judgment on the proposed transfer until we

14

have all had time to digest the comments, concerns

15

and questions posed by the public.

16

surrender our biases, preconceived notions or

17

ill-conceived assumptions, and instead approach

18

this process with tolerance and respect for one

19

another, I am confident that we will develop

20

solutions that address all of our needs and that a

21

bridge of trust between the Tribes and all the

22

stakeholders of Lake Sakakawea will result.

We should avoid a

If we do not

23

On behalf of the MHA Nation, I ask that

24

all people, both Indian and nonIndian, commit to

25

this process with respect and an open mind, and

26

1

finally to trust each other so we can move forward

2

together on this land transfer that has taken over

3

52 long years.

4

years, and that it brings a better day for all of

5

our people and our children.

6

Thank you.

7

MR. JANIS:

To me, tomorrow means the next 50

I was also going to mention if

8

you have anything in writing that you would like to

9

submit after you make the statement, I can take it

10

here at the desk or you can leave it on the desk

11

outside.

12

So John Danks, Three Affiliated Tribes.
MR. DANKS:

Thank you, Mr. Janis.

13

evening.

14

Mandan, Hidatsa and Arikara Elders Organization,

15

and I will be speaking on their behalf.

16

My name is John Danks.

Good

I represent the

I graduated from the Elbowoods High School

17

in 1949.

I spent my entire youth on the Fort

18

Berthold Reservation.

19

the life on the reservation before the dam.

20

1952, I crossed the Four Bears Bridge on Highway 8

21

for the last time en route to Dickinson, North

22

Dakota, where I boarded a train en route to the

23

Korean War.

24

Elbowoods was gone forever, along with other

25

reservation communities of Sanish, Independence,

I have very good memories of
In

When I returned early in 1954,
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1

Lucky Mound, Charging Eagle, Red Butte, Nishu,

2

Shell Creek and Beaver Creek.

3

memories with you, I feel it's important that I

4

explain why we, the members of the Three Affiliated

5

Tribes, come to place such a high value on the

6

recovery of the lakeshore properties within the

7

boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation from

8

the Corps.

9

Before I share other

Soon after Christopher Columbus discovered

10

the North American continent, people from Europe

11

began immigrating to the United States by the

12

boatloads.

13

when I said that, I said by the busloads.

14

have a Statue of Liberty that commemorates the

15

migration of people to the United States.

16

with this immigration there was also an

17

out-migration of the Native Americans from east to

18

west.

19

settled in this region.

20

Louisiana Territory was the beginning of the formal

21

taking of our homelands by the United States

22

Government.

23

river, they wintered with my ancestors.

24

expedition witnessed native people well organized,

25

who generously shared their homes, resources and

And for a little levity, last night
Today we

Coupled

By the 18th century, my ancestors finally
The purchase of the

When Lewis and Clark came up the
The
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1
2

knowledge with members of the expedition.
In 1851, the United States Government

3

negotiated the Fort Laramie Treaty with members of

4

the Three Affiliated Tribes, recognizing our west

5

and east boundaries as the Powder River and the

6

Missouri River.

7

approximately 12 million acres.

8

of executive orders beginning in 1870 and

9

legislation ending in 1910 with the Homestead Act,

10

our reservation was reduced and our trust lands at

11

that time were approximately 700,000 acres.

12

thereafter the BIA began a policy referred to as

13

the forced fee patent, issuing fee patents to

14

Native Americans who had some abilities to read and

15

speak the English language.

16

lost their allotments due to taxes.

17

Pick-Sloan project found another way to take an

18

additional 156,000 acres in the early 1950s.

19

to all of these past takings of our land base, we

20

as a people place a high value on regaining

21

ownership to these small tracts of land in the

22

center of our reservation.

23

This territory involved
Through a series

Soon

Many of my ancestors
Then the

Due

Before our lands were flooded for the

24

Garrison Dam, the federal government initiated a

25

study of the quality of life and of our natural
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1

resources along the river.

It was the federal

2

government's own studies that coined the phrase

3

that these bottomlands served as our economic

4

engine.

5

River often equaled or surpassed that of our white

6

neighbors.

7

members made their living farming and ranching.

8

were totally self-sufficient with a quality school

9

system up and down the river.

Our quality of life along the Missouri

Before the dam 95 percent of our
We

We had

10

well-established road systems and wagon trails that

11

we could travel in all types of weather.

12

a sawmill, a flourmill, a hospital, a telephone

13

system, our own financial system.

14

in-kind cattle lending program and a corporate

15

credit program where we could borrow funds to buy

16

machinery, seeds, supplies, school loans.

17

the model of economic development to Indian tribes

18

of the Great Plains.

19

economy and our way of life.

20

feel the United States Government must fulfill its

21

promise to return lands no longer needed for the

22

purpose of the project.

23

We owned

We had an

We were

It has totally destroyed our
This is the reason we

I understand how some individuals may be

24

fearful of the proposed transfer, but I am

25

concerned by comments made on KCJB radio this past
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1

Saturday.

A gentleman by the name of Mr. Erickson

2

indicated he feared the transfer of these tracts of

3

land would limit public access to the recreation

4

sites within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold

5

Reservation.

6

these comments.

7

access to these recreation sites.

8

recreational sites have public access today as I

9

speak.

I do not understand the bases for
Our neighbors do not have to fear
All of these

Land held in trust by the federal

10

government, whether it be the Department of

11

Interior or the Department of Army, is subject to

12

very similar regulations governing right-of-ways

13

and easements that protect the public.

14

attorney, Mr. Erickson should know this.

15

our neighbors have leased tribal lands for many

16

years and we have never blocked their access to the

17

lake.

18

As an
Many of

In closing, we seek support of our

19

neighbors in return of these few tracts of land as

20

they are in the center of our reservation and their

21

transfer will fulfill one of the solemn promises

22

the federal government has made to us in taking

23

156,000 acres of our prime agricultural land and

24

destroying nine communities.

25

Thank you very much.
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1
2

MR. JANIS:

Duane Houdek, North Dakota

Governor's Office.

3

MR. HOUDEK:

Thank you, Mr. Janis.

My

4

name is Duane Houdek, legal counsel for Governor

5

Hoeven.

6

the opportunity to offer public comment about this

7

proposed land transfer tonight.

8

On behalf of the Governor, thank you for

Governor Hoeven has submitted written

9

comments into the record and we will not supplement

10

those, but I would like to summarize those comments

11

this evening.

12

The State has very serious concerns about

13

the proposed transfer of lands from the Corps to

14

the Department of Interior's Bureau of Indian

15

Affairs.

16

the appropriate authority under the Fort Berthold

17

Mineral Restoration Act to transfer lands and

18

abandon its legal obligation to maintain recreation

19

as a project purpose of the Garrison Dam and Lake

20

Sakakawea.

21

in fact be violating the law and the Missouri River

22

Manual -- the Master Manual, excuse me, and would

23

be reversing the Corps' long-held position that all

24

project purposes must be maintained.

25

The first concern is that the Corps lacks

It is our opinion that the Corps would

The 2004 Missouri River Master Manual
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1

recognizes recreation as an authorized system

2

project purpose, one that has, quote, grown beyond

3

original expectations.

4

held that the Master Manual is not simply a policy

5

document, but that it is binding upon the Corps.

6

Eighth Circuit Courts have

The Corps, itself, when it considered

7

transferring lands in 1994 around Lake Sakakawea to

8

Three Affiliated Tribes said there were two guiding

9

purposes in transferring such lands.

First, that

10

the transfer be as equitable as possible to all

11

interests and, secondly, to ensure that the

12

authorized project purposes are maintained.

13

purposes are flood control, navigation, hydropower,

14

fish and wildlife habitat, and recreation.

15

was from the Public Information Paper Transfer of

16

Lands at Lake Sakakawea and Lake Oahe issued by the

17

Corps October 11th, 1994.

18

These

That

And so the first, and I think most

19

important, point is that this transfer negates the

20

Corps' responsibility in these areas and it doesn't

21

matter to whom the transfer is made.

22

Corps deems that it can give away land on a

23

wholesale basis under this Mineral Restoration Act,

24

it is in fact saying we will no longer support the

25

project purposes for those lands.

Once the

So that's the
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1
2

first point.
It is our opinion if the Corps wants

3

proper authority to transfer lands, it needs to

4

seek specific federal legislation that is not only

5

specific in addressing the land and the agreement

6

and those things that you pointed out there, but

7

that also expressly preserves that the Corps --

8

expressly preserves the Corps' obligation to

9

maintain recreation and other project purposes and

10

that it does what the Corps said it should do in

11

these transfers, and that is ensure that it is fair

12

to all beneficial owners.

13

Everyone who has an interest in these

14

lands must be treated fairly.

15

that is the Tribe as a government, individual

16

tribal members who may have had allotments and fee

17

interests, non-natives who have had fee interests,

18

the State which has interests that are leasehold in

19

some cases and sometimes not.

20

that all of those interests are treated fairly and

21

treated equally, then it is our opinion that this

22

transfer should not go forward.

23

It doesn't matter if

Until you can ensure

Finally, if those conditions are met, that

24

is, if you get legislation that preserves the

25

project purposes, that treats everyone fairly, then
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1

there are certain conditions that I think ought to

2

be followed in any kind of transfer.

3

The first is that the property should be

4

described specifically by metes and bounds so that

5

any future disputes may be avoided, any future

6

misunderstandings may be avoided.

7

based on an elevation is not sufficient for that

8

purpose.

9

To do it simply

Secondly, that public access to any land

10

that requires crossing trust land should be

11

guaranteed in the transfer documents and not left

12

to later agreement.

13

it is projected that many of these things could be

14

taken care of in the agreement -- memorandum of

15

agreement with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, but

16

many cannot.

17

legally binding document between the agencies, you

18

cannot transfer all that lies behind the Corps'

19

existence in terms of congressional enactments,

20

budgetary status and other things for that project

21

simply by an agreement between two agencies.

22

so that agreement is insufficient for many purposes

23

in trying to move this from one agency to another.

24

Any public access should be perpetual and

25

And if I can make one mention,

Even if you view that agreement as a

And

free of charge, and any proposed use of transferred
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1

land should be compatible with neighboring

2

developments and existing uses.

3

That's the summary of the Governor's

4

comments.

I thank you, Mr. Janis, for the

5

opportunity to be here tonight.

6

MR. JANIS:

Lee Klapprodt.

7

MR. KLAPPRODT:

8

Klapprodt.

9

Commission in Bismarck.

Hello.

My name is Lee

I work for the North Dakota State Water
And I would like to thank

10

you for this opportunity to express our views on

11

the potential transfer of Garrison Dam, Lake

12

Sakakawea project land within the Fort Berthold

13

Reservation of North Dakota.

14

to express some concerns that we have with such a

15

transfer.

16

It is my obligation

Please be aware that the Missouri River

17

water represents over 90 percent of the water that

18

flows in all North Dakota rivers.

19

expect, we view the river and the water held in

20

Corps reservoirs as a vital resource to the future

21

of our state.

22

for near- and long-term development that it can

23

barely be imagined.

24

is of paramount importance to all North Dakotans.

25

Anything that might jeopardize that access must be

As you might

It represents such as huge potential

Access to Missouri River water
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1

very carefully considered.

2

The Corps of Engineers has a

3

responsibility to operate the Missouri River

4

reservoir system for several beneficial uses,

5

including water supply.

6

potential to irrigate thousands of acres of land,

7

supply small and large industries, including new

8

energy development like coal and ethanol, meet

9

value-added ag processing needs, supply thousands

10

of rural and municipal water users and, of course,

11

meet the needs of a growing recreation industry.

12

Providing water access to Missouri River water --

13

or providing access to Missouri River water is seen

14

by us as part of that obligation.

15

transfer take place, a shadow is cast on the future

16

use of Missouri River water in this region of the

17

state.

18

current and future generations of North Dakotans

19

will have the same access opportunities to this

20

vitally important resource should this transfer be

21

made?

The Missouri River has the

Should this

What assurance can the Corps give us that

22

We find it troubling that the Corps is

23

considering this land transfer separately from the

24

current Lake Sakakawea Project Master Plan update

25

process.

We and other state agencies, tribal
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1

representatives and local interests are involved in

2

an ad hoc committee that is working with the Corps

3

on an update to its 1978 Master Plan.

4

document, and we expect the new document,

5

identifies all resources of the project and it will

6

depict in detail relationships of varied land and

7

water uses appropriate to these resources.

8

hoc committee has been told the new Master Plan

9

will be comprehensive and will be used to ensure

The previous

The ad

10

compliance with a host of environmental and

11

preservation laws.

12

direction for future development that provides the

13

greatest public benefit over the life of the

14

project.

15

would be a more suitable forum to discuss the

16

potential transfer of project land.

17

The updated plan must provide

We believe the master planning process

Finally, I must ask, what assurance will

18

we have, if the land is transferred, that the

19

management objectives, recommendations developed by

20

the stakeholders in the master planning process

21

will be honored?

22

transferred, we must have reasonable confidence

23

that the funding and other resources, such as

24

manpower, technical expertise and equipment, will

25

be in place to manage the land consistent with the

If this Corps land is
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1

newly developed Lake Sakakawea Master Plan.

2

With that I would like to thank you again

3

for the opportunity to talk and thanks for coming

4

to North Dakota.

5
6

MR. JANIS:

Roger Rostvet, North Dakota

Game and Fish.

7

MR. ROSTVET:

Thank you, Mr. Janis.

8

the record, my name is Roger Rostvet.

9

director of the North Dakota Game and Fish

10

For

I'm deputy

Department.

11

The purpose of this meeting is to talk

12

about, you know, the concerns or benefits of the

13

project, from the department's perspective, this is

14

contrary to our mission as far as an agency.

15

agency's mission is to conserve, protect and

16

enhance fish and wildlife and their habitats for

17

the consumptive and nonconsumptive use of the

18

public.

19

Our

This proposal, you know, it does not

20

appear to have any nontribal public interest uses

21

for it.

22

of the Garrison project overall, and our question

23

is, why now is the Corps not considering recreation

24

as a project purpose, viewing these lands as

25

surplus to the project, only viewing them as

Recreation was deemed as a useful project
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1

maintenance, construction, or operation of the

2

reservoir?

3

One of the concerns is that if these

4

particular lands are viewed as surplus lands

5

nonessential to the project, what makes a

6

difference between these lands and the lands

7

outside of the reservation up and down the

8

reservoir as being viewed as nonessential project?

9

You know, is this a step by the Corps to step away

10

from its responsibilities for providing some

11

recreation to offset some of the other aspects --

12

negative aspects of the project that obviously

13

impacted, you know, both tribal people and

14

nontribal people in North Dakota.

15

So, I mean, you know, the question comes

16

up again, you draw a reservation line across the

17

reservoir, one side the lands are surplus, they

18

certainly must be surplus on the other side then if

19

that's the view on the whole project.

20

as recreation areas that the Corps now provides

21

and, you know, funds such as the downstream

22

campgrounds, some of the other campgrounds, some of

23

the boating access areas, if they view this project

24

as being surplus, why not the rest of the ones up

25

and down the reservoir?

Things such

That's a big concern for
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1
2

the State of North Dakota.
You know, the transfer of Corps lands

3

above 1854 within Fort Berthold will affect the

4

public's use of approximately 780 miles of

5

shoreline.

6

of shoreline on Lake Sakakawea.

7

State would lose its investment in areas that we

8

have under lease from the Corps of Engineers.

9

right now amounts to approximately $1.8 million of

10

capital investments that we put into boat-launching

11

facilities and boat ramp facilities, not counting

12

what the annual maintenance is, and also about --

13

over $600,000 of capital expenditures on the 7,500

14

acres of wildlife management areas that we have

15

within the exterior boundaries of the reservation,

16

and that, again, is not counting what our annual

17

maintenance costs are on those things.

18

things such as, you know, fences, roads, things

19

like that, that are capital investments that cannot

20

be removed.

21

That's almost one-half of all the miles
You know, the

This

Those are

One of the concerns, too, is that -- as

22

has been expressed to us is, we are part -- as far

23

as the department, are part of the counties'

24

funding process -- or budgeting process.

25

contribute over $17,600 each year in lieu of tax

We
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1

payments to the counties that goes right directly

2

into county projects.

3

Currently the land is accessible for

4

free.

You know, in the future transfer -- they may

5

still be accessible.

6

for free or under the same conditions that there

7

are right now?

8

same as other federal or state lands that are held

9

for the public.

The question is, would it be

Lands held in trust are not the

There is federal law that requires

10

certain trespass act's permission on tribal trust

11

lands which are not the same as other public lands

12

such as Forest Service land or Game and Fish land

13

or Corps of Engineers.

14

between trust lands as far as public access under

15

federal law than other public lands.

16

So there is a difference

There's also concern about just being

17

allowed access by our wardens or for law

18

enforcement work.

19

about jurisdiction and confusion on that, as far as

20

a department we're certainly going to be asked to

21

intervene and help straighten it out whether we

22

have jurisdiction or not.

23

life dealing with conflicting jurisdictions.

24
25

Any time that there is a concern

That's just a fact of

The comment was that, you know, leases
would be honored in the future.

Well, 7,500 acres
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1

of wildlife management areas along the reservoir

2

right now which are in question of being

3

transferred, those leases expire this year in

4

October.

5

they were offered to be renewed, it's questionable

6

whether the State would take those back if the land

7

was transferred into tribal trust land because

8

under new law that will come in effect in August,

9

the State Game and Fish Department could manage

They have not been renewed yet.

Now, if

10

those lands; however, we would not be eligible to

11

require a hunting or fishing license upon those

12

lands.

13

Tribes.

14

would be managing the land, putting expenditures in

15

for the Tribe with no benefit for the department,

16

for the State, and an individual nontribal member

17

in North Dakota would then have to buy a tribal

18

license to hunt on what were once public hunting

19

areas valid for state license.

20

question would come, could we justify, even if

21

we're offered the lease, taking those under, taking

22

those back for management when there's no --

23

basically no return or no -- an individual's

24

license would not be valid on those areas.

25

those are some questions that we have just as

That would be an exclusive right for the
So in essence what we would be doing, we

So, you know, the

So
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1

recently as -- coming up in August when the law

2

changes to reflect that.

3

Right now this area is very important to

4

the economy of North Dakota from a fishery

5

standpoint.

6

approximately one-half of all the fishing activity

7

on Lake Sakakawea, almost 700,000 angler days,

8

takes place in that middle section of Lake

9

Sakakawea.

Approximately -- year in, year out

Now, I'm not saying that there's going

10

to be great dramatic decreases or whatever, but any

11

time you change management or any time you change

12

situations, there's definitely concern by people,

13

and generally it's not a positive concern.

14

we're not talking about a few people out casting a

15

line here.

16

thousands of man-days of recreation in this

17

particular area.

18

So

We're talking about hundreds of

And one of these things is that for the

19

statewide benefit of fisheries, we, as far as the

20

department, need relatively open access for

21

gathering fish spawn and fish eggs from this area.

22

It is one of the largest suppliers of all the egg

23

-- the Van Hook Arm, Parshall Bay area those are

24

areas that are essential for our fisheries'

25

development as far as spawning runs for taking
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2

fish, for stocking our hatcheries.
So there's a lot of things at stake here,

3

including, you know, right now you take a look at

4

the water level being up and down, we're chasing

5

boat ramps across the country.

6

getting access to putting in new areas and

7

developing those is certainly not going to be a

8

positive thing.

9

Any impediment to

So I would thank you for your time to give

10

our opinions, and I hope we can work together in

11

the future on this.

12

MR. JANIS:

13

Doug Prchal, North Dakota

Parks and Rec.

14

MR. PRCHAL:

15

Janis, for this opportunity.

16

Doug Prchal, director of North Dakota Parks and

17

Recreation and appear with these comments in regard

18

to outdoor recreation interests and some questions

19

that we, as well, have on behalf of those outdoor

20

recreation interests.

21

Good evening.

Thank you, Mr.

For the record, I'm

I have prepared comments in the past

22

meetings, as you know, Larry, and those are in the

23

file, so with respect to other interests and time,

24

we'll paraphrase these comments and to not be

25

redundant.
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1

The previous speaker and, of course, the

2

Governor's comments referenced outdoor recreation

3

or recreation as a project authorization and one of

4

multiple uses and we, as well, express that same

5

concern, to recognize recreation as an authorized

6

use, which we believe it is, and then within the

7

boundary to not recognize or to imply that it is an

8

unneeded or excess lands.

9

operation is confusing to not only us who are in

Unneeded use in the

10

partnership, but the using public.

11

needs to really be clarified.

12

rest of the project an authorized use and not

13

within the reservation?

14

And so that

How can it be in the

As Mr. Klapprodt expressed concerns on the

15

Master Plan, we are involved in that

16

multidisciplinary activity, as well.

17

excited that that Master Plan update is going on,

18

and I think that's important for everybody, but the

19

plan should be done holistically across the lake.

20

I think with respect to the tribal interests and

21

the planning that they certainly have in mind,

22

that's good, but in regard to integrating the

23

entire reservoir, we should keep that in

24

perspective.

25

not considered that and they're really premature in

We're very

It would appear that the Corps has
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1

this activity that's proposed before the findings

2

and the update of the existing uses and

3

opportunities that those lands have.

4

There are multiple management activities

5

going on, as well, on the tribal lands, and that

6

includes certainly the tribal interests in those

7

recreation areas.

8

there.

9

Corps, as well as counties, and there are private

There are Corps-managed areas

Cities have agreements or leases with the

10

managers there.

11

invested, individuals' time on those properties.

12

There are questions in regard to what the future

13

holds with respect to that.

14

referenced, as well as Mr. Mayer, I think that's

15

good to hear the comments regarding access and the

16

continued relationships there, yet there still are

17

questions remaining.

18

of the chairman referenced those and we, as well,

19

and I know others have questions on what does the

20

future hold there, and we need to be mindful of

21

that.

22

Millions of dollars have been

What Mr. Danks

I think Mr. Mayer on behalf

There are, as well, landowner interests

23

there aside from tribal interest in regard to the

24

acquisition.

25

purchased in regard to what the Governor's comments

State lands and nontribal lands were
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1

stated by Mr. Houdek, that fairness issue is

2

certainly first and foremost.

3

the Corps says, well, we don't have the authority,

4

and if that is the case, then the Corps should

5

simply retain those leases and operate as they are

6

today.

7

There are times when

The relationship that we've had with the

8

Corps, not that we agree with you all the time,

9

policies and procedures, et cetera, it is a known

10

history.

11

and BIA, we do not have a relationship there and

12

there is an unknown and an uncertainty and some

13

comments expressed prior to me with regard to the

14

ability to transfer all those responsibilities.

15

With regard to the Department of Interior

One key question that I've expressed

16

before is if, in fact, the Department of Interior

17

and BIA is to be the recipient of this agreement,

18

then where are they?

19

planning process and here to hear the comments as

20

well?

21

be answered.

22

Why aren't they part of this

So that is a question that I believe should

Transfer of these lands in the central

23

part of Lake Sakakawea are very important, as Mr.

24

Danks has expressed into the tribal interests.

25

have no disagreement there, but, as well,

I
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1

holistically to the whole of North Dakota, and the

2

potential impact on business, tourism values, et

3

cetera, are serious matters that require serious

4

considerations.

5
6

And that really concludes my comments and
thank you for giving me that opportunity.

7
8

MR. JANIS:
representative.

9

David Drovdal, state

Hopefully I did okay.

MR. DROVDAL:

10

MR. JANIS:

11

MR. DROVDAL:

Pretty good.

Okay.

Thanks.

First of all, let me thank

12

you for this opportunity to have some comments on

13

the land transfer.

14

For the record, my name is David Drovdal

15

and I am a North Dakota resident, a lifelong

16

resident, a cabin owner in McKenzie Bay and Marina

17

and a state representative of District 39, which

18

includes six counties in western North Dakota.

19

am speaking first as a cabin owner, as a state

20

citizen.

21

I

I and my family have enjoyed the benefits

22

of the Garrison Dam or Lake Sakakawea since it

23

first started to fill back in the early 1950s.

24

can remember crossing with the ferry boat from

25

Charlson to Tioga, and some of you may remember

I
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1

that, too, in crossing the bridge going into Old

2

Sanish and looking up at that Four Bears Bridge up

3

there in awe that the water was going to fill up

4

that high.

5

that.

6

my family, my folks and my brothers and sisters, in

7

the back of a station wagon and going to a tent and

8

then a small trailer.

9

a little bigger equipment until we finally got

And now, of course, we're replacing

I can remember camping, as many of you, with

As the lake came up, we got

10

stabilized in the current location.

11

one of the original members of the McKenzie Marine

12

Club, and my family has worked and invested money,

13

as many have, to provide a quality life for

14

ourselves and for all the citizens of North Dakota

15

and the United States.

16

My father was

I can remember as a child listening to

17

discussion of the marine club when they would

18

always say that they wanted to provide the same

19

recreation available to the general public that we

20

were going to enjoy.

21

recreation site for everybody.

22

been good tenants down in McKenzie Bay in McKenzie

23

County, and I would like to -- but I would also

24

like to say before I go into it that I think that

25

the current tribal administration and Chairman Tex

We wanted to make this a
I think we have
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1

Hall has worked to improve the relationship and the

2

cooperation of all entities involved.

3

believe he has.

4

legislature this last session and he really is out

5

there trying to do and work with us in economic

6

development areas, and I compliment him on that.

7

I really

I've worked with him in the

But I also have to say that the political

8

winds on the reservation change as fast sometimes

9

as the natural winds and thereby lies my concern as

10

a cabin owner in the stability problem with the

11

leases, with the access.

12

contradict Mr. Danks, but I know that we do pay

13

money and have ever since we went down there for

14

access to our cabins on Lake Sakakawea.

15

the law is different in North Dakota for access

16

than it is on the Three Affiliated Tribes, that

17

right is not necessarily always there.

18

a concern.

19

a very honest man and I believe his word, has said

20

that he will honor all current leases.

21

is the current leases are only five years.

22

water lease is 20 years.

23

and no cabin.

24

concern to me, the access and the leases as a cabin

25

owner.

And I don't mean to

Because

And that is

And I know that Chairman Hall, and he's

The problem
My

I'll have a water lease

So that is something that is a
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1

Speaking as a state legislator, several

2

years ago -- three sessions ago -- and this is

3

where I'm going to get in trouble with the state

4

people here because us elected officials don't

5

always agree with the bureaucrats that are serving

6

our state.

7

legislation that requested all land -- excess land

8

be returned to the original owners, and if that was

9

not possible, the governing agency overseeing that

10

land, in other words, in layman's terms, first of

11

all, that we go back to the private citizens who

12

gave it up if that was possible; if not, it would

13

go back to the State of North Dakota or the Three

14

Affiliated Tribes, wherever the land was located

15

at.

16

Representatives, but it was defeated in the Senate,

17

and the reason it was defeated in the Senate was

18

opposition from the Three Affiliated Tribes.

19

if Mr. Hall was here, he would remember that

20

incident quite well.

21

want the excess land.

22

some stipulation in there in order to get the land,

23

they would have to guarantee access, and they

24

opposed that strongly.

25

Three sessions ago I sponsored

The resolution did pass the House of

And

It wasn't because they didn't
It was because there was

Now, that raises a red flag to me.

And I
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1

certainly heard the comment earlier, and I

2

appreciate that, but I still have that red flag

3

from their opposition to that resolution.

4

believe it's an important issue and it needs to be

5

addressed because of the status of the

6

reservation.

7

to the federal laws.

8

individual, my citizens out there, is like dealing

9

with Canada or Mexico or Great Britain.

I

They are a sovereign nation according
And to deal with them, for an

They are a

10

sovereign nation.

11

citizen generally cannot do that.

12

interest, the average citizen's interest has to be

13

looked out for if this land is transferred back.

14

It's just not -- an average
So their

So obviously I don't disagree with the

15

transfer of excess land.

16

local level is the best, but there is some other

17

consideration.

18

I believe the land at the

Recreation use is -- as has been pointed

19

out, recreation use is a designated purpose of the

20

Garrison Dam and such land contributing to the

21

recreation use should not be considered excess.

22

This land is -- if this land is to be sent back to

23

local ownership, it could be advanced or argued

24

that the agency currently administrating be awarded

25

that ownership.

An example would be the McKenzie
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1

Bay Marine where the McKenzie Park Board can be the

2

designated recipient.

3

And I do certainly want to always point

4

out that tourism in North Dakota is our second

5

largest industry, it's very important to the State

6

of North Dakota.

7

big part of that tourism, so this is a very

8

important subject for all people in North Dakota.

9

And I also always want to mention, too, that the

10

Three Affiliated Tribes members, of course, are

11

residents of the State of North Dakota.

12

they suffered by losing this, the State of North

13

Dakota obviously suffered, too.

Recreation on Lake Sakakawea is a

So when

14

Everyone is also aware that compensation

15

has been paid for these acres, and I'm not in any

16

way suggesting that that compensation should be

17

returned.

18

right that we can retain access or a need to either

19

retain or sell some of that land to the interest to

20

protect the stated purpose of the original dam, and

21

that, of course, was recreation.

22

But I am saying that maybe there is a

As a representative, I would like to

23

mention this, too.

As a representative, I have

24

sent a letter to a council member from Mandaree

25

because McKenzie Bay area is in Mandaree, and I
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1

also sent a copy, a business letter to the

2

administrative office of Three Affiliated Tribes.

3

In that letter I asked if they would respond if

4

they receive this land back, this 324 acres that

5

the McKenzie Marine is located on -- if they

6

receive that back, would they respond to the crime

7

and would they prosecute the crime and would they

8

respond to the fire calls if there was any in that

9

area because we have had some problems in that, and

10

I have never even gotten an answer on that letter.

11

Now, that really makes me wonder if they

12

are really serious about working with the entities

13

down there to preserve that site.

14

I will get an answer and it will be affirmative.

15

I hope some day

In conclusion, I feel it would be in the

16

best interest in the original intent of the project

17

of the Garrison Dam that access is guaranteed and

18

that land that has been developed for recreation

19

and for water development be retained or given to

20

the parties that are currently under their lease.

21

Again, I thank you for your time.

22

MR. JANIS:

23
24
25

Dale Patten, McKenzie County

Commissioner.
MR. PATTEN:
Dale Patten.

Good evening.

My name is

I'm a commissioner from McKenzie
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1

County.

2

reflect the intentions and the concerns of the

3

McKenzie County Commission as well as many of the

4

residents of our county.

5

I live in Watford City.

And my comments

The authority that is being used to

6

transfer this land, and you went through what you

7

called the determination of authority, Section 206

8

of the Fort Berthold Reservation Mineral

9

Restoration Act, I think you have to read that

10

literally the way it says, and it starts off with,

11

the Secretary of the Interior may enter into

12

agreements with the Secretary of the Army.

13

doesn't mean you must.

14

there's no obligation under the law that states

15

that you must actually do this process.

It says you may.

It

So

16

When you get further into it, it

17

identifies it's for the construction, maintenance,

18

or operation of the Garrison Dam and the reservoir

19

project.

20

recreation and wildlife management are two of the

21

project purposes, very clearly identified, very

22

much part of the responsibility.

23

And as has been indicated previously,

And when you read the law further, it says

24

that the land that can be transferred is no longer

25

needed for such purpose.

Well, obviously many of
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1

the recreation areas -- all the recreation areas

2

actually and the wildlife management areas are

3

needed for project purposes.

4

I believe, would be in violation of Section 206.

5

And I believe the attorney for the Governor was

6

much more legally eloquent on this issue than I

7

was.

8
9

So to transfer those,

I also have a question, where is the BIA
within this process?

As far as I know, there is no

10

representation here this evening from them.

11

There's no discussion earlier from them when we had

12

the open discussion at the back of the room.

13

don't know what their capital improvement

14

intentions are.

15

levels are.

16

intentions are, their general operations.

17

know what their budget proposal is going to be.

18

We

We don't know what their staffing

We don't know what their recreation
We don't

I do have a prediction that if it is

19

transferred, their budget increase will be

20

significantly more than the Corps of Engineers'

21

budget decrease in this regard.

22

there will be any staff layoffs on either side of

23

this, or transfers, for that matter.

24
25

I don't believe

As was mentioned earlier, I believe that
the transfer will result in conflicting
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1

jurisdictions.

There is going to be no survey of

2

the 1854 mark or level.

3

Engineers' responsibility up to that point.

4

will have BIA or tribal responsibility above that

5

point.

6

be able to identify what that point is.

7

know whether they're in violation possibly of

8

tribal rules or regulations or if they're operating

9

within the Corps of Engineers' land.

We will have Corps of
We

But nobody along the lakeshore is going to
They won't

I don't think

10

this transfer could take place unless you complete

11

that survey so that it's identifiable as far as

12

where the land is and who's the responsible

13

entity.

14

This transfer as proposed is not equitable

15

to all the interests, and that's been identified

16

earlier.

17

them are here tonight and some of them actually

18

aren't.

19

interests need to be addressed and represented in

20

an equal fashion.

21

We have a lot of interests, and many of

But those interests need to be -- their

As was mentioned, also, that determination

22

of excess land or excess property, if it is

23

actually made, I believe, will open up a claim for

24

lands outside the reservation.

25

earlier this evening that there is a mechanism

And I was told
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1

within the Corps of Engineers under a different law

2

that they can actually transfer excess property or

3

excess land that isn't needed for their stated

4

purpose.

5

claims that take place on lands outside the

6

reservation if it's determined that the 1854 mark

7

and above is not needed within the boundaries of

8

the reservation.

9

I would rest assured that there will be

There has been nothing that has dealt with

10

the leaseholders inside as far as what additional

11

costs might incur to them.

12

existing leases will be honored, but there has been

13

no reference what would happen down the road when

14

those leases expire.

15

they would continue at the same price level with

16

the same conditions and terms.

17

of these leases that are up over the next five to

18

six years, so a lot of people that have inholdings

19

and concerns are also going to be affected in the

20

very near future.

It was mentioned that

There's no guarantees that

There's many, many

21

With that, I guess that's all.

22

some other comments in a written form that I will

23

submit to you, and that concludes my comments.

24
25

MR. JANIS:

Thank you.

Mountrail County Commissioner.

I have

Stanley Wright,
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1

MR. WRIGHT:

2

this opportunity.

3

real close.

4

you know me.

5

repeating myself.

6

Thank you, Mr. Janis, for

Ladies and gentlemen, listen

I am a man of very few words.

Some of

And so listen closely and I won't be

I am presently the chairman of the

7

Mountrail County Commissioners and am speaking on

8

their behalf also.

9

It is our belief that the potential

10

transfer of certain lands adjacent to the shores of

11

the Garrison Dam or Lake Sakakawea and within the

12

borders of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation in

13

North Dakota and Mountrail County would be better

14

served to the public and private ownership and use

15

of such lands by transferring these lands to

16

Mountrail County.

17

sell then the real estate to the former owners or

18

auction the tracts involved to farmers and

19

ranchers.

20

tax rolls for Mountrail County in that particular

21

area.

22

established parks, recreational areas or ranches or

23

other farms.

24
25

Mountrail County could sell --

Such ownership would be placed on the

Any tracts that do not sell could become

This transfer would affect only the
surface of these tracts, as the mineral interests
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1

are presently in the name of the Fort Berthold

2

Reservation and they would not be affected.

3

Private ownership would be top priority as this

4

would ensure the best use and management of said

5

lands.

6

park board is also administering the Van Hook and

7

Parshall Bay Parks and has done, we feel, an

8

excellent job.

9

in the county's name, proper administration of them

10
11
12
13

Mountrail County Parks is also now -- the

If some tracts of this land remain

would be assured.

I thank you.

MR. JANIS:

David Hynek, Mountrail County

Commissioner.
MR. HYNEK:

My name is David Hynek.

I am

14

a county commissioner from Mountrail County, have

15

the privilege of working with Mr. Wright.

16

Stan has indicated if a transfer is

17

necessary, that Mountrail County would be an

18

appropriate recipient of that property.

19

distinct and workable possibility.

20

That is a

I speak in opposition to the transfer to

21

the Tribes.

We in Mountrail County have, as Stan

22

mentioned, a very, very good working relationship

23

with the Corps, have had for a number of years.

24

Our park board, as you've been informed, works

25

closely with the Corps in the Van Hook and Parshall
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Bay areas.

2

the North Dakota Game and Fish Department, in

3

developing some first-class facilities for people

4

within the State of North Dakota and, in fact, for

5

citizens all over the United States.

6

We have cooperated together, along with

A second entity in our county that has

7

worked very well with the Corps in the last three

8

years especially is the Mountrail County Weed

9

Board.

As you are well aware, there is a

10

tremendous problem with salt cedar on the shoreline

11

of Lake Sakakawea and our weed board, in

12

cooperation with the Corps, has spent hundreds and

13

hundreds of hours and thousands of dollars in an

14

effort to control salt cedar.

15

And, thirdly, our relationship as a board

16

of commissioners, I think, is excellent with the

17

Corps.

We work hand in hand on all of those

18

areas.

And I do not believe that it would be in

19

the best interests of all of the citizens of the

20

State of North Dakota and, in fact, all of the

21

citizens of the United States to have this transfer

22

take place to the Three Affiliated Tribes.

23

much better, in my opinion, to be left with the

24

Corps and continuing to develop those working

25

relationships that have existed for years,

It is
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1

relationships that have a tremendous amount of

2

expertise, a tremendous amount of history and

3

background, a tremendous amount of effort in

4

building facilities, and a terrific commitment in

5

financial dollars from property taxpayers in

6

Mountrail County to the facilities at Parshall Bay

7

and Van Hook, and for the life of me, I cannot see

8

disrupting that relationship which has served the

9

public so well.

Thank you.

10

MR. JANIS:

Major Richard Stark.

11

MAJOR STARK:

Good evening, ladies and

12

gentlemen, members of the Corps of Engineers and

13

interested citizens.

14

I am a 74-year-old retired Air Force

15

officer living in Burlington, North Dakota.

When I

16

was 10 years old in 1941, I was allowed to

17

accompany my father and older brother to the

18

Washburn to New Town area for our annual deer

19

hunt.

20

three miles east of Valley City had very little

21

cover suitable for deer habitat because the

22

shelterbelts as commonly found in the prairie today

23

were not yet planted, and so the homesteaders' tree

24

claims were about the only shelter we had and that

25

wasn't enough.

The prairieland that contained our farm

We very seldom saw deer on our farm
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1

and there were few hunters that pursued those that

2

were there.

3

We would drive to the Washburn area where

4

a small motel provided a shelter during our hunt,

5

which lasted for two or three days.

6

feed our cattle and hogs when we were absent.

7

Missouri bottomland consisted of small groves of

8

trees with prairieland between and surrounding

9

them.

My uncle would

There was very little pasture.

The

There was

10

scattered small plats of hayland for areas where

11

hay had been cut -- few areas.

12

seeing any farm or ranch buildings where we would

13

likely see livestock, nor were there any fences to

14

confine livestock as we know today.

15

I cannot recall

Our hunting technique was to slowly walk

16

across the country.

17

through the groves while my father and brother

18

walked around the outside.

19

harvesting a deer, but remember on one occasion

20

hearing several shots as a deer left our grove and

21

was preyed upon by other hunters.

22

It was my job being to walk

I cannot recall of ever

When the dam was completed and the water

23

to rise, we lost our hunting area and in the

24

following years would travel north to Bottineau

25

where the deer were more plentiful.

I remember my
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1

father shot a male deer -- a mule deer that was a

2

rarity for there were few, mostly whitetail deer

3

that were available.

4

Bottineau newspaper and made us all very proud.

5

His picture appeared in the

The bitter cold and deep snow was too

6

difficult to tolerate for we were young and had few

7

warm clothes to wear.

8

us and walk in front of us, and on the way back he

9

would break trail and carry the guns that we had

Father would break trail for

10

because we were pretty well worn out.

We were glad

11

to get into the car and back to the Bottineau

12

hotel, which was made of fieldstone in those days,

13

a hot meal in the cafe and we were ready for bed

14

because there were no TVs or radios in the rooms as

15

you might imagine.

16

a night with a sandwich apiece from the kitchen.

17

We would be back in a cold, old car and out of town

18

before it was -- while it was still dark.

Breakfast came after too short

19

The mule deer was the only one ever shot

20

in that area in many years of hunting, and we had

21

four shells from my father's gun and three from my

22

brother's because in those war years ammunition was

23

not available in the hardware stores as it is

24

today.

25

After I graduated from Valley City State
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1

in 1952 and entered the United States Air Force

2

flight training in Moultrie, Georgia.

3

retirement at Minot Air Force Base in 1972, I was

4

finally able to enjoy the ample opportunity to hunt

5

and fish with free access and little posting of

6

land or water.

7

a weeklong course in regulations, game

8

identification and respect was necessary and also a

9

daily permit to hunt a small area and daily

10
11

After my

In Germany when I was able to hunt,

liability insurance was required.
My world travels for 20 years makes me

12

more aware of the freedom, accessibility and low

13

cost that are enjoyed by American citizens.

14

is why I'm active in preserving our priceless

15

heritage.

That

16

The land underlying and surrounding Lake

17

Sakakawea was purchased by the U.S. Army Corps of

18

Engineers prior to the completion of Garrison Dam.

19

Payments were of 200 million and 149 million

20

dollars for the 120,000 acres of land within the

21

Fort Berthold Indian Reservation, an average of

22

over $2,908 per acre.

23

paid $75 per acre for the passage of Interstate

24

Highway 94 right-of-way through our land.

25

emphysema.

At that time my father was

I can't talk very well.

I have

That's what
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1

one year of exposure to agent orange in Vietnam

2

will do for a person.

3

As the lake fills, the wave action removes

4

the mineral soil and the organic matter from the

5

banks and it's a constant progress as it fills.

6

Conversely, when the lake goes down, these areas of

7

gravel and sand and rocks are exposed and they are

8

not suitable for agriculture, by any means, either

9

grazing or by cultivation.

These pioneer plants,

10

as they're called, cottonwood, kochia and ragweed

11

are most prominent of the pioneer plants with, as

12

you mentioned, western cedar the most unwanted of

13

the group.

14

Now that the reservoir has been drained of

15

40 percent of its water for downstream navigation,

16

the emerging land has come under requests to return

17

their land to them if not needed for use.

18

request, although understandable, is not valid and

19

must be refused.

20

included the land between the Rocky Mountains and

21

the Mississippi River, including effectively the

22

region called the Great Lakes -- Great Plains --

23

I'm sorry -- so the tribal claim to ownership is

24

not valid.

25

for our descendants and citizens of all races.

This

In 1803 the Louisiana Purchase

For citizens we must return this land
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1

Thank you very much for your attention.

2

MR. JANIS:

I appreciate your patience.

3

We're going to take a short five-minute break so

4

the court reporter's hands can take a little break

5

and then we'll be right back.

6

five minutes, about 20 till we'll come back and

7

finish.

8

(Recess taken.)

9

MR. JANIS:

10

Bauer, McKenzie Bay.

11

MR. BACKES:

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

So if we can take

The next person is Keith

Is that by chance Keith

Backes, McKenzie Bay?
MR. JANIS:

I have B-a-u-e-r.

That might

be just a misspelling.
MR. BACKES:

That's probably the way my

handwriting is.
MR. JANIS:

So if that's close enough, no

one else is standing, come on up.
MR. BACKES:

Thank you.

For the record, my name is

20

Keith Backes, B-a-c-k-e-s.

21

the McKenzie Bay and one of the few Montanans

22

that's in the room, I think, tonight.

23

for having these hearings.

24
25

I'm a cabin owner at

I thank you

I was happy that you did not follow the
opinion expressed in your early Corps documents
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1

that stated there would be no -- there would be

2

minimal effect from this transfer and that no

3

public hearings would be needed.

4

over the past few days it's become abundantly clear

5

that the author of those opinions had a very poor

6

understanding of the issues surrounding the

7

proposed transfer.

8
9

I'm confident

My family became aware of McKenzie Bay
recreation area in the fall of 1990 when we were

10

invited over to use a cabin by another owner.

11

were so impressed by the area that we purchased an

12

old fifth-wheel camper and started spending every

13

weekend there for the following seven summers.

14

During these camping experiences, we were able to

15

observe the workings of the McKenzie Bay colony.

16

We

For the first several years to drive into

17

the bay was difficult and dangerous especially

18

during wet, rainy weather conditions, secondary to

19

the road being nothing much more than a dirt

20

trail.

21

was in place.

22

greatly improved the public's access to the bay.

23

This improvement came about due to the McKenzie Bay

24

Club, their planning and their expense.

25

road was finished, I no longer had to meet my

Within a few years an elevated gravel road
The building of this new road has

Once the
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1

elderly parents at the end of the pavement to

2

ensure their safe arrival at the campsite.

3

In addition to the road, we observed how

4

the McKenzie Bay members provided exceptionally

5

clean and safe campgrounds with full-service

6

concessions, including fuel, bait, food staples and

7

a cafe.

8

of July display.

9

Saturday afternoons for church services for their

Each year they provided an outstanding 4th
They opened their clubhouse on

10

members, campers and adjoining bay owners and

11

campers.

12

pride and responsibility that the McKenzie Bay

13

members possessed when we watched how they

14

successfully fought the rising waters which would

15

have washed away much of the camping area and

16

concession facilities.

17

and personally building a sea wall to protect the

18

marina from the high waters of 1996.

19

Bay colony was the sole entity that stood against

20

the destructive waters to protect and preserve the

21

campgrounds and facilities.

We developed a keen understanding of the

They did this by financing

The McKenzie

22

When in 1997 we had the opportunity and

23

privilege of leasing a cabin site, we did so not

24

only because of the beautiful area, but because we

25

wanted to be part of such an outstanding community
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1

and that is what we have at McKenzie Bay and

2

community, a community of a hundred-plus

3

individuals from all walks of life, ages,

4

experiences and abilities that pull together to

5

create and maintain the wonderful experience for

6

the general public to enjoy.

7

When President Bush speaks on a need for

8

an ownership society, this is precisely what

9

President Bush is trying to point out.

When

10

individuals have the sense of ownership as the

11

McKenzie Bay members do, they take pride in their

12

community, work to enhance and further the

13

community and in the long haul the public

14

benefits.

15

For one to have a sense of ownership, one

16

must have security.

17

continue our relationship with an entity we can

18

have confidence in to maintain the level of

19

security one needs to continually grow a

20

community.

21

expenditures of personal assets, time and effort

22

will come to an end.

23

To this end we need to

Without security, additional

In several news releases and conversations

24

Mr. Tex Hall, the tribal chairman of the Three

25

Affiliated Tribes, has consistently stated that,
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1

quote, all existing leases will be honored.

2

repeat this.

3

The key word is "existing."

4

Let me

All existist leases will be honored.

Our lease at McKenzie Bay expires December

5

31st, 2005.

Officers from the Riverdale office of

6

the Corps informed us approximately three months

7

ago that they had sent a ten-year lease for the

8

McKenzie Bay to the Three Affiliated Tribes for

9

their approval.

They have informed us that after

10

several follow-up calls and contacts with TAT

11

offices, he has not received the lease back or any

12

reply.

13

is very fragile at this moment.

14

lease was signed and, better yet, signed and

15

extended to at least 25 years, this would not only

16

be a good-faith gesture by Three Affiliated Tribes,

17

but also go a long way to restoring a need of

18

security that is needed to advance the McKenzie Bay

19

recreation area.

20

Therefore, our collective sense of security
I feel that if the

A secure and safe McKenzie Bay colony is

21

and can continue to be a benefit to the Three

22

Affiliated Tribes.

23

for the shopping mall, drawing the public because

24

of its reputation, product and history, the

25

McKenzie Bay colony can serve as an anchor for the

Much like Sears is an anchor
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1

plans of the Three Affiliated Tribes for further

2

development of recreational opportunities, job

3

growth and tribal development.

4

In order to draw in more recreation and

5

development funding, individuals must have a sense

6

that their investments are safe, and to this extent

7

what happens to McKenzie Bay colony can either work

8

to enhance the safe haven for investment or look

9

like a dot-com investment of the 2000s.

10

The McKenzie Bay colony also worked

11

towards another stated goal of Chairman Hall to

12

enhance the grasslands and wildlife of these

13

lands.

14

unauthorized grazing, the enforcement of off-road

15

Corps regulations as well as maintain the spraying

16

of noxious weeds, the McKenzie Bay colony has

17

enhanced the 325 acres it has been entrusted with

18

like no other area on the lake.

19

being protected by the McKenzie Bay colony are full

20

of knee-high grass, a multitude of wild flora and

21

animals not found on adjoining pasturelands.

22

are granted the privilege and responsibility to

23

protect these lands, I can assure you that we will

24

meet this challenge.

25

By maintaining fences to prevent

The hills that are

If we

I want to apologize if my voice betrays my
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1

strong feelings on this issue, but this is an

2

emotional issue to those of us who have worked hard

3

to develop this area to the outstanding recreation

4

area it is.

5

opportunity to address you, and if I could be of

6

any further assistance, please call.

I again like to thank you for the

7

MR. JANIS:

8

MR. HARRIS:

Dolph Harris, McKenzie Bay.
Thank you, Mr. Janis, for the

9

opportunity to support what Keith just said because

10

we're going to talk about some of the same kinds of

11

things.

12

to McKenzie Bay years ago and found it was an

13

excellent place to camp and we wound up buying a

14

cabin in 1979 and we have been there ever since.

15

Much like Keith, my family started going

I was chairman of the club during the

16

years that I would call the high water and building

17

years.

18

always have been confronted with, the Corps demands

19

that we have a 20-year plan for development.

20

it's given to us by the Watford City Park Board,

21

and Wally Samuelson used to make sure that we did

22

our job and they challenged us to get the work

23

done.

24
25

Like he said, the first problem that we

And

Access to the area when we first started
going there amounted to some wheel tracks through a
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1

pasture.

The water conditions were such it was

2

difficult.

3

impossible.

4

Club elected to accept a challenge and to improve

5

the roads.

6

us a big favor and they allowed their engineer to

7

come out and engineer a routing so that we could

8

make the best use of the land that was there and

9

get the best access that was possible.

In the wintertime it was kind of
So the members of the McKenzie Marine

The McKenzie County Commissioners did

We planned

10

the project.

11

some financial assistance.

12

Commissioners -- and McKenzie Bay is in Dunn

13

County, but the Dunn County Commissioners agreed to

14

the need for the project and we went to the State

15

of North Dakota Department of Transportation and

16

made a request for funds.

17

Dakota approved $92,000 for us to begin the project

18

with.

19

and awarded Martin Construction a contract for

20

$117,165.

21

project came to $209,205.

22

the people that are sitting here, had to get that

23

money out of their pocket.

24

$117,205.

25

So then the next thing is we needed
The Dunn County

The State of North

September 6th, 1995, Dunn County took bids

We had $92,000.

The total cost of the
The marine club, many of

The club raised

I have an exhibit that I'll leave, and it
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1

has the routing of the roads and it has all the

2

dollars that we spent on that road to make it

3

become a reality.

4

In order to improve the access to the

5

whole area -- and if you've never been there, you

6

probably won't really know what I'm talking about

7

-- the east side camping area was inaccessible a

8

lot of times and the road that went in there was

9

nothing, some really deep ruts and that was about

10

it.

The public didn't use that area at all because

11

if they were in there and they got a little shower,

12

they were in trouble.

13

the Dunn County Commissioners were good to us one

14

more time, we could reroute that road if we had

15

some culverts, and they came up with the culverts,

16

and we built a road across an inlet at the lake so

17

that people could go down the east side of the lake

18

and utilize that area.

19

through we had spent another $8,365 that the marine

20

club had to come up with.

21

So then we -- Dunn County --

And by the time we got all

February of 1996 the Corps of Engineers,

22

Mr. Bud Kuhn, got in touch with the marine club and

23

he said, What are you going to do about the high

24

water?

25

now, but the water was coming up and he said, you

We wouldn't mind part of that problem again
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1

know where it's going to get to, you're going to

2

lose your clubhouse, your concession and what I

3

would call the point.

4

that's the area that is the heart of the recreation

5

area.

6

something about it, and so we set off to accomplish

7

that.

8

forced to dig into their pocket for more money.

9

You've got to keep in mind that the only funds that

10

we've received in developing this whole area is the

11

92,000 for the roads.

12

helped with the ramps, but other than that it's

13

pretty much marine club members' money.

And when I say "the point,"

And so he said that we needed to do

And, again, the marine club members were

14

The Game and Fish people

Here's a picture of the retaining wall

15

that was designed and had to be built, and so we

16

tackled that program.

17

Keith was there helping us.

18

furnished the money and the equipment and all the

19

labor, and when we drove the last nail into the

20

retaining wall, we were standing in the water.

21

That's how fast it was coming up.

22

tremendous effort by the club members.

23

got done with that, we had to dig up another

24

$18,201.

25

And as Keith said -- and
The marine club

So it was a
And when we

Then as we developed and we were getting
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1

more sophisticated in our development, the Corps of

2

Engineers came to us and said that -- should back

3

up just a little bit.

4

We lived on lots that somebody said existed, and so

5

the Corps of Engineers said that we have to -- we

6

have to have the lots staked down there and so they

7

gave us a point to start with.

8

so we went -- we found 1854 and we marked out 1854

9

in front of every lot that there is over there.

We didn't have staked lots.

That was 1854.

And

10

And this depicts -- this is the overall plan of the

11

colony lease which is the marine club gathers.

12

Then what we had to do was to come up with the

13

layout for every lot.

14

this three times and submitted it and the Corps

15

people came -- the Corps people have been great to

16

work with, great to work with.

17

happened out there and there were times when things

18

got testy, but for all practical purposes we

19

accomplished an awful lot.

20

program and submitted it to the Corps of Engineers

21

and they adopted it, and that's the plot you have

22

for the McKenzie Bay colony lease.

And we did this.

We did

An awful lot has

We laid out the whole

23

There have been -- there has been a

24

serious effort to make McKenzie Bay the most

25

desired recreation area possible for all
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1

Americans.

It's nice and has been at minimal cost

2

to the taxpayers.

3

can the public enter a recreation and service area

4

for free?

Where else in the United States

5

On top of all the effort and dollars spent

6

by the cabin owners, as Keith stated, we instigated

7

a 4th of July fireworks display a number of years

8

ago, and it is attractive, and our people put it on

9

and they do a tremendous job.

10

I, personally, have no return of unused

11

lands.

I do not understand how recreation areas,

12

especially the McKenzie Bay area, could possibly

13

fit that description.

14

I believe the Corps of Engineers is

15

obligated to protect the investment made to develop

16

the bay.

17

that we've spent is $333,508, and that's not for my

18

cabin or somebody else's cabin.

19

do with that.

20

the area what it is today for others to use.

21

benefit from it and we appreciate it and we do --

22

every year we do cleanup, we do maintenance, we do

23

things that cost an awful lot of money if you have

24

to hire it done, but we do that and we're willing

25

-- very willing.

The marine club out-of-pocket dollars

It has nothing to

That's what we have spent to make
We

The $333,508 are actual dollars
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1

that we did raise.

2

I appreciated Colonel Bedey's remarks when

3

he said that the investments that people have made,

4

in his statement, must be protected, and I agree

5

wholeheartedly.

6

develop -- govern the use and the development, the

7

park board to continue its challenge to continue

8

providing a great service to all.

9

We need the Corps to govern and

Included in this packet I have some

10

pictures that show the roads -- show pictures of

11

the roads and the retaining wall and the

12

fish-cleaning station, the sanitary dump, and the

13

other things that are all there because we're there

14

and we are very proud of McKenzie Bay.

15

whatever happens, we want to see it continue to

16

grow and we need your assistance to do that.

17
18
19
20

Thank you very much.
don't fix it.

And

If it works, please

Thank you.

MR. JANIS:

Thank you.

Lee Wells,

McKenzie Bay -- or Leah.

21

MS. WELLS:

Leah.

22

MR. JANIS:

Leah.

23

MS. WELLS:

I don't know if you can see me

24

over this.

My name is Leah Wells and I live here

25

in Williston.

I don't have an elaborate statement
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1

like some of these eloquent speakers, and I think

2

every one of them have brought out some very good

3

points about whether or not the transfer of lands

4

should go through.

5

My own self, my husband and I, Jerry,

6

lease a lot at McKenzie Bay and we have been there

7

since 1969.

8

a lot of good memories.

9

ones.

10
11

We raised our family there and we have
We have very few poor

It's just a lot of good memories.

That's

kind of our second home.
Whenever the decision is made by the

12

powers that be, you know, it's going to change many

13

lives, and that could be for the positive or the

14

negative, but for our own self and for our own

15

private reasons, we request that any recreation

16

area, especially McKenzie Bay, be exempt from any

17

land transfer and we would like a long-term

18

agreement or lease arrangement to be developed for

19

the security of our leases.

20

MR. JANIS:

Thank you.

We had a little bit of

21

difficulty writing this one down.

22

there a last name Leclair?

23

MS. LECLAIR:

Leclair.

Is

Thank you.

Thank you for allowing me to

24

speak, Mr. Janis.

My name is Evelyn Leclair.

25

currently live in Williston, North Dakota.

I

I have
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1

-- my husband and I have owned land and a home at

2

Deep Water Bay for the last 25 years.

3

taxes to McLean County all that time.

4

We have paid

We have serious considerations with this

5

land transfer or the possibility of it as to public

6

access.

7

Bay, as we all know, over the past few years and,

8

you know, as many people have said, they've raised

9

their families there.

Public access has been a problem at Mahto

We hope the rest of our

10

family will be able to be raised there also.

11

We have consideration as to, if the

12

transfer takes place, the loss of tax base that

13

will occur in the area.

14

school systems, but we do pay for the school

15

systems in the area.

16

to the easements that have been allowed if this

17

will continue or won't continue.

18

We don't utilize the

We also have consideration as

I had many other comments I was going to

19

make, but most of you have already covered it.

20

know, it's fishing, it's hunting, it's recreation.

21

I won't be verbose and reiterate all of that.

22

Thank you for allowing me to speak.

23

MR. JANIS:

Thank you.

24

MR. STENEHJEM:

25

MR. JANIS:

Steve Stenehjem.

Close.

Close.

You

All right.
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1

MR. STENEHJEM:

My name is Steve Stenehjem

2

and I'm a cabin owner at McKenzie Bay and vice

3

president of the McKenzie Bay Marine Club.

4

Our club has a position paper that has

5

previously been submitted to the Corps at the other

6

two meetings and so I won't read the whole position

7

paper, but just for the benefit of those people

8

that weren't at the other meetings, I will just

9

briefly summarize what our McKenzie Marine Club

10
11

Board's position is.
In general, we feel strongly that the

12

Watford City Park Board and the current tenants at

13

McKenzie Bay should retain existing use of the

14

developed recreation area and should be protected

15

against any negative impacts caused by the transfer

16

of this property.

17

Specifically, we do not understand how the

18

McKenzie Bay recreation area could be considered

19

excess lands when recreation is an authorized

20

purpose of the Garrison Dam project, and the area

21

has been developed in strict accordance with the

22

Corps of Engineers' regulations.

23

met with Senator Conrad on this issue, we were

24

assured that the Corps did not have the authority

25

to transfer this recreation area.

In fact, when we
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1

We are not necessarily opposed to

2

transferring the excess land or even the recreation

3

area to another agency.

4

guaranteed that our investment and time, labor and

5

funds will be protected as well as the privilege of

6

enjoying the recreation area we continue to be

7

instrumental in developing.

However, we need to be

8

The McKenzie Marine Club has been

9

instrumental in coordinating, implementing

10

development of the area for the general public as

11

well as the cabin sites.

12

along with the North Dakota Game and Fish

13

Department, the North Dakota Department of

14

Transportation, Dunn County, McKenzie County, and

15

the Corps of Engineers have an investment of over

16

two and a half million dollars in roads, boat

17

ramps, dump stations and other public camping

18

facilities.

19

hours of volunteer time and effort the club

20

membership continues to invest in the development.

21

The McKenzie Marine Club,

This does not include the countless

In addition to the capital expenditures,

22

the marine club has a current annual maintenance

23

budget of over $25,000.

24

from the 50 cabin owners and spent maintaining the

25

facilities and providing services for the general

These funds are collected
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1

public and the cabin owners.

2

beyond any investment made by the concessionaire.

3

In addition to these funds, each cabin site is

4

expected to put in volunteer time to operate the

5

area and complete improvement projects for the

6

public use.

7

talents, resources and equipment.

8
9

This is above and

The members give of their time,

The concessionaire, under the sponsorship
of the Watford City Park Board, has an investment

10

of well over a hundred thousand dollars.

11

concessionaire, the Watford City Park Board and the

12

marine club continue to make improvements to

13

enhance the camping, boating and fishing

14

experiences of the general public.

15

The

A brief narrative of the magnitude of this

16

effort has been provided to you now, and we feel

17

the Corps should be morally obligated to ensure

18

continued success of this recreation area.

19

order to continue to develop and maintain the

20

McKenzie Bay recreation area for the benefit of

21

all, the following issues need to be addressed

22

during any land transfer process:

23

access to the area without fee; a guaranteed

24

long-term, for example, 99-year lease at fixed and

25

affordable lease rates; guaranteed right to

In

Guaranteed
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1

continue making improvements for the colony and the

2

general public in accordance with the Corps Lake

3

Sakakawea Land Use Plan.

4

to be allowed both above and below the high water

5

mark of 1854; and the right to enjoy the facility

6

that we have been instrumental in developing since

7

1959.

8

viewed as privileges, but they have been earned

9

through years of hard work, monetary investment,

These improvements need

We understand that these rights can be

10

sound management and visionary thinking.

Equitable

11

dispute resolution is also needed with whoever the

12

new managers are.

13

In addition, the McKenzie Bay Marine Club

14

would offer a preferred model of land transfer for

15

the recreation area.

16

transfer the land above 1854, it would be more

17

appropriate to transfer the McKenzie Bay recreation

18

area to the Watford City Park Board.

19

proven to be effective managers of this facility

20

and will continue to properly develop and operate

21

the recreation area for the benefit of the public.

22

Also, we feel that the transfer should include

23

provisions for cabin sites to be purchased from the

24

Watford City Park Board by the cabin owners.

25

business model would provide additional capital for

If the Corps is planning to

They have

This
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1

development of the recreation area and reduce the

2

management expenses of the federal government.

3

Thank you for giving us this opportunity

4

to share our concerns.

5

only monetarily tied to the recreation area, we are

6

passionate about the recreational opportunities it

7

provides to us and to others.

8
9

As you can see, we are not

If you need more detailed information
about our club or this area, we would be happy to

10

provide it.

11

transfer that we currently lease and manage, we

12

respectfully request that we be provided with

13

documentation of the transfer as it unfolds and

14

given the opportunity to provide input into any

15

details of the transfer that affects McKenzie Bay

16

recreation area.

17

And if you decide to pursue this

My family has been going to McKenzie Bay

18

since 1957.

My father, Lee Stenehjem, along with

19

Bud Drovdal and other McKenzie County residents,

20

were the original campers that found McKenzie Bay

21

and began the early development of the recreation

22

area.

23

cabin owners have put into McKenzie Bay for the

24

last 48 years.

25

from having primitive camping and very primitive

I have seen the money, sweat and love that

I have seen McKenzie Bay developed
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1

trails into a recreation area that has great

2

facilities and roads.

3

money that cabin owners have put into McKenzie Bay

4

should not be just given away without a chance for

5

cabin owners to buy lots or lease the land and

6

continue its development as a great recreational

7

facility.

8
9

All the time, effort and

McKenzie Bay is one of the best recreation
areas in western North Dakota and one of the few

10

that is still available to the public.

11

McKenzie Bay Marine Club and the Watford City Park

12

Board own and operate the McKenzie Bay recreation

13

area for the benefit of the cabin owners and the

14

public as they have for almost 50 years.

15

you.

16
17
18

MR. JANIS:
better on this name.
MR. WELLS:

Thank you.

Let the

Thank

I think I'll do

Jerry Wells.
I'm really nervous and I'm not

19

a good speaker and I didn't write anything.

My

20

concern has a little bit different twist.

21

started out in Dickinson in '69 and we got the

22

cabin there and moved to Parshall, and I didn't

23

even know Parshall was on the reservation, and I

24

taught there six years.

25

some of the things or something that I mentioned,

I

So based on prejudice and
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1

but I'm not, and I'm living in Williston here now

2

and we've raised four kids out there and really

3

enjoyed it.

4

But I guess when we left Parshall in the

5

'70s -- or when we were there, I don't know how

6

they know what this water is going to do because I

7

come out there one night with the kids at midnight,

8

and we were there the weekend before, the road was

9

flooded, the kids are screaming we're drowning, I

10

drive in the water.

11

the same time Eversons in New Town were losing

12

their land, they were buying it from them.

13

that's the '70s and it's that high, and then in the

14

'90s went down, come back that high again, looks

15

like we're going to have some -- I kind of view it

16

as half full, not half empty.

17

up, I don't know -- if they don't have surveys, I

18

guess I'm concerned about what are they going to

19

do, seesaw back and forth some more.

20

So how they can be -- and at

If

So when this comes

And the other thing that bothers me is

21

kind of a double standard, what's yours is mine,

22

what's mine is mine.

23

think that way with the checkbook, but I really had

24

a double standard.

25

couldn't go -- I didn't want her playing pool in

And I know my wife likes to

When we were married, I
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1

the bars, but I did, it was okay.

2

at one nation under God.

3

God?

4

we concerned?

5

I know what's happening right now.

6

the future we're going to work for.

7

So I'm looking

Is it two nations under

I mean, we're one nation under God.

Why are

I can't do anything about the past.
I know what's

But I know that -- at one time we went to

8

Washington, D.C., I and Hoffman and some of them

9

did, and they wanted it grandfathered out.

I don't

10

know if some of the other guys know that.

But when

11

some of them were -- Bud wouldn't be -- he wouldn't

12

be here because when the original owner died, the

13

land went back to the Three Affiliated Tribes and

14

eventually there would be two or three people out

15

there again.

16

because no one is going to sit out there with a gas

17

can and some metal steel to have a recreation

18

area.

19

comes about as a result of support.

But it had a good original meaning

They have to be supporters, so our colony

20

And I'll tell you I didn't vote for all

21

these improvements because I'm a fisherman and I

22

knew what it brought.

23

I can go out there now and there's ten people on

24

the point I like to fish.

25

it, but I supported it and went along with it and

It brought a lot of people.

So I wasn't in favor of
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1

it has become -- come there some weekend when it's

2

nice and you'll see how many people are really

3

there.

4

But when I say "double standard," I know

5

the elected officials have something to say right

6

now because they went to Washington and they

7

changed their mind and we're still here.

8

this changes over, I can't go and vote in this

9

other nation.

I have no say-so.

But if

But yet that

10

other nation, any one of them can become the mayor

11

of Williston, they can become the governor of North

12

Dakota, they can become -- and I'm talking about

13

Indians, and I'm not prejudiced.

14

they have all my rights.

15

President, they can legislate all of our laws, and

16

Four Bears is great, we built -- our taxes

17

dedicated the bridge to them, our taxes are

18

building it again.

19

think that I trust that we are a nation run by

20

people.

21

we'll get them out of there.

22

I don't know.

23

five years from now.

24

some point, not just here -- make it more general.

25

I just think that we need to be one nation under

I'm just saying

They can become the

Where does it end?

We elect them.

I just

If we don't like them,
But if this happens,

Tex Hall is great.

He isn't there

I mean, I just think that at
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1

God, we need to forget about all these things from

2

our roots and carry on.

3

back.

4

nonIndians, too.

5
6
7

I'm against any giving

I don't know why it's not an issue for the
So I don't know.

MR. JANIS:

That's it.

Berton Bates, Watford City

Park Board.
MR. BATES:

My name is Berton Bates.

I

8

represent the Watford City Park Board that has been

9

the lessee for the McKenzie Marine Club and the

10

McKenzie Bay recreation area for many years.

11

started out a long time ago as sort of a unique

12

relationship with a colony lease and it's been a

13

very successful relationship.

14

It

The McKenzie Marine Club and the Park

15

Board, along with many other entities that have

16

been mentioned as we've gone through here, have

17

built McKenzie Bay area into a premier recreation

18

site in North Dakota.

19

working relationship for many years to come.

20

that would entail transfer of land to the Watford

21

City Park Board, we would be up for the

22

responsibility and continued responsibility of

23

developing that area for the good of all along with

24

the cabin owners.

25

members have spelled out what they have done, so I

We would like to keep this
If

And most of the marine club
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1
2

won't have to go into any of that.
But the Watford City Park Board, you know,

3

is opposed to any transfer of land to any other

4

entity, we would like to keep it local, we would

5

like to keep control of that area.

6

guy said it best, if it isn't broke, don't fix it.

7

Thank you.

8
9

I think the one

Glenda Embry.

MS. EMBRY:

Good evening.

I'm here today

to speak in favor of the transfer, both as a tribal

10

member and a citizen of North Dakota.

11

Glenda Baker Embry.

12

which means white corn in my language.

13

My name is

I'm also called Stashtaga,

I was born in Elbowoods and my ancestors

14

have lived along the banks of our river and all

15

along the flooded area from time immemorial.

16

spent my first and second grades in Elbowoods.

17

was an idyllic childhood.

I spent -- I was raised

18

among my extended family.

We were poor, but we

19

didn't know that.

20

situation that we were.

21

I
It

Everybody else was in the same

And as I grew up, I listened to my parents

22

and other adults.

I know that the dam was built

23

before, you know, our tribal leaders were even

24

contacted, before they had given permission.

25

did not want to lose 156,000 acres of our prime

We
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1

river bottomland, and John Danks said it, it was

2

our economic engine.

3

Because we were deprived of that economic

4

engine, I believe it is fitting that today we have

5

our lands returned to us so that we can once again

6

try to foster economic development along that river

7

just as you want to.

8

our land returned to us because it is one small

9

step toward restoring the trauma that was visited

I believe that we should have

10

upon our people, and not just our people.

11

understand that.

12

are white families that were moved out, too.

13

a very, very emotional issue.

14

I

There are other families, there
It's

Most of you talk about -- you know, you

15

talk about like we are -- we are different, I

16

guess, but, remember, we are citizens of the United

17

States.

18

finally, we are citizens of our tribal nation.

19

are interested in supporting recreation and access

20

to the lake just as you are.

21

that lake just as well as you do.

22

fishing, we enjoy the boating.

23

stop the access.

24

am a voter, and I have come from a very large

25

family.

We are citizens of North Dakota.

And,
We

You know, we enjoy
We enjoy the

We are not going to

I'm not an elected leader, but I

I am also a veteran.

And I heard one man
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1

stand up here and say he was a veteran.

I'm a

2

veteran, too, I spent time in Germany.

I spent

3

time in Panama.

4

I could stand up here and speak freely like I am

5

today.

6

And I served this country so that

I went to the two other meetings and I

7

learned several things.

I didn't live around here

8

for a while when I was in the military.

9

Germany, I lived in Texas, I lived all around the

I lived in

10

world, also, and to me I saw people.

11

people.

12

meetings, maybe not so much tonight, but last night

13

when I was walking around taking pictures, and my

14

job is public relations and I wander around and I

15

take pictures, I write stories and such, and I

16

walked past one lady last night who was just

17

absolutely glaring at me and I had no idea who she

18

was or whatever, you know, but that's not the way

19

that we should be, and I know that you said we

20

don't need to do those types of things here.

21

I just saw

And tonight I sat -- at the several other

But I found out several things.

I found

22

out that, number one, tribal people and for want of

23

a better word, I guess, white people, we don't know

24

each other, we don't understand each other, you

25

know, and we don't trust each other.

But what I
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1

would like to say is to remember that we are all

2

from North Dakota.

3

anywhere, but I wanted to come back here.

4

to go out at night and I love to see the stars.

5

You know, you go to a big city, you don't see those

6

stars out there.

You know, I could have settled
I love

You can't see them twinkle.

7

You know, I remember driving up along the

8

Washington coast there and I couldn't breathe, you

9

know, the smog was so terrible.

Until I got past

10

-- you know, you go into Washington, D.C., you go

11

up around Philadelphia, you go over to Chicago, you

12

can't breathe sometimes.

13

nice.

14

think that we need to work together.

15

start trusting each other.

We need to start

16

learning about each other.

You know, I don't

17

know.

18

all of us, you know.

19

It's wonderful.

I love it here.

It's clean.

It's

So I just
We need to

I guess this is a very emotional issue for

I have an 84-year-old mother who lives in

20

Parshall.

Her home was flooded.

She's lost all

21

those childhood memories.

22

gained some more.

23

dam, you know.

24

drink because we had to go to well water, and that

25

well water is so high in sodium content and other

I've lost some, but I've

They're covered forever by that

And today she has to haul water to
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1

things that -- she has high blood pressure, so we

2

have to buy water, you know, and so I think that

3

we, all of us, should be sitting here and talking.

4

None of us wants -- well, I shouldn't say none.

5

Many of us did not want that lake in the beginning,

6

but it's here, and so -- you know, it's here and it

7

is providing water, it's providing recreation for

8

many of you, and I think that we should be fighting

9

those downstream interests.

10

You know, our lake is

drying up.

11

And if you don't trust us, come and talk

12

to us, you know.

Talk to us.

13

from each other.

People at several of the other

14

meetings, it was like we don't know that the Tribe

15

can't do this.

16

Dakotans.

17

to say.

18

Teach us.

Maybe we can learn

You know, we're North

Let's stick together.

MR. JANIS:

That's all I have

Well, I appreciate everybody

19

coming.

I have finished the list.

I do want to

20

thank everybody for your patience.

21

the many questions, comments, heartfelt statements

22

made tonight.

23

that we're going to have to consider and we're

24

going to have to go through.

25

reporter's.

I thank you for

I do have another stack of paper

We've got the court

This will be available on our
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1

website.

2

we'll produce.

3

some of these questions in that report -- I

4

shouldn't say some.

5

comments that have been raised during this and the

6

previous meetings.

7

your perseverance, and thank you very much for

8

spending Thursday night with us.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

We'll wrap it back into the report that
We will be back with answers to

We will be answering those

So I appreciate your patience,

(Concluded at 8:32 p.m., May 26, 2005.)
---------
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1

CERTIFICATE OF COURT REPORTER

2
3
4

I, Denise M. Andahl, a Registered
Professional Reporter,

5

DO HEREBY CERTIFY that I recorded in

6

shorthand the foregoing proceedings had and made of

7

record at the time and place hereinbefore

8

indicated.

9

I DO HEREBY FURTHER CERTIFY that the

10

foregoing typewritten pages contain an accurate

11

transcript of my shorthand notes then and there

12

taken.

13
14

Bismarck, North Dakota, this 8th day of
June, 2005.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

____________________________________
Denise M. Andahl
Registered Professional Reporter

Appendix C
PUBLIC MEETING COMMENTS
Received During the Comment Period

Comment Submitted/Received Date(s): January – May 23, 2005

C-1

To:

llono:-::ibl~

(l{i\cm0r John Hoe\'en
Senator K cnt Cn11rad

Senator B:'TCn

I~-

!Jorgan

Representative Earl Pomeroy
1\t1orncy General \l/a.,'ne Stenehjem
Corp of Engineers

1\s. C~hainnan of the Board of Directors of the McKenzie !'v1arine Club, I \VC'luld like to ccnv.:y :o
you our conct:ms on ;10 article printed in Che Bismarck ·rribune on J'111U3IJ 5, :2005.

\

·rhis: anlclc pcrt.'lills to the possibility of lht: U.S. Anny Corps of Ertgineers: returning !ands
bordering Lake Sakaka\\-·ea and \vit!1in the border of Fort Berthold Rcs.l;rvation lo the Three
.."\ffili:t(ctl ·rribc-s. This arti~le siate$ that this ct>uld ini::lude 1he \1cKenzie Bay Public u~i:: ,\rca a:ul
<:he cabin colon)' of the ~1cKen2it: \iarine Club.
·me McKc1u.ic Marine Club along \Vith the North l)ak.ora Game and Fish Department and the
Corps of Engineers have an investrnent of over $2.5 million in roads, boat ramps, du1np i;.rarion'i, and
other public camping -:-acilities. In ::uldilio11 1111:: concessionaire, under the sponsorship of the \\'atford
Cit)-' Park B.oard has an invesmlent r>f v:cll o\·er $JOO thousand.

1

()ur c:oncern is that the Corps of Engineers could declare that area cxcc~s land Wld rl!'.tum that area
to the 1'hree Affili<lh.:d 'fribes.
ln a 11c"-s release from the li.S. Arm) Corps of Engineers dated No\"ember 2, 199~. Lt Y.as. stated
i:hat certain guidelines would be fo\lov.-cJ to each parcel of land considc:n:d for conditional excess.
One ofthes1; guidelines is as follows:

hCONSIDER l~'VEST).1ENTS OTHERS HAVE MADE B,\SED O~
EXPECTATIONS OF CONT!Nl!ATIO~ Of THE EXJSTP."G PROJ!;cr
OPERAT!O:"S ANf) EXISTING LA..r."'\D USES."

!t appears that if the above cri(cria is applied it "ould preclude includine the: l\.1cKenzie Bay
Public Area and rhc ~1cKenzie 89)' Colony as t'.xccss lands, In addition cne of the orig:nal purposes
of the G.arTison Dam project v.-as f1Jr the enhancement of recreation. ti.icrcfore it is not rea:;onable tha!
the property \Vhich \\'t: manage for recreation should be cons.idered ftCXCe$.S."
\\.'1: hope )'Our office will be aware of any pendiug lcg:i$Jation pertaining lo cxc~ss <~orps lands
lhai \\'ou\d directly affect the ~f<:Kcn7.ic Bay Area and keep us infOnncd or set up a meeting: "'·ith us.

\\.re rhank you for your consideration in this

Sincerely.
"Vie-Kenzie Bay Marine Club
Ernan~I

Stroh. Pres.

;.2

_1

;;:.,,,,.,_-,,.,,;e / J!~2"'1!/

PO. B0x 195
\.1~nning.

N.D. 5S6tl.2

Phone 701-573..A552
Email: rnannys1"@nd:>.upem~t...;ont

matte~.

l

1, -

,r:· -

Office of
McLean County State's
Attorney

M(;Lean:t~,pnty
STATE OFNORTHi!AKOTA

-'. ' ''"'";.,;. ~·:·"!"'' _: ':-: -<'· ---'"' .. ~ .

712 5'11 Avenue
P.O. Box 1108
Washbwn., ND 58577-1108
(701) 462-8541
Fax (701) 462-8212
1rerickson@state.nd.us

February 22, 2005

Major General Don T. Riley
Director of Civil Works
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
WashingtonD.C., 20314-1000.
Dear Sir:
The Garrison Dam and the Lake-Sakakawea reservoir it creates are in part found in McLean
County, North Dakota. Recently an article appeared in The Bismarck Tribune asserting that the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is considering trfilisferring some public lands, boat ramps, and
facilities along the lake to the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Ft. Berthold Indian Reservation.
The article specifically stated that: 1. 36,000 acres of public land is under consideration for
transfer; 2. That the corps is attempting to establish transfer autl1ority, after which tl1e transfer
· •vou!d !:;e ~1r,rr.incat; 3. That amang the properties are t."'.e }~1cKer.zie B2.y recreaticn are::!. :ll'..d its
$2.5 million dollar boat ramp and facilities; the Deepwater Bay Game Management Area (which
is in McLean County and the site of another public boat ramp and facilities); and lands near Red
Butte Bay, Skunk Bay, Pouch Point, and Charging Eagle were some of the areas that were listed
in the article as subject to this transfer; 4. That the corps would transfer lands along the lake
above elevation 1854 that would represent a continuous strip of varying width along the lake; 5.
That the corps were not required to hold public hearings on this issue and would only do so if a
"strong public desire for hearings was expressed." Donovan~ "Tribe aims to get land back lost to
Garrison Dam," The Bismarck Tribune, 115105.

(

In following up 011 this information, I was provided a copy of an e-mail from the corps Omaha
District office which states: J, The corps believes it may have authority· to transfer these lands
under section 206(b) 9fthe Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act; 2. That the corps was
presently reviewing its authority and any criteria to make a transfer along with possible
ramifications of this transfer; 3. That tribal officials are indicating they would honor existing
easements or leases by other entities currently on the lands; 4. The corps initial analysis, after

-
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conversations with the tribe, is that the transfer would have a n1inimal effect on the public.
(Email from Col Bedey to Chip Smith et. al., 1/14/05.)
I believe that there is a "strong desire" from the effected public in North Dakota for involvement
in this process. This issue \Vas the subject of protracted litigation in the past; impacted counties
currently receive thousands of tax dollars each year from the corps and the state Game and Fish
Department for its leases on some of these lands and counties in trade do maintenance of the
roads, ramp parking lots, and facilities on these lands; the Gan1e and Fish leases are for twentyfive year terms and are set to expire in October 2005. Some of the lands the tribe seeks were not
purchased from the tribe but from non-enrolled farmers and ranchers who may have strong
opinions about their former lands being donated to the tribe after being taken from them. These
boat ramps, facilities, and lands are part of an estimated $23 million dollar recreation industry on
and around the lake that has been promised to -allNorth Dakotans.-after the loss of-nearly 550,000
acres of farmland by the_ creation of the lake. The public needs the exact details of this proposed
action and a full opportunity to be involved in this process.

From the information I have been provided it is not clear whether a complete legal review of all
the applicable laws is being conducted by the corps. The Flood Control Act of 1944; Fort
Berthold Mineral Restoration Act; "Indian lands" law; and state law all have relevance to this
issue. _For example, the original statutory directive upon the corps for the construction,
maintenance, and operation of the Garrison Dam project included provisions under 16 U.S.C.A.
§ 460( d ). This statute granted the authority to purchase recreational areas as an attempt to offset
some of the adverse impact of storing water in the upper Missouri River Basin for the benefit of
flood control and navigation downstream. While the recreational value of these areas has been
diminished by low water levels in recent years, that does not translate to these areas not
continuing to be important to the Garrison Darn projects purpose of providing public recreation
areas in North Dakota. The Fort Berthold Mineral Act only permits the corps to transfer project
lands to the tribe if those lands are no longer needed for construction, maintenance, or operation
of the Garrison Darn project. P .L. 98-602, 98 Stat.3149, §206(b). In other words, only public
lands, boat ramps, and facilities, that the corps could demonstrate no longer held recreational
value, (or another Garrison Dam project purpose), would be subject to transfer under the Fort
Berthold Mineral Restorati9n Act.
The Oahe and Ganison Dam projects were both created by the same federal acts making South
Dakota v. Bourland. 508 U.S. 679 (1993) controlling when a1ialyzing GarriSon Darn project land
issues:
"The Flood Control Act authorized the construction, management, and operation
of public recreational facilities on lands taken for U1e Oahe Reservoir ..... 16
U.S.C.A. § 460(d ) ... [T)he Act provides that "all such projects shall be open to
the public use generally'' for various ''recreational purposes .....ready access to and
exit from water areas... for general public use. Thus, the clear effect of the Flood
Control Act is to open the lands taken for the Oahe Dam and Reservoir project for
the general recreational use of the public." Bourland at 689-690.
The initial corps statements regarding this proposed land transfer asserts that there would be no
or minimal change in the public's rights to recreate on these areas. That conclusion is refuted by
an analysis of the ]aw of "Indian lands."
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Once the corps transfers these areas they would become "tribal trust" lands. Just as Bourland
held that the rights of the public could not be infringed by the tribe on the project lands in that
case, on tribal trust lands the public will have no "right" to use these lands, boat ramps, and
facilities after the current term-limited leases expire. On tribal trust lands, the tribe may prohibit
use(s) by non-tribal members, or condition the use by charging access fees and establishing bag
and creel limits. Montana v. United States, 450 U.S. 544, 557 (1981). In other words, members
of the public currently have a federal legal ''right" to free access to these lands under 16 U.S.C.A.
§ 460(d ). If they become tribal trust lands the public would only have access under the "permit"
conditions the tribe from time to time would establish, and those permit conditions could change
when the tribal administration officials and policies change. This creates a direct conflict with
operation and maintenance of the Garrison Dam project and, standing alone, may leave the corps
without authority to make this transfer.
Finally, the practicalities of the proposal to establish this land transfer at an elevation, as reported
in this case elevation 1854, ''that would represent a continuous strip of varying width along the
lake" is concerning when considering the issue of public hunting. 1 If this transfer were to occur
as reported, the State will have jurisdiction to regulate hunting by non-tribal members below
elevation 1854, because those lands will remain i11 their current public ownership status.
However, if a non-tribal member hunter was above elevation 1854 be or she would have to
follow tribal game and fish rules and licensing in addition to state law. To address this problem
the land subject to this transfer is going to have to be surveyed and fenced so there is a clear
boundary on the land established at elevation 1854 as that elevation worms and weaves along the
lake. The corps should be considering the expense of doing this because there are not survey
pins to guide the fencers as they traverse up and down the terrain. Failure to survey and fence
this area will have a major adverse impact on the public not only in the use of the new tribal trust
lands but in the thousands of acres of corps land below elevation 1854 along these transfer areas.
Some of these lands are heavily hunted, and hunters are going to have to know where the
property line is or face the possibility of criminal charges in state, tribal, or federal court
depending on the enrollment status of the hunter. 2
In light of the public hunting use of these lands, an<l the confusion of the elevation and tribal
jurisdiction issues regarding hunting on tribal tn1sl lands verus corps lands create, I believe the
corps must review the applicable state and tribal hunting regulations before cOncluding there is
"no or minimal" impact to the public by the transfer.

I respectfully request the corps to expand both its legal review of this proposed transfer and the
public's involvement. It appears that, to date, the coips and the tribe have engaged to two-way
talks when in reality the State, effected counties, and general public all have an equal interest in
this issue.

1

The Court held in Bourland that hunting is a public recreational use of lands acquired
under 16 U.S.C.A. § 460(d ). Id. at 689.
2

The hunting issue on these lands is even more complicated when considering Senate Bill
2041 currently in the North Dakota Legislature. This Bill is an attempt to reduce or eliminate
state Game and Fish jurisdiction over hunting by non-tribal members on tribal lands. Officials
from the Three Affiliated Tribes are supporting this Bill.
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Thank you for considering my concerns.

dd R. Erickson
McLean County State's Attorney
glb
cc:

Governor John Hoeven
Senator Byrotl Dorgan
Senator Kent Conrad
Attorney General Stenehjem
Chairman Tex Hall, Three Affiliated Tribes
Director Dean Hildebrand, NDGF
William Mulligan, USACOE Omaha District
Wade Enget, Mountrail County State's Attorney
Dennis Johnson, McKenzie County State's Attorney
Ross Sundeen, Dunn County State's Attorney
Jim Johnson, Mercer County State's Attorney

MCKENZIE COUNTY STATE'S ATIORNEY
P.O. Bux !288

Telephone: \701) 444-3733

109 5•h Street SW
Watford City, ND 58854

Fax; (701)444-2847

February 24, 2005

MAJOR GENERAL DON T RILEY
DIRECTOR OF CIVIL WORKS
US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON DC 20314-1000
RE:

Garrison Dam/Lake Sakakawea

Dear Sir:
Ladd R. Erickson sent you a letter dated February 22, 2005, in regard to discussions
that are taking place to transfer land owned by the Corps of Engineers along Lake
Sakakawea and the Garrison Dam or reservoir to the Three Affiliated Tribes of the
Fort Berthhold Indian Reservation.
McKenzie County joins in his objection and comments.
in .additioU,.·Mc~nzie _County has discovered in very recent years. th&t t_he Corps of
Eriginee:fs _lands ~-are :;ieverely ·infested with no.xious weeds; Can:i<ll.'8._"µ .th~Stle,_.sal~
Cedar, etc. We b0lieve th8-t there is no plan in place 01- fu:i:idirig ·aval1ab1e· for the
T'1:ree Affilia~d .rribes to eradicate or prevent the spread of these noxious and
dangerous weeds.
The McKenzie County Weed Board has functioned closely, as has the McKenzie
County Grazing Association, with the Corps of Engineers for the control and
eradication of noxious weeds.
In addition to the problem concermng noxious weeds, it· is believed that the
shoreline of Lake Sakakawea contains various archaeological resources which are
currently under the control of the Corps of Engineers and protected by federal law.
Transferring this land to .the Three Affiliated Tribes does not assure that the
protections afforded these archaeological resources would stay in place.
I will keep this letter short as State's Attorney for McKenzie County as Mr. Ladd
~rickson has very well stated the position that McKenzie County would take in
re~~rd.to this a~ well:
We.do ~ot believe.that ihis'-iS the time Or the manner in which w tr~ns'f~~·a~y latids
alO"ng. Lake Saka:kaw~a to· the Three Affiliated·· Trlb.es. Additio~{il dl~cri~~ion~,
in.v~l~emen.t of

the public, and study ofthe ramific::i.tion.s is necessary.

Pg2 of2
Major General Don T. Riley

U.S. Anny Corps ofEngineers Lerter

I will be available for additional comment or someone from the McKenzie County
Commission would be willing to attend any meetings in regard to this matter.
Sincerely,

~~

Dennis Edward Johnso
McKenzie County State's Attorney
DEJ: delsll MCSA Misc/0502.24 Rilcy.ltr

CC:

Governor John Hoeven
Senator Byron Dorgan
Senator Kent Conrad
Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem
Wade Enget, Mountrail County State's Attorney
Ross Sundeen, Dunn County State's Attorney
Jim Johnson, Mercer County State's Attorney
Ladd R. Erickson, McLean County State's Attorney
McKenzie County Auditor
McKenzie County Board of Commissioners

DUNN COUNTY STATE'S ATTORNEY

•

P.O. Box 747
Roundup Mall
Killdeer, ND 58640

Telephon~:

Ross L. Sundeen

(701) 764-5933

FalC: (701) 764-5938

March 1, 2005

MAJOR GENERAL DON T RILEY
DIRECTOR OF CIVIL WORKS
US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON DC 20314-1000
RE:

Garrison Dam/Lake Sakakawea

Dear Sir:
I am in receipt of the letters, from Ladd R. Erickson dated February 22, 2005 and
Dennis Johnson dated February 24, 2005, to you in regard to discussions that are
taking place relative to transferring land owned by the Corps of Engineers along
Lake Saka.kawea and the Garrison Dam Reservoir to the Three Affiliated Tribes of
the Fort Berthhold Indian Reservation.
Dunn Co.unty- shares the same concerns as ·McKenzie County and McLean County
and respectfully requests. that the -Corys· expand both its legal review of the
proposed transfer and- the-public's involvement._ ·
'

With kind regards, ;

Cordially,

"!'in

County State's Attorney

DE· DCSA Misc/050301 Rilcy.!tr

CC:

Governor John Hoeven
Senator Byron Dorgan
Senator Kent Conrad
-Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem
Wade Enget, Mountrail County State's Attorney
Dennis J.ohnson,·McKenzie Coul\tY State's Attorney
Jim Johnson, . Mercer County.St~tas1Attorney·
Ladd R. Erick-son, -McLean County State's Attorney-
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May20, 2005

Subject: Return of shoreline property on Lake Sakakawea to originial owners.
I, Marie Voigt, acting with power of attorney from Lee Emery Voigt am requesting
·
shoreline on Lake Sakakawea property be returned orginal owners.

The following signatured agree with this request for return oftands lo their
rightful owners for their own families.

Thank you for your anticipated cooperation in this matter.
Sincerely yours,

7J/ffe0C?_,_;

t£J-:

Marie Rose Voigt for Lee Emery Voigt enrolled tribal member. Lee is s61'1t'ng
armed forces on acliVe duty in Iraq.

MCKENZIE COUNTY STATE'S ATTORNEY
P.O. Box 1288
109 S'" Street SW
Watford City, ND 58854

Telephone: (701) 444-3733
Fax: (701) 444-2847

May 20, 2005

COLONELJEFFBEDEY
COMMANDER OMAHA DISTRICT
US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
106 S 15TH ST
OMAHA NE 68102-1618
RE:

Proposal to Convert Public Land into Tribal Trust Land on the Fort
Berthhold Indian Reservation

Dear Colonel Bedey:
You received a letter dated May 16, 2005, from McLean County State's Attorney
Ladd R. Erickson.
It is the position of McKenzie County, North Dakota, that Mr. Erickson's reasoning
and history is correct.

McKenzie County joins fully in regard to the comments, concerns, and objections
that McLean County has expressed in their State's Attorney letter of May 16, 2005.
Sinc~rely,
\

Dennis Edward Joh.hson
DEJ:sf/sm I SA Misc I 050519 Bedey.ltr

Cc:

Ladd Erickson, McLean County State's Attorney
Ross Sundeen, Dunn County State's Attorney
Jim Johnson, Mercer County State's Attorney
McKenzie County Board of County Commissioners
Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem
Senator Byron Dorgan
Senator Kent Conrad
Congressman Earl Pomeroy
Governor John Hoeven
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LAKE SAKAKAWEA

Mallard Island an island no more
Dropping
water levels
turn paradise
into peninsula
By KIM FUNDINGSLAND
Staff Writer
kfundingsland@ndweb.com
It may not be the island paradise
pictured
in
travel
brochures. but ~Iallard Island
ranks al the top of islands most
visited by North Dakotans.
The island's habitat makes it a

perfect home for wildlife like
ducks, geese. deer. pheasants.
moose and a variety of shore-

birds and songbirds. The abundant plum trees and berry bushes thriving on the island ci.ct as a
smorgasbord for island inhabitants. The animals raise their
young free from predators normally kept at bay by the ivaters of
Lake Sakakawea.

However. nornial no longer
applies when talking about the
state's largest body of ~vater. Lake

Kim Fundlngstan4'MON -

This boat ramp is normally used by visitors to gain access to the east end of Mallard
Island. Because of the declining elevation of Lake Sakakawea, the island has now
become a 4 1/2-mile-long peninsula.

Sakakawea is approaching 40~'------------------~
feet below normal and 1.lallard
Island has become a 4 1/2-milelong peninsula.
tviallard Island lies to the
soulhwest of the U.S. Highway
83 embankment. 'The island is
owned by the Corps of Engineers
and is leasecJ to the North Dakota
Game & Fish Department.

According to Dan Halstead,
the department's District Wildlife
Supervisor who oversees man- .
agement of the island, there are
both positives and negatives to
See ISLAND -

)pinion
.forcement
1e needed

1st gangs.
age A4

Dropping water levels in Lake
Sakakawea have exposed this section_

of old U.S. Highway 83. The highway
emerged in good shape after being
under water for more than 50 years and
has been used as a boat ramp by the,
Gam_e_& Fish Department during spring
spawning operations. The old highwaY
is just west of and parallel to the cur-

rent Highway 83 embankment which
separates Lake Audubon and Lake·-Sakakawea. The view is looking south.with Mallard Island in the distance.
-
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DEAR FRIENDS,
THIS LETTER IS IN REGARDS TO THE LAND TRANSFER OF GARRISON
PROJECT LANDS FROM THE ARMY TO THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.
WE BELIEVE IF THE LAND IS RETURNED IT SHOULD GO TO THE
BOARDERING LAND OWNER AS THIS IS WHERE IT WAS ORJGINALL Y
TAKEN. IF THIS SMALL STRIP OF LAND BETWEEN THE WATER AND THE
ORIGINAL LAND IS GIVEN TO A THIRD PARTY, IT CAN ONLY CREATE
ANOTHER BIG BIG BIG PROBLEM.
WE HAVE TRIED FOR MANY YEARS TO GET ROAD ACCESS TO OUR LAND.
IT IS ONLY% MILE IN THE RESERVATION FROM THE WEST, AND ABOUT 2
MILES FROM THE SOUTH THERE IS NO ROAD YET.
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March 12, 2005
Colonel Jeffrey A. Bedey
Commander I District Engineer
106 South 15• Street
Omaha NE 68102-1618
Colonel Bedey:
We are aware of a request by the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation for the
return of lands currently owned and managed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers within the
boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation. Specifically the request is to return lands currently
leased by the Corps of Engineers to the Three Affiliated Tribes and lands contiguous to lands
held in trust for the tribe or lands owned in fee by the Tribe or rts members above the flood pool
elevation of 1,850 msi.
The request cites Section 206(b) for the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act, Public Law 98602, 98 Stat. 3149 as legislation that authorizes the transfer.
As you may be aware in 1992 huge portions of land currently held by the Corps of Engineers
were transferred to the Three Affiliated Tribes. That land transfer was subsequently repealed in
1994. When the land transfer took place in 1992, the transfer involved lands that were leased to
the State of North Dakota and numerous county and municipal entities. The land transfer also
included many properties leased by the Corps of Engineers to private parties. As you might
imagine, there was considerable controversy that this land transfer took place without taking into
consideration the impacts upon non-tribal entities including private property owners.
Since the reservoir was created and began filling in the early 60's there have been many issues
concerning lake access particularly within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation. I will
not enumerate those issues, but will reserve my comments as they pertain to the cottage sites
at Mahle Bay located about 5 miles Northeast of Twin Buttes, North Dakota.
As president of the Mahto Bay Cabin Owners Association, I am expressing the concern of the
cabin owners association over the potential transfer of lands to the Three Affiliated Tribes.
While we agree that there are many thousands of acres of Corps held land within the
boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reser.ration that perhaps could be transferred, vie urge caution
as you consider this issue.
We purchased our cabin site properties from the Corps of Engineers at public auction in 1961.
At the time of the auction, it was clearly stated that the Corps of Engineers had negotiated with
the Mercer County Commission to provide public access to our cabin site area as well as to an
adjacent public boat ramp fac111ty. I won't bore you with the details but due to administrative
errors the public access was never actually acquired by the County. In the early 1970's access
to the boat ramp and cabin site area was denied by the Three Affiliated Tribes.
Since that time, the issue of access to Mahto Bay has waxed and waned as Tribal Government
changed over the years. Jn the late 1980's the cabin owners association purchased 80 acres of
land at the south end Of Mahto Bay. That purchase gave us the potential of developing an
alternate access route into the cabin site area. Following that land purchase, Tribal officials
have not raised the issue of access to the Mathe Bay cabin site area.

This new proposal to transfer lands to the Three Affiliated Tribes is of grave concern to the
Mahto Bay Cabin Owners Association. We are not opposed to appropriate transfer of lands to
the Tribe. However we are definitely opposed to land transfers that would affect access to
developed areas within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation. While we are
encouraged by recent statements by Tribal Chairman Tex Hall that lake access would be
assured by the tribe, we remain skeptical. Past experience makes it abundantly clear that future
tribal councils are not bound by decisions made by previous tribal councils. A simple majority
vote by a subsequent tribal council can overturn commitments made by previous councils.
That is why we are requesting that public hearings be held with all parties that may be affected
by this proposal before any land transfer is considered. There are many Jong-standing issues
that can and should be resolved as a condition of land transfer to the Three Affiliated Tribes.
Our purpose is not be become an obstacle to this land transfer but to ensure that all parties that
have a stake in this decision get a full and complete hearing of their concerns.
If you have any questions or would like additional information, I may be contacted at 701-5794585.

Sincerely,

Dennis Rustan, President
Mahto Bay Cabin Owners Association

New England, ND 58647
Cabin Owners:
Bob and Ethel Wierson
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Senator Kent Conrad
Senator Byron Dorgan
Representative Earl Pomeroy
Governor John Hoeven

March 12, 2005
Colonel Jeffrey A. Bedey
Commander I District Engineer
106 South 15• Street
Omaha NE 68102-1618
Colonel Bedey:
We are aware of a request by the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation for the
return of lands currently owned and managed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers within the
boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation. Specifically the request is to return lands currently
leased by the Corps of Engineers to the Three Affiliated Tribes and lands contiguous to lands
held in trust for the tribe or lands owned in fee by the Tribe or rts members above the flood pool
elevation of 1,850 msi.
The request cites Section 206(b) for the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act, Public Law 98602, 98 Stat. 3149 as legislation that authorizes the transfer.
As you may be aware in 1992 huge portions of land currently held by the Corps of Engineers
were transferred to the Three Affiliated Tribes. That land transfer was subsequently repealed in
1994. When the land transfer took place in 1992, the transfer involved lands that were leased to
the State of North Dakota and numerous county and municipal entities. The land transfer also
included many properties leased by the Corps of Engineers to private parties. As you might
imagine, there was considerable controversy that this land transfer took place without taking into
consideration the impacts upon non-tribal entities including private property owners.
Since the reservoir was created and began filling in the early 60's there have been many issues
concerning lake access particularly within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation. I will
not enumerate those issues, but will reserve my comments as they pertain to the cottage sites
at Mahle Bay located about 5 miles Northeast of Twin Buttes, North Dakota.
As president of the Mahto Bay Cabin Owners Association, I am expressing the concern of the
cabin owners association over the potential transfer of lands to the Three Affiliated Tribes.
While we agree that there are many thousands of acres of Corps held land within the
boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reser.ration that perhaps could be transferred, vie urge caution
as you consider this issue.
We purchased our cabin site properties from the Corps of Engineers at public auction in 1961.
At the time of the auction, it was clearly stated that the Corps of Engineers had negotiated with
the Mercer County Commission to provide public access to our cabin site area as well as to an
adjacent public boat ramp fac111ty. I won't bore you with the details but due to administrative
errors the public access was never actually acquired by the County. In the early 1970's access
to the boat ramp and cabin site area was denied by the Three Affiliated Tribes.
Since that time, the issue of access to Mahto Bay has waxed and waned as Tribal Government
changed over the years. Jn the late 1980's the cabin owners association purchased 80 acres of
land at the south end Of Mahto Bay. That purchase gave us the potential of developing an
alternate access route into the cabin site area. Following that land purchase, Tribal officials
have not raised the issue of access to the Mathe Bay cabin site area.

This new proposal to transfer lands to the Three Affiliated Tribes is of grave concern to the
Mahto Bay Cabin Owners Association. We are not opposed to appropriate transfer of lands to
the Tribe. However we are definitely opposed to land transfers that would affect access to
developed areas within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation. While we are
encouraged by recent statements by Tribal Chairman Tex Hall that lake access would be
assured by the tribe, we remain skeptical. Past experience makes it abundantly clear that future
tribal councils are not bound by decisions made by previous tribal councils. A simple majority
vote by a subsequent tribal council can overturn commitments made by previous councils.
That is why we are requesting that public hearings be held with all parties that may be affected
by this proposal before any land transfer is considered. There are many Jong-standing issues
that can and should be resolved as a condition of land transfer to the Three Affiliated Tribes.
Our purpose is not be become an obstacle to this land transfer but to ensure that all parties that
have a stake in this decision get a full and complete hearing of their concerns.
If you have any questions or would like additional information, I may be contacted at 701-5794585.

Sincerely,

Dennis Rustan, President
Mahto Bay Cabin Owners Association

New England, ND 58647
Cabin Owners:
Bob and Ethel Wierson
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CC:

Senator Kent Conrad
Senator Byron Dorgan
Representative Earl Pomeroy
Governor John Hoeven

STATE'S ATTORNEY
MERCER COUNTY
P. 0. BOX39
STANTON, N.D. 58571

JAMES 0. JOHNSON

PHONE: (701) 745-3518
FAX: (701) 745-3579

STATE'S ATTORNEY
March 3, 2005

Major General Don T. Riley
Director of Civil Works
US Anny Coips of Engineers
Washington, DC .20314-1000

Re:

Garrison :pam/Lake _sakajmw·e_a,____,,

Dear Sir:

., . -

.,._--_-

Mercer Co~t}' also contai~ part of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation that includes Lake
Sakakawea Shol:eline. As such, Mercer County joins with McLean County, McKenzie County and
Dunn County to express it's concerns about the Corp of Engineers transferring land to the lbree

Affiliated Tribes.
We request the Corps to further research the ramifications of the proposed transfer and consider the
public input.

JJ/jg

cc:

Governor John Hoeven

serutl:or ByrOn Dorgan .
Senator Kent Comad
Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem
Wade Enget, Mountrail County State's Attorney
Dennis Johnson, McKenzie'County State's Attorney
Ross Sund~ Dunn County State's Attorney
Ladd R. Erickson, McLean County State's Attorney

North Dakota
May23, 2005

Honorable Governor John Hoeven
600EBoulevardAveDept.101
Bismarck, ND 58505

Dear Governor Hoeven:
The North Dakota Wildlife Federation (NDWF) is one of the State's larger conservation
organizations with members and affiliate wildlife clubs in every region of North Dakota. The
NDWF has the mission of public education and advocacy on issues of our State's natural
resources and the public's inherent rights to the use and enjoyment of those resources.
Recently the media has reported that the U.S.- Anny Corps of Engineers (corps) is
considering the transfer of thousands of acres of the public's land, including boat ramps,
recreational facilities, and wildlife management areas to the Three Affiliated Tribes (TAT). Until
the corps releases a plan detailing its intentions, NDWF is unable to comprehensively address all
of the potential issues and impacts on the public. However, at this juncture we are compelled to
ensure the following issues are considered in any land transfer plan.

1. The impact of the land transfer on the state's jurisdiction to manage fish and game
species in and around Lake Sakakawea.
During the recent legislative session, the NDWF closely monitored Senate Bill 2041
relating to the legislative abrogation of the state hunting jurisdiction over non-Indians within the
exterior boundaries of Indian reservations in North Dakota. Attorneys for TAT and other tribes
told legislators that they believed the State lacked hunting jurisdiction on tribal lands even
without the passage of SB 2041 and based their arguments on New Mexico v. Mescalero Apache
Tribe. 462 U.S. 324 (1983). In that case the Court ruled the state of New Mexico had lost its state
jurisdiction to regulate game and fish management and the hunting and fishing activities of nonIndians within the boundaries of that particular reservation. The Court used a fact-based test and
found that based on the amount of tribal land versus non tribal land within that reservation and
other factors there did not exist a significant enough state interest for New Mexico to retain its
jurisdiction.
In addition, Rep. Dawn Charging spent the sessions advocating in favor of SB 2041 on
behalf of the tribes and expressly stated that the tribes were prepared to sue the State under
Mescalero if SB 2041 was amended from the language TAT had drafted into the Bill in the
senate.
The attached attorney general's opinion discusses the relationship of Mescalero 's factbased test the courts use to detennine whether a state'sjurisdiction over hunting.and fishing
issues on reservations has been preempted by federal law.
A review of that opinion emphasizes the significance of the current land transfer
proposal. If, today, TAT sued the State under Mescalerothe State would be able to defend the
suit by, among other things, showing the judge that the state interests on the Ft. Berthold Indian
PO Box 1091 •Bismarck, North Dakota 58502 •E-mail: ndwf@ndwf.org •Fax: 701-223-4645

Office Manager: 701-222-2557 • 1-888-827-2557 •Web: www.ndwf.org

Reservation includes thousands of acres of state game management areas; thousands more acres
of public lands; and a number of public recreation areas and boat ramps. If the land transfer
proceeds as reported, the state interests are transferred, the factors under the Mescalero test would
place the State in a much weaker legal position in federal court.
Compounding this concern is the repeated efforts TAT has made to conduct commercial
fishing ventures on Lake Sakakawea. Those requests have apparently included the netting of
paddlefish for caver; the netting of walleyes for commercial sale; and requests to establish an
aqua-culture farm in Skunk Bay, which has caused concern about disease transfer from tame
walleyes to the wild population.
Therefore, given the recent threats to sue the State under Mescalero, the NDWF believes
it is paramount that state leaders understand the future on and off reservation management of the
Lake Sakakawea fishery, game, and hunting are all issues with the proposed land transfer.
2. The rights of all North Dakotans to free and open access to these lands will be changed
by the land transfer.
The NDWF is concerned by the media reports that dispute whether access to these public
lands will be impacted, and by corps statements that imply no change in the access the public
currently has to these lands. Those assertions are apparently being made without an understanding
of the significance of these lands becoming ''tribal trusf' lands.
It is the NDWF's view that the corps has a duty to ensure these lands are not changed to
tribal trust lands, or ever used for profit. We believe that Congress enacted laws to guarantee
public rights to free access and funded the purchase of some of these lands with the clear
intention that there would be public recreation as part of the operation of the Garrison Dam
project.
However, media reports and current tribal regulations clearly indicate an intent by the
TAT to profit off the public for use of these lands. Under current tribal game regulations, a nontribal member must pay $75.00 for a tribal hunting small game license; $20.00 for a tribal
waterfowl license; and a tribal land access permit to hunt on tribal trust lands. Therefore, because
the public land and game management areas will become tribal trust lands under the transfer,
there will be fees born by the public to access what is now open public land even if there is a
term-limited lease on that land that the tribe claims they will honor.
There are thousands of acres of land involved in this proposal that the corps did not
purchase or condemn from the Tribe, but from non-enrolled farmers and ranchers who were paid
$8-12 per acre for the land. It is the NDWF's understanding that these former landowners and
heirs are not being considered as a recipient of these lands and they would be required to pay the
tribal fees to access their former lands like members of the general public will be. The NDWF
believes that the corps and state leaders have a duty to prevent that eventuality.
The current TAT policy of charging tribal access fees for non-tribal members who drive
on public roads that lead to public lands, but cross tribal land, must also be considered. The
proposed transfer would create a 'seal' of tribal trust land running on both sides of the Lake at
elevation 1854. Therefore, the public will always have to pay the tribe to access, by vehicle or
foot, the thousands of acres of public lands that will lay below elevation 1854 down to the water
line. The NDWF foresees no way in which the TAT or the corps can claim this transfer will have
no or minimal impact on public access.
The TAT has asserted that they will honor existing leases on recreational areas. Leases do
not address the dramatic increase in hunting license fees that the public will face; the fact that
these leases are tenn-limited; nor the fact that not all of this land is leased.
Therefore, in the long-term there is no protection for public access and no current tribal official
can bind the actions of future tribal leaders. In ten .or twenty years, if not before, TAT could
require the public to pay a tribal outfitting business to access the lands that the public has free

access to at present. Maintaining the public ownership status of these lands is the only way the
NDWF believes that the corps can comply with its duty to maintain public recreation on these
lands.
3. Any plan to transfer lands must include proper marking of the lands on the ground.
With the jurisdictional complexities relating to public hunting, the NDWF believes the
corps has a duty to properly survey and fence the boundary of any lands that may be transferred,
and ensure the public has reasonable assess to the lands below elevation 1854 without the
requirement of obtaining tribal access permits. If the corps fails to take these actions it amounts in
practical terms of land transfer of tens of thousands of acres more that the corps is reporting
because the public cannot get to their lands without complying with tribal access fees, licenses,
and any other conditions the tribe may require. In addition, an ambiguous unmarked property line
at elevation 1854 will require the public to have both a tribe hunting license and a state license
because anyone hunting without an altimeter will not know that status of the land they are on. The
NDWF believes the corps has duty to properly mark the property lines and should be considering
the cost of doing that in developing this plan.
The issues detailed in this letter are the main preliminary concerns of the NDWF
regarding the proposed land transfer to TAT. It is unclear whether the corps has already cemented
its intention to transfer these lands and are only conducting public hearings for aesthetics. The
NDWF believes our state officials must be resolute with the corps and insist on the corps taking
their legal duties to the public seriously.
Sincerely,

Donald Baasch
President, NDWF
cc: Colonel Jeff Bedey, Cdr. Omaha Dist., USA CE, I 06 South 15th Street, Omaha, NE 681021618
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PUBLIC MEETING COMMENTS
Received During the Comment Period

Comment Submitted/Received Date(s): May 24, 2005
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May
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V, 2005

Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

1oosMcAy2~ Anon?..

Comment form
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
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of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
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May20, 2005

Subject: Return of shoreline property on Lake Sakakawea to originial owners.
I, Marie Voigt, acting with power of attorney from Lee Emery Voigt am requesting
·
shoreline on Lake Sakakawea property be returned orginal owners.

The following signatured agree with this request for return oftands lo their
rightful owners for their own families.

Thank you for your anticipated cooperation in this matter.
Sincerely yours,

7J/ffe0C?_,_;

t£J-:

Marie Rose Voigt for Lee Emery Voigt enrolled tribal member. Lee is s61'1t'ng
armed forces on acliVe duty in Iraq.
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Hau mitakuyapi. Hello my relatives.
There have been some meetings recently between the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which
built the 7 dams on the Mni Shoshe (Muddy Water, Missouri River) in the Pick-Sloan Project
in the 1950's, regarding such things as management of the water levels in the River & return of
Taken Lands to the various Indn Nations that live along Mni Shoshe & have original ''titlen to

them.
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These lands were taken from us when the dams were built, & that taking has resulted in
outrageous amounts of transgenerational trauma that continues to haunt us today. Why?
Because the taken lands were our most fertile productive lands. They are where our ancestors
are buried, by & large. Many of our most holy sites are in the Taken lands. Whether the
Nations involved are Lakota, Mandan, Hidatsa, Arikara, or .... we were not consulted or much
listened to when Washington bureaucrats put together the Pick.Sloan Project in the 1950's,
but one thing we did get was that should there be land along the Missouri that should not be
used by the Corps for managing the River's water levels, that land shall be returned to the
Indns it originally belonged to.
In 1995, 2500 acres were found to not be needed, & they were in the area belonging to the
People of the Standing Rock Reservation. When the possibility of rerum was broadcast, the
governor of the time was on the air within 10 minutes, ranting, ft •••• and I shall use every power.,
of my office to stop that return, because the people of North Dakota need that land more!"
I made that governor's life pretty uncomfortable until he finally publicly retracted the
statement. He & I have since become nbusiness friends", & he has learned to appr~iatsi-t ~
Indns, not see them as nnothing but an impediment to whatever he wants to. do'1 /.k ~
PITY that isn't the case for all people of the majority culrure!
,])~ KJ

•• ••
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Now more land has become available for repatriation to it's original tenants. This me,
People of the Three Affiliated Tribes; the Mandan, the Hidatsa, and the Arikara.
This time, the antt;retum rants are not from any politicians so far as I have heard.

e

is nothing but purely racist. It is: "The Corps should not return the land to the Indns because
there are boat ramps along the return area, & everyone knows they might: (a) close them; or (b)

(

restrict

i

~money.

~

,?ur access; or (c) charge us money to use them!

and "everyone knows lndns don't need

Let's examine these racist rants. (a) Close them? Not likely. 54 years ago when our people
~ were thrown off of our historic lands, we lived at the bottom of the economic 'heap' in
America, & loss of our historic lands to the Pick.Sloan Project cost us even more. 1be lands
...._,_,.....,
we lost were fertile & productive. The lands we were 'given1 (already our own, since we had
~
been here for some 30,000 years before Europeans began coming here in droves) were not
C\I. • .:. ...
productive. Had no water on them. In every Indn culture, water is referred to as "water of
.djVJ~ife". Nothing lives without it.
VJ~
So when the fertile lands were taken from us, we lost whatever economic basis we had, & we
~y
ook a horrendous financial, spiritual, & cultural hit.
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Over the intervening 54 years, we adjusted our cultures' economic bases to make use of the
water in the now~lakes created by the Pick.Sloan dams. We are not at all likely to close the
ramps, OR to (b) restrict access to them. They are pan of our current economic base.
1bis charge is nothing but racist duh-ism, surfacing in North Dakota yet again.
As for (c) ~charge people money to use them. In every state I've been in, there is some kind of
charge for using "public" boat ramps. It comes from direct user fees such as annual stamps or
licenses or from taxes. There ain't no free rides, people. Anywhere.
If someone argues that it was "North Dakota state money" that built the ramps, then my
response is, nlndns pay taxes in North Dakota; the money was part ours, too. We are full
citizens ofboth the so-called United States of America and of our own Nations, 'courtesy' of
the Snyder Act of 1924." The state is named after my people.i1 Sp no matt~~w 1 you look at

1t

DO;

it, it's Indn money as much as anyone's that built the ramps.~ {JiO ~~ ~ I
Using the ramps & North Dakota weather have deterioration effects on the ramps; theV are fl{l1'fl- Wtl4
going to need maintainence sooner or later, & that means Mmoney". It doesn't come to us 'out
of the sky' any more than it does to non-Indns. A user fee for boat ramps use is already
':":.~~"-happening- the administrators of those fees will simply be Indns, now, instead of whites.
~
Again, racism speaks against the return of our lands to us- no logic, ethics, showof respect in{}
racism. If you look at the word Mcrude", you will note that SOOAi of it is the word "crud". Only
racism speaks against the return of our lands to us. Nothing good.
The racists should go quietly away & contemplate the ancient teaching, "It is better to keep _:>!ij'J<</J'§jz{Jz~~
)
your mouth shut & have people think you might be a fool, than to open it & remove any
fJ
doubt." Your racist rantings shame your ancestors. Shush!
~ ~ ?/:,
The lands are ours. They should be return to whichever Indn Nation has the land in
~- ~
!JO
question within its boundaries, without further ado, according to the Treaties & to the
CLJ~
original Pick-Sloan agreements between our Sovereign Nations & the U.S. government.
~ P
Thank you for hearing me in a good way now. Mitakuye oiasin.
~
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STATEMENT OF TEX G. HALL
REGARDING THE TRANSFER OF LAKE SHORE PROPERTIES
PURSUANT TO THE
FORT BERTHOLD MINERAL RESTORATION ACT

Background History On The Lands Taken For the Garrison Reservoir Project
Two hundred years ago, the Three Affiliated Tribes. along with a remarkable young
Indian woman, Sakakawea, greeted Lewis and Clark in the early 19th century as they
made their expedition of discovery up the Missouri River and over to the Pacific coast.
Even prior to Lewis and Clark, our Tribes had lived together peacefully for hundreds of
years along the Missouri River. The Mandan Tribe particularly was agricultural, and
tended corn and other crops.
Our tribes, like all other tribes, were forced to live on reservations in the late 1800's. We
were fortunate enough to retain a spot along the Missouri River where we could maintain
to a considerable degree a self-sufficient life style by tending to our crops and livestock
on the rich bottomlands of the Missouri River. Our reservation, which straddles the
Missouri River, is approximately 1,500 square miles in size. We contently lived a1ong
the Missouri River until the early l 950's when the federal government changed our lives
forever.
Despite our protests, our council resolutions, our many trips to Washington and our tears,
our Jives were turned upside down when the Garrison Dam was completed in the early
1950's. Over I 56,000 acres of our best agricultural lands were taken from us for the
creation of the reservoir behind the dam. This vast area of prime land represented 69% of
the land needed for the reservoir and approximately 15% of our reservation. The Tribes
did not have a fair opportunity to negotiate for just compensation or to have a say in the
$12.6 million given to the Tribe by the U.S. Government as compensation for these lands.
By October 1, 1952, most of our Tribal members were forced from their homes because
of the "great flood", as many of our elders caU the formation of the reservoir, now known
as Lake Sakakawea. Our once close-knit communities were suddenly split apart and
separated by as much as 120 miles. Our rich farmland and self-sufficient lifestyle were
gone forever.
In addition to the loss of our capital ofElbowwoods and 156,000 acres of prime
agricultural land, and timber resources, our Nation lost our economic engine, entire
enterprises that sustained us, such as our lumber yard, fishing along the river and our
fishing corrals were taken away. Just as important emotionally to our people, our Nation
lost is cemeteries, many sacred sites, including sacred rocks and sacred monuments and
ceremonial grounds. These losses continue today, as we become aware of village sites
that are being eroded away by exposure and wave action and which are not being

protected because of lack of funds for such purposes within the budget of the Anny
Corps of Engineers.
These harms were finally recognized when the U.S. Department of Interior acted on years
of petitions by the Tribe for further compensation, and appointed the Garrison Unit Joint
Tribal Advisory Committee, or "JTAC". The advice of the Committee, based on its
estimates, was that the total economic losses to the Three Affiliated Tribes were between
$178.4 million to $411.8 million in 1986, adjusted for inflation. The range of losses
represented by these numbers was caused by the application of different theories of
recovery, the lower number representing a theory of economic loss, and the larger one
resting on a theory of capitalization of the infrastructure lost in the flood.
The General Accounting Office and the U.S. Department of Interior disagreed with the
estimates provided in the JTAC Report These estimates, the GAO stated in its
testimony in the April 12, 1991 hearing, were based on faulty assumptions about the
income of Tribal members, what the economic activity of the Tribe and its members was
before the dam and the anticipated economic activity after the dam. So the GAO ended
up recommending that the amount of compensation be based on an investment at a
corporate rate of the amount the Tribe had indicated in 1949 that it wanted as
compensation for the lands flooded, including individually owned lands, which was $22
million. It then calculated what that amount would be worth based on investment at
corporate bond rates from 1949 to the date ofit<> report. and came up with the final figure
for compensation of$149.2 million for the Three Affiliated Tribes within the "Three
Affiliated Tribes and Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Equitable Compensation Act of 1992",
(Title XX.XV of a much larger bill, P.L. 102-575). The Tribes have never agreed with
methodology used by the GAO in determining this final figure.
The compensation did not cover lands not needed for project purposes. In addition to
actual monetary compensation, the JTAC Commission recommended that the United
States fulfill its many promises which included that the United States Government make
a final determination concerning: 1) lands not needed for project purposes, and 2) the
development of shoreline recreation potential. (JTAC Report, Referenced in Report 102267, Calendar No. 432, March 31, 1992, accompanying the Equitable Compensation Act)
(emphasis added). The U.S. made a solemn promise to return the lands not needed for
the Garrison Dam project and the JTAC Committee recognized and confirmed this
promise and recommended that the United States finally fulfill it.

Fulfilling the United States' Promise To Return Lands Not Needed For Project
Pu moses.
Since these lands were first taken from the Tribe for the Project over a half century ago,
the Three Affiliated Tribes has attempted to recover lands that are in "excess" of those
needed for the Project. There is no question that the Corps may transfer these lands to
the Secretary of Interior to be held in trust for the Tribes. Section 206(b) of the Fort
Berthold Mineral Restoration Act, Public Law 98-602, 98 Stat 3149, provides:
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The Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the Interior may enter into
agreements under which any land within the exterior boundaries of the
reservation acquired by the United States for the construction.
maintenance. or operation of the Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project that
is no longer needed for such purposes is declared to be held by the United
States in trust for the benefit of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort
Berthold Reservation.
This law clearly provides independent authority for the Corps to transfer Garrison Project
lands to the Secretary for the benefit of the Tribe. Please note that the transfer of these
lands is not from the Corps to the Tribes, but from the Corps to the United States
Department of Interior. In other words, this transfer is simply a transfer from one federal
department to another federal department.
I would like to add that I am disappointed in some public comments that the Tribes deny
or has denied access to the lake. These comments are totally false as the Tribes have
never denied access. To the contrary. the Tribes have actually condemned land at Mahto
Bay to provide access to the public. We intend to improve access through the
development of improved roads and related infrastructure.
The Tribes requested the Corps to transfer the excess lands to the United States Secretary
of Interior to be held in trust for the Tribes in May of 2004. The Tribes seek the return of
the above categories of lands that are at or above the maximum flood pool elevation
(1,854 msl). Further, the Tribes will agree to reasonable and necessary easements for
lake access for Project purposes and will recognize existing easements and right-of-ways.
The dialogue concerning the Tribes and Corps concerning this request has taken one
whole year and has brought us to where we are at today. The Corps has informed the
State of North Dakota and the public concerning the Tribes' request to transfer the excess
lands and has set up a "three phase" process concerning the proposed transfer that I
believe allows for maximum input from the State and the public.
Tue first phase of this process has begun. Tue meetings the week of May 23, 2005 are
the first public meetings to be held on the proposed transfer. Meetings will be held in
Bismarck, Dickenson and Williston, North Dakota on May 23, 24 & 25 respectively.
These meetings are being held to obtain the public's comments, questions, and concerns.
The Three Affiliated Tribes will have a representative at all of these meetings. The
purpose of the Tribes attendance will be to genuinely listen to the public and to hear and
understand their concerns. The Tribal representatives attending these meetings will bring
the public's concerns and comments back to the Tribes so that they can be discussed and
addressed by the Tribal government. As a matter of policy, the Tribes will not respond to
questions, comments or concerns at these public meetings. However, that we may choose
to clarify certain statements made at these meetings and we reserve the right to make
formal responses to written requests or comments.
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As a matter of policy, the Tribes will not respond to questions, comments or concerns at
these public meetings. The Tribes will limit its responses to written responses in order to
insure that all responses reflect the intent and understanding of the Tribal Business
Council.
The first round of meetings will result in an Effects Report that will be developed by the
Corps. The Effects Report will include the publics' comments, questions, and concerns.
As stated earlier, the Tribes' intend to respond to any comments, questions and concerns
specifically directed at the Tribes and have these responses included in the Effects
Report. The Effects Report will then be made available for public comment and another
round of public meetings will be held.
Finally, a Memorandum of Agreement will be developed by the Corps and the
Department of Interior with input from the Tribes and other stakeholders. This MOA
will also be made available to the public and a last round of public meetings will be held.
The Three Affiliated Tribes will cooperate with this process and participate in all of the
meetings. The Tribes encourage all stakeholders to participate in the process and
meetings.
Finally, I would like to close this statement by saying that the transfer process is at its
early stages. Like many of you, the Tribes have many questions concerning the transfer.
The Tribes recognize and understand that many of you are fearful of the proposed
transfer. Rest assured that the Tribes are well aware of the economic and recreational
interests that concern many of you. Please also understand that the Tribes do not have
any desire to obstruct your interests as we recognize that it is in the Tribes' best interest
to promote economic activity on and around lake Sakakawea. In fact, I would like to
share some facts with you that demonstrate our commitment to economic development on
the Fort Berthold Reservation and the Great State of North Dakota;
1. We will be the hosting the National Lewis and Clark Bicentennial
Commemoration in the summer of 2006. We are happy to be hosting this
as there are only 15 of these events throughout the United States. We are
hopeful that this event will highlight the immense contributions of the
Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara Nation to our great country. All of this wil1
be highlighted in our new Cultural and Interpretive Center which will be
under construction this summer and will be completed by the summer of
2006.
2. Our Tribe worked with the State of North to Dakota to obtain funding for
the construction of the new Four Bears Bridge project. This beautiful
bridge should be completed this coming October and will be a landmark
destination for anyone interested in scenic and historical sights. This
bridge will serve as a metaphor for our Tribe bridging both the past and
our future, and will highlight many cultural aspects of the Mandan,
Hidatsa and Arikara Tribes for the benefit of generations to come.
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3. We have made substantial investments in the 4 Bears Casino in the past
few years as we have added an events center and 60 more hotel rooms.
We are just finishing a major renovation and expansion of the gaming
floor and administrative section of the Casino to provide better services to
our customers.
4. We have been striving to work with the North Dakota Game and Fish
Department to settle our jurisdictional differences to enhance hunting
opportunities for non-Indians on our reservation. During this past
legislative session, we worked vigorously in support of S. 204 t passed by
the legislature and signed by the Governor that will allow non-Indian
hunters to hunt on our reservation without having to require a State
license. We believe that this new law will result in economic benefits to
the State as well as the Tribe.
I promise all of you that the Tribes will keep an open mind and heart in regard to all of
your comments, concerns and questions. In return, I ask is that you also commit to
attending these meetings with an open mind and heart and give this public process a
chance to succeed. We should avoid a "rush to judgment" on the proposed transfer until
we have all had time to digest the comments, concerns and questions posed by the public.
If we do not surrender to our biases, preconceived notions or ill-conceived assumptions,
and instead approach this process with tolerance and respect for one another, I am
confident that we will develop solutions that address all of our needs and that a "bridge of
trust" between the Tribes and all the stakeholders of Lake Sakakawea will result.
On behalf of the MHA Nation, I ask that all people, both Indian and non-Indian, commit
to this process, with respect and an open mind, and finally to trust each other so we can
move forward together on a this land transfer that has taken over 52 long years. To me,
tomorrow means the next 50 years, and that it brings a better day for all of our people and
our children.
Thank you!
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Good Evening my name is John H Danks; I am an enrolled
member of the TAT. I graduated from high school in 1949 I spent
my entire youth on the Fort Berthold Reservation. I have very
good memories our life before the Garrison Dam. In 1952 I
crossed the Four Bears Bridge on Highway 8 for the last time on
my way to get on a train in route to the Korean War. When I
returned home early in 1954 Elbowoods was gone forever along
with the other reservation communities of Sanish, Independence,
Lucky Mound, Charging Eagle, Red Butte, Nishu, Shell Creek and
Beaver Creek. However, before I share my memories with you, I
feel it is important that I explain why we the members of TAT
have come to place a high value on the recovering of lakeshore
properties within the boundaries of our reservation from the Corps
of Engineers.

Soon after Christopher Columbus discovered the North American
continent people from Europe began immigrating to the United
States by the boatloads. Today we have the Statue Of Liberty
comemerating this memorable event. Coupled with this
immigration there was out-migration of the Native Americans from
east to west. By the l 8001h century, my ancestors finally settled in
this region. The purchase of the Louisiana Territory was the
I

beginning of the formal taking of our homelands by the United
States government. When Louis and Clark came up the Missouri
River they wintered with my ancestors. The expedition witnessed
native people well organized who generously shared their homes,
resources and knowledge such as plants that had medicinal
properties with members of the expedition.

In 1851, the US government negotiated the "Fort Laramie Treaty"
with members of the TAT recognizing our West and East
boundaries as the Powder River and the Missouri River. This
Territory involved approximately 12 million acres. Through a
series of executive orders beginning in 1870 and legislation ending
in 1910 with the Homestead Act reduced the trust lands within our
reservation to approximately 700,000 acres. Soon thereafter, the
BIA began a policy referred as a "Forced Fee Patent" issuing fee
patents to Native Americans who had some abilities to read and
speak the English language. Many of my ancestors lost their
allotments due to taxes. As a result, BIA later discontinued this
policy. Then the Pick Sloan project found another way to take an
additional 156,000 acres in the early 1950's. Due to all of these
past takings' of our land base, we as a people, place a high value in
regaining ownership of these small tracks of lands in the center of
our reservation.
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Before our lands were flooded for the Garrison Dam, the federal
government initiated a study of the quality of life and our natural
resources along the River. It was the federal governments own
studies that coined the phrase that these bottomlands served as our
"Economic Engine". Our quality of life along the Missouri River
often equaled or surpassed that of our white neighbors. Before the
Dam, ninety-five (95%) percent of our members made their living
farming and ranching. We were totally self-sufficient with a
quality school system up and down the river. We had a wellestablished road system and wagon trails that we could travel in all
types of weather. We owned a sawmill, flourmill, hospital,
telephone system and our own financial system. We had an ink:ind cattle re-lending program and a corporate credit program
where we could borrow funds to buy machinery, seeds, supplies
and school loans. We were the model of economic development of
the Indian Tribes of the Great Plains. We have lost so much
because of this Garrison Dam. It has totally destroyed our
economy and our way of life. This is the reasons we feel the
United States Government must fulfill its promise to return lands
no longer needed for project purposes.
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I understand how some individuals may be fearful of the proposed
transfer but I am concerned by comments made on KCGB radio
this past Saturday. A gentlemen by the name of Mr. Erickson
indicated he feared the transfer of these few tracks of land would
limit public access to the recreation sites within the boundaries of
the Fort Berthold Reservation. I do not understand the basis for
these comments. Our neighbors do not need to have to fear access
to these recreation sites as all of the recreational sites have public
access today as I speak. Land held in trust by the federal
government, whether the Department of Army or the Department
of Interior, is subject to very similar regulations governing rightof-ways and easements that protect the public. As an attorney, Mr.
Erickson should know this. Many of our neighbors have leased
tribal lands for many years and we have never blocked their access
to the lake.

In closing, we seek the support of our neighbors in return of
these few tracks of land as they are in the center of our reservation
and the transfer will fulfill one of the solemn promises the federal
government made to us in taking 156,000 of our prime agricultural
land and destroying our nine communities.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and conunents on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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ND Parks and Recreation Department comments 5124105
COE Potential Land Transfer of Project Lands to Tribal Trust - Fort Berthold
The premise of the Corps of Engineers (COE) that recreation areas (lands) within the
boundaries of Fort Berthold Reservation are "not necessary for the operation of the
Garrison Dam and reservoir are flawed. Recreation is an authorized use of the project
with documented economic values to the tourism industry conservatively in the $80-100
million range.
Infening recreation is not a necessary purpose in context of management and operation of
reservoir within the boundaries of the reservation but is an authorized use of reservoir
waters on all other project lands is a difficult concept for management partners and
especially for the using public to comprehend. Two standards are not acceptable.
A master planning process is currently underway to evaluate and explore the current and
anticipated land uses to update a 25 year old plan. We are excited that this long over due
process is now lUlderway. This process recognizes the authorized purpose of recreation
as an "operational component" of lands within the Garrison Project. Evaluation of the
entire reservoir resources from Riverdale to Williston is being conducted by stakeholders,
an appropriate evaluation of reservoir lands as a whole. It would appear that the COE is
ignoring the value of this planning effort by considering this proposed transfer in advance
of the master plan outcome.
The Fort Berthold Reservation boundary contains 13 recreation area's out of36 total sites
along the shores of Lake Sakakawea. These 13 sites are located within a 60 mile corridor
of the 180 mile reservoir with 6 recreation area's under non-Indian management througy
lease agreements with the COE and three of the 13 areas under COE management.
Development within the six non-Indian leased recreation areas has been accomplished by
local, private, state and federal costs in excess of$1 million dollars. Proposing to transfer
the 6 non-Indian managed sites to Interior under Tribal Trust jeopardizes private business
ventures. Public access questions remain unanswered as do prior landownership.
For example, Indian Hills and Pouch Point Recreation Area's were developed in 1984
with Land and Water Conservation Funds, an NPS recreation facility grant program. New
Town Marina also received grant funds for development of that property. Requirements
of this federal grant program mandate sponsors of these recreation sites to maintain
public use of the developed property in perpetuity. Failure to do so requires a conversion
of use which obligates the sponsor to replacement of equal or greater outdoor recreation
values elsewhere within the state of North Dakota.
Indian Hills Recreation Area has been under a private family operation (20 years by
initial operators) with management transferred in 2004 to their children. The lease for the
area expires in 2009 which poses concern to these young operators planning for a long
term career. Their business/career goal is uncertain. The objective would be an
assurance of 30 years to look forward to in future operations of the Recreation Area.

ND Parks and Recreation Department comments 5/24/05
Uncertainty on a lease extension at Indian Hills, under Interior/Tribal Trust, as proposed
is warranted since a request for amending the current 80 acre recreation lease, adding 80
acres was held up by Tribal government for 5 months. Operation under such process or
uncertainty is not conducive to prudent business planning for a seasonal resort operation.
The original 80 acres leased from the COE for development of Indian Hills Recreation
Area was purchased fee title from the State of North Dakota. The 80 acres recently
added to the lease was owned by the current operator's parents, who sold it to the Corps.
How can the COE consider transfer of land acquired in fee title from non-Indians to the
Department of Interior for placement in Tribal Trust? If transfer is proposed, this area
and likely nwnerous other lands should be conveyed to the prior owners rather than the
blanket transfer to Tribal Trust on the basis of Three Affiliated Tribes request. Ifthe
Corps indicates they do not have the authority for this approach to transfer then they
should leave the lands under their jurisdiction.
Family and privately run business, including local and county run operations that include
public investments are in an uncertain arena. What does their future hold and what does
the proposed action do to continued investment in infrastructure? These questions and
many others need answers to ensure continued care, maintenance and improvements
continue for public access and recreation experiences.
The COE, whether we agree with their management approach or policies, are a known
entity with a history known to all management partners. Agencies and local partners
have no history with Interior's approach to management of recreation resources. This
unknown poses again an uncertainty to access, management, lease extensions,
investments, weed control and assurance for a long term public value.
Transfer of this central resource of Lake Sakakawea jeopardizes tourism values of these
resource areas -The probability of economic loss to localities and the state as a whole are
real and serious matters that require careful and thorough analysis.
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Colonel Jeffrey Bedey
Corrunander, Omaha District
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers
106 South 15th Street
Omaha, NE 68102-1618

Dear Colonel Bedey:
As the Corps begins the public hearing process with regard to the proposed
transfer of lands to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, I would like to take this opportunity to
express concerns the state has with the proposed transfer.
These issues are with the Corps' authority to transfer land equitably under the
Fort Berthold J\.fineral Restoration Act, and whether any transfer will result in the Corps
abdicating its responsibility to maintain recreation as an authorized pmpose of the
Garrison darn and reservoir project.
Under the r'viissouri River Master Manual and law, the Corps has an obligation to
maintain and support recreation as an authorized project purpose. Yet, citing a 1984 law
dealing with mineral restoration, you propose to transfer land and abandon your
responsibility to maintain recreation on Lake Sakakawea. In so doing, you are reversing
the Corps' long-held position that recreation must be maintained on Lake Sakakawea.
It is imperative that recreation be considered as a project purpose that must be
maintained, and land should not be transferred if it is needed for recreational purposes
or for access to recreational lands. It is equally important that the Corps not walk away
from its responsibility to maintain recreation as part of its operation of the Missouri
River system
Recreation is an authorized system project purpose, one that has "grown beyond
original expectations". Missouri River Master Manual. 2004. It is of vital interest to the
State of North Dakota, and to the thousands of recreational visitors to Lake Sakakawea
every year.
600 E Boulevard Ave
Bismarck, ND 58505-0001
Phone: 701.328.2200
Fax: 701.328.2205
www.discovernd.com

Colonel Jeffrey Bedey
Page 2
May 24, 2005

When the Corps considered a transfer of lands to Three Affiliated Tribes in
1994, it stated that the "two guiding purposes in transferring lands are to ensure the
transfers are as equitable as possible to all interests and to ensure that the authorized
project purposes are maintained. Those purposes are flood control, navigation,
hydropower, fish and wildlife habitat, and recreation." Public Information Paper
Transfer of Lands at Lake Sakakawea and Lake Oahe. issued October 11, 1994.
Frankly, if the Corps intends to consider transferring land around the lake, you
need specific federal legislation to authorize it. That legislation must expressly affirm
the Corps' responsibility to maintain recreation on the lake, and access to the lake, as
well.

Furthermore, it must address the rights of all beneficial property owners and
leaseholders. Everyone who has an interest in these lands must be treated fairly,
whether they are tribal members or non-native, public or private, landowner or
leaseholder. Until you can assure fair and equal treatment to all, you should not move
forward with a transfer.
Finally, any legislation and subsequent transfer must include conditions that
guarantee access to Lake Sakakawea for the general public, as well as landowners around
the lake. The following conditions should be part of any transfer of lands:
•
•
•
•

Transferred property should be described by metes and bounds to avoid
future misunderstandings or disputes.
Public access to any land that requires crossing trust land should be
guaranteed in the transfer documents, and not left to later agreement.
Public access should be perpetual and free of charge.
Proposed use of transferred land should be compatible with neighboring
developments and existing uses.

Thank you for your consideration of these proposals, as well as those that will be
raised by the public during the hearing process.
Sincerely,

J
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Garrison Project Lands within the Fort Berthold Reservation
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•

The proposal is contrary to the mission of the state Game and Fish Department. We cannot
envision any non-tribal public benefits if this proposal goes through.

•

Recreation is a project purpose. Why does the Corps consider these "surplus" lands since
recreation is a recognized purpose of the project?

•

The transfer of Corps land above 1,854 within Fort Berthold Reservation will affect the public's
use of 780 miles of shoreline, almost 49 percent of Garrison Reservoir's shoreline.

•

The state would lose all of its investments made over the years on the wildlife management
areas and public access recreation areas, which amounts to hundreds of thousands of dollars in
maintaining boat ramps, building facilities and roads, and creating wildlife habitat. Total
expenditures of federal aid, state and local funds on boating access facilities within the
proposed land transfer is more than $1.8 million. Total expenditures related to wildlife
management areas is $613,000, for a total of about $2.4 million in direct development costs (not
including annual operations and maintenance costs).

•

If WMAs are lost, Game and Fish would no longer pay property taxes for those areas and
counties would Jose money. 2004 in lieu of tax payments for the affected areas was about
$17 ,600. This figure does not include federal payments in lieu of taxes to counties.

•

We are concerned that this transfer could be another step toward tribal control of the entire river
and its fishery within the reservation boundaries.

•

Currently this public land is accessible fOr free; with transfer it may still be accessible, but the
public would have to pay to access their public land and resources.

•

There is potential for misunderstanding and resulting conflicts among the public regarding
possible Corps/tribal land boundaries, and based on past experiences, Game and Fish will likely
be called in to resolve disputes. Wardens would likely be required to obtain access pennission.

•

Wardens may be shut off from accessing public shoreline and public waters for fishing, boating
and hunting enforcement patrol, as well as response to public safety, i.e. boating accidents and
search and rescue.

•

Concern with the Corps/tribes leases for wildlife management areas. Even if leases were
renewed, land would be tribal trust land that would require non·tribal members to purchase tribal
licenses to hunt on WMAs. This is not a situation we would want to get into. Even if leases were
offered, Game and Fish probably would not accept and manage for the tribe's benefit, as
effective August 1, 2005, state licenses are no longer required or valid on Indian lands. In order
to hunt on these state WMAs, an individual would be required to have a tribal license.

•

May have to pay back to the Fish and Wildlife Service part of the federal aid money that was
invested in WMAs.

•

Loss of WMAs could be a major loss to public hunting opportunity, and could also close off
access to thousands of acres of Corps land currently below 1,854 that is currently open to
hunting.

•

Public would likely lose free boat launching access on recreation areas paid for largely with
money contributed by anglers and boaters (the public).

•

Game and Fish could potentially lose federal aid and state licensing dollars because of
decreased fishing related purchases, and declining license sales because of reduced access
opportunities on Lake Sakakawea. The middle portion of the lake, including all water bordered

by the Fort Berthold Reservation, typically accounts for more than 50 percent of the total fishing
effort on Sakakawea.

•

The average fishing effort within the reservation boundaries is more than 700,000 angler days
and 11-14 percent of that effort is from nonresidents.

•

Fisheries workers could be denied access to the water in Parshall BayNan Hook Arm region
which is one of the primary walleye spawning grounds in the entire lake. In some years, lack of
opportunity to spawn walleyes at Parshall Bay could negatively impact future walleye fisheries
statewide.

•

Other fisheries management operations such as tagging projects and population surveys in the
middle section of Lake Sakakawea would also be difficult if Game and Fish was denied boat
launching access.

•

If all the current public boat launching facilities became fee areas, use of other recreation areas
on the lake would increase, possibly causing further crowding at ramps and higher than normal
pressure on fish populations on the east and west ends of the lake.

This is a bad proposal for most of the citizens of North Dakota and should not go forward.

EXPENDITURES ON BOATING ACCESS FACILITIES WITHIN THE BOUNDARY OF FT. BERTHOLD RESERVATION
(FEDERAL AID, STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS)

TOTAL
BEAVER BAY

$ 32,184.10

MCKENZIE BAY

$317,555.86

SKUNK BAY

$ 39,276.13

NEW TOWN MARINA

$267,915.56

SANISH BAY (AFTEM SITE)

$ 73,837.00

REUNION BAY

$11,192.00

LITTLEFIELD

$1,700.00

VAN HOOK ARM'

$678,471.28

PARSHALL BAY

$225,918.69

DEEPWATER

$ 72,878.01

INDIAN HILLS

$135.699,98
$1,856,628.40
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' middle 1/3rd is from Little Missouri Arm to Four Bears Bridge; does not include an addiaonal 20-25 miles of reservation
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boundary waters in the lower region.
middle 1/3rd plus 30°/o of lower region; total estimate for area within reservation boundary
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2004 In Lieu of Tax Payments
for WMA lands within the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation

Deepwater (Mclean Co.)
Van Hook (Mclean)

Van Hook WMA (Mountrail Co.)

6794.43
$466.50
$7,260.93
$10,395.12

Hille WMA (Mercer Co.)

$1.69/ac. for 50 acres

$84.50

These are the amounts paid to the counties after deducting $.75/ac. for Federal PILT payment

WMA Developments and Capital Assets
(1955 - 2004)

The following are development costs associated with capital assets on the Game and Fish
Department leased and managed Wildlife Management Areas within the boundaries of
Fort Berthold Reservation from 1955 to 2004. Some of these developments are related to
enhancement and protection of wildlife populations and their habitats. Others are key
elements in providing and facilitating public access.

VanHookWMA
• 61.39roilesoffence
•
•
•
•

Sub-total

$208,726.00
$150,705.30
$51,203.00
$5, 720.00
$6,600.00
$422,954.00

Sub-total

$99,960.00
$65,866.00
$19,056.00
$2,480.00
$3 000.00
$190,362.00

Total

$613,316.00

295.5 acres of trees
1428.76 acre herbaceous cover
572 boundary/regulatory signs
22 routed wood entrance signs

Deepwater Creek WMA
• 29.4 miles offence
• 129.15 acres of trees
• 569.2 acre herbaceous cover
• 248 boundary/regulatory signs
• l 0 routed wood entrance signs
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•

The proposal is contrary to the mission of the state Game and Fish Department. We cannot
envision any non-tribal public benefits if this proposal goes through.

•

Recreation is a project purpose. Why does the Corps consider these "surplus" lands since
recreation is a recognized purpose of the project?

•

The transfer of Corps land above 1,854 within Fort Berthold Reservation will affect the public's
use of 780 miles of shoreline, almost 49 percent of Garrison Reservoir's shoreline.

•

The state would lose all of its investments made over the years on the wildlife management
areas and public access recreation areas, which amounts to hundreds of thousands of dollars in
maintaining boat ramps, building facilities and roads, and creating wildlife habitat. Total
expenditures of federal aid, state and local funds on boating access facilities within the
proposed land transfer is more than $1.8 million. Total expenditures related to wildlife
management areas is $613,000, for a total of about $2.4 million in direct development costs (not
including annual operations and maintenance costs).

•

If WMAs are lost, Game and Fish would no longer pay property taxes for those areas and
counties would Jose money. 2004 in lieu of tax payments for the affected areas was about
$17 ,600. This figure does not include federal payments in lieu of taxes to counties.

•

We are concerned that this transfer could be another step toward tribal control of the entire river
and its fishery within the reservation boundaries.

•

Currently this public land is accessible fOr free; with transfer it may still be accessible, but the
public would have to pay to access their public land and resources.

•

There is potential for misunderstanding and resulting conflicts among the public regarding
possible Corps/tribal land boundaries, and based on past experiences, Game and Fish will likely
be called in to resolve disputes. Wardens would likely be required to obtain access pennission.

•

Wardens may be shut off from accessing public shoreline and public waters for fishing, boating
and hunting enforcement patrol, as well as response to public safety, i.e. boating accidents and
search and rescue.

•

Concern with the Corps/tribes leases for wildlife management areas. Even if leases were
renewed, land would be tribal trust land that would require non·tribal members to purchase tribal
licenses to hunt on WMAs. This is not a situation we would want to get into. Even if leases were
offered, Game and Fish probably would not accept and manage for the tribe's benefit, as
effective August 1, 2005, state licenses are no longer required or valid on Indian lands. In order
to hunt on these state WMAs, an individual would be required to have a tribal license.

•

May have to pay back to the Fish and Wildlife Service part of the federal aid money that was
invested in WMAs.

•

Loss of WMAs could be a major loss to public hunting opportunity, and could also close off
access to thousands of acres of Corps land currently below 1,854 that is currently open to
hunting.

•

Public would likely lose free boat launching access on recreation areas paid for largely with
money contributed by anglers and boaters (the public).

•

Game and Fish could potentially lose federal aid and state licensing dollars because of
decreased fishing related purchases, and declining license sales because of reduced access
opportunities on Lake Sakakawea. The middle portion of the lake, including all water bordered

by the Fort Berthold Reservation, typically accounts for more than 50 percent of the total fishing
effort on Sakakawea.

•

The average fishing effort within the reservation boundaries is more than 700,000 angler days
and 11-14 percent of that effort is from nonresidents.

•

Fisheries workers could be denied access to the water in Parshall BayNan Hook Arm region
which is one of the primary walleye spawning grounds in the entire lake. In some years, lack of
opportunity to spawn walleyes at Parshall Bay could negatively impact future walleye fisheries
statewide.

•

Other fisheries management operations such as tagging projects and population surveys in the
middle section of Lake Sakakawea would also be difficult if Game and Fish was denied boat
launching access.

•

If all the current public boat launching facilities became fee areas, use of other recreation areas
on the lake would increase, possibly causing further crowding at ramps and higher than normal
pressure on fish populations on the east and west ends of the lake.

This is a bad proposal for most of the citizens of North Dakota and should not go forward.
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2004 In Lieu of Tax Payments
for WMA lands within the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation

Deepwater (Mclean Co.)
Van Hook (Mclean)

Van Hook WMA (Mountrail Co.)

6794.43
$466.50
$7,260.93
$10,395.12

Hille WMA (Mercer Co.)

$1.69/ac. for 50 acres

$84.50

These are the amounts paid to the counties after deducting $.75/ac. for Federal PILT payment

WMA Developments and Capital Assets
(1955 - 2004)

The following are development costs associated with capital assets on the Game and Fish
Department leased and managed Wildlife Management Areas within the boundaries of
Fort Berthold Reservation from 1955 to 2004. Some of these developments are related to
enhancement and protection of wildlife populations and their habitats. Others are key
elements in providing and facilitating public access.

VanHookWMA
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Sub-total

$208,726.00
$150,705.30
$51,203.00
$5, 720.00
$6,600.00
$422,954.00

Sub-total

$99,960.00
$65,866.00
$19,056.00
$2,480.00
$3 000.00
$190,362.00

Total

$613,316.00
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JUNE 21, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT C-0MMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

·~

:>.•

\,,,.

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in room
485, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Mark Andrews (chairman
of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Andrews and Burdick.
Staff present: Paul Alexander, staff director; Peter S. Taylor,
general counsel; Max Richtman, minority staff director; and Lynn
Toledo, secretary.
.
Senator ANDREWS. The hearing will come to order.
Good morning. My apologies for being late. We were· in session
until 4 o'clock this morning. That did not ·bother anything, but I
had a 9:30 meeting .this morning on military warranties which we
just passed last night; and meeting with a number of people, we did
not get out of that one until we were late here.
Our hearing concerns two bills involving my home State of
North Dakota. The first bill, S. 2480, was introduced on behalf of
the Three Affiliated Tribes by Senator Burdick and myself. It is designed to restore mineral rights to the tribes in what is known as
the corps taking· area in Lake Sak:a.k.awea behind Garrison Dam.
Approximately 154,000 acres of lake bottom are affected.
A number of complex issues have been raised with this bill
which will need to be resolved. Some of these issues, however, con·
cern matters not related to mineral restoration, but are jurisdic·
tional matte.rs between the Fort Berthold Indians and their non·
Indian neighbors.
While today's hearing will focus on issues pertinent to S. 2480,
let me assure everyone that these other matters have been and
.continue to be of concern to me. Our committee staff has been to
the State three times over the past year to meet with folks in the
area about this bill, as well as the other issues. These meetings will
continue and I hope to see the .kind Of p:r:ogn'!ss that will produce
solutions.
The other bill we will consider today is S. 2663 which was intro.
duced by Senator Arninor and Senator Pressler. It provides a specif.
ic inheritance code. for the Lake Traverse Indian Reservation, also
located in part of North Dakota.
Before we proceed with our witnesses, without objection, I will
place a copy of S. 2480 and S. 2663 in the hearing record.
[The bills follow,]
(!)
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(1) were acquired by the United States for the

2

construction, operation, or maintenance of the Garrison

3

Dam and Reservoir Project, and

S.2480
i

I

To declare th&t the mineral right1 in eert.ain land.!! acquired by the Unikld Ste,tes
in connection with the Ofl.l'ri!on Dam and Reaervok Project ~ held in tro1t
for the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort BertPold fuiservation, and for

4

(2) are not described in subsection (b),

5 are hereby declared to be held in trust by the United States

othot purpo1m1.

6 for the benefit and use of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the
7 Fort Berthold Reservation.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

8

M.uwu 27 (legislative day, MABcH 26), 1984

(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shttll not apply with

9 respect to-

lfr, ANDBBws (lo~ himself and Mr. BUBDiox) introdueiW the following bill; which
WU rea.d twice and referred to the Select Committee on lndiD.11 AHairs

A BILL
To declare that the mineral rights in certain lands acquired by

10

(1) lands located in Township 152 North or

11

Township 151 North of Range 93 West of the 5th

12

principal meridian which lie east of the former Missouri

13

River, and

14

(2) lands located in any of the following town-

15

ships: Township 152 North and Township 151 North

16

of Range 92 West of the 5th principal meridian;

17

Township 152 North and Township 151 North of

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repreaenta-

18

Range 91 West of the 5th principal meridian; Town-

2 tivea of the United States of America in Congre.ss assembled,

19

ship 152 North and Township 151 North of Range 90

8EOTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Fort Berth-

20

West of the 5th principal meridian; Township 152

21

North, Township 151 North, Township 150 North, and

22

Township 149 North of Range 89 West of the 5th

the United States in connection with the Garrison Dam and
Reservoir Project are held in trust for the Three Affiliated
Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation, and for other
purposes.

1

8

4 old Reservation Mineral Restoration Act".

·. 5.

~ :,~'6

SEc. 2. (e.) Subject to the provisions of this Act, all
:ininElral interests .in the lands located within the exterior

" ~~~ff', -bo~6s of the Fort Berthold India.n Reservation whichJ,,_,,

. :+~i{t· --

,/
,I

23

principal meridian; Township 152 North, Township

24

151 North, Township 150 North, and Township 149

.'

25

North of Range 88 West of the 5th principttl meridian;

,- j

~r·~\':

··-··
,.

;.

4

5
4

1

and Township 152 North, Township 151 North, Town-

1

permit, or contract prior to the date of enactment of

2

ship 150 North, and Township 149 North of Range 87

2

this Act and such holder or party exercises such right

s

West of the 5th principal meridian.

s

of renewal or extension.

4

SEc. 8. Any exploration, development, production, or

4

(c) All rentals, royalties, and other payments with re-

5 extraction of minerals conducted with respect to any mineral

5 spect to any mineral interest described in section 2(a.) accru-

6 interest described in section 2(a) shall be conducted in ac-

6 ing to the United States after the date of enactment of this

7 cordance with such regulations as the Secretary of the Army

7 Act shall be held in trust by the United States for the benefit

8 shall prescribe in order to-

8 and use of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold

9

9 Reservation.

(1) protect the Garrison Dam and Reservoir, or

10

(2) carry out the purposes of the Garrison Dam

11

and Reservoir Project.

11

12

SEC. 4. (a) Nothing in this Act shall deprive any person

12

13 (other than the United States) of any right, interest, or claim

18

14 which such person ma.y have in any minerals prior to the

14

15 enactment of this Act.

15

(1) by striking out "such Conner Indian land" and
inserting in lieu thereof "such land",
(2) by striking out "Subject" in the first sentence

and inserting in lieu thereof "That (a) subject", and
(S) by adding at the end thereof the following new

16

subsection:

17 license, permit, or contract with respect to any mineral inter-

17

"(b) Subsection (a) shall not apply with respect to any ~

18 est described in section 2(a) e.fter the date of enactment of

18 lands described in section 2(b) of the Fort Berthold Roserva-

19 this Act only if-

19 ti on Mineral Restoration Act.".

20

(1) the governing body of the Three Affiliated

20

21

Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation approves of

21 tary of the Interior may enter into agreements for the trans-

22

such renewal or extension, or

22 fer to the United States of any !&Dd located near the Ga,rrlson

;.·.

SEC. 6. (a) The Secretary of the Anny and the Secre-

(2) the bolder of such lease, license, or permit or

28 Dam and Reservoir Project which is held in trust for the

a party to such contract (other than the United States)

24 benefit of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold

28

,.,,;·,.'

SEC. 5. Public Law 87-695 is amended-

(b) The United States may renew or extend any lease,

16

\

10

- . {$.~::lili,: ihe' 'right· to
0

-'!'

renew or extend such lease, license,

7

6

II

5
1' Reservation or any individual Indian if such agreement is
98TH CONGRESS

2 approved-

2D SESSION

3

4

(1) in the case of land held for the benefit of such

tribes, by the governing body of such tribes, or

5

(2) in the case of land held for the benefit of any

6

individual Indian, by the individual or individuals hold-

7

ing a majority of the beneficial interest in such land.

8 Any land transferred to the United States under the preced-

9 ing sentence shall be treated as land acquired for the oper-

S.2663

Pertaining to the inheritance of tru&t or restricted la.nd on the Lake Tre.Vl.lne
Indian Reeerv&tion, Nort.h Dakota a.nd South Dakot&, a.nd for other purposet.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
LY 10 Oegisl11.tive day, APRIL SO), 1984
Mr. AllDNOR (lor himaell a.nd Mr. PBBBSLE!t) introduced th& following bill; which
WM read twice and referred to the Select Commi~U!e on Indian Affain

10 ation and maintenance of the Garrison Dam and Reservoir

11 Project.
12

(b) The Secretary of the

A BILL

Army and the Secretary of the

13 Interior may enter into agreements under which any land
14 acquired by the United States for the construction, mainte15 nance, or operation of the Garrison Dam and Reservoir

Pertaining to the inheritance of trust or restricted land on the
Lake Traverse Indian Reservation, North Dakota and
South Dakota, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and HQUJJe of Representa-

16 Project that is no longer needed for such purposes is declared

1

17 to be held by the United States in trust for the benefit of the

2 tivea of the United States of America in Congress asaemhled.

18 Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation.

3 That to the extent that the laws of devise, descent and distri-

19

SEC. 7. The provisions of this Act, and of any agree-

4 bution of the State of Nor th Dakota or the State of South

20 ment entered into under section 6, shall not be taken intci

5 Dakota are inconsistent with this Act or to the extent that

21 account under section 2 of title I of the Second Deficiency

6 the Indian Land Consolidation Act (25 U.S.C. 2201 et seq.),

22 Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1935 (25 U.S.C. 475a) or sec-

7 is inconsistent with this Act, the provisions of this Act shall

23· tion 2 of the Act of August 13, 1946 (60 Stat. 1050) for

8 govern the right to inherit trust or restricted land located

· pili'poses of determining any offset or counterclaim.

0

9 within such States and within the original exterior boundaries
10 of the Lake Traverse Indian Reservation (hereinafter the

8

9

2

3

1 "reservation") ae described in article ID of the Treaty of
2 February 19, 1867 (15 Stat. 5-05).

1

the issue of any deceased child of the decedent by right

2

of representation;

:.';

SEc. 2. (a) Except as provided in section 4 of this Act,

3

(2) if there is no ·surviving spouse, the interest

4 only the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe of North Dakota

4

sha.ll descend in equal shares to the children of the de~

5 and South Dakota (hereinafter the "tribe") or persons who

5

cedent and to the issue of any deceased child of the

6

enrolled members of the tribe shall be entitled to receive

6

decedent by right of representation;

7 by devise or descent e.ny interest in trust or restricted land

7

(8) if there are no surviving children or issue of

8 within the reservation.

8

any child, the interest shall descend to the surviving

(b) The provisions of this Act shell apply only to estates

9

spouse;

10 of decedents whose deaths occur on or after the date of en-

10

(4)

11 1Wtm~nt of this Act.

11

. ing children or issue of any child, the interest shall de-

12

SEc. 3. (a) Whenever any person dies possessed of any

12

scend to the surviving parents or pa.rent of the

18 interest in trust or restricted land within the reservation and

13

decedent;

14 the trust or restricted land has not been devised by a will

14

(5) if there is no surviving spouse, and no surviv-

15 approved by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to section

15

ing children or issue of e.ny child, and no surviving

16 2 of the Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 856), as amended (25

16

pa.rent, the interest shall descend equally to the broth-

17 U.S.C. 373). or the trust or restricted land has not been de-

17

ers and sisters of the decedent; and

18 vised by a. will which is consistent with the provisions of

18

(6) if there is no surviving spouse, and no surviv-

19 section 2 of this Act, such interest shall descend to the fol-

19

ing children or issue of any child, no surviving-pa.rent,

20 lowing persons: Prwided, That sUch persons a.re eligible

20

a.nd no surviving brothers or sisters, the interest sha.ll

21 heirs under section 2 and 5 of this Act:

21

eschea.t to the tribe and title., to. such escheated ·interest

(1) one-hall of the interest shall descend to the

22

shall be ta.ken in the name of the United Stat.es in trust

surviving spouse and the other one-half sha.ll descend

28

for the tribe.

in equal shares to the children of the decedent and to

24

{b) As used in this section, the words iochildren" and

3

9

11.l'e

if there is .no surviving spouse and no surviv-

25 "issue" include children adopted under the laws of a State or

10

11

4

5

l foreign country, or in accordance with the Jaws of an Indian

2 Secretary of the· Interior pursuant to section 2 of the Act of

2 tribe, children of unwed parents where the Secretary of the

S Interior determines that paternity has been 8-0knowledged or

1 stricted land ha.s not been devised by a will approved by the

' ~-': '

3 June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 856), as amended (25 U.8.0. 373),
':.i;.

4 establi8'hed under the laws of a State or foreign country or in

4 the nonmember of the tribe surviving spouse, nonmember

5 accordance with the laws of an Indian tribe, and children of

5 children, and the nonmember issue of a.ny children of the de-

6 parents whose parental rights have been terminated pursuant

6 cedent shall be entitled to take only a life estate in any inter-

7 to lawful authority.

7 est provided in section 3 of this Act.

8

8

(c) As uaed in this section, the word "parent" shall not

(c) At the time that the Secretary of the Interior ap-

9 include the parent of any child with respect to whom such

9 proves any life estate for a surviving spouse, children, or the

10 parent's parente.1 rights have been voluntarily terminated

10 issue of any children of a decedent, the trust or restricted

11 pW'Suant to lawful authority.

11 land subject tO such life estate thereafter shall be held in trust

12

SEO. 4. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 2

12 for the appropriate heir under- section 3 of this Act or the

18 and subject to the provisions of section 5 of this Act, the

13 provisions of any will approved by the Secretary pursuant to

14 ,nonmember of the tribe surviving spouse, nonmember surviv-

14 section 2 of the Act of June 25, 1910 {36 Stat. 856), as

15 ing children e.nd the nonmember surviving issue of any chil-

15 o.mended (25 U.S.O. 373).

16 dren of any person who dies possessed of any interest in trust

16

17 or restricted land within the reservation, sball be entitled to

17 . tion notwithstanding, unless a -devise of trust or restricted

18 take only a life estate in any interest in such trust or restrict-

18 land otherwise provides, any life. estate provided for in this

19 ed land devised by a will approved by the Secretary of the

19 Act shall he subject to the following conditions, resbietions

20 .Interior pursuant to section 2 of the Act of June 25, 1910

20 and limitations:

21 (36 Stat. 856), as amended (25 U.S.O. 373).

21

(1) whenever the life tenant is a sole heir, such

22

life tenant shall be entitled to determine the use and to

23

receive any income from the lease or other use of the

24

land;

22

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 2 and B

28. and subject to the provisions of section 5 of this Act, wher~:~.' an;• person dies possessed of

·~~~ie.d,FJand 'within

any interest in trust or

the reservation and the trust or re-

'.j

•

(d) The provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of this sec-

'

"'•

"
'

'"

12

13

6

7

1

(2) whenever e.n enrolled member of the tribe dies

1

(6) whenever an enrolled member of the tribe dies

2

survived by e. nonmember spouse and nonmember chil-

2

survived by nonmember issue of the children of such

8

dren, ruch spouse sh&U be entitled to one-half of the

8

member, such issue shall be entitled equally to deter-

4

income from the lease or other use of the land and

4

mine the use and to receive e.ny income from the lease

6

such ohildren shall be ·entitled to the other one-ha.It,

5

or other uee of the land.

6

and the B'ame division shall apply to a.ny land use de-

6 For the purposes of this subsection, any children or the issue

7

termination;

7 of any children of an enrolled member of the tribe born after

8

(8) whenever an enrolled member of the tribe dies

8 the death of such member shall have the same rights as any

9

survived by a nonmember spouse, nonmember children,

9 children or the issue of My children who survive such

10

and nomember issue of any deceased child, such spouse

10 member.

11

shall be entitled to ·one-ha.If of the income from the

11

12

lease or other use of the land and such children and

12 no person shall be entitled by devise or descent to take any

18

issue of children shall be entitled to equal shares of the

13 interest, including any interest in a life estate under section 4

14

other one-half, and the se.me division shall apply to My

14 of this Act, less than two and one-half acres in trust or re-

15

land use determination;

15 strioted land within the reservation. Any interest less than

SEO. 5. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act,

16

(4) whenever an enrolled member of the tribe dies

16 two and one-haH acres of a devisee or interstate distributee of

17

survived by nonmember children, such children shall be

17 a decedent under section 3 of this Act, shall escheat to the

18

entitled equally to determine the use and to receive

18 tribe and title to such escheated interest shall be taken in the

19

any income from the lease or other use of the land;

20

(5) whenever a.n enrolled member of the tribe dies

21

survived by nonmember children and nonmember issue

22

o(

23"'

dren shall be entitled equally to determine the use and

..
';'

·., ,

I

19 name of the United States in Rust for the tribe: Provided,
20 That the provisions of thi8 section shall not be applicable to
21 the devise or descent of any interest in trust or restricted land
22 located within a municipality.

any deceased child, such children and issue of chil·''· ·'1

;le'·-!:

to receive e.ny income from the lea.Se or other use of

i'){i ,·
J
i

23

SEc. 6. If a decedent has devised an interest in trust or

24 restricted land within the reservation to a. person proluDited
25 under section 2 of this Act from acquiring an interest in such

14

15

8

9

:1·-.. trust: or restricted land, .the interest in such land shall esoheat

1 tion whenever the partitioned interest in the land of the tribe

;2 tO the tribe and title to such escheated interest shall be taken

2 or the enrolled heir member of the tribe is at least two and

9- iD. the name of the United States in trust for the tribe: Pro-

3 one-hall acres and the owners of more than a 50 per oentum

4 vided, That e.ny interest escheated to the tribe shall be sub-

4 undivided interest in the trust or restricted land to be pa.rti-

5 ject to a life estate in the devisee as provided for under sec-

5 tioned consent to the partition.

6 tion 4(a) of this Act.

6

(c) Whenever the Secretary partitions land under this

8Ea. 7. (a) Whenever the tribe or an enrolled heir

7 section, he shall issue a new trust patent1 in accordance· with

8 member of the tribe holds at least a 50 per centum undivided

8 applicable law, for the lands set apart for the tribe or the

9 interest in trust or restricted land within the reservation, the

9 enrolled heir member of the tribe, as the case may be, the

10 Secretary of the Interior, upon the request of the tribe or the

10 trust period to terminate in accordance with the terms of the

11 enrolled heir member of the tribe e.nd without the necessity of

11 original patent or order of extension of the trust period set

12 obtaining the consent of any of the other heirs, she.II partition

12 out in said pe.tent or in accordance with the provisions of law

13 the allotment or part thereof: ProvUkd, That whenever the

13 governing the sale of alloted lands.

14 tribe requests partition, the Secretary shell partition the al-

14

15 lotment to the advanta.ge of the heirs, except that any parti-

15 powers of eminent domain, over trust or restricted lands

16 tion shall assure that the tribe retains one contiguow divided

16 within the reservation, to eliminate fraetional heirship inter-

17 interest in the land unless the tribe agrees to e. different divi-

17 eats in trust or restricted land, to consolidate tribal interests

18 sion: Prwided furtMr, That whenever a.n enrolled heir

18 in land, to develop agriculture, and to condemn for other

19 member of the tribe requests partition,. the Secretary shall

19 public uses any interest in trust or restricted land. Upon the

20 partition the allotment to the e.dva.ntage of the person re-

20 request of the tribe, the interest e.cquired thereafter shall be

21 questing the partition.

21 held by the United States in trust for the -tnDe: Provid,ed,

22

(b) The provisions of a.ny law to the contrary notwith-

22 That the tribe has made just compensation under !n'bal judi-

28 standing, the Secretary of the Interior, upon the request of

23 cisJ process and in accordance with a code of tribal eminent

24 the tribe or an enrolled heir member of the tribe, shall ap-

24 domain laws approved by the Secretary of the Interior.

7

-li''..IP,i:ove: pa.rtition of trust or restricted land within the reserva.-

SEO. 8. (a) The tribe shall have authority to exercise

>I

·-:-··

16

' :~ : -

17

10
(b) Subject to the right of judicial review provided in

1

2 subsection (c) of this section, a. final judgment of the tnDaJ

,

1 any tribal eminent domain laws and the provisions of title

I

2 of the Act of April 11, 1968 (82 St•t. 77).

n

3

4 sive as to the title of the tribe, in and to the interest in the

4 proceeding pursuant to subsections (a) or (d) of this section,

6 any and all parties in said a-0tion, including unknown defend-

..

,

. I

3 court in favor of the tribe in e. condemnation action ie conclu-

5 trust or restricted land described in said judgment, against

·'~

11
".I

I

'I

(d) In any tribe.I court or United States district court

5 notice of the proceeding shall be served upon the United
6 States. The United States shall not be an indispensable party

7 ants, and against any and all persons claiming from, through

7 in such proceeding.

8 or under such a party by title accruing alter the filing of the

8

9 judgment by the clerk of the tribal court or e.fter the filing of

9 any available fundB provided by the United States or the

10 a notice of the pendency of the action with an official desig-

10 tribe, to e.cquire by purchase, exchange, or condemnation any

11 nated for that purpose under the eminent domain le.we of the

11 land or interest in trust or restricted land within the reserva-

12 tribe.

12 tion for the purpose of eliminating fractional heirship inter-

13

(c) Any party aggrieved by the condemnation findings

13 ests in land, consolidating tribal interests in land, and devel-

14 and determination of the tribe.I court may seek judicial review

14 oping tribal agricultU:re or commercial enterprises. After such

15 thereof in the United States district court for the district

15 e.cquisition, said lands or interests in lands shall be held by

16 within which the affected interest in land is Ioca.ted. Judicial

16 the United States in trust for the tribe.

17 review shall be ta.ken by filing e. notice of appeal with the

17

18 clerk of the tribal court a.nd district court within thirty days

18 estate of any person who dies possessed of any interest in

19 of the date of the entry of the judgment or order of condem-

19 trust or restricted land within the reservation, the Secretary

20 nation e.ppealed from. If a timely notice of appeal is filed by a

20 of the Interior shall collect the to.x out of the estate as part of

21 party, any other party may file a notice of.appeal within four-

21 the probate proceeding. The a.mount of the tax colleeted shall

22 teen days of the date on which the first notice of appeal was

22 be payable to the tribe.

23 filed. Any appeal ta.ken under this Act shall be limited to a

23

24 review of whether the tribal court order or judgment of con-

24 United States that the rightful owner of any property in the

,_. damnation is in e.ccorda.nce with the provisions of this Act,

25 possession, custody, or control of the United States, including

,)" -1'-~::,,...

_,_y;~:ijt . ::·

SEc. 9. T.he Secretary of the Interior is authorized, with

SEC. 10. Whenever the tribe imposes a tax agairuit the

SEO. 11. (a) If it shall appear from the records of the

.

i;:it:'
.,,,,~.

.

•rt'·~

18

19

12

13

1 trust or restricted land with the reservation, either (a) sba.Il

.,'

2 have been or shall be unknown for seven consecutive yea.rs;

1

(c) The Secretary shall prepare and, on or before De-

2· cember 81 of each year, submit to the tribe a list of aba.n-

3 or (b) shall have made no claim to or shall make no claim to

3 doned or unclaimed property under subsection (a) of this sec-

4 suoh property for seven consecutive yea.rs, and the rightful

4 tion of persons who a.re enrolled or eligible for enrollment in

5 owner ie an enrolled member of the tribe, or there is subiita.n-

'/ -,,'

, __
-·_,;

;

5 the tribe.
(d) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Act, the

6 tial evidence that the rightful owner is likely to be eligible for

6

7 enrollment in the tribe, or the rightful owner is an heir by

7 provieions of this section sha.Il apply to the rightful owner of

8 devise or descent of an enrolled member of the tribe, or the

8 any property abandoned or unclo.imed for a period of seven

9 propert;Y is a distribution of an award of the Indian Claims

10 Commission or the United States Court of Ole.ims, such prop11 erty, together with all interest or other increments thereon,

12 shall escheat to the tribe: Provided, That prior to any escheat

!.,.-

i:
I.

·.: i.

.,. i.'
i

9 consecutive yea.rs commencing on the day seven yea.rs prior
10 to ninety days a.fter the date of enactment of this Act.

11

SEC. 12. AU lands or interests in land acquired by the

12 United States for the tribe or an enrolled member of the tribe

'\'

13 under authority of this Act shall be exempt froID. Federal,

14 ration of the aforesaid period of seven consecutive yea.rs, the

"

14 State, and other nontribal taxation.

15 agency of the United States which has in its possession, cus-

i

15

16 tody, or control, property which iB or may be the property ol

'

16 date of eruwtment of this Act, the Secretary of the Interior

18 of property to the tribe and within ninety days e.fter the expi-

',

;,_:'

SEc. 13. Within one hundred and twenty days after the

17 an emolled member of the tribe or of a perBon who is likely

17 shall send an explanation of the provisions of thie Act to all

18 to be eligible for enrollment in the tribe, with due diligence

18 persons who have any interest in trust or restricted land

19 shall undertake to locate the rightful owner of the property

19 within the reservation.

20 and reBtore said rightful owner to possession, custody or oon-

20

21. trol of the property.

21 and twenty days after the date of enactment of this Act shall

22

As

SEC. 14. Wills executed.prior to or within one hundred

used in this section, the word "property" in-

22 be effective, in the absence of eompliance with the provisions

23 eludes, but is not limited to, money, indivi,dual Indian money,

28 of this Act, for a period not to exceed one hundred and eighty

(b)

polJtal savings deposits, bonds, notes, and anything of value
~~,~.:any nature whatsoever.

24 days after the date of en&etment of this Act.

,

.,.·''''
"

""

.

20

21

Senator ANDREWS. Today on our witness list, we have first my
colleague, Senator Burdick. He was on the floor as late as I and
probably will be along a little later. Fred Miller, as I understand, is
going to submit a statement on behalf of Attorney General Wefald.
We have that statement and it will appear in the record at this
point.
[The prepared statement follows:]

exterior boundary of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation, my concerns are that
this provision not include any such lands within the so-called Northeast Quadrant
and that the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the Interior both be instructed not to enter into any such transfer agreement if it will adversely affect the
management of the so-called "take area" managed under a long term contract by
the North Dakota Game and Fish Department:. Also, Section 6(b) should be specifi·
cally limited to any such unneeded lands within the exterior boundaries of the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation less the Northeast Quadrant. As this e_rovision present..
ly reads, any excess land associated with the Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project
whether it is located within or without the exterior boundaries ofthe Fort Berthold
Reservation would be capable of being conveyed to the Three AffUiated Tribes. To
give the Three Affiliated Tribes land outside or the exterior boundaries of the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation would be a dramatic step well beyond simply "restoring" mineral rights to the Three Affiliated Tribes.
I am pleased that both Senator Andrews and Senator Burdick have seen fit to
introduce this legislation which should, with the euggestions I have noted, help
build a better economic base for the Three Affiliated Tribes. I applaud their con·
cerns for these citizens of the State of North Dakota. I also am particularly pleased
to see that the remarks of both Senator Andrews and Senator Burdick have been
set forth in the Congressional Record for the Senate of March 27, 1984. Senator An·
drews noted at S. 3234 of the Congressional Record that: Legitimate concerns have
been raised that nothing in this legislation should have any effect on the question of
water rights, fishing rights, access to the lake, or should effect the status quo with
res~t to the role of the State in regulating the exploitation and· development of
mineral resources underlying the lake. It is not our intention thst this legislation
should adversely affect the interests of an_y party on these issues."
Senator Burdick noted on page S. 3235 of the •Congressional Record that: '!This·
bill"i'iilL!l1tt:~!(~t ~~, .9~-~ti~n of water rig:\ltsi.Jishing_rights,. acceN to t~e· Lake; ~
the status quo with respe<;t t:O. -!;ht!-.~leJ:ifJP.e. Norlli.Dalwta government m regulating_ the, develop·m.ent of riiinera1 resoNrces
u ®:rlfi!ig the lake."

Plu:PARED 8TA'l'EMl!INT OF RoBERT WEFALD, ATl'ORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF

NORTH DAKOTA

I am offering this written statement in my official capacity as an ele<:ted state
official and as Attorney Genera1 for the State of North Dakota. I approach this bill
with caution not because I object to the fundamental idea involved, but rather because I am very aware of the often sensitive nature of any change in the status quo
with respect to any Indian reservation within the State of North Dakota. I have
made an effort to 'undentand and work with the tribal governments of North
Dakota and I must say that our relationship with the Tribal Council of the Three
Afflliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation has developed nicely. I
support the notion that all tribal governments in North Dakota need to be placed on
a much more sound economic footi!1J1 as I recognize that thie is the key to a strong
and successful tribal government which in tum is the key to building an ever better
relationship between tribal governments and the State of North Dakota. To the
extent this bill would restore minerals to the Three Affiliated Tribes and would
therefore put them in a better financial position, I support this legislation.
I stated, however, that I approach this bill with caution. I believe the first subsection of Section 2(al of thie bill should be amended so that in fact it does nothing
more than restore to the Three Affiliated Tribes minerals taken from the Three Af.
filiated Tribes or enrolled Indian members. It ehould not transfer from the federal
g?Vernment to the Three Affiliated Tribes any minerals acquired from the State of
North Dakota and its political subdivisions, and any i;tersons who were not enrolled
members of the Three Affiliated Tribes. Thie subsection should be amended as fol·
lows: "(1) were acquired by the United States for the construction, operation, or
maintenance of the Garrieon Dam and Reservoir Project and which were acquired
from the Three AflHiated Tribes or from enrolled members of the Three Afllliated
Tribes."
There are minerals within the scope of this bill which were owned by people or
entities other than the Three Affiliated Tribes and its enrolled members. To convey
these minerals from the United States to the Three Affiliated Tribes would do more
than "restore" to the Three Affiliated Tribes minerals taken from them.
There is no federal law of exploration, development, production, or extraction of
minerals, rather such activity in each state ie ~gulated by state law and P.rocedures. The Industrial Commimlion of the State of North Dakota through its Oil and
Gas Division is the state agency resr,nsible for controlling all exploration, development, production, or extraction of oi and gas minerals. Section 3 of the bill purports
to give thle authority to the Secretary of the Army. While I would agree that the
Secretary of the Army has the authority to protect the Gflrrison Dam and Reservoir
and to carry out the purpose of the Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project, I do not
believe that the Secretary of the Army has any authority whatsoever to regulate
the exploration, development, production, or extraction of minerals anywhere
within the State of North Dakota. Accordingly, an additional provision should be
added to Section 3 as followe: "Ineofar 8ll such regulations are sufficient to protect
the Garrison Dam and Reservoir and to carry out the purposes of the Garrison Dam
and Reservoir Project, they shall not supersede the law and rules of the State of
North Dakot.a with respect to the exploration, development, production, or eii:traction of minerals within or under the waters in the Garrison Reservoir."
Because the Garrison Reservoir is a rather large body of water and because man_y
of the minerals restored to the Three Affiliated Tribee in this bill would be difficult
to reach without going directly through the water of the Garrison Reservoir, it is
important that the environmentaJ concerns be regulated by the State of North
Dakota.. We believe that the potential environmental damage from a mishap involv·
·:.· ing actual drilling in the Garrison Reservoir itself would never be offset by any po' r.ntial gain to be realized from the extraction of minerals that can only be reached
'.,"fY a~ual operation out in the waters of the Garrison Reservoir.
rJ.~f~;to SeCtion ~ of the bill ~uthorizing the Secretary of the Army and the Secre-:.,~.fO!;,~~~··~~~r to enter into agreements for the transfer of lands within the
IJ.,,,-. :"'···
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the TfiM@-1(ffi¥ d r i ; and y-the fute of Nottli'Dakit~ift'PciHtiC.!il 'sUbd~
'., viSifiHS: A cJeai" iltAteri'it!"ht·that ttie only intent of this bill is to reslllre to the Three
Afflilated Tribes the minerals taken from them would be a very positive step in reassuring many people of the State of North Dakota who have raised concerns. I euggest that a statement of congressional intent to this effect be added to this bill.
Finally, we have nientioned several times the so-called Northeast Quadrant of the
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. This land baa been defined in the bill. Until court
action began which resulted in the City of New Town vs. United Stares, 454 F.2d 121
(8th Cir. 1972), residents in the Northeast Quadrant had no idea that they were
living on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation.
Thie land in the Northeast Quadrant was O,Pened by the Con~s early in the
century and was homesteaded by the ancestors of many people who presently live in
the Northeast Quadrant. The change in the status brought about by this court case
has been a source of frustration to the people of the Northeast Quadrant. One word
which sums all of these problems is ''jurisdiction." Who has it? Wliat is the extent
of the jurisdiction (if any) of the Three Affiliated Tribes over the land and people of
the Northeast Quadrant? These questions were created as a result of the actions
taken by the Congress at the beginning of the century. The City of New Thwn caee
decided by the Eighth Circuit clearly pointed out that only Congress eon solve these
jurisdictional questions. Although jurisdiction is not related to, the euhject of this
bill and although I do not want to take any action to hold up thi! bill because of
this question of jurisdiction, I do respectfully reque.\lt on behalf of the citizens of
North Dakota living in the Northeast Quadrant of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation that the Congress through the Vnited States Senate and through this Committee in particular hold a formal hearing. The Congress should initiate a complete
and full investigation as to the question of jurisdiction in the Northe86t Quadrant.
The Congress, havin!J' completed euch an investigation, should enact eppropriate legislation to settle jurisdiction questions created by the homesteading on the North·
east Quadrant and the City of New Town case.
With the changes that I have recommended, which in my opinion will maintain
the status_quo and which will restore to the Three Affiliated Tribes minerai.!I taken
from the Three Affiliated Tribes and with the assurances givan by Senator Andrews
and Senator Burdick in the record, the Attorney General of the State of North
Dakota supports this legislation.
I thank you for the opportunity to submit this statement to the Committee.
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~'.;f , .Senator ANDREWS. Next we have Ms. Alyce Spotted Bear, who is
r~

-

the chairwoman of the Three Affiliated Tribes Business Council at
Fort Berthold. Madam Chairwoman, do you have a statemen~, and
Would. you like- to augment _the statement? Or would you like to
h.8.ve it filed for the record as- though given?

Ms. SPO'I"l'ED BEAR. I would like to have it filed for the record as

given.
,
Senator .ANDREWS. The- prepared statement, in its entirety, will
ap~ in the record at this point.
l'l'he prepared statement follows:]
PREPAKBD STATEMENT 011' ALYCE SPOITJCD BEAR, CHAIRWOMAN, T1nwc AFFILIATUl
TRIBES 01' THE FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION

Mr. Chairmen, I would like to begin my, etatement, if I may, by asking to introduce into the record of this hearing a photograph. The subject of this photograph,
which appeared in the Washington Post on May 21, 1948 is one which is usually an
occasion- ror joy among Indian people: a signing ceremony in the Office of the Secreta-ry of the Interior.
This picture, Mr. Chairman, tells a different stoiy. It shows en Indian tribal
leRder covering hie face to conceal that he is crying-the man is George Gillette and
he was, in 1948, Chairman of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation. And he was crying becaUl!e the eigninfl' ceremony captured in this JJhotograph was, and remains, ail event of great anguISh to our people-the loss of 105,000
acres of our richest, heaviest populated Reservation lands for the construction of the
Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project.
Chairman Gillette was quoted at the time this photograph was taken e..s saying:
"Right now, the future does not look good to ue.' What he foresaw-and what in
fact ca.me true-was this:
Construction of the Garrison Project required the federal acquisition of 155,000
acres of our Reservation-not just one-quarter of our land-base, but the most fertile
heartland of the Reservation;
The flooding' of the Taking Area split our Reservation into five completely isolated segments. Four out of every five Fort Berthold households were forced to relocated often many miles from their original homelands. Families which had lived
~tt..e; as close-knit communities were forced to scatter. To this day, only a single
bn~ croeses the length of the Garrison Reservoir, Lake Se.kakawea, making communication and transportation among former n1iighbors a continuing burden; and
The Tribal economy was devastated by these dislocations 35 years ago, and is still
far from recovery today. The exposed coal seaIITS along the banks of thE? Misl!ouri
River once ideal for our domestic heating needs, are submerged; the fertile bottom
lands' of the valley, once our breadbasket, today lie 100 feet 1!-nderwater. The th!l'ndeveloping infrastructure which wes making commercial activity on the Reservation
possible, was literally washed away.
All of these impacts George Gillette could foresee. We are here today however,
Mr. ChairmaIJ, to urge passage of legislation which will remedy a further, unnecessary injustice that no one at the time C?Uld ~ct. .
..
. ..
When Congresa authorized the GarrISon Project, 1t conditioned the acquuntion of
Fort Berthold land!! upon the reaching of e.n agreement on the terms of compensation between the Tribes and the Corps of Engineers. Such an agreement was 1n fact
reached and it was approved by Interior Secretary Krug as Trustee in the ceremony you ~ in the photograph. Although the Tribe always deeJ?lV opposed the Garrison Project, we were persuaded to approve this Agreement with the Corpe of Engineen because it included, in addition to monetary compensation, a number of noncash compensatory benefits of great importance to us. Article X of the Agreement
permanently reeened to us the right to graze our livestock in the Taking A;rea be-·
tween the taking line end the actual waterline of Lake Sakakawea. And Article XIl
exoresdy recognir.ed our continued rights in the mineral interests within the.
'!'~n_g Area. We looked upon both of these provisions as essential elements of a,
Tribal-economic-survival plan in view of the dislocations which were about to ensue.
r"' -',l'b8Jirs.t bill introduced in Congress to provide for the taking of our land incorpo. ; rated •thE,- terms of this Contract. But Congress rejected them. The non-monetary
· '.,cp*1~tory benefits were stripped from the legislation; instead, Congreee in:~ the cUb payment to $82 per acre. And it conditioned our receiving the payh
.agreeing
never to challenge the validity of the settlement in court.
;,·;!~ ' '
'
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The author of the original bill, Representative Lemke, was quoted at the time as
saying of the 1949 Taking Act: "I do not consider it a just or moral settlement. We
are again violating a treaty solemnly entered into with these tribes-a treaty in
which we promised them never to disturb them again." And then, Representative
Lemke added: "Unfortunately, the Indians have no choice. It is not a voluntary set..
tlement." 1
In fact that is true: with the Garrison Dam closed and the floodwaters on the rise
our membeni voted in the spring of 1950 to approve the Taking Act as the onIY
means of guaranteeing some form of compensation. All we did have in hand were
assurances from several senior mernbera of the Congress that amendments to the
Act, restoring our grazing and mineral rights, would be introduced and considered
by Congress very quickly, once we approved the Act.
That was in 1950, Mr. Chairman. Amendments restoring our grazing aIJd mineral
rights were inb'oduced in the Senate later that year, 1 but hearings were never held.
Similar leg:islation was introduced. again in 1951,a 1953," 1954, 5 1955,s 1956,' 1957,a
1959,g and 1961. 10 None of these bills became law.
During these yeara, other Missouri River Indian Reservations had portions of
their Janda acquired by the Corps of Engineers for flood-control projects as well. As
the accompanying chart indicates, in each case either the affected tribes were permitted to retain grazing and mineral rights, or else those rights were subsequently
restored. In each case es well, actual monetary compensation (even beyond non-cash
compensatory benefits) substantially BJl:ceeded the $82 per acre that we received in
exchange for all interests in our land. These acquisition agreement! reflect the fact
that shortly after the Garrison taking-around the same time that oil was discovered in the Williston area of North Dakota-the federal gove1nment changed its acquisition policy to permit the former owner to retain such interests where doing so
would not interfere with the project's purpose. This shift of policy left the Three
Affiliated Tribes the only ones who lost their mineral rights.
On March 26, 1982, the governing body of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort
Berthold Reservation unanimously voted to request that you, Chairman Andrews,
and Senator Burdick and Congressman Dorgan, seek once again the enactment of
this legislation by Congreee.
Of course, the Tribe recognizes and respects the Army Corps of Engineel'e' regulatory authority over the Te.king Area, and the legislation specifically states our underatanding that any minerals development will, of necessity, be subordinated to the
primacy of the Garrison itself.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, I want to refer back to those words that Chairman Gillette spoke: "Right now, the future dOes not look good to Ul!."
Ri!Jht now, Mr. Chairman, I have the privilege of expreeeing to you and to Senator Burdick the gratitude of my people for your willingness to sponsor this legislation and hold this hearing. We know that the fate of S. 2480 is right now in the
hands of skillful legislators who feel as deeply about it as we do. Right now, of
course, there could well be less than 20 workifli days left in this Congress, and that
ie certainly not much time in which to get a bill through the Senate and the House
and signed into law. But we also recall the dispatch with which we acted at Con·
gress' behest, 35 years ago, when flooding of our lands was imminent and completion of the Garrison Project was a matter of national urgency.
O~r future today, Mr. Chairmen, rests in no small part on your assistance in persuading the Congress that enactment of S. 2480 in this 98th Congress is a matter of
national fairness. The Three Affiliated Tribes hopes for early passage of this legislation eo t~at eventually, with this bill and other projects we are working on, our
p~ple will have reason to say that our future looks good to Ul! once again.
Thank you.
~
1
35 North Dakota History: Journal of the Northern Plairn< ''The Garrison Dam,'' p. 293 (1968).
• S. 3303, Jntroduced by Senator Young March 24, 1950, This leglelation would alllO have given
the Tribe f"ll!lhing rights, entitlem..,nt to electric power and other rights well beJ")Ilg the scope of

S. 2480 before us today.
0
S. 1830; H.R. 4635.
• S. 74.

• S. 2312: H.R. 7282.

• S. 746 and S. 1956; H.R. 4292 and H.R. 5214.

• H.R 9324.

• s. 1130; s. 1181.
IS. 557,
•os. 39; s. 41.
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·1~ Photographs of then-Interior Secretary Krug approving Contract between the
TJiree·A111Ilated Tribes and the Corps of&gineers.
· 2. Chart: Comparison of Fort Berlhold's Treatment and That of Other Missouri
Riftl' Tn"bes.
8, Map Showing Area of Mineral Restoration.
.4, 1'4a~. Sho.wfng Location of F9rl Berthold and Other Missouri River Tribea.
(Printed elsewhere in thia hearing. See p. 48.)
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COMPARISON OF FORT BERTHOLO'S TREATMENT AND
THAT OF OTHER MISSOURI RIVER TRIBES

,
'"'·ct

.i~~Tribe

&

Project

Statutory Authority No. of Acres
Compensation
Extent of Taking
(Year)
Taken
($)
~~~---~=----------------""----

.~'-f·;_________
,,,,

_-Lower Brule Sioux
a. Big Bend Dam &
Reservoir

b. Fort Randall Dam
and Reservoir

76 Stat. 698 (1962)

14,299

72 Stat.1773(1958)

7 ,997

76 Stat. 704 (1962)

6,284

72 Stat.1766(1958)

9,149

72 Stat.1762(1958)

55,994

68 Stat.1191(1954)

104,420

Tribe reserved all mineral interests and grazing privile~es

$10,544,014

63 Stat.1026(1949)

154 ,000

All interests taken

$12,605,625

Tribe reserved all mineral interests except gravel and retained grazing privileges
All mineral interests revested
in Tribe and grazing privileges
retained

$3,194,465
$976,52)

Crow Creek Sioux

a. Big Bend Dam &
Reservoir
b. Fort Randall Dam
and Reservoir
Standing Rock Sioux
Oahe Dam ' Reservoir
Cheyenne River Sioux
Oahe Dam & Reservoir
Three Affiliated
Tribes of the Fort
Berthold Reservation
Garrison Dam '
Reservoir

*

Tribe reserved all mineral inter-$4,366,802
ests except gravel and retained
grazing privileges
All mineral interests revested in~,395,811'"'
Tribe and grazing privileges retained
Tribe reserved all mineral in- $12,211,553
terests & retained grazing privileges

The Act authorized compensation equalling the difference between this
6Wll and the award in the condemnation proceeding U.S. v. 9,148.69 Acres
of Land and the crow creek Tribe of Sioux Indians.
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TESTIMONY OF ALYCE SPOTI'ED BEAR, CHAIRWOMAN, THREE
AFFILIATED TRIBES OF THE FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION, AND CHARLES A. HOBBS, A'ITORNEY, OF HOBBS,
STRAUS, DEAN & WILDER, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms.

8POITED BEAR.

Tha..... pgloJ;,

Senator ANDREWS. Thank-You.
Section III of this bill provides that mineral developments shall
be conducted in accordance with such regulations as the Secretary
of the Army shall prescribe. To what extent do the current regulations .require adherence to the laws of the State? It is my understanding that the Attorney General's Office indicated that the
corps does use State laws as a guide. Is this your understanding as
well?
Mr. HoBBS. Are you addressing me, Senator?
Senator ANDREWS. As counsel, that probably falls in your field.
Mr. Hoees. Your understanding is exactly the same as mine, but
I have never seen documents one way or the other on that point.
Senator ANDREWS. But you have no knowledge to the contrary?
Nor do your clients, the tribal leaders, have knowledge to the contrary?
Mr. Hoees. That is correct. The tribe is prepared to live quite
happil_y. wit~ ~he status quo, w!tich includes the fact that they have
a working, Joint agreement with the State commission that regulates the production of oil and gas. That sort of situation ought to
continue in the opinion of both the State and the tribes.
Senator ANDREWS. The statements of the Department of the Interior and the Corps of Engineers indicated that the Three Affiliated
Tribes may have received compensation for some coal reserves-that
are part of the lands affected by this bill in the settlement of a
claim against the United States in 1981. How many acres of land in
the Garrison taking area with coal reserves were involved in this
claim settlement, and how much compensation did the tribes re.·- ceive?
!f~, Mr: Hoees. yYe are investigating that now, sir, and there is a
·-p,.eetmg set with the Justice Department lawyer today to try to
ei:t-,~~,~~~i_it on what those figures are. It is a relatively small

.
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matter· I think we are talking something like 20,000 to 24,000 acres
of land'. The settlement involves something like $6 an acre. .
Senator ANDREWS. Can you provide that specific information for
the record before the time the record closes?
Mr. Hoees. We will do so, and it will be an agreed set of figures
with the Justice Department attorneys.
Senator ANDREWS. Does the tribe have any plans to attempt to
extract coal from these lands?
Ms. SPOTTED BEAR. No, Senator, we have no plans to extract coal
from these lands.
Senator ANDREWS. Is it even feasible to develope these coal
sources?
.
Ms. SPO'I'l'ED BEAR. I have serious doubts that it is feasible. !3ut
we have coal resources in a lot of other areas of the reservation,
not only in this particular area. If we were to extract any, it would
be in those other areas.
Senator ANDREWS. So anything under the water would be extremelY expensive.
.
Most of the land that is the subject of this bill was acquired from
individual tribal members. However, this bill will vest ownership of
these mineral resources in the Three Affiliated Tribes and not the
individuals from whom the lands were acquired. What was the
basis for your decision to seek ownership for the tribes, and does
this reflect the wishes of the tribal members?
Ms. SPOTI'ED BEAR. The reason is that it would be a procedural
nightmare to try to go back and ascertain ownership becau~e of all
the different individuals who have passed on and all the different
hands that the land has gone through.
.
The tribal membership is aware of this bill and we are all hoping
that it will pass.
Senator ANDREWS. It appears that some scattered parcels of l~nd
in the area affected by this legislation were not held by tnbal
members or at least were not held in trust. How much of this land
was own~ by people who were not members of the tribe?
Ms. SPOTTED BEAR. Probably an)"Yhere from 5 to 7 percent.
Senator ANDREWS. Has the tribal council been contacted by any
of these people with respect to this legislation?
Ms. SPOTI'ED BEAR. No.
.
Senator ANDREWS. Would you anticipate any pro~le~s if the
mineral interests to these parcels were held out of this bill, to be
restored to the original owners?
Ms. SPOTTED BEAR. Yes; there would be problems because of the
fact that there would be a lot of different owners that would have
to be ascertained. It would be the same situation as it is fo~ the
tribe if we wanted the minerals to be restored to the individual
tribal members.
Mr. HoeBB. May I add a note to that, Senator?
Senator ANDREWS. Surely.
.
Mr. HoeBS. The only purpose of holding out from the ,hill t~~e
isolated, occasional parcels that used t? belong to non-Indians-if it
is to continue to be held by the United States, there would not
seem to be any purpose that would rise higher than t~e whole purpose of this bill which is to restore land from the United States to
the tribe. If, on the other hand, it were held out of the bill in order

'?":

!:i"to eventually restore it to individuals, then you run into the very
-/:· same problem· as Alyce has described; if the whole lakebed or the
minerals in the Iakebed were given back to individual tribal mem·
hers. The ownership problems would be just stupendous.
Furthermore, the individuals do not have and never did have the
kind of equity to the return of these minerals that the tribe has.
The white people· who have them, in effect, were latecomers. They
acquired those interests from Indians long after the reservation
was open~ and the northeast segment made especially for white
people-which the tribe, I might add, has reserved out of the bill.
The bill does not affect any of the interests in the northeast segment. The remainder of the segment is basically an Indian reservation, and the previous white owners had bought from Indians and
knew that they were on a reservation and subject to Indian jurisdiction.
Senator ANDREWS. Have you had, as counsel, any contact by nonIndian owners of this land?
Mr. Hoess. No; this bill has been widely advertised in the area. I
have been surprised and interested to know whether there was
going to be any response, and there has been none. I think the
answer is that the ownership has passed in probably more than
half the cases-there are only a few cases, to start with-and more
than half of those, I would bet, are in the second or third generation's hands and they probably do not know they ever owned them.
Senator ANDREWS. That is true, counsel. The problem that we
have in the committee is that we understand that there has been a
question raised; and because the lands amount to only 6 percent or
less, I would hate to see this bill, as important as it is to the tribe,
to founder on a disagreement between some of the people, the nonIndian owners and the rest, if something can be done to alleviate
that. That is the reason for the questions. I do not want us to go
out of here thinking that we have the grounds for a bill that has
equity and suddenly some group comes up and says:
Look, if_you are going to protect the mineral rights of this group, then how can
you avoid protecting the mineral rights of this other smaller group?

I have seen, in the years I have been in Congress, many well-intentioned pieces of legislation founder on the rocks of that type of a
reef.
Mr. Hoees. Obviously a good point, Senator. The tribe had felt,
though, when they gave up their hopes to get back the minerals in
the homestead area, that they were making an enormous concession for the benefit of the white residents of the reservation and
that the small number of residual, formerly white--owned parcels
would/lroperly come under tribal ownership en masse. These minerals, they are ever to be developed, the more individual owners
you get in there the more difficult it is going to be to pool the oil
interest. It is the kind of interest that ought to be dealt with in.
large blocks, and that is why the tribe agreed-after considerable
discussion-to take out the homestead district from the bill.
Senator ANDREWS. Well, let me try another tack.
In the case of the lands that were held by members of the tribe
and the tribe itself, I understand that there was some small fee
paid for. the mineral rights, much below the value of those rights,
1;.
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and that is what the legislation corrects. But were the owners of
these parcels of fee land given an opportunity to reserve their mineral interests at the time of the taking?
Mr. HoBes. We know that some of them were because they did
reserve them, and they_ will not be affected by this bill.
Senator ANDREWS. Then it would appear that if some were given
that opportunity, then all of the non-Indian owners had to be given
essentially the same opportunity. So they had a different choice, as
you remember it back then, than the Indians had?
Mr. Hoees. That is correct. As you will recall, the Indians were
the first ones approached for the transfer of their land; and the
whole project could not proceed until they knew they were going tQ
have the reservation taken care of. So they took care of the Indians, and it was immediately after that, the same year, that the In·
dians were receiving their payments and the Corps of Engineers
changed its policy. Up in the homestead area, dozens of people reserved their mineral rights, and some of them in the Indian district
reserved their mineral rights. So what happened was, you have the
Indians taken care of, then the policy changes-Senator ANDREWS. Not very well, though.
Mr. Hoees. No, not very well.
Senator ANDREWS. They were taken care of, but not for the benefit of the Indians, which happens all too often. But to your recollection-of course, we can ascertain this from the Department by
going back and checking the records-it puts a totally different
aspect on these non-Indian lands if they were given the opportunity to reserve their mineral interests and, of their own volition, decided not to; that puts a totally different light on it.
Mr. Hoees. Well, those who may have to administer these minerals later on will be grateful for as solid a block of tribal ownership
as this committee sees fit to approve.
Senator ANDREWS. I think, Madam Chairwoman, and Mr. Hobbs,
and your associates, that we have compiled a pretty good record.
Thank you.
Mr. Hoees. May I make one more suggestion, just as a reminder?
In my statement there is a reference at the end to a briefing
book which we have previously furnished the committee. We would
like to include that book by referenceSenator ANDREWS. We will include it by reference 1 and it will be
in the ftles of the committee. We appreciate that, Mr. Hobbs.
Mr. Hoses. Thank you, Senator.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you for your appearances this morn-

iniL

l'r'he prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 50.J
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PBEPA!\ED STATEMENT BY
A. HOBBS ON BmlAII OP TIO 1'Rlrn: Ann.lATBD
Taula OJ' THI: FoRT BRanloLD INMAN RauvATION

Mr Chairman, I am Charles A. Hobbs of the law firm of Hobb!, StraW!I, Dean &
Wlld~r. Wahington, D.C. We are Washington 11.ttomeye for the Three Afllliat.ed
I "Brieftng Book. The Fort Berthold Reeemation Mineral ne.toration Act (S. 2'81)), May 1984.''
bY Charlee A Hobb. and Robert J. Martin of Hobbe, StraUB, Dean & WH!le!t.11 law ftrm of
Wuhingt(!n, DC. A memorandum in 1upport of the Fort Berthold RelervatiOll M.inenl Rest.ora·
tlon Act }Ull been e:a:erpted and printed 1mmedlately followinr the prepared statement of
Charle11 A. Hobbll. The remainder ill retained in committee flle11.
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-:·Tribes.. We or our predecessor firm have represented the Tribes on their federal
~-Jand clilimil ein'ce 1951, and on their general federal affairs since 1967.
:-~ ~
The tribal Che.irnian, Alyce Spotted Bear, has testified about the circumstances
' under which the Tribe was forced to give up its best land in 1949 for the benefit of
downstream owners. She has also testified about some of the hardships these Indi·
ana have suffered because of it. It is true that they were paid for their lend, but ae
some Congressmen recognized even in 1949, it was not enough for what they gave
up. They were paid $3.8 million for the 152,000 acres of good bottom land, or about
$25 per acre. And if you also count the $8.8 million they got for relocation and intangible damages, they got about $82/acre all told. This was for loss of their homes,
security, communities and even way of life.
The people of this Tribe used to be among the strongest in the country from the
standpoint of getting by without welfare payments. That ie no longer true, thanks to
the Garrison Dam. The Fort Berthold unemployment statistics are among the worst
in the country-around 60%. The Tribe deaperately needs to build up the economy
of the Reservation, which, as the Chairman testified, has never recovered from the
Garrison Dam taking. If there is any commercial oil or gas under this lake, the bill
will help the Tribe to infuse some money into the Reservation economy and create
jobs.
There are other good reasons why this bill should pass:
1. Congress traditionally has reserved minerals to tribea when opening reserva·
tions to settlers (the northeast part of Fort Berthold was opened in 1910), and the
complications caused by tribal minerals passing into white ownership prior to the
1949 taking would never have occurred if the presence of oil or gas had been known
in 1910, or if some of the coal had been properly classified in 1911 by the U.S. Geological Survey.
2, The Cotps of Engineers changed their policy on minerals immediately after the
Fort Berthold Indians lost theirs, and other condemnees, including some non-Indian
owners on the Fort Berthold Reservation, were allowed to keep their minerals. In
fact, the four major dowru1tream tribes own the minerals under their reservoirs;
only the Fort Berthold .Tribe, the first to give up its land for a reservoir, does not.
8. The Tribe was told at the time of the taking that they could seek amendments
after the basic Act wae approved. One amendment they have sought time after time
since then is a·-bill restoring mineral rights. Over a dozen mineral bills have been
introduced since 1950; hopefully this one will paes.
When the Tribe launched its latest effort three years ago, it wanted restoration of
ell land and minerals under the lakebed everywhere within the Reservation, and
also protection of hunting and fishing rights, water rights and 'urisdictlonal r'
AB part of a process of compromise to encourage t
·
npn-Indi4ns·on.
·
'
n,

m 1ng
~'
··a
1983, at which the reduced propOlled
Eill was explained to representatives of the Homestead District and the State. No
significant objection to the proposed bill was voiced et that meeting. A similar presentation was made to the Governor's Commission on Indian Affairs in Bismarck in
December 1983, which I am told unanimously supparted the proposed bill ..
On June 19, 1984, another meeting was held m Bismarck, chaired by a special
assist.ant to the Governor, and including representatives of a number of State agen·
cies, and several representatives from the Homestead District. At this meeting no
one voiced e.ny objection to the principles of the bill (although several specific sug·
ge&tlon& for amendment were made, and some representatives from the Homestead
District felt that certain unrelated jurisdictional probleme between them and the
Tribe should be solved before they would feel free to support the mineral bill).
In summery, the Tribe has strong grounds for its request for return of minerals.
It has made a good faith effort to shape its request in a way that does not offend the
legitimate concerns of the State or the people of the Homestead District. The Tribe
is willing to accept some further amendments in that direction. With those amend·
mente the Tribe respectfully urges that the bill be passed.
We have earlier submitted to each member of the Committee e "briefing book"
containing a colored map, a full explanation of the history of and !!pecial reasons for
the bill, and pertinent supporting documents. We include the contents of that book
herein by reference.
'
I a'ppreclate the opportunity to appear on behalf of the Tribe in this matter.

MEMORANDUM
IN SUPPORT OF
THE FORT BERTHOLD RESERVATION MINERAL RESTORATION ACT
(S. 2480)

I.

Purpose of S.2480

The narrow purpose of 9.2480 (introduced by Senator
Andrews and Senator Burdick on March 27, l.984) is to return to
the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation of North Dakota (ttthe Tribett), beneficial
",:

'··:~!!,
., q

,,r

owners~ip

of

mineral r19hts on portions of reservation lands acquired over
three decades .!190 by the United States in connection with the
Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project.

Under the proposed legis-

lation, the Tribe would be able to exploit these mineral ri9hts
or obtain income throu9h their development by the United States,
when such exploitation would not Interfere with federal opetation
of the Garrison Project.
The bill would also restore cettain 9c:azing rights, and
permit the Secretaries of the Army and Interior to enter into
agreements exchanging land in or near the Garrison Project, -With
the appi;oval of any owners affected.
Passage of S.2480 as introduced wauld .. -0.IJ.l}' re~:-~S: be~e-

ficial

_..,...-·---·-· -···
ownership

of miileral

ri-gh~s

under the Garrison-,Resei;voir

( kn6Wn-as_ .t.!!,k&. ~:1'ka.~~w_eJ l _~)"l!l- .9-r azing"r 1.gb.t.\! .~lo::tl:\9. i ~.l!--.s-~~~ret!ne,
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It ~-~i A h ... tt.. - no,-be_acl,.ng,4lr'f4·!1·htiif;'"Wiitel''"O?'-t'lra't'~t·ional

tinn_

11..

-....~~

righ!j" In the ai:ea.
~~...

$t<-w~gJ.'8l-a-tion .. gJg._J:1:1_rp_,t;he,-s_tatus

History of the. Taking

Early Ro:servation History.

The li'ort Berthold In-

dians comprise thr:ee. aboriginal tribes -- the Bidatsas (Gros

quQ~tth·~r.eqa.r,iL.J:~~rJJDJMl..-:!uN~d1'Cti.on ~-lrt'Ciltla1ii9't~

Ventre), Mo!.ntians, and Arikar:as.

pr~~f-""h-S..W.e-G>e..tio.t..t,UJ,.k°'l!-et·-1."Tt~.9,.g,~~J;ing . -4111'l"ii!t"al..-

tribes migrated to North Dakota and settled in the valley of the

ce~me• i~~ennt !:!:<!,t~....~~.!-.'l~~2:l1-~!!---•• No~ropri·ationl!

Missouri Rivei:.

~1J"Be "tl!'l;:~Mli~-b¥-~b!'4 .l~..lS..!,~ tJ.?n .

Bundceds of years ago these

The valley offered the _Indians as fine a natural

, b.abi.tat as cOuld be ima9ined in that ar:eo!.; it provided protection
-- f-rom the winds and the deep winter cold; lt was fertile and well-

II.

Justification foi: s.2490

watered, and the hillsides provided many open se.!IJllS of coal foe

Enactment of S.24SO would remedy part of an historic

fuel.

wood and garne were abundant.

Although they had come as

injustice in the unique- circumstances undei: which the, lands in

separate tribes, the three 9roups of Indians mei:ged

question (•the Taklnq Area") were acquired fro111 the l"ort Berthold

lished a harmonious life together based on an agricultu.tal

Indians.

Those

circumstance~

involved the uprooting of an entire

themselves under exti:eme duressi and the acquisition of all

tribal lntecesta, claims and rights to lands on teems which did

estab-

economy.

tribal society: negotiations with tribal representatives who
fo~nd

~nd

In 1951 the United States

recogni"Je~

as a reservation

the 12.5 million-acre territory occupied by the thte& tribet!I.
See Treaty -of Foct Laramie, ll Stat. 746, It Kl!lpp. 594.

By the

not comport with the fedetal trust responsibility to Indians.

terms of the 'l'[eaty, the United State;s government pi:om.ised to

Other Indian tribes were also affected by the taking of land

protect the 'l'ribes

along the Missouri Rivet under authorization of the 1944 Flood

the people of the said United

Control Act, but none was so thoroughly devastated -- socially,

three unilateral E)Cecuttve Order takinqs and one cession aqree-

culturally and economically -- as the Fort Berthold

~eservation:

~a9ainst

the commission of all depredations by
States.~

But by 1910, follow1n9

ment, the ·.Reservation had been reduced in size to 1 1 000,000
acres.

its beneficial ownership of all mineral rights underlying the

Disti:ict" -- was sold to non-Indians be.tween lSllO and 1920 (with

acquire~

the Indians receiving the proceeds), leaving only 650,000 acres

trust lands.

A third of this -- the arel!I known to&.y as the

~Homestead

none was dealt with so unconscionably: and none was deprived of

in the Indian-owned part of the Reservation lwhich is called
herein the

··~ \·
...

.

"

~rndi~n District~).

See map,

fi:ontis~ieee.
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-14Garrison Dam would have on the people 11nd the Reservationr flood-·

In l934, pursuant to the Indian Reorganization Act of
1934, 48 Stat. 984, the three tribes organized and became otfi-

ing of the rich bottom lands which were essential for the Tribe's

cially a'tribe known as the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort

economy and

Berthold Reservation.

families; and destruction of existing well-organized Reservation

••

Indian communities.

The 1950 Taking
fl)

culture; destruction of the homes and lands of 350

Tribal Opposition to Earlv Proposals.

Congress virtually ignored the Tribe's con-

concerns and passed the Flood Control Act of 1944, 58 Stat, 887,

The

preliminary activity that would lead to the Garrison Dam and

authorizing, among other things, the construction of the Garrison

Reservoir Project, and the taking of land from the Fort Berthold

Dam.

Indians, began in the early 1940s.

After the passage of the Flood Control Act the Tribe

At that time, heavy flooding

along the Missouri River (which flowed through the Fort Berthold
Reservation) prompted Congress to direct the Army corps of
Engineers to develop proposals to alleviate the flooding.

.·1>~
·'·~.t:i_<:f

The

Corps, through the so-called Pick Plan, proposed building several

··i:t1:''.··1
.:,,~.:ij_··\'.

thorize an engineering study and suggest an alternate. location
for the dam on the north end of the Reservation, and then offer
to give that alternate land to the United States ftee of
charge.

wmain-atemw dams on the Missouri River which were intended to
create giant lakes, each of which would be located such that the

. :J·;j:·;

In 1948 the government rejected that proposal.

Instead,

the government offered the Tribe 150,000 non-contiguous acres of
land outside the Reservaticn to replace the 154,000 acres in the

impounded waters would inundate eubsta'ntial areas of several
Indian reservations, including the Fort Berthold Reservation,

intensified its opposition to the plan, going so far as to. au-

At

propo~ed

Taking Area.

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs recom-

the same time, the Bureau of Reclamation proposed the so-called

mended rejection of the offer of lieu lands because they wete

Sloane Plan, which emphasized irrigation and the construction of

inadequate, and the Secretary of the Interior formally rejected

tributary rather than main-stem dams.

the offer on December 27, 1948.

The Sloane Plan did not

include a dam affecting the Fort Berthold Reservation,
Recognizing. the potential devastation threatening their
Reservation because of the Pick Plan, the Tribal Business Council
adopted a resolution opposing the Garrison Dam, and actively
lobbied Congress against the project.

The Council's resolution

prophetically outlined the severe effects construction of the

{2)

The Contract with the Corps of Engineers.

After all prior attempts to reach a settlement with the Tribe
failed, Congress authorized the Corps cf Engineers to negotiate

38
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"'

an.agreement (contract} with the Tribe to provide for cash com-

and coal from the Taking Area.

pensation and other benefits for the land to be taken from them

was entitled to receive royalties for all oil and natural gas ex-

for the Garrison Dam project.

tracted from the Taking Area.

for tha_~ purpose •

Congress appropriated $5,105,625

.Y

The first bill introduced in Congress to provide for the

Because construction of the Garrison Darn had already
begun,

Y

taking of land in the Fort Berthold Reservation, incorporated the

the Tribe had no choice but to "negotiate" with the

to save what
"'
from satisfactory,
while
atte~pt

Corps

"'

interests.

it could,

did protect

Th• final contcact,

•om•

terms of this contract.

11

of the Ttibe's

The Tribe, believing that at this point it would

receive no better offer, agreed to the contract on May 20,
1948.

And under Article XII, the Tribe

y

for passage of this bill (bolstered by a memorandum to congress
spelling out the disastrous effect the Project would have on the
Fort Berthold Indians and their Reservation), Congress deleted
all favorable non-monetary terms in the contract when it finally
acted.

The contract granted the Tribe monetary compensation

Despite Department of Interior support

Instead, in the final bill, Congress increased the pay-

ment to $12,605,625 (SB2 per acre) to pay for the taking and

$5,105,625 (and additional sums as required), and othl!!r benefits.

relocation expenses as well, making no mention whatsoever of the

It provided, in Article x, that the Tribe would be entitled to

benefits negotiated in the now-discarded contract.

free use of the Taking Area between the taking line and the water
line for grazing, and that hunting and trapping rights would be
reserved to thl!lm as well.

Article XI further granted the Tribe

the right to remove timber and forest products, sand and gravel,

y

Civil Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1948, 61 Stat. 686,
690 (1947).

'l/

By 1946, $6,0001000 had been spent on preliminary work for
the Dam, including construction of an access road to the Dam

1ite,

V
~

A copy of the contract is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

One of the saddest photographs in Indian history captured
then-Fort Berthold Chairman George Gillette covering bis
~ace as be wept during the signing nceremony" in Intl!lrior Secretary J.A. Krug's of!ice. At the time Chairman Gillette said:
'The members of the Tribal Council sign this contract with heavy
1earts. Right now the future does not look _good to us."

Many members of Congress active in the debate
means satisfied with the eventual result:
nsome House members expressed dissatisfaction
with the bill in its final form, as well they
might, but a sense of urgency and, perhaps, of
the futility of further wran9lin9 led them to
accept it. Representative Lemke, father of
the origin11l bill, said, 'I do not consider it
a just or moral settlement. We are ag11in
violating a treaty solemnly entered into with
these tribes -- a treaty in which we promised
them never to disturb them again.• And be
added, 'Unfortunately, the Indians have no
choice. It is not a voluntary settlement.'
Representative D'Ewsrt, not ordinarily considered a friend of the Indian, was disturbed
by the manner in which it had been arrived at:
'The wrong in this method,' he said, 'is that
negotiations with the Indians were not started

~ere

by no

m
i"'

~5f:"'

_

,,
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until after construction ••• •ct"•lly b
thisproject.'~..2/
"egunon

._l'.i

/;
(3)

.!J:..

On October 29, 1949, the Act which took some 154,000 acres

of land from the Fort Berthold
1026,

2../

All the

''
... :. i'.;)

The Taking St11tute and Ttibal Acceptance of

Indians became law.

.-:.::1· '' -

Payment of the

money was conditioned on the Indian• agree i ng to the sum as
~final satisfaction~ of all their rights in the land __ in other

The huge

lake continues to make even the simplest communication among
former neighbors impossible. {Over the years, only one bridge has
been rebuilt across the 75-mile length of the lake, within the

63 Stat.

Reservation, making it necessary for Indians to drive long dis-

non-monetary benefits originally negotiated

between the Tribe and the Corps were omitted.

subcultures on the Reservation were forced to scatter.

-·

'"

'

'

~, ,- .-

tances to visit relatives and friends.)
The completion of the Garrison Dam had an equally devastating effect on the Tribe's economy.

The Dam flooded the rich

words, surrender of their right to go to court to challenge the

bottomlands on which the Indians had lived and built their

Act at any future time.

economy, resulting in deprivation of at least half of the In-

cash offered, and a se

Faced with the combination of immediate

nee o

f

'

dians' agricultural potential.

total futility (the Dam had already

The Indians were forced to re-

been closed and the water was cising), the members of the Tribe

build their lives on the dry, treeless, unprotected prairie

approved the 1949 Act in a referendum held in 1950,

lands.

c.

were destroyed in the flooding.

The Effects of the Taking

the Tribe to function as an economically self-sustaining entity.

voir. Project was completed {the reservoir had started to fill

D.

It had a devastating physical

effect on the Reservation that destroyod tho •ocl•l

The disruptive physical changes

on the Reservation continue to make it extremely difficult for

After the Act was approved, the Garrison Dam and Reser-

even before the Act was approved).

Roads, hospitals, schools and other important f11.cilities

Legislative Efforts Since the Taking Act

Beginning almost immediately after passage of the 1949

and cultural

Act, the Tribe has made repeated legislative efforts to amend the

fabric and the economic way of life of the Indians, Lake
Sak:akawea, the lake created by the G,,,,, 0 ,
Dam, divided the
Reservation into five separate segmoot•. 21 As a result,
Indian
families who had lived together in close-knit communities
•nd

s.tatute, or pass new statutes restoring to it some of its former

,,

rights.

'

attempts to restore grazing and hunting and fishing rights to the
Indians.

A number of bills were introduced over the years in

In the 8lst, S2nd, S4th and 85th Congresses

Y

the

Tribe attempted to secure legislation to that effect, but it waa
JS North Dakota History1 Journal of th N
h
"The Garrison Dam" p. 2§3 !1968) (Exhibit~)~ ern Plains,

!/

A copy of the Act is attached hereto as Exhibit c.

21

Please note the map, frontispiece.

-:.i

Blst Cong., S.JJOJ: 82nd Cong., S.18301 !14th Cong. S.1956,
H.R.93241 and eSth Cong., s.1131.

:·,

42
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not,,until September 25, 1961, that Congress passed an amendment
to the Act

gr~nting

to the Tribe grazing rights on land formerly

Y

This is the only amendment to date affect-

owned by Indians.

\

'

ing the Tribe.

.

Similarly, the Tribe has made numerous attempts to ob-

tain legislation that would return to them the mineral rights in

the land they lost.

Senator Young introduced legislation in both

the Slat (S,3303) and B2nCI (S.1830) Congresses that would have

NORTH

DAKOTA

amended the 1949 Act to provide that all mineral rights be reserved to the Tribe.

Neither effort met with success.

Other

bills were introduced in each Congress, from the BJrd. through the

--------,F---\:--------7

B7th Congress, to return mineral interests to the Tribe • ..!.Q/
SOUTH

DAltOTA

None was enacted into law.

IV.

Uniqueness of the Fort Berthold Situation

Other Missouri River tribes whose land was condemned for
Corps of Engineers projects were treated by the United States
much differently -- and much more fairly.
Between 1954 and 1962 the United States took land from
five other Missouri River tribes for Corps of Engineers projects
authorized by the Flood Control Act of 1944.

(The locations of

these projects and the reservations involved, are shown in the
map on Page 20.)

76 Stat. 594.
Exhibit D.

w

Those acquisitions involved:

A

copy of the Act is attached hereto as

Slrd Cong., S.74, s.2012, H.R.72821 84th Cong., s.746,
1!.R.4292, H.R.52141 85th Cong., S.1130; 86th Cong., S.557;
87th Cong.,_ S.39, S.41.

Hi•.,ouri Riv"r Hain Stem oam•
Having a SW>•t•ntial Effect on Indian

Reserv•tion~

-22-

(1) Lower Brule Siouir, ·for both the Big Bend Dam and

Engineers projects (exi::ept Y11nkton, see previolls note). For the

Reservoir Project, 76 Stat. 698 (1962) and the Fort

Oahe Dam Ptoject, Congress reserved in the Standing Rock Siollx

Randall Dam and Reservoir Project, 72 stat. 1773 (1958)1

and Cheyenne River Sioux all minerals, incllldin9 oil and gas,

{2) Crow Creek Sioux, for both the Big Bend, 76 Stat.

within the taken areas.

704 (1962) and Fort Randall, 72 Stat. 1766 (1958), Dam

Congress t()(lk from the Crow Creek Siollx a.nd the Lower Brllle Sioux

and Reservoir Projects.

"the entire interest, ini::luding gravel but exi::lud!ng the interest

(3) Standing Reek Siouir, for the Oahe Dam and Reservoir

in oil, gas and all other minerals of any natllre whatso-

Project, 72 Stat. 1762 (1958) i

ever.

(4) Cheyenne River Sioux, for the Oahe Dam and Reservoir

Siollx and the tower Brule Sioux all right, title and interest in

Project, 68 Stat. 1191 (1954); and

minerals that had been acqllired by the United States in condem-

(5) rankton Siouir, for the Fort Randall Dam and Reser-

nation proceedings for the taking of their lands in connection

voir Project •

.l!/

•" lll

Jl/

Earlier statutes revested in the Crow Creek

with the Fort R11ndall Dam.

For each of these tribes, Congress enacted legislation

For the Big Bend Dam Project,

W

This reservation and/or restoration of mineral rights in

that preserved their rights and protected their economic statllS

the downstream Missollri River tribes reflected a change in corps

far more completely than the 1949 Act protected the Three

of Engineers land-ac-quisition policy adopted in 1951.

Affiliated Tribes:

roughly with the discovery of oil and gas reserves in the vicin-

Coinciding

A. Lose of Mineral Rights.

ity of the Garrison Dam Project, the Corps determined that those

The sheer size of the taking in the case of the Three

whose lands were being acquired could in fact reserve their min-

Affiliated Tribes {154,000 acres) extends well beyond any other

er al rights thereto (which amollnted to giving the Corps only a

taking from the other Missollri River tribes.

flowage easement) , when doing so wollld not be incompatible with

In fact, Congress

expressly reserved or restored mineral rights to the other

the pllrpose of the ptoject.

downstream tribes whose reservation land was taken for Corps of

jllst 11fter it could be of any benefit to the Three Affiliated

This policy shift, however, occurred

Tribes.

W

A total of abollt 2,400 acres was taken from members of the
Yankton Sioux Tribe, each of whom was compensated throllgh a
condemnation action brought by the Onited States. In addition,
Congress, in 68 Stat. 452, appropriated $106,500 for relocation
and rehabilitation. BecallSe 2,400 acres represents relatively
insignificant acreage in comparison to that taken from the other
five tribes, no further analysis of the Yankton Sioux t11king .will
be made here.

W

72 Stat. 1762, Sec. 6: 68 Stat. 1191, Sec. VI.

11J

16 Stat. 704, Sei::. l(a); 76 Stat. 698, Sec. l(a).

W

72 Stat. 1766, Sec. 31 72 Stat. 1773, sec. 3.

••
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Grazing Rights •

the past few yeare.

In addition to mineral rights, the four major

downstr~am

Virtually all of the Reeerv11tion part of

Lake Sakak11wea is under lease, and in the Lake 11nd along its

tribes retained grazing rights in the freeboard (the dry land

shorelines within the Reservation, private companies recently

between the water line and the taking line), and access to the

have conducted about 500 milee of eeismic exploration,

shoreline of the reservoir. 11/

As explained above, the contract

accumulated data appear to reveal the presence of som'e oil and

negotiated between the Tribe ana the Corps of Engineers had ex-

gas, but there has not yet been any drilling in the Reservation

pressly reserved these rights -- but those provisions were disregarded in Congress' final revision of the Act.

.-!

by Indians, which included most but not all of the fr-eeboard in

In the cases of the other tribes named, the

W

On the remainder or the Reservation, outside the Takin9

enacted Public Law 87-695, 76 Stat. 594, granting grazing rights

the Indian District,

part of the Lake,

In 1962, Congress

to the Tribe on such part of the freeboard as was formerly owned

The

Are11, there has been about 6,000 miles of seismic exploration,

'i
'i'-

and about 24 exploratory wells have been drilled within the paet
four yea re,

Out of these 24, seven have been brought Into

production, but three have ei-nce been abandoned.

Of the explo-

tribes retained grazing rights in all of the freeboard (see Exhi-

ratory wells, one well is on tribal land, one on fee land, and

bit K).

the remainder are on allotted trust land.

V,

VI.

Status of Mineral Development on
the Fort Berthold Reservation

Deposits of coal underlie Lake Sakakawea in its
entirety, but this is low-grade coal (lignite) which would sell
for less than the cost of extraction.

It is unlikely that any

coal under the lake will be mined in the foreseeable future.
The Fort Berthold Reservation has been the site of oonsiderable exploration, and some development, of oil and gas, over

72 Stat. 1766 {Crow Creek-Fort Randall Dam): 76 Stat. 704
(Crow Creek-Big Bend Dam) t 72 Stat, 1773 (Lower Brule-Fort
Randall Dam) 1 76 Stat, 698 (Lower Brule-Big Bend Dam): 72 Stat.
1762 (Standing Rock Sioux): 68 Stat. 1191 {Cheyenne River Sioux).

~ccldent

The Tribe historically owned all of the oil anil gas
under its reservation, and indeed, would own it all today if
Congress h11d known in 1891 when the present boundarlee of the
reservation were set -- 26 Stat. 989
oil and gas within the reservation.

that there was promise of
It was Congress's regular

policy to reserve minerals to a tribe whenever allottinq or opening reservations to white eettlement, whenever the presence of
valusb~e

l.2,.f

The Tribe Lost the Minerals by Historical

1!/

minerals was known or suspected.

And in fact, Congress

The Corpe of Engineers has granted a permit for one explor11tory well in the Taking Area, but the well has not been'
drilled because the Tribe has thus far declined to gr11nt an easement or sign a unitization agreement.
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specifically followed this policy when it opened the northeast

part of the reserv11tion to white homesteading in 19101

Indian tribes downstream.
1-; •
__ :,

•

•rrJf thete be found any lands bearing coal or

other mineralh the Secretary of the Interior
is hereby aut orized to reserve them for
allotment or other disposition until congress
shall provide for their disposal. , • • •
Stat. f55 (emphasis added).
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The u.s. Geological Survey did classify some of the
i;eservation as coal land, and this coal was reserved to the
Tribe.

But a substantial part of the land was negligently not

classified as coal bearing, though under then-current USGS

I

..•. ,,.

An important aspect of this historic

injuatice c11n be corrected today -- with no outlay of appropriated funds -- by passage of 5.2480, which would restore to the
Tribe mineral rights in the Indian District of the Reservation,
and also a few remaining grazing rights in the Indian' District

-

that the Tribe does not already own.
Enastmep-~~MM~u.bt~the~_...,

opw.t:~.~~:i

.;nj $P""g.aGfi~'w.-:;tl~~r'ti!qh9daoa.;i

trary, its operation would be __ (~~j,J.t.t".t~4.,Qy,,,_s •. 2A8.0.-l-11>

~'"'""'"'·"'''"''»''

.,,utM"·i'"

zation of land-transfer agreements which would permit the Corps

manuals it 11hould have been (and in 1917 in fact was so

reclasaified, but too late to save the coal that had passed to
the allottees and homesteaders in the meantime).

These facts

to acquire additional land from the Tribe around the shoreline.
It would
""-·,-n

not affect the Homestead District of the Reservation.

..

-,-,-~.,,,,. _.,,,,.,,.,,.,.,~.

-

It would not alter the status quo with"filiPe'Ct''"EO'lrUilt!'il'ilJ"'and'

appear as part of the attorneys• and expert witness files in

f1'9hing. in, tbe.Lak.e,"'OY~to- State

Of·'

!i6ftlf'Oa-kota jur-isdlctioti

Indian Claims Commission Docket 350-G, settled by agreement in
GW.er. the lands in question,

It would, however,

constit~te

an act

1982, without court findings.
of justice and good faith, and possibly a mush-needed economic
When the reservoir land w11s taken in 1949, the Tribe and
benefit, to the Three Affiliated Tribes, and an affirmation of
its members were paid $68,000 for the mineral rights under the
the present-day vitality of the truat relationship between the
entire 154,000 acres taken.

Exhibit E, p. 22.

The Tribe has
Indian people and the federal government.

offered to repay this.

VII.

conclusion

The enactment, forty years ago, of a well-intentioned
federal policy to lessen the impact of repeated flooding along
the Miasouri River valley, has resulted in the memb&rs of t·he
Three Affili11ted Tribes of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation
suffering a highly disproportionate share of the burden, far· more
than their non-Indian neighbors, and even more than the other
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. Senator ANDREWS. Our next witness is Mr. William Cronin, Chief
of the Legislative Services Office, Directorate of Real Estate, Office
of Chief of Engineers, Department of the Army.
Mr. Cronin, I understand that you have a statement for the
record?
Mr. CRONIN. I do, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDREWS. Do you wish to include that in the record? We
will have it appear ae if every word of it was spoken.
Mr. CRONIN. Yes, I do.
Senator ANDREWS. Now let me ask you a question. Under the
provisions of this bill any exploration, development, production, or
extraction of minerals must be conducted in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Army in order to protect
the Garrison Dam and Reservoir and carry out the purpose of the
project. What do the current regulations provide, and what is the
policy of the corps, with respect to adhering to State law in mineral development?
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ARMY POSITION

The Depertment of the Army must defer taking a position on this bill until a
number of unanswered questions have been addressed. We will report beck to the
Committee withe definitive position on this bill by the end of July.
There has been litigation in the Court of Claims, against the United States
brought on behalf of those who would benefit from this legislation. This litigation
involved rights related to the Garrison Dam and Reservoir project. This litigation
was settled on May 29, 1981, with the plaintif&-PE!eei¥iRg..$.l.D.-26.milHWl..:.i:.he.piaintiffs, in the stipulation of dismissal, agreed to release ell rights and demand.!! which
were raised or could have been raised in the litigation. The Department of Jwitice
will_un@t:t<l.ke ,to review how this litigation and its settlement impacts upon this
legiBlitton, in addition to any other concerns which may be present,
;_:-_,_,,,

.•'
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM J. CRONIN, CHIEF, LEGISLATIVE SERVICES OFFICE, DIRECTORATE OF REAL ESTATE, OFFICE OF
CHIEF OF ENGINEERS, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Mr. CRONIN. I am not aware of any uniform, across-the-board
regulations that would govern the removal of minerals from within
~he project area.
Normally, because of the differences in projects, the differences
n contours, and the like, the situations must be addressed on an
td hoc basis to determine whether there would be any interference
rith the operation and maintenance of the project and what would
ieed to be done to prevent such interference.
Senator ANDREWS. In your opinion, would it be in any way poasi,le or feasible to develop the coal in this area without being in conlict with the purpose of the Garrison Project?
Mr. CRONIN. Mr. Chairman, I think I would need to furnish that
nformation for the record. We would have to get our technical
te0ple involved in this to determine if so and how.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you very much. That helps very much.
[The statement follows:)
lU!lPARED 8TATBMENT OF WtWAM J, CRONIN, CHIEF, LEGISLATIVE SERVICES OFFICE,
DIRECTORATE OF REAL EJsTATE, 0mcE OF CHLEF OF ENGINEERS, DEPARTMENT OF THE

ARMY

Good morninf• Mr. Chairmen and members of the Committee. I am William J.
ronin, Chief o the Legislative Services Office, Directorate of Real Eatate, Office of
1e Chief of Engineers, Department of the Army. I have been designated to repre~nt the Department of the Army et this hearing on S. 2480, 98th Congress, a bill
declare that the mineral rights in certain lands acquired by the United States
1 connection with the Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project are held in trust for the
!tree Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation, and for other purposes."

ro

PURPOSES 01" THE BILL

The purposes of the bill are: to reconvey the minerals to the Tribe; to extend to
.e Indiana ~ing rightl!I over ieolated tracts within the Reservation boundaries,
1t not acquired from the Indians; and to create land exchange end land transfer
tthority by agreement between the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the
terior.

I
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BACKGROUND

The Department of the Army acquired approximately 460,0-00 acres along the
main stem of the Missouri River in North Dakota for the Garrison Dam and Reser·
voir Projei::t, as authorized by the Act of December 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 887, 891). Of
this, approximately 150,000 acres were acquired from the Three Affiliated Tribes of
the Fort Berthold Reservation under the authority of the Act of October 29, 1949, 63
Stat. 1026. Under this Act, the Tribe was paid $12,605,625 for "ell right, title, and
interests of the Tribe, allottees, and heirs of the ellottees" in the lands taken, and in
full satisfaction of "ell claims, rights, demand.!!, and judgments arising out of the
Act or existing on the date of enactment." The Tribe accepted the Act by referendum.
Prior to 1951, it was the Army's policy to acquire fee simple title to all lands required for project purposes, including all mineral rights. By late 1951, fee title to
approximately 170,000 acres had been acquired from private landowners for the
project. In addition, fee title to the approximately 150,000 acres of the Three Affili·
eted Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation had been acquired.
In 1951, the Army determined that, where it would not be incompatible with
project requirement.a, landowners should have the right to retain oil end gas righb!
in their lands. Some landowners did reserve oil and gas rights while others con·
veyed full fee interest to the United States.
In 1953, the Department of the Army and the Department of the Interior announced a Joint Acquisition Policy, which would restnct land acquisition for reser·
voir projects to the minimum estate nece&8Bry for the construction, operation, end
maintenance of the project. Under this policy, the full fee estate was taken only
where essential, e.g. at the dam site and within close proximity to structures. In
other instances, the fee was acquired but owners were allowed to retain mineral interests and other rights, where not incompatible with project purposes. Easements
were acquired where lands were only occasionally inundated. This policy was used
to acquire the remaining lands needed for the Garrison Project.
The policy changes in 1951 end 1953 that some landowners could retain oil and
gas rj.ghts meant that mineral rights were acquired for project lends during the
early stages but not acquired in the upper project areas. However, there is no legislative authority under which the Secretary of the Army could reconvey mineral in·
terests to former owners where acquisition had been completed. This includes all of
the lands acquired from the Three Affiliated Tribes.
That concludes my prepared statement. Mr. Chaima11. If you.have any questions, I
will be happy to answer them.

Senator ANDREWS. I see my colleague, the senior Senator from
North Dakota, Senator Burdick has returned. Senator, I understand you have a statement? You are the cosponsor of the bill and
we are glad to have you here.
STATEMENT OF HON. QUENTIN N. BURDICK, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA

Senator BURDICK. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here today
to testify in support of S. 2480.
The primary purpose of the bill is to return to the Mandan, Hidatsa and Arikara Tribes beneficial ownership of mineral rights on

",,
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-eservation lands acquired three decades ago by the United States
n connection with the Garrison Dam.
The Missouri Flood Control Project destroyed and uprooted the
!Conomy and social organization of the Fort Berthold Indians. The
.949 act flooded 154,000 acres of prime river bottom land. The
lames and lands of 349 families was flooded under water to a
lepth of 100 feet or more. The flooding of this valley disrupted the
igricultural and livestock enterprises of the Indians which had
ome to provide 70 percent of their earned net income.
Three out of four Fort Berthold households were scattered into
ive water-separated segments of upland prairie. Physical separaion between families and disruption of the Indian cattle economy
•rake up the high de~ee of community life and destroyed the fun.amental basis of their culture.
$. 2480 would correct part of an historic injustice to the tribes.
'he tribes strorwly opposed building Garrison Dam, but ultimately
:Ongress authorized its construction, conditioned on the Corps of
:ngineers obtaining agreement by the tribes as to the terms of
omflensation for their land. The tribe agreed to compensation intuding certain major rights-grazing rights, hunting and fishing
ights, recreation concession rights and subsurface mineral rights
ithin the 'Taking Area.
The Fort Berthold Indians were forced to accept the com_pensa.on terms dictated by Congress in 1949. The act expressly deleted
~rm~in a contra.ct negotiated between the Army Corps of Engieevs and Indians. The Indians were given the alternative of ac~pting the terms within 6 months or seek a judicial remedy. The
ibes accepted the $12.6-million cash offer because it felt it could
o longer fight the Federal Government. The dam had already
:!en closed and their homelands were being flooded.
Beginning almost immediately after passage of the 1949 act, the
ibes made repeated legislative efforts to amend the statute or
188 new statutes restoring to it some of its former rights. Legislaon restoring mineral rights \i'as introduced in the 81 through 87
ongresses.
None of these bills were enacted into law despite a change in the
rmy Corps of Engineers land acquisition policy in 1951. The Corps
~termined that it no longer would require landowners to give up
.ineral rights. This policy shift, coincided with the discovery of oil
id gas reserves in the vicinity of the Garrison Dam, occured just
'ter it could be of any benefit to the Three Affiliated Tribes. In
ldition, Congress made sure that the five downstream Missouri
iver tribes retained their mineral rights in subsequent water
'Oj~ects.

The bill restores the mineral rights in the Taken Area and will
1t affect the ability of Federal authorities to operate the Garrison
llll and Reservoir without interference. No appropriation would
1 required by the legislation. The bill would also restore certain
·azing rights, and would permit land exchanges around the edge
the project, as needed.
The Indian community has offered this bill as a compromise in
der to gain approval by members of the non-Indian community.
ie bill does not address the question of water rights, f'19hing
~hts, or access to the lake. The bill affects only the Indian district
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of the reservation. The Homestead District, an area comprising ap·
proximately the northeast third of the reservation, and occupied
almost exclusiv~lJ by non-Indians, is not affected by the bill.
The, bill WR-Y!'1_.• not-"disturh .th.~ status quo with respect to ~Y:
...__,!!1 ~-qr~Iialjurt~dictional claiffi'S~"ineludi.Ilg-' the ·--p~eBeilt"'fole-· or
tbEr-State-of North Dakota in regulatiJig mineral resource development under this lake.
I would like to commend this committee, and refer to the able,
commendable leadership performed by my colleague, Senator An·
drews, who is chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs, for his personal interest in the North Dakota Indian
people. It is my understanding that the tribe has met with public
officials and representatives of the non-Indian community in Bismarck several days ago. Public officials have been informed and
have raised no objections to the bill on behalf of the State of North
Dakota. The Boundary Committee does not appear to have substantive problems with the bill. It does, however, continue to raise its
concern with jurisdictional problems. I recognize those concerns. It
is to be hoped that negotiations between the Indians and nonIndian communities can resolve many of these pressing issues.
In the meantime, I would urge interested parties not to lose sight
of the foals of this legislation. S. 2480 should be viewed as a beginning o a long-needed dialog between both communities.
I might say in closing, Mr. Chairman, that this merely puts this
particular area along the Missouri River on a par with other areas
along the Missouri River to the south. It is simple justice.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you, Senator, for an excellent statement. We appreciate your coming here, everyone in North Dakota
and across this nation knows of not only your great support for
equity for the American Indian, but also your father's wonderful
record in this field before. We are glad to have you here and we
would be glad to have you stay through the interrogation of the
next couple of witnesses if you would like, Senator.
Senator BURDICK. My father came to North Dakota as a 2-_yearold child. His family settled on the reservation near Devil's Lake,
and I think he was grown to manhood before he realized he was
not an Indian. That is how close he was to the Indian people.
Senator ANDREWS. That is right; and the Indian people in North
Dakota recognize this, Senator, as you know so well .
Our next witness is Mr. Sidney Mills, the Director of the Office
of Trust Responsibilities, Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Department of the Interior, accompanied by Mr. Frank Keel, who is a legM
islative specialist.
As I understand it you have a statement that you would like to
place in the hearing record?
Mr. MILL.'!. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDREWS. Good. We will insert it in the record f<Jllowing
your oral testirnony.
There are a number of questions that need to be answered, but
the only problem that you refer to is the question of the 1981
claims settlement. With the exception of that one issue, has the Department raised any objection to this legislation?
Mr. MILLS. No, Mr. Chairman. With the exception of that one
issue, the Department would be in support of the bill.

.
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Senator ANDREWS. Fine. Thank you very much.
Mr. MILLS. Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement follows:]
PREPARED 8TATl:MENT 01' SIDNEY L. MILLS, DIRECTOR, 0FFICB OF TRUST
R!:SPONSIBILITlllS, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OJ' THE INTERIOR

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am pleased to appear before you
today to present the views of the Department of the Interior on S. 2480, a bill "To
declare that mineral rights in certain lands acquired by the United Sta tee in connection with the Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project are held in trust for the
Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation, and for other purposes."
We recommend that action be deferred on S. 2480 because a number of unan·
rwered questions must be addressed. The Administration will report back to the
Committee with a definitive position on the bill upon its return from the Senate
July recess.
Briefly, S. 2480 would return to the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold
fteservatio1_1, North Dakota, beneficial ownership of mineral rights on reservation
ands acqwred for the Gerrison Dam end Reservoir Project. It would also restore
:e~in grezjng rights in the taken aree, end would permit exchanges or tribal and
JroJect Ian.els around the project. It would also require any exploration or developnent of minerals to be governed by Corps of Engineers regulations in order to proect the project.
There hu been litigation in the Court of Claims against the United States
1rought 01_1 behalf of those who wo~d benefit from this legislation. This litigation
nvolved nghts related to the Garrison Dam and Reeervoir Project. This litigation
~ s~ttled on May 29, 198~, ~th the plaintiffs receiving $10.25 million. The plain·
iffs, 1n ,the stipulation of dismissal, agreed to release all rights and demands which
7ere raised or could have been raised in the litigation. We will undertake to review
tow this litigation and it.s eettlement impacts upon this legjalation in addition to
ny other concerns which may be present.
'
The representative of Department of the Army will present the historical back·
rou1_1d on the acquisition of Indian lands for the Garrison Project.
Th.IS concludes my prepared statement Mr. Chairman. I would be pleased to
nswer eny questions you or Members of the Committee may have.

Senator ANDREWS. The next bill that we will hear testimony on
2663 affecting the Sisseton-Wahpeton Tribe. Mr. Bertram
ltrsch, the attorney for the Sisseton-Wahpeton Tribe, is here. Mr.
lirsch, we understand that the tribal group that was here had to
eturn to .the reservation because there was a sudden death, so you
re carrying a double load on your shoulders. I might say, counsel,r, they have the utmost confidence in you, but I think the record
ught to indicate that the tribal leaders were here and, but for a
1dden death, they would have been here to testify. Their remarks
::iu have, as I understand, and they will be inserted in the record
nmediately following your remarks.
Do you have prepared remarks, Mr. Hirsch?
Mr. HIRSCH. I have prepared remarks which have already been
1bmitted to the committee.
Senator ANDREWS. They will appear in the record as though you
ive them in their entirety.
Let me ask you a question, Counselor. The Department of the In1rior is opposing this bill on the grounds that the Indian Land
::insolidation Act provides authority for the tribe to enact such an
1heritance code. Could you briefly describe how your bill differs
om the authority contained in the Indian Land Consolidation
ct?
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TESTIMONY OF BERTRAM E. HIRSCH, GENERAL COUNSEL TO
THE SISSETON-WAHPETON SIOUX TRIBE
. Mr. HIRSCH. Yes, I can. As a preface to this, I would like to
Inform the chairman that I have provided the committee staff with
a report or a statement entitled, jjHeirship: The Indian Amoeba "
~hich I wo1;1I~ like to have inserted in the record as part of my ~
tunony. This xe a report that was prepared in 1982 by Michael L.
Lawson.
Senator ANDREWS. It is an excellent paper, and we will insert it
in the record following your prepared statement.
Mr. HIRSCH. My point, Mr. Chairman, is that it is a report prepared by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Aberdeen Area Office
and it focuses on the fractionated heirship problem-'
Senator .ANDREWS. Every now and then the Bureau does something right.
Mr. HIRSCH. Very true. I will subscribe to the every-now-and·
then part of it.
The Aberdeen Area Office prepared this report and has focused
on the fractionated heirship problem from a national perspective,
but ta!tes the ~a.k:e Traverse Indian Reservation 8!3 its key jumpingoff pomt. I think that the need for the legislation that you now
have before you is graphically illustrated by this report and the
factual statements contained therein. The deficiencies of the Indian
Land Consolidation Act are also clearly highlighted by some of the
factual statements in this report.
I am not going to read you this report, obviously; it is 20 pages
lon.g, but I woulQ like to point out for the record a couple of the
salient facts that are reported from the Bureau of Indian Affairs
recl?rds, and then I will specifically and briefly explain how the
Indian Land Consolidation Act does not do the job for the SissetonWahpeton Sioux Tribe.
The tribe was the first tribe to ever have its reservation allotted.
The allotment process for the Lake Traverse Reservation began in
1887, immediately following enactment of the General Allotment
Act. The tribe had approximately 300,000 acres allotted; today,
there are only some 110,000 acres in tribal and tribal member ownership.
According to Mr. Lawson's report, he says that in 1887 the tribe
collectively cultivated 7,740 acres and harvested 9,000 bllShels of
corn, and herded 450 head of cattle. He goes on to point out how
today, nearly 100 years later, the tribe is making far, far less use of
its available acreage than what it was making after allotment in
1887 and he points out that the reason is the fact that fractionated
heirshipe have rendered the land useless. He aleo points out that
some of the heirship interests at Sisseton are now calculated into
the trillionths of an interest, and that the Bureau of Indian Affairs
has extraordinary costs-this is a 1982 report, where he indicates
that the costs of. administering the heirship lands at Sisseton run
the Government approximately $50 per heir per year-I am sorry,
he says $40-the Sisseton agency su_perintendent informed us last
week that it is now approximately $50 per heir per year, far, far
more money than what the land itself is actually worth.
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As far as the Indian Lan,d Consolidation Act is

c~ncerned,. and
~ills .subm1tt~d

the statement which I have m front of me that Mr.
in writing to the committee, the Indian Land Consol~dat1on Act lS,
in some of its features similar to S. 2663; but the Indian Land Consolidation Act does
do anything near what S. 2663 would do. I
believe S. 2663 would actually eliminate fractional heirship interests at Sisseton over a generation of time, perhaps, whereas the
Indian Land Consolidation Act standing alone barely addresses the
problem
.
ti
More specifically, the Bur~au of. Indian Aff~1rs focuse~ on sec on
2205, which permits an Indian tribe to P!ovide h? ord.1nance that
nonmembers of the tribe shall not be entitled to inhent land. Our
bill contains a similar feature-or, I shoul~ say an identic:al ~ea
ture. However, under section 2205 of the Indian ~a~d ConsC?l1dat1on
Act in order for a tribe to adopt such a feature 1n its laws it has to
co~ply with three separate provisos that are included in the a~t.
None of those provisos, which are serious limitatiC?ns and restrictions and conditions on a tribal enactment, appear 1n our proposed
legislation.
.
By the way, I should add that, contrary to the notion of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, our bill-or I should say, more acurately,
Senator Abdnor's and Senator Pressler's bill-does not seek land
consolidation. The Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe has a land consolidation statute that was passed by the Congress in 197 4. Under
that statute the tribe hes been able to recover some 20,000 acres of
land in the last 10_years.
.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs, in its own testimony, points out
numerous differences between our bill and the Indian Land Consolidation Act. They characterize those differences as "slight variances" and "minor differences." The.Y are not.
For example, in the partition provision~ in our bill, which do not
appear in current law, we provide that if the holders of a 50-pe~
cent interest in allotment seek partition, the Secretary must partition the land. Under current law-or I should say, at least, under
current practice-the Bureau of Indian Affairs requires 100 percent approval of all the heirs before partiti?n will occur. This has
resulted in no partitioning taking place at. Sisseton for Il!any years,
even though many tribal members have tried to accomplish that on
many occasions.
.
.
Many of .the other provisions o~ ou~ bill, which the Bureau of
Indian Affairs objects to are technical m nature and have been resolved by amendments ~hich are·· attached to the testimony I have
submitted ·to the ·;committee. These amendments were prepared
mostly on this past Monday at a meeting attended by committee
staff and Department. of the Interior staff, my,.elf, and the tribal
chairman.
"b I
Senator ANDREWS. Counselor, in your contact with the tr1 a
chairman and the tribal officials, are you aware that the members
of the tribe have been apprised of this legislation?
Mr. HIRSCH. Mr. Chairman, this bill-I've been involv~d ~ representing Indian tribes now for over 17 yea:s, and this bill, in my
opinion, has. had more imput and more review by· the ~embei:s of
the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe than probably any like legislation that has affected the specific interests of one tribe. Specifical-
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ly, the tribe not only held public heaings in front of the tribal
council and public debate in front of the tribal council in three successive tribal administrations-and each tribal council in those
three successive administrations has strongly endorsed this legislation and has asked the South Dakota congresi:donal dele!fation to
support it. In addition to that, the tribal community is divided into
seven discrete political districts.
In 1981 the tribal chairman and myself made a circuit of each of
the seven political districts at well-advertised public hearings to
which numerous tribal members attended. This bill was explained
line by line, section by section to the members of the tribe at tJ:ese
various public hearings. The members made numerous suggestions
for changes in the language of the bill, and the changes are reflected in the bill that is now before the committee.
Senator ANDREWS. Mr. Hirsch, what efforts have been made to
gain input from the departmental personnel on this legislation?
Mr. HIRSCH. The tribe, Mr. Chairman, started to develop this bill
in 1978. At that time, probably the first person that had contact
with the tribe on this was Don Jensen who, as you may know, was
the head of the realty office in the Aberdeen area office of the BIA
for many, many years.
Senator ANDREWS. So this bill comes as no surprise to the Department?
Mr. HIRSCH. No.
Senator ANDREWS. In fact, they have been in on it?
Mr. HIRSCH. In fact, Legislative Counsel's Office of the Department of the Interior had input into this bill back in 1979 and 1980.
The BIA at the agency, area, and central office had input in~ 0is
bill at that time. This bill is not only a distillation of the op1n1ons
and suggestions and recommendations for legislation of members of
the tribe, but it also attempts to incorporate the kinds of approaches to this problem that were recommended by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, by the Department's Office of Legislative Counsel, and by
the Department's Office of the Solicitor. We have had tremendous
amounts of input from the Government on this.
I might add, Mr. Chairman, that we have had the benefit over. a
number of years of time of the advice and assistance of the committee staff of this committee, as well as the committee staff of the
House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, who made numerous recommendations with respect to how to handle this problem
for the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe. Those recommendations
have also been incorporated into the bill pending before you.
Senator ANDREWS. Well, Counselor, how about the letter we have
received from Delbert Hawkins, who is the chairman of the Enemy
Swim District, and Kenny Seaboy, who is a councilman of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe pointing out that they support the
main provisions contained in this legislation but they strongly
object to the clause pertaining to the escheat of lands less than 21/z
acres in size to the tribe? The.v find it discriminatory that non-Indians can own a tract of land 2 J12 acres in size or smaller while "* '" •
we on this reservation are prevented from doing the same." What
about that?
Mr. HIRSCH. Well, curiously enough, the Indian Land Consolidation Act passed by the Congress which became law last year, has
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more onerous proVU11ons than our bill because the Indian Land
Consolidation Act fOr a 160-acre allotment, which is the typical size
r>f allotments at Sisseton, would permit an escheat of as large an
uea as 3.2 acres, not 21/s acres.
Senst.or A.Nnuws. You do not excuse one onerous provision by
mying that there are others. There seem to be no end of onerous
provisions in Indian law, at least pertaining to the Indians, and
there always seem to be great, huge loopholes taking care of the
a.on·lndians. It lobks like this is one of those.
Mr. HmscH. Well, I would egree with you if the provision were
meroue. However, the Enemy Swim District was one of the dismcts at which I, myself, and a tribal chairman 2 years ago held a
Ile~. The members of the district were present. I fr~ do not
recall if Mr. HAWKINS was. He was not chairman of the dIStrict at
;hat time. The district unanimously supported the legislation in a
rote, and they are on record as unanimously urging the tribal
:ouneil to support this legislation.
With respect to Mr. S"eaboy, I might add that Mr. Seaboy has
>een on the tribal council now for several years and on every
1ingle occasion when this legislation came up for a vote by the
:ribal council, Mr. Seaboy voted in favor of the legislation, includng the escheat provisions.
Senator ANDREWS. Are you saying that Mr. Seaboy speaks with
brked tongue?
Mr. Hmsca. No. I am saying that Mr. Seaboy may have changed
rls position; but in terms of his public acts as a legislator for the
ribe, as a member of the council, in his recorded votes he certainly
lBS voted in favor of this legislation on several different occasions
LD.d hes never taken any action to have his vote recorded otherrise.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you very much, counselor.
[The material followe. Testimony resumes on p. 106.]
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PREPARED SfATH-lEITT OF llERTIW'4 E. HIFSClf, ATI'ORNEY, CN BEHALF OF
TifE SISSfil'ON-IVAHPB'I'Gl SIOUX TRillE
Mr.

Chairman and memDers of the Conunittee, my name is

Bertram E. Hirsch. I aerve as General Counsel to the
Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe and am appearing today on

\-

the Tribe's behalf. Russell Hawkins, the Tribe's Chairman,
and other tribal representatives had intended to present
this testimony but, due to the untimely death of a prom-

"'

inent member of the Tribe, are unable to do so.
Enactment of s. 2663 is vital to the interests of the
Tribe and its members. The legislation, originally introduced in similar form by Congressman Oaschle during the
96th Congress in 19BO (H.R. B418l, primarily seeks t9
provide mechanisms to eliminate fractionated heirship
problems within the original boundaries of the Lake Traverse

:_.\•

Indian Reservation •
The Tribe's fractionated heirehip problems find their
origin in the General Allotment Act of 18B7. Under this
Act, the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe was one of the first
Tribe's to experience allotment. Commencing in 1887 and
concluding in 1094, the Lake Traverse Indian Reservation Wal!I
carved into 1,369 individual allotments with the lands surplus
to allotment being sold to non-Indian settlers,
During the last 100 years, the original allotments have
passed to successive generations of heirs. The heirs of the
original allottees own an ever diminishing fractional interest
in the original allotment. The fractionation process is
illustrated by the

~Profile

of Lske Traverse Reservation

Fractionated Tracts," appearing on the next page •

.!~
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It is apparent that hundreds of heirs of original allottees

Profile of Lake Traverse Reservation

Fractionated Tracts of land

gain virtually nothing from their interest in the original

SW 1305 JOSEPH RENVILLE - AKIPA - Annual rental 51,100.00
464 Hefrs, 98 heirs receive 0¢ and 340 receive less
than Sl.00. largest share holder receives $126.05.

allotment. In addition to the paEticular allotments high-

SW 255 ABIGAIL CRAWFORD - Annual Rental $2,548.00

ments within the Lake Traverse Reservation average some

liglited in the Profile, the BIA estimates that all allot-

430 Hiers, 10 heirs receive 0¢ and 216 receive less
than $1.00. largest share holder rec!lives $90.23

thirty hei"ra. To administer the fractional interests of
the heira of the original allottees, the SIA maintains:

SW 433 CEKPAldN - Annural Rental $2,627.00
341 herls, 169 heirs receive Tess than $1.00

Largest share holder receives $205.54.

S,893 individual accounts for members of the Tribe and

·

SI'/ 1349 GABRIEL RENVILLE (TH!AKA1/) - $215.00 annual rental
337 heirs, 75 receive 0¢ and 289 receive less
than Sl.00. Largest share holder receives $14.17.

others, costing, according to the Sisseton Agency, approximately $50.00 per account annually.

SW 1352 HOKSINAWASTE {GOOOBOY) - Annual Rental $600.00
374 llefrs, 12 heirs receive 0¢ and 276 receive less
than $1.00. Largest share holder recefves $34.44,
SW 102 AGNES INIHAN - Annual Rental $320.00
224 heirs, 161 receive less than $1.00.
Largest share holder recefves S40.95.
SW 62S HAPISTINA - Annural Rental $600.00
270 heirs, 22 receive 0¢ and 234 receive less than
$1 .oo. Largest share hol.der recefves $32,30
SH 714 MARY FRENIER - Annual Rental $6,400,00
314 heirs, 62 heirs receive less than $1.00.
Largest share holder receives $355,56

The high degree of fractionation renders it impossible
for most of the· heirs to make any beneficial use of their
fractional interest. Consequently, the BIA leases the
allotments and distributes the piddling rental income to

' . -··

the heirs,
In order to assist the members of the Tribe to make

IZ. ,'

commercial, agricultural, homestead and othor beneficial
use of the original allotments, as intended by the General

SW 782 TATEWICUWA - Annural Rental $270.00
300 heirs, TO receive Ot and 232 receives less than
$1.00. Largest share holder receives $27.16,
SW 990 JOSEPH LABLANC - Annural Rental $1,275.00
247 heirs, 141 receive less than $1,00
Largest share holder receives $278,91.

Allotment Act, the Tribe began to explore a legislative
solution to the fractionated heirship problem as early as
··;,'

1979. Since that time, the legislation that has emerged

·.:;,

as s.2663 has received endorsement from three successive
tribal councils. The legislation was also the subject of
thorough public hearings held in the seven communities of
the Tribe during 1981. The BIA, at the Agency, Area and

'·'.
.\.

Central offices, has had extensive input into the legislation,

. J.:

as has the Department of-the Interior's Office of Legislative
counsel and the Solicitor's Office.

1
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s.2663 was also developed with the cooperative assistance

of the staff of this Committee and the assistance of the
staff of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of
the House of Representatives. The legislation is supported
by the Tribe and its members.

During the 97th Congress, the Tribe was urged to hold up

68
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Section 4 of s. 2663 provides a life estate for

·f

.~

surviving nonmembers of the Tribe. This is similar to

.
I

25 u.s.c. §'2205, except that section 2205, as noted,

"'T<••

contains conditions and restrictions not contained in

'

''
' ,
'' '

s. 2663. under section 2205, it is possible that a life
tenant, who is a nonmember of the Tribe, could retain
a permanent interest in the trust or restricted land

on seeking introduction of the· le9islation on the premise

if the Tribe fails to pay fair market value for

that the Indian Land Consolidation Act, then under considera-

tion, would provide the Tribe with the mechanisms necessary
to eliminate fractional heiX'ship interests. The Indian Land

consolidation Act became law on January 12, 1983. Unfortun-

".•

the

interest within a specified period of time. Under
S. 2663, nonmembers can never obtain more than a life

estate in such lands.
Section 4 also provides a method for determining the

ately it does not address the fractionated heirship issue
use of land by life tenants and the distribution of

in a way that will effectively resolve the problem for the
Tribe and containl!I certain pro,•iFions not acceptable to the

rental income to the life tenants. This provision is
not provided for in any existing law.

Tribe or its members. As a result, the Tribe has renewed its
section 5 requires escheat to the Tribe of any ineffort to obtain enactment of S. 2663.

terest in trust or restricted land that is less than

s.2663 contains the following major provisions; Section 2
two and one-half acres, whether the interest is inherited
restricts inheritance to. enrolled tribal metnbera. While
the Tribe can obtain euch a reatriction by implementing
25 u.s.c. §2205, the proviso clause of S2205 contains conditions and restrictions not acceptable to the Tribe. For
example, s. 2663 would permit nonmember surviving issue of
children to acquire a life estate. Section 2205 does not
recognize 1uch a right.
Section 3 of s. 2663 provides an order of intestate
succession. The order is different from the order provided
in currently applicable state law. The Indian Land Consolidation Act does not provide an order of intestate
succession.

by devise or descent. This provision is similar to
25 u.s.c. §2206. Depending on the size of an allotment,
Section 5 is broader or more restrictive than the 2%
requirement in section 2206. The Tribe believes that
a flat acreage approach is more appropriate to its circumstances. In particular, the Tribe supports two and onehalf acre provision because this is the standard size of a
rural homestead in the tribal community, HUD requires
this amount of acreage as a homestead minimum, and
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't
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because unite of land of less amount are not legally

;::

describable by the fractional system employed in leqal

J

Indian Land Consolidation Act not inconsistent with
this legislation would continue to apply to the
members of the Tribe, the two laws working in tandem

''
,,,,
l!'

land descriptions. The Tribe is also convinced that

should substantially eliminate the fractionated

A

inlleritance of a lesser amount would permit the con-

-~

tinuation ot poor land use caused by fractionation,

while esche.at of a larger amount would be unfair to

heirship problem within a generation.
The Tribe has actively sought this legislation for
six years and has needed it for a far tonger period. The

!
-l

the heirs.

Section 6 provides that prohibited inheritances would

legislation is vital to growth and development of the
Tribe and its members.

eacheat to the Tribe.

The Tribe appreciates the o;::iportunity to appear before

Section 7 is designed to tacilitate partition of the
allotments on the

re~ervation,

the BIA requires that lOOt of the heirs consent

the Committee today and is grateful to the Committee for

i~

Under cw: rent practice,

il

before

it~

.!'

Attached is a list, together with an explanation, of

"-:,n

partition .i• pe.rmitted. It has been virtually impossible
for members of the Tribe to obtain partition. The members

...,

have thus been prevented from making beneficial use of

-~j

technical and other amendments to s. 2663 recommended by

-.\,

the Tribe after further review with tribal members, the
Department of the Interior and Committee staff,

the land.
Section 8 would authorize the Tribe to exercise the
power of eminent domain to condemn fractional heirship

'

.j

'·\

''

interests and develop.tribal economy. Section 9 would
provide the Secretary with the same authority.
Section 11 would require that the unclaimed Or abandoned
property of members of the Tribe, held by the United States,
escheat to the Tribe.
In sum, enactment of s. 2663 would reduce the division
of trust allotments into fractionated interests and the
passing of allotments out of trust, and would enabl.a the

'•,

,;,

in question. Since, under S. 2663, the provisions of the

'

:--- ~

' ··:··i: \

··-,_,-_,·;

'"

{i,-,,

Tribe and its ·members to effectively use the trust lands

careful con•ideration of s. 2663.

,,
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only the decedent's interest in the land. The interest inAMENDMENTS

herited may be an undivided interest in a fraction of an

Th!! Sisseton-W"ahpeton SiouK Tribe requests the following

7, On page 6, line 4 should be amended to read1 "income

amendments to S. 2663;
1. On page 2, line 17 should be amended to delete the
first "or1t and :i:n lieu thereof insert the word "and." This
is a technical amendment that is necessary to properly ex-

from the lease or other use

of the life tenants' interest

in the land and." See amendment 6 for explanation.
8. On page 6, line 12 should be amended to readi "the
lease or other use of the life tenants' interest in the

press the intent and purpose of the section.

2. On page 2, line 21 should be amended to change the
word "section" to the word "sections." This is an obvious

land and such children." See amendment 6 for explanation.
9, On page 6, line 17 should be amended to insert before
the word "survived" the words "without a surviving nonmembsr

technical amendment.

J. on page J, line 25 should be amended to change "inlcude"

to "include." This is a typographical correction.

allotment.

*

4. On page 5, line 12 should be amended to read: "for the

spouse but." This is a technical amendment that more accurately states the intent of the subsection.
10. On page 6, line 19 should be amended to insert before

appropriate enrolled heir member of the tribe under section

the word "land" the words nli.fe tenants' interest in the."

J of thie Act or the." This amendment, also technical, more

See amendment 6 for explanation.

precisely states the intent of the subsection.
s. On page 5, line 19 should be amended to read: "Act shall
be subject to applicable regulations pertaining to the use of
trust or restricted land and to the following conditions,

11. On page 6, line 21 should be amended to insert before

the word "survived" the words "without a surviving nonmember
spouse but." See amendment 9 for explanation.
12. On page 6, line 25 should be amended to insert before

restrictions." The amendment conforms to existing law by

the word "land" the words "life tenants• interest in

recognizing that the Secretary of the Interior has a responsi-

See amendment 6 for explanation.

bility to determine the use of trust or restricted land in
cooperation with the beneficial users of such land.
6. on page s, line 24 should be amended to insert before
. the word "land" the words "life tenant's interest in the."
This is a technical amendment. The life tenant will inherit

the.~

13. On page 7, line 2 should be amended to insert before
the word "survived" the words "without a surviving nonmember
spouse and nonmember children but." See amendment 9 for
explanation •
14. On page 7, line 5 should be amended to insert before
the word "land" the words "life tenants' interest in the."

•Thi8 all!endment applies only to H.R. 5639.
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the land to ba partitioned. The T:r:ibe is concerned that the

See amendment 6 for explanation.

nwithout the necessityn language may permit the Secretary
15. On page 7, line 14 should be amended to insert

to reqnire. that consent be obtained from others holding an

after the word "acres" the words "or the equivalent

undi:vidttd

.i:nterest in the land to be partitioned. The Tribe

tfiereof. • Tfi:l:s i's a technical amendment that reflects

is interested in eliminating this kind of exercise of

the fact that usually the interest inherited is an

Secretarial discretion and in mandating that the Secretary
undivided interest in a fraction of an allotment,
partition land when a request is received in accordance with
16. On page 7, line 16 should be amended to change
the word "interstate" to the word

~intestate."

the provisions of this section.

This is
21. On page 8, lines 18-21 should be amended to delete

a typographical correction.

the "Provided further" clause and substitute in lieu thereof
17. On page 8, line 7 should be amended to delete the

the following:

word "heir." Thie a technical amendment that recognizes

the purpose of the section to

Provided further1 That whenever an enrolled
meinber or members of the tribe requests partition, the fair market value of the lands
remaining after partition shall not be less
than the fair market value of the interest,
prior to partition, of the owners of such
lands. The person or persons requesting
partition, in order to meet the fair market
value requirement of this subsection, may
relinquish to the other heirs a portion of
their undivided interest in the trust or
restricted lands to be partitioned.

make partition more readily

available to tribal members, whether or not they are "heirs."

18. On page 8, lines 8 and 11, after the word "member"

inse:rt the words "or members." This is a technical amendment
that niOre accurately states th& purposes of the section to
perlllit partition upon the request of one or more persons
holding at least a fifty percent interest in the lands to be

The existing language of s. 2663 would permit partition in a

pa:r:titioned.

way that could increase the fair market value of the undivided
interest of those requesting partition while decreasing the

19. On page 8, line 11, the wo:r:d "hei:r:" should be deleted.

This amendment conforms to and haS the same purpose as

fair market value of the undivided intereat of those who are

amendment 17.

not participating in the partition. Upon further review and

20. On page e, lines 11 and 12 should be amended

to delete

consideration, the Tribe does not believe that such an ap-

the wQrds nand without the necessity of obtaining the consent

proach to partition is equitable. The proposed amendment

ol any ol the other heirs." This is a technical amendment

would require that partition be achieved without diminishing

that more precisely States the intent of the section to re-

the fair market value of the undivided interest held by those

quire the Secretary to partition lands upon the request of

Who are not participating in the partition. In order to

those holding at least a fifty percent undivided interest in

'·''
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1.,
13
12
23. On page !!., line 13 should be amended to delete the

accomplish this re..ult, the proposed B.lllendment provides

period and insert a comma in lieu thereof with the following

that those requesting. partition may-obtain a division of

proviso to be added after the conuna=

the land that decreases the fair market value of the in-

Provided, That the provisions of any law to
the contrary notwithstanding, no patent in
fee shall be issued for the lands partitioned
under this section until the expiration of at
least ten years from the date of issuance of
such ne~ trust patent.

tereet held by such persons prior to partition. Alterna-

tively, those requesting partition, in order to achieve
a1 equitable a division of the land as possible while

Although the Tribe is interested in facilitating partition,

partitioning the land as nearly aa possible in the manner

the Tribe does not want partition to result in lands being

-requested, may agree to permanently relinquish a portion

of their undivided interest to those who are not participating in the partition. The p:roposed amendment is not

intended to vest any discretion in the Secretary to determine~_whether

the requeE1ted partition can be equitably

achieved. The section mandates partition when requested
by those holding at least a fifty percent undivided in-

removed from trust statue. Specifically, the Tribe is con-

)'

cerned that non-Indians may induce members of the Tribe to
request partition for the purpose of immediate sale to such
non-Indians once partition is approved. By disallowing the
issuance of a patent in fee for a period of at least ten
years from the date of partition, the land base of the Tribe
and its members can be properly protected.

terest iri the trust or restricted land to be partitioned.
24. On page 9, line 19 should be amended to change l:he word
22. on page 9, lines 6 and 7 should be amended to delete
"uses" to the word npurposes." This i11 a technical amendment
the words nwhenever the secretary partitions land under this
designed to conform to the language commonly used in the
section" and to insert in lieu thereof the words "Within one
eminent domain context.
hundred and eighty days after the Secretary, pursuant to
25. On page 12, line l should be amended to change the word
subsections (al o:t" ..{b). of this section, receives a request
nwith" to the word nwithin." This is a typographical correction.
to partition trust or restricted land. n The purpose of this
amendment is self-evident. The Sisseton Agency o~ the Bureau
of Indian Affairs has informed the Tribe that 190 days is
a sufficient time within ~hich to perform the administrative

26. On page lJ, Section 12 should be deleted. The Tribe ie
informed that since all lands and interests in lands acquired
by the United States for the tribe or its members, under
this legislation, is acquired in trust, the language of

tasks. necessary to accomplish the partition authoriied by
Section 12 is unnecessary. As a matter of existing law, all
this section.
lands held for Indians in trust are exempt from nontribal
taxation.

,',

r,,
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However, in order to avoid any construction that the de-

thi11 Act, the proposed amendment would not render valid

le.tion of Section 12

a will otherwise invalid under this Act,

(or the inclusion of 25·u.s,c. §2210

in the Indian Land Consolidation Act while omitting a

JO. A new section 15 should be added as follows:

similar provision in this legislationl subjects the lands

If any provision of this Act or its application
to 21ny person or circum11tance is found to be invalid, the remainder of this Act, or the application of the provisions of this Act to other
persons or circumstances, shall not be affected.

or interests in lands acquired in trust under this legisla-

tion, to nontribal taxation, the Tribe requests that Section
12 only be deleted if the deletion is clearly explained in

This is a standard severability provision. Since laws

the legislative history.

27. On page 13, line 15 should be amended to change

_'.)

affecting property rights are often contested, prudence

'

dictates the inclusion of this amendment,

nsec. 13n to "Sec, 12." This amendment is necessary if Section

31. On page 4, line 23 should be amended to change

12 is deleted.

"wher-" to "when-". This amendment is a· typographical
correction,

28. On page lJ, line 20 should be amended to change

·.••'

"sec. 14" to "Sec. 13.n This amendment is necessary if Section
12 is deleted,

_,,.

29·. On page 13, line 24 should be amended to change the

/

period to a comma. and to add the following proviso clause
after the comma:
Provided, That this section shall not
apply to invalidate the will of any
person who because of unsound mind is
unable to amend a will in order to
comply with the provisions of this
Act.

'·-i
'

This .amendment is neCli!11sary to -protect the integri.:tY of will11
properly executed prior to: the effective date of this Act.
under the proposed amendment,_ wills executed prior to or
within 120 days after enactment of thi11 Act would be valid,

' i:.

:.

-(),'.{'"I
,,,.
"

under the law applicable to such wills prior to t:he enact111ent of this Act, if the testator became non compos mentis
prior to 181 days after enactment of this Act. If a testator
becomes non compo11 menti11 after 180 days after enactment of

::\
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Enemy Swim Tio-spa
June 5, 1984
June 27,

The

Honorable James Abdnor

Senator Mark AndreWQ
SH-72~ Hart Senate orrtce Building
W•h•lnglon, D.C. 20510

United States Senate

lfashlngton, D.C.

20510

Dear Senator Abdnor:

Dear Senator Andrews,

Thfs letter is written on behalf of the Enelll)' Swim Dfstrfct concern-

ing the bflJ, S 2663.

Thi• letter i• lo clarify an apparent misunderstanding regarding H.R. 5639
and S. 2663 pertaining lo the Inheritance of trust or restricted land on the U.ke
Traverse Reservotlon, North Dako\1 and South Dakota.

Enetl1)' Swfm Dfstrfct fs one of the seven districts

which constitutes -the Sfsseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe of the Lake Traverse
Reservation located both fn South Dakota and North Dakota. This Ofstrfct

ll is our understanding th•t two members of the Enemy Swim 0;•1ricl (one
of •even political districts or the Tribe) wrote lo you indicating oppo•ition to Lhe
bll(l'Ur'ther, \heir letter was sent on district letterhead.

represents 414 voters,.

While.we support the mafn provfsfon contained fn this le9islatfon,

we strongly object to the clause pertaining to the escheat of lands less

We would like Lo point out that our district at no tTme, formally or informally,
rejected the Heirshlp Leglslatlon, nor did we authorlte such a letter lo be ••n(
to member• of Congress. We do r>Ot tolce l•sue with member• of the Tribe voicing
oppo•iUon to member• or Congress on thl• leglslotlon or any other piece of legi•latlon in the Congre•s.

than two· and one-half acres fn sfze to the Tribe. We find ft dlscrfminatory that non-fndlans can own a tract of land two and one-half acres fn
stze \)r Slll!Tler while we on thfs Reservation are prevented from doing the
s11me.

We, •• Trib•I legislators, are well awore or the leglslatlve process, wh~rein
l09!slo[jve action seldom satisfies everyone, else we are cognlnnl of the fact that
the legl•fators themselves do not o(ways agree on legislation.

. Although we understand that the prfmary objective of the btll is to
consolidate Tribal ~ands, we believe that lt fs possible to accomplish thls
purpose without taking away our rights to inherit lands. rt would be gr:eatTy preferable to remove thfs clause al togf!ther and thereby enable members
of tile Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe to benefit from thefr tribal inheritance. If you need further information on thts important matter, you can
. .,,
tetepllDne me at 605/947-4170.

We further recognize the far reaching expan•e of the Helrship Legislation
ond how It ofrects Individual member1 of our Tribe.
Becat1se of the impact in
ollevlatlng multiple owner•hlp and the Impact to individual•, this log!•lalion ho9
been given o full heorlng in all seven districts of the Tribe.
In addition, lho
propo 9ed legl•lotlon has had full concurrence or the elected CouncllmemberB and
E><ecutfves or three separate Trlbol admlnlstrotlons since 197a.

I look fo,,.,.ard to your early reply so that I can cmrmunfcate your posttton to our Trfbal members and voters.

In concluslon, the Enemy Swim District his not opposed the legislation.

Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Lflldwen
Counc!tperson
Enemy Swim District
Slsoeton-Wohpeton Sioux Tribe

';

'

:c:

198~

r.'.'"CEIVED ..... - l 198~

~rk

Andrews
Senate Select Colllllfttee on Indfan Affa1rs

,.,·,_;.;

HiTm Owen
·
councll!><'rson
Enemy Swim District
Slsseton-Wohpeton Sioux Tribe

Maynard Bern~rd
Councilper•on
Enemy Swim Di•lric(
Slsseton-Wahpetai Sioux Tribe
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HEIRSHIP: TilE INDIA!l AMOEBA

The supervision of trust land has been the most enigii:itic feature of Indian administration during this century, ar.d

no aspect of this quandary has come Wlder greater criticism
than the so-called "heirship problem."

By

The geometric

growth of inherited interests in land allotments has led to
the alienation and disuse of millions of acres of real prop-

Michael L. Lawson

erty, and the burden of administrating and probating the

Historian

estates of what is now the fifth generation of heirs to the

U.S. Department of the Interior

ten million acres of allotted land that remains in Federal

Bureau of lnd1an Affairs

.{.;

,.,'!

Aberdeen Area Off1ce
Aberdeen, South Dakota 57401

trust hes become a bureaucratic nightmare

without parallel.

Yet, historians of Indian policy have focused little attention on this issue.
The heirship problem is an outgrowth of the allotment
Policies of the nineteenth century,

Prepared for delivery at the 75th Annual Meeting of the Organization or.American Historians, Philadephia, Pennsylvania, April 2,
1982.

Under Federal law, this paper cannot be C()pfed or otherwise reproduced without the consent of the author or the Bureau of Indian

By granting land in

severalty to a people whose cultural and religious· attach,-~

ment to land was baaed on a long tradition of communal use,
the United States hoped to indoctrinate Native Americans to
the European concept of private ownership, and thus expose

Affairs.

(Olll'llents and suggestions for rev1sion are welcomed, and should be

addressed to the author.

them to the "oivil!.ting" qualities thought to be inherent
in .tilling the soil.

This experiment in social engineering

found greatest expression in the General Allotment Act of
188?, or Dawes Act,2 which provided, in effe_ct, that every
tribal member would eventually be given a tract of land to
own in fee simple within the reserved areas their tribe had

1
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'·
acce1 ted in e:-:chancc .for ttic.- vact
und

<Jef~·ndcd,

,,
territory

ti.a~'.

once

tivc: of the InU.ian Service,

ocC:.tJ..i.~·ci

and would thu,; be fully entitled tc• '11.l of

Phyoic::.l partitioning wos alGo

judged impracticable since Indians commonly hud lari:;c "fem-

tL~·

ilies, the members of which were legally considc,rcd "incom-

property rights and responsibilities of other citizens.

petent"to manage their own affairs, and since the resulting

In order to ease the transition to propertied citizenship, the General Allotment Act provided that title to these

subdiViGions would be much too small to be of economic use

allotments wOuld be held in trust by the United States for

as farms or ranches, and thus could not fulfill the agrarian

"twenty-.i'ive years, during which time the land could not be

dreams of humanitarian policy makers.

taxed, mortgaged, ·or_ sold without government. consent.

allotments were merely divided on paper and continued in

It was

Instead, interests in

hoped that by the end of this probationary period the indiv-

trust for the heirs, who were then placed in a position

idual allottee would assume full responsibility for the land,

similar to tenants in common.4

learn to re.rm it, 1111d come· to know its market value.

The long term eff'ect of these policies has beion the

The

statute also provided that if the individual owner died

progressive fractionation cf ownership in those allotments

while the property was still in trUst status, the estate

for which the trust period has been extended,

would be divided among heirs according to the laws of des-

than ninety years since the General Allotment Act, the orig-

cent and partition in the state or territory in which the

inal tracts had been subdivid~d numerous times on paper,
equities have grown proportionately smaller as the number

land was located,3
,·,;

In the tradition of Anglo-Saxon law, the probating

or

In the more

an estate is usually resolved by either physically divid-

,_'/

,r ",- .:
.,_,

of heirs· has increased, and individial tribal members lfho
now have no land of their own

have accumulated minute

ing land among he-irs, so that each parcel then becomes a

interests in scattered tracts of land, sometimes within

seperate estate, or selling the·property and dividing the

several seperate reservations.

p~oceeds,

to the point that thousands of Indians are helpless to make

all in accordance .with the local statute of

succession or the instructions-,or the dededent • s will.
in the case

or

more complex.

The problem has mushroomed

But

Indian .allottees the situation was made much
'l'he sale or disposal by will of a trust es-

effective use of their heirship landa.
The heirship problem and other encumbering

aspects

o"f the allotment policy, when coupled with the overwhelming

tate was prohibited by law until the early part of the

demand o"f white settlers f'or reservation lands, compelled

present century, and then only with the approval of the

the United States to adopt a policy of land liquidation.

Secretary o'"f the Interior, who "functioned as the line execu-

Only in this way could the burden of administrating an
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~·'
.

4.
m)Joi::.iiLle situation be reduced.

,.
heirsJ,!.p prol>lerr,, i=~cor.d only to .. li~r 1 :.:.1itJ1.

'l'he General Allotmen't Act itself neglected the needs
f future generations of tribal members and eliminated more

:.:.1 .. 01,~·

-.~.,· ev"l~

wrought by allotment, hac continued.a

.han 60 million acres from Federal trust by providing that

Most historians who have studied the allotment pol!cy

.he "surplus" reservation land left after allotment be opened

also accept the judgement that it was a disastrous failure,

.o white settlement.

althoubh some have made a convincing argument that the refor-

The granting of fee patents to tribal

1embers arbitrarily Judged to be "competent" prior to the

·mers who formulated the policy were sincere in their motives

nd of the trust period resulted in the loss of another

to integrate tribal members into the mainstream of the dom-

J million acres,

inant American society.9

Since fewer than 20 per cent of the Indi-

ns who received fee titles managed for long to retain

economist Leonard A, Carlson gives emperical evidence to

wnership, this policy pro.ved tantamount to outrigh-t aliention.S

A recent cliometric study by

'i

Pressure for the sale of the tr'ust allotments led

support the view that allotment served the economic interests
of whites rather than Indians, and that tribal members were

o legislation in 1902 which authorized the Secretary of the

actually more successful as farmers before allotment than

nterior to perrni t heirs to sell their inheri te"d interests,

they were afterwards.10

nd in 190_6 Congress similarly authoriz.ed the Secretary to
llow original allottees to dispose of their land. 6 By vir-

r _,,

excellent example of both the failuz'.e of the allotment

us of these two acts, another J,7 million acres of trust

,·,(

policy and the continuing heirship problem,

and was alienated from Indian ownership.7
Finally, after more than 86 million acres of reserva-

The Lake Traverse_ Indian Reservation provides an

(

Established by

the treaty of February 19, 1867 for members of the Sisseton
and Wahpeton bands of the Santee Sioux tribe, the original

ion land had passed out of the hands of tribal members, the

triangular shaped reservation encompassed 918,779 acres in

hited States government was compelled to acknowledge, in

what is now the northeastern corner of South Dakota and a

he

e~ly

1930s, that the allotment policy had failed as an

seimilationist program to improve the lives of Native Amercane.

portion of southeasiern North Dakota.11
'l'he Lake Traverse or

Sisse~on

Reservation, as it is

During the "Indian New Deal" administration of

oft.en referred to, has the distinction of being the first

oaunissioner John Collier (1933-1945), legislation was enact-

reservation partioned under the General Allotment Act. 12

d to bring a halt to allotment, curtail the further aliena-

Out of the original acreage, J09,914 acres were allotted to

.lon of trust land, and provide funds for consolidating the

individual tribal members by 1891, and the remaining
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?·

;oa,CGG ;...:·res ·"·ere dcclnri;d su!'pl:..::; unc! :.:(..·!d t·:· wi".i"oe

pc·~tilt<n.:e

~.c-tt:.·1·1·.

wero corr,:nonplace, they reasoned that a fixe:<l

'or ~:2.50 per acre,1Jt,t present only lCtl,20..9 acres rem<i.in in

income was preferable to gambling ar;ainst the forces of

~rust,

natu._••
"' 17

or approximately 12 per cent of the original reservnoion land base. 14

of land-hungry whites led Congress in 1891 to authorize the

Prior to allotment the Sisseton· and Wahpeton Sioux had

Secretary of the Interior to approve the leasing of allotments at his discretion.18

teveloped a viable system of land tenure and had made measur-

.ble progress toward the goal of becoming self-sufficient
·armers.

Congressional proponents of leasing argued that

In 1887 the tribe collectively cultivated 7,740

Indians would be motivated by observing the successful

.ores, harvested 9000 bushels of corn, and herded 450 head
,f cattle.15

Si mi·1 ar rcques t s .1.rom
'
other tribes and the prescurc

operations of white farmers. on a portion of their land,

But the granting of land in severalty and the

and that lease income would permit tribal members to make

•ro rata distribution of the proceeds from the sale of eur-

improvements on the remainder of their allotments.

·lue lands combined to have a negative effect on the tribe.

leasing gave further encouragement to idleness and rapidly

Instead,

-and payments killed incentive for farming activities,

transformed allottees and their heirs into "a race of petty

hildren were called home from boarding schools to share

landlords" accustomed to subsisting on the meager pittance

he new wealth, and the government's so-cal.led "civiliza-,

of unearned income derived from their real property assets.19

.ion program ground to an abrupt halt,

By 1900, over half of the Sisseton-W~peton tribal members

The rapid dissipa-

.ion of the pro rata money, encouraged as it was by

were living solely off their- lease money, and only 4,ooo

~scrupulous

acresYare being cultivated by Indians, or 52 per cent less

merchants, soon plunged the Sisseton-Wahpeton
•eople into abject deEitii:ution. 16

than in the pre-allotment year of 1887.

Allotment had vested these tribal members with a
;reatly encumbered property right.

107,000 acres

Under the original

In the early

of allotted land were being leased to whites

and only J,100 acres were planted by tribal members.20

•rovieions of the General Allotment Act, .their land could.
1either be leased, .sold, nor devised by will.

By 1927, over

·.1

.-~~

,,,, .

'

Leasing served to further complicate an emerging
heirehip problem,

If the .original allottee had died, the

.890e, Sieeeton-Wahpeton allottees begged permission to

proceeds of the lease had to be divided among the heirs

.ease their lands to surrounding white farmers so that they

according to their fractional interest in the estate.

iight gain additional income h:'om land they could not afford

execution of the lease itself also required the consent of

;o develop themselves.

all the heirs.

In a region where drought and

The

As heirs of heirs died and family members

,,'{
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9.
·:r;y statute the Secretary of the Interior

inheritud ever Eim:illur .,qui·'oitos in scattl!red tracts of lantl,

leasing became the only viable option for making
uc:e of their interests.

effectiv~

i~· ul 1··:\g(!d

with the responsibility of determining tho heirs uf India! 1

Yet, heavily :fractionated allotmcn1.s

trust estates and, since 1910, with the duty of probating

tended to discourage potential lessees because of the difficul-

the wills of tribal members.

ty of obtaining heir consent.

probate division was established within the Office of the

By 19J5, 92 per cent of the

lake Traverse Reservation was in heirshlp status, so heavily

Solicitor, the legal branch of the Interior Department, and
the Secretary's powers were delegated to regional Examiners

divided as to be virtually useles.s to any single tribal mem-

ber.

1

At least 25,000 acres were left idle because lessees

I

:_J

declined to search out heirs, and the cost absorbed by the
Office of Indian Affairs in obtaining signatures 0£ heirs
21
generally exceeded· the value of the lease.

·.,y

r

and inherited interests after 1906, the leasing of heirship

and banking enterprise.

The broad powers of the Secretary

of Inheritance, who conduct

the actual probate hearings.

Departmental regulations require that hearing notices be
mailed to all heirs, devisees, witnesses, and creditors,

In combination with the brisk sale of allotments

lands turned Indian administration into a giant real estate

To accomplish this task, a

and be posted in at least five public places.

As previously

noted, the state law of descent and partition is usually
followed, except that the Examiner ls obligated to follow

'!'

the custom of the tribe on inheritance, if such custom is
established,

Likewise, a marriage must be recognized when-

of the Interior over Indian lands were delegated to Agency

ever a man and woman cohabitate according to tribal custom,

Superintendents, and proceeds :from the sale or lease of

the children of that union must be judged legitimate heirs,

trust lands were likewise kept in trust by the United States

and a separation viewed by the tribe as a divorce must be
similarly recognized by the Examiner. 2 )

in Individual Indian Money (IIM) accounts.

Thus at Lake

Traverse, as elsewhere, the notification of heire, the

Sisseton-Wahpeton Allotment No. 1J05 on the Lake 'l'rav-

negotiation of land sales and lease agreements, the

erse Reservation provides an extreme example of the

securing of signatures, the collection of rentals, the

complexity of the heirship problem

determination of equities, the distribution of checks, and

of the most fractionated parcels of land in the world.

the endless communication with tribal members, white farmers,

original allottee, a member of one or the most prominent

other reservations, the Area Office, and Washington regarding

:ind prolific Sisseton families, died in 1891.

the current status of land and money became the daily
22
drudgery of a corps of agency personnel.

there were 150 heirs to the allotment and probating the

~for

pres~nt

it may well be one
The

By 1937

estate cost $2,400 and required more than 250 typewritten

,,,
pages.
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be J6¢, and if partioned the smallest heir would be entitled

At present there are 4)9 heirs and the lowest

common denominator (LCD) used to determine fractional inter-

to 174 square feet.

eats is J,39 • ,923,84 o,ooo. ZS

would require the smallest heirs an •verage of 1)44 years to
realize ~5.00 from these estatea. 2 7

A portion of the- al_lotment consisting of' forty acres

':;

of farmland le ,currently leased at the rate of $1080 per

year.

At the current average lease rate it

The management of such infinitesimal heirshlp interests

When it. comes time to distribute this money, it

constitutes an enormous administrative burden on the Bureau

On the comparatively small l..ake Traverse

requires three full days for a realty clerk to calculate

of Indian Affairs.

1:he heirship interest values.

Reservation it requires the full att1intion of five realty

A breakdown of the current

lease distribution reveals that more then two-thirds of
the heirs receive lase than $1.00 per year from the estate,
that approximately· one-third receive lase than 5¢, and that
the interest of 100 of the heirs entitles them to a fraction
of 1¢·

The largest interest holder receives $82.85, but the

value of the smallest heir is $.0000564.

At the current

lease rate, it would require 177 years for the smallest
heir to.earn 1¢, and 88,652 years to accumulate $5.00,
which is, the minimum amount for which the Bureau of Indian
Affairs will issue a cheek.

If this portion of the allot-

ment was sold at its appraised value of $8000, the share

and probate specialists to oversee the 86,586 acres now in

-.:·1

~'

_.;.;

heirship status, the overwhelming proportion of which are

"'

',.,1

;f"

/

'

'-i

l

..

,-~

'~:_, .

~t,_. :'?;~:..

leas~d

to non-Indians.

In 1961 these individuals handled

the documentation and aoocunting for 2000 leases and 40
probate hearings.

By their estimate it cost approximately

$40 per heir to transact sn allotment lease•

This means

that the Bureau of Indian Affairs will expend

~17,560

per

year to administrate the current lease on the highly fractionated Allotment No. 1305, which will bring in a total
revenue of only ~1080 for the heira. 28
Calculation of the lowest common denominator (LCD)

of the smallest heir would be $.000418, and if it were

of interest in an estate requires the use of a specially

physically partitioned, the smallest heir would be given
titl.e to approximate~y 1J square inches. 26

programmed fifteen

A statisticR.l analysis of thirty of the most

~eavily

d~git

calculator.

But even the BIA's

master computer has not been able to accurately determine.
the I.Co for Sisseton-Wahpeton Allotment No, 255, Which has

fractionated allotments on Lake Traverse reveals that the

427 heirs, and Allotment No, 1352, with '.395 heirs, and

average estate has 196 heirs, and that the average heir

Agency p9rsonnel must ·estimate the approximate. distribution
of lease money. 29

holda interests in 14 other: allotments.

If these tracts

were sold, the average payment to the smallest heir would

Present regulations require the consent of a 111Bjority
of heirs to lease an allotment and unanimous approval to

88
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12.

sell, and proceeds must be distributed to all.JO

1),

,,•

The problem

as heirs,

In South Dukota the spouse may receive as little

of locating heirs has become an especial:y difficult task.

as a third of the property and

Of the 7080 Indians enrolled in the Slseeton-Wahpeton Tribe,

guardians are still considered legitimate heirs.

only

the remainder are scattered throu_ghout the United States and

. r·,

this requires K separate determination of heirs and diatrib~tion

Members of other tribes and non-Indians also

comprise a significant proportion of the heirs.

of interests for allotments on one side or the other

of the state line.

Of the
.~

thirteen new allotment heirs determined by one probate

Since

many decedents hold inherited interests in both states,

3945 actually reside on or near the reservation, and

qanada.Jl

children with other legal

'-:~

Although traditionally few tribal members

have executed wills devising designated trac'ts of land to

hearing, nine lived off the reservation in six different

specific heirs, this practice seems to be increasing

states,32

because of the heirship problem.JS

Out of a, total of 154 interests in another allot-

m·eiLt, 15 were held by non.:.Indians, including a 1/24 interest

Each year th"e Sisseton Agency wi tneeses an increase
,. .

devised by will to Oregon State University.JJ

:.\",

Beoause the value of heirehip eulties is assumed

;.

to be low, distant heirs tend to ignore Agency inquiries

in the nU111ber of documents required to maintain
land records, in the number of probate hearings,

current
in

the calculations needed to determine common denominators,

regarding their inherited interests •. Canadian heirs have

and in the amount of time and money expended on heirship

been extremely hard to track down, and at one time the

inquiries.

Sisseton Agency held more than $100,000 on deposit !or

proportion.

Canadian and non-Indian heirs who either could not be

month period, and one tribal member has now inherited

·.

located or re!uaed to respond·

Children adopted out c!

And the problems are increasing· in geometric
One allotment

gaine~

76 new heirs in a JO

interests in 40 separate allotments on the reservation,

the tribe have also posed a problem, and in one case it

Thie administrative labyrinth is further complicated by

took Agency pareonneL four years to get a response from

the faot that on solfle allotments mineral interests have

guardians of a minor heir entitled to more than $16,000.

'"

Probate hearings at· le.ke Traverse, held once a year,

are complicated by variations in the inheritance laws between
North Dakota and South Dakota.
ple, the

spo"Us~

In North Dakota, for exam-

must inherit at least-hal! cf the estate

and children adopted out of the family are not recognized

followed a different line of inheritance than surface
interests.:37
The problem of Indian heirahip has been recognized
by the Federal government since at least 1926.

In that

year Interior Secretary Hubert Work commissioned the
Institute o! Government Research, a forerunner of the
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llrookingo Institution,

~a

conduct a comprt.honoivc

:;t\;_r~·

'"

of "EJUrJ.>lue" l~ndfl that had not been homccteaded by whites. 4 1

l'f-

reservation conditions and the ef£ectivcnesn of Fede1·;.l InJ;.:.:'

administration.

By allowing trl bes to purchase heirEJhip and non·tru::.t

BccaUE:C the research was directed by econ'>-

tracts and exchange tribal land for

·.~

intere~ts

in fractionated

mist Lewis Meriam, the results of the study, published in

allotments, these reforms held cut hope for successful land

1928.as The Prob:em of Indian Administration, has become

consolidation programs and an eventual solution to the heir-

more commonly known as the Meriam Report.JS

~hip

As a solution to the heirship problem, the Meriam

problem.

But the premise of the Indian New Deal was

never fully realized, again because adequate Federal fUnding

study recommended that the government establish a revolving

was not forthcoming.

£und which would permit tribes to purchase inherited inter-

Fully wedded to the concept of self-determination,

ests and consolidate fractionated allotments into economic-

the Indian Reorganization Act was unique in that it only

ally workable uni t·s, 39

In response to these suggestions,

ap1:lied to those tribes who voted to accept its provisions.

a proposal was made to the Hoover Administration to allow

For a variety of reasons, it was rejected by nearly 40 per

tribes to purchase heirship lands on a deierred payment

cent of America's trillal members·

basis, with the United Sta.tes holding the mortgages.

Reservation, where white envelopment and forced assimilation

Even though this plan would have ccst only $100,000 a year,

had taken its toll on tribal unity,

the fiscal constraints of the Great Depression precluded
its implementation. 40

Sioux snublled the legislation because of fears that it

politics.

established Wlder the

auspices of Indian Commissioner John Collier.

~he

Sisseton-Wahpeton

might allow a minority :action to control reservation

'?he Meriam Report set the stage for the major
policy reforms of the New Deal

On the lake Traveree

Unfortunately, this valid objection to the t'ribal

government provisions of the Act dashed any immediate hopes

Although

of solving the heirship land problem.42

::;~

the major thrust of the Indian Reorganization Act of 19J4

•'

was the partial restoration of tribal sovreignty, it pro-

:i'

.,';' \

~·'1

In 1937,

Ass~stant

Secretary of the Interior Charles

West proposed that the lake Traverse Reservation be ma.de a

vided far more extensive plans '£or. land consolidation

pilot study for land re.form,

and economic developinent than those envisioned by Mariam.
It repealed the allotment policy, establishe.d a $10 million

were introduced in Congress, but all either died in Committee
or were killed on the :floor. 4 J A 19)8 con!'erence on Indian

revolving loan fund for the purchase of land that had gone

land problems held at Glacier Park, Montana also slngled

out of trust, and. provided for the return to the tribes

out Sisseton as a± Agency where the administrative problems

.
·_,··,

'"'

·.'?",

-

Several billa to this effect

'-:
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16.
of

hei~ship

were particularly. complex,

This three-day seminur,

attented by Commissioner Collier, Associate

Solicitor Felix

Cohen, and other Indian New Deal policy makers, ended up

cnouah flexibility to act in the be!lt interent<: of indiVidual heirs.

··'.

:(

'to increase the con:::traints on individual property rights arid

reco1DP1ending as a solution that inheritance be limited to
lineal rather than collateral heirs, that, the rights of cer-

tain spouses be limited to life use, and that the alienation

expand administrative discretion in the issuance of fee patents to heirs.

--~-

"·

·funding for land consolidation, while also expanding adminin-

44

The suggestions of the Glacier Park conference were
never enacted.

Indian affairs were largely neglected during

World War II,and the 1950s

witnessed what may fairly be

The Senate Subcommittee pre:ferred to increase

the scope of private property rights and provide 1noreased

Of.inherited trust land· be- made much more difficult to
accomplish.

The House Subcommittee en Indian Affairs wanted

._,
. _;..

istrative discretion where it would best serve tribal members .
'l'he Bureau o:f Indian Af'fairs ultimately :failed to endorse
any of' the Congressional initiatives, and provided instead
that the Secretary. of the Interior be given broad power to

described as the most con:f'used era of Indian administration

allow tribes to purchase title to idle or W1productive heir-

during this century, as Congress attempted to terminate

ship tracts on the installment plan through the issuance of'

Federal services to tribes·

"certif'icates of indebtedness," which would evidence the

In 1960., the House Committee

on Interior and Insular Affairs undertook a comprehensive
study of the heirship problem in anticipation of formulating
ccirrective'legislation,

It subsequently published a

tribe's obligation to pay heirs their proportionate shares
o:f the appraised market value o~ the allotments. 46
The Senate doubted the ei'ficiency of tribal ownership

thorough analysis of its findings, which included a

under the BJA•a plan,and raised the question of whether

sampling of 9000 heirs, in two volumes.

these certificates might not also· become a part of the heir-

This research

brought the problem into focus for Congressional review

ship tangle.

and enunciated the nrule of heirship land," .!....§..,

scheme would violate the vested property rights of indiVid-

that

increased fractionation equals increased Federal administrative costs and decreased. heir income. 4 5
Congress tried desperately during the. 1960s to enact
heirship legislation which would provide

ade~uate

safe-

The Justice Department also ruled that the

ual owners

by failing to provide full and just compensa·tion
prior to divesting them of their title equities. 47
Although the Bureau o:f Indian Af:fairs had long advocated a rule of primogeniture which would cut off all heirs

guards for individual property rights and prevent indiscrim-

who did not have a minimum value and permit estates to pass

inate alienation, and yet give the Bureau of Indian Affairs

to a single heir'·or esi;:heat to the tribe, .it declined· to

94
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19.
to support such legislation when it was introduced in 1966.

The major obstacle to solving the heirship problem

It proposed instead an alternative primogeniture policy

is money.

based on a minimum fraction of ownership, the involuntary

settle estates when they canno~ be physically partioned,

exchange of certain interests, and the establishment of an

and tribes have only limited .financial resources with which

increased loan fund for land consolidation:

to purchase inherited interests,

~ea

uliable to

with this approach, Congress, since the 1960s, has

the revolving loan :fund available to tribes ror land consolidation, or at least guaranteeing commercial. loana.!il

An ideal solution to the Indian inheritance dllelllllle.

An ideal solution would likewise retain tribal con-

trol over the land and permit it to be put to its most
productive use.

From the standpoint of Federal administra-

tion, an ideal solution would also save taxpayer's money
4
by reducing the costs of managing trust land. 9
It saema·raasonabla to assume that in the more than

In

the long run, an outright grant to the tribes for the pur-

would protect the _equity of all heirs and guarantee the

right.

Congress could make a

giant step toward heirship land rerorm by greatly increasing

made no discernible progress toward solving the heirship.
probl.em. 48

realization of a fair market value for their vested property

Indian heirs rarely have the cash or cr,dit to

chase or heirship tracts might prove less expensive than

.I

·I

''"

I

the administrative. costs which the government will have
to absorb between now and the end or the century if the
problem is not resolved.
Inertia also works against a solution to the fractionated land problem,

Since the Eureau or Indian Affairs has

grown accustomed to its heirship burden, and since it
bears the responsibility and costs of administration, there

fifty years that heirship has been recognized as a serious

is little incentive for 'heirs to demand re:form.

problem, the government could have affected reforms which

attempt to resolve the issue by limiting the nwnbar or

would protect individual equities, promote tribal control

persons entitled to inherit would be resisted by prospec-

and utilization of'the land, and reduce administrative

tive heirs.

costs.

rat, the obstacles have bean IDllllY• and even the

three major ingr:edients of an ideal solution tend to confl.ict with·each other.

Restricting the sale of heirship

ret, any

Even though the value o:f their interests may

be paltry, reread disinheritance would only creat~ resentment and, ideally, should thererore be avoided,!i 2
Le,iielation reluing the present unanimous consent

land to the tribe or tribal members, f~r exiample, limits

requirement ror the sale or heirship land an~ granting

the market so tJtat'individual heirs are less apt to real-

tribes the power to condemn :fractionated tracts for the

ize an equitable price.SJ:>--

benarit of the tribe, would provide a simple and lnexpen-
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The Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe has also proposed

zo.
eive remedy for many land consolidation problems.

special legislation aimed at resolving its heirehip land

However,

problem.

the consent of a reasonable number of heirs (perhaps a simple

Recognizing that Congress has been unwilling to

provide the funding needed to bring about an ideal solution,

majority) mhould be required for any conveyance, and all sales

the tribal council, in collaboration with New York attorney

should be limited to the tribe or tribal members, so that the

.Bartram E. Hirsh, has drafted a bill that would limit descent

land 111ay contunue to be held in trust .• 5:3

and distribution while making it easier for the tribe to

In testimony before a hearing of the Senate Subcommittee

acquire title to heirehip land.

on ·Indian Affairs in 1961, Assistant Interi.or Secretary John

Under this proposal, inheritance would be limited to

A. Carver Jr. explained that a solut1on to the heirship :guand-

lineal descendants who are also enrolled members of the

ilry had not yet been found, becauee-"the problem is so big

tribe, under a special formula of distribution, with &.t

and involves so many aspects, that you can't get everybody

least half of the estate going to the spouse.

to agree on something that is going to solve all of 1 t."

interest in an allotment amounts to less than 2 1/2 acres

S4

Indeed, the salons 'that Mr. Carver addressed tha.t day failed
to provide a solution for any of it.

-\

tract would be limited to 15·

of individual tribes rather than attempt to provide a general
legislat~ve solution.
Acting on its own initiative, and without benefit
of the provisions of the Indian Reorganization Act,

the

Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe has made a valiant attempt,
thsugh,somewhat belated, to establish a land consolidation
1-glslation in 1974 permitted the tribe to acquire

"'·
'
i:~
•.·

than 2 1/2 acres, those who cannot be found within three
years, nnd those otherwise disinhe~ited by the bill, would

.'
'.·i,.,
_,,

'

,{'

"

The interests of those who

died without heirs, those whose interest amounts to less

''

ie that amorphous and a remedy that elusive, perhaps it

program.

would be disinherited, and the number of heirs in any one

Yet, if the problem

would be best for Congress to focus on the particular needs

Those whose

escheat to the tribe.

''

••

The tribe would also have broad

power to condemn heirship tracts and levy inheritance
taxes.

The consent 0£ only 50 per cent of the heirs

would be required to partition an allotment, and the property right of

the inherited interests of non tribal members

would be limited to life tenancy.5?
'Ihle legislative proposal, which embodies a number

land within the reservation that had gone out of trust, and

of previously suggested remedies, falls short of an ideal

•llmlnate helrship interests in individual tracts by purchase

soluti.:in because it would arbitrarily disinherit hundreds

or exchange• 55

of current and prospectiVe heil-s. ·"Yet, O:V-er·time, 1-t··sh"ould

Since then. nearly 20,000 acres have been

.added to the tribally owned land base. 5

certainly work to increase the ueeable tribal land base and

6

reduce the cost of Federal administration.

-~-1

Given the com-

plexity of heirship issue, and the failure 0£ Congress to
provide more than an extensive investigation of the problem
Over the last half. century, perhaps this is the best that
can be hoped for.
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Senator ANDREWS. Next we have Mr. Sidney Mills, the Director
of the Office of Trust Responsibilities, Bureau of Indian Affairs, accompanied by Mr. Louis White, realty officer.
Mr. Mills, I understand you have a statement for the record?
Mr. MILLS. Yes; we do, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDREWS. Without objection, it will be inserted into the
record following your oral testimony.
Mr. Mills, as I understand it, your testimony acknowledges that
there are provisions in this bill that are not included in the Indian
Land Consolidation Act and that are not covered elsewhere in existing law. It does not appear that the Department opposes most of
these provisions, though you do recommend technical amendments.
Does the Department have any objections to partitionment, eminent domain, and estate tax as a matter of policy?

•
Government Pr1ntfng Office, 1966).

"
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Ha~in-Olson,

interview.

\:'

Draft of a Bill Pertaining to the Inheritance of Trust

or Restricted or Fee Land on the· Lake Traverse Reservation, North

''i,

Dlkota and South Dakota, and for other purposes.
I

'

''

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I don't think so.
Senator ANDREWS. But the primary basis for the Department's
opposition to this bill appears to be that the Indian Land Consolidation Act provides authority for tribes to adopt inheritance codes
similar to, if not identical to, the provisions of this bill. Do you
agree that the Indian Land Consolidation Act does not authorize
the Sisseton-Wahpeton Tribe to enact the provisions for inheritance that are contained in this bill?
Mr. MILLS. It would help, but not to the extent, Mr. Chairman,
that they would like.
Senator ANDREWS. There are already a number of Federal statutes setting forth inheritance laws for specific tribes, and the
Indian Land Consolidation Act authorizes other tribes to adopt
their own inheritance codes.
Would you agree, Mr. Mills, that enactinent of this particular
bill would really have only a minimal impact on the laws that currently govern Indian inheritance?
Mr. FIELD. As Mr. Mills pointed out earlier, the problem the Department has is not really with the specifics of the bill because the
Department really does not have any background information to
understand why this tribe's problems may be unique and create
problems that the Indian Land Consolidation Act may not· address.
The real problem that the Department has is that the reason the
Indian Land Consolidation Act was passed was to prevent the Congress from having to address, on a yearly basis, these types of problems pursuant to individual bills for individual tribes. Our suggestion to the committee is that if it is determined that the Indian
Land Consolidation Act is not broad enough or does not give tribes
sufficient authority to do the types of land consolidation and inheritance-cure the types of land consolidation or inheritance problems that they see, that the better vehicle would be to amend the
Indian Land Consolidation Act. That would provide uniform provisions for all tribes and make it easier for the Department to admin-

"

.
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the request of the Sisseton·Wahpeton Tribe. Howeve~, since the .96th Congress ad·
joumed shortly after H.R. 8418 was introduced, ,no action on the .bill v.:as ~ke??-. .
We are not certain at this time why the tnbe feels that this leg1slation is still
necessary in light of ihe enactmeni of the Indian Land ~nsolidation Act (25 ~.S.C ..
Section 2201, et. seq.). We do not see the need for the Stseeton-Wahpeton Tribe t.o
seek their own legislation. The Indian Land Consolidation Act (25 U.S.C. 22~3) !lU·
thorized any tribe, with the approval of the Secretary, to adopt a land C?~hdation
p!an for the purpose of eliminating undivided fractional interests. Addit1onally, 25
U.S.C. 2205 allows an Indian tribe, with the approval of th~ Secretary, t? pees an
ordinance barring non·memben1 or non-Indians from inher1tan~ by deVJ!'B or ~e
scent. Thus, it would seem that what the tribe hopes t.o accomplish by this spectal
legislation could be accomplished through ordinances.

" ister than to· do it on a piecemeal, individual tribal legislative initiative.
Senator ANDREWS. That act, as you know, is presently before us
for a technical amendment. Has the Department prepared an
amendment or amendments that would move toward the goals you
just stated?
Mr. FmLD. We have not, but we would certainly be willing to
work with the committee to arrive at amendments to cure any
problems that it has run into in oversight hearings.
Senator ANDREWS. Let this serve as your invitation to do it at
the closest time possible.
Mr. FIELD. As you are aware, we are still working on regulations
and guidelines to implement the Indian Land Consolidation Act.
We would caution that we do not have a great deal of experience in
working with it yet, and it might be appropriate to give us an opportunity to work with it for a while, to get regulations on the
books, to see how far it goes or does not go.
-·
Senator ANDREWS. Well, the forum that we now have, of course,
is HJR-168 that does make, as I say, technical amendments for the
Land Consolidation Act. We have had one hearihg on it, es you
know, and we hope to have another later this session; in order to
hold an additional hearing we will expect, then, the Department's
cooperation in developing additional amendments to cure the problems that have been. raised. Can we, Mr. Mills, expect that?
Mr. Mn.IS. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDREWS. Good.
Thank you very much. We appreciate the attendance of all of
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you.

[The prepared statement follows:]
Pu:PARBD fJrATBMBNT OF BIDNBY

L. Mn.Ls,

Dmwroa,

OmCB OF TRUST

RmPoNsnm.rrnrs, BURBAu OF lm>u.N An;.ms, l>m>ARTMRNT OF THE INTmuoa
Mr. Chairman and membem of the Committee, I am here today to present the

views of the Department of the Interior on S. 2668, a bill "Pertaining t.o the inherit-

ance of trust or restricted land on the Lake Traveme Indian Reservation, North

Dakota and South Dak:ot.a, and for other purpcll!lee."
We oppoee enactment of S. 2668 for the reasons stated herein.
The subject legislation was introduced at the request of the Sisset.on-Wahpet.on
Siow: Tribe of North Dakota and South Dakota to addrees the acute fractionated
heinhip problems which exist among its members.
The seriOUl!I problem of fractionated heinhip result& where the heirs or deviseea of
allotment ownen received an undivided interest in the allotment. Through the generationl, upon the death of lucceesive heirs or deviseee, ownership ~ to ecores
or hundreds of individuale, resulting in numerous tracts of lend too 1111all or unproductive to be an economic unit. Tl:is fractionated owner11hip patterns also make it
very difficult, if not impoe11Dle, to utilize the land to the economic benefit of any of

-, i;.I;

,..
,, l,t'
\

the owners.
In years ~or to the enaetment of the Indian Land Consolidation Act on January
12, 1988 (96 Stat. 2517; 25 U.S.C. 2201 et. eeq.), a number of tribes had requested and

received' epeclal legfalative authoricy to carry out land consolidation programs. However, the Land Consolidation Act Jiu provided a single compreheruiive law goveming land CODBOlidation.
Although we underwl:and ·.the tribe's desire to solve ibl fractionated heirahip problems, we feel that this can be BCOOllJplilhed under the provisions-of the Indian Land
Consolidation Act. Deviation from that Act could mean additional complexi.tiee, and,
811 a reeult, increased costs.
F'U&t of all, we note that S. 2663 conta.ine essentially the same provisions 811 H.R.
8418, a bill which was introduced late in the second aeuion of the 96th Qmgreee at

'!·'··

Generally the intents and f,uryoses of sections 1-6 of S. 2663 are basically covered
within the .Provisions of the nd1an Land Consolidation Act (ILCA) (Public Law 97459 Title IIJ. The slight variances would serve only to create additional multiplicity
of r'ndian inheritance laws which the ILCA sought to stem by providing a uniform
method t.o accomplish like objectives which are contained in the ILCA and S. 2663.
Section l of S. 2663 clar.ifies the intent and purpose of this Act, which ie to p~
vide the Sisseton.Wahpeton Sioux Tribe an Act which shall govern the right t.o inherit trust or restricted land located within such states and within the original exterior boundaries of the Lake Traverse Indian Reservation which wa.e established by
the Treaty of February 19, 1867 (15 Stat. 505).
This section also provides that the provisions of this Act shall apply only to es·
tates of decedents whose deaths occur on or after the date of enactment of this Act.
Section 2 provides that only the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe of North Dakota
and South Dakota or persons who are enrolled members of the tribe shall be en!i·
tled to receive by deVUIE! or d~sce~t any .interest iJ!. trust or restricted land withm
the reservation except as provided m section 4 of this Act.
Section 3 provides for the descent and distribution ?f truat or restricte~ land
whenever any person dies possB!ised of any such land which has not been deVU1ed by
a will approved by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to section 4 of the Act of
June 25 1910 (36 Stat. 856), as amended (25 U.S.C. 373) or such lend which has n'!t
been de~il:led by a will which iB consistent with the provisions of section 2 of th1e
Act. The ILCA (25 U.S.C. 2205) would allow the tribe t.o pass a similar ordinance
re1p1lating inheritance. Although, admittedly, ILCA is not quite as broad in scope as
this provision in S. 2663.
.
Section 4(b) of S. 2663 refers to interstate situations which are already provided
for by 25 U.S.C. Sec. 2205(1). A surviving non·member spouse is entitled to inherit a
life estate only, however, there are no pro".~ions for the _children of the non-member
spouse to inherit trust land when the surviving spouse d1ea.
Section 4(dXl) of S. 2663 appears to be in total conflict with the administration of
heirship lands by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. No heir of fractionated heirship land
now has the exclusive right to determine the use of the property, thus we do not see
how this provision could provide for such by a mere life tenant who has no owner·
ship interest.
Section 4(dX2) of S. 2663 presupposes that the decedent was the 110!e owner at: the
interest descending to the spouse and children, since it states the spouse is entitled
to one-half of the Income from the lease. Technically, it is one-half of whatever the
decedent's share of the title to the land would have been, w:hich d?,M not.E-ecesaari~y
equate to one-half of the income from the lease. The meaning of non-member chil·
dren" iB unclear.
Section 4(d)(3) of S. 2663 differs from normal descent and distribu~ion statutes.
The words "such children and issue of deceased children shall be entitled to equal
shares" are contrary to present statutes. '.!'he provieio~ doea not provid~ for right of
representation by the decedents grandchildren of their deceased parents ehare, but
appears to give grandchildren an equal share with the living children of the decedent.
''h·d·
,.
Section 5(a) of S. 2663 ignores the fact that a persons In ente 1nteres 1e an un·
divided intereat and cannot be measured in terms of acreage. For e~ample, a pen1on
inheriting a V4oth interest in an 80-acre parcel acquires a Vtoth interest in each and
every one of the 80 acres; however, the Vtoth interest is equivalent to 2 acres of an
80-acre tract. Although it is equivalent t.o, it is not the same. Th~ w11;cept in section
5(a) is unnecessary: since we already have an escheat statute which directly benefits
the tribe (Section 207 of the Indian Land Consolidation Act). Additionally, we do not

108
see the significance of not allowing the es<:heat section to apply to !and located
within a municipality. We can see aU kinds of problems here with respect to determining whether a tract of land is located within a municipe.lity without some further means of definition or explanation of municipality.
Section 6 of S. 2663 provides for the escheat of interests (which cannot pass to an
ineligible heir or devisee) without payment or compensation to said heir or dev:isee.
This section is essentially the same as 25 U.S.C. Section 2205(3) which provides for
payment of the fair market value of such interest or the granting of a life estate.
Seetion 7(aJ of S. 2663 deals with the problems of partitionment which can be
somewhat alleviated by the new Indian Land Consolidation Act, 25 U.S.C. Section
2204 or are covered by existing partition statutes. The partitionment of land as proposed by S. 2663 may create many more problems than it is attempting to solve as
S. 2663 would mandate the partition of lend without regard to lhe lends usefulness
after partition. If S. 2663 is enacted, we would recommend thet the language in that
portion reading "partition the allotment to the advantage of the person requesting
the partition," be changed to "partition the allotment to the Pdvantage of all the
heirs."
Section 8 is a general eminent domain provision that has no counterpart under
existing law. At present, tribes cannot condemn allotments because of the anti-en·
cumbrance provision of 25 U.S.C. 348, and because the United States, as fee owner,
is an indispensable party and has not waived its sovereign immunity to such suits.
The closest existing statute is section 2204 of the ILCA. That section is a limited
eminent domain provision and allows the taking of allotted lands by tribes under
certain circumstances.
Section 9 is essentially the same as 25 U.S.C. 2202 (lLCAJ.
Section 10 of S. 2663 provides for the imposition of a tax against the estate of any
person. There is no counterpart for this section in existing law. At present, because
of the anti-encumbrance provision of 25 U.S.C. 348 no truces are allowed to be levied
against trust property. If this section is to be enacted, it needs to be clarified. The
Department only probates trust assets. The tax, however, is against the estate as a
whole. Is the estate tax to be collected only from the trust assets?
Section 11 of S. 2663 attempts to create some kind of a "presumption of death"
situation. First of all it attempts to have the property of a person presumed to .be
deceased escheat to the tribe without any consideration being given to the person's
probable heirs at law under the intestate succession statutes. Why the tribe feels
that they should have the property escheat to them rather then have it go to the
person's heirs is certainly unclear. Th0 bill fails to mention the mechanics by which
the escheat provision is to occur. The use of the word "unknown" for seven consecutive years is a very vague and uncertain term. It appears to be an attempt to condense the numerous element'! of a presumption of death situation down to one word,
which cannot be done. The proviso under section ll(a) creates en a,lmost impossible
situation, that is, to set up a 9!klay period immediately after the expiration of a 7year period. It is impossible to know when a 7-year period is going to occur; therefore, how can you establish a 90-day period from that date? Additionally, this section provides that the agency of the United States having CtJBtody anU control of the
property must use due diligence to locate the rightful owner and "restore" the
owner to possession. This dces not make sense, since the rightful owner is the beneficiary of the trust relationship with the United States and may never have been in
control (or possession) of the property which the United States holds in trust.
Section 12 is identical to 25 U.S.C. 2210.
Section 13. Since the bill wae drafted by the tribe, we have nc wa! of knowing the
intent of some of the provisions. It should be the tribe's responsibi ity to explain it
to its members.
Section 14 appears to make wills executed prior to or within 12() daya of enactment effective notwithstanding passage of the act. Presumably, this is to give a
grace period to members so that wills can be amended to comply with the Act.
This concludes my prepared statement. I would be pleased to answer any questions you or members of the Committee may have.

Senator ANDREWS. I think we have complied a record on both of
these bills.
Thank you all for attending.
This hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:05 a.m. the hearing was adjourned.]
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Preliminary questions regarding the proposal to convert public lands to tribal trust land under the
Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act (FBMRA):
1. The Flood Control Act authorized federal water projects such as the Garrison project. Does
the COE have a legal duty under 16 U.S.C. §460(d) to keep all project areas open for general
public use? If so, does the creation of tribal trust land for which the tribe controls access and use
conditions within a project area violate the COE's legal duty to the public?
2. Does the FBMRA require the COE to fmd that project lands are no longer needed before
allowing them to be converted to tribal trust land? If so, wouldn't retaining flood or access
easements or leases on any transferred land indicate that the land was needed for project
purposes? In other words, why would the COE need to place reservations in the land title ifthe
land was no longer needed for a project purpose?
3. Are there provisions in the FBMRA that grant authority to the COE to reserve interests in
land for project value before transferring it to BIA? In other words, under the FBMRA isn't land
either needed for the project or not?
4. Ifthe COE attempts to place access or other easements, leases, or agreements on any
transferred land, how can the State, counties, or public enforce these instruments given tribal
sovereign immunity?
5. Does the COE agree that Congress intended that the FBMRA would have no impact on state
civil and criminal jurisdiction; hunting; fishing; access to the lake; or public recreation? If so,
how does the creation of tribal trust land and the transfer of any recreational facilities comply
with the congressional intent of the FBMRA?
6. If project lands are converted to tribal trust land, what requirements are there that would
ensure that the use of the land not changed? In other words, if an area that currently serves as a
wildlife management area is converted to tribal trust land, would the tribe legally be able to
change its use to a cattle pasture or housing development for example? If so, how would the
project purposes be protected in any transferred lands?
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May 16, 2005

Colonel Jeff Bedey
Commander Omaha District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
106 South 151h Street
Omaha, NE 68102-1618
Dear Colonel Bedey:
Thank you for scheduling public hearings regarding the proposal to convert public land into tribal
trust land on the Ft. Berthold Indian Reservation (FBIR). I look forward to discussing my concerns
with you and your staff in Bismarck on May 24. With the hope of focusing our upcoming
discussions, please consider this letter as an effort to context my preliminary concerns based on the
information that has been available.
As you know, the Garrison Dam Project has had a long history in North Dakota. Some of that
history ignites painful emotions in people who were impacted by the flooding of nearly 550,000
acres of land, 156,000 acres of which were located within the FBIR. People who lived or had farm
and ranch land in the river bottoms throughout the project area bore a heavy burden when the dam
was finished in 1954. Many of these people were and are McLean County residents.
Today there are a number of stakeholders with interests and concerns in federal policies regarding
Lake Sakakawea and the surrounding public lands. McLean County has standing to be concerned
with the proposed land transfer because the County and local schools receive tax revenue from the
public lands involved; the County has built and currently maintains roads for the benefit of public
use of some of these areas; and our County has an economic stake in the recreational industry these
lands sup_port.
Proposals for transferring project lands have been ongoing for decades. The background into past
proposals is important in understanding the issues and concerns.
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CHRONOLOGY
I. On May 23, 1986, the Joint Tribal Advisory Committee (JTAC), which had been established to
review whether there had been inadequate compensation paid to the tribes impacted by the creation
of the Oahe and Lake Sakakawea reservoirs, submitted a report and findings to the Secretary of
Interior. In that report, JTAC stated that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) "insisted" that
no "excess" project lands existed on the FBIR, and that the Three Affiliated Tribes (TAT) had
disputed that claim by asserting that "in the thirty years of the reservoir some project lands had not
flooded."

JTAC took no position on the issue but recommended that it be further investigated under the
criteria that the COE retain all lands necessary for project administration; all lease requirements and
guaranteed access to the lake by non-Indians would be a pre-condition of any transfer; and any
former non-Indian owner or heir should have the right to purchase that land first, before any lands
are transferred to the Bureau oflndian Affairs (BIA). JTAC Report, Item 4, p. 18-19, May 23, 1986.
2. On March 21, 1987, the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs held a hearing regarding the
JTAC findings. At the hearing the COE presented testimony based on land surveys and Executive
Order 12512, and stated that there were "no excess lands at the Oahe and Garrison projects."
However, on November 19, 1987, Acting Assistant Secretary of the Army for Public Works John
Doyle testified before the committee and stated that the COE would review project lands in the Oahe
and Garrison projects and determine whether there were lands that would not have been purchased
or condemned under current acquisition regulations. COE Special Assessment of Garrison and
Oahe project lands, undated.
3. On January 14, 1991, S. 168 was introduced by Senator Conrad and Senator Burdick to address
the issues raised by the JTAC committee. In the original Bill, 7541.64 acres of project lands were
identified to be transferred back to the tribe, individual lndians,and non-Indians from whom the land
had been taken for the project. On November 26, 1991, Senator Inouye amended the Bill to add 188
acres at Four Bears and all lands above elevation 1860. Maintained in this version of the Bill was
the requirement to give the original owners of the land or their heirs, whether Indian or non-Indian,
the right of first refusal to the land. Memo to Bob Harms and K. Cool from Doug Elkin, Dir. ND
Parks & Rec, November 18, 1993.
4. On December 24, 1991, the COE issued a report regarding the review of present-day acquisition
policies and found that there were 5,878.25 acres of land on the FBIR that would not have been
purchased or condemned if present-day acquisition rules had been in effect when the project was
built. This land was transferred to the BIA to be held in trust for the TAT. Letter to Gary Blair,
COE realty division from Richard Raley, Director of Reality Sales, GSA, July 29, 1992.
5. By June 1992, S. 168 had been amended into H.R. 429. The COE was asked by Congress to
comment on the current version of the Bill and the COE objected to any additional transfer of land.
Memo to Bob Harms and K. Coo/from Doug Elkin, Dir. ND Parks & Rec, November 18, 1993.
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6. On October 30, 1992, P.L. 102-575 passed and included a provision that compensated the TAT
in the amount of$149.2 million for losses due to the Garrison project. In the legislative history of
P.L. 102-575, Congress found that the $12.6 million the TAT had been previously paid for losses
was inadequate. Section 3508 provided for the transfer of lands on the FBIR above elevation 1860
to the original owners or heirs, and if the land was refused it was to be held in trust for the TAT.
7. By July 1993, as the COE was preparing to transfer 32,067 acres ofland under P.L. 102-575 a
number of problems with the proposed transfer developed. First, correspondence between state
agencies, the governor's office, and Sen. Conrad's office expressed frustration with the land transfer
process having been confined to the COE, TAT, and BIA. The State had apparently only found out
about the transfer when a local COE employee had asked the state parks and recreation director why
the State was not objecting to the transfer. According to these documents, there had not been
involvement by the State, affected counties, public, nor consideration of the impact of the proposed
transfer to recreational areas and areas where significant state and private investment had taken
place.
In addition, the COE had estimated the cost of surveying and marking the elevation line of 1860
within FBIR would involve approximately 828 miles of shoreline at an estimated cost $4,500 per
mile.
These and additional costs of the land transfer were estimated to total "$21 million dollars, five
times the value of the land." Letter to Ladd Erickson from Sen. Conrad, March 8, 2005. Congress
had not anticipated or funded the money to conduct the transfer.
8. In 1993, amendments to P.L. 102-575 were being considered to address the problems that had
surfaced. In letters dated May 5, 1993, and December 15, 1993, from Gov. Schafer to Sen. Conrad
the State took the position that ten recreation sites on FBIR should be exempted from transfer;
existing cabin sites should be exempted from the transfer; existing access problems to cabin sites
should be addressed; the amendments should ensure all public access leases and easements are
perpetual; that the term public access should ensure that it meant free access to the public and not
access contingent on fees; that free public access to a number of boat ramps be guaranteed; and that
the State's fishing and hunting criminal and civil jurisdiction not be changed by the transfer.
9. On February 7, 1994, Congress repealed all but one of the land transfer sections of P .L. I 02-575.
(See P.L. 103-211.) The repealer states:
Except for subsection (b) [which transfers the Four Bears area at no cost to the tribes] of
section 3508, sections 3508 and 3509 of the Three Affiliated Tribes and Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe Equitable Compensation Act are repealed effective October 30, 1992: provided,
That the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers should proceed with the Secretary of the Interior to
designate excess lands and transfer them pursuant to Public Law 93-599.
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10. On May 16, 1994, the TAT sued the COE in Federal District Court for the District of Columbia.
In their complaint, the TAT sought a declaratory judgment that the term "excess lands" in the 1994
repealer ofP .L. 102-575 meant the lands that had been identified in the now voided sections of P .L.
102-575; a preliminary injunction enjoining the Corps from renewing or granting leases, licenses,
and permits on any lands referred to in Section 3507 to third parties; and requested the court issue

a writ of mandamus compelling the COE to designate all lands at or above elevation 1860 on the
FBIR as "excess lands" and mandating that they be transferred to the BIA. On September 13, 1994,
the Department of Justice (DOJ) answered the suit with a number of legal defenses. One defense
the DOJ raised in paragraph 22 of its answer was a denial that the Corps had determined there were

"excess" lands on the FBIR.
11. On October 11, 1994, the COE issued a report entitled "Public Information Paper Transfer of
Lands at Lake Sakakawea and Lake Oahe." In this report the COE indicated it had been developed
in response to the P.L. 102-575 repealer language suggesting that the COE proceed to "designate
excess lands and transfer them pursuant to Public Law 93-599"; that the COE had held two public
meetings and had met with members of Congress, tribal officials, the Governor of South Dakota and
the Lieutenant Governor of North Dakota. The report indicated that there was a "high degree of
public concern and interest at stake in any land transfer."
The COE found that there were "two guiding principles in transferring lands." First, the transfers
should be as "equitable" as possible to all interests. Second, any transfer should ensure the project
purposes of "flood control, navigation, hydro power, fish and wildlife, and recreation" are
maintained.
A concept described as "conditional excess" or "partial excess" lands was proposed in the report.
This meant that the COE would retain the necessary interests in the land for project purposes, but
may not need full title to the land in some cases.
In addition, the COE took a number of positions relevant to the current proposal to transfer land.
First, regarding the question of whether projects lands that did not originate with the TAT, the COE
stated that it did not have the authority to return land to these individuals under P.L. 93-599.
However, the COE found that there was "an issue of equity to the individual property owners from
whom the land was taken," and in order for the transfer to work it must be as "acceptable and
equitable" as possible. Second, because of the equities involving investments made in reliance on
government ownership of the land, the COE stated it would retain the leasing power over the lands.
Third, the report stated that the COE would retain the public access powers in the land. Fourth, the
COE stated it would retain the power to control municipal and rural water systems on any
transferred lands.
The report concludes by stating that the COE would attempt to develop administrative rules and they
would publish a draft of those rules in the federal register.
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12. In 1995 the lawsuit was stayed by agreement of the parties so the COE could attempt to enact
rules for any proposed land transfer.
13. On April 10, 1995, the Corps published draft rules in the federal register. (Vol. 60, No. 68.)
The proposed rules state:

§ 211.148 Excessing of lands within the Fort Berthold Reservation of the Three
Affiliated Tribes at Lake Sakakawea and the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Reservation
at Lake Oahe.
For the projects at Lake Oahe and Lake Sakakawea, interests in real estate that are not
required for project purposes may be considered excess to project purposes when:
(a)
(b)
(c)

The lands lie within the external boundaries of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
Reservation or the Fort Berthold Reservation of the Three Affiliated Tribes:
The lands are former trust lands, either allotted or tribal, acquired for the project; and
Appropriate interests in the lands may be retained, or conditions imposed, as are
necessary to preserve the integrity of legislatively authorized project operations;
provided:
(1)
There has been no substantial capital investment in the property which
cannot be recovered by the investor prior to excessing;
(2)
There will be no unreasonable impact on access to public and private land;
and
(3)
There will be no unreasonable impact on municipal and rural water supply
systems.

On page 18071, the register reports that the COE office in Omaha had conducted a study of former
tribal lands that would be subject to being transferred under this criteria and found that there would
be 800 acres of former tribal lands considered "excess" along the 828 miles of lakeshore.
14. On June 20, 1995, Sen. Conrad sent a letter to the COE director of civil works requesting that
the COE clarify the proposed rules. Sen. Conrad stated that he had received a letter from the North
Dakota Attorney General's office and it was brought to his attention that the proposed rules were
"vague and may not protect access to public recreation facilities, cabin sites, water for livestock and
agriculture, and municipalities." Sen. Conrad requested that the COE include language in the
proposed rule that had the effect of:
1.

The Corps of Engineers will retain land with area recreational facilities and cabins
built by private or state investments or are leased or built by the Army Corps of
Engineers;

2.

The Corps of Engineers will retain specific easements to allow free public access to
public recreation facilities and cabin sites;
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3.

The Corps of Engineers will retain easements to assure future free public access to
water for livestock, crops, and municipal use;

4.

The Corps of Engineers will retain easements for flooding of the land and erosion of
the shoreline into the lake; and

5.

The Corps of Engineers will retain easements necessary to assure the continued
operations of the project as intended.

Sen. Conrad also noted that recreational, agricultural, and municipal water are key purposes of the
project and they should not be put at risk. It is not clear what other comments on the proposed rule
the COE received. However, I expect that the TAT was not satisfied with the proposed criteria that
would have reduced the lands eligible for transfer from the requested 32,000 acres to 800 acres of
former tribal lands. In any event, the COE never placed a final rule into the code of federal registry.
15. On June 16, 2000, the DOJ filed a motion to dismiss the lawsuit filed by the TAT in 1994. One
of the arguments the DOJ used was that the Corps had no duty under the equitable compensation
repealer language to designate and transfer any "excess lands."
16. On March I 0, 2004, the Judge Richard Roberts of the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia dismissed the TAT lawsuit, agreeing with the DOJ positions. After having the
lawsuit dismissed, the TAT filed a request with the COE to reportedly have all project lands above
elevation 1854 converted to tribal trust land under §206(b) of the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration
Act (FBMRA). According to local media reports, the proposed conversion of land would represent
a "continuous strip" of varying width of trust land along both sides of Lake Sakakawea at elevation
1854 and include numerous facilities, recreational areas, boat ramps, and state game management
areas.
PRELIMINARY McLEAN COUNTY CONCERNS

1. Whether §206(b) of the FBMRA provides the Corps with jurisdiction to transfer project
lands as being contemplated?
If the FBMRA would legally permit the proposed land transfers that have been contemplated since
its passage in 1984, there would have been no reason for the Equitable Compensation Act of 1992.
In pertinent part, §206(b) states:
(b) The Secretary of the Anny and the Secretary of the Interior may enter into agreements
under which any land within the exterior boundaries of the reservation acquired by the
United States for construction, maintenance, or operation ofthe Garrison Dam and Reservoir
Project that is no longer needed for such purooses is declared to be held by the United States
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in trust for the benefit of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation.
(Emphasis added) P.L. 98-602 §206(b).
In my view, this statute does not grant the COE the powers or discretion to determine that project
values in the land will be unaffected if transferred to the BIA. Some media reports and statements

from the COE and the TAT have indicated that the TAT will honor existing leases and the
conversion of the land to tribal trust land will have a minimal effect on the public. Before even
getting to any of those issues, I submit that §206(b) requires the COE to find that there is no longer
any project purpose served by the land in its current project lands status.

Another point of confusion is that the COE position from the time of the JTAC hearings in the mideighties through the dismissal of the TAT lawsuit in 2004 appears to be consistent in that there are
no "excess" lands in the project area. The concern is: How could, in 2005, there suddenly be 36,000
acres of land "that is no longer needed" for project purposes? Reportedly, the proposed transfer will
include developed recreational areas, boat ramps, and game management areas for which TAT
officials have indicated in the media are desired so the tribe can develop its recreational industry.
It begs the question: How can areas that the public has invested millions of dollars in for public
recreational development and for which the TAT wants control of for its own recreational profits
be "no longer needed" for the project purpose of public recreation?
The same questions existed when the past transfer proposals were reviewed under the definition of
"excess lands":
(e) The term 'excess property' means any property under the control of any Federal agency
which is not required for its needs and the discharge of its responsibilities, as determined by
the head thereof. (emphasis added) 40 U.S.C. §472(e).
Project lands which are "not required for" the COE' s needs and the discharge of its responsibilities
versus project lands that is "no longer needed" seems to be a distinction without a difference. Under
either statute, I believe the COE has to find each parcel of project land under consideration is devoid
of value for the project purposes before allowing it to be converted to tribal trust land. A blanket
transfer of all project lands above an elevation line without due consideration being given to the
project values in each tract of land might be viewed as an arbitrary act.
An explanation for why the FBMRA does not contain language that allows project lands to be
transferred to BIA if there is a project value in that land is the fact that the FBMRA was not enacted
as a land transfer device, but with the intent of allowing the transfer of some mineral and grazing
interests on the FBIR to the TAT:
"Passage ofS.2480 as introduced would only restore beneficial ownership of mineral rights
under the Garrison Reservoir (known as Lake Sakakawea) and grazing rights along its

shoreline, and these would be limited to the Indian District of the Reservation. It would have
no bearing on fishing, water, or recreational rights in the area. Nor would the legislation
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disturb the status quo with regard to civil or criminal jurisdiction including the present role

of the state of North Dakota in regulating mineral-resource development under Lake
Sakakawea." (Memorandum In Support Of The Fort Berthold Reservation Mineral
Restoration Act, S.2480, p. l 0-11, submitted to the senate committee by Mr. Charlie Hobbs,
attorney for the TAT).

The land transfer provisions in §206 of the FBMRA were given scant attention before the
congressional committees. What is clear is that the Congress, and the TAT, intended both §206(a)

and §206(b) to be used as a tool to manage the Garrison project:
"Enactment ofS.2480 would in no way interfere with the operation of the Garrison Darn and

Reservoir Project; to the contrary, its operation would be facilitated by S.2480's
authorization of land-transfer agreements which would permit the Corps to acquire
additional land from the Tribe around the shoreline. It would not affect the Homestead
District of the Reservation. It would not alter the status quo with respect to hunting and
fishing in the Lake, or the state of North Dakota jurisdiction over the lands in question."
(Memorandum In Support Of The Fort Berthold Reservation Mineral Restoration Act,
S.2480, p. 26).
By enacting §206(a) and §206(b) together, Congress appears to have intended that §206(a) be used

if the COE felt that "a" tract of land around the Lake was needed for a project purpose, and §206(b)
was to be used ifthe COE felt that "al' tract of land was "no longer needed" for any project purposes.
The law created a mechanism for land status adjustments that might be required over time to best
manage the Garrison project. Congress was told that it was the COE, and not the TAT, that may
have some future needs to address under §206.
There is no support in the legislative history of the FBMRA for the contention that this law would
be used for a mass conversion of public land to tribal trust land; transfer of project lands that retain
or support project purposes; or to allow a tribal trust land "seal' around the Lake.
This understanding of the FBMRA was not in debate in Congress. When the Senate Select
Committee of Indian Affairs held a hearing on S.2480 on June 21, 1984, the chairman of the
committee and sponsor of the bill, Sen. Mark Andrews, asked the TAT Tribal Chairwomen Alyce
Spotted Bear:
Sen. Andrews: In introducing this legislation, both Senator Burdick and myself stated that
nothing in this legislation should have any effect on the question of water rights, fishing
rights, access to the lake, or should affect the role of the State in regulating the development
of mineral resources underlying the State. Is it also your understanding that nothing in this
bill affects any of these rights or authorities as they currently exist?
Ms. Spotted Bear: That is right. (Senate Select Committee of Indian Affairs hearing on
S.2480, June 21, 1984, p. 28).
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Finally, I believe the COE should also be concerned about the precedential effect of making a
finding of land above the high water mark (1854) being "no longer needed" for the project in light
of the potential off reservation affects on Lake Sakakawea (and Lake Oahe for that matter). Lands
the COE finds are "no longer needed" for the project could be viewed by developers and speculators
as "surplus property" under 40 U.S.C. § 472(g) and they could make claims that the COE acts
arbitrarily when determining land above 1854 msl on FBIR is "no longer needed," but land above
that elevation off the reservation is somehow needed for the project.

2. Whether there has been a redefinition of the project purposes of the Garrison Dam Project
or the COE mission in administering the project?
Since the COE has stated that the FBMRA is "appropriate authority for this action," is the COE still
considering public recreation as a operational project purpose? The Master Manual and the court
finding of recreational project purposes in South Dakota v. Ubbelohde, 330 F.3rd 1014 (8 1h Cir.
2003), would indicate that public recreation is a project purpose. But this proposed land conversion
would seem to indicate otherwise.
My confusion stems from the IT AC report wherein the COE "insisted" there were no excess public
lands on the FBIR in 1985-86. The COE testified in Congress in 1987 that there were no excess
lands, but present-day acquisition policies would be used to determine if there were some lands that
would not have been originally purchased for the Garrison project. After this review, the COE
apparently converted 5878.25 of public land to tribal trust land without notice or involvement of the
State, effected counties, or the public.
During the 1992 debate over P .L. I 02-575 the COE objected to transferring any additional project
lands. After P.L. 102-575 was repealed the COE studied and attempted to enact rules which would
have made 800 acres of former tribal land "excess." The COE and DOJ spent ten years in federal
court defending, in part, the position that there were no "excess lands" when the TAT was seeking
32,000 acres of project lands. If there were excess lands on the Garrison project, the COE could
have tried to identify those lands and concede the point. Within months of the March 2004 dismissal
of the TAT lawsuit, the COE reportedly began considering the conversion of36,000 acres of public
land, apparently without regard for the "equities" involving the former owners of the land.
My concern is whether there has been a non-publicized policy shift in the past year that voids all
previous COE positions on the land transfer issue; or whether the COE has or is attempting to
redefine the project purposes away from public recreation and open access to project lands? In the
Master Manual the COE indicates that the Garrison project had 1,206,200 visits, the third highest
yearly recreational visits in the entire system. Missouri River Master Manual, 2004, §B·02
("Recreation, an authorized System project purpose, has grown beyond original expectations". §B01 ). In addition, the North Dakota Game and Fish Department conducts creel surveys and hunter
checks throughout the Lake area which show tremendous usage of the public recreational areas on
the FBIR. The functioning boat ramps are routinely photographed from the air during the summer
as part of the creel surveys and can prove extensive public use of those facilities. Over the past few
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years these creel surveys show that approximately 300,000 "angler days" were spent each summer
on the FBIR portion of the project.
I believe the COE should review all available evidence before concluding that the project lands
subject to this proposed transfer are "no longer needed." In my review of this evidence, I believe
that the COE would have to have redefined the project away from public recreation before any
"excess" or "no longer needed" legal standards would apply under the facts on the FBIR.

3. Any elevation line "seal" around the Lake has dramatic impacts.
The JT AC report never suggested an elevation line as a land transfer point. It was not until S. 168
was amended into H.R. 429 that Sen. Inouye determined that the land above elevation 1860 would
be congressionally considered excess. Whether the transfer line is set at elevation 1860or1854, the
impact of the tribal trust land "seal" around the Lake is the same because the legal distinction
between "tribal trust land" and "public land" is significant. "On tribal trust lands, the tribe may
prohibit use(s) by non-tribal members, or condition the use by charging access fees and establishing
bag and creel limits." Montana v. United States. 450 U.S. 544, 557 (1981).

The TAT currently does require non-members to obtain: Tribal access permits when non-members
drive across tribal trust land while hunting, even ifthe person doesn't actually hunt on trust land and
was in a vehicle on a public road; tribal hunting licenses for hunting on tribal trust land, and as of
the past hunting season had separate game bag limits and season dates from the State for people who
hunt on tribal trust land. It is apparent that this proposed conversion of project lands to tribal trust
land would do exactly the opposite of the "'status quo" and "no impact on hunting, fishing, water and
recreation access, and state criminal and civil jurisdiction" assertions made to Congress by TAT
officials in support of the FBMRA.
The past land transfer conflicts have been the result of this false premise that a seal can be created
at an elevation line and then leases or easements along the lakeshore can be placed on the created
tribal trust land to try and maintain the public nature of the project area. The legal and game and
fish jurisdictional distinction between tribal trust land verus project land dictates that both cannot
be done.
Tribal consent, fees, or licenses to access or use the water or public land below 1854 msl and the
water, thwarts congressional intent in the Garrison project. The Flood Control Act provides that"all
such projects shall be open to the public use generally" for various "recreational purposes ... ready
access to and exit from water areas ... for general public use." 16 U .S.C.A. §460(d); South Dakota
v. Bourland, 508 U.S. 679, 689-690 (1993).
The JT AC report also indicates that the TAT felt that tribal recreational businesses could not
compete with non-tribal businesses around the Lake. "Whether that is true or not, all recreational
business around the Lake have been developed under free and open access to the resources. A mass
conversion project lands will facilitate the hampering of non-tribal businesses, and the public's

.
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federal statutory right to use project resources without paying a fee or buying a license from the
TAT. Before proceeding with any land conversion plans, I believe the COE should first assist the
TAT in developing the recreational resources that the TAT told the ITAC were under-developed.
If the TAT wants to add campgrounds, boat ramps, or facilities to the existing recreational resources
around the Lake in hopes of attracting more people to the casino or other tribal businesses, the TAT
can do so without the COE converting project lands to tribal trust land. There may be no opposition
if the TAT took this approach.
Instead, I am concerned that the COE is in the process of facilitating this ill-fated "sealing" plan that
at its core began as an amendment sponsored by a senator from Hawaii who could not have been
informed about the costs or complexities of the issue.
Although the surveying and fencing costs may still be extravagant, I believe that if the COE intends
convert any project lands it must do so by complying with the proper land description and titling
doctrines of 'meets and bounds' or 'rectangular grid.' The county records around the Lake will
need proper title transfer land descriptions to maintain the integrity of the records, and the COE
would need proper land descriptions to comply with state property recording and titling laws and
customs should any land eventually be converted.
I look forward to a fruitful discussion with you and your staff regarding these preliminary issues and
others that may develop as the COE proposals are brought forward. Once again, I very much
appreciate the opportunity the COE is providing for public comment and hope that the information
you receive through this process will lead to the best policy decisions for all stakeholders.

Sincere;$

/

c0-

dd R. Erickson
McLean County State's Attorney

/

glb
cc:

Governor John Hoeven
Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem
Director Dean Hildebrand, NDGF
Senator Byron Dorgan
Senator Kent Conrad
Congressman Earl Pomeroy
Dennis Johnson, McKenzie County State's Attorney
Ross Sundeen, Dunn County State's Attorney
Jim Johnson, Mercer County State's Attorney
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JUNE 21, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT C-0MMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

·~

:>.•

\,,,.

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in room
485, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Mark Andrews (chairman
of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Andrews and Burdick.
Staff present: Paul Alexander, staff director; Peter S. Taylor,
general counsel; Max Richtman, minority staff director; and Lynn
Toledo, secretary.
.
Senator ANDREWS. The hearing will come to order.
Good morning. My apologies for being late. We were· in session
until 4 o'clock this morning. That did not ·bother anything, but I
had a 9:30 meeting .this morning on military warranties which we
just passed last night; and meeting with a number of people, we did
not get out of that one until we were late here.
Our hearing concerns two bills involving my home State of
North Dakota. The first bill, S. 2480, was introduced on behalf of
the Three Affiliated Tribes by Senator Burdick and myself. It is designed to restore mineral rights to the tribes in what is known as
the corps taking· area in Lake Sak:a.k.awea behind Garrison Dam.
Approximately 154,000 acres of lake bottom are affected.
A number of complex issues have been raised with this bill
which will need to be resolved. Some of these issues, however, con·
cern matters not related to mineral restoration, but are jurisdic·
tional matte.rs between the Fort Berthold Indians and their non·
Indian neighbors.
While today's hearing will focus on issues pertinent to S. 2480,
let me assure everyone that these other matters have been and
.continue to be of concern to me. Our committee staff has been to
the State three times over the past year to meet with folks in the
area about this bill, as well as the other issues. These meetings will
continue and I hope to see the .kind Of p:r:ogn'!ss that will produce
solutions.
The other bill we will consider today is S. 2663 which was intro.
duced by Senator Arninor and Senator Pressler. It provides a specif.
ic inheritance code. for the Lake Traverse Indian Reservation, also
located in part of North Dakota.
Before we proceed with our witnesses, without objection, I will
place a copy of S. 2480 and S. 2663 in the hearing record.
[The bills follow,]
(!)
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I

(1) were acquired by the United States for the

2

construction, operation, or maintenance of the Garrison

3

Dam and Reservoir Project, and

S.2480
i

I

To declare th&t the mineral right1 in eert.ain land.!! acquired by the Unikld Ste,tes
in connection with the Ofl.l'ri!on Dam and Reaervok Project ~ held in tro1t
for the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort BertPold fuiservation, and for

4

(2) are not described in subsection (b),

5 are hereby declared to be held in trust by the United States

othot purpo1m1.

6 for the benefit and use of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the
7 Fort Berthold Reservation.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

8

M.uwu 27 (legislative day, MABcH 26), 1984

(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shttll not apply with

9 respect to-

lfr, ANDBBws (lo~ himself and Mr. BUBDiox) introdueiW the following bill; which
WU rea.d twice and referred to the Select Committee on lndiD.11 AHairs

A BILL
To declare that the mineral rights in certain lands acquired by

10

(1) lands located in Township 152 North or

11

Township 151 North of Range 93 West of the 5th

12

principal meridian which lie east of the former Missouri

13

River, and

14

(2) lands located in any of the following town-

15

ships: Township 152 North and Township 151 North

16

of Range 92 West of the 5th principal meridian;

17

Township 152 North and Township 151 North of

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repreaenta-

18

Range 91 West of the 5th principal meridian; Town-

2 tivea of the United States of America in Congre.ss assembled,

19

ship 152 North and Township 151 North of Range 90

8EOTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Fort Berth-

20

West of the 5th principal meridian; Township 152

21

North, Township 151 North, Township 150 North, and

22

Township 149 North of Range 89 West of the 5th

the United States in connection with the Garrison Dam and
Reservoir Project are held in trust for the Three Affiliated
Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation, and for other
purposes.

1

8

4 old Reservation Mineral Restoration Act".

·. 5.

~ :,~'6

SEc. 2. (e.) Subject to the provisions of this Act, all
:ininElral interests .in the lands located within the exterior

" ~~~ff', -bo~6s of the Fort Berthold India.n Reservation whichJ,,_,,

. :+~i{t· --

,/
,I

23

principal meridian; Township 152 North, Township

24

151 North, Township 150 North, and Township 149

.'

25

North of Range 88 West of the 5th principttl meridian;

,- j

~r·~\':

··-··
,.

;.

4

5
4

1

and Township 152 North, Township 151 North, Town-

1

permit, or contract prior to the date of enactment of

2

ship 150 North, and Township 149 North of Range 87

2

this Act and such holder or party exercises such right

s

West of the 5th principal meridian.

s

of renewal or extension.

4

SEc. 8. Any exploration, development, production, or

4

(c) All rentals, royalties, and other payments with re-

5 extraction of minerals conducted with respect to any mineral

5 spect to any mineral interest described in section 2(a.) accru-

6 interest described in section 2(a) shall be conducted in ac-

6 ing to the United States after the date of enactment of this

7 cordance with such regulations as the Secretary of the Army

7 Act shall be held in trust by the United States for the benefit

8 shall prescribe in order to-

8 and use of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold

9

9 Reservation.

(1) protect the Garrison Dam and Reservoir, or

10

(2) carry out the purposes of the Garrison Dam

11

and Reservoir Project.

11

12

SEC. 4. (a) Nothing in this Act shall deprive any person

12

13 (other than the United States) of any right, interest, or claim

18

14 which such person ma.y have in any minerals prior to the

14

15 enactment of this Act.

15

(1) by striking out "such Conner Indian land" and
inserting in lieu thereof "such land",
(2) by striking out "Subject" in the first sentence

and inserting in lieu thereof "That (a) subject", and
(S) by adding at the end thereof the following new

16

subsection:

17 license, permit, or contract with respect to any mineral inter-

17

"(b) Subsection (a) shall not apply with respect to any ~

18 est described in section 2(a) e.fter the date of enactment of

18 lands described in section 2(b) of the Fort Berthold Roserva-

19 this Act only if-

19 ti on Mineral Restoration Act.".

20

(1) the governing body of the Three Affiliated

20

21

Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation approves of

21 tary of the Interior may enter into agreements for the trans-

22

such renewal or extension, or

22 fer to the United States of any !&Dd located near the Ga,rrlson

;.·.

SEC. 6. (a) The Secretary of the Anny and the Secre-

(2) the bolder of such lease, license, or permit or

28 Dam and Reservoir Project which is held in trust for the

a party to such contract (other than the United States)

24 benefit of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold

28

,.,,;·,.'

SEC. 5. Public Law 87-695 is amended-

(b) The United States may renew or extend any lease,

16

\

10

- . {$.~::lili,: ihe' 'right· to
0

-'!'

renew or extend such lease, license,

7

6

II

5
1' Reservation or any individual Indian if such agreement is
98TH CONGRESS

2 approved-

2D SESSION

3

4

(1) in the case of land held for the benefit of such

tribes, by the governing body of such tribes, or

5

(2) in the case of land held for the benefit of any

6

individual Indian, by the individual or individuals hold-

7

ing a majority of the beneficial interest in such land.

8 Any land transferred to the United States under the preced-

9 ing sentence shall be treated as land acquired for the oper-

S.2663

Pertaining to the inheritance of tru&t or restricted la.nd on the Lake Tre.Vl.lne
Indian Reeerv&tion, Nort.h Dakota a.nd South Dakot&, a.nd for other purposet.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
LY 10 Oegisl11.tive day, APRIL SO), 1984
Mr. AllDNOR (lor himaell a.nd Mr. PBBBSLE!t) introduced th& following bill; which
WM read twice and referred to the Select Commi~U!e on Indian Affain

10 ation and maintenance of the Garrison Dam and Reservoir

11 Project.
12

(b) The Secretary of the

A BILL

Army and the Secretary of the

13 Interior may enter into agreements under which any land
14 acquired by the United States for the construction, mainte15 nance, or operation of the Garrison Dam and Reservoir

Pertaining to the inheritance of trust or restricted land on the
Lake Traverse Indian Reservation, North Dakota and
South Dakota, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and HQUJJe of Representa-

16 Project that is no longer needed for such purposes is declared

1

17 to be held by the United States in trust for the benefit of the

2 tivea of the United States of America in Congress asaemhled.

18 Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation.

3 That to the extent that the laws of devise, descent and distri-

19

SEC. 7. The provisions of this Act, and of any agree-

4 bution of the State of Nor th Dakota or the State of South

20 ment entered into under section 6, shall not be taken intci

5 Dakota are inconsistent with this Act or to the extent that

21 account under section 2 of title I of the Second Deficiency

6 the Indian Land Consolidation Act (25 U.S.C. 2201 et seq.),

22 Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1935 (25 U.S.C. 475a) or sec-

7 is inconsistent with this Act, the provisions of this Act shall

23· tion 2 of the Act of August 13, 1946 (60 Stat. 1050) for

8 govern the right to inherit trust or restricted land located

· pili'poses of determining any offset or counterclaim.

0

9 within such States and within the original exterior boundaries
10 of the Lake Traverse Indian Reservation (hereinafter the

8

9

2

3

1 "reservation") ae described in article ID of the Treaty of
2 February 19, 1867 (15 Stat. 5-05).

1

the issue of any deceased child of the decedent by right

2

of representation;

:.';

SEc. 2. (a) Except as provided in section 4 of this Act,

3

(2) if there is no ·surviving spouse, the interest

4 only the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe of North Dakota

4

sha.ll descend in equal shares to the children of the de~

5 and South Dakota (hereinafter the "tribe") or persons who

5

cedent and to the issue of any deceased child of the

6

enrolled members of the tribe shall be entitled to receive

6

decedent by right of representation;

7 by devise or descent e.ny interest in trust or restricted land

7

(8) if there are no surviving children or issue of

8 within the reservation.

8

any child, the interest shall descend to the surviving

(b) The provisions of this Act shell apply only to estates

9

spouse;

10 of decedents whose deaths occur on or after the date of en-

10

(4)

11 1Wtm~nt of this Act.

11

. ing children or issue of any child, the interest shall de-

12

SEc. 3. (a) Whenever any person dies possessed of any

12

scend to the surviving parents or pa.rent of the

18 interest in trust or restricted land within the reservation and

13

decedent;

14 the trust or restricted land has not been devised by a will

14

(5) if there is no surviving spouse, and no surviv-

15 approved by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to section

15

ing children or issue of e.ny child, and no surviving

16 2 of the Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 856), as amended (25

16

pa.rent, the interest shall descend equally to the broth-

17 U.S.C. 373). or the trust or restricted land has not been de-

17

ers and sisters of the decedent; and

18 vised by a. will which is consistent with the provisions of

18

(6) if there is no surviving spouse, and no surviv-

19 section 2 of this Act, such interest shall descend to the fol-

19

ing children or issue of any child, no surviving-pa.rent,

20 lowing persons: Prwided, That sUch persons a.re eligible

20

a.nd no surviving brothers or sisters, the interest sha.ll

21 heirs under section 2 and 5 of this Act:

21

eschea.t to the tribe and title., to. such escheated ·interest

(1) one-hall of the interest shall descend to the

22

shall be ta.ken in the name of the United Stat.es in trust

surviving spouse and the other one-half sha.ll descend

28

for the tribe.

in equal shares to the children of the decedent and to

24

{b) As used in this section, the words iochildren" and

3

9

11.l'e

if there is .no surviving spouse and no surviv-

25 "issue" include children adopted under the laws of a State or

10

11

4

5

l foreign country, or in accordance with the Jaws of an Indian

2 Secretary of the· Interior pursuant to section 2 of the Act of

2 tribe, children of unwed parents where the Secretary of the

S Interior determines that paternity has been 8-0knowledged or

1 stricted land ha.s not been devised by a will approved by the

' ~-': '

3 June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 856), as amended (25 U.8.0. 373),
':.i;.

4 establi8'hed under the laws of a State or foreign country or in

4 the nonmember of the tribe surviving spouse, nonmember

5 accordance with the laws of an Indian tribe, and children of

5 children, and the nonmember issue of a.ny children of the de-

6 parents whose parental rights have been terminated pursuant

6 cedent shall be entitled to take only a life estate in any inter-

7 to lawful authority.

7 est provided in section 3 of this Act.

8

8

(c) As uaed in this section, the word "parent" shall not

(c) At the time that the Secretary of the Interior ap-

9 include the parent of any child with respect to whom such

9 proves any life estate for a surviving spouse, children, or the

10 parent's parente.1 rights have been voluntarily terminated

10 issue of any children of a decedent, the trust or restricted

11 pW'Suant to lawful authority.

11 land subject tO such life estate thereafter shall be held in trust

12

SEO. 4. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 2

12 for the appropriate heir under- section 3 of this Act or the

18 and subject to the provisions of section 5 of this Act, the

13 provisions of any will approved by the Secretary pursuant to

14 ,nonmember of the tribe surviving spouse, nonmember surviv-

14 section 2 of the Act of June 25, 1910 {36 Stat. 856), as

15 ing children e.nd the nonmember surviving issue of any chil-

15 o.mended (25 U.S.O. 373).

16 dren of any person who dies possessed of any interest in trust

16

17 or restricted land within the reservation, sball be entitled to

17 . tion notwithstanding, unless a -devise of trust or restricted

18 take only a life estate in any interest in such trust or restrict-

18 land otherwise provides, any life. estate provided for in this

19 ed land devised by a will approved by the Secretary of the

19 Act shall he subject to the following conditions, resbietions

20 .Interior pursuant to section 2 of the Act of June 25, 1910

20 and limitations:

21 (36 Stat. 856), as amended (25 U.S.O. 373).

21

(1) whenever the life tenant is a sole heir, such

22

life tenant shall be entitled to determine the use and to

23

receive any income from the lease or other use of the

24

land;

22

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 2 and B

28. and subject to the provisions of section 5 of this Act, wher~:~.' an;• person dies possessed of

·~~~ie.d,FJand 'within

any interest in trust or

the reservation and the trust or re-

'.j

•

(d) The provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of this sec-

'

"'•

"
'

'"

12

13

6

7

1

(2) whenever e.n enrolled member of the tribe dies

1

(6) whenever an enrolled member of the tribe dies

2

survived by e. nonmember spouse and nonmember chil-

2

survived by nonmember issue of the children of such

8

dren, ruch spouse sh&U be entitled to one-half of the

8

member, such issue shall be entitled equally to deter-

4

income from the lease or other use of the land and

4

mine the use and to receive e.ny income from the lease

6

such ohildren shall be ·entitled to the other one-ha.It,

5

or other uee of the land.

6

and the B'ame division shall apply to a.ny land use de-

6 For the purposes of this subsection, any children or the issue

7

termination;

7 of any children of an enrolled member of the tribe born after

8

(8) whenever an enrolled member of the tribe dies

8 the death of such member shall have the same rights as any

9

survived by a nonmember spouse, nonmember children,

9 children or the issue of My children who survive such

10

and nomember issue of any deceased child, such spouse

10 member.

11

shall be entitled to ·one-ha.If of the income from the

11

12

lease or other use of the land and such children and

12 no person shall be entitled by devise or descent to take any

18

issue of children shall be entitled to equal shares of the

13 interest, including any interest in a life estate under section 4

14

other one-half, and the se.me division shall apply to My

14 of this Act, less than two and one-half acres in trust or re-

15

land use determination;

15 strioted land within the reservation. Any interest less than

SEO. 5. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act,

16

(4) whenever an enrolled member of the tribe dies

16 two and one-haH acres of a devisee or interstate distributee of

17

survived by nonmember children, such children shall be

17 a decedent under section 3 of this Act, shall escheat to the

18

entitled equally to determine the use and to receive

18 tribe and title to such escheated interest shall be taken in the

19

any income from the lease or other use of the land;

20

(5) whenever a.n enrolled member of the tribe dies

21

survived by nonmember children and nonmember issue

22

o(

23"'

dren shall be entitled equally to determine the use and

..
';'

·., ,

I

19 name of the United States in Rust for the tribe: Provided,
20 That the provisions of thi8 section shall not be applicable to
21 the devise or descent of any interest in trust or restricted land
22 located within a municipality.

any deceased child, such children and issue of chil·''· ·'1

;le'·-!:

to receive e.ny income from the lea.Se or other use of

i'){i ,·
J
i

23

SEc. 6. If a decedent has devised an interest in trust or

24 restricted land within the reservation to a. person proluDited
25 under section 2 of this Act from acquiring an interest in such

14

15

8

9

:1·-.. trust: or restricted land, .the interest in such land shall esoheat

1 tion whenever the partitioned interest in the land of the tribe

;2 tO the tribe and title to such escheated interest shall be taken

2 or the enrolled heir member of the tribe is at least two and

9- iD. the name of the United States in trust for the tribe: Pro-

3 one-hall acres and the owners of more than a 50 per oentum

4 vided, That e.ny interest escheated to the tribe shall be sub-

4 undivided interest in the trust or restricted land to be pa.rti-

5 ject to a life estate in the devisee as provided for under sec-

5 tioned consent to the partition.

6 tion 4(a) of this Act.

6

(c) Whenever the Secretary partitions land under this

8Ea. 7. (a) Whenever the tribe or an enrolled heir

7 section, he shall issue a new trust patent1 in accordance· with

8 member of the tribe holds at least a 50 per centum undivided

8 applicable law, for the lands set apart for the tribe or the

9 interest in trust or restricted land within the reservation, the

9 enrolled heir member of the tribe, as the case may be, the

10 Secretary of the Interior, upon the request of the tribe or the

10 trust period to terminate in accordance with the terms of the

11 enrolled heir member of the tribe e.nd without the necessity of

11 original patent or order of extension of the trust period set

12 obtaining the consent of any of the other heirs, she.II partition

12 out in said pe.tent or in accordance with the provisions of law

13 the allotment or part thereof: ProvUkd, That whenever the

13 governing the sale of alloted lands.

14 tribe requests partition, the Secretary shell partition the al-

14

15 lotment to the advanta.ge of the heirs, except that any parti-

15 powers of eminent domain, over trust or restricted lands

16 tion shall assure that the tribe retains one contiguow divided

16 within the reservation, to eliminate fraetional heirship inter-

17 interest in the land unless the tribe agrees to e. different divi-

17 eats in trust or restricted land, to consolidate tribal interests

18 sion: Prwided furtMr, That whenever a.n enrolled heir

18 in land, to develop agriculture, and to condemn for other

19 member of the tribe requests partition,. the Secretary shall

19 public uses any interest in trust or restricted land. Upon the

20 partition the allotment to the e.dva.ntage of the person re-

20 request of the tribe, the interest e.cquired thereafter shall be

21 questing the partition.

21 held by the United States in trust for the -tnDe: Provid,ed,

22

(b) The provisions of a.ny law to the contrary notwith-

22 That the tribe has made just compensation under !n'bal judi-

28 standing, the Secretary of the Interior, upon the request of

23 cisJ process and in accordance with a code of tribal eminent

24 the tribe or an enrolled heir member of the tribe, shall ap-

24 domain laws approved by the Secretary of the Interior.

7

-li''..IP,i:ove: pa.rtition of trust or restricted land within the reserva.-

SEO. 8. (a) The tribe shall have authority to exercise

>I

·-:-··

16

' :~ : -

17

10
(b) Subject to the right of judicial review provided in

1

2 subsection (c) of this section, a. final judgment of the tnDaJ

,

1 any tribal eminent domain laws and the provisions of title

I

2 of the Act of April 11, 1968 (82 St•t. 77).

n

3

4 sive as to the title of the tribe, in and to the interest in the

4 proceeding pursuant to subsections (a) or (d) of this section,

6 any and all parties in said a-0tion, including unknown defend-

..

,

. I

3 court in favor of the tribe in e. condemnation action ie conclu-

5 trust or restricted land described in said judgment, against

·'~

11
".I

I

'I

(d) In any tribe.I court or United States district court

5 notice of the proceeding shall be served upon the United
6 States. The United States shall not be an indispensable party

7 ants, and against any and all persons claiming from, through

7 in such proceeding.

8 or under such a party by title accruing alter the filing of the

8

9 judgment by the clerk of the tribal court or e.fter the filing of

9 any available fundB provided by the United States or the

10 a notice of the pendency of the action with an official desig-

10 tribe, to e.cquire by purchase, exchange, or condemnation any

11 nated for that purpose under the eminent domain le.we of the

11 land or interest in trust or restricted land within the reserva-

12 tribe.

12 tion for the purpose of eliminating fractional heirship inter-

13

(c) Any party aggrieved by the condemnation findings

13 ests in land, consolidating tribal interests in land, and devel-

14 and determination of the tribe.I court may seek judicial review

14 oping tribal agricultU:re or commercial enterprises. After such

15 thereof in the United States district court for the district

15 e.cquisition, said lands or interests in lands shall be held by

16 within which the affected interest in land is Ioca.ted. Judicial

16 the United States in trust for the tribe.

17 review shall be ta.ken by filing e. notice of appeal with the

17

18 clerk of the tribal court a.nd district court within thirty days

18 estate of any person who dies possessed of any interest in

19 of the date of the entry of the judgment or order of condem-

19 trust or restricted land within the reservation, the Secretary

20 nation e.ppealed from. If a timely notice of appeal is filed by a

20 of the Interior shall collect the to.x out of the estate as part of

21 party, any other party may file a notice of.appeal within four-

21 the probate proceeding. The a.mount of the tax colleeted shall

22 teen days of the date on which the first notice of appeal was

22 be payable to the tribe.

23 filed. Any appeal ta.ken under this Act shall be limited to a

23

24 review of whether the tribal court order or judgment of con-

24 United States that the rightful owner of any property in the

,_. damnation is in e.ccorda.nce with the provisions of this Act,

25 possession, custody, or control of the United States, including

,)" -1'-~::,,...

_,_y;~:ijt . ::·

SEc. 9. T.he Secretary of the Interior is authorized, with

SEC. 10. Whenever the tribe imposes a tax agairuit the

SEO. 11. (a) If it shall appear from the records of the

.

i;:it:'
.,,,,~.

.

•rt'·~

18

19

12

13

1 trust or restricted land with the reservation, either (a) sba.Il

.,'

2 have been or shall be unknown for seven consecutive yea.rs;

1

(c) The Secretary shall prepare and, on or before De-

2· cember 81 of each year, submit to the tribe a list of aba.n-

3 or (b) shall have made no claim to or shall make no claim to

3 doned or unclaimed property under subsection (a) of this sec-

4 suoh property for seven consecutive yea.rs, and the rightful

4 tion of persons who a.re enrolled or eligible for enrollment in

5 owner ie an enrolled member of the tribe, or there is subiita.n-

'/ -,,'

, __
-·_,;

;

5 the tribe.
(d) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Act, the

6 tial evidence that the rightful owner is likely to be eligible for

6

7 enrollment in the tribe, or the rightful owner is an heir by

7 provieions of this section sha.Il apply to the rightful owner of

8 devise or descent of an enrolled member of the tribe, or the

8 any property abandoned or unclo.imed for a period of seven

9 propert;Y is a distribution of an award of the Indian Claims

10 Commission or the United States Court of Ole.ims, such prop11 erty, together with all interest or other increments thereon,

12 shall escheat to the tribe: Provided, That prior to any escheat

!.,.-

i:
I.

·.: i.

.,. i.'
i

9 consecutive yea.rs commencing on the day seven yea.rs prior
10 to ninety days a.fter the date of enactment of this Act.

11

SEC. 12. AU lands or interests in land acquired by the

12 United States for the tribe or an enrolled member of the tribe

'\'

13 under authority of this Act shall be exempt froID. Federal,

14 ration of the aforesaid period of seven consecutive yea.rs, the

"

14 State, and other nontribal taxation.

15 agency of the United States which has in its possession, cus-

i

15

16 tody, or control, property which iB or may be the property ol

'

16 date of eruwtment of this Act, the Secretary of the Interior

18 of property to the tribe and within ninety days e.fter the expi-

',

;,_:'

SEc. 13. Within one hundred and twenty days after the

17 an emolled member of the tribe or of a perBon who is likely

17 shall send an explanation of the provisions of thie Act to all

18 to be eligible for enrollment in the tribe, with due diligence

18 persons who have any interest in trust or restricted land

19 shall undertake to locate the rightful owner of the property

19 within the reservation.

20 and reBtore said rightful owner to possession, custody or oon-

20

21. trol of the property.

21 and twenty days after the date of enactment of this Act shall

22

As

SEC. 14. Wills executed.prior to or within one hundred

used in this section, the word "property" in-

22 be effective, in the absence of eompliance with the provisions

23 eludes, but is not limited to, money, indivi,dual Indian money,

28 of this Act, for a period not to exceed one hundred and eighty

(b)

polJtal savings deposits, bonds, notes, and anything of value
~~,~.:any nature whatsoever.

24 days after the date of en&etment of this Act.
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Senator ANDREWS. Today on our witness list, we have first my
colleague, Senator Burdick. He was on the floor as late as I and
probably will be along a little later. Fred Miller, as I understand, is
going to submit a statement on behalf of Attorney General Wefald.
We have that statement and it will appear in the record at this
point.
[The prepared statement follows:]

exterior boundary of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation, my concerns are that
this provision not include any such lands within the so-called Northeast Quadrant
and that the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the Interior both be instructed not to enter into any such transfer agreement if it will adversely affect the
management of the so-called "take area" managed under a long term contract by
the North Dakota Game and Fish Department:. Also, Section 6(b) should be specifi·
cally limited to any such unneeded lands within the exterior boundaries of the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation less the Northeast Quadrant. As this e_rovision present..
ly reads, any excess land associated with the Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project
whether it is located within or without the exterior boundaries ofthe Fort Berthold
Reservation would be capable of being conveyed to the Three AffUiated Tribes. To
give the Three Affiliated Tribes land outside or the exterior boundaries of the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation would be a dramatic step well beyond simply "restoring" mineral rights to the Three Affiliated Tribes.
I am pleased that both Senator Andrews and Senator Burdick have seen fit to
introduce this legislation which should, with the euggestions I have noted, help
build a better economic base for the Three Affiliated Tribes. I applaud their con·
cerns for these citizens of the State of North Dakota. I also am particularly pleased
to see that the remarks of both Senator Andrews and Senator Burdick have been
set forth in the Congressional Record for the Senate of March 27, 1984. Senator An·
drews noted at S. 3234 of the Congressional Record that: Legitimate concerns have
been raised that nothing in this legislation should have any effect on the question of
water rights, fishing rights, access to the lake, or should effect the status quo with
res~t to the role of the State in regulating the exploitation and· development of
mineral resources underlying the lake. It is not our intention thst this legislation
should adversely affect the interests of an_y party on these issues."
Senator Burdick noted on page S. 3235 of the •Congressional Record that: '!This·
bill"i'iilL!l1tt:~!(~t ~~, .9~-~ti~n of water rig:\ltsi.Jishing_rights,. acceN to t~e· Lake; ~
the status quo with respe<;t t:O. -!;ht!-.~leJ:ifJP.e. Norlli.Dalwta government m regulating_ the, develop·m.ent of riiinera1 resoNrces
u ®:rlfi!ig the lake."

Plu:PARED 8TA'l'EMl!INT OF RoBERT WEFALD, ATl'ORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF

NORTH DAKOTA

I am offering this written statement in my official capacity as an ele<:ted state
official and as Attorney Genera1 for the State of North Dakota. I approach this bill
with caution not because I object to the fundamental idea involved, but rather because I am very aware of the often sensitive nature of any change in the status quo
with respect to any Indian reservation within the State of North Dakota. I have
made an effort to 'undentand and work with the tribal governments of North
Dakota and I must say that our relationship with the Tribal Council of the Three
Afflliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation has developed nicely. I
support the notion that all tribal governments in North Dakota need to be placed on
a much more sound economic footi!1J1 as I recognize that thie is the key to a strong
and successful tribal government which in tum is the key to building an ever better
relationship between tribal governments and the State of North Dakota. To the
extent this bill would restore minerals to the Three Affiliated Tribes and would
therefore put them in a better financial position, I support this legislation.
I stated, however, that I approach this bill with caution. I believe the first subsection of Section 2(al of thie bill should be amended so that in fact it does nothing
more than restore to the Three Affiliated Tribes minerals taken from the Three Af.
filiated Tribes or enrolled Indian members. It ehould not transfer from the federal
g?Vernment to the Three Affiliated Tribes any minerals acquired from the State of
North Dakota and its political subdivisions, and any i;tersons who were not enrolled
members of the Three Affiliated Tribes. Thie subsection should be amended as fol·
lows: "(1) were acquired by the United States for the construction, operation, or
maintenance of the Garrieon Dam and Reservoir Project and which were acquired
from the Three AflHiated Tribes or from enrolled members of the Three Afllliated
Tribes."
There are minerals within the scope of this bill which were owned by people or
entities other than the Three Affiliated Tribes and its enrolled members. To convey
these minerals from the United States to the Three Affiliated Tribes would do more
than "restore" to the Three Affiliated Tribes minerals taken from them.
There is no federal law of exploration, development, production, or extraction of
minerals, rather such activity in each state ie ~gulated by state law and P.rocedures. The Industrial Commimlion of the State of North Dakota through its Oil and
Gas Division is the state agency resr,nsible for controlling all exploration, development, production, or extraction of oi and gas minerals. Section 3 of the bill purports
to give thle authority to the Secretary of the Army. While I would agree that the
Secretary of the Army has the authority to protect the Gflrrison Dam and Reservoir
and to carry out the purpose of the Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project, I do not
believe that the Secretary of the Army has any authority whatsoever to regulate
the exploration, development, production, or extraction of minerals anywhere
within the State of North Dakota. Accordingly, an additional provision should be
added to Section 3 as followe: "Ineofar 8ll such regulations are sufficient to protect
the Garrison Dam and Reservoir and to carry out the purposes of the Garrison Dam
and Reservoir Project, they shall not supersede the law and rules of the State of
North Dakot.a with respect to the exploration, development, production, or eii:traction of minerals within or under the waters in the Garrison Reservoir."
Because the Garrison Reservoir is a rather large body of water and because man_y
of the minerals restored to the Three Affiliated Tribee in this bill would be difficult
to reach without going directly through the water of the Garrison Reservoir, it is
important that the environmentaJ concerns be regulated by the State of North
Dakota.. We believe that the potential environmental damage from a mishap involv·
·:.· ing actual drilling in the Garrison Reservoir itself would never be offset by any po' r.ntial gain to be realized from the extraction of minerals that can only be reached
'.,"fY a~ual operation out in the waters of the Garrison Reservoir.
rJ.~f~;to SeCtion ~ of the bill ~uthorizing the Secretary of the Army and the Secre-:.,~.fO!;,~~~··~~~r to enter into agreements for the transfer of lands within the
IJ.,,,-. :"'···
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the TfiM@-1(ffi¥ d r i ; and y-the fute of Nottli'Dakit~ift'PciHtiC.!il 'sUbd~
'., viSifiHS: A cJeai" iltAteri'it!"ht·that ttie only intent of this bill is to reslllre to the Three
Afflilated Tribes the minerals taken from them would be a very positive step in reassuring many people of the State of North Dakota who have raised concerns. I euggest that a statement of congressional intent to this effect be added to this bill.
Finally, we have nientioned several times the so-called Northeast Quadrant of the
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. This land baa been defined in the bill. Until court
action began which resulted in the City of New Town vs. United Stares, 454 F.2d 121
(8th Cir. 1972), residents in the Northeast Quadrant had no idea that they were
living on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation.
Thie land in the Northeast Quadrant was O,Pened by the Con~s early in the
century and was homesteaded by the ancestors of many people who presently live in
the Northeast Quadrant. The change in the status brought about by this court case
has been a source of frustration to the people of the Northeast Quadrant. One word
which sums all of these problems is ''jurisdiction." Who has it? Wliat is the extent
of the jurisdiction (if any) of the Three Affiliated Tribes over the land and people of
the Northeast Quadrant? These questions were created as a result of the actions
taken by the Congress at the beginning of the century. The City of New Thwn caee
decided by the Eighth Circuit clearly pointed out that only Congress eon solve these
jurisdictional questions. Although jurisdiction is not related to, the euhject of this
bill and although I do not want to take any action to hold up thi! bill because of
this question of jurisdiction, I do respectfully reque.\lt on behalf of the citizens of
North Dakota living in the Northeast Quadrant of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation that the Congress through the Vnited States Senate and through this Committee in particular hold a formal hearing. The Congress should initiate a complete
and full investigation as to the question of jurisdiction in the Northe86t Quadrant.
The Congress, havin!J' completed euch an investigation, should enact eppropriate legislation to settle jurisdiction questions created by the homesteading on the North·
east Quadrant and the City of New Town case.
With the changes that I have recommended, which in my opinion will maintain
the status_quo and which will restore to the Three Affiliated Tribes minerai.!I taken
from the Three Affiliated Tribes and with the assurances givan by Senator Andrews
and Senator Burdick in the record, the Attorney General of the State of North
Dakota supports this legislation.
I thank you for the opportunity to submit this statement to the Committee.
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~'.;f , .Senator ANDREWS. Next we have Ms. Alyce Spotted Bear, who is
r~

-

the chairwoman of the Three Affiliated Tribes Business Council at
Fort Berthold. Madam Chairwoman, do you have a statemen~, and
Would. you like- to augment _the statement? Or would you like to
h.8.ve it filed for the record as- though given?

Ms. SPO'I"l'ED BEAR. I would like to have it filed for the record as

given.
,
Senator .ANDREWS. The- prepared statement, in its entirety, will
ap~ in the record at this point.
l'l'he prepared statement follows:]
PREPAKBD STATEMENT 011' ALYCE SPOITJCD BEAR, CHAIRWOMAN, T1nwc AFFILIATUl
TRIBES 01' THE FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION

Mr. Chairmen, I would like to begin my, etatement, if I may, by asking to introduce into the record of this hearing a photograph. The subject of this photograph,
which appeared in the Washington Post on May 21, 1948 is one which is usually an
occasion- ror joy among Indian people: a signing ceremony in the Office of the Secreta-ry of the Interior.
This picture, Mr. Chairman, tells a different stoiy. It shows en Indian tribal
leRder covering hie face to conceal that he is crying-the man is George Gillette and
he was, in 1948, Chairman of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation. And he was crying becaUl!e the eigninfl' ceremony captured in this JJhotograph was, and remains, ail event of great anguISh to our people-the loss of 105,000
acres of our richest, heaviest populated Reservation lands for the construction of the
Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project.
Chairman Gillette was quoted at the time this photograph was taken e..s saying:
"Right now, the future does not look good to ue.' What he foresaw-and what in
fact ca.me true-was this:
Construction of the Garrison Project required the federal acquisition of 155,000
acres of our Reservation-not just one-quarter of our land-base, but the most fertile
heartland of the Reservation;
The flooding' of the Taking Area split our Reservation into five completely isolated segments. Four out of every five Fort Berthold households were forced to relocated often many miles from their original homelands. Families which had lived
~tt..e; as close-knit communities were forced to scatter. To this day, only a single
bn~ croeses the length of the Garrison Reservoir, Lake Se.kakawea, making communication and transportation among former n1iighbors a continuing burden; and
The Tribal economy was devastated by these dislocations 35 years ago, and is still
far from recovery today. The exposed coal seaIITS along the banks of thE? Misl!ouri
River once ideal for our domestic heating needs, are submerged; the fertile bottom
lands' of the valley, once our breadbasket, today lie 100 feet 1!-nderwater. The th!l'ndeveloping infrastructure which wes making commercial activity on the Reservation
possible, was literally washed away.
All of these impacts George Gillette could foresee. We are here today however,
Mr. ChairmaIJ, to urge passage of legislation which will remedy a further, unnecessary injustice that no one at the time C?Uld ~ct. .
..
. ..
When Congresa authorized the GarrISon Project, 1t conditioned the acquuntion of
Fort Berthold land!! upon the reaching of e.n agreement on the terms of compensation between the Tribes and the Corps of Engineers. Such an agreement was 1n fact
reached and it was approved by Interior Secretary Krug as Trustee in the ceremony you ~ in the photograph. Although the Tribe always deeJ?lV opposed the Garrison Project, we were persuaded to approve this Agreement with the Corpe of Engineen because it included, in addition to monetary compensation, a number of noncash compensatory benefits of great importance to us. Article X of the Agreement
permanently reeened to us the right to graze our livestock in the Taking A;rea be-·
tween the taking line end the actual waterline of Lake Sakakawea. And Article XIl
exoresdy recognir.ed our continued rights in the mineral interests within the.
'!'~n_g Area. We looked upon both of these provisions as essential elements of a,
Tribal-economic-survival plan in view of the dislocations which were about to ensue.
r"' -',l'b8Jirs.t bill introduced in Congress to provide for the taking of our land incorpo. ; rated •thE,- terms of this Contract. But Congress rejected them. The non-monetary
· '.,cp*1~tory benefits were stripped from the legislation; instead, Congreee in:~ the cUb payment to $82 per acre. And it conditioned our receiving the payh
.agreeing
never to challenge the validity of the settlement in court.
;,·;!~ ' '
'
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The author of the original bill, Representative Lemke, was quoted at the time as
saying of the 1949 Taking Act: "I do not consider it a just or moral settlement. We
are again violating a treaty solemnly entered into with these tribes-a treaty in
which we promised them never to disturb them again." And then, Representative
Lemke added: "Unfortunately, the Indians have no choice. It is not a voluntary set..
tlement." 1
In fact that is true: with the Garrison Dam closed and the floodwaters on the rise
our membeni voted in the spring of 1950 to approve the Taking Act as the onIY
means of guaranteeing some form of compensation. All we did have in hand were
assurances from several senior mernbera of the Congress that amendments to the
Act, restoring our grazing and mineral rights, would be introduced and considered
by Congress very quickly, once we approved the Act.
That was in 1950, Mr. Chairman. Amendments restoring our grazing aIJd mineral
rights were inb'oduced in the Senate later that year, 1 but hearings were never held.
Similar leg:islation was introduced. again in 1951,a 1953," 1954, 5 1955,s 1956,' 1957,a
1959,g and 1961. 10 None of these bills became law.
During these yeara, other Missouri River Indian Reservations had portions of
their Janda acquired by the Corps of Engineers for flood-control projects as well. As
the accompanying chart indicates, in each case either the affected tribes were permitted to retain grazing and mineral rights, or else those rights were subsequently
restored. In each case es well, actual monetary compensation (even beyond non-cash
compensatory benefits) substantially BJl:ceeded the $82 per acre that we received in
exchange for all interests in our land. These acquisition agreement! reflect the fact
that shortly after the Garrison taking-around the same time that oil was discovered in the Williston area of North Dakota-the federal gove1nment changed its acquisition policy to permit the former owner to retain such interests where doing so
would not interfere with the project's purpose. This shift of policy left the Three
Affiliated Tribes the only ones who lost their mineral rights.
On March 26, 1982, the governing body of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort
Berthold Reservation unanimously voted to request that you, Chairman Andrews,
and Senator Burdick and Congressman Dorgan, seek once again the enactment of
this legislation by Congreee.
Of course, the Tribe recognizes and respects the Army Corps of Engineel'e' regulatory authority over the Te.king Area, and the legislation specifically states our underatanding that any minerals development will, of necessity, be subordinated to the
primacy of the Garrison itself.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, I want to refer back to those words that Chairman Gillette spoke: "Right now, the future dOes not look good to Ul!."
Ri!Jht now, Mr. Chairman, I have the privilege of expreeeing to you and to Senator Burdick the gratitude of my people for your willingness to sponsor this legislation and hold this hearing. We know that the fate of S. 2480 is right now in the
hands of skillful legislators who feel as deeply about it as we do. Right now, of
course, there could well be less than 20 workifli days left in this Congress, and that
ie certainly not much time in which to get a bill through the Senate and the House
and signed into law. But we also recall the dispatch with which we acted at Con·
gress' behest, 35 years ago, when flooding of our lands was imminent and completion of the Garrison Project was a matter of national urgency.
O~r future today, Mr. Chairmen, rests in no small part on your assistance in persuading the Congress that enactment of S. 2480 in this 98th Congress is a matter of
national fairness. The Three Affiliated Tribes hopes for early passage of this legislation eo t~at eventually, with this bill and other projects we are working on, our
p~ple will have reason to say that our future looks good to Ul! once again.
Thank you.
~
1
35 North Dakota History: Journal of the Northern Plairn< ''The Garrison Dam,'' p. 293 (1968).
• S. 3303, Jntroduced by Senator Young March 24, 1950, This leglelation would alllO have given
the Tribe f"ll!lhing rights, entitlem..,nt to electric power and other rights well beJ")Ilg the scope of

S. 2480 before us today.
0
S. 1830; H.R. 4635.
• S. 74.

• S. 2312: H.R. 7282.

• S. 746 and S. 1956; H.R. 4292 and H.R. 5214.

• H.R 9324.

• s. 1130; s. 1181.
IS. 557,
•os. 39; s. 41.
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·1~ Photographs of then-Interior Secretary Krug approving Contract between the
TJiree·A111Ilated Tribes and the Corps of&gineers.
· 2. Chart: Comparison of Fort Berlhold's Treatment and That of Other Missouri
Riftl' Tn"bes.
8, Map Showing Area of Mineral Restoration.
.4, 1'4a~. Sho.wfng Location of F9rl Berthold and Other Missouri River Tribea.
(Printed elsewhere in thia hearing. See p. 48.)
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COMPARISON OF FORT BERTHOLO'S TREATMENT AND
THAT OF OTHER MISSOURI RIVER TRIBES

,
'"'·ct

.i~~Tribe

&

Project

Statutory Authority No. of Acres
Compensation
Extent of Taking
(Year)
Taken
($)
~~~---~=----------------""----

.~'-f·;_________
,,,,

_-Lower Brule Sioux
a. Big Bend Dam &
Reservoir

b. Fort Randall Dam
and Reservoir

76 Stat. 698 (1962)

14,299

72 Stat.1773(1958)

7 ,997

76 Stat. 704 (1962)

6,284

72 Stat.1766(1958)

9,149

72 Stat.1762(1958)

55,994

68 Stat.1191(1954)

104,420

Tribe reserved all mineral interests and grazing privile~es

$10,544,014

63 Stat.1026(1949)

154 ,000

All interests taken

$12,605,625

Tribe reserved all mineral interests except gravel and retained grazing privileges
All mineral interests revested
in Tribe and grazing privileges
retained

$3,194,465
$976,52)

Crow Creek Sioux

a. Big Bend Dam &
Reservoir
b. Fort Randall Dam
and Reservoir
Standing Rock Sioux
Oahe Dam ' Reservoir
Cheyenne River Sioux
Oahe Dam & Reservoir
Three Affiliated
Tribes of the Fort
Berthold Reservation
Garrison Dam '
Reservoir

*

Tribe reserved all mineral inter-$4,366,802
ests except gravel and retained
grazing privileges
All mineral interests revested in~,395,811'"'
Tribe and grazing privileges retained
Tribe reserved all mineral in- $12,211,553
terests & retained grazing privileges

The Act authorized compensation equalling the difference between this
6Wll and the award in the condemnation proceeding U.S. v. 9,148.69 Acres
of Land and the crow creek Tribe of Sioux Indians.
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TESTIMONY OF ALYCE SPOTI'ED BEAR, CHAIRWOMAN, THREE
AFFILIATED TRIBES OF THE FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION, AND CHARLES A. HOBBS, A'ITORNEY, OF HOBBS,
STRAUS, DEAN & WILDER, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms.

8POITED BEAR.

Tha..... pgloJ;,

Senator ANDREWS. Thank-You.
Section III of this bill provides that mineral developments shall
be conducted in accordance with such regulations as the Secretary
of the Army shall prescribe. To what extent do the current regulations .require adherence to the laws of the State? It is my understanding that the Attorney General's Office indicated that the
corps does use State laws as a guide. Is this your understanding as
well?
Mr. HoBBS. Are you addressing me, Senator?
Senator ANDREWS. As counsel, that probably falls in your field.
Mr. Hoees. Your understanding is exactly the same as mine, but
I have never seen documents one way or the other on that point.
Senator ANDREWS. But you have no knowledge to the contrary?
Nor do your clients, the tribal leaders, have knowledge to the contrary?
Mr. Hoees. That is correct. The tribe is prepared to live quite
happil_y. wit~ ~he status quo, w!tich includes the fact that they have
a working, Joint agreement with the State commission that regulates the production of oil and gas. That sort of situation ought to
continue in the opinion of both the State and the tribes.
Senator ANDREWS. The statements of the Department of the Interior and the Corps of Engineers indicated that the Three Affiliated
Tribes may have received compensation for some coal reserves-that
are part of the lands affected by this bill in the settlement of a
claim against the United States in 1981. How many acres of land in
the Garrison taking area with coal reserves were involved in this
claim settlement, and how much compensation did the tribes re.·- ceive?
!f~, Mr: Hoees. yYe are investigating that now, sir, and there is a
·-p,.eetmg set with the Justice Department lawyer today to try to
ei:t-,~~,~~~i_it on what those figures are. It is a relatively small

.
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matter· I think we are talking something like 20,000 to 24,000 acres
of land'. The settlement involves something like $6 an acre. .
Senator ANDREWS. Can you provide that specific information for
the record before the time the record closes?
Mr. Hoees. We will do so, and it will be an agreed set of figures
with the Justice Department attorneys.
Senator ANDREWS. Does the tribe have any plans to attempt to
extract coal from these lands?
Ms. SPOTTED BEAR. No, Senator, we have no plans to extract coal
from these lands.
Senator ANDREWS. Is it even feasible to develope these coal
sources?
.
Ms. SPO'I'l'ED BEAR. I have serious doubts that it is feasible. !3ut
we have coal resources in a lot of other areas of the reservation,
not only in this particular area. If we were to extract any, it would
be in those other areas.
Senator ANDREWS. So anything under the water would be extremelY expensive.
.
Most of the land that is the subject of this bill was acquired from
individual tribal members. However, this bill will vest ownership of
these mineral resources in the Three Affiliated Tribes and not the
individuals from whom the lands were acquired. What was the
basis for your decision to seek ownership for the tribes, and does
this reflect the wishes of the tribal members?
Ms. SPOTI'ED BEAR. The reason is that it would be a procedural
nightmare to try to go back and ascertain ownership becau~e of all
the different individuals who have passed on and all the different
hands that the land has gone through.
.
The tribal membership is aware of this bill and we are all hoping
that it will pass.
Senator ANDREWS. It appears that some scattered parcels of l~nd
in the area affected by this legislation were not held by tnbal
members or at least were not held in trust. How much of this land
was own~ by people who were not members of the tribe?
Ms. SPOTTED BEAR. Probably an)"Yhere from 5 to 7 percent.
Senator ANDREWS. Has the tribal council been contacted by any
of these people with respect to this legislation?
Ms. SPOTI'ED BEAR. No.
.
Senator ANDREWS. Would you anticipate any pro~le~s if the
mineral interests to these parcels were held out of this bill, to be
restored to the original owners?
Ms. SPOTTED BEAR. Yes; there would be problems because of the
fact that there would be a lot of different owners that would have
to be ascertained. It would be the same situation as it is fo~ the
tribe if we wanted the minerals to be restored to the individual
tribal members.
Mr. HoeBB. May I add a note to that, Senator?
Senator ANDREWS. Surely.
.
Mr. HoeBS. The only purpose of holding out from the ,hill t~~e
isolated, occasional parcels that used t? belong to non-Indians-if it
is to continue to be held by the United States, there would not
seem to be any purpose that would rise higher than t~e whole purpose of this bill which is to restore land from the United States to
the tribe. If, on the other hand, it were held out of the bill in order

'?":

!:i"to eventually restore it to individuals, then you run into the very
-/:· same problem· as Alyce has described; if the whole lakebed or the
minerals in the Iakebed were given back to individual tribal mem·
hers. The ownership problems would be just stupendous.
Furthermore, the individuals do not have and never did have the
kind of equity to the return of these minerals that the tribe has.
The white people· who have them, in effect, were latecomers. They
acquired those interests from Indians long after the reservation
was open~ and the northeast segment made especially for white
people-which the tribe, I might add, has reserved out of the bill.
The bill does not affect any of the interests in the northeast segment. The remainder of the segment is basically an Indian reservation, and the previous white owners had bought from Indians and
knew that they were on a reservation and subject to Indian jurisdiction.
Senator ANDREWS. Have you had, as counsel, any contact by nonIndian owners of this land?
Mr. Hoess. No; this bill has been widely advertised in the area. I
have been surprised and interested to know whether there was
going to be any response, and there has been none. I think the
answer is that the ownership has passed in probably more than
half the cases-there are only a few cases, to start with-and more
than half of those, I would bet, are in the second or third generation's hands and they probably do not know they ever owned them.
Senator ANDREWS. That is true, counsel. The problem that we
have in the committee is that we understand that there has been a
question raised; and because the lands amount to only 6 percent or
less, I would hate to see this bill, as important as it is to the tribe,
to founder on a disagreement between some of the people, the nonIndian owners and the rest, if something can be done to alleviate
that. That is the reason for the questions. I do not want us to go
out of here thinking that we have the grounds for a bill that has
equity and suddenly some group comes up and says:
Look, if_you are going to protect the mineral rights of this group, then how can
you avoid protecting the mineral rights of this other smaller group?

I have seen, in the years I have been in Congress, many well-intentioned pieces of legislation founder on the rocks of that type of a
reef.
Mr. Hoees. Obviously a good point, Senator. The tribe had felt,
though, when they gave up their hopes to get back the minerals in
the homestead area, that they were making an enormous concession for the benefit of the white residents of the reservation and
that the small number of residual, formerly white--owned parcels
would/lroperly come under tribal ownership en masse. These minerals, they are ever to be developed, the more individual owners
you get in there the more difficult it is going to be to pool the oil
interest. It is the kind of interest that ought to be dealt with in.
large blocks, and that is why the tribe agreed-after considerable
discussion-to take out the homestead district from the bill.
Senator ANDREWS. Well, let me try another tack.
In the case of the lands that were held by members of the tribe
and the tribe itself, I understand that there was some small fee
paid for. the mineral rights, much below the value of those rights,
1;.
~·,-~
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and that is what the legislation corrects. But were the owners of
these parcels of fee land given an opportunity to reserve their mineral interests at the time of the taking?
Mr. HoBes. We know that some of them were because they did
reserve them, and they_ will not be affected by this bill.
Senator ANDREWS. Then it would appear that if some were given
that opportunity, then all of the non-Indian owners had to be given
essentially the same opportunity. So they had a different choice, as
you remember it back then, than the Indians had?
Mr. Hoees. That is correct. As you will recall, the Indians were
the first ones approached for the transfer of their land; and the
whole project could not proceed until they knew they were going tQ
have the reservation taken care of. So they took care of the Indians, and it was immediately after that, the same year, that the In·
dians were receiving their payments and the Corps of Engineers
changed its policy. Up in the homestead area, dozens of people reserved their mineral rights, and some of them in the Indian district
reserved their mineral rights. So what happened was, you have the
Indians taken care of, then the policy changes-Senator ANDREWS. Not very well, though.
Mr. Hoees. No, not very well.
Senator ANDREWS. They were taken care of, but not for the benefit of the Indians, which happens all too often. But to your recollection-of course, we can ascertain this from the Department by
going back and checking the records-it puts a totally different
aspect on these non-Indian lands if they were given the opportunity to reserve their mineral interests and, of their own volition, decided not to; that puts a totally different light on it.
Mr. Hoees. Well, those who may have to administer these minerals later on will be grateful for as solid a block of tribal ownership
as this committee sees fit to approve.
Senator ANDREWS. I think, Madam Chairwoman, and Mr. Hobbs,
and your associates, that we have compiled a pretty good record.
Thank you.
Mr. Hoees. May I make one more suggestion, just as a reminder?
In my statement there is a reference at the end to a briefing
book which we have previously furnished the committee. We would
like to include that book by referenceSenator ANDREWS. We will include it by reference 1 and it will be
in the ftles of the committee. We appreciate that, Mr. Hobbs.
Mr. Hoses. Thank you, Senator.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you for your appearances this morn-

iniL

l'r'he prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 50.J

Ciuaum

PBEPA!\ED STATEMENT BY
A. HOBBS ON BmlAII OP TIO 1'Rlrn: Ann.lATBD
Taula OJ' THI: FoRT BRanloLD INMAN RauvATION

Mr Chairman, I am Charles A. Hobbs of the law firm of Hobb!, StraW!I, Dean &
Wlld~r. Wahington, D.C. We are Washington 11.ttomeye for the Three Afllliat.ed
I "Brieftng Book. The Fort Berthold Reeemation Mineral ne.toration Act (S. 2'81)), May 1984.''
bY Charlee A Hobb. and Robert J. Martin of Hobbe, StraUB, Dean & WH!le!t.11 law ftrm of
Wuhingt(!n, DC. A memorandum in 1upport of the Fort Berthold RelervatiOll M.inenl Rest.ora·
tlon Act }Ull been e:a:erpted and printed 1mmedlately followinr the prepared statement of
Charle11 A. Hobbll. The remainder ill retained in committee flle11.
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-:·Tribes.. We or our predecessor firm have represented the Tribes on their federal
~-Jand clilimil ein'ce 1951, and on their general federal affairs since 1967.
:-~ ~
The tribal Che.irnian, Alyce Spotted Bear, has testified about the circumstances
' under which the Tribe was forced to give up its best land in 1949 for the benefit of
downstream owners. She has also testified about some of the hardships these Indi·
ana have suffered because of it. It is true that they were paid for their lend, but ae
some Congressmen recognized even in 1949, it was not enough for what they gave
up. They were paid $3.8 million for the 152,000 acres of good bottom land, or about
$25 per acre. And if you also count the $8.8 million they got for relocation and intangible damages, they got about $82/acre all told. This was for loss of their homes,
security, communities and even way of life.
The people of this Tribe used to be among the strongest in the country from the
standpoint of getting by without welfare payments. That ie no longer true, thanks to
the Garrison Dam. The Fort Berthold unemployment statistics are among the worst
in the country-around 60%. The Tribe deaperately needs to build up the economy
of the Reservation, which, as the Chairman testified, has never recovered from the
Garrison Dam taking. If there is any commercial oil or gas under this lake, the bill
will help the Tribe to infuse some money into the Reservation economy and create
jobs.
There are other good reasons why this bill should pass:
1. Congress traditionally has reserved minerals to tribea when opening reserva·
tions to settlers (the northeast part of Fort Berthold was opened in 1910), and the
complications caused by tribal minerals passing into white ownership prior to the
1949 taking would never have occurred if the presence of oil or gas had been known
in 1910, or if some of the coal had been properly classified in 1911 by the U.S. Geological Survey.
2, The Cotps of Engineers changed their policy on minerals immediately after the
Fort Berthold Indians lost theirs, and other condemnees, including some non-Indian
owners on the Fort Berthold Reservation, were allowed to keep their minerals. In
fact, the four major dowru1tream tribes own the minerals under their reservoirs;
only the Fort Berthold .Tribe, the first to give up its land for a reservoir, does not.
8. The Tribe was told at the time of the taking that they could seek amendments
after the basic Act wae approved. One amendment they have sought time after time
since then is a·-bill restoring mineral rights. Over a dozen mineral bills have been
introduced since 1950; hopefully this one will paes.
When the Tribe launched its latest effort three years ago, it wanted restoration of
ell land and minerals under the lakebed everywhere within the Reservation, and
also protection of hunting and fishing rights, water rights and 'urisdictlonal r'
AB part of a process of compromise to encourage t
·
npn-Indi4ns·on.
·
'
n,

m 1ng
~'
··a
1983, at which the reduced propOlled
Eill was explained to representatives of the Homestead District and the State. No
significant objection to the proposed bill was voiced et that meeting. A similar presentation was made to the Governor's Commission on Indian Affairs in Bismarck in
December 1983, which I am told unanimously supparted the proposed bill ..
On June 19, 1984, another meeting was held m Bismarck, chaired by a special
assist.ant to the Governor, and including representatives of a number of State agen·
cies, and several representatives from the Homestead District. At this meeting no
one voiced e.ny objection to the principles of the bill (although several specific sug·
ge&tlon& for amendment were made, and some representatives from the Homestead
District felt that certain unrelated jurisdictional probleme between them and the
Tribe should be solved before they would feel free to support the mineral bill).
In summery, the Tribe has strong grounds for its request for return of minerals.
It has made a good faith effort to shape its request in a way that does not offend the
legitimate concerns of the State or the people of the Homestead District. The Tribe
is willing to accept some further amendments in that direction. With those amend·
mente the Tribe respectfully urges that the bill be passed.
We have earlier submitted to each member of the Committee e "briefing book"
containing a colored map, a full explanation of the history of and !!pecial reasons for
the bill, and pertinent supporting documents. We include the contents of that book
herein by reference.
'
I a'ppreclate the opportunity to appear on behalf of the Tribe in this matter.

MEMORANDUM
IN SUPPORT OF
THE FORT BERTHOLD RESERVATION MINERAL RESTORATION ACT
(S. 2480)

I.

Purpose of S.2480

The narrow purpose of 9.2480 (introduced by Senator
Andrews and Senator Burdick on March 27, l.984) is to return to
the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation of North Dakota (ttthe Tribett), beneficial
",:

'··:~!!,
., q

,,r

owners~ip

of

mineral r19hts on portions of reservation lands acquired over
three decades .!190 by the United States in connection with the
Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project.

Under the proposed legis-

lation, the Tribe would be able to exploit these mineral ri9hts
or obtain income throu9h their development by the United States,
when such exploitation would not Interfere with federal opetation
of the Garrison Project.
The bill would also restore cettain 9c:azing rights, and
permit the Secretaries of the Army and Interior to enter into
agreements exchanging land in or near the Garrison Project, -With
the appi;oval of any owners affected.
Passage of S.2480 as introduced wauld .. -0.IJ.l}' re~:-~S: be~e-

ficial

_..,...-·---·-· -···
ownership

of miileral

ri-gh~s

under the Garrison-,Resei;voir
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History of the. Taking

Early Ro:servation History.

The li'ort Berthold In-

dians comprise thr:ee. aboriginal tribes -- the Bidatsas (Gros

quQ~tth·~r.eqa.r,iL.J:~~rJJDJMl..-:!uN~d1'Cti.on ~-lrt'Ciltla1ii9't~

Ventre), Mo!.ntians, and Arikar:as.

pr~~f-""h-S..W.e-G>e..tio.t..t,UJ,.k°'l!-et·-1."Tt~.9,.g,~~J;ing . -4111'l"ii!t"al..-

tribes migrated to North Dakota and settled in the valley of the

ce~me• i~~ennt !:!:<!,t~....~~.!-.'l~~2:l1-~!!---•• No~ropri·ationl!

Missouri Rivei:.

~1J"Be "tl!'l;:~Mli~-b¥-~b!'4 .l~..lS..!,~ tJ.?n .

Bundceds of years ago these

The valley offered the _Indians as fine a natural

, b.abi.tat as cOuld be ima9ined in that ar:eo!.; it provided protection
-- f-rom the winds and the deep winter cold; lt was fertile and well-

II.

Justification foi: s.2490

watered, and the hillsides provided many open se.!IJllS of coal foe

Enactment of S.24SO would remedy part of an historic

fuel.

wood and garne were abundant.

Although they had come as

injustice in the unique- circumstances undei: which the, lands in

separate tribes, the three 9roups of Indians mei:ged

question (•the Taklnq Area") were acquired fro111 the l"ort Berthold

lished a harmonious life together based on an agricultu.tal

Indians.

Those

circumstance~

involved the uprooting of an entire

themselves under exti:eme duressi and the acquisition of all

tribal lntecesta, claims and rights to lands on teems which did

estab-

economy.

tribal society: negotiations with tribal representatives who
fo~nd

~nd

In 1951 the United States

recogni"Je~

as a reservation

the 12.5 million-acre territory occupied by the thte& tribet!I.
See Treaty -of Foct Laramie, ll Stat. 746, It Kl!lpp. 594.

By the

not comport with the fedetal trust responsibility to Indians.

terms of the 'l'[eaty, the United State;s government pi:om.ised to

Other Indian tribes were also affected by the taking of land

protect the 'l'ribes

along the Missouri Rivet under authorization of the 1944 Flood

the people of the said United

Control Act, but none was so thoroughly devastated -- socially,

three unilateral E)Cecuttve Order takinqs and one cession aqree-

culturally and economically -- as the Fort Berthold

~eservation:

~a9ainst

the commission of all depredations by
States.~

But by 1910, follow1n9

ment, the ·.Reservation had been reduced in size to 1 1 000,000
acres.

its beneficial ownership of all mineral rights underlying the

Disti:ict" -- was sold to non-Indians be.tween lSllO and 1920 (with

acquire~

the Indians receiving the proceeds), leaving only 650,000 acres

trust lands.

A third of this -- the arel!I known to&.y as the

~Homestead

none was dealt with so unconscionably: and none was deprived of

in the Indian-owned part of the Reservation lwhich is called
herein the

··~ \·
...

.

"

~rndi~n District~).

See map,

fi:ontis~ieee.
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-14Garrison Dam would have on the people 11nd the Reservationr flood-·

In l934, pursuant to the Indian Reorganization Act of
1934, 48 Stat. 984, the three tribes organized and became otfi-

ing of the rich bottom lands which were essential for the Tribe's

cially a'tribe known as the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort

economy and

Berthold Reservation.

families; and destruction of existing well-organized Reservation

••

Indian communities.

The 1950 Taking
fl)

culture; destruction of the homes and lands of 350

Tribal Opposition to Earlv Proposals.

Congress virtually ignored the Tribe's con-

concerns and passed the Flood Control Act of 1944, 58 Stat, 887,

The

preliminary activity that would lead to the Garrison Dam and

authorizing, among other things, the construction of the Garrison

Reservoir Project, and the taking of land from the Fort Berthold

Dam.

Indians, began in the early 1940s.

After the passage of the Flood Control Act the Tribe

At that time, heavy flooding

along the Missouri River (which flowed through the Fort Berthold
Reservation) prompted Congress to direct the Army corps of
Engineers to develop proposals to alleviate the flooding.

.·1>~
·'·~.t:i_<:f

The

Corps, through the so-called Pick Plan, proposed building several

··i:t1:''.··1
.:,,~.:ij_··\'.

thorize an engineering study and suggest an alternate. location
for the dam on the north end of the Reservation, and then offer
to give that alternate land to the United States ftee of
charge.

wmain-atemw dams on the Missouri River which were intended to
create giant lakes, each of which would be located such that the

. :J·;j:·;

In 1948 the government rejected that proposal.

Instead,

the government offered the Tribe 150,000 non-contiguous acres of
land outside the Reservaticn to replace the 154,000 acres in the

impounded waters would inundate eubsta'ntial areas of several
Indian reservations, including the Fort Berthold Reservation,

intensified its opposition to the plan, going so far as to. au-

At

propo~ed

Taking Area.

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs recom-

the same time, the Bureau of Reclamation proposed the so-called

mended rejection of the offer of lieu lands because they wete

Sloane Plan, which emphasized irrigation and the construction of

inadequate, and the Secretary of the Interior formally rejected

tributary rather than main-stem dams.

the offer on December 27, 1948.

The Sloane Plan did not

include a dam affecting the Fort Berthold Reservation,
Recognizing. the potential devastation threatening their
Reservation because of the Pick Plan, the Tribal Business Council
adopted a resolution opposing the Garrison Dam, and actively
lobbied Congress against the project.

The Council's resolution

prophetically outlined the severe effects construction of the

{2)

The Contract with the Corps of Engineers.

After all prior attempts to reach a settlement with the Tribe
failed, Congress authorized the Corps cf Engineers to negotiate

38
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an.agreement (contract} with the Tribe to provide for cash com-

and coal from the Taking Area.

pensation and other benefits for the land to be taken from them

was entitled to receive royalties for all oil and natural gas ex-

for the Garrison Dam project.

tracted from the Taking Area.

for tha_~ purpose •

Congress appropriated $5,105,625

.Y

The first bill introduced in Congress to provide for the

Because construction of the Garrison Darn had already
begun,

Y

taking of land in the Fort Berthold Reservation, incorporated the

the Tribe had no choice but to "negotiate" with the

to save what
"'
from satisfactory,
while
atte~pt

Corps

"'

interests.

it could,

did protect

Th• final contcact,

•om•

terms of this contract.

11

of the Ttibe's

The Tribe, believing that at this point it would

receive no better offer, agreed to the contract on May 20,
1948.

And under Article XII, the Tribe

y

for passage of this bill (bolstered by a memorandum to congress
spelling out the disastrous effect the Project would have on the
Fort Berthold Indians and their Reservation), Congress deleted
all favorable non-monetary terms in the contract when it finally
acted.

The contract granted the Tribe monetary compensation

Despite Department of Interior support

Instead, in the final bill, Congress increased the pay-

ment to $12,605,625 (SB2 per acre) to pay for the taking and

$5,105,625 (and additional sums as required), and othl!!r benefits.

relocation expenses as well, making no mention whatsoever of the

It provided, in Article x, that the Tribe would be entitled to

benefits negotiated in the now-discarded contract.

free use of the Taking Area between the taking line and the water
line for grazing, and that hunting and trapping rights would be
reserved to thl!lm as well.

Article XI further granted the Tribe

the right to remove timber and forest products, sand and gravel,

y

Civil Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1948, 61 Stat. 686,
690 (1947).

'l/

By 1946, $6,0001000 had been spent on preliminary work for
the Dam, including construction of an access road to the Dam

1ite,

V
~

A copy of the contract is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

One of the saddest photographs in Indian history captured
then-Fort Berthold Chairman George Gillette covering bis
~ace as be wept during the signing nceremony" in Intl!lrior Secretary J.A. Krug's of!ice. At the time Chairman Gillette said:
'The members of the Tribal Council sign this contract with heavy
1earts. Right now the future does not look _good to us."

Many members of Congress active in the debate
means satisfied with the eventual result:
nsome House members expressed dissatisfaction
with the bill in its final form, as well they
might, but a sense of urgency and, perhaps, of
the futility of further wran9lin9 led them to
accept it. Representative Lemke, father of
the origin11l bill, said, 'I do not consider it
a just or moral settlement. We are ag11in
violating a treaty solemnly entered into with
these tribes -- a treaty in which we promised
them never to disturb them again.• And be
added, 'Unfortunately, the Indians have no
choice. It is not a voluntary settlement.'
Representative D'Ewsrt, not ordinarily considered a friend of the Indian, was disturbed
by the manner in which it had been arrived at:
'The wrong in this method,' he said, 'is that
negotiations with the Indians were not started

~ere

by no

m
i"'

~5f:"'

_
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until after construction ••• •ct"•lly b
thisproject.'~..2/
"egunon

._l'.i

/;
(3)

.!J:..

On October 29, 1949, the Act which took some 154,000 acres

of land from the Fort Berthold
1026,

2../

All the

''
... :. i'.;)

The Taking St11tute and Ttibal Acceptance of

Indians became law.

.-:.::1· '' -

Payment of the

money was conditioned on the Indian• agree i ng to the sum as
~final satisfaction~ of all their rights in the land __ in other

The huge

lake continues to make even the simplest communication among
former neighbors impossible. {Over the years, only one bridge has
been rebuilt across the 75-mile length of the lake, within the

63 Stat.

Reservation, making it necessary for Indians to drive long dis-

non-monetary benefits originally negotiated

between the Tribe and the Corps were omitted.

subcultures on the Reservation were forced to scatter.

-·

'"

'

'

~, ,- .-

tances to visit relatives and friends.)
The completion of the Garrison Dam had an equally devastating effect on the Tribe's economy.

The Dam flooded the rich

words, surrender of their right to go to court to challenge the

bottomlands on which the Indians had lived and built their

Act at any future time.

economy, resulting in deprivation of at least half of the In-

cash offered, and a se

Faced with the combination of immediate

nee o

f

'

dians' agricultural potential.

total futility (the Dam had already

The Indians were forced to re-

been closed and the water was cising), the members of the Tribe

build their lives on the dry, treeless, unprotected prairie

approved the 1949 Act in a referendum held in 1950,

lands.

c.

were destroyed in the flooding.

The Effects of the Taking

the Tribe to function as an economically self-sustaining entity.

voir. Project was completed {the reservoir had started to fill

D.

It had a devastating physical

effect on the Reservation that destroyod tho •ocl•l

The disruptive physical changes

on the Reservation continue to make it extremely difficult for

After the Act was approved, the Garrison Dam and Reser-

even before the Act was approved).

Roads, hospitals, schools and other important f11.cilities

Legislative Efforts Since the Taking Act

Beginning almost immediately after passage of the 1949

and cultural

Act, the Tribe has made repeated legislative efforts to amend the

fabric and the economic way of life of the Indians, Lake
Sak:akawea, the lake created by the G,,,,, 0 ,
Dam, divided the
Reservation into five separate segmoot•. 21 As a result,
Indian
families who had lived together in close-knit communities
•nd

s.tatute, or pass new statutes restoring to it some of its former

,,

rights.

'

attempts to restore grazing and hunting and fishing rights to the
Indians.

A number of bills were introduced over the years in

In the 8lst, S2nd, S4th and 85th Congresses

Y

the

Tribe attempted to secure legislation to that effect, but it waa
JS North Dakota History1 Journal of th N
h
"The Garrison Dam" p. 2§3 !1968) (Exhibit~)~ ern Plains,

!/

A copy of the Act is attached hereto as Exhibit c.

21

Please note the map, frontispiece.

-:.i

Blst Cong., S.JJOJ: 82nd Cong., S.18301 !14th Cong. S.1956,
H.R.93241 and eSth Cong., s.1131.

:·,
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not,,until September 25, 1961, that Congress passed an amendment
to the Act

gr~nting

to the Tribe grazing rights on land formerly

Y

This is the only amendment to date affect-

owned by Indians.

\

'

ing the Tribe.

.

Similarly, the Tribe has made numerous attempts to ob-

tain legislation that would return to them the mineral rights in

the land they lost.

Senator Young introduced legislation in both

the Slat (S,3303) and B2nCI (S.1830) Congresses that would have

NORTH

DAKOTA

amended the 1949 Act to provide that all mineral rights be reserved to the Tribe.

Neither effort met with success.

Other

bills were introduced in each Congress, from the BJrd. through the

--------,F---\:--------7

B7th Congress, to return mineral interests to the Tribe • ..!.Q/
SOUTH

DAltOTA

None was enacted into law.

IV.

Uniqueness of the Fort Berthold Situation

Other Missouri River tribes whose land was condemned for
Corps of Engineers projects were treated by the United States
much differently -- and much more fairly.
Between 1954 and 1962 the United States took land from
five other Missouri River tribes for Corps of Engineers projects
authorized by the Flood Control Act of 1944.

(The locations of

these projects and the reservations involved, are shown in the
map on Page 20.)

76 Stat. 594.
Exhibit D.

w

Those acquisitions involved:

A

copy of the Act is attached hereto as

Slrd Cong., S.74, s.2012, H.R.72821 84th Cong., s.746,
1!.R.4292, H.R.52141 85th Cong., S.1130; 86th Cong., S.557;
87th Cong.,_ S.39, S.41.

Hi•.,ouri Riv"r Hain Stem oam•
Having a SW>•t•ntial Effect on Indian

Reserv•tion~
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(1) Lower Brule Siouir, ·for both the Big Bend Dam and

Engineers projects (exi::ept Y11nkton, see previolls note). For the

Reservoir Project, 76 Stat. 698 (1962) and the Fort

Oahe Dam Ptoject, Congress reserved in the Standing Rock Siollx

Randall Dam and Reservoir Project, 72 stat. 1773 (1958)1

and Cheyenne River Sioux all minerals, incllldin9 oil and gas,

{2) Crow Creek Sioux, for both the Big Bend, 76 Stat.

within the taken areas.

704 (1962) and Fort Randall, 72 Stat. 1766 (1958), Dam

Congress t()(lk from the Crow Creek Siollx a.nd the Lower Brllle Sioux

and Reservoir Projects.

"the entire interest, ini::luding gravel but exi::lud!ng the interest

(3) Standing Reek Siouir, for the Oahe Dam and Reservoir

in oil, gas and all other minerals of any natllre whatso-

Project, 72 Stat. 1762 (1958) i

ever.

(4) Cheyenne River Sioux, for the Oahe Dam and Reservoir

Siollx and the tower Brule Sioux all right, title and interest in

Project, 68 Stat. 1191 (1954); and

minerals that had been acqllired by the United States in condem-

(5) rankton Siouir, for the Fort Randall Dam and Reser-

nation proceedings for the taking of their lands in connection

voir Project •

.l!/

•" lll

Jl/

Earlier statutes revested in the Crow Creek

with the Fort R11ndall Dam.

For each of these tribes, Congress enacted legislation

For the Big Bend Dam Project,

W

This reservation and/or restoration of mineral rights in

that preserved their rights and protected their economic statllS

the downstream Missollri River tribes reflected a change in corps

far more completely than the 1949 Act protected the Three

of Engineers land-ac-quisition policy adopted in 1951.

Affiliated Tribes:

roughly with the discovery of oil and gas reserves in the vicin-

Coinciding

A. Lose of Mineral Rights.

ity of the Garrison Dam Project, the Corps determined that those

The sheer size of the taking in the case of the Three

whose lands were being acquired could in fact reserve their min-

Affiliated Tribes {154,000 acres) extends well beyond any other

er al rights thereto (which amollnted to giving the Corps only a

taking from the other Missollri River tribes.

flowage easement) , when doing so wollld not be incompatible with

In fact, Congress

expressly reserved or restored mineral rights to the other

the pllrpose of the ptoject.

downstream tribes whose reservation land was taken for Corps of

jllst 11fter it could be of any benefit to the Three Affiliated

This policy shift, however, occurred

Tribes.

W

A total of abollt 2,400 acres was taken from members of the
Yankton Sioux Tribe, each of whom was compensated throllgh a
condemnation action brought by the Onited States. In addition,
Congress, in 68 Stat. 452, appropriated $106,500 for relocation
and rehabilitation. BecallSe 2,400 acres represents relatively
insignificant acreage in comparison to that taken from the other
five tribes, no further analysis of the Yankton Sioux t11king .will
be made here.

W

72 Stat. 1762, Sec. 6: 68 Stat. 1191, Sec. VI.

11J

16 Stat. 704, Sei::. l(a); 76 Stat. 698, Sec. l(a).

W

72 Stat. 1766, Sec. 31 72 Stat. 1773, sec. 3.

••
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Grazing Rights •

the past few yeare.

In addition to mineral rights, the four major

downstr~am

Virtually all of the Reeerv11tion part of

Lake Sakak11wea is under lease, and in the Lake 11nd along its

tribes retained grazing rights in the freeboard (the dry land

shorelines within the Reservation, private companies recently

between the water line and the taking line), and access to the

have conducted about 500 milee of eeismic exploration,

shoreline of the reservoir. 11/

As explained above, the contract

accumulated data appear to reveal the presence of som'e oil and

negotiated between the Tribe ana the Corps of Engineers had ex-

gas, but there has not yet been any drilling in the Reservation

pressly reserved these rights -- but those provisions were disregarded in Congress' final revision of the Act.

.-!

by Indians, which included most but not all of the fr-eeboard in

In the cases of the other tribes named, the

W

On the remainder or the Reservation, outside the Takin9

enacted Public Law 87-695, 76 Stat. 594, granting grazing rights

the Indian District,

part of the Lake,

In 1962, Congress

to the Tribe on such part of the freeboard as was formerly owned

The

Are11, there has been about 6,000 miles of seismic exploration,

'i
'i'-

and about 24 exploratory wells have been drilled within the paet
four yea re,

Out of these 24, seven have been brought Into

production, but three have ei-nce been abandoned.

Of the explo-

tribes retained grazing rights in all of the freeboard (see Exhi-

ratory wells, one well is on tribal land, one on fee land, and

bit K).

the remainder are on allotted trust land.

V,

VI.

Status of Mineral Development on
the Fort Berthold Reservation

Deposits of coal underlie Lake Sakakawea in its
entirety, but this is low-grade coal (lignite) which would sell
for less than the cost of extraction.

It is unlikely that any

coal under the lake will be mined in the foreseeable future.
The Fort Berthold Reservation has been the site of oonsiderable exploration, and some development, of oil and gas, over

72 Stat. 1766 {Crow Creek-Fort Randall Dam): 76 Stat. 704
(Crow Creek-Big Bend Dam) t 72 Stat, 1773 (Lower Brule-Fort
Randall Dam) 1 76 Stat, 698 (Lower Brule-Big Bend Dam): 72 Stat.
1762 (Standing Rock Sioux): 68 Stat. 1191 {Cheyenne River Sioux).

~ccldent

The Tribe historically owned all of the oil anil gas
under its reservation, and indeed, would own it all today if
Congress h11d known in 1891 when the present boundarlee of the
reservation were set -- 26 Stat. 989
oil and gas within the reservation.

that there was promise of
It was Congress's regular

policy to reserve minerals to a tribe whenever allottinq or opening reservations to white eettlement, whenever the presence of
valusb~e

l.2,.f

The Tribe Lost the Minerals by Historical

1!/

minerals was known or suspected.

And in fact, Congress

The Corpe of Engineers has granted a permit for one explor11tory well in the Taking Area, but the well has not been'
drilled because the Tribe has thus far declined to gr11nt an easement or sign a unitization agreement.

;-·

48

49
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-26-

specifically followed this policy when it opened the northeast

part of the reserv11tion to white homesteading in 19101

Indian tribes downstream.
1-; •
__ :,

•

•rrJf thete be found any lands bearing coal or

other mineralh the Secretary of the Interior
is hereby aut orized to reserve them for
allotment or other disposition until congress
shall provide for their disposal. , • • •
Stat. f55 (emphasis added).

36

The u.s. Geological Survey did classify some of the
i;eservation as coal land, and this coal was reserved to the
Tribe.

But a substantial part of the land was negligently not

classified as coal bearing, though under then-current USGS

I

..•. ,,.

An important aspect of this historic

injuatice c11n be corrected today -- with no outlay of appropriated funds -- by passage of 5.2480, which would restore to the
Tribe mineral rights in the Indian District of the Reservation,
and also a few remaining grazing rights in the Indian' District

-

that the Tribe does not already own.
Enastmep-~~MM~u.bt~the~_...,

opw.t:~.~~:i

.;nj $P""g.aGfi~'w.-:;tl~~r'ti!qh9daoa.;i

trary, its operation would be __ (~~j,J.t.t".t~4.,Qy,,,_s •. 2A8.0.-l-11>

~'"'""'"'·"'''"''»''

.,,utM"·i'"

zation of land-transfer agreements which would permit the Corps

manuals it 11hould have been (and in 1917 in fact was so

reclasaified, but too late to save the coal that had passed to
the allottees and homesteaders in the meantime).

These facts

to acquire additional land from the Tribe around the shoreline.
It would
""-·,-n

not affect the Homestead District of the Reservation.

..

-,-,-~.,,,,. _.,,,,.,,.,,.,.,~.

-

It would not alter the status quo with"filiPe'Ct''"EO'lrUilt!'il'ilJ"'and'

appear as part of the attorneys• and expert witness files in

f1'9hing. in, tbe.Lak.e,"'OY~to- State

Of·'

!i6ftlf'Oa-kota jur-isdlctioti

Indian Claims Commission Docket 350-G, settled by agreement in
GW.er. the lands in question,

It would, however,

constit~te

an act

1982, without court findings.
of justice and good faith, and possibly a mush-needed economic
When the reservoir land w11s taken in 1949, the Tribe and
benefit, to the Three Affiliated Tribes, and an affirmation of
its members were paid $68,000 for the mineral rights under the
the present-day vitality of the truat relationship between the
entire 154,000 acres taken.

Exhibit E, p. 22.

The Tribe has
Indian people and the federal government.

offered to repay this.

VII.

conclusion

The enactment, forty years ago, of a well-intentioned
federal policy to lessen the impact of repeated flooding along
the Miasouri River valley, has resulted in the memb&rs of t·he
Three Affili11ted Tribes of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation
suffering a highly disproportionate share of the burden, far· more
than their non-Indian neighbors, and even more than the other
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. Senator ANDREWS. Our next witness is Mr. William Cronin, Chief
of the Legislative Services Office, Directorate of Real Estate, Office
of Chief of Engineers, Department of the Army.
Mr. Cronin, I understand that you have a statement for the
record?
Mr. CRONIN. I do, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDREWS. Do you wish to include that in the record? We
will have it appear ae if every word of it was spoken.
Mr. CRONIN. Yes, I do.
Senator ANDREWS. Now let me ask you a question. Under the
provisions of this bill any exploration, development, production, or
extraction of minerals must be conducted in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Army in order to protect
the Garrison Dam and Reservoir and carry out the purpose of the
project. What do the current regulations provide, and what is the
policy of the corps, with respect to adhering to State law in mineral development?

51
ARMY POSITION

The Depertment of the Army must defer taking a position on this bill until a
number of unanswered questions have been addressed. We will report beck to the
Committee withe definitive position on this bill by the end of July.
There has been litigation in the Court of Claims, against the United States
brought on behalf of those who would benefit from this legislation. This litigation
involved rights related to the Garrison Dam and Reservoir project. This litigation
was settled on May 29, 1981, with the plaintif&-PE!eei¥iRg..$.l.D.-26.milHWl..:.i:.he.piaintiffs, in the stipulation of dismissal, agreed to release ell rights and demand.!! which
were raised or could have been raised in the litigation. The Department of Jwitice
will_un@t:t<l.ke ,to review how this litigation and its settlement impacts upon this
legiBlitton, in addition to any other concerns which may be present,
;_:-_,_,,,

.•'
'•"- !i

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM J. CRONIN, CHIEF, LEGISLATIVE SERVICES OFFICE, DIRECTORATE OF REAL ESTATE, OFFICE OF
CHIEF OF ENGINEERS, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Mr. CRONIN. I am not aware of any uniform, across-the-board
regulations that would govern the removal of minerals from within
~he project area.
Normally, because of the differences in projects, the differences
n contours, and the like, the situations must be addressed on an
td hoc basis to determine whether there would be any interference
rith the operation and maintenance of the project and what would
ieed to be done to prevent such interference.
Senator ANDREWS. In your opinion, would it be in any way poasi,le or feasible to develop the coal in this area without being in conlict with the purpose of the Garrison Project?
Mr. CRONIN. Mr. Chairman, I think I would need to furnish that
nformation for the record. We would have to get our technical
te0ple involved in this to determine if so and how.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you very much. That helps very much.
[The statement follows:)
lU!lPARED 8TATBMENT OF WtWAM J, CRONIN, CHIEF, LEGISLATIVE SERVICES OFFICE,
DIRECTORATE OF REAL EJsTATE, 0mcE OF CHLEF OF ENGINEERS, DEPARTMENT OF THE

ARMY

Good morninf• Mr. Chairmen and members of the Committee. I am William J.
ronin, Chief o the Legislative Services Office, Directorate of Real Eatate, Office of
1e Chief of Engineers, Department of the Army. I have been designated to repre~nt the Department of the Army et this hearing on S. 2480, 98th Congress, a bill
declare that the mineral rights in certain lands acquired by the United States
1 connection with the Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project are held in trust for the
!tree Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation, and for other purposes."

ro

PURPOSES 01" THE BILL

The purposes of the bill are: to reconvey the minerals to the Tribe; to extend to
.e Indiana ~ing rightl!I over ieolated tracts within the Reservation boundaries,
1t not acquired from the Indians; and to create land exchange end land transfer
tthority by agreement between the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the
terior.

I

I

·-!
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BACKGROUND

The Department of the Army acquired approximately 460,0-00 acres along the
main stem of the Missouri River in North Dakota for the Garrison Dam and Reser·
voir Projei::t, as authorized by the Act of December 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 887, 891). Of
this, approximately 150,000 acres were acquired from the Three Affiliated Tribes of
the Fort Berthold Reservation under the authority of the Act of October 29, 1949, 63
Stat. 1026. Under this Act, the Tribe was paid $12,605,625 for "ell right, title, and
interests of the Tribe, allottees, and heirs of the ellottees" in the lands taken, and in
full satisfaction of "ell claims, rights, demand.!!, and judgments arising out of the
Act or existing on the date of enactment." The Tribe accepted the Act by referendum.
Prior to 1951, it was the Army's policy to acquire fee simple title to all lands required for project purposes, including all mineral rights. By late 1951, fee title to
approximately 170,000 acres had been acquired from private landowners for the
project. In addition, fee title to the approximately 150,000 acres of the Three Affili·
eted Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation had been acquired.
In 1951, the Army determined that, where it would not be incompatible with
project requirement.a, landowners should have the right to retain oil end gas righb!
in their lands. Some landowners did reserve oil and gas rights while others con·
veyed full fee interest to the United States.
In 1953, the Department of the Army and the Department of the Interior announced a Joint Acquisition Policy, which would restnct land acquisition for reser·
voir projects to the minimum estate nece&8Bry for the construction, operation, end
maintenance of the project. Under this policy, the full fee estate was taken only
where essential, e.g. at the dam site and within close proximity to structures. In
other instances, the fee was acquired but owners were allowed to retain mineral interests and other rights, where not incompatible with project purposes. Easements
were acquired where lands were only occasionally inundated. This policy was used
to acquire the remaining lands needed for the Garrison Project.
The policy changes in 1951 end 1953 that some landowners could retain oil and
gas rj.ghts meant that mineral rights were acquired for project lends during the
early stages but not acquired in the upper project areas. However, there is no legislative authority under which the Secretary of the Army could reconvey mineral in·
terests to former owners where acquisition had been completed. This includes all of
the lands acquired from the Three Affiliated Tribes.
That concludes my prepared statement. Mr. Chaima11. If you.have any questions, I
will be happy to answer them.

Senator ANDREWS. I see my colleague, the senior Senator from
North Dakota, Senator Burdick has returned. Senator, I understand you have a statement? You are the cosponsor of the bill and
we are glad to have you here.
STATEMENT OF HON. QUENTIN N. BURDICK, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA

Senator BURDICK. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here today
to testify in support of S. 2480.
The primary purpose of the bill is to return to the Mandan, Hidatsa and Arikara Tribes beneficial ownership of mineral rights on

",,
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-eservation lands acquired three decades ago by the United States
n connection with the Garrison Dam.
The Missouri Flood Control Project destroyed and uprooted the
!Conomy and social organization of the Fort Berthold Indians. The
.949 act flooded 154,000 acres of prime river bottom land. The
lames and lands of 349 families was flooded under water to a
lepth of 100 feet or more. The flooding of this valley disrupted the
igricultural and livestock enterprises of the Indians which had
ome to provide 70 percent of their earned net income.
Three out of four Fort Berthold households were scattered into
ive water-separated segments of upland prairie. Physical separaion between families and disruption of the Indian cattle economy
•rake up the high de~ee of community life and destroyed the fun.amental basis of their culture.
$. 2480 would correct part of an historic injustice to the tribes.
'he tribes strorwly opposed building Garrison Dam, but ultimately
:Ongress authorized its construction, conditioned on the Corps of
:ngineers obtaining agreement by the tribes as to the terms of
omflensation for their land. The tribe agreed to compensation intuding certain major rights-grazing rights, hunting and fishing
ights, recreation concession rights and subsurface mineral rights
ithin the 'Taking Area.
The Fort Berthold Indians were forced to accept the com_pensa.on terms dictated by Congress in 1949. The act expressly deleted
~rm~in a contra.ct negotiated between the Army Corps of Engieevs and Indians. The Indians were given the alternative of ac~pting the terms within 6 months or seek a judicial remedy. The
ibes accepted the $12.6-million cash offer because it felt it could
o longer fight the Federal Government. The dam had already
:!en closed and their homelands were being flooded.
Beginning almost immediately after passage of the 1949 act, the
ibes made repeated legislative efforts to amend the statute or
188 new statutes restoring to it some of its former rights. Legislaon restoring mineral rights \i'as introduced in the 81 through 87
ongresses.
None of these bills were enacted into law despite a change in the
rmy Corps of Engineers land acquisition policy in 1951. The Corps
~termined that it no longer would require landowners to give up
.ineral rights. This policy shift, coincided with the discovery of oil
id gas reserves in the vicinity of the Garrison Dam, occured just
'ter it could be of any benefit to the Three Affiliated Tribes. In
ldition, Congress made sure that the five downstream Missouri
iver tribes retained their mineral rights in subsequent water
'Oj~ects.

The bill restores the mineral rights in the Taken Area and will
1t affect the ability of Federal authorities to operate the Garrison
llll and Reservoir without interference. No appropriation would
1 required by the legislation. The bill would also restore certain
·azing rights, and would permit land exchanges around the edge
the project, as needed.
The Indian community has offered this bill as a compromise in
der to gain approval by members of the non-Indian community.
ie bill does not address the question of water rights, f'19hing
~hts, or access to the lake. The bill affects only the Indian district
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of the reservation. The Homestead District, an area comprising ap·
proximately the northeast third of the reservation, and occupied
almost exclusiv~lJ by non-Indians, is not affected by the bill.
The, bill WR-Y!'1_.• not-"disturh .th.~ status quo with respect to ~Y:
...__,!!1 ~-qr~Iialjurt~dictional claiffi'S~"ineludi.Ilg-' the ·--p~eBeilt"'fole-· or
tbEr-State-of North Dakota in regulatiJig mineral resource development under this lake.
I would like to commend this committee, and refer to the able,
commendable leadership performed by my colleague, Senator An·
drews, who is chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs, for his personal interest in the North Dakota Indian
people. It is my understanding that the tribe has met with public
officials and representatives of the non-Indian community in Bismarck several days ago. Public officials have been informed and
have raised no objections to the bill on behalf of the State of North
Dakota. The Boundary Committee does not appear to have substantive problems with the bill. It does, however, continue to raise its
concern with jurisdictional problems. I recognize those concerns. It
is to be hoped that negotiations between the Indians and nonIndian communities can resolve many of these pressing issues.
In the meantime, I would urge interested parties not to lose sight
of the foals of this legislation. S. 2480 should be viewed as a beginning o a long-needed dialog between both communities.
I might say in closing, Mr. Chairman, that this merely puts this
particular area along the Missouri River on a par with other areas
along the Missouri River to the south. It is simple justice.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you, Senator, for an excellent statement. We appreciate your coming here, everyone in North Dakota
and across this nation knows of not only your great support for
equity for the American Indian, but also your father's wonderful
record in this field before. We are glad to have you here and we
would be glad to have you stay through the interrogation of the
next couple of witnesses if you would like, Senator.
Senator BURDICK. My father came to North Dakota as a 2-_yearold child. His family settled on the reservation near Devil's Lake,
and I think he was grown to manhood before he realized he was
not an Indian. That is how close he was to the Indian people.
Senator ANDREWS. That is right; and the Indian people in North
Dakota recognize this, Senator, as you know so well .
Our next witness is Mr. Sidney Mills, the Director of the Office
of Trust Responsibilities, Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Department of the Interior, accompanied by Mr. Frank Keel, who is a legM
islative specialist.
As I understand it you have a statement that you would like to
place in the hearing record?
Mr. MILL.'!. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDREWS. Good. We will insert it in the record f<Jllowing
your oral testirnony.
There are a number of questions that need to be answered, but
the only problem that you refer to is the question of the 1981
claims settlement. With the exception of that one issue, has the Department raised any objection to this legislation?
Mr. MILLS. No, Mr. Chairman. With the exception of that one
issue, the Department would be in support of the bill.

.
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Senator ANDREWS. Fine. Thank you very much.
Mr. MILLS. Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement follows:]
PREPARED 8TATl:MENT 01' SIDNEY L. MILLS, DIRECTOR, 0FFICB OF TRUST
R!:SPONSIBILITlllS, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OJ' THE INTERIOR

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am pleased to appear before you
today to present the views of the Department of the Interior on S. 2480, a bill "To
declare that mineral rights in certain lands acquired by the United Sta tee in connection with the Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project are held in trust for the
Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation, and for other purposes."
We recommend that action be deferred on S. 2480 because a number of unan·
rwered questions must be addressed. The Administration will report back to the
Committee with a definitive position on the bill upon its return from the Senate
July recess.
Briefly, S. 2480 would return to the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold
fteservatio1_1, North Dakota, beneficial ownership of mineral rights on reservation
ands acqwred for the Gerrison Dam end Reservoir Project. It would also restore
:e~in grezjng rights in the taken aree, end would permit exchanges or tribal and
JroJect Ian.els around the project. It would also require any exploration or developnent of minerals to be governed by Corps of Engineers regulations in order to proect the project.
There hu been litigation in the Court of Claims against the United States
1rought 01_1 behalf of those who wo~d benefit from this legislation. This litigation
nvolved nghts related to the Garrison Dam and Reeervoir Project. This litigation
~ s~ttled on May 29, 198~, ~th the plaintiffs receiving $10.25 million. The plain·
iffs, 1n ,the stipulation of dismissal, agreed to release all rights and demands which
7ere raised or could have been raised in the litigation. We will undertake to review
tow this litigation and it.s eettlement impacts upon this legjalation in addition to
ny other concerns which may be present.
'
The representative of Department of the Army will present the historical back·
rou1_1d on the acquisition of Indian lands for the Garrison Project.
Th.IS concludes my prepared statement Mr. Chairman. I would be pleased to
nswer eny questions you or Members of the Committee may have.

Senator ANDREWS. The next bill that we will hear testimony on
2663 affecting the Sisseton-Wahpeton Tribe. Mr. Bertram
ltrsch, the attorney for the Sisseton-Wahpeton Tribe, is here. Mr.
lirsch, we understand that the tribal group that was here had to
eturn to .the reservation because there was a sudden death, so you
re carrying a double load on your shoulders. I might say, counsel,r, they have the utmost confidence in you, but I think the record
ught to indicate that the tribal leaders were here and, but for a
1dden death, they would have been here to testify. Their remarks
::iu have, as I understand, and they will be inserted in the record
nmediately following your remarks.
Do you have prepared remarks, Mr. Hirsch?
Mr. HIRSCH. I have prepared remarks which have already been
1bmitted to the committee.
Senator ANDREWS. They will appear in the record as though you
ive them in their entirety.
Let me ask you a question, Counselor. The Department of the In1rior is opposing this bill on the grounds that the Indian Land
::insolidation Act provides authority for the tribe to enact such an
1heritance code. Could you briefly describe how your bill differs
om the authority contained in the Indian Land Consolidation
ct?
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TESTIMONY OF BERTRAM E. HIRSCH, GENERAL COUNSEL TO
THE SISSETON-WAHPETON SIOUX TRIBE
. Mr. HIRSCH. Yes, I can. As a preface to this, I would like to
Inform the chairman that I have provided the committee staff with
a report or a statement entitled, jjHeirship: The Indian Amoeba "
~hich I wo1;1I~ like to have inserted in the record as part of my ~
tunony. This xe a report that was prepared in 1982 by Michael L.
Lawson.
Senator ANDREWS. It is an excellent paper, and we will insert it
in the record following your prepared statement.
Mr. HIRSCH. My point, Mr. Chairman, is that it is a report prepared by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Aberdeen Area Office
and it focuses on the fractionated heirship problem-'
Senator .ANDREWS. Every now and then the Bureau does something right.
Mr. HIRSCH. Very true. I will subscribe to the every-now-and·
then part of it.
The Aberdeen Area Office prepared this report and has focused
on the fractionated heirship problem from a national perspective,
but ta!tes the ~a.k:e Traverse Indian Reservation 8!3 its key jumpingoff pomt. I think that the need for the legislation that you now
have before you is graphically illustrated by this report and the
factual statements contained therein. The deficiencies of the Indian
Land Consolidation Act are also clearly highlighted by some of the
factual statements in this report.
I am not going to read you this report, obviously; it is 20 pages
lon.g, but I woulQ like to point out for the record a couple of the
salient facts that are reported from the Bureau of Indian Affairs
recl?rds, and then I will specifically and briefly explain how the
Indian Land Consolidation Act does not do the job for the SissetonWahpeton Sioux Tribe.
The tribe was the first tribe to ever have its reservation allotted.
The allotment process for the Lake Traverse Reservation began in
1887, immediately following enactment of the General Allotment
Act. The tribe had approximately 300,000 acres allotted; today,
there are only some 110,000 acres in tribal and tribal member ownership.
According to Mr. Lawson's report, he says that in 1887 the tribe
collectively cultivated 7,740 acres and harvested 9,000 bllShels of
corn, and herded 450 head of cattle. He goes on to point out how
today, nearly 100 years later, the tribe is making far, far less use of
its available acreage than what it was making after allotment in
1887 and he points out that the reason is the fact that fractionated
heirshipe have rendered the land useless. He aleo points out that
some of the heirship interests at Sisseton are now calculated into
the trillionths of an interest, and that the Bureau of Indian Affairs
has extraordinary costs-this is a 1982 report, where he indicates
that the costs of. administering the heirship lands at Sisseton run
the Government approximately $50 per heir per year-I am sorry,
he says $40-the Sisseton agency su_perintendent informed us last
week that it is now approximately $50 per heir per year, far, far
more money than what the land itself is actually worth.
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As far as the Indian Lan,d Consolidation Act is

c~ncerned,. and
~ills .subm1tt~d

the statement which I have m front of me that Mr.
in writing to the committee, the Indian Land Consol~dat1on Act lS,
in some of its features similar to S. 2663; but the Indian Land Consolidation Act does
do anything near what S. 2663 would do. I
believe S. 2663 would actually eliminate fractional heirship interests at Sisseton over a generation of time, perhaps, whereas the
Indian Land Consolidation Act standing alone barely addresses the
problem
.
ti
More specifically, the Bur~au of. Indian Aff~1rs focuse~ on sec on
2205, which permits an Indian tribe to P!ovide h? ord.1nance that
nonmembers of the tribe shall not be entitled to inhent land. Our
bill contains a similar feature-or, I shoul~ say an identic:al ~ea
ture. However, under section 2205 of the Indian ~a~d ConsC?l1dat1on
Act in order for a tribe to adopt such a feature 1n its laws it has to
co~ply with three separate provisos that are included in the a~t.
None of those provisos, which are serious limitatiC?ns and restrictions and conditions on a tribal enactment, appear 1n our proposed
legislation.
.
By the way, I should add that, contrary to the notion of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, our bill-or I should say, more acurately,
Senator Abdnor's and Senator Pressler's bill-does not seek land
consolidation. The Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe has a land consolidation statute that was passed by the Congress in 197 4. Under
that statute the tribe hes been able to recover some 20,000 acres of
land in the last 10_years.
.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs, in its own testimony, points out
numerous differences between our bill and the Indian Land Consolidation Act. They characterize those differences as "slight variances" and "minor differences." The.Y are not.
For example, in the partition provision~ in our bill, which do not
appear in current law, we provide that if the holders of a 50-pe~
cent interest in allotment seek partition, the Secretary must partition the land. Under current law-or I should say, at least, under
current practice-the Bureau of Indian Affairs requires 100 percent approval of all the heirs before partiti?n will occur. This has
resulted in no partitioning taking place at. Sisseton for Il!any years,
even though many tribal members have tried to accomplish that on
many occasions.
.
.
Many of .the other provisions o~ ou~ bill, which the Bureau of
Indian Affairs objects to are technical m nature and have been resolved by amendments ~hich are·· attached to the testimony I have
submitted ·to the ·;committee. These amendments were prepared
mostly on this past Monday at a meeting attended by committee
staff and Department. of the Interior staff, my,.elf, and the tribal
chairman.
"b I
Senator ANDREWS. Counselor, in your contact with the tr1 a
chairman and the tribal officials, are you aware that the members
of the tribe have been apprised of this legislation?
Mr. HIRSCH. Mr. Chairman, this bill-I've been involv~d ~ representing Indian tribes now for over 17 yea:s, and this bill, in my
opinion, has. had more imput and more review by· the ~embei:s of
the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe than probably any like legislation that has affected the specific interests of one tribe. Specifical-

not

I
I

...

•
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ly, the tribe not only held public heaings in front of the tribal
council and public debate in front of the tribal council in three successive tribal administrations-and each tribal council in those
three successive administrations has strongly endorsed this legislation and has asked the South Dakota congresi:donal dele!fation to
support it. In addition to that, the tribal community is divided into
seven discrete political districts.
In 1981 the tribal chairman and myself made a circuit of each of
the seven political districts at well-advertised public hearings to
which numerous tribal members attended. This bill was explained
line by line, section by section to the members of the tribe at tJ:ese
various public hearings. The members made numerous suggestions
for changes in the language of the bill, and the changes are reflected in the bill that is now before the committee.
Senator ANDREWS. Mr. Hirsch, what efforts have been made to
gain input from the departmental personnel on this legislation?
Mr. HIRSCH. The tribe, Mr. Chairman, started to develop this bill
in 1978. At that time, probably the first person that had contact
with the tribe on this was Don Jensen who, as you may know, was
the head of the realty office in the Aberdeen area office of the BIA
for many, many years.
Senator ANDREWS. So this bill comes as no surprise to the Department?
Mr. HIRSCH. No.
Senator ANDREWS. In fact, they have been in on it?
Mr. HIRSCH. In fact, Legislative Counsel's Office of the Department of the Interior had input into this bill back in 1979 and 1980.
The BIA at the agency, area, and central office had input in~ 0is
bill at that time. This bill is not only a distillation of the op1n1ons
and suggestions and recommendations for legislation of members of
the tribe, but it also attempts to incorporate the kinds of approaches to this problem that were recommended by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, by the Department's Office of Legislative Counsel, and by
the Department's Office of the Solicitor. We have had tremendous
amounts of input from the Government on this.
I might add, Mr. Chairman, that we have had the benefit over. a
number of years of time of the advice and assistance of the committee staff of this committee, as well as the committee staff of the
House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, who made numerous recommendations with respect to how to handle this problem
for the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe. Those recommendations
have also been incorporated into the bill pending before you.
Senator ANDREWS. Well, Counselor, how about the letter we have
received from Delbert Hawkins, who is the chairman of the Enemy
Swim District, and Kenny Seaboy, who is a councilman of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe pointing out that they support the
main provisions contained in this legislation but they strongly
object to the clause pertaining to the escheat of lands less than 21/z
acres in size to the tribe? The.v find it discriminatory that non-Indians can own a tract of land 2 J12 acres in size or smaller while "* '" •
we on this reservation are prevented from doing the same." What
about that?
Mr. HIRSCH. Well, curiously enough, the Indian Land Consolidation Act passed by the Congress which became law last year, has

.!
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more onerous proVU11ons than our bill because the Indian Land
Consolidation Act fOr a 160-acre allotment, which is the typical size
r>f allotments at Sisseton, would permit an escheat of as large an
uea as 3.2 acres, not 21/s acres.
Senst.or A.Nnuws. You do not excuse one onerous provision by
mying that there are others. There seem to be no end of onerous
provisions in Indian law, at least pertaining to the Indians, and
there always seem to be great, huge loopholes taking care of the
a.on·lndians. It lobks like this is one of those.
Mr. HmscH. Well, I would egree with you if the provision were
meroue. However, the Enemy Swim District was one of the dismcts at which I, myself, and a tribal chairman 2 years ago held a
Ile~. The members of the district were present. I fr~ do not
recall if Mr. HAWKINS was. He was not chairman of the dIStrict at
;hat time. The district unanimously supported the legislation in a
rote, and they are on record as unanimously urging the tribal
:ouneil to support this legislation.
With respect to Mr. S"eaboy, I might add that Mr. Seaboy has
>een on the tribal council now for several years and on every
1ingle occasion when this legislation came up for a vote by the
:ribal council, Mr. Seaboy voted in favor of the legislation, includng the escheat provisions.
Senator ANDREWS. Are you saying that Mr. Seaboy speaks with
brked tongue?
Mr. Hmsca. No. I am saying that Mr. Seaboy may have changed
rls position; but in terms of his public acts as a legislator for the
ribe, as a member of the council, in his recorded votes he certainly
lBS voted in favor of this legislation on several different occasions
LD.d hes never taken any action to have his vote recorded otherrise.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you very much, counselor.
[The material followe. Testimony resumes on p. 106.]
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PREPARED SfATH-lEITT OF llERTIW'4 E. HIFSClf, ATI'ORNEY, CN BEHALF OF
TifE SISSfil'ON-IVAHPB'I'Gl SIOUX TRillE
Mr.

Chairman and memDers of the Conunittee, my name is

Bertram E. Hirsch. I aerve as General Counsel to the
Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe and am appearing today on

\-

the Tribe's behalf. Russell Hawkins, the Tribe's Chairman,
and other tribal representatives had intended to present
this testimony but, due to the untimely death of a prom-

"'

inent member of the Tribe, are unable to do so.
Enactment of s. 2663 is vital to the interests of the
Tribe and its members. The legislation, originally introduced in similar form by Congressman Oaschle during the
96th Congress in 19BO (H.R. B418l, primarily seeks t9
provide mechanisms to eliminate fractionated heirship
problems within the original boundaries of the Lake Traverse

:_.\•

Indian Reservation •
The Tribe's fractionated heirehip problems find their
origin in the General Allotment Act of 18B7. Under this
Act, the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe was one of the first
Tribe's to experience allotment. Commencing in 1887 and
concluding in 1094, the Lake Traverse Indian Reservation Wal!I
carved into 1,369 individual allotments with the lands surplus
to allotment being sold to non-Indian settlers,
During the last 100 years, the original allotments have
passed to successive generations of heirs. The heirs of the
original allottees own an ever diminishing fractional interest
in the original allotment. The fractionation process is
illustrated by the

~Profile

of Lske Traverse Reservation

Fractionated Tracts," appearing on the next page •

.!~
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It is apparent that hundreds of heirs of original allottees

Profile of Lake Traverse Reservation

Fractionated Tracts of land

gain virtually nothing from their interest in the original

SW 1305 JOSEPH RENVILLE - AKIPA - Annual rental 51,100.00
464 Hefrs, 98 heirs receive 0¢ and 340 receive less
than Sl.00. largest share holder receives $126.05.

allotment. In addition to the paEticular allotments high-

SW 255 ABIGAIL CRAWFORD - Annual Rental $2,548.00

ments within the Lake Traverse Reservation average some

liglited in the Profile, the BIA estimates that all allot-

430 Hiers, 10 heirs receive 0¢ and 216 receive less
than $1.00. largest share holder rec!lives $90.23

thirty hei"ra. To administer the fractional interests of
the heira of the original allottees, the SIA maintains:

SW 433 CEKPAldN - Annural Rental $2,627.00
341 herls, 169 heirs receive Tess than $1.00

Largest share holder receives $205.54.

S,893 individual accounts for members of the Tribe and

·

SI'/ 1349 GABRIEL RENVILLE (TH!AKA1/) - $215.00 annual rental
337 heirs, 75 receive 0¢ and 289 receive less
than Sl.00. Largest share holder receives $14.17.

others, costing, according to the Sisseton Agency, approximately $50.00 per account annually.

SW 1352 HOKSINAWASTE {GOOOBOY) - Annual Rental $600.00
374 llefrs, 12 heirs receive 0¢ and 276 receive less
than $1.00. Largest share holder recefves $34.44,
SW 102 AGNES INIHAN - Annual Rental $320.00
224 heirs, 161 receive less than $1.00.
Largest share holder recefves S40.95.
SW 62S HAPISTINA - Annural Rental $600.00
270 heirs, 22 receive 0¢ and 234 receive less than
$1 .oo. Largest share hol.der recefves $32,30
SH 714 MARY FRENIER - Annual Rental $6,400,00
314 heirs, 62 heirs receive less than $1.00.
Largest share holder receives $355,56

The high degree of fractionation renders it impossible
for most of the· heirs to make any beneficial use of their
fractional interest. Consequently, the BIA leases the
allotments and distributes the piddling rental income to

' . -··

the heirs,
In order to assist the members of the Tribe to make

IZ. ,'

commercial, agricultural, homestead and othor beneficial
use of the original allotments, as intended by the General

SW 782 TATEWICUWA - Annural Rental $270.00
300 heirs, TO receive Ot and 232 receives less than
$1.00. Largest share holder receives $27.16,
SW 990 JOSEPH LABLANC - Annural Rental $1,275.00
247 heirs, 141 receive less than $1,00
Largest share holder receives $278,91.

Allotment Act, the Tribe began to explore a legislative
solution to the fractionated heirship problem as early as
··;,'

1979. Since that time, the legislation that has emerged

·.:;,

as s.2663 has received endorsement from three successive
tribal councils. The legislation was also the subject of
thorough public hearings held in the seven communities of
the Tribe during 1981. The BIA, at the Agency, Area and

'·'.
.\.

Central offices, has had extensive input into the legislation,

. J.:

as has the Department of-the Interior's Office of Legislative
counsel and the Solicitor's Office.

1
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s.2663 was also developed with the cooperative assistance

of the staff of this Committee and the assistance of the
staff of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of
the House of Representatives. The legislation is supported
by the Tribe and its members.

During the 97th Congress, the Tribe was urged to hold up

68
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Section 4 of s. 2663 provides a life estate for

·f

.~

surviving nonmembers of the Tribe. This is similar to

.
I

25 u.s.c. §'2205, except that section 2205, as noted,

"'T<••

contains conditions and restrictions not contained in

'

''
' ,
'' '

s. 2663. under section 2205, it is possible that a life
tenant, who is a nonmember of the Tribe, could retain
a permanent interest in the trust or restricted land

on seeking introduction of the· le9islation on the premise

if the Tribe fails to pay fair market value for

that the Indian Land Consolidation Act, then under considera-

tion, would provide the Tribe with the mechanisms necessary
to eliminate fractional heiX'ship interests. The Indian Land

consolidation Act became law on January 12, 1983. Unfortun-

".•

the

interest within a specified period of time. Under
S. 2663, nonmembers can never obtain more than a life

estate in such lands.
Section 4 also provides a method for determining the

ately it does not address the fractionated heirship issue
use of land by life tenants and the distribution of

in a way that will effectively resolve the problem for the
Tribe and containl!I certain pro,•iFions not acceptable to the

rental income to the life tenants. This provision is
not provided for in any existing law.

Tribe or its members. As a result, the Tribe has renewed its
section 5 requires escheat to the Tribe of any ineffort to obtain enactment of S. 2663.

terest in trust or restricted land that is less than

s.2663 contains the following major provisions; Section 2
two and one-half acres, whether the interest is inherited
restricts inheritance to. enrolled tribal metnbera. While
the Tribe can obtain euch a reatriction by implementing
25 u.s.c. §2205, the proviso clause of S2205 contains conditions and restrictions not acceptable to the Tribe. For
example, s. 2663 would permit nonmember surviving issue of
children to acquire a life estate. Section 2205 does not
recognize 1uch a right.
Section 3 of s. 2663 provides an order of intestate
succession. The order is different from the order provided
in currently applicable state law. The Indian Land Consolidation Act does not provide an order of intestate
succession.

by devise or descent. This provision is similar to
25 u.s.c. §2206. Depending on the size of an allotment,
Section 5 is broader or more restrictive than the 2%
requirement in section 2206. The Tribe believes that
a flat acreage approach is more appropriate to its circumstances. In particular, the Tribe supports two and onehalf acre provision because this is the standard size of a
rural homestead in the tribal community, HUD requires
this amount of acreage as a homestead minimum, and
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because unite of land of less amount are not legally

;::

describable by the fractional system employed in leqal

J

Indian Land Consolidation Act not inconsistent with
this legislation would continue to apply to the
members of the Tribe, the two laws working in tandem

''
,,,,
l!'

land descriptions. The Tribe is also convinced that

should substantially eliminate the fractionated

A

inlleritance of a lesser amount would permit the con-

-~

tinuation ot poor land use caused by fractionation,

while esche.at of a larger amount would be unfair to

heirship problem within a generation.
The Tribe has actively sought this legislation for
six years and has needed it for a far tonger period. The

!
-l

the heirs.

Section 6 provides that prohibited inheritances would

legislation is vital to growth and development of the
Tribe and its members.

eacheat to the Tribe.

The Tribe appreciates the o;::iportunity to appear before

Section 7 is designed to tacilitate partition of the
allotments on the

re~ervation,

the BIA requires that lOOt of the heirs consent

the Committee today and is grateful to the Committee for

i~

Under cw: rent practice,

il

before

it~

.!'

Attached is a list, together with an explanation, of

"-:,n

partition .i• pe.rmitted. It has been virtually impossible
for members of the Tribe to obtain partition. The members

...,

have thus been prevented from making beneficial use of

-~j

technical and other amendments to s. 2663 recommended by

-.\,

the Tribe after further review with tribal members, the
Department of the Interior and Committee staff,

the land.
Section 8 would authorize the Tribe to exercise the
power of eminent domain to condemn fractional heirship

'

.j

'·\

''

interests and develop.tribal economy. Section 9 would
provide the Secretary with the same authority.
Section 11 would require that the unclaimed Or abandoned
property of members of the Tribe, held by the United States,
escheat to the Tribe.
In sum, enactment of s. 2663 would reduce the division
of trust allotments into fractionated interests and the
passing of allotments out of trust, and would enabl.a the

'•,

,;,

in question. Since, under S. 2663, the provisions of the

'

:--- ~

' ··:··i: \

··-,_,-_,·;

'"

{i,-,,

Tribe and its ·members to effectively use the trust lands

careful con•ideration of s. 2663.

,,
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only the decedent's interest in the land. The interest inAMENDMENTS

herited may be an undivided interest in a fraction of an

Th!! Sisseton-W"ahpeton SiouK Tribe requests the following

7, On page 6, line 4 should be amended to read1 "income

amendments to S. 2663;
1. On page 2, line 17 should be amended to delete the
first "or1t and :i:n lieu thereof insert the word "and." This
is a technical amendment that is necessary to properly ex-

from the lease or other use

of the life tenants' interest

in the land and." See amendment 6 for explanation.
8. On page 6, line 12 should be amended to readi "the
lease or other use of the life tenants' interest in the

press the intent and purpose of the section.

2. On page 2, line 21 should be amended to change the
word "section" to the word "sections." This is an obvious

land and such children." See amendment 6 for explanation.
9, On page 6, line 17 should be amended to insert before
the word "survived" the words "without a surviving nonmembsr

technical amendment.

J. on page J, line 25 should be amended to change "inlcude"

to "include." This is a typographical correction.

allotment.

*

4. On page 5, line 12 should be amended to read: "for the

spouse but." This is a technical amendment that more accurately states the intent of the subsection.
10. On page 6, line 19 should be amended to insert before

appropriate enrolled heir member of the tribe under section

the word "land" the words nli.fe tenants' interest in the."

J of thie Act or the." This amendment, also technical, more

See amendment 6 for explanation.

precisely states the intent of the subsection.
s. On page 5, line 19 should be amended to read: "Act shall
be subject to applicable regulations pertaining to the use of
trust or restricted land and to the following conditions,

11. On page 6, line 21 should be amended to insert before

the word "survived" the words "without a surviving nonmember
spouse but." See amendment 9 for explanation.
12. On page 6, line 25 should be amended to insert before

restrictions." The amendment conforms to existing law by

the word "land" the words "life tenants• interest in

recognizing that the Secretary of the Interior has a responsi-

See amendment 6 for explanation.

bility to determine the use of trust or restricted land in
cooperation with the beneficial users of such land.
6. on page s, line 24 should be amended to insert before
. the word "land" the words "life tenant's interest in the."
This is a technical amendment. The life tenant will inherit

the.~

13. On page 7, line 2 should be amended to insert before
the word "survived" the words "without a surviving nonmember
spouse and nonmember children but." See amendment 9 for
explanation •
14. On page 7, line 5 should be amended to insert before
the word "land" the words "life tenants' interest in the."

•Thi8 all!endment applies only to H.R. 5639.
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the land to ba partitioned. The T:r:ibe is concerned that the

See amendment 6 for explanation.

nwithout the necessityn language may permit the Secretary
15. On page 7, line 14 should be amended to insert

to reqnire. that consent be obtained from others holding an

after the word "acres" the words "or the equivalent

undi:vidttd

.i:nterest in the land to be partitioned. The Tribe

tfiereof. • Tfi:l:s i's a technical amendment that reflects

is interested in eliminating this kind of exercise of

the fact that usually the interest inherited is an

Secretarial discretion and in mandating that the Secretary
undivided interest in a fraction of an allotment,
partition land when a request is received in accordance with
16. On page 7, line 16 should be amended to change
the word "interstate" to the word

~intestate."

the provisions of this section.

This is
21. On page 8, lines 18-21 should be amended to delete

a typographical correction.

the "Provided further" clause and substitute in lieu thereof
17. On page 8, line 7 should be amended to delete the

the following:

word "heir." Thie a technical amendment that recognizes

the purpose of the section to

Provided further1 That whenever an enrolled
meinber or members of the tribe requests partition, the fair market value of the lands
remaining after partition shall not be less
than the fair market value of the interest,
prior to partition, of the owners of such
lands. The person or persons requesting
partition, in order to meet the fair market
value requirement of this subsection, may
relinquish to the other heirs a portion of
their undivided interest in the trust or
restricted lands to be partitioned.

make partition more readily

available to tribal members, whether or not they are "heirs."

18. On page 8, lines 8 and 11, after the word "member"

inse:rt the words "or members." This is a technical amendment
that niOre accurately states th& purposes of the section to
perlllit partition upon the request of one or more persons
holding at least a fifty percent interest in the lands to be

The existing language of s. 2663 would permit partition in a

pa:r:titioned.

way that could increase the fair market value of the undivided
interest of those requesting partition while decreasing the

19. On page 8, line 11, the wo:r:d "hei:r:" should be deleted.

This amendment conforms to and haS the same purpose as

fair market value of the undivided intereat of those who are

amendment 17.

not participating in the partition. Upon further review and

20. On page e, lines 11 and 12 should be amended

to delete

consideration, the Tribe does not believe that such an ap-

the wQrds nand without the necessity of obtaining the consent

proach to partition is equitable. The proposed amendment

ol any ol the other heirs." This is a technical amendment

would require that partition be achieved without diminishing

that more precisely States the intent of the section to re-

the fair market value of the undivided interest held by those

quire the Secretary to partition lands upon the request of

Who are not participating in the partition. In order to

those holding at least a fifty percent undivided interest in

'·''
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1.,
13
12
23. On page !!., line 13 should be amended to delete the

accomplish this re..ult, the proposed B.lllendment provides

period and insert a comma in lieu thereof with the following

that those requesting. partition may-obtain a division of

proviso to be added after the conuna=

the land that decreases the fair market value of the in-

Provided, That the provisions of any law to
the contrary notwithstanding, no patent in
fee shall be issued for the lands partitioned
under this section until the expiration of at
least ten years from the date of issuance of
such ne~ trust patent.

tereet held by such persons prior to partition. Alterna-

tively, those requesting partition, in order to achieve
a1 equitable a division of the land as possible while

Although the Tribe is interested in facilitating partition,

partitioning the land as nearly aa possible in the manner

the Tribe does not want partition to result in lands being

-requested, may agree to permanently relinquish a portion

of their undivided interest to those who are not participating in the partition. The p:roposed amendment is not

intended to vest any discretion in the Secretary to determine~_whether

the requeE1ted partition can be equitably

achieved. The section mandates partition when requested
by those holding at least a fifty percent undivided in-

removed from trust statue. Specifically, the Tribe is con-

)'

cerned that non-Indians may induce members of the Tribe to
request partition for the purpose of immediate sale to such
non-Indians once partition is approved. By disallowing the
issuance of a patent in fee for a period of at least ten
years from the date of partition, the land base of the Tribe
and its members can be properly protected.

terest iri the trust or restricted land to be partitioned.
24. On page 9, line 19 should be amended to change l:he word
22. on page 9, lines 6 and 7 should be amended to delete
"uses" to the word npurposes." This i11 a technical amendment
the words nwhenever the secretary partitions land under this
designed to conform to the language commonly used in the
section" and to insert in lieu thereof the words "Within one
eminent domain context.
hundred and eighty days after the Secretary, pursuant to
25. On page 12, line l should be amended to change the word
subsections (al o:t" ..{b). of this section, receives a request
nwith" to the word nwithin." This is a typographical correction.
to partition trust or restricted land. n The purpose of this
amendment is self-evident. The Sisseton Agency o~ the Bureau
of Indian Affairs has informed the Tribe that 190 days is
a sufficient time within ~hich to perform the administrative

26. On page lJ, Section 12 should be deleted. The Tribe ie
informed that since all lands and interests in lands acquired
by the United States for the tribe or its members, under
this legislation, is acquired in trust, the language of

tasks. necessary to accomplish the partition authoriied by
Section 12 is unnecessary. As a matter of existing law, all
this section.
lands held for Indians in trust are exempt from nontribal
taxation.

,',

r,,
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However, in order to avoid any construction that the de-

thi11 Act, the proposed amendment would not render valid

le.tion of Section 12

a will otherwise invalid under this Act,

(or the inclusion of 25·u.s,c. §2210

in the Indian Land Consolidation Act while omitting a

JO. A new section 15 should be added as follows:

similar provision in this legislationl subjects the lands

If any provision of this Act or its application
to 21ny person or circum11tance is found to be invalid, the remainder of this Act, or the application of the provisions of this Act to other
persons or circumstances, shall not be affected.

or interests in lands acquired in trust under this legisla-

tion, to nontribal taxation, the Tribe requests that Section
12 only be deleted if the deletion is clearly explained in

This is a standard severability provision. Since laws

the legislative history.

27. On page 13, line 15 should be amended to change

_'.)

affecting property rights are often contested, prudence

'

dictates the inclusion of this amendment,

nsec. 13n to "Sec, 12." This amendment is necessary if Section

31. On page 4, line 23 should be amended to change

12 is deleted.

"wher-" to "when-". This amendment is a· typographical
correction,

28. On page lJ, line 20 should be amended to change

·.••'

"sec. 14" to "Sec. 13.n This amendment is necessary if Section
12 is deleted,

_,,.

29·. On page 13, line 24 should be amended to change the

/

period to a comma. and to add the following proviso clause
after the comma:
Provided, That this section shall not
apply to invalidate the will of any
person who because of unsound mind is
unable to amend a will in order to
comply with the provisions of this
Act.

'·-i
'

This .amendment is neCli!11sary to -protect the integri.:tY of will11
properly executed prior to: the effective date of this Act.
under the proposed amendment,_ wills executed prior to or
within 120 days after enactment of thi11 Act would be valid,

' i:.

:.

-(),'.{'"I
,,,.
"

under the law applicable to such wills prior to t:he enact111ent of this Act, if the testator became non compos mentis
prior to 181 days after enactment of this Act. If a testator
becomes non compo11 menti11 after 180 days after enactment of

::\
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Enemy Swim Tio-spa
June 5, 1984
June 27,

The

Honorable James Abdnor

Senator Mark AndreWQ
SH-72~ Hart Senate orrtce Building
W•h•lnglon, D.C. 20510

United States Senate

lfashlngton, D.C.

20510

Dear Senator Abdnor:

Dear Senator Andrews,

Thfs letter is written on behalf of the Enelll)' Swim Dfstrfct concern-

ing the bflJ, S 2663.

Thi• letter i• lo clarify an apparent misunderstanding regarding H.R. 5639
and S. 2663 pertaining lo the Inheritance of trust or restricted land on the U.ke
Traverse Reservotlon, North Dako\1 and South Dakota.

Enetl1)' Swfm Dfstrfct fs one of the seven districts

which constitutes -the Sfsseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe of the Lake Traverse
Reservation located both fn South Dakota and North Dakota. This Ofstrfct

ll is our understanding th•t two members of the Enemy Swim 0;•1ricl (one
of •even political districts or the Tribe) wrote lo you indicating oppo•ition to Lhe
bll(l'Ur'ther, \heir letter was sent on district letterhead.

represents 414 voters,.

While.we support the mafn provfsfon contained fn this le9islatfon,

we strongly object to the clause pertaining to the escheat of lands less

We would like Lo point out that our district at no tTme, formally or informally,
rejected the Heirshlp Leglslatlon, nor did we authorlte such a letter lo be ••n(
to member• of Congress. We do r>Ot tolce l•sue with member• of the Tribe voicing
oppo•iUon to member• or Congress on thl• leglslotlon or any other piece of legi•latlon in the Congre•s.

than two· and one-half acres fn sfze to the Tribe. We find ft dlscrfminatory that non-fndlans can own a tract of land two and one-half acres fn
stze \)r Slll!Tler while we on thfs Reservation are prevented from doing the
s11me.

We, •• Trib•I legislators, are well awore or the leglslatlve process, wh~rein
l09!slo[jve action seldom satisfies everyone, else we are cognlnnl of the fact that
the legl•fators themselves do not o(ways agree on legislation.

. Although we understand that the prfmary objective of the btll is to
consolidate Tribal ~ands, we believe that lt fs possible to accomplish thls
purpose without taking away our rights to inherit lands. rt would be gr:eatTy preferable to remove thfs clause al togf!ther and thereby enable members
of tile Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe to benefit from thefr tribal inheritance. If you need further information on thts important matter, you can
. .,,
tetepllDne me at 605/947-4170.

We further recognize the far reaching expan•e of the Helrship Legislation
ond how It ofrects Individual member1 of our Tribe.
Becat1se of the impact in
ollevlatlng multiple owner•hlp and the Impact to individual•, this log!•lalion ho9
been given o full heorlng in all seven districts of the Tribe.
In addition, lho
propo 9ed legl•lotlon has had full concurrence or the elected CouncllmemberB and
E><ecutfves or three separate Trlbol admlnlstrotlons since 197a.

I look fo,,.,.ard to your early reply so that I can cmrmunfcate your posttton to our Trfbal members and voters.

In concluslon, the Enemy Swim District his not opposed the legislation.

Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Lflldwen
Counc!tperson
Enemy Swim District
Slsoeton-Wohpeton Sioux Tribe

';

'

:c:

198~

r.'.'"CEIVED ..... - l 198~

~rk

Andrews
Senate Select Colllllfttee on Indfan Affa1rs

,.,·,_;.;

HiTm Owen
·
councll!><'rson
Enemy Swim District
Slsseton-Wohpeton Sioux Tribe

Maynard Bern~rd
Councilper•on
Enemy Swim Di•lric(
Slsseton-Wahpetai Sioux Tribe
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HEIRSHIP: TilE INDIA!l AMOEBA

The supervision of trust land has been the most enigii:itic feature of Indian administration during this century, ar.d

no aspect of this quandary has come Wlder greater criticism
than the so-called "heirship problem."

By

The geometric

growth of inherited interests in land allotments has led to
the alienation and disuse of millions of acres of real prop-

Michael L. Lawson

erty, and the burden of administrating and probating the

Historian

estates of what is now the fifth generation of heirs to the

U.S. Department of the Interior

ten million acres of allotted land that remains in Federal

Bureau of lnd1an Affairs

.{.;

,.,'!

Aberdeen Area Off1ce
Aberdeen, South Dakota 57401

trust hes become a bureaucratic nightmare

without parallel.

Yet, historians of Indian policy have focused little attention on this issue.
The heirship problem is an outgrowth of the allotment
Policies of the nineteenth century,

Prepared for delivery at the 75th Annual Meeting of the Organization or.American Historians, Philadephia, Pennsylvania, April 2,
1982.

Under Federal law, this paper cannot be C()pfed or otherwise reproduced without the consent of the author or the Bureau of Indian

By granting land in

severalty to a people whose cultural and religious· attach,-~

ment to land was baaed on a long tradition of communal use,
the United States hoped to indoctrinate Native Americans to
the European concept of private ownership, and thus expose

Affairs.

(Olll'llents and suggestions for rev1sion are welcomed, and should be

addressed to the author.

them to the "oivil!.ting" qualities thought to be inherent
in .tilling the soil.

This experiment in social engineering

found greatest expression in the General Allotment Act of
188?, or Dawes Act,2 which provided, in effe_ct, that every
tribal member would eventually be given a tract of land to
own in fee simple within the reserved areas their tribe had

1
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'·
acce1 ted in e:-:chancc .for ttic.- vact
und

<Jef~·ndcd,

,,
territory

ti.a~'.

once

tivc: of the InU.ian Service,

ocC:.tJ..i.~·ci

and would thu,; be fully entitled tc• '11.l of

Phyoic::.l partitioning wos alGo

judged impracticable since Indians commonly hud lari:;c "fem-

tL~·

ilies, the members of which were legally considc,rcd "incom-

property rights and responsibilities of other citizens.

petent"to manage their own affairs, and since the resulting

In order to ease the transition to propertied citizenship, the General Allotment Act provided that title to these

subdiViGions would be much too small to be of economic use

allotments wOuld be held in trust by the United States for

as farms or ranches, and thus could not fulfill the agrarian

"twenty-.i'ive years, during which time the land could not be

dreams of humanitarian policy makers.

taxed, mortgaged, ·or_ sold without government. consent.

allotments were merely divided on paper and continued in

It was

Instead, interests in

hoped that by the end of this probationary period the indiv-

trust for the heirs, who were then placed in a position

idual allottee would assume full responsibility for the land,

similar to tenants in common.4

learn to re.rm it, 1111d come· to know its market value.

The long term eff'ect of these policies has beion the

The

statute also provided that if the individual owner died

progressive fractionation cf ownership in those allotments

while the property was still in trUst status, the estate

for which the trust period has been extended,

would be divided among heirs according to the laws of des-

than ninety years since the General Allotment Act, the orig-

cent and partition in the state or territory in which the

inal tracts had been subdivid~d numerous times on paper,
equities have grown proportionately smaller as the number

land was located,3
,·,;

In the tradition of Anglo-Saxon law, the probating

or

In the more

an estate is usually resolved by either physically divid-

,_'/

,r ",- .:
.,_,

of heirs· has increased, and individial tribal members lfho
now have no land of their own

have accumulated minute

ing land among he-irs, so that each parcel then becomes a

interests in scattered tracts of land, sometimes within

seperate estate, or selling the·property and dividing the

several seperate reservations.

p~oceeds,

to the point that thousands of Indians are helpless to make

all in accordance .with the local statute of

succession or the instructions-,or the dededent • s will.
in the case

or

more complex.

The problem has mushroomed

But

Indian .allottees the situation was made much
'l'he sale or disposal by will of a trust es-

effective use of their heirship landa.
The heirship problem and other encumbering

aspects

o"f the allotment policy, when coupled with the overwhelming

tate was prohibited by law until the early part of the

demand o"f white settlers f'or reservation lands, compelled

present century, and then only with the approval of the

the United States to adopt a policy of land liquidation.

Secretary o'"f the Interior, who "functioned as the line execu-

Only in this way could the burden of administrating an

80
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.·••..

~·'
.

4.
m)Joi::.iiLle situation be reduced.

,.
heirsJ,!.p prol>lerr,, i=~cor.d only to .. li~r 1 :.:.1itJ1.

'l'he General Allotmen't Act itself neglected the needs
f future generations of tribal members and eliminated more

:.:.1 .. 01,~·

-.~.,· ev"l~

wrought by allotment, hac continued.a

.han 60 million acres from Federal trust by providing that

Most historians who have studied the allotment pol!cy

.he "surplus" reservation land left after allotment be opened

also accept the judgement that it was a disastrous failure,

.o white settlement.

althoubh some have made a convincing argument that the refor-

The granting of fee patents to tribal

1embers arbitrarily Judged to be "competent" prior to the

·mers who formulated the policy were sincere in their motives

nd of the trust period resulted in the loss of another

to integrate tribal members into the mainstream of the dom-

J million acres,

inant American society.9

Since fewer than 20 per cent of the Indi-

ns who received fee titles managed for long to retain

economist Leonard A, Carlson gives emperical evidence to

wnership, this policy pro.ved tantamount to outrigh-t aliention.S

A recent cliometric study by

'i

Pressure for the sale of the tr'ust allotments led

support the view that allotment served the economic interests
of whites rather than Indians, and that tribal members were

o legislation in 1902 which authorized the Secretary of the

actually more successful as farmers before allotment than

nterior to perrni t heirs to sell their inheri te"d interests,

they were afterwards.10

nd in 190_6 Congress similarly authoriz.ed the Secretary to
llow original allottees to dispose of their land. 6 By vir-

r _,,

excellent example of both the failuz'.e of the allotment

us of these two acts, another J,7 million acres of trust

,·,(

policy and the continuing heirship problem,

and was alienated from Indian ownership.7
Finally, after more than 86 million acres of reserva-

The Lake Traverse_ Indian Reservation provides an

(

Established by

the treaty of February 19, 1867 for members of the Sisseton
and Wahpeton bands of the Santee Sioux tribe, the original

ion land had passed out of the hands of tribal members, the

triangular shaped reservation encompassed 918,779 acres in

hited States government was compelled to acknowledge, in

what is now the northeastern corner of South Dakota and a

he

e~ly

1930s, that the allotment policy had failed as an

seimilationist program to improve the lives of Native Amercane.

portion of southeasiern North Dakota.11
'l'he Lake Traverse or

Sisse~on

Reservation, as it is

During the "Indian New Deal" administration of

oft.en referred to, has the distinction of being the first

oaunissioner John Collier (1933-1945), legislation was enact-

reservation partioned under the General Allotment Act. 12

d to bring a halt to allotment, curtail the further aliena-

Out of the original acreage, J09,914 acres were allotted to

.lon of trust land, and provide funds for consolidating the

individual tribal members by 1891, and the remaining
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?·

;oa,CGG ;...:·res ·"·ere dcclnri;d su!'pl:..::; unc! :.:(..·!d t·:· wi".i"oe

pc·~tilt<n.:e

~.c-tt:.·1·1·.

wero corr,:nonplace, they reasoned that a fixe:<l

'or ~:2.50 per acre,1Jt,t present only lCtl,20..9 acres rem<i.in in

income was preferable to gambling ar;ainst the forces of

~rust,

natu._••
"' 17

or approximately 12 per cent of the original reservnoion land base. 14

of land-hungry whites led Congress in 1891 to authorize the

Prior to allotment the Sisseton· and Wahpeton Sioux had

Secretary of the Interior to approve the leasing of allotments at his discretion.18

teveloped a viable system of land tenure and had made measur-

.ble progress toward the goal of becoming self-sufficient
·armers.

Congressional proponents of leasing argued that

In 1887 the tribe collectively cultivated 7,740

Indians would be motivated by observing the successful

.ores, harvested 9000 bushels of corn, and herded 450 head
,f cattle.15

Si mi·1 ar rcques t s .1.rom
'
other tribes and the prescurc

operations of white farmers. on a portion of their land,

But the granting of land in severalty and the

and that lease income would permit tribal members to make

•ro rata distribution of the proceeds from the sale of eur-

improvements on the remainder of their allotments.

·lue lands combined to have a negative effect on the tribe.

leasing gave further encouragement to idleness and rapidly

Instead,

-and payments killed incentive for farming activities,

transformed allottees and their heirs into "a race of petty

hildren were called home from boarding schools to share

landlords" accustomed to subsisting on the meager pittance

he new wealth, and the government's so-cal.led "civiliza-,

of unearned income derived from their real property assets.19

.ion program ground to an abrupt halt,

By 1900, over half of the Sisseton-W~peton tribal members

The rapid dissipa-

.ion of the pro rata money, encouraged as it was by

were living solely off their- lease money, and only 4,ooo

~scrupulous

acresYare being cultivated by Indians, or 52 per cent less

merchants, soon plunged the Sisseton-Wahpeton
•eople into abject deEitii:ution. 16

than in the pre-allotment year of 1887.

Allotment had vested these tribal members with a
;reatly encumbered property right.

107,000 acres

Under the original

In the early

of allotted land were being leased to whites

and only J,100 acres were planted by tribal members.20

•rovieions of the General Allotment Act, .their land could.
1either be leased, .sold, nor devised by will.

By 1927, over

·.1

.-~~

,,,, .

'

Leasing served to further complicate an emerging
heirehip problem,

If the .original allottee had died, the

.890e, Sieeeton-Wahpeton allottees begged permission to

proceeds of the lease had to be divided among the heirs

.ease their lands to surrounding white farmers so that they

according to their fractional interest in the estate.

iight gain additional income h:'om land they could not afford

execution of the lease itself also required the consent of

;o develop themselves.

all the heirs.

In a region where drought and

The

As heirs of heirs died and family members

,,'{
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'·

9.
·:r;y statute the Secretary of the Interior

inheritud ever Eim:illur .,qui·'oitos in scattl!red tracts of lantl,

leasing became the only viable option for making
uc:e of their interests.

effectiv~

i~· ul 1··:\g(!d

with the responsibility of determining tho heirs uf India! 1

Yet, heavily :fractionated allotmcn1.s

trust estates and, since 1910, with the duty of probating

tended to discourage potential lessees because of the difficul-

the wills of tribal members.

ty of obtaining heir consent.

probate division was established within the Office of the

By 19J5, 92 per cent of the

lake Traverse Reservation was in heirshlp status, so heavily

Solicitor, the legal branch of the Interior Department, and
the Secretary's powers were delegated to regional Examiners

divided as to be virtually useles.s to any single tribal mem-

ber.

1

At least 25,000 acres were left idle because lessees

I

:_J

declined to search out heirs, and the cost absorbed by the
Office of Indian Affairs in obtaining signatures 0£ heirs
21
generally exceeded· the value of the lease.

·.,y

r

and inherited interests after 1906, the leasing of heirship

and banking enterprise.

The broad powers of the Secretary

of Inheritance, who conduct

the actual probate hearings.

Departmental regulations require that hearing notices be
mailed to all heirs, devisees, witnesses, and creditors,

In combination with the brisk sale of allotments

lands turned Indian administration into a giant real estate

To accomplish this task, a

and be posted in at least five public places.

As previously

noted, the state law of descent and partition is usually
followed, except that the Examiner ls obligated to follow

'!'

the custom of the tribe on inheritance, if such custom is
established,

Likewise, a marriage must be recognized when-

of the Interior over Indian lands were delegated to Agency

ever a man and woman cohabitate according to tribal custom,

Superintendents, and proceeds :from the sale or lease of

the children of that union must be judged legitimate heirs,

trust lands were likewise kept in trust by the United States

and a separation viewed by the tribe as a divorce must be
similarly recognized by the Examiner. 2 )

in Individual Indian Money (IIM) accounts.

Thus at Lake

Traverse, as elsewhere, the notification of heire, the

Sisseton-Wahpeton Allotment No. 1J05 on the Lake 'l'rav-

negotiation of land sales and lease agreements, the

erse Reservation provides an extreme example of the

securing of signatures, the collection of rentals, the

complexity of the heirship problem

determination of equities, the distribution of checks, and

of the most fractionated parcels of land in the world.

the endless communication with tribal members, white farmers,

original allottee, a member of one or the most prominent

other reservations, the Area Office, and Washington regarding

:ind prolific Sisseton families, died in 1891.

the current status of land and money became the daily
22
drudgery of a corps of agency personnel.

there were 150 heirs to the allotment and probating the

~for

pres~nt

it may well be one
The

By 1937

estate cost $2,400 and required more than 250 typewritten

,,,
pages.
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11.

be J6¢, and if partioned the smallest heir would be entitled

At present there are 4)9 heirs and the lowest

common denominator (LCD) used to determine fractional inter-

to 174 square feet.

eats is J,39 • ,923,84 o,ooo. ZS

would require the smallest heirs an •verage of 1)44 years to
realize ~5.00 from these estatea. 2 7

A portion of the- al_lotment consisting of' forty acres

':;

of farmland le ,currently leased at the rate of $1080 per

year.

At the current average lease rate it

The management of such infinitesimal heirshlp interests

When it. comes time to distribute this money, it

constitutes an enormous administrative burden on the Bureau

On the comparatively small l..ake Traverse

requires three full days for a realty clerk to calculate

of Indian Affairs.

1:he heirship interest values.

Reservation it requires the full att1intion of five realty

A breakdown of the current

lease distribution reveals that more then two-thirds of
the heirs receive lase than $1.00 per year from the estate,
that approximately· one-third receive lase than 5¢, and that
the interest of 100 of the heirs entitles them to a fraction
of 1¢·

The largest interest holder receives $82.85, but the

value of the smallest heir is $.0000564.

At the current

lease rate, it would require 177 years for the smallest
heir to.earn 1¢, and 88,652 years to accumulate $5.00,
which is, the minimum amount for which the Bureau of Indian
Affairs will issue a cheek.

If this portion of the allot-

ment was sold at its appraised value of $8000, the share

and probate specialists to oversee the 86,586 acres now in

-.:·1

~'

_.;.;

heirship status, the overwhelming proportion of which are

"'

',.,1

;f"

/

'

'-i

l

..

,-~

'~:_, .

~t,_. :'?;~:..

leas~d

to non-Indians.

In 1961 these individuals handled

the documentation and aoocunting for 2000 leases and 40
probate hearings.

By their estimate it cost approximately

$40 per heir to transact sn allotment lease•

This means

that the Bureau of Indian Affairs will expend

~17,560

per

year to administrate the current lease on the highly fractionated Allotment No. 1305, which will bring in a total
revenue of only ~1080 for the heira. 28
Calculation of the lowest common denominator (LCD)

of the smallest heir would be $.000418, and if it were

of interest in an estate requires the use of a specially

physically partitioned, the smallest heir would be given
titl.e to approximate~y 1J square inches. 26

programmed fifteen

A statisticR.l analysis of thirty of the most

~eavily

d~git

calculator.

But even the BIA's

master computer has not been able to accurately determine.
the I.Co for Sisseton-Wahpeton Allotment No, 255, Which has

fractionated allotments on Lake Traverse reveals that the

427 heirs, and Allotment No, 1352, with '.395 heirs, and

average estate has 196 heirs, and that the average heir

Agency p9rsonnel must ·estimate the approximate. distribution
of lease money. 29

holda interests in 14 other: allotments.

If these tracts

were sold, the average payment to the smallest heir would

Present regulations require the consent of a 111Bjority
of heirs to lease an allotment and unanimous approval to

88

89

i:..

12.

sell, and proceeds must be distributed to all.JO

1),

,,•

The problem

as heirs,

In South Dukota the spouse may receive as little

of locating heirs has become an especial:y difficult task.

as a third of the property and

Of the 7080 Indians enrolled in the Slseeton-Wahpeton Tribe,

guardians are still considered legitimate heirs.

only

the remainder are scattered throu_ghout the United States and

. r·,

this requires K separate determination of heirs and diatrib~tion

Members of other tribes and non-Indians also

comprise a significant proportion of the heirs.

of interests for allotments on one side or the other

of the state line.

Of the
.~

thirteen new allotment heirs determined by one probate

Since

many decedents hold inherited interests in both states,

3945 actually reside on or near the reservation, and

qanada.Jl

children with other legal

'-:~

Although traditionally few tribal members

have executed wills devising designated trac'ts of land to

hearing, nine lived off the reservation in six different

specific heirs, this practice seems to be increasing

states,32

because of the heirship problem.JS

Out of a, total of 154 interests in another allot-

m·eiLt, 15 were held by non.:.Indians, including a 1/24 interest

Each year th"e Sisseton Agency wi tneeses an increase
,. .

devised by will to Oregon State University.JJ

:.\",

Beoause the value of heirehip eulties is assumed

;.

to be low, distant heirs tend to ignore Agency inquiries

in the nU111ber of documents required to maintain
land records, in the number of probate hearings,

current
in

the calculations needed to determine common denominators,

regarding their inherited interests •. Canadian heirs have

and in the amount of time and money expended on heirship

been extremely hard to track down, and at one time the

inquiries.

Sisseton Agency held more than $100,000 on deposit !or

proportion.

Canadian and non-Indian heirs who either could not be

month period, and one tribal member has now inherited

·.

located or re!uaed to respond·

Children adopted out c!

And the problems are increasing· in geometric
One allotment

gaine~

76 new heirs in a JO

interests in 40 separate allotments on the reservation,

the tribe have also posed a problem, and in one case it

Thie administrative labyrinth is further complicated by

took Agency pareonneL four years to get a response from

the faot that on solfle allotments mineral interests have

guardians of a minor heir entitled to more than $16,000.

'"

Probate hearings at· le.ke Traverse, held once a year,

are complicated by variations in the inheritance laws between
North Dakota and South Dakota.
ple, the

spo"Us~

In North Dakota, for exam-

must inherit at least-hal! cf the estate

and children adopted out of the family are not recognized

followed a different line of inheritance than surface
interests.:37
The problem of Indian heirahip has been recognized
by the Federal government since at least 1926.

In that

year Interior Secretary Hubert Work commissioned the
Institute o! Government Research, a forerunner of the

91

90

llrookingo Institution,

~a

conduct a comprt.honoivc

:;t\;_r~·

'"

of "EJUrJ.>lue" l~ndfl that had not been homccteaded by whites. 4 1

l'f-

reservation conditions and the ef£ectivcnesn of Fede1·;.l InJ;.:.:'

administration.

By allowing trl bes to purchase heirEJhip and non·tru::.t

BccaUE:C the research was directed by econ'>-

tracts and exchange tribal land for

·.~

intere~ts

in fractionated

mist Lewis Meriam, the results of the study, published in

allotments, these reforms held cut hope for successful land

1928.as The Prob:em of Indian Administration, has become

consolidation programs and an eventual solution to the heir-

more commonly known as the Meriam Report.JS

~hip

As a solution to the heirship problem, the Meriam

problem.

But the premise of the Indian New Deal was

never fully realized, again because adequate Federal fUnding

study recommended that the government establish a revolving

was not forthcoming.

£und which would permit tribes to purchase inherited inter-

Fully wedded to the concept of self-determination,

ests and consolidate fractionated allotments into economic-

the Indian Reorganization Act was unique in that it only

ally workable uni t·s, 39

In response to these suggestions,

ap1:lied to those tribes who voted to accept its provisions.

a proposal was made to the Hoover Administration to allow

For a variety of reasons, it was rejected by nearly 40 per

tribes to purchase heirship lands on a deierred payment

cent of America's trillal members·

basis, with the United Sta.tes holding the mortgages.

Reservation, where white envelopment and forced assimilation

Even though this plan would have ccst only $100,000 a year,

had taken its toll on tribal unity,

the fiscal constraints of the Great Depression precluded
its implementation. 40

Sioux snublled the legislation because of fears that it

politics.

established Wlder the

auspices of Indian Commissioner John Collier.

~he

Sisseton-Wahpeton

might allow a minority :action to control reservation

'?he Meriam Report set the stage for the major
policy reforms of the New Deal

On the lake Traveree

Unfortunately, this valid objection to the t'ribal

government provisions of the Act dashed any immediate hopes

Although

of solving the heirship land problem.42

::;~

the major thrust of the Indian Reorganization Act of 19J4

•'

was the partial restoration of tribal sovreignty, it pro-

:i'

.,';' \

~·'1

In 1937,

Ass~stant

Secretary of the Interior Charles

West proposed that the lake Traverse Reservation be ma.de a

vided far more extensive plans '£or. land consolidation

pilot study for land re.form,

and economic developinent than those envisioned by Mariam.
It repealed the allotment policy, establishe.d a $10 million

were introduced in Congress, but all either died in Committee
or were killed on the :floor. 4 J A 19)8 con!'erence on Indian

revolving loan fund for the purchase of land that had gone

land problems held at Glacier Park, Montana also slngled

out of trust, and. provided for the return to the tribes

out Sisseton as a± Agency where the administrative problems

.
·_,··,

'"'

·.'?",

-

Several billa to this effect

'-:
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16.
of

hei~ship

were particularly. complex,

This three-day seminur,

attented by Commissioner Collier, Associate

Solicitor Felix

Cohen, and other Indian New Deal policy makers, ended up

cnouah flexibility to act in the be!lt interent<: of indiVidual heirs.

··'.

:(

'to increase the con:::traints on individual property rights arid

reco1DP1ending as a solution that inheritance be limited to
lineal rather than collateral heirs, that, the rights of cer-

tain spouses be limited to life use, and that the alienation

expand administrative discretion in the issuance of fee patents to heirs.

--~-

"·

·funding for land consolidation, while also expanding adminin-

44

The suggestions of the Glacier Park conference were
never enacted.

Indian affairs were largely neglected during

World War II,and the 1950s

witnessed what may fairly be

The Senate Subcommittee pre:ferred to increase

the scope of private property rights and provide 1noreased

Of.inherited trust land· be- made much more difficult to
accomplish.

The House Subcommittee en Indian Affairs wanted

._,
. _;..

istrative discretion where it would best serve tribal members .
'l'he Bureau o:f Indian Af'fairs ultimately :failed to endorse
any of' the Congressional initiatives, and provided instead
that the Secretary. of the Interior be given broad power to

described as the most con:f'used era of Indian administration

allow tribes to purchase title to idle or W1productive heir-

during this century, as Congress attempted to terminate

ship tracts on the installment plan through the issuance of'

Federal services to tribes·

"certif'icates of indebtedness," which would evidence the

In 1960., the House Committee

on Interior and Insular Affairs undertook a comprehensive
study of the heirship problem in anticipation of formulating
ccirrective'legislation,

It subsequently published a

tribe's obligation to pay heirs their proportionate shares
o:f the appraised market value o~ the allotments. 46
The Senate doubted the ei'ficiency of tribal ownership

thorough analysis of its findings, which included a

under the BJA•a plan,and raised the question of whether

sampling of 9000 heirs, in two volumes.

these certificates might not also· become a part of the heir-

This research

brought the problem into focus for Congressional review

ship tangle.

and enunciated the nrule of heirship land," .!....§..,

scheme would violate the vested property rights of indiVid-

that

increased fractionation equals increased Federal administrative costs and decreased. heir income. 4 5
Congress tried desperately during the. 1960s to enact
heirship legislation which would provide

ade~uate

safe-

The Justice Department also ruled that the

ual owners

by failing to provide full and just compensa·tion
prior to divesting them of their title equities. 47
Although the Bureau o:f Indian Af:fairs had long advocated a rule of primogeniture which would cut off all heirs

guards for individual property rights and prevent indiscrim-

who did not have a minimum value and permit estates to pass

inate alienation, and yet give the Bureau of Indian Affairs

to a single heir'·or esi;:heat to the tribe, .it declined· to

94

95

·,_,.

-.,
19.
to support such legislation when it was introduced in 1966.

The major obstacle to solving the heirship problem

It proposed instead an alternative primogeniture policy

is money.

based on a minimum fraction of ownership, the involuntary

settle estates when they canno~ be physically partioned,

exchange of certain interests, and the establishment of an

and tribes have only limited .financial resources with which

increased loan fund for land consolidation:

to purchase inherited interests,

~ea

uliable to

with this approach, Congress, since the 1960s, has

the revolving loan :fund available to tribes ror land consolidation, or at least guaranteeing commercial. loana.!il

An ideal solution to the Indian inheritance dllelllllle.

An ideal solution would likewise retain tribal con-

trol over the land and permit it to be put to its most
productive use.

From the standpoint of Federal administra-

tion, an ideal solution would also save taxpayer's money
4
by reducing the costs of managing trust land. 9
It saema·raasonabla to assume that in the more than

In

the long run, an outright grant to the tribes for the pur-

would protect the _equity of all heirs and guarantee the

right.

Congress could make a

giant step toward heirship land rerorm by greatly increasing

made no discernible progress toward solving the heirship.
probl.em. 48

realization of a fair market value for their vested property

Indian heirs rarely have the cash or cr,dit to

chase or heirship tracts might prove less expensive than

.I

·I

''"

I

the administrative. costs which the government will have
to absorb between now and the end or the century if the
problem is not resolved.
Inertia also works against a solution to the fractionated land problem,

Since the Eureau or Indian Affairs has

grown accustomed to its heirship burden, and since it
bears the responsibility and costs of administration, there

fifty years that heirship has been recognized as a serious

is little incentive for 'heirs to demand re:form.

problem, the government could have affected reforms which

attempt to resolve the issue by limiting the nwnbar or

would protect individual equities, promote tribal control

persons entitled to inherit would be resisted by prospec-

and utilization of'the land, and reduce administrative

tive heirs.

costs.

rat, the obstacles have bean IDllllY• and even the

three major ingr:edients of an ideal solution tend to confl.ict with·each other.

Restricting the sale of heirship

ret, any

Even though the value o:f their interests may

be paltry, reread disinheritance would only creat~ resentment and, ideally, should thererore be avoided,!i 2
Le,iielation reluing the present unanimous consent

land to the tribe or tribal members, f~r exiample, limits

requirement ror the sale or heirship land an~ granting

the market so tJtat'individual heirs are less apt to real-

tribes the power to condemn :fractionated tracts for the

ize an equitable price.SJ:>--

benarit of the tribe, would provide a simple and lnexpen-

97
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The Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe has also proposed

zo.
eive remedy for many land consolidation problems.

special legislation aimed at resolving its heirehip land

However,

problem.

the consent of a reasonable number of heirs (perhaps a simple

Recognizing that Congress has been unwilling to

provide the funding needed to bring about an ideal solution,

majority) mhould be required for any conveyance, and all sales

the tribal council, in collaboration with New York attorney

should be limited to the tribe or tribal members, so that the

.Bartram E. Hirsh, has drafted a bill that would limit descent

land 111ay contunue to be held in trust .• 5:3

and distribution while making it easier for the tribe to

In testimony before a hearing of the Senate Subcommittee

acquire title to heirehip land.

on ·Indian Affairs in 1961, Assistant Interi.or Secretary John

Under this proposal, inheritance would be limited to

A. Carver Jr. explained that a solut1on to the heirship :guand-

lineal descendants who are also enrolled members of the

ilry had not yet been found, becauee-"the problem is so big

tribe, under a special formula of distribution, with &.t

and involves so many aspects, that you can't get everybody

least half of the estate going to the spouse.

to agree on something that is going to solve all of 1 t."

interest in an allotment amounts to less than 2 1/2 acres

S4

Indeed, the salons 'that Mr. Carver addressed tha.t day failed
to provide a solution for any of it.

-\

tract would be limited to 15·

of individual tribes rather than attempt to provide a general
legislat~ve solution.
Acting on its own initiative, and without benefit
of the provisions of the Indian Reorganization Act,

the

Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe has made a valiant attempt,
thsugh,somewhat belated, to establish a land consolidation
1-glslation in 1974 permitted the tribe to acquire

"'·
'
i:~
•.·

than 2 1/2 acres, those who cannot be found within three
years, nnd those otherwise disinhe~ited by the bill, would

.'
'.·i,.,
_,,

'

,{'

"

The interests of those who

died without heirs, those whose interest amounts to less

''

ie that amorphous and a remedy that elusive, perhaps it

program.

would be disinherited, and the number of heirs in any one

Yet, if the problem

would be best for Congress to focus on the particular needs

Those whose

escheat to the tribe.

''

••

The tribe would also have broad

power to condemn heirship tracts and levy inheritance
taxes.

The consent 0£ only 50 per cent of the heirs

would be required to partition an allotment, and the property right of

the inherited interests of non tribal members

would be limited to life tenancy.5?
'Ihle legislative proposal, which embodies a number

land within the reservation that had gone out of trust, and

of previously suggested remedies, falls short of an ideal

•llmlnate helrship interests in individual tracts by purchase

soluti.:in because it would arbitrarily disinherit hundreds

or exchange• 55

of current and prospectiVe heil-s. ·"Yet, O:V-er·time, 1-t··sh"ould

Since then. nearly 20,000 acres have been

.added to the tribally owned land base. 5

certainly work to increase the ueeable tribal land base and

6

reduce the cost of Federal administration.

-~-1

Given the com-

plexity of heirship issue, and the failure 0£ Congress to
provide more than an extensive investigation of the problem
Over the last half. century, perhaps this is the best that
can be hoped for.
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Senator ANDREWS. Next we have Mr. Sidney Mills, the Director
of the Office of Trust Responsibilities, Bureau of Indian Affairs, accompanied by Mr. Louis White, realty officer.
Mr. Mills, I understand you have a statement for the record?
Mr. MILLS. Yes; we do, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDREWS. Without objection, it will be inserted into the
record following your oral testimony.
Mr. Mills, as I understand it, your testimony acknowledges that
there are provisions in this bill that are not included in the Indian
Land Consolidation Act and that are not covered elsewhere in existing law. It does not appear that the Department opposes most of
these provisions, though you do recommend technical amendments.
Does the Department have any objections to partitionment, eminent domain, and estate tax as a matter of policy?

•
Government Pr1ntfng Office, 1966).

"

Williams, "Too Little Land, Too Many Heirs," pp, 724-25.

so
51
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TESTIMONY OF SIDNEY L. MILLS, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF TRUST
RESPONSIBILITIES, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, ACCOMPANIED BY MR. LOUIS WHITE,
REALTY OFFICER, AND THORNTON W. FIELD, ASSISTANT SOLICITOR, LANDS AND MINERALS DIVISION
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Ha~in-Olson,

interview.

\:'

Draft of a Bill Pertaining to the Inheritance of Trust

or Restricted or Fee Land on the· Lake Traverse Reservation, North

''i,

Dlkota and South Dakota, and for other purposes.
I

'

''

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Chairman, I don't think so.
Senator ANDREWS. But the primary basis for the Department's
opposition to this bill appears to be that the Indian Land Consolidation Act provides authority for tribes to adopt inheritance codes
similar to, if not identical to, the provisions of this bill. Do you
agree that the Indian Land Consolidation Act does not authorize
the Sisseton-Wahpeton Tribe to enact the provisions for inheritance that are contained in this bill?
Mr. MILLS. It would help, but not to the extent, Mr. Chairman,
that they would like.
Senator ANDREWS. There are already a number of Federal statutes setting forth inheritance laws for specific tribes, and the
Indian Land Consolidation Act authorizes other tribes to adopt
their own inheritance codes.
Would you agree, Mr. Mills, that enactinent of this particular
bill would really have only a minimal impact on the laws that currently govern Indian inheritance?
Mr. FIELD. As Mr. Mills pointed out earlier, the problem the Department has is not really with the specifics of the bill because the
Department really does not have any background information to
understand why this tribe's problems may be unique and create
problems that the Indian Land Consolidation Act may not· address.
The real problem that the Department has is that the reason the
Indian Land Consolidation Act was passed was to prevent the Congress from having to address, on a yearly basis, these types of problems pursuant to individual bills for individual tribes. Our suggestion to the committee is that if it is determined that the Indian
Land Consolidation Act is not broad enough or does not give tribes
sufficient authority to do the types of land consolidation and inheritance-cure the types of land consolidation or inheritance problems that they see, that the better vehicle would be to amend the
Indian Land Consolidation Act. That would provide uniform provisions for all tribes and make it easier for the Department to admin-

"

.
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the request of the Sisseton·Wahpeton Tribe. Howeve~, since the .96th Congress ad·
joumed shortly after H.R. 8418 was introduced, ,no action on the .bill v.:as ~ke??-. .
We are not certain at this time why the tnbe feels that this leg1slation is still
necessary in light of ihe enactmeni of the Indian Land ~nsolidation Act (25 ~.S.C ..
Section 2201, et. seq.). We do not see the need for the Stseeton-Wahpeton Tribe t.o
seek their own legislation. The Indian Land Consolidation Act (25 U.S.C. 22~3) !lU·
thorized any tribe, with the approval of the Secretary, to adopt a land C?~hdation
p!an for the purpose of eliminating undivided fractional interests. Addit1onally, 25
U.S.C. 2205 allows an Indian tribe, with the approval of th~ Secretary, t? pees an
ordinance barring non·memben1 or non-Indians from inher1tan~ by deVJ!'B or ~e
scent. Thus, it would seem that what the tribe hopes t.o accomplish by this spectal
legislation could be accomplished through ordinances.

" ister than to· do it on a piecemeal, individual tribal legislative initiative.
Senator ANDREWS. That act, as you know, is presently before us
for a technical amendment. Has the Department prepared an
amendment or amendments that would move toward the goals you
just stated?
Mr. FmLD. We have not, but we would certainly be willing to
work with the committee to arrive at amendments to cure any
problems that it has run into in oversight hearings.
Senator ANDREWS. Let this serve as your invitation to do it at
the closest time possible.
Mr. FIELD. As you are aware, we are still working on regulations
and guidelines to implement the Indian Land Consolidation Act.
We would caution that we do not have a great deal of experience in
working with it yet, and it might be appropriate to give us an opportunity to work with it for a while, to get regulations on the
books, to see how far it goes or does not go.
-·
Senator ANDREWS. Well, the forum that we now have, of course,
is HJR-168 that does make, as I say, technical amendments for the
Land Consolidation Act. We have had one hearihg on it, es you
know, and we hope to have another later this session; in order to
hold an additional hearing we will expect, then, the Department's
cooperation in developing additional amendments to cure the problems that have been. raised. Can we, Mr. Mills, expect that?
Mr. Mn.IS. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDREWS. Good.
Thank you very much. We appreciate the attendance of all of
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you.

[The prepared statement follows:]
Pu:PARBD fJrATBMBNT OF BIDNBY

L. Mn.Ls,

Dmwroa,

OmCB OF TRUST

RmPoNsnm.rrnrs, BURBAu OF lm>u.N An;.ms, l>m>ARTMRNT OF THE INTmuoa
Mr. Chairman and membem of the Committee, I am here today to present the

views of the Department of the Interior on S. 2668, a bill "Pertaining t.o the inherit-

ance of trust or restricted land on the Lake Traveme Indian Reservation, North

Dakota and South Dak:ot.a, and for other purpcll!lee."
We oppoee enactment of S. 2668 for the reasons stated herein.
The subject legislation was introduced at the request of the Sisset.on-Wahpet.on
Siow: Tribe of North Dakota and South Dakota to addrees the acute fractionated
heinhip problems which exist among its members.
The seriOUl!I problem of fractionated heinhip result& where the heirs or deviseea of
allotment ownen received an undivided interest in the allotment. Through the generationl, upon the death of lucceesive heirs or deviseee, ownership ~ to ecores
or hundreds of individuale, resulting in numerous tracts of lend too 1111all or unproductive to be an economic unit. Tl:is fractionated owner11hip patterns also make it
very difficult, if not impoe11Dle, to utilize the land to the economic benefit of any of

-, i;.I;

,..
,, l,t'
\

the owners.
In years ~or to the enaetment of the Indian Land Consolidation Act on January
12, 1988 (96 Stat. 2517; 25 U.S.C. 2201 et. eeq.), a number of tribes had requested and

received' epeclal legfalative authoricy to carry out land consolidation programs. However, the Land Consolidation Act Jiu provided a single compreheruiive law goveming land CODBOlidation.
Although we underwl:and ·.the tribe's desire to solve ibl fractionated heirahip problems, we feel that this can be BCOOllJplilhed under the provisions-of the Indian Land
Consolidation Act. Deviation from that Act could mean additional complexi.tiee, and,
811 a reeult, increased costs.
F'U&t of all, we note that S. 2663 conta.ine essentially the same provisions 811 H.R.
8418, a bill which was introduced late in the second aeuion of the 96th Qmgreee at

'!·'··

Generally the intents and f,uryoses of sections 1-6 of S. 2663 are basically covered
within the .Provisions of the nd1an Land Consolidation Act (ILCA) (Public Law 97459 Title IIJ. The slight variances would serve only to create additional multiplicity
of r'ndian inheritance laws which the ILCA sought to stem by providing a uniform
method t.o accomplish like objectives which are contained in the ILCA and S. 2663.
Section l of S. 2663 clar.ifies the intent and purpose of this Act, which ie to p~
vide the Sisseton.Wahpeton Sioux Tribe an Act which shall govern the right t.o inherit trust or restricted land located within such states and within the original exterior boundaries of the Lake Traverse Indian Reservation which wa.e established by
the Treaty of February 19, 1867 (15 Stat. 505).
This section also provides that the provisions of this Act shall apply only to es·
tates of decedents whose deaths occur on or after the date of enactment of this Act.
Section 2 provides that only the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe of North Dakota
and South Dakota or persons who are enrolled members of the tribe shall be en!i·
tled to receive by deVUIE! or d~sce~t any .interest iJ!. trust or restricted land withm
the reservation except as provided m section 4 of this Act.
Section 3 provides for the descent and distribution ?f truat or restricte~ land
whenever any person dies possB!ised of any such land which has not been deVU1ed by
a will approved by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to section 4 of the Act of
June 25 1910 (36 Stat. 856), as amended (25 U.S.C. 373) or such lend which has n'!t
been de~il:led by a will which iB consistent with the provisions of section 2 of th1e
Act. The ILCA (25 U.S.C. 2205) would allow the tribe t.o pass a similar ordinance
re1p1lating inheritance. Although, admittedly, ILCA is not quite as broad in scope as
this provision in S. 2663.
.
Section 4(b) of S. 2663 refers to interstate situations which are already provided
for by 25 U.S.C. Sec. 2205(1). A surviving non·member spouse is entitled to inherit a
life estate only, however, there are no pro".~ions for the _children of the non-member
spouse to inherit trust land when the surviving spouse d1ea.
Section 4(dXl) of S. 2663 appears to be in total conflict with the administration of
heirship lands by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. No heir of fractionated heirship land
now has the exclusive right to determine the use of the property, thus we do not see
how this provision could provide for such by a mere life tenant who has no owner·
ship interest.
Section 4(dX2) of S. 2663 presupposes that the decedent was the 110!e owner at: the
interest descending to the spouse and children, since it states the spouse is entitled
to one-half of the Income from the lease. Technically, it is one-half of whatever the
decedent's share of the title to the land would have been, w:hich d?,M not.E-ecesaari~y
equate to one-half of the income from the lease. The meaning of non-member chil·
dren" iB unclear.
Section 4(d)(3) of S. 2663 differs from normal descent and distribu~ion statutes.
The words "such children and issue of deceased children shall be entitled to equal
shares" are contrary to present statutes. '.!'he provieio~ doea not provid~ for right of
representation by the decedents grandchildren of their deceased parents ehare, but
appears to give grandchildren an equal share with the living children of the decedent.
''h·d·
,.
Section 5(a) of S. 2663 ignores the fact that a persons In ente 1nteres 1e an un·
divided intereat and cannot be measured in terms of acreage. For e~ample, a pen1on
inheriting a V4oth interest in an 80-acre parcel acquires a Vtoth interest in each and
every one of the 80 acres; however, the Vtoth interest is equivalent to 2 acres of an
80-acre tract. Although it is equivalent t.o, it is not the same. Th~ w11;cept in section
5(a) is unnecessary: since we already have an escheat statute which directly benefits
the tribe (Section 207 of the Indian Land Consolidation Act). Additionally, we do not
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see the significance of not allowing the es<:heat section to apply to !and located
within a municipality. We can see aU kinds of problems here with respect to determining whether a tract of land is located within a municipe.lity without some further means of definition or explanation of municipality.
Section 6 of S. 2663 provides for the escheat of interests (which cannot pass to an
ineligible heir or devisee) without payment or compensation to said heir or dev:isee.
This section is essentially the same as 25 U.S.C. Section 2205(3) which provides for
payment of the fair market value of such interest or the granting of a life estate.
Seetion 7(aJ of S. 2663 deals with the problems of partitionment which can be
somewhat alleviated by the new Indian Land Consolidation Act, 25 U.S.C. Section
2204 or are covered by existing partition statutes. The partitionment of land as proposed by S. 2663 may create many more problems than it is attempting to solve as
S. 2663 would mandate the partition of lend without regard to lhe lends usefulness
after partition. If S. 2663 is enacted, we would recommend thet the language in that
portion reading "partition the allotment to the advantage of the person requesting
the partition," be changed to "partition the allotment to the Pdvantage of all the
heirs."
Section 8 is a general eminent domain provision that has no counterpart under
existing law. At present, tribes cannot condemn allotments because of the anti-en·
cumbrance provision of 25 U.S.C. 348, and because the United States, as fee owner,
is an indispensable party and has not waived its sovereign immunity to such suits.
The closest existing statute is section 2204 of the ILCA. That section is a limited
eminent domain provision and allows the taking of allotted lands by tribes under
certain circumstances.
Section 9 is essentially the same as 25 U.S.C. 2202 (lLCAJ.
Section 10 of S. 2663 provides for the imposition of a tax against the estate of any
person. There is no counterpart for this section in existing law. At present, because
of the anti-encumbrance provision of 25 U.S.C. 348 no truces are allowed to be levied
against trust property. If this section is to be enacted, it needs to be clarified. The
Department only probates trust assets. The tax, however, is against the estate as a
whole. Is the estate tax to be collected only from the trust assets?
Section 11 of S. 2663 attempts to create some kind of a "presumption of death"
situation. First of all it attempts to have the property of a person presumed to .be
deceased escheat to the tribe without any consideration being given to the person's
probable heirs at law under the intestate succession statutes. Why the tribe feels
that they should have the property escheat to them rather then have it go to the
person's heirs is certainly unclear. Th0 bill fails to mention the mechanics by which
the escheat provision is to occur. The use of the word "unknown" for seven consecutive years is a very vague and uncertain term. It appears to be an attempt to condense the numerous element'! of a presumption of death situation down to one word,
which cannot be done. The proviso under section ll(a) creates en a,lmost impossible
situation, that is, to set up a 9!klay period immediately after the expiration of a 7year period. It is impossible to know when a 7-year period is going to occur; therefore, how can you establish a 90-day period from that date? Additionally, this section provides that the agency of the United States having CtJBtody anU control of the
property must use due diligence to locate the rightful owner and "restore" the
owner to possession. This dces not make sense, since the rightful owner is the beneficiary of the trust relationship with the United States and may never have been in
control (or possession) of the property which the United States holds in trust.
Section 12 is identical to 25 U.S.C. 2210.
Section 13. Since the bill wae drafted by the tribe, we have nc wa! of knowing the
intent of some of the provisions. It should be the tribe's responsibi ity to explain it
to its members.
Section 14 appears to make wills executed prior to or within 12() daya of enactment effective notwithstanding passage of the act. Presumably, this is to give a
grace period to members so that wills can be amended to comply with the Act.
This concludes my prepared statement. I would be pleased to answer any questions you or members of the Committee may have.

Senator ANDREWS. I think we have complied a record on both of
these bills.
Thank you all for attending.
This hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:05 a.m. the hearing was adjourned.]
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Preliminary questions regarding the proposal to convert public lands to tribal trust land under the
Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act (FBMRA):
1. The Flood Control Act authorized federal water projects such as the Garrison project. Does
the COE have a legal duty under 16 U.S.C. §460(d) to keep all project areas open for general
public use? If so, does the creation of tribal trust land for which the tribe controls access and use
conditions within a project area violate the COE's legal duty to the public?
2. Does the FBMRA require the COE to fmd that project lands are no longer needed before
allowing them to be converted to tribal trust land? If so, wouldn't retaining flood or access
easements or leases on any transferred land indicate that the land was needed for project
purposes? In other words, why would the COE need to place reservations in the land title ifthe
land was no longer needed for a project purpose?
3. Are there provisions in the FBMRA that grant authority to the COE to reserve interests in
land for project value before transferring it to BIA? In other words, under the FBMRA isn't land
either needed for the project or not?
4. Ifthe COE attempts to place access or other easements, leases, or agreements on any
transferred land, how can the State, counties, or public enforce these instruments given tribal
sovereign immunity?
5. Does the COE agree that Congress intended that the FBMRA would have no impact on state
civil and criminal jurisdiction; hunting; fishing; access to the lake; or public recreation? If so,
how does the creation of tribal trust land and the transfer of any recreational facilities comply
with the congressional intent of the FBMRA?
6. If project lands are converted to tribal trust land, what requirements are there that would
ensure that the use of the land not changed? In other words, if an area that currently serves as a
wildlife management area is converted to tribal trust land, would the tribe legally be able to
change its use to a cattle pasture or housing development for example? If so, how would the
project purposes be protected in any transferred lands?
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May 16, 2005

Colonel Jeff Bedey
Commander Omaha District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
106 South 151h Street
Omaha, NE 68102-1618
Dear Colonel Bedey:
Thank you for scheduling public hearings regarding the proposal to convert public land into tribal
trust land on the Ft. Berthold Indian Reservation (FBIR). I look forward to discussing my concerns
with you and your staff in Bismarck on May 24. With the hope of focusing our upcoming
discussions, please consider this letter as an effort to context my preliminary concerns based on the
information that has been available.
As you know, the Garrison Dam Project has had a long history in North Dakota. Some of that
history ignites painful emotions in people who were impacted by the flooding of nearly 550,000
acres of land, 156,000 acres of which were located within the FBIR. People who lived or had farm
and ranch land in the river bottoms throughout the project area bore a heavy burden when the dam
was finished in 1954. Many of these people were and are McLean County residents.
Today there are a number of stakeholders with interests and concerns in federal policies regarding
Lake Sakakawea and the surrounding public lands. McLean County has standing to be concerned
with the proposed land transfer because the County and local schools receive tax revenue from the
public lands involved; the County has built and currently maintains roads for the benefit of public
use of some of these areas; and our County has an economic stake in the recreational industry these
lands sup_port.
Proposals for transferring project lands have been ongoing for decades. The background into past
proposals is important in understanding the issues and concerns.
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CHRONOLOGY
I. On May 23, 1986, the Joint Tribal Advisory Committee (JTAC), which had been established to
review whether there had been inadequate compensation paid to the tribes impacted by the creation
of the Oahe and Lake Sakakawea reservoirs, submitted a report and findings to the Secretary of
Interior. In that report, JTAC stated that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) "insisted" that
no "excess" project lands existed on the FBIR, and that the Three Affiliated Tribes (TAT) had
disputed that claim by asserting that "in the thirty years of the reservoir some project lands had not
flooded."

JTAC took no position on the issue but recommended that it be further investigated under the
criteria that the COE retain all lands necessary for project administration; all lease requirements and
guaranteed access to the lake by non-Indians would be a pre-condition of any transfer; and any
former non-Indian owner or heir should have the right to purchase that land first, before any lands
are transferred to the Bureau oflndian Affairs (BIA). JTAC Report, Item 4, p. 18-19, May 23, 1986.
2. On March 21, 1987, the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs held a hearing regarding the
JTAC findings. At the hearing the COE presented testimony based on land surveys and Executive
Order 12512, and stated that there were "no excess lands at the Oahe and Garrison projects."
However, on November 19, 1987, Acting Assistant Secretary of the Army for Public Works John
Doyle testified before the committee and stated that the COE would review project lands in the Oahe
and Garrison projects and determine whether there were lands that would not have been purchased
or condemned under current acquisition regulations. COE Special Assessment of Garrison and
Oahe project lands, undated.
3. On January 14, 1991, S. 168 was introduced by Senator Conrad and Senator Burdick to address
the issues raised by the JTAC committee. In the original Bill, 7541.64 acres of project lands were
identified to be transferred back to the tribe, individual lndians,and non-Indians from whom the land
had been taken for the project. On November 26, 1991, Senator Inouye amended the Bill to add 188
acres at Four Bears and all lands above elevation 1860. Maintained in this version of the Bill was
the requirement to give the original owners of the land or their heirs, whether Indian or non-Indian,
the right of first refusal to the land. Memo to Bob Harms and K. Cool from Doug Elkin, Dir. ND
Parks & Rec, November 18, 1993.
4. On December 24, 1991, the COE issued a report regarding the review of present-day acquisition
policies and found that there were 5,878.25 acres of land on the FBIR that would not have been
purchased or condemned if present-day acquisition rules had been in effect when the project was
built. This land was transferred to the BIA to be held in trust for the TAT. Letter to Gary Blair,
COE realty division from Richard Raley, Director of Reality Sales, GSA, July 29, 1992.
5. By June 1992, S. 168 had been amended into H.R. 429. The COE was asked by Congress to
comment on the current version of the Bill and the COE objected to any additional transfer of land.
Memo to Bob Harms and K. Coo/from Doug Elkin, Dir. ND Parks & Rec, November 18, 1993.
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6. On October 30, 1992, P.L. 102-575 passed and included a provision that compensated the TAT
in the amount of$149.2 million for losses due to the Garrison project. In the legislative history of
P.L. 102-575, Congress found that the $12.6 million the TAT had been previously paid for losses
was inadequate. Section 3508 provided for the transfer of lands on the FBIR above elevation 1860
to the original owners or heirs, and if the land was refused it was to be held in trust for the TAT.
7. By July 1993, as the COE was preparing to transfer 32,067 acres ofland under P.L. 102-575 a
number of problems with the proposed transfer developed. First, correspondence between state
agencies, the governor's office, and Sen. Conrad's office expressed frustration with the land transfer
process having been confined to the COE, TAT, and BIA. The State had apparently only found out
about the transfer when a local COE employee had asked the state parks and recreation director why
the State was not objecting to the transfer. According to these documents, there had not been
involvement by the State, affected counties, public, nor consideration of the impact of the proposed
transfer to recreational areas and areas where significant state and private investment had taken
place.
In addition, the COE had estimated the cost of surveying and marking the elevation line of 1860
within FBIR would involve approximately 828 miles of shoreline at an estimated cost $4,500 per
mile.
These and additional costs of the land transfer were estimated to total "$21 million dollars, five
times the value of the land." Letter to Ladd Erickson from Sen. Conrad, March 8, 2005. Congress
had not anticipated or funded the money to conduct the transfer.
8. In 1993, amendments to P.L. 102-575 were being considered to address the problems that had
surfaced. In letters dated May 5, 1993, and December 15, 1993, from Gov. Schafer to Sen. Conrad
the State took the position that ten recreation sites on FBIR should be exempted from transfer;
existing cabin sites should be exempted from the transfer; existing access problems to cabin sites
should be addressed; the amendments should ensure all public access leases and easements are
perpetual; that the term public access should ensure that it meant free access to the public and not
access contingent on fees; that free public access to a number of boat ramps be guaranteed; and that
the State's fishing and hunting criminal and civil jurisdiction not be changed by the transfer.
9. On February 7, 1994, Congress repealed all but one of the land transfer sections of P .L. I 02-575.
(See P.L. 103-211.) The repealer states:
Except for subsection (b) [which transfers the Four Bears area at no cost to the tribes] of
section 3508, sections 3508 and 3509 of the Three Affiliated Tribes and Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe Equitable Compensation Act are repealed effective October 30, 1992: provided,
That the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers should proceed with the Secretary of the Interior to
designate excess lands and transfer them pursuant to Public Law 93-599.
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10. On May 16, 1994, the TAT sued the COE in Federal District Court for the District of Columbia.
In their complaint, the TAT sought a declaratory judgment that the term "excess lands" in the 1994
repealer ofP .L. 102-575 meant the lands that had been identified in the now voided sections of P .L.
102-575; a preliminary injunction enjoining the Corps from renewing or granting leases, licenses,
and permits on any lands referred to in Section 3507 to third parties; and requested the court issue

a writ of mandamus compelling the COE to designate all lands at or above elevation 1860 on the
FBIR as "excess lands" and mandating that they be transferred to the BIA. On September 13, 1994,
the Department of Justice (DOJ) answered the suit with a number of legal defenses. One defense
the DOJ raised in paragraph 22 of its answer was a denial that the Corps had determined there were

"excess" lands on the FBIR.
11. On October 11, 1994, the COE issued a report entitled "Public Information Paper Transfer of
Lands at Lake Sakakawea and Lake Oahe." In this report the COE indicated it had been developed
in response to the P.L. 102-575 repealer language suggesting that the COE proceed to "designate
excess lands and transfer them pursuant to Public Law 93-599"; that the COE had held two public
meetings and had met with members of Congress, tribal officials, the Governor of South Dakota and
the Lieutenant Governor of North Dakota. The report indicated that there was a "high degree of
public concern and interest at stake in any land transfer."
The COE found that there were "two guiding principles in transferring lands." First, the transfers
should be as "equitable" as possible to all interests. Second, any transfer should ensure the project
purposes of "flood control, navigation, hydro power, fish and wildlife, and recreation" are
maintained.
A concept described as "conditional excess" or "partial excess" lands was proposed in the report.
This meant that the COE would retain the necessary interests in the land for project purposes, but
may not need full title to the land in some cases.
In addition, the COE took a number of positions relevant to the current proposal to transfer land.
First, regarding the question of whether projects lands that did not originate with the TAT, the COE
stated that it did not have the authority to return land to these individuals under P.L. 93-599.
However, the COE found that there was "an issue of equity to the individual property owners from
whom the land was taken," and in order for the transfer to work it must be as "acceptable and
equitable" as possible. Second, because of the equities involving investments made in reliance on
government ownership of the land, the COE stated it would retain the leasing power over the lands.
Third, the report stated that the COE would retain the public access powers in the land. Fourth, the
COE stated it would retain the power to control municipal and rural water systems on any
transferred lands.
The report concludes by stating that the COE would attempt to develop administrative rules and they
would publish a draft of those rules in the federal register.
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12. In 1995 the lawsuit was stayed by agreement of the parties so the COE could attempt to enact
rules for any proposed land transfer.
13. On April 10, 1995, the Corps published draft rules in the federal register. (Vol. 60, No. 68.)
The proposed rules state:

§ 211.148 Excessing of lands within the Fort Berthold Reservation of the Three
Affiliated Tribes at Lake Sakakawea and the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Reservation
at Lake Oahe.
For the projects at Lake Oahe and Lake Sakakawea, interests in real estate that are not
required for project purposes may be considered excess to project purposes when:
(a)
(b)
(c)

The lands lie within the external boundaries of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
Reservation or the Fort Berthold Reservation of the Three Affiliated Tribes:
The lands are former trust lands, either allotted or tribal, acquired for the project; and
Appropriate interests in the lands may be retained, or conditions imposed, as are
necessary to preserve the integrity of legislatively authorized project operations;
provided:
(1)
There has been no substantial capital investment in the property which
cannot be recovered by the investor prior to excessing;
(2)
There will be no unreasonable impact on access to public and private land;
and
(3)
There will be no unreasonable impact on municipal and rural water supply
systems.

On page 18071, the register reports that the COE office in Omaha had conducted a study of former
tribal lands that would be subject to being transferred under this criteria and found that there would
be 800 acres of former tribal lands considered "excess" along the 828 miles of lakeshore.
14. On June 20, 1995, Sen. Conrad sent a letter to the COE director of civil works requesting that
the COE clarify the proposed rules. Sen. Conrad stated that he had received a letter from the North
Dakota Attorney General's office and it was brought to his attention that the proposed rules were
"vague and may not protect access to public recreation facilities, cabin sites, water for livestock and
agriculture, and municipalities." Sen. Conrad requested that the COE include language in the
proposed rule that had the effect of:
1.

The Corps of Engineers will retain land with area recreational facilities and cabins
built by private or state investments or are leased or built by the Army Corps of
Engineers;

2.

The Corps of Engineers will retain specific easements to allow free public access to
public recreation facilities and cabin sites;
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3.

The Corps of Engineers will retain easements to assure future free public access to
water for livestock, crops, and municipal use;

4.

The Corps of Engineers will retain easements for flooding of the land and erosion of
the shoreline into the lake; and

5.

The Corps of Engineers will retain easements necessary to assure the continued
operations of the project as intended.

Sen. Conrad also noted that recreational, agricultural, and municipal water are key purposes of the
project and they should not be put at risk. It is not clear what other comments on the proposed rule
the COE received. However, I expect that the TAT was not satisfied with the proposed criteria that
would have reduced the lands eligible for transfer from the requested 32,000 acres to 800 acres of
former tribal lands. In any event, the COE never placed a final rule into the code of federal registry.
15. On June 16, 2000, the DOJ filed a motion to dismiss the lawsuit filed by the TAT in 1994. One
of the arguments the DOJ used was that the Corps had no duty under the equitable compensation
repealer language to designate and transfer any "excess lands."
16. On March I 0, 2004, the Judge Richard Roberts of the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia dismissed the TAT lawsuit, agreeing with the DOJ positions. After having the
lawsuit dismissed, the TAT filed a request with the COE to reportedly have all project lands above
elevation 1854 converted to tribal trust land under §206(b) of the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration
Act (FBMRA). According to local media reports, the proposed conversion of land would represent
a "continuous strip" of varying width of trust land along both sides of Lake Sakakawea at elevation
1854 and include numerous facilities, recreational areas, boat ramps, and state game management
areas.
PRELIMINARY McLEAN COUNTY CONCERNS

1. Whether §206(b) of the FBMRA provides the Corps with jurisdiction to transfer project
lands as being contemplated?
If the FBMRA would legally permit the proposed land transfers that have been contemplated since
its passage in 1984, there would have been no reason for the Equitable Compensation Act of 1992.
In pertinent part, §206(b) states:
(b) The Secretary of the Anny and the Secretary of the Interior may enter into agreements
under which any land within the exterior boundaries of the reservation acquired by the
United States for construction, maintenance, or operation ofthe Garrison Dam and Reservoir
Project that is no longer needed for such purooses is declared to be held by the United States
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in trust for the benefit of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation.
(Emphasis added) P.L. 98-602 §206(b).
In my view, this statute does not grant the COE the powers or discretion to determine that project
values in the land will be unaffected if transferred to the BIA. Some media reports and statements

from the COE and the TAT have indicated that the TAT will honor existing leases and the
conversion of the land to tribal trust land will have a minimal effect on the public. Before even
getting to any of those issues, I submit that §206(b) requires the COE to find that there is no longer
any project purpose served by the land in its current project lands status.

Another point of confusion is that the COE position from the time of the JTAC hearings in the mideighties through the dismissal of the TAT lawsuit in 2004 appears to be consistent in that there are
no "excess" lands in the project area. The concern is: How could, in 2005, there suddenly be 36,000
acres of land "that is no longer needed" for project purposes? Reportedly, the proposed transfer will
include developed recreational areas, boat ramps, and game management areas for which TAT
officials have indicated in the media are desired so the tribe can develop its recreational industry.
It begs the question: How can areas that the public has invested millions of dollars in for public
recreational development and for which the TAT wants control of for its own recreational profits
be "no longer needed" for the project purpose of public recreation?
The same questions existed when the past transfer proposals were reviewed under the definition of
"excess lands":
(e) The term 'excess property' means any property under the control of any Federal agency
which is not required for its needs and the discharge of its responsibilities, as determined by
the head thereof. (emphasis added) 40 U.S.C. §472(e).
Project lands which are "not required for" the COE' s needs and the discharge of its responsibilities
versus project lands that is "no longer needed" seems to be a distinction without a difference. Under
either statute, I believe the COE has to find each parcel of project land under consideration is devoid
of value for the project purposes before allowing it to be converted to tribal trust land. A blanket
transfer of all project lands above an elevation line without due consideration being given to the
project values in each tract of land might be viewed as an arbitrary act.
An explanation for why the FBMRA does not contain language that allows project lands to be
transferred to BIA if there is a project value in that land is the fact that the FBMRA was not enacted
as a land transfer device, but with the intent of allowing the transfer of some mineral and grazing
interests on the FBIR to the TAT:
"Passage ofS.2480 as introduced would only restore beneficial ownership of mineral rights
under the Garrison Reservoir (known as Lake Sakakawea) and grazing rights along its

shoreline, and these would be limited to the Indian District of the Reservation. It would have
no bearing on fishing, water, or recreational rights in the area. Nor would the legislation
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disturb the status quo with regard to civil or criminal jurisdiction including the present role

of the state of North Dakota in regulating mineral-resource development under Lake
Sakakawea." (Memorandum In Support Of The Fort Berthold Reservation Mineral
Restoration Act, S.2480, p. l 0-11, submitted to the senate committee by Mr. Charlie Hobbs,
attorney for the TAT).

The land transfer provisions in §206 of the FBMRA were given scant attention before the
congressional committees. What is clear is that the Congress, and the TAT, intended both §206(a)

and §206(b) to be used as a tool to manage the Garrison project:
"Enactment ofS.2480 would in no way interfere with the operation of the Garrison Darn and

Reservoir Project; to the contrary, its operation would be facilitated by S.2480's
authorization of land-transfer agreements which would permit the Corps to acquire
additional land from the Tribe around the shoreline. It would not affect the Homestead
District of the Reservation. It would not alter the status quo with respect to hunting and
fishing in the Lake, or the state of North Dakota jurisdiction over the lands in question."
(Memorandum In Support Of The Fort Berthold Reservation Mineral Restoration Act,
S.2480, p. 26).
By enacting §206(a) and §206(b) together, Congress appears to have intended that §206(a) be used

if the COE felt that "a" tract of land around the Lake was needed for a project purpose, and §206(b)
was to be used ifthe COE felt that "al' tract of land was "no longer needed" for any project purposes.
The law created a mechanism for land status adjustments that might be required over time to best
manage the Garrison project. Congress was told that it was the COE, and not the TAT, that may
have some future needs to address under §206.
There is no support in the legislative history of the FBMRA for the contention that this law would
be used for a mass conversion of public land to tribal trust land; transfer of project lands that retain
or support project purposes; or to allow a tribal trust land "seal' around the Lake.
This understanding of the FBMRA was not in debate in Congress. When the Senate Select
Committee of Indian Affairs held a hearing on S.2480 on June 21, 1984, the chairman of the
committee and sponsor of the bill, Sen. Mark Andrews, asked the TAT Tribal Chairwomen Alyce
Spotted Bear:
Sen. Andrews: In introducing this legislation, both Senator Burdick and myself stated that
nothing in this legislation should have any effect on the question of water rights, fishing
rights, access to the lake, or should affect the role of the State in regulating the development
of mineral resources underlying the State. Is it also your understanding that nothing in this
bill affects any of these rights or authorities as they currently exist?
Ms. Spotted Bear: That is right. (Senate Select Committee of Indian Affairs hearing on
S.2480, June 21, 1984, p. 28).
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Finally, I believe the COE should also be concerned about the precedential effect of making a
finding of land above the high water mark (1854) being "no longer needed" for the project in light
of the potential off reservation affects on Lake Sakakawea (and Lake Oahe for that matter). Lands
the COE finds are "no longer needed" for the project could be viewed by developers and speculators
as "surplus property" under 40 U.S.C. § 472(g) and they could make claims that the COE acts
arbitrarily when determining land above 1854 msl on FBIR is "no longer needed," but land above
that elevation off the reservation is somehow needed for the project.

2. Whether there has been a redefinition of the project purposes of the Garrison Dam Project
or the COE mission in administering the project?
Since the COE has stated that the FBMRA is "appropriate authority for this action," is the COE still
considering public recreation as a operational project purpose? The Master Manual and the court
finding of recreational project purposes in South Dakota v. Ubbelohde, 330 F.3rd 1014 (8 1h Cir.
2003), would indicate that public recreation is a project purpose. But this proposed land conversion
would seem to indicate otherwise.
My confusion stems from the IT AC report wherein the COE "insisted" there were no excess public
lands on the FBIR in 1985-86. The COE testified in Congress in 1987 that there were no excess
lands, but present-day acquisition policies would be used to determine if there were some lands that
would not have been originally purchased for the Garrison project. After this review, the COE
apparently converted 5878.25 of public land to tribal trust land without notice or involvement of the
State, effected counties, or the public.
During the 1992 debate over P .L. I 02-575 the COE objected to transferring any additional project
lands. After P.L. 102-575 was repealed the COE studied and attempted to enact rules which would
have made 800 acres of former tribal land "excess." The COE and DOJ spent ten years in federal
court defending, in part, the position that there were no "excess lands" when the TAT was seeking
32,000 acres of project lands. If there were excess lands on the Garrison project, the COE could
have tried to identify those lands and concede the point. Within months of the March 2004 dismissal
of the TAT lawsuit, the COE reportedly began considering the conversion of36,000 acres of public
land, apparently without regard for the "equities" involving the former owners of the land.
My concern is whether there has been a non-publicized policy shift in the past year that voids all
previous COE positions on the land transfer issue; or whether the COE has or is attempting to
redefine the project purposes away from public recreation and open access to project lands? In the
Master Manual the COE indicates that the Garrison project had 1,206,200 visits, the third highest
yearly recreational visits in the entire system. Missouri River Master Manual, 2004, §B·02
("Recreation, an authorized System project purpose, has grown beyond original expectations". §B01 ). In addition, the North Dakota Game and Fish Department conducts creel surveys and hunter
checks throughout the Lake area which show tremendous usage of the public recreational areas on
the FBIR. The functioning boat ramps are routinely photographed from the air during the summer
as part of the creel surveys and can prove extensive public use of those facilities. Over the past few
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years these creel surveys show that approximately 300,000 "angler days" were spent each summer
on the FBIR portion of the project.
I believe the COE should review all available evidence before concluding that the project lands
subject to this proposed transfer are "no longer needed." In my review of this evidence, I believe
that the COE would have to have redefined the project away from public recreation before any
"excess" or "no longer needed" legal standards would apply under the facts on the FBIR.

3. Any elevation line "seal" around the Lake has dramatic impacts.
The JT AC report never suggested an elevation line as a land transfer point. It was not until S. 168
was amended into H.R. 429 that Sen. Inouye determined that the land above elevation 1860 would
be congressionally considered excess. Whether the transfer line is set at elevation 1860or1854, the
impact of the tribal trust land "seal" around the Lake is the same because the legal distinction
between "tribal trust land" and "public land" is significant. "On tribal trust lands, the tribe may
prohibit use(s) by non-tribal members, or condition the use by charging access fees and establishing
bag and creel limits." Montana v. United States. 450 U.S. 544, 557 (1981).

The TAT currently does require non-members to obtain: Tribal access permits when non-members
drive across tribal trust land while hunting, even ifthe person doesn't actually hunt on trust land and
was in a vehicle on a public road; tribal hunting licenses for hunting on tribal trust land, and as of
the past hunting season had separate game bag limits and season dates from the State for people who
hunt on tribal trust land. It is apparent that this proposed conversion of project lands to tribal trust
land would do exactly the opposite of the "'status quo" and "no impact on hunting, fishing, water and
recreation access, and state criminal and civil jurisdiction" assertions made to Congress by TAT
officials in support of the FBMRA.
The past land transfer conflicts have been the result of this false premise that a seal can be created
at an elevation line and then leases or easements along the lakeshore can be placed on the created
tribal trust land to try and maintain the public nature of the project area. The legal and game and
fish jurisdictional distinction between tribal trust land verus project land dictates that both cannot
be done.
Tribal consent, fees, or licenses to access or use the water or public land below 1854 msl and the
water, thwarts congressional intent in the Garrison project. The Flood Control Act provides that"all
such projects shall be open to the public use generally" for various "recreational purposes ... ready
access to and exit from water areas ... for general public use." 16 U .S.C.A. §460(d); South Dakota
v. Bourland, 508 U.S. 679, 689-690 (1993).
The JT AC report also indicates that the TAT felt that tribal recreational businesses could not
compete with non-tribal businesses around the Lake. "Whether that is true or not, all recreational
business around the Lake have been developed under free and open access to the resources. A mass
conversion project lands will facilitate the hampering of non-tribal businesses, and the public's

.
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federal statutory right to use project resources without paying a fee or buying a license from the
TAT. Before proceeding with any land conversion plans, I believe the COE should first assist the
TAT in developing the recreational resources that the TAT told the ITAC were under-developed.
If the TAT wants to add campgrounds, boat ramps, or facilities to the existing recreational resources
around the Lake in hopes of attracting more people to the casino or other tribal businesses, the TAT
can do so without the COE converting project lands to tribal trust land. There may be no opposition
if the TAT took this approach.
Instead, I am concerned that the COE is in the process of facilitating this ill-fated "sealing" plan that
at its core began as an amendment sponsored by a senator from Hawaii who could not have been
informed about the costs or complexities of the issue.
Although the surveying and fencing costs may still be extravagant, I believe that if the COE intends
convert any project lands it must do so by complying with the proper land description and titling
doctrines of 'meets and bounds' or 'rectangular grid.' The county records around the Lake will
need proper title transfer land descriptions to maintain the integrity of the records, and the COE
would need proper land descriptions to comply with state property recording and titling laws and
customs should any land eventually be converted.
I look forward to a fruitful discussion with you and your staff regarding these preliminary issues and
others that may develop as the COE proposals are brought forward. Once again, I very much
appreciate the opportunity the COE is providing for public comment and hope that the information
you receive through this process will lead to the best policy decisions for all stakeholders.

Sincere;$

/

c0-

dd R. Erickson
McLean County State's Attorney

/

glb
cc:

Governor John Hoeven
Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem
Director Dean Hildebrand, NDGF
Senator Byron Dorgan
Senator Kent Conrad
Congressman Earl Pomeroy
Dennis Johnson, McKenzie County State's Attorney
Ross Sundeen, Dunn County State's Attorney
Jim Johnson, Mercer County State's Attorney

TESTIMONY
PUBLIC HEARING ON LAND TRANSFER
PURSUANT TO
Section 206(b) of the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act, Public Law 98-602, 98

Stal 3149
Gentlemen. I appear before you this evening on behalf of the members of the Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners Association. My name is Mike Seifert and I am the Secretary Treasurer of
that association. The association is a group of people who own lake homes at Mahto Bay
which is located about 10 miles Northeast of Twin Buttes, North Dakota.
To understand the issue of access to Mahto Bay and other areas on Lake Sakakawea that
have similar situations, a blief historical background is necessary_ In the early 1960's, the
US Army Corps of Engineers, as a part of their statutory requirement to provide for
recreation on Lake Sakakawea, offered cabin sites for sale. These lots were located in the
Mahto Bay, Snake Creek, Pick City, Little Knife, and the White Earth River areas_ The lots
were sold at public auction to the highest bidders.
While I cannot testify to the events surrounding the sale of lots at other locations, I can
attest to what occurred when the lots at Mahto Bay were sold. Due to certain wording in the
sale documents, there was a concern about access to the lots. This issue was discussed
openly with the person conducting the sale and the Corps of Engineers representative said
"there is no need to worry about access, the Corps of Engineers has negotiated with
Mercer County to provide access"_ He also announced that the Corps of Engineers would
be building a public boat ramp and public recreation area adjacent to the cabin site area
Certainly any reasonable person would have logically assumed that a government agency
would not expend public funds to build a public facility without perfecting public access plier
to expending those funds. Unfortunately the Corps of Engineers did not insure that access
was guaranteed plier to expending public monies at Mahto Bay and other recreation areas
on Lake Sakakawea.
In the ealiy 1970's when the Corps of Engineers restlicted grazing lights on the taken land
surrounding Lake Sakakawea, relations between the TIi bes and the Corps reached an all
time low. Native American landowners were forced to fence their land to keep cattle off of
the taken land_ It was during this time that a Native American landowner discovered that
although he and other landowners had been paid for easements across their lands, due to
a technical error on the pali of Mercer County the easements for the roadway had never
been properly filed.
That was the beginning of an access dispute that exists today at Mahto Bay. Similar
sttuations exist at other recreational developments on Lake Sakakawea. At the outset, we
assumed that the Corps of Engineers would assume a lead role in negotiating for access at
Mahto Bay because they had a substantial investment in a public faciltty that had no
access. Much to our surprise, exactly the opposite occurred. At every tum the response
from the Corps of Engineers was to distance themselves from this issue. Every time we

attempted to involve the Corps of Engineers in this issue their only response was to send
attorneys to keep them at arm's length.
For the past 30 years, the Corps of Engineers has used every means at their disposal to
cloud this issue by attempting to characterize this as an access problem for a small group
of landowners. Clearly it was not Mercer County's idea to sell lots at Mahto Bay and build a
public boat ramp and public recreation area. That was the Corps of Engineers idea. Mercer
County was simply trying to cooperate with the Corps of Engineers in the development of
recreation areas on the lake. If Mahto Bay were the only instance of failure to assure
access to public recreation areas one could perhaps understand. I am aware of at least
three areas where similar situations exist. There simply is no excuse for the construction of
public recreation areas without first assuring public access.
Instead of the Corps of Engineers accepting responsibility for their actions and taking the
responsible approach of correcting the problems they created, they have steadfastly
refused to accept any responsibility for these issues. These problems were created solely
by actions initiated by the Corps of Engineers and no amount of rhetoric will change that
fact. The fact is that a boat ramp exists at Mahto Bay. Even though the Corps has ignored
this facility for the past 30 years, the boat ramp is still in excellent condition and is one of
the better boat ramps on the lake.
The Corps of Engineers has a unique opportunity to finally bring about a resolution to these
issues by clearly delineating requirements for the return of taken lands. If these lands had
been taken without just compensation, perhaps a case could be made for a "no strings
attached'' return of the lands, but these lands have already been paid for not once, but
twice. When lands surrounding the Garrison Reservoir were originally taken for project
purposes, landowners were compensated for the land that was taken. Later Tribes in North
and South Dakota received $240-million as compensation for lands lost to the Garrison and
Oahe projects. Many non Native American landowners both inside and outside the
boundaries of the reseivation have received no other compensation beyond what was paid
when their land was taken. Now we are considering compensating the Three Affiliated
Tribes a third time by returning lands that have already been paid for on two separate

occasions.
I would propose that it is reasonable to require resolution of access issues as a condition of
the proposed land transfer. If the proposed land transfer is contingent upon resolving
issues of protection of private property rights, assurance of statutory public and private
access, and protection of public and private leases, I believe that these issues will be
settled expeditiously.
In the 1990's the Mahto Bay Cabin Owners Association acquired 80 acres of land at the
south end of Mahto Bay. We acquired this land at a cost considerably above the market
value because it provided access to Corps owned land above 1854 MSL. At that time, the
Three Affiliated Tribes used every means at their disposal to prevent us from purchasing
that property. That acquisttion provided us with assurance that we could develop access

from a public right of way along existing Corp owned property into the cabin site area in the
event that other access routes were cut off_ This proposed return of Corps owned property
places that significant invesbnent in jeopardy_

If the land transfer is allowed to go forward without resolution of these issues you are
inviting continuation of the divisiveness that has existed around the lake for the past 30
years_
We are very concerned about the issue of protection of private property rights and property
values_ The Corps of Engineers enticed private citizens to invest in the development of
private cabin sites at various areas around Lake Sakakawea. In the Mahto Bay Area alone
private citizens have invested well over 3-million dollars in the development of their
properties. Af Mahto Bay, there are restrictive covenants written into the deeds for each
property which restrict property owners to cabins of a minimum square footage and
proscribe setbacks and other restrictions. In effect, the Corps placed zoning requirements
on the properties before they were sold.
We are very concerned about the transfer of lands immediately adjacent to existing
developments like ours. Developments could be created which would substantially detract
from the value of our existing development. We would propose that no land transfers take
place adjacent to existing developed areas.
There is also the issue of returning lands within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold
Reservation that were owned by non-Indian landowners. We would sincerely hope that the
Corps of Engineers is not proposing the return of non-tribal owned lands to the Three
Affiliated Tribes under this proposal. In reading you memorandum published in 1994,
PUBLIC INFORMATION PAPER ON TRANSFER OF LANDS AT LAKE SAKAKAWEA
AND LAKE OAHE, you clearly state that your belief is "that the congressional intent in
passing the Equitable Compensation Act was to return lands to the original owners or their
heirs. Transferring to the tribes those lands previously owned by individuals would not be
consistent with congressional intenr.
We are also interested in knowing exactly what the plans are for the disposition of these
lands within the boundaries of the reservation.
Another issue that is very unclear is the position taken by the Corps of Engineers that any
lands above 1854MSL within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation are excess to
project needs. What about all of the land above 1854MSL outside the boundaries of the
Fort Berthold Reservation? If the land above 1854MSL within the boundaries of the
reservations are excess to project needs, what is different about land outside the
boundaries of the reservation above 1854MSL?
We are requesting answers in writing from the Corps of Engineers to the following
questions:

1.

Will the Corps require as a condition of this proposed land transfer that the Three
Affiliated Tribes provide guaranteed statutory perpetual public access to existing
cabin sites and public use areas within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation? If so, how will access be assured with subsequent tribal councils?

2.

Explain how land within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation is excess
and land outside those boundaries is not excess to project needs.

3.

Is the Corps willing to protect existing long-standing developments by not
transferring lands immediately adjacent to those developments and specifically
developments such as Mahto Bay where we own, rather than lease, our property
to the 1854 MSL boundary?

4.

Is the Corps willing to protect the investment made by the Mahto Bay Cabin
Owners Association by not transferring lands between our 80 acres at the South
end of Mahto Bay and the cabin site area?

5.

How will the Corps handle transfers of land within the boundaries of the Fort
Berthold Reservation that were owned by non-Native American landowners that
were taken for development of Lake Sakakawea?

6.

We are requesting a detailed cost estimate for this proposed land transfer,
specifically a value proposition of tax dollars expended versus that gained by the
Corps of Engineers given reimbursement for the proposed land transfer has
occurred twice already.

7.

We would like to receive a detailed timeline and plan including specific maps of
the proposed land transfer.

Mail all correspondence to:
Mahto Bay Cabin Owners Association (MBCOA)
CO Mike Seifert
826 Munich Drive
Bismarck ND 58504-7050
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From:

Bob Kellam

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Comments on the COE Conversion of land to benefit the
Tree Affiliated Tribes of North Dakota
Tuesday, May 24, 2005 1:34:59 PM

Chronology of the Three Affiliated Tribes Attempts to Secure Retribution
and Potential impact to North Dakota by the Army Corps of Engineers
Conversion of Public and Private Lands to Tribal Trust Lands for the
benefit of The Three Affiliated Tribes.

The impact to North Dakotas (ND) outdoor recreation and tourism industries could be
great. North Dakotans will be impacted by the proposed conversion of lands public and
private to Tribal Trust lands of the Three Affiliated Tribes (TAT) by the Army Corps of
Engineers (COE).
Chronology

1. In the mid-1940s, Fort Berthold Indian Reservation (FBIR) received $5.1 million to start.
Congress added another $7.5 million. In October of 1993 another $149 million was
appropriated by congress for a permanent trust fund for the (TAT) again, as
compensation for loss of its prime real estate.
2. Garrison Dam's completion date of 1954 created Lake Sakakawea. 550,000 acres of
land created Lake sakakawea, 156,000 acres were located within the (FBIR).
3. Fort Berthold Reservation Mineral Restoration Act (FBMRA). "To restore certain mineral
rights to the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation"

4. The Joint Tribal Advisory Committee (JTAC) submitted a report and findings to the
Secretary of Interior. The report, stated that the (COE) stated that no "excess" project
lands existed on the FBIR.
5. JTAC recommended that it be further investigated under the COE criteria. that the COE
retain all lands necessary for project administration. all lease requirements and
guaranteed access to the lake by non-Indians would be a pre-condition of any transfer;
and any former non-Indian owner or heir should have the right to purchase that land first,
before any lands are transferred to the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA).
6. On May 16, 1994, the TAT sued the COE in Federal District Court. In their complaint, the

TAT sought a declaratory judgment.

7. In June 2000 the Department of Justice (DOJ) filed a motion to dismiss the lawsuit filed
by the TAT in 1994.

8. In March 2004, the United States District Court for the District of Columbia dismissed the
TAT lawsuit, agreeing with the DOJ positions.

9. TAT filed a request with the COE to reportedly have all project lands above elevation
1854 converted to tribal trust land using the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act
(FBMRA). 1854 includes numerous facilities, recreational areas, boat ramps, and state
game management areas.

POTENTIAL IMPACT TO NORTH DAKOTA, COUNTY GOVERNMENTS AND
OUTDOORS ENTHUSIASTS DUE TO THE CONVERSION OF THESE LANDS
AND SOME PERTINENT QUESTIONS
1. The Current Tribal Authority is charging a fee call an "access permit" to cross tribal
property to get to public land. With the potential conversion of public land and a seal
around Lake Sakakawea at elevation 1854, accessing public land free would be
outdated.
2. Future Tribal Leaders may or may not agree with the current administration stance
toward these issues. Sweeping changes may occur concerning wildlife and land use with
the next Tribal Chairman.
3. TAT has been turned down several times in the past in their attempts to Use Lake
Sakakawea for commercial fishing. This land conversion would further weaken the State
ability to enforce game laws and make them equitable for all parties involved.

4. Tribal hunting licenses would be required to hunt previously public recreation areas. Due
to the complexity of the mix of Tribal Trust lands and Private lands within the external
boundaries of FBIR, a state license would also be required as a personal safeguard to
avoid breaking the law.
5. Cost of surveying the land to determine the 1854 elevation would be 21 Million Dollars,
five times the value of the land proposed to be converted ( Sen. Conrad, March 8, 2005).
Paid for with public tax money. Will the tribe be required to reimburse for any of these
expenses?

6. Tribal Authorities say they want to be able to Manage their wildlife resources
independent of North Dakotas influence when in reality their wildlife are the same herd
that exists within the External Boundaries of North Dakota. These are not separate
herds, schools or flocks of wildlife, they move on and off the Tribal Trust Lands freely.
What is the wildlife management plan?
7. Tax revenue will be lost by the counties affected some of the monies collected from
these taxes go toward funding outdoor recreation projects and facilities. Will the Tribal
authority maintain funding now in place that is budgeted by private entities for these

projects and facilities?

8. Existing cabin sites and businesses within the proposed land conversion area will have a
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

questionable and yet to be determined future. What is the fate of private land and or
businesses within the conversion scope?
Is the TAT currently capable of properly managing the resources, land and assets that
will be included in the land conversion on their own? Will the COE, Department of Interior
(DOI) or Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) help TAT with the Resource management
process?
Is there going to be an environmental impact study done by DOI, BIA or COE?
Will the COE for the conversion of these lands prepare a master manual?
Will the other former owners that lost 394,000 +/- acres of private land due to flooding
Garrison Dam be involved or have any say in the conversion process in any way?
Will the Tribal authorities be required to pay back any previously allotted compensation
for land taken if they are given more land as compensation through this conversion?
Is the land conversion process going to adhere to industry standard practices of Metes
and Bounds legal descriptions? Will title to the land be held by COE, DOI, BIA or TAT
With all of the press the TAT has put out in the last 8 months is the TAT planning on
developing another casino, oil refinery, or any other industrial facility that has been
previously mentioned by Chairman Hall in press articles on any of the converted lands?
What is the Business Plan, Master Plan for the conversion of this land to the TAT?

In closing there are many unanswered questions and few answers are being made public. The
Army Corps of Engineers is famous for doing their paperwork, homework and the lack thereof
with this event suggests decisions have already been made. I would like to Thank the Army
Corps of Engineers for scheduling the public hearings in North Dakota and for the ability afforded
citizens of North Dakota to express their views and concerns as I have expressed mine.
Respectfully Submitted
Bob Kellam

Bob Kellam
Tharaldson Development
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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.Projeet_ Garrison Dam and Reservoir

Tract No. L-1004 & L-1012

vem.or

Contract

John Dort Myers and Clara Myers, his wife

Notice

ot A.ccept•nce or Option tar Purchase ot

Notice le hereby given. tbat ... on tm

7

land

day ot _ _~!la=rc;•;:h;:_____ , 194.9 ,

tbe United States ot A.mrica scoepted tba optlm dated tbe
o~f_.....;;!la.....;;r..;c"h;.__ _ _ _ ,

No·~-----

2

194_9, tor the acqu:leitlon ot tba tract

day
~or

land eituB.te

in the County of___ll=•L~ea=n~---• Stat.e ot_ __.!f"o"r-'t"'h'-"Da::.:k.::o.::ta:::...._ _ _ _ _ ,
more particularly described in. the opt ion.

A. ttilly executed

1 Incl
Cy 'or Option

~opy

ot tha accepted option

ia incloeed.•

.C•lonel,J:.?rp
• fMLD of Engineers
.
cf'arrison Dist

ct

tframJsrn--.. Ai-Lem

r;; //i.edJcsn
t;

EJQ FDRll
1 Jan '16

63

/

/

Garri-Dam8"'\
ProJec't Reeel"fOJ.r, •• D.
Tract

L-1004 and L-lDl2

COntract No •. _ _ _ _ _ __

VendOrs•--"'~~elm==~Jlert==~=lil!"'-"r~•,,_,a~nd==-~C~la~ra,_...~l!y!r.,,,,,,,,•~·~hi...,•,_,wi,..t~•c__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

OPTION FOR PURCHASE OF LAND
ID coostderatlm ot aie

fQllar

($1.00) and. other valuable CCllS!deratlms. tbe recelrit and ·surrt-

clenq or which ere mrebJ' acl!nowledged. tbe tn:ierslgDed. beretnarter c8ned the "VeodU', • \ICtJo repre-sects that e

Is tbe <Wlel" or tbe propercy herelmtter d~r!bed. hereby, ror b1melt and h1s belrs,
aillllnlstrators. successors, and. 'asslgns. agrees to c~y to ttie Ullted States ot Amer!C2,
1D ~e wltb th! tems and ccndlt!CES set !Ol'th belOol, tlle land, with tJ:le l>Ulldlngs am ~
macs tbH'em. and all rlgbts. lleredltammts, easeml!Il.ts, and atll)Ul'termices tberemlto belmg'Jng. located
•~or-a.

In Twp

149 B. 1Rga sg West
(District,

Btate

or

gt

the 5th P.¥.camty or
MN,ean
,
and Twp 149 11.,Bge 90 Weet of the 5th P, II.

I.and Lot, -..Up)

Borth Dakota

•

bcunded and

described as ro110«

L-l.OO!t

Lot 4, Southeast. quarter of the Southwest qusrter (SE~SWl;) section 7J Lot
1, llorth half of the Northeast quarter or the llorthwst quarter (Iii~)
section JS, To1111ship 149 Hort~ Range 89 West of the 5th P. II. I South hsl.t

of

the Southeast quarter
West ot tho 5th P, II.

(SS

)

Section 12, TCllllship 149 llorth>

Bl1nge

90

L-lDl2
.
llerthwst quarter ot the lortheaat querter (lf!i~f West halt ot the
llortheaat quarter or the Northeast quarter (W~-) ot section 24.
To1111ship 149 North, Range 90 West of the 5th P. 11•.

and tbe vemor agreestocCllQf"

'°tile UD.1ted. States, ashere1nafter provided. .a V8lld.
-1-

IDleteaslble tee

,

simple t1tle to said land, subject

roly

.to tbe toll(W1ng r1ghts

rutatand.~

1n 'tb.lrd 1)8rtles, namely:

'

'l'lll!I VeDdor ~cepta Bild 1'988rves

propertJ",

name:ur:

Clll.y -tbe t011ow!ng r1gbts end 1.ntereate 1n tbe above described

All luilting1. ligb.t pl.&nt. air-aotor and. S8' ta.er JlCRI' •ituatH oa "1leae pr.a1.••••
10.iil Jail.1di11g1, light plairt, air-motor and za• tonr to be r....-..d at any timo
ili• th8 acoeptanoe of thi• option. and in no ewnt later than 60 U.Y. after r•oeip .of notioe in writing by the Diatz.1·ot Engineel"' • G&rriaon Engjh••r Dlatriot.
or hi• dul;r authorised repre,eni&ti '"• to efteat euoh ramoft.l. In the ewnt that the
Aid building• ud 1Jn.pro'1'8Mnta are not rem.owd before the expiration of th• a.bow
ret>erenoed. 60 day11, the right of r•ow.l •ball terminate autom.tically and ta United.
Sktea aball haw a good l.Dd imle.feaaible title to the aaid btrl.ldinga and improw..nW w1 th.out notioe to vendor. It i• f'urther understood. that 10 long al the •id
builtinga and impro-vem.imt• rem.iD in plao•. no reapomibility will lie with the
United. Stat.a tor their m.intenanoe or safety.
The terms ot· this CIPt1Cll ere as tollCMS:

ot~.~ .,/"""4ffl~,rJ~V
t,a;r·-; -/~

(1) ,.,,. irorcbase l>l'ice or said lend 1s to be the""'
..
dollars ($
t£q ',,,,
) payable as SOCll es the tm1ted States has Sccepted. this opt.1Cll end
had a reasCruw1e time tidthtn which to secure and e%8Jll1ne the evidence or t1tle to said lend 8Dd. to ccUtn the necessary epprC11al or title; Pra'fid.ed tblt tbe Vendor cM execute and deliver to the Dn1ted
ltates a good. and suttlc1ent general W8l'1"81lty deed CCflVeytng said land, with the bereclltsmnta: end 81"'"
Purtenanees thereunto belonging, to the united States or Amerie& 1n ree ~1111Vle, tree rran all liens
and encumbrances and shall quitclaim. to the tl11ted States am !ts ass1gns all r1.g}Jt, title. or interest which the VeDl:lor may bave tn the banks, beds, 8Dd waters or eny stri?ams oppos1t.e to ar rront!ng
upon said land, end 1n any alleys, roads, streets, ways, str1ps, gores, or railroad rights or war
abutting or BdJo1n1ng sa1d lend, and 1n any meMs or Ingress or egress appurtenant thereto, said c111veyance to be sUbJect only to such outstanding easements or estates as may be set torth abwe; pro'f 1ded, however, that CCl'IVeJBDCes by states, rmm1c1pal corporations, t1dUc1ar!es, and persCJlS acting
solely 1n s revresentat1ve cape.city need not contain general warranty ccnvenants 1t otherwise acceptable and sat1stactory to the united States.

t"J..,

(2) It ls tlle tntent1cn or the Vendor and he hereby agrees that th1s opt1cn may be accepted by
the Un1ted States thrwgh e.ny duly authorized reoresentat1ve, by del!vertng, malling, or telegraph!ng·
a not~e or atceptance to the Vendor at the adl1ress stated belCM', at sny t!Jlll w!thtn - - - - - - . ;,:
irmth(s) !ran the date hereor.

(3) It ts understOOd that the l!llted States 1s to detray the -apenses incident to the preparat1m

ot the deed to the united States and the abstract or cert1r1cate or t1tle; PI'O'llded, hotJever, tbe.t

the

Vendor w111 deliver to the representat.lves or the Ulited States eny abstracts, certificates or title,
or llllll1Dnts or t1tle available or in hls Jl(l'!sess!<Il.

-·-

{

,
(4) The Vendor agrees ttlat all taxes, assesS!llents, .and ellCUJd>rances which. are a lien aga1Mt
the 1and at the time or the conveyance to the L'nlted States· sball be satistied or record by tbe
VeilllOr at or before the transrer or tttle atid, tr t;he V,endo_r tails _'to do so." the united Sta.te.s 'me:,.pay any taxes, assessments, and .encumbrances which. are a lien against· tbe land: tnat the amount or
suet. payments sna.11 be deducted rrcm the purcha~ prtce or the land; at the request or the united
St:>tes by its authorized representative and without nrlor payment or tender or the purchase price,
he will e:xecute and deliver tl".e general warranty deed hereinaDove provlded tor conveylng to the
united States the land herein described; tba.t he will pay the documentary revenue stallJP tax and _obtain and record such ottEr evidence or title as may be reQUl!'ed by the united States; it be1ng understood that the Government will pay the ree ror recordBtion or the deed to the United States.
{S) The Vendor agrees that loss or damage to tbe property by fire or_ acts or GOO sAAll be at
the risk or the Vendor until the title to the land and deed to the united States ha.Ve been accepted
by the ltrlited States through its dul.Y authOrlzed representative, or until the right of occupancy !'Ind
use or the land, as hereinbelow provided ror, has been exercised by the united States; a.Id in the
event that such loss or darrage Occurs, tbe tmtted States mey, without 11ab1J,ity, _reruse to &.:CeDt
conveyance or title, or it may elect t? accept cooveyance of title to such proflerty, 1n Which case
there shall be an eQUitable adjustment of the pUrCha.se price.

(6) The Vendor agrees that the united States may, at its election, and notwitbstandlng theprlor acceptance or thls option, acQUlre title to said lend or any portion thereor or any interest
therein, by caldell118.tion or other jtldlcial proceedingS, 1n which event the Vendor agrees -to cOODer
ate With the united States 1n the prosecution O! such proceedingS encl 1:1lso agrees that the carisldaratlon herelnabove stated shall be the rull amrunt or the awe.rd or Just c(IQf"ensation Inclusive or
interest ror the taklng or sald land and that any and all awards or just compen.ciA.t1on tbat may be
made in tM proceeding to any derendant shell be Jl&yable and deductible rrom t:tE said amount BM
that said consideration sl'lall also be in Ml satlsractlcn or anY and all claimS or the Veru1or ror
the .PQYme!lt or the rlght or occupancy and use hereinafter rrovlded ror in f>ara.graph (7).
(7) As additicnal cC11Siderat100 ror the peyment or the vurch9.se price beretnabmre set· rorth,
the Vendor hereby grants to tlle united States the right or tmoediate occupency,end use or the land
heretnabOve described ror any JlUl'"POSe wbltsoever rran and arter tlle acceptance by the united States
or this aptioo. until such tlme as said land ls ccnveyed to the united States by tre Vero.or as herelnabove prqvlded, and upon demanCI the Vendor will 1.nmedlatelY vacate the ProPertY and deliver posseSston to the tmlted States.

(a) It ls agreed tmt tre spouse, ir any, or the Vend.or by signing belc:M" agrees to Join 1n aw
deed to the United States and to execute an;v lnStnmient deemed necessaty to coovey to the united
States any separate or carrwnltY estate or Interest in the ccntracted property or to relinquish and
release any dower, courtesy, homestead, or other rights or interest or such spouse therein.
(Q) 'lbe ebCJV"e description or the ree.1 estate ts subJect to such modlricatlCl'lS as may be nec:esSs.rJ to cro!arm to survey (Ir any) :mde by the agents or the tnlted States.
(10) Tm Vendor represents am. lt is a condition or acceptance or this ot>tian, tt.at no Member
or _or Delegate to COngress, or Pesldent Comnissicmer, shell be -admitted to or share any part or
this optlcn. or to 8IlY henerits that maY artse theretrcm; bUt this J)TO'lislon shall not be caJStrued
to extend to any ~mtract tr lll8de with a. corporat!cn ror .its general benerlt.
(11) Wherever the ccri.text thereor reQUlres, the slngUlu mmber as used herein shall be read as
plural, and the 11BScullne ;ender as rem1nlne or neuter.

EiC FORM

11.2

1Cont•dJ

-3-

(12) All term and ccn:llt1om Wlth respect to tb1a or>t1m are expresL!l.J' centa.1ned herein 81ld-t.be
Vend'or i.grees tbat no retmtSentat1ve er qent at tl»l tln1ted States t.as made any representat1pn or
· prmJSe With respect W thls apt.loo not ~ss].y cmtalned l'.ere1n.

• 194,;z;__ _ _ __

.c-,a--2Jd ,~ .
Vend.Or

(SEAL)

Jld<A&</x . ~(SEAL)
Slk>use or 11endor

-----~~-----(SEAL}

Vend.or

---~--~~----lSEAL)

Spouse ct Vena.or

------::=-,..,,,-----!SEAL)
Vendor

----::---.,..,--=-.,.,,.,-----lSEAL)
Spouse ot Vendor
NOTICJ: Of EllRCISJ: OJ' OP'l'IO)f IS '!O BJ: SENT TO:

_

_,~,,o,,,lm=._.Do,,rl:,_,,_~~~:pr=.,,•-------1-l

__

"._ll""-'·----<Address)

Minot,, llorth Dakota.

7 llaroh 19'9

Date:
'Iba otter ot thl Vend.Qr CCl'lta!mMt In thl• optlm
talluel States ot Jllll'ICL

WITHBSS:

ls benlby

••

J s.
LD
C lOJU1l, C..-p·
Gar~boil Di!tl!i•ll

bgi_.,.•

C-raotl.ng Ottiav

'
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TRACT MAP (WITH GRID)
Project symbol No.

r""'rriaon Dam - Feso:t"VQ;i.r Area

Nome of owner
Field warll by
Description of tract

John Dort l(ya:rs
Ro;y Myers
Sbtte = Nart.h Dakota

Lot 4, Smithee.st
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TRACT llAP (WITH GRID)
Project 5Yfl1bol fib.

Garrison Dam

Ne1me of e1wner:

D

Field work by

Roy Logan

Tract No.--L-~.1~0.1~z~----------

Roserroir Area

17 September 1948
County - McLean

Dote

State - North Dakota
-·Northwest quarter of the };orth3ast ~uarter
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of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May2£. ,2005
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provid~d below>
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)

May z6, 2005

UJ1/l1shAJ

, ND

Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
S

hou 2 ,Q

Nol

From:

corey paryzek

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Land Transfer
Thursday, May 26, 2005 5:31:27 PM

As a taxpayer I oppose the gift of land to the Tribe or anyone. It has been paid
for more than once. If it is no longer needed for the project, it should be given to
local government for public use or put up for auction with first rights back to
orignal owners/heirs.
As a decendent of farmers in the Roseglen/Whiteshield area who gave up fee
owned land on the reservation that they owned, I oppose the gift of land unless it
goes back to the original heirs of that land.
As a concerned sportsmen, I oppose the gift of this land to anyone who can and
will restrict access to the water for receration, irrigation, or ranching as these
were all multiple uses sited in the benefits of giving this land up for a reseivoir.

Testimony regarding the transfer of Garrison Project land within the Fort Berthold
Reservation in North Dakota

May,24'2005
Lee Klapprodt,
North Dakota State Water Commission
900 K Blvd.
Bismarck, North Dakota
Thank you for this opportunity to express our views on the potential transfer of Garrison

Dam/Lake Sakakawea Project land within the Fort Berthold Reservation in North Dakota.
It is my obligation to express concerns that we have with such a transfer.

Please be aware that Missouri River water represents over 90 percent of the water that
flows in all North Dakota rivers. As you might expect, we view the river and the water
held in Corps reservoirs as a vital resource to the future of our state. It represents such a
huge potential for near-term and long-term development that it can barely be imagined.
Access to Missouri River water is of paramount importance to all North Dakotans.
Anything that might jeopardize that access must be very carefully considered. The Corps
of Engineers has a responsibility to operate the Missouri River reservoir system for
several beneficial uses including water supply. The Missouri River has the potential to
irrigate thousands of acres of land, supply small and large industries including new
energy development like coal and ethanol, meet value-added ag processing needs, supply
thousands of rural and municipal water users and, of course, meet the needs of a growing
recreation industry. Providing access to Missouri River water is seen by us as part of that
obligation. Should this transfer take place, a shadow is cast on future use of Missouri
River water in this region of the state. What assurance can the Corps give us that current
and future generations of North Dakotans will have the same access opportunities to this
vitally important resource should this transfer be made?

We find it troubling that the Corps is considering this land transfer separately from the
current Lake Sakakawea Project Master Plan Update process. We and other state
agencies, tribal representatives and local interests are involved in an Ad Hoc Committee

that is working with the Corps on an update to its 1978 Master Plan. The previous
document, and we expect the new document, identifies all the resources of the project and
depicts in detail the relationships of varied land and water uses appropriate to these
resources. The Ad Hoc committee has been told the new Master Plan will be
comprehensive and will be used to insure compliance with the host of federal
environmental and preservation laws. The updated plan must provide direction for future
development that provides greatest public benefit over the life of the project. We believe
the Master Planning process would be a more suitable forum to discuss the potential
transfer of project land. Finally, I must ask what assurance will we have if land is
transferred, that the management objectives/recommendations developed by the
stakeholders in the Master Planning process will be honored? If Corps land is
transferred, we must have reasonable confidence that funding and other resources, such
as man power, technical expertise and equipment, will be in place to manage the land
consistent with the newly developed Lake Sakakawea Master Plan.

Again, thank you for this opportunity.

uVARIETY IN HUNTING AND FISHING"

North Dakota Game and Fish Department Comments Concerning the Proposed Transfer of
Garrison Project Lands within the Fort Berthold Reservation

May 24, 2005

•

The proposal is contrary to the mission of the state Game and Fish Department. We cannot
envision any non-tribal public benefits if this proposal-goes through.

•

Recreation is a project purpose. Why does the Corps consider these

~surplus~

lands since

recreation is a recognized purpose of the project?
•

The transfer of Corps land above 1,854 within Fort Berthold Reseivation will affect the public's
use of 780 miles of shoreline, almost 49 percent of Garrison Reservoir's shoreline.

•

The state would lose all of its investments made over the years on the wildlife management
areas and public access recreation areas, which amounts to hundreds of thousands of dollars in
maintaining boat ramps, building facilities and roads, and creating wildlife habitat. Total
expenditures of federal aid, state and local funds on boating access facilities within the
proposed land transfer is more than $1.8 million. Total expenditures related to wildlife
management areas is $613,000, for a total of about $2.4 million in direct development costs {not
including annual operations and maintenance costs).

•

If WMAs are lost, Game and Fish would no longer pay property taxes for those areas and
counties would lose money. 2004 in lieu of tax payments for the affected areas was about
$17,600. This figure does not include federal payments in lieu of taxes to counties.

•

We are concerned that this transfer could be another step toward tribal control of the entire river
and its fishery within the reservation boundaries.

•

Currently this public land is accessible for free; with transfer it may still be accessible, but the
public would have to pay to access their public land and resources.

•

There is potential for misunderstanding and resulting conflicts among the public regarding
possible Corps/tribal land boundaries, and based on past experiences, Game and Fish will likely
be called in to resolve disputes. Wardens would likely be required to obtain access pennission.

•

Wardens may be shut off from accessing public shoreline and public waters for fishing, boating
and hunting enforcement patrol, as well as response to publlc safety, Le. boating accidents and
search and rescue.

•

Concern with the Corps/tribes leases for wildlife management areas. Even if leases were
renewed, land would be tribal trust land that would require non-tribal members to purchase tribal
licenses to hunt on WMAs. This is not a situation we would want to get into. Even if leases were
offered, Game and Fish probably would not accept and manage for the tribe's benefit, as
effective August 1, 2005, state licenses are no longer required or valid on Indian lands. In order
to hunt on these state WMAs, an individual would be required to have a tribal license.

•

May have to pay back to the Fish and Wildlife Service part of the federal aid money that was
invested in WMAs.

•

Loss of WMAs could be a major loss to public hunting opportunity, and could also close off
access to thousands of acres of Corps land currently below 1,854 that is currently open to
hunting.

•

Public would likely lose free boat launching access on recreation areas paid for largely with
money contributed by anglers and boaters (the public).

•

Game and Fish could potentially lose federal aid and state licensing dollars because of
decreased fishing related purchases, and declining license sales because of reduced access
opportunities on Lake Sakakawea. The middle portion of the lake, including all water bordered
by the Fort Berthold Reservation, typically accounts for more than 50 percent of the total fishing
effort on Sakakawea.

•

The average fishing effort within the reseivation boundaries is more than 700,000 angler days
and 11-14 percent of that effort is from nonresidents.

•

Fisheries workers could be denied access to the water in Parshall BayNan Hook Arm region
which is one of the primary walleye spawning grounds in the entire lake. In some years, lack of
opportunity to spawn walleyes at Parshall Bay could negatively impact future walleye fisheries
statewide.

•

Other fisheries management operations such as tagging projects and population surveys in the
middle section of Lake Sakakawea would also be difficult if Game and Fish was denied boat
launching access.

•

If all the current public boat launching facilities became fee areas, use of other recreation areas
on the lake would increase, possibly causing further crowding at ramps and higher than normal
pressure on fish populations on the east and west ends of the lake.

This is a bad proposal for most of the citizens of North Dakota and should not go forward.

EXPENDITURES ON BOATING ACCESS FACILITIES WITHIN THE BOUNDARY OF Fr. BERTHOLD RESERVATION
(FEDERAL AID, STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS)

TOTAL
BEAVER BAY

$ 32,184.10

MCKENZIE BAY

$317,555.86

SKUNK BAY

$ 39,276.13

NEWTOWN MARINA

$267,915.56

SANISH BAY (AFTEM SITE)

$ 73,837.00

REUNION BAY

$11,192.00

LITTLEFIELD

$ 1,700.00

VAN HOOK ARM'

$678,471.28

PARSHALL BAY

$225,918.69

DEEPWATER

$ 72,878.01

INDIAN HILLS

$135.699,98
$1,856,628.40

Lake Sakakawea
Fishing Effort and Elevation
1500
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________________________________ Elevation (ft msl)
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LAKE SAKAKAWEA
TOTAL EFFORT
(ANGLER-DAYS)

MID 1/3•
EFFORT
(ANGLER-DAYS)

PERCENT•
OF TOTAL

MID 113'
EFFORT
(ANGLER-DAYS)

PERCENT'
OF TOTAL

2004

940,760

412,675

43o/o

55,437

59%

11%

2003

1,324,429

638,704

48

813,952

61

14

2000

1,446,830

479,148

33

716,634

50

11

1997

1,310,830

572,756

43

732,628

56

10

1994

1,449,635

439,582

30

628,644

43

9.5

1991

757,104

286,011

38

385,796

51

7.9

1988

1, 149,990

485,137

42

594,121

52

5.5

YEAR

1982
a
b

%NON
RESIDENTS

3.0

middle 1/3rd is from Little Missouri Arm to Four Bears Bridge; does not include an additional 20-25 miles of reservation
boundary waters in the lower region.
middle 1/3rd plus 30°/o of lower region; total estimate for area within reservation boundary

2004 In Lieu of Tax Payments
for WMA lands wlthin the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation

Deepwater (Mclean Co.)
Van Hook (Mclean)

Van Hook WMA (Mountrail Co.)
Hille WMA (Mercer Co.)
$1.69/ac. for 50 acres

6794.43
$466.50
$7,260.93
$10,395.12

$84.50

These are the amounts paid to the counties after deducting $.75/ac. for Federal PllT payment

WMA Developments and Capital Assets
(1955 - 2004)

The following are development costs associated with capital assets on the Game and Fish
Department leased and managed Wildlife Management Areas within the boundaries of
Fort Berthold Reservation from 1955 to 2004. Some of these developments are related to
enhancement and protection of wildlife populations and their habitats. Others are key
elements in providing and facilitating public access.

VanHookWMA
• 61.39 miles offence
• 295.5 acres of trees
• 1428.76 acre herbaceous cover
• 572 boundary/regulatory signs
• 22 routed wood entrance signs
Sub-total

$208,726.00
$150,705.30
$51,203.00
$5, 720.00
$6 600.00
$422,954.00

Sub-total

$99,960.00
$65,866.00
$19,056.00
$2,480.00
$3 000.00
$190,362.00

Total

$613,316.00

Deepwater Creek WMA
• 29.4 miles offence
• 129.15 acres oftrees
• 569.2 acre herbaceous cover
• 248 boundary/regulatory signs
• 10 routed wood entrance signs

U,)\\\\~
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I, STANLEY W. WRIGIIT, AM CHAIRMAN OF THE MOUNTRAIL COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS AND SPEAKING ON THEIR BEHALF.

IT IS OUR BELIEF

THAT THE POTENTIAL TRANSFER OF CERTAIN LANDS ADJACENT TO THE
SHORES OF THE GARRISON DAM/LAKE SAKAKAWEA, AND WITHIN THE
BORDERS OF THE FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION IN NORTH
DAKOTA WOULD BE BETIER SERVED TO THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
OWNERSHIP AND USE OF SUCH LANDS BY TRANSFERRING THESE LANDS TO
MOUNTRAIL COUNTY. MOUNTRAIL COUNTY COULD THEN SELL THE REAL
ESTATETOTHEFORMEROWNERSORAUCTIONTHETRACTSINVOLVEDTO

'
FARMERS AND RANCHERS. SUCH OWNERSHIP WOULD BE PLACED ON THE
TAX ROLLS FOR MOUNTRAIL COUNTY. ANY TRACTS THAT DO NOT SELL
COULD BECOME ESTABLISHED PARKS AND RECREATIONAL AREAS. THIS
TRANSFER WOULD AFFECT ONLY THE SURFACE OF THESE TRACTS AS THE
MINERAL INTERESTS ARE PRESENTLY IN THE NAME OF THE FORT
BERTHOLD RESERVATION AND THEY WOULD NOT BE AFFECTED. PRIVATE
OWNERSHIP WOULD BE TOP PRIORITY AS THIS WOULD INSURE THE BEST
USE AND MANAGEMENT OF SAID LANDS. MOUNTRAIL COUNTY IS NOW
ADMINISTERING THE VAN HOOK PROJECT AND HAS DONE AN EXCELLENT

PROPER ADMINISTRATION OF THEM WOULD BE ASSURED.

I, STANLEY W. WRIGHT, AM CHAIRMAN OF THE M~lRAIL COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS AND SPEAKING ON THEIR BEHALF.

IT IS OUR BELIEF

THAT THE POTENTIAL TRANSFER OF CERTAIN LANDS ADJACENT TO THE
SHORES OF THE GARRISON DAM/LAKE SAKAKAWEA, AND WITHIN THE
BORDERS OF THE FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION IN NORTH
~(s;.,

DAKOTA·
WOULD
BE BETTER
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PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
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l;AX ROLLS FOR MOUNTRAIL COUNTY. ANY TRACTS THAT DO NOT SELL
(,~\,/·--v-~~

COULD BECOME ESTABLISHED PARKS AND RECREATIONAL AREAS. THIS
TRANSFER WOULD AFFECT ONLY THE SURFACE OF THESE TRACTS AS THE
MINERAL INTERESTS ARE PRESENTLY IN THE NAME OF THE FORT
BERTHOLD RESERVATION AND THEY WOULD NOT BE AFFECTED. PRIVATE
OWNERSHIP WOULD BE TOP PRIORITY AS THIS WOULD INSURE THE BEST
USE AND MANAGEMENT OF SAID LANDS. MOUNTRAIL COUNTY

~W

ADMINISTERING THE VAN HOOK PROJECT AND HAS DONE AN EXCELLENT
JOB. IF SOME TRACTS OF THIS LAND REMAIN IN THE COUNTY'S NAME,
PROPER ADMINISTRATION OF THEM WOULD BE ASSURED.

~005 K°'Y 2h Wells, pelf
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May ;;/a , 2005
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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McKenzie County

·

Tourism aureau
201 5th Street NW

Horth Dakota

Box699
Watford City, ND. 58854

Telephone: 800-701-2804

F.ax: 701-444-3916
E-mail: gVeeder@leycs.net'
siohnsrud@4Cm,n~t

www.4eyes.net/tourism

Colonel JeffBedey
Commander Omaha District
U .S ._Anny Corps of Engineers
Omaha, NE 68102-1618
Dear Colonel Bedey;
Thaiik you for the opportunity to provide Comment on th~-pfoposed conversion of public land

·along the ·shores 'of Lake sakakawea into tribal trust Jand On the Fort B·erthold Indian Reservati()n.
McKenzie .County has a substantial_ investment in the promotion of recreation tourism acti\rjties
arou·ndLake Sakakawea.as well as improvements to access· areas-along the lake: County residents
hav_e aiso invested priv~te dollars into· Corp of Engineer leases for wildlife and rec:reation.
The McKenzie County Tourism Bureau sees no-assurances_ of·public access to.recreational sites
or recreational leases held b)r private and public entities_along the shore-front under this tr~sfer.
_Current low water levels have left the only acce_ss to Lake SakakaW-ea in an area that would be
._at:fected by the transfer_.
Transfer of frontage has the potential to limit the public access to these recreational sites. At this
time tribal access permits are required when non.tribal meffibers drive across tribal land to access
La!ce-Sakakawea for any purpose, including fishing, hunting, biking or camping. Conversion of
the designated acres leaves-no guarantee of any access to recreational areas al orig the lake.
Recreational promotion has been developed under the current policy that recreational access to
Lake Sakakawea is open the public. These same assltrances-were given to the ma'ny private
landowners who lost prime fannland to. the project during the flooding of bottorriland utider the
Garrisbn Dam Project.
The Bureau oflridlan· Affairs has no experience in dealing with tourism related issu·es.and we
question-the responsive:riess to interests outside of the reservation.
Tourism interests.in western N_orth Dakota have suffered severe setbacks due to declining lake
levels.- Tli_is change of management plaCes another hurdle in front of an already struggling tourism
industry waiting for a retuni. of water and access to the great lake.
Please consider7se concerns. We urge rejection of the land transfer as_proposed._

T~~11~
· ~our
/

,

nsideration..

.

··a~~v- eder
Executive Director
McKenzie County Tourism Bureau

·-

Colonel Jeffrey A. Bedey
Omaha District Commander
Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
106 South 15th Street
Omaha Nebraska 68102-1618

As Chairman of the Board of Directors of the McKenzie Marine Club, I would like
to offer the following comments on behalf of the McKenzie Bay Marine Club in
regard to the proposed transfer of excess lands around Lake Sakakawea to the
Department of the Interior.

In general, we feel strongly that the Watford City Park Board and the current
tenants at McKenzie Bay should retain existing use of the developed recreation
area and should be protected against any negative impacts caused by a transfer
of this property.
Specifically, we do not understand how the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area could
be considered excess lands when recreation is an authorized purpose of the
Garrison Dam project, and the area has been developed in strict accordance with
the Corps of Engineers regulations. In fact, when we met with Senator Conrad
on this issue we were assured that the Corps did not have the authority to
transfer the recreation area.
We are not necessarily opposed to transferring the "excess land" or even the
recreation area to another agency. However, we need to be guaranteed that our
investment in time, labor and funds will be protected as well as the privilege of
enjoying the recreation area we continue to be instrumental in developing.
We have several questions about this transfer. We have attempted to obtain
information from the Corps, and in fact, formally requested information on the
transfer and the Corps' position on the transfer. The only information we were
able to obtain is that the Corps was considering the transfer and McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area was included. Therefore, it is very difficult to intelligently
respond to the potential impacts to our recreation area. The transfer may be a
positive action for us or it may adversely impact us. It appears that the Corps is
trying to pit us against our friends in the Three Affiliated Tribes, instead of
objectively evaluating the request to transfer the land and providing a reasonable
response.
In the absence of good sound information we will attempt to anticipate our
needs in order to continue to operate and maintain a quality recreation area. If
the transfer is an attempt to lessen the Corps' management burden for the area,

we will also provide you with a preferred model for the recreation area that
would enhance the potential of the recreation area and reduce the management
costs to the Corps of Engineers.

For the record, we feel that it is important to review the development of the
recreation area. On March 28, 200S, Colonel Bedey provided a narrative history
of the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area to Senator Burns. The narrative very
accurately portrayed the area as follows:
The McKenzie Bay Recreation area started as a primitive recreation site in
the late 19SO's with campsites and minimum services. The Watford City
Park Board leases 324.8 acres for park and recreation and the McKenzie
Marine club leases SO trailer lots under their colony site lease. Over the
years, this area has become a first class recreation area utilized both by
the general public and the members of the McKenzie Marine Club. The
recreation area provides such services as:
Campsites (electrical and primitive)
Full-service concession building including bait shop and cafe
Fish cleaning station
RV dump station
Camper and trailer storage area
Marina with gas dock and temporary mooring
Rental cabins
Shower facilities
Playground
The narrative went on to estimate an investment by the Watford City Park Board,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club and third party concessionaires of $400,000 to
$SOO,OOO had been made to construct recreation improvements, roads, retaining
walls and install boat ramps at ever-changing levels. This does not include the
value of the structures and lot upgrades on the SO lots leased to the McKenzie
Marine Club. We feel this number only tells part of the story.
The McKenzie Marine Club has been instrumental in coordinating and
implementing development of the area for the general public as well as the cabin
sites. The McKenzie Marine Club along with the North Dakota Game and Fish
Department, the North Dakota Department of Transportation, Dunn County,
McKenzie County and the Corps of Engineers have an investment of over $2.S
million in roads, boat ramps, dump stations, and other public camping facilities.
This does not include the countless hours of volunteer time and effort of the club
membership to coordinate and manage the development.
In addition to capital expenditures, the Marine Club has a current annual
maintenance budget of $2S,OOO. These are funds collected from the SO cabin
owners, and spent maintaining the facilities and providing services for the

general public and the cabin owners. This is above and beyond any investment
made by the concessionaire. In addition to these funds each cabin site is
expected to put in volunteer time to operate the area and complete improvement
projects for the general public. The members give of their time, talents,
resources and equipment.
The concessionaire, under the sponsorship of the Watford City Park Board, has
an investment of well over $100,000. The concessionaire, the Watford City Park
Board and the Marine Club continue to make improvements to enhance the
camping, boating and fishing experiences for the general public.
The narrative gives a brief description of the magnitude of the effort that has
been provided in the past. We feel that the Corps should be morally obligated to
ensure continued success of the recreation area. In order to continue to develop
and maintain the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area for the benefit of all, the
following issues need to be addressed during any land transfer process:
Guaranteed access to the area without fee
Guaranteed long term (99 year) lease at fixed and affordable lease rates
Guaranteed right to continue making improvements for the colony and the
general public in accordance with the Corps Lake Sakakawea Land Use
Plan. These improvements need to be allowed both above and below the
high water mark of 1854.
The right to enjoy the facilities that we have been instrumental in developing
since 1959. We understand that these rights can be viewed as privileges,
but they have been earned through years of hard work, monetary
investment, sound management, and visionary thinking.
Equitable dispute resolution measures with the new managers.
In addition, the McKenzie Bay Marine Club would offer a preferred model of land
transfer for the recreation area. If the Corps is planning to transfer the land
above 1854, it would be more appropriate to transfer the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area to the Watford City Park Board. They have proven to be
effective managers of the facility and will continue to properly develop and
operate the recreation area for the benefit of the public. Also, we feel that the
transfer should include provisions for the private cabin sites to be purchased
from the Watford City Park Board by the cabin owners. This business model
would provide additional capital for development of the recreation area and
reduce the management expenses of the federal government.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to share our concerns. As you can see,
we are not only monetarily tied to the recreation area; we are passionate about
the recreational opportunities it provides to us. If you need more detailed
information about the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area we will gladly provide that
information. If you decide to pursue the transfer of the property which we

currently lease and manage, we respectfully request that we be provided
documentation of the transfer as it unfolds and be given the opportunity to
provide input into any details of the transfer that affect the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area.

Sincerely,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club
Emanuel Stroh, Pres.
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As Chairman of the Board of Directors of the McKenzie Marine Club, I would like
to offer the following comments on behalf of the McKenzie Bay Marine Club in
regard to the proposed transfer of excess lands around Lake Sakakawea to the
Department of the Interior.
In general, we feel strongly that the Watford City Park Board and the current
tenants at McKenzie Bay should retain existing use of the developed recreation
area and should be protected against any negative impacts caused by a transfer
of this property.
Specifically, we do not understand how the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area could
be considered excess lands when recreation is an authorized purpose of the
Garrison Dam project, and the area has been developed in strict accordance with
the Corps of Engineers regulations. In fact, when we met with Senator Conrad
on this issue we were assured that the Corps did not have the authority to
transfer the recreation area.
We are not necessarily opposed to transferring the "excess land" or even the
recreation area to another agency. However, we need to be guaranteed that our
investment in time, labor and funds will be protected as well as the privilege of
enjoying the recreation area we continue to be instrumental in developing.
We have several questions about this transfer. We have attempted to obtain
information from the Corps, and in fact, formally requested information on the
transfer and the Corps' position on the transfer. The only information we were
able to obtain is that the Corps was considering the transfer and McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area was included. Therefore, it is very difficult to intelligently
respond to the potential impacts to our recreation area. The transfer may be a
positive action for us or it may adversely impact us. It appears that the Corps is
trying to pit us against our friends in the Three Affiliated Tribes, instead of
objectively evaluating the request to transfer the land and providing a reasonable
response.
In the absence of good sound information we will attempt to anticipate our
needs in order to continue to operate and maintain a quality recreation area. If
the transfer is an attempt to lessen the Corps' management burden for the area,

we will also provide you with a preferred model for the recreation area that
would enhance the potential of the recreation area and reduce the management
costs to the Corps of Engineers.
For the record, we feel that it is important to review the development of the
recreation area. On March 28, 2005, Colonel Bedey provided a narrative history
of the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area to Senator Burns. The narrative very
accurately portrayed the area as follows:
The McKenzie Bay Recreation area started as a primitive recreation site in
the late 1950's with campsites and minimum services. The Watford City
Park Board leases 324.8 acres for park and recreation and the McKenzie
Marine club leases 50 trailer lots under their colony site lease. Over the
years, this area has become a first class recreation area utilized both by
the general public and the members of the McKenzie Marine Club. The
recreation area provides such services as:
Campsites (electrical and primitive)
Full-service concession building including bait shop and cafe
Rsh cleaning station
RV dump station
Camper and trailer storage area
Marina with gas dock and temporary mooring
Rental cabins
Shower facilities
Playground
The narrative went on to estimate an investment by the Watford City Park Board,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club and third party concessionaires of $400,000 to
$500,000 had been made to construct recreation improvements, roads, retaining
walls and install boat ramps at ever-changing levels. This does not include the
value of the structures and Jot upgrades on the 50 Jots leased to the McKenzie
Marine Club. We feel this number only tells part of the story.
The McKenzie Marine Club has been instrumental in coordinating and
implementing development of the area for the general public as well as the cabin
sites. The McKenzie Marine Club along with the North Dakota Game and Fish
Department, the North Dakota Department of Transportation, Dunn County,
McKenzie County and the Corps of Engineers have an investment of over $2.5
million in roads, boat ramps, dump stations, and other public camping facilities.
This does not include the countless hours of volunteer time and effort of the club
membership to coordinate and manage the development.
In addition to capital expenditures, the Marine Club has a current annual
maintenance budget of $25,000. These are funds collected from the 50 cabin
owners, and spent maintaining the facilities and providing services for the

general public and the cabin owners. This is above and beyond any investment
made by the concessionaire. In addition to these funds each cabin site is
expected to put in volunteer time to operate the area and complete improvement
projects for the general public. The members give of their time, talents,
resources and equipment.
The concessionaire, under the sponsorship of the Watford City Park Board, has
an investment of well over $100,000. The concessionaire, the Watford City Park
Board and the Marine Club continue to make improvements to enhance the
camping, boating and fishing experiences for the general public.
The narrative gives a brief description of the magnitude of the effort that has
been provided in the past. We feel that the Corps should be morally obligatea to
ensure continued success of the recreation area. In order to continue to develop
and maintain the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area for the benefit of all, the
following issues need to be addressed during any land transfer process:
Guaranteed access to the area without fee
Guaranteed long term (99 year) lease at fixed and affordable lease rates
Guaranteed right to continue making improvements for the colony and the
general public in accordance with the Corps Lake Sakakawea Land Use
Plan. These improvements need to be allowed both above and below the
high water mark of 1854.
The right to enjoy the facilities that we have been instrumental in developing
since 1959. We understand that these rights can be viewed as privileges,
but they have been earned through years of hard work, monetary
investment, sound management, and visionary thinking.
Equitable dispute resolution measures with the new managers.
In addition, the McKenzie Bay Marine Club would offer a preferred model of land
transfer for the recreation area. If the Corps is planning to transfer the land
above 1854, it would be more appropriate to transfer the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area to the Watford City Park Board. They have proven to be
effective managers of the facility and will continue to properly develop and
operate the recreation area for the benefit of the public. Also, we feel that the
transfer should include provisions for the private cabin sites to be purchased
from the Watford City Park Board by the cabin owners. This business model
would provide additional capital for development of the recreation area and
reduce the management expenses of the federal government.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to share our concerns. As you can see,
we are not only monetarily tied to the recreation area; we are passionate about
the recreational opportunities it provides to us. If you need more detailed
information about the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area we will gladly provide that
information. If you decide to pursue the transfer of the property which we
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currently lease and manage, we respectfully request that we be provided
documentation of the transfer as it unfolds and be given the opportunity to
provide input into any details of the transfer that affect the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area.

Sincerely,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club
Emanuel Stroh, Pres.
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walls and install boat ramps at ever-changing levels. This does not include the
value of the structures and lot upgrades on the SO lots leased to the McKenzie
Marine Club. We feel this number only tells part of the story.
The McKenzie Marine Club has been instrumental in coordinating and
implementing development of the area for the general public as well as the cabin
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Department, the North Dakota Department of Transportation, Dunn County,
McKenzie County and the Corps of Engineers have an investment of over $2.S
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The right to enjoy the facilities that we have been instrumental in developing
since 1959. We understand that these rights can be viewed as privileges,
but they have been earned through years of hard work, monetary
investment, sound management, and visionary thinking.
Equitable dispute resolution measures with the new managers.
In addition, the McKenzie Bay Marine Club would offer a preferred model of land
transfer for the recreation area. If the Corps is planning to transfer the land
above 1854, it would be more appropriate to transfer the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area to the Watford City Park Board. They have proven to be
effective managers of the facility and will continue to properly develop and
operate the recreation area for the benefit of the public. Also, we feel that the
transfer should include provisions for the private cabin sites to be purchased
from the Watford City Park Board by the cabin owners. This business model
would provide additional capital for development of the recreation area and
reduce the management expenses of the federal government.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to share our concerns. As you can see,
we are not only monetarily tied to the recreation area; we are passionate about
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Sincerely,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club
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My name is Stephen L. Stenehjem. I am a cabin owner at
McKenzie Bay and Vice President of the McKenzie Bay
Marine Club. My family has been going to McKenzie Bay
since 1957. My Father Lee Stenehjem and other McKenzie
County residents were the original campers that found
McKenzie Bay and began the early development of the
recreation area. I have seen the money, sweat, and love that
cabin owners have put into McKenzie Bay for the last 48
years. I have seen McKenzie Bay develop from having
primitive camping and primitive trails into a recreation area
that has great facilities and roads. All the time, effort and
money that cabin owners have put into McKenzie Bay should
not be just given away without a chance for cabin owners to
buy lots, or lease the land and continue its development as a
great recreational facility. McKenzie Bay is one of the best
recreational areas in Westem North Dakota and one of the few
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Colonel JeffBedey

Cornmonder Omaha District
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Dear Colonel Bedey;

Thank yoo for 1he opportunity to provide COlllil1erit on 1he proposed conversioo of public land
along the shOres of Lake Sakakawea into tribal 1Iust land ou1he Fort Berthold Indian Reservatiou.
McKenzie County.bas a cousiderable interest in t!Jis proposed transfl:r. County residents ootside
the ~n· boundaries were also impacted .by the flooding of thousands of~ Of quality
agricuitural and recreatioual lands. Flooding of quality agriculture lands rendered 1he tasable
yaluation of that land valueless. The county bas substantial investment in roads, promotion of
recreatioo tourism. activities around Lake Sakakawea as well as improvements to access areas
along the lake. County resideor.s have also inves_ted private dollars: into Corp .of Engineer t'eases
for wildlife. and-.recreation.
Low water resiilts in the access to the _lake in McKenzie Courity to be lirDited to locations on the·
reservation. Tbis makes continued access to the resorts and Jake a major issue to the rCsidents and
tourists in McKenzie County. Conversion: Of the designated acres leaves no- gua'.rantee of -any
access to recreatioual areas along 1he lake. Recreatioual promotion has been developed undei the
-current policy that recreational access 'to .Lake Sakakawea is open the public use. These same

assurances were given to

tbC

many private Jandowneis who lost prime fannland to the project

during the flooding ofbottomland uuder 1he Garrisou Dam P~ect-

The BIA h3s. no .experience in dealing with tourism related issues and we question their
responsiveneSs to..Jnterests .outside ofthe reservation.
The cowity has riot been· given indications to what the terms of the tninsfer are as W~ll as
what the commitm_erit is to maintaining eX:isting u~ and- access as __ well as what
consideration will be allowed for outstanding rights of other users.
Tourism interests in western North Dakota have suffered severe setbacks doe to declining ..
Jake levels. This change of management place8 another hordle in front of an already
struggling tourism indostry wailing for a return of water and access to the great lake.
derthese concems. We UIJ!e rejectiou of1he land transfur.as proposed.
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able to obtain is that the Corps was considering the transfer and McKenzie Bay
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positive action for us or it may adversely impact us. It appears that the Corps is
trying to pit us against our friends in the Three Affiliated Tribes, instead of
objectively evaluating the request to transfer the land and providing a reasonable
response.
In the absence of good sound information we will attempt to anticipate our
needs in order to continue to operate and maintain a quality recreation area. If
the transfer is an attempt to lessen the Corps' management burden for the area,
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would enhance the potential of the recreation area and reduce the management
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The McKenzie Bay Recreation area started as a primitive recreation site in
the late 1950's with campsites and minimum services. The Watford City
Park Board leases 324.8 acres for park and recreation and the McKenzie
Marine club leases 50 trailer lots under their colony site lease. Over the
years, this area has become a first class recreation area utilized both by
the general public and the members of the McKenzie Marine Club. The
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Campsites (electrical and primitive)
Full-service concession building including bait shop and cafe
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RV dump station
Camper and trailer storage area
Marina with gas dock and temporary mooring
Rental cabins
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The narrative went on to estimate an investment by the Watford City Park Board,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club and third party concessionaires of $400,000 to
$500,000 had been made to construct recreation improvements, roads, retaining
walls and install boat ramps at ever-changing levels. This does not include the
value of the structures and Jot upgrades on the 50 Jots leased to the McKenzie
Marine Club. We feel this number only tells part of the story.
The McKenzie Marine Club has been instrumental in coordinating and
implementing development of the area for the general public as well as the cabin
sites. The McKenzie Marine Club along with the North Dakota Game and Fish
Department, the North Dakota Department of Transportation, Dunn County,
McKenzie County and the Corps of Engineers have an investment of over $2.5
million in roads, boat ramps, dump stations, and other public camping facilities.
This does not include the countless hours of volunteer time and effort of the club
membership to coordinate and manage the development.
In addition to capital expenditures, the Marine Club has a current annual
maintenance budget of $25,000. These are funds collected from the 50 cabin
owners, and spent maintaining the facilities and providing services for the

general public and the cabin owners. This is above and beyond any investment
made by the concessionaire. In addition to these funds each cabin site is
expected to put in volunteer time to operate the area and complete improvement
projects for the general public. The members give of their time, talents,
resources and equipment.
The concessionaire, under the sponsorship of the Watford City Park Board, has
an investment of well over $100,000. The concessionaire, the Watford City Park
Board and the Marine Club continue to make improvements to enhance the
camping, boating and fishing experiences for the general public.
The narrative gives a brief description of the magnitude of the effort that has
been provided in the past. We feel that the Corps should be morally obligatea to
ensure continued success of the recreation area. In order to continue to develop
and maintain the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area for the benefit of all, the
following issues need to be addressed during any land transfer process:
Guaranteed access to the area without fee
Guaranteed long term (99 year) lease at fixed and affordable lease rates
Guaranteed right to continue making improvements for the colony and the
general public in accordance with the Corps Lake Sakakawea Land Use
Plan. These improvements need to be allowed both above and below the
high water mark of 1854.
The right to enjoy the facilities that we have been instrumental in developing
since 1959. We understand that these rights can be viewed as privileges,
but they have been earned through years of hard work, monetary
investment, sound management, and visionary thinking.
Equitable dispute resolution measures with the new managers.
In addition, the McKenzie Bay Marine Club would offer a preferred model of land
transfer for the recreation area. If the Corps is planning to transfer the land
above 1854, it would be more appropriate to transfer the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area to the Watford City Park Board. They have proven to be
effective managers of the facility and will continue to properly develop and
operate the recreation area for the benefit of the public. Also, we feel that the
transfer should include provisions for the private cabin sites to be purchased
from the Watford City Park Board by the cabin owners. This business model
would provide additional capital for development of the recreation area and
reduce the management expenses of the federal government.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to share our concerns. As you can see,
we are not only monetarily tied to the recreation area; we are passionate about
the recreational opportunities it provides to us. If you need more detailed
information about the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area we will gladly provide that
information. If you decide to pursue the transfer of the property which we
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currently lease and manage, we respectfully request that we be provided
documentation of the transfer as it unfolds and be given the opportunity to
provide input into any details of the transfer that affect the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area.

Sincerely,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club
Emanuel Stroh, Pres.
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Colonel Jeffrey A. Bedey
Omaha District Commander
Department of the Anny
Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
106 South 15th street
Omaha Nebraska 68102-1618

I would like to thank you and the Corps for making these hearings possible_ I am happy
that you did not follow the opinion expressed in an early Corps' documents stating that
there would be minimal effects to the public by this possible transfer and there was DD
need for public hearings_ I am confident that over the past few days it has become
abundantly clear that the anthor of those opinions had a very poor uuderstanding of the
issues surrowiding this proposed transfer.
My family became aware of the McKenzie Bay Recreation area in the full of 1990 when

we were invited by a cabin owner to use their cabin for a weekend. We were so
impressed that we purchased au oW 5th wheel trailer aud started spending ahuost every
weekend camped in the public campgrounds over the next 7 years. During these camping
experiences we were able to observe the workings of the McKenzie Bay Colony.
For the first several years the drive into the Bay was difficult aud dangerous especially
during rainy weather conditions, secondary to the road being nothing more than a dirt
trail. Within a few years an elevated gravel roadway was in place. The building of this
new road has greatly improvement the public's access to the Bay. This improvement
came about due to the McKenzie Bay Marine Club's planning aud at their expense. Once
the road was finished,. I no longer had to meet my elderly parents at the end of the
pavement to insure their safe arrival at our camp site.

In addition to the road, we observed how the McKenzie Bay members provided
exceptionally clean and safe campgrounds, with full service concessions including fuel,
bait, food stables aud cafe. Each year they provided an outstauding 4'" of July fireworks
display. They opened their club house each Saturday afternoon to be utilized for church
services by their membership, campers and adjoining bays boaters and campers.
We developed a keen understanding of the pride aud responsibility that McKenzie Bay

Members possess when we watched as they successfully fought the rising waters which

would have washed away much of the camping area and the c.oncessionaire facilities.

They did this by financing and personally building a sea wall to protect the marina from
the high waters of 1996. The McKenzie Bay Colony was the sole entity that stood
against these destruetive waters to protect and preserve the campgrounds and facilities.

When in 1997 we had the opportunity and privilege of leasing a cabin site, we did so not
only because of the beauty of the area, but because of wanting to be part of such an
outstanding oomm11nity_ And that is what we have at McKenzie Bay, a Community. A
community of 100 plus individuals from all walks oflifu. ages, experiences and abilities
that pull together to create and maintain a wonderful experience for the general public to
enjoy. When President Bush speaks of the need for an "'ownership society" this is
precisely what President Bush is trying to point out. When individuals have a sense of
ownership, as the McKenzie Bay members do, they take pride in their community, work
to enhance and further their community and in over the long haul the public benefits.
For one to have a sense of "ownership' one must have security. To this end, we need to

continue our relationship with an entity we can have confidence in to maintain the level
of security one needs to continue to grow a community. Without security, additional
expenditures of personal assets, of time and effort will come to an end.

In several news releases and conversations Mr. Tex Hall, Tribal Chairman of the Three
Affiliated Tribes, has consistently stated that 'all existing leases will be honored". Let me
repeat this, "all existing leases will be honored". The key word is "existing". Our lease
at McKenzie Bay expires this year on December 31, 2005. Bud Kountz from the
Riverdale office of the Corps informed us three mouths ago that he had send a new 10
year lease for McKenzie Bay to the Three Affiliated Tribes (TA1) for their approval.
Mr. Kountz has informed us that after several follow up calls and cootacts with the TAT
office, he has not received the lease back from TAT.
Therefore, our collective sense of security is very fragile at this moment. I feel, that if the
lease was signed and better yet, signed and extended to at least a 25 years; this would not
only be a good filith gesture by the TAT, but also go a long way to restoring the needed
sense of 'security' that is need to continue the advancement of McKenzie Bay Recreation
Area.
A secure and safe McKenzie Bay Colony is and can continue to be a benefit to the TAT.
Much like Sears is an anchor store for many shopping malls, drawing the public because
of its reputation, product and history; the McKenzie Bay Colony can serve as an anchor
for the plans of the TAT for further development of recreational opportunities, job grown
and tribal development. In order to draw in more recreational and development funding,
individuals must have a sense that their investments are safe, and to this extend, what
happens to the McKenzie Bay Colony can either work to enhance this sense of a safe
haven for investing or look like the dot com investments of2000.
The McKenzie Bay Colony has also worked towards another stated goal of Chairman
Hall, to enhance the grasslands and wild life of these lands. By maintaining fences to
prevent 1mauthori7.ed grazing; enforeing the Corps' off road rules and regulations, as well

as, spraying noxious weeds; the McKenzie Bay Colony bas enhanced the 325 acres in
trusted to it like no other area on the lake. The hills and ravines protected by the
McKenzie Bay Colony are full of knee high grass, a multitude of wild flora and animals
not found on adjoining pasture lands. Ifwe are granted the privilege and responsibility to
protect these lands, I can assure yon we will meet this challenge.
I want to apologies if my voice bas betrayed my strong feelings on this issue, but this is

an emotional issue to those who have worked hard to develop this area into the
outstanding recreation area it is. I again wish to thank you for the opportunity address
these issues with you. If can be of any assistance, please feel free to contact me.

Sidney, Mf 59270

May26, 2005

Dolph Harris

Re: Testimony of Dolph Harris - Potential Transfer of Garrison Project Lands

I would like to present testimony objecting to the transfer of the McKenkie Bay Recreation Area from
the Corps of Engineers to the Department of the Interior and offer some reasons why.

My family and I camped at McKenzie Bay numerous times prior to becoming a cabin owner in August
of 1979. I was chairman of the Marine Club at McKenzie Bay, during what I call the "Building and
High Water Years" and was privileged to work with the Corps of Engineers. Much was accomplished.

The Corps of Engineers has required a 20-year plan for development of the McKenzie Bay Recreation
Area. There has been a lot of improvement brought about by the long term planning. The Watford
City Park Board representative, Mr. Wally Samuelson, was tenacious in making sure that the Marine
Club kept current and challenged. The Park Board and Marine Club was challenged. The program
was and is at no cost to the public. What a deal!

Access to the area amounted to wheel tracks in the pasture. Over the years some gravel and grader
work had been completed. Travel during inclimate- weather was difficult and caused problems
especially for public weekend use. The east area was inaccessible at times.

The Marine Club elected to accept the challenge and improve roads. The McKenzie County
Commissioners allowed their road department to do the preliminary engineering. Tiris involved a
tremendous effort on the part of many people and entities. A project was planned.
Number One, financial assistance was a must. The Dunn County commissioners agreed to the need for
the project. The State of North Dakota Department of Transportation had a program to provide funds
for recreation access. The request had to be made thru the county. Application for funds was made
and the State approved $92,000.00. September 6, 1995 Dunn County took bids and awarded Martin
Construction a contract for $117,165.00. The total cost of the project came to $209,205.00. The
Marine Club had to raise $117,205. (Exhibit A).

In order to improve access to the East Side camping areas it was necessary to build the road across an
inlet. This required a 404 permit, engineering and Corps approval. Dunn Co. provided the necessary
culverts, Martin Construction charged us $8,365.00 and the balance of the work, grading, and gravel
was done by the Marine Club. (Exhibit B). The road project was complete. (Exhibit C).

February of 1996 the Corps of Engineers, Mr. Bud Kuhn contacted the Marine Club and inquired about a
plan to protect the concession and the shoreline at the marina. Engineering was done, a plan was devised,
costs were researched, a 404 pennit application was submitted, approval was granted Jun 6, 1996. The
Marine Club supplied all of the material, equipment and labor. When the last nail was driven we were
standing in water. We saved the point. We spent $18,201.00, all Maline Club dollars. (Exhibit D).

August 1, 1994. At the request of the Corps of Engineers we were asked to supply them with a survey
plot, lot sizes, lot frontage at elevation 1854' for the McKenzie Bay Colony lease. After a preliminary
submittal and four up-dates Corps' approval was granted and December 12, 1996 submitted for the
record. (Exhibit E).

There has been a serious effort to make McKenzie Bay the most desired recreation area possible for all
Americans. It's nice and has been at minimal to no cost to the taxpayer. Where else in the United

States of America can the public enter a recreation and service area for free?

On top of all the effort and dollars spent by cabin ovvners, the 4th of July the public can enjoy a very
attractive fireworks display. The services and facilities provided by the Concessionaire and maintained
by the club are great.

I personally have no problems with the return of "UNUSED" lands to all Americans. I do not
understand how the recreation areas, especially McKenzie Bay could possibly fit that description.

I believe the Corps of Engineers is obligated to protect the investments made to develop the Bay.
(Exhibit F). The Marine Club investment totals $333,508.00.

I believe we have earned the right to have our investment totally protected or returned. We need the
Corps to govern use and development, the Park Board to continue its challenge and continue providing
a great service for all.

If it works, don't fix it.
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May26, 2005

Dolph Harris

Re: Testimony of Dolph Harris - Potential Transfer of Garrison Project Lands

I would like to present testimony objecting to the transfer of the McKenkie Bay Recreation Area from
the Corps of Engineers to the Department of the Interior and offer some reasons why.

My family and I camped at McKenzie Bay numerous times prior to becoming a cabin owner in August
of 1979. I was chairman of the Marine Club at McKenzie Bay, during what I call the "Building and
High Water Years" and was privileged to work with the Corps of Engineers. Much was accomplished.

The Corps of Engineers has required a 20-year plan for development of the McKenzie Bay Recreation
Area. There has been a lot of improvement brought about by the long term planning. The Watford
City Park Board representative, Mr. Wally Samuelson, was tenacious in making sure that the Marine
Club kept current and challenged. The Park Board and Marine Club was challenged. The program
was and is at no cost to the public. What a deal!

Access to the area amounted to wheel tracks in the pasture. Over the years some gravel and grader
work had been completed. Travel during inclimate- weather was difficult and caused problems
especially for public weekend use. The east area was inaccessible at times.

The Marine Club elected to accept the challenge and improve roads. The McKenzie County
Commissioners allowed their road department to do the preliminary engineering. Tiris involved a
tremendous effort on the part of many people and entities. A project was planned.
Number One, financial assistance was a must. The Dunn County commissioners agreed to the need for
the project. The State of North Dakota Department of Transportation had a program to provide funds
for recreation access. The request had to be made thru the county. Application for funds was made
and the State approved $92,000.00. September 6, 1995 Dunn County took bids and awarded Martin
Construction a contract for $117,165.00. The total cost of the project came to $209,205.00. The
Marine Club had to raise $117,205. (Exhibit A).

In order to improve access to the East Side camping areas it was necessary to build the road across an
inlet. This required a 404 permit, engineering and Corps approval. Dunn Co. provided the necessary
culverts, Martin Construction charged us $8,365.00 and the balance of the work, grading, and gravel
was done by the Marine Club. (Exhibit B). The road project was complete. (Exhibit C).

February of 1996 the Corps of Engineers, Mr. Bud Kuhn contacted the Marine Club and inquired about a
plan to protect the concession and the shoreline at the marina. Engineering was done, a plan was devised,
costs were researched, a 404 pennit application was submitted, approval was granted Jun 6, 1996. The
Marine Club supplied all of the material, equipment and labor. When the last nail was driven we were
standing in water. We saved the point. We spent $18,201.00, all Maline Club dollars. (Exhibit D).

August 1, 1994. At the request of the Corps of Engineers we were asked to supply them with a survey
plot, lot sizes, lot frontage at elevation 1854' for the McKenzie Bay Colony lease. After a preliminary
submittal and four up-dates Corps' approval was granted and December 12, 1996 submitted for the
record. (Exhibit E).

There has been a serious effort to make McKenzie Bay the most desired recreation area possible for all
Americans. It's nice and has been at minimal to no cost to the taxpayer. Where else in the United

States of America can the public enter a recreation and service area for free?

On top of all the effort and dollars spent by cabin ovvners, the 4th of July the public can enjoy a very
attractive fireworks display. The services and facilities provided by the Concessionaire and maintained
by the club are great.

I personally have no problems with the return of "UNUSED" lands to all Americans. I do not
understand how the recreation areas, especially McKenzie Bay could possibly fit that description.

I believe the Corps of Engineers is obligated to protect the investments made to develop the Bay.
(Exhibit F). The Marine Club investment totals $333,508.00.

I believe we have earned the right to have our investment totally protected or returned. We need the
Corps to govern use and development, the Park Board to continue its challenge and continue providing
a great service for all.

If it works, don't fix it.
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December· 12, 1996
Corps of Engineers
Riverdale Real Estate Office
Riverdale, ND 58565-0517

Attno Mr. Bud Kuhn
Re: Cabin site plate
Dear Bud,
Finally!
I am enclosing the final layout and dimensioning for cabin
sites at McKenzie Bay-. Rec Area. Sorry it took so long. Our
Cad department .is and has been over-loaded. That's good for
me.

Your cooperation and willingness to allow the increase in
lot size is really appreciated by all of the cabin owners.
Bud, if its ok I would like to make a copy of each area for
the cabin owners in that area. When you have had a chance
to check the drawings and with your stamp of approval I'll
do so. At this point in time you and I have the only ones.
If I don't see or talk to you before then, my best to you
and your family thi~ Christmas season.
As you know, I am no longer on the board. If I can help, I
will.
I have enjoyed working with you and the rest of the
folks at the Riverdale office.
Thanks.
Sincerely,

c 1J"'Jrv
Dolph

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT:
LSP/ND,
DACW45-l-68-5034
1.

Dolph

Harris,

McKenzie

Marine

President of MMC,

Club

Lease

called this

discuss the restaking of the 51 lots.
He
conflicts and was looking answers/guidance.

has

date
had

No.

to
some

~

2.

Dolph and I discussed the following:

a. Survey Plat - none is in existence. We have several
maps of the lot locations and know they are around 5000
square feet pe~ ~ile record. MMC has been given a figure of
55X100 i:o.r.- lot: size to work with.
The loi:.s were staked by
the COE in 1968 but no formal survey done.
I seni:. copies of
original Exhibit "A" and Volume III Master Plan maps to Dolph
to assist in reestablishing lots.
·
b.
Lot Frontages - Dolph asked where the actual front
of the lots was.
All discussions focus on the 1859'msl
elevation but he has heard talk about 1854'msl as the
possible front.
I advised him that a later lease supplemen~
referenced 1854' and that I would research it and call him
back.

3. A file search indicates that Supplemental Agreement No. 5
to the lease,
signed 25 March 1988, actually revises all lot
frontages to 1854'rnsl.
Reference the file record in this
time period for background.
4.
Dolph was called- back and advised_ of_ this.
I
further
advised that this general contour should be located and all
lots restaked in a four corner arrangement with straight lot
lines on all four sides for ease of management by both
parties.

(iLTimothy D. Kolke
Riverdale RE Office
CF:
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
CORPS OF ENGINEERS. OMAHA DISTRICT
215 NORTH 17TH STREET
OMAHA. NEBRASKA 68102-4978

REPLY TO

June 6, 1996

ATTENTION OF

North Dakota Regulatory Office
1513 South 12th Street
Bismarck, North Dakota 58504

Dolph Harris

Dear Mr. Harris:
Your request on behalf of the McKenzie Marine Club for Department of the Army
authorization to construct up to 500 feet of retaining wall at the concession area of the McKenzie
Bay Recreation Area located on Lake Sakakawea in Section 35, Township 148 North, Range 92
West, McKenzie County, North Dakota has been reviewed by this office. Based on the
information provided, it has been determined that this portion of your project is authorized by
the Nationwide Permit found at 33 CFR Part 330 Appendix A(B)(l3). No work beyond that
described above will be undertaken prior to receiving written authorization from the Corps of
Engineers, North Dakota Regulatory Office.
Enclosed is a fact sheet which describes this nationwide permit and lists the General and/or
Section 404 Only Conditions which must be followed for this authorization to remain valid.
Although your project is authorized undet nationwide permit guidelines~-· this does Dot
eliminate the requirement that other applicable federal, state, tribal, and local permits be obtained.
Please note, any deviations from the original plans and specifications of your project could
require additional authorization from this office.
Should you at any time become aware that either an endangered and/or threatened species
or its critical habitat exists within the project area, you must immediately notify this office.
This verification will be valid until the nationwide permit is modified, reissued, or revoked.
All the nationwide permits are scheduled to be modified, reissued, or revoked prior to January
13, 1997. It is incumbent upon you to remain informed of changes to the nationwide permits.
We will issue a public notice announcing the changes when they occur. Furthermore, if you
commence or are under contract to commence this activity before the date the nationwide permit
is modified or revoked, you will have twelve months from the date of the modification or
revocation to complete the activity under the present terms and conditions of this nationwide
permit.

-2-

If you have any questions concerning this determination, please contact this office by letter
or telephone me at 255-0015, and reference Nationwide Permit Number 199660394.
Sincerely,
< (

Manager

Enclosure

Fact Sheet #13
33 CFR Section 330.6 Nationwide Permits
(b) Authorized Activities:

(13) Bank stabilization.
prevention provided:

Bank stabilization activities necessary for erosion

a. No material is placed in excess of the minimum needed for erosion protection;
b. The bank stabilization activity is less than 500 feet in length;
c. The activity will not exceed an average of one cubic yard per running foot placed along
the bank below the plane of the ordinary high water mark or the high tide line;
d. No material is placed in any special aquatic site, including wetlands;
e. No material is of the type or is placed in any location or in any manner so as to impair
surface water flow into or out of any wetland area;
f. No material is placed in a manner that will be eroded by normal or expected high flows
(properly anchored trees and treetops may be used in low energy areas); and,
g. The activity is part of a single and complete project.

Bank stabilization activities in excess of 500 feet in length or greater than an average of one cubic
yard per running foot may be authorized if the permittee notifies the district engineer in
accordance with the "Notification" general condition and the district engineer determines the activity
complies with the other terms and conditions of the nationwide permit and the adverse
enviro~ental impacts are minimal both individually and cumulatively. (Sections 10 and 404)

(c) General Conditions: General Condition 13, "Notification", has been followed for
projects in excess of 500 feet in length or greater than an average of one cubic yard per running
foot prior to this authorization. General Conditions 5 and 10 do not apply for this Nationwide
Permit however, the following general conditions must be followed for the Nationwide Permit
authorization to remain valid:
(1) No activity may cause more than a minimal adverse effect on navigation.
(2) Any structure or fill authorized shall be properly maintained, including
maintenance to ensure public safety.
(3) Appropriate erosion and siltation controls must be used and maintained in
effective operating condition during construction, and aU exposed soil and other fills must be
permanently stabilized at the earliest practicable date.
(4) No activity may substantially disrupt the movement of those species of aquatic
life indigenous to the waterbody, including those species which normally migrate through the area,
unless the activity's primary purpose is to impound water.
(6) The activity must comply with any regional conditions which may have been
added by the division engineer and any case specific conditions added by the Corps.

(7) No activity may occur in a component of the National Wild and Scenic River
System: or in a river officially designated by Congress as a "study river" for possible inclusion in the
system, while the river is in an official study status. Information on Wild and Scenic Rivers may
be obtained from the National Park Service and the U. S. Forest Service.
(8) No activity or its operation may impair reserved tribal rights, including, but not
limited to, reserved water .rights and treaty fishing and hunting rights.
(9) In certain states, an individual state water quality certification must be Obtained
or waived. Specifically for North Dakota, the North Dakota Department of Health and
Consolidated Laboratories has denied certification for all activities proposed which include hard
points in lengths greater then thirty (30) feet; individual 401 certification must be received by the
project proponent prior to authorization under this Nationwide Permit. For a11 other activities
which fall under the guidelines of this Nationwide Permit, the North Dakota Department of Health
and Consolidated Laboratories has granted blanket water quality certification provided the attached
Construction and Environmental Disturbance Requirements are followed On American Indian
Lands in North Dakota, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has denied certification for this
Nationwide Permit; individual 401 certification must be received by the project proponent prior to
authorization under this Nationwide Permit
(11) No activity is authorized under any Nationwide Permit which is likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of a threatened or endangered species or a species proposed
for such designation, as identified under the Federal Endangered Species Act, or which is likely
to destroy or adversely modify the critical habitat of such species. Non-federal permittees shall
notify the district engineer if any listed species or critical habitat might be affected or is in the
icinity of the project and shall not begin work on the activity until notified by the district engineer
:,1at the requirements of the Endangered Species Act have been satisfied and that the activity is
authorized. Information on the location of threatened and endangered species and their critical
habitat can be obtained from the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries
Service.
(12) No activity which may affect Historic properties listed, or eligible for listing,

in the National Register of Historic Places is authorized, until the district engineer has complied
with the provisions of 33 CFR 325, appendix C The prospective pennittee must notify the district
engineer if the authorized activity may affect any historic properties listed, detennined to be
eligible, or which the prospective permittee has reason to believe may be eligible for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places, and shall not begin the activity until notified by the District
Engineer that the requirements of the National Historic Preservation Act have been satisfied and
that the activity is authorized. Information on the location and existence of historic resources can
be obtained from the State Historical Preservation Office and the National Register of Historic
Places.

SECTION 404 ONLY CONDmONS

In addition to the General Conditions, the following conditions apply only to activities that
involve the discharge of dredged or fill material and must be followed in order for authorization
by the nationwide p~rmits to be valid:
(1) No discharge of dredged or fill material may occur in the proximity of a public water
supply intake except where the discharge is for repair of the public water supply intake structures
or adjacent bank stabilization.
(2) No discharge of dredged or fill material may occur in areas of concentrated shellfish
production, unless the discharge is directly related to a shellfish harvesting activity authorized by
nationwide permit 4.
(3) No discharge of dredged or fill material may consist of unsuitable material (e.g., trash,
debris, car bodies, etc.) and material discharged must be free from toxic pollutants in toxic amounts.

(4) Discharges of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States must be
minimized or avoided to the maximum extent practicable at the project site (i.e. on-site), unless the
district engineer has approved a compensation mitigation plan for the specific regulated activity.
(5) Discharges in spawning areas during spawning seasons must be avoided to the maximum
extent practicable.

(6) To the maximum extent practicable, discharges must not permanently restrict or impede
the passage of normal or expected high flo"WS or cause the relocation of the water (unless the
primary purpose of the fill is to impound waters).
(7) If the discharge creates an impoundment of water, adverse impacts on the aquatic
system caused by the accelerated passage of water and/or the restriction of its flow shall be
minimized to the maximum extent- practicable.
(8) Discharges into breeding areas for migratory waterfowl must be avoided to the
maximum extent practicable.
(9) Any temporary fills must be removed in their entirety and the affected areas returned
to their pre-existing elevation.

'
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NORTH DAKOTA
STAIB DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND CONSOLIDA1ED LABORATORIES
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SECTION
1200 Missouri Avenue

P.O. Box 5520
Bismarck, Notlh Dakota 58502-5520
Fax 1701-221-5200

Construction and Environmental Disturbance Requirements
These represent the minimum requirements of the North Dakota State Department
of Health and Consolidated Laboratories. They ensure that minimal environmental degradation occurs as a result of construction or related work which has
the potential to affect the waters of the state of North Dakota. All activities will be designed and implemented to restrict the losses or disturbances
of soil, vegetative cover, and pollutants (chemical, physical, or biological)
from site.
Soils
Prevent the erosion of exposed soil surfaces by inhibiting the movement of
exposed particles and trapping sediments being transported. Examples include,
but are not restricted to, sediment dams or benns, diversion dikes, hay bales
as erosion checks, riprap, mesh or burlap blankets to hold soil during construction, and immediately establishing vegetative cover on disturbed areas
after construction is completed. fragile and sensitive areas such as wetlands, riparian zones, delicate flora, or land resources will be protected
against compaction, vegetation loss, and unnecessary damage.
Surface Waters
All construction which directly or indirectly impacts on aquatic systems will
be managed to minimize impacts. All attempts will be made to prevent the
contamination of water at construction sites from fuel spillage, lubricants,
and chemicals, by following safe storage and handling procedures. Stream bank
and stream bed erosion and disturbances wi11 be controlled to minimize and/or
prevent silt movement, nutrient upsurges, plant dislocation, and any physical,
chemical, or biological disruption. The use of pesticides or herbicides in or
near these systems is forbidden without approval from this Department.
Fill Material
Any fill material placed below the high water mark must be free of top soils,
decomposable materials, and persistent synthetic organic compounds (in toxic
Concentrations). This includes, but is not limited to, asphalt, tires,
treated lumber, and construction debris. The Department may require testing
of fill materials. All temporary fills must be removed. Debris and solid
wastes will be removed from the site and the impacted areas restored as nearly
as possible to the original condition.
Environmental Health seclion
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December 27, 1995
Corps of Engineers
Riverdale Real Estate Office

Administration Building
Riverdale, North Dakota 58565-0517.
Attn.: Timothy D. Kolke
Dear Mr. Kolke:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated December 20, 1995, relating to the dike built
with excess soil removed from the Middle Bay Road. The removal was necessary to control
'Yater shed, divert it from the road, and stop erosi~n onto the cabin site lots. We discussed this
when the road project was approved.
We did not anticipate the amount of spoil and did not get permission to create the dike. This is
not the fault of the Watford City Park Board or the McKenzie Marine Club. I was trying to keep

the road project underway, and made a decision that was not mine to make. I take full
responsibility for the erroneous decision.
Your request to remove the fill prior to February 1, 1996 is difficult to accommodate. I would
anticipate that we might even have to do some blasting to break-up the frozen soil.
I have enclosed a 10/404 to accomplish the crossing to the East Side Public Use Area. Please
note map location. We are hoping this can be processed by mid March so when the frost is gone
we can build the access. The building of this access would allow us to remove the fill used in
_creating the dike,:_ We_wduld then return the shoreline_ to its_original contours.
I respectfully request that the enclosed 10/404 be approved and the removal of the fill be so
coordinated. At any rate, we need an extension in time for removal of the fill.
Sincerely,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club

<J,,,_J
Dolph M. Harris
·President, 1995

cc: Jerry Walberg, President McKenzie Marine Club 1996
Bud Kuhn, Corps of Engineers
Garth Zimbleman, Corps of Engineers
Wallace Samuelson, Watford City Park Board
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1blh:: reporting hurd~n 101 tl'Js colh1ctlon of lnfo1m-don 1s e11lu\11t11d to av11ago 5 hours per 111pOn1•~ lncludlng th• lim• 101 11viewf119 lnsuuctlons,
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.•.- PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
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1ai,.l!J111l.ol• w111111rs ol lho Unl111cl 5111111, th• dsch111g• ol dr•dgad or rill mal••l•l lnlo ws,1111ol1h1 Unhscl St•I••• •nd ~· 1111n1por1sdon of dredged
ll•lcria! tor th• purpo111e ol c!umping h Into' ocean waters. Roulln• U11111 lnlorm•don provided on \t'Js form will b• us•d In 11velu111lng th• 1p11ttcstlon
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CEMRO-OP-GA-N (Gilbert)

MEMORANDUM-FOR

03 January 1996

CEMRO-RE-GA-N (Zimbelman)

SUBJECT: Cultural resources clearance for the proposed Section 10/404 Road Project,
McKenzie Marine Club, McKenzie Bay Rec. Area

The proposed road development should not be a problem because it does not effect
cultural resources. UNDAR-West conducted a Phase I Cultural Resources Inventory of Selected
Recreation Areas in the West Portion of Lake Sakakawea, Dunn, McKenzie, Mountrail and
Williams Counties, North Dakota from August to November 198 L McKenzie Bay Rec. Area
was included in this report and the nearest cultural resource was one Knife River Flint secondary
flake found on a slit beach west of the proposed road development area in Section 35, Tl48N,
R92W, in the SEl/4, NWl/4, SEl/4, NWl/4.

fr~c:;-41/~
Steve Gilbert
Staff Archeologist
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This 10/404 request is to
allow an access road to
cross to the east side
public use area. There
has been only a trail used.
No grade or no gravel.
This extension then completes
all road improvements as listed
in the 20 year plan .
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M•rtln Conotruction
Hourly Work For McKenzie Bay

11/11!11l5 Oazer
# 4 Scraper

1.5

e

11/191115 # 4 Scraper 5
11/20/ll5 Dozer 6.5
# 4 Scrapor 3

11/21/QS Oazer 2.5
# 1 Sc,.per 4.5
11122195 # 1 Scraper 2.5

11125/95 Dozer

5

# 3 Scraper .5
# 4 Scraper 4.5
11126195 # 1 Scraper • .:I. ft.,
#4 Scraper f?J.-

#3~•-j·.J..,

11127/95 # 1 Scroper e
114 Scraper e

11129195 #4 Scraper 7.5
# 3 Scraper 3
Dozer 1.5
11/3M5 #4 Scraper.3 .
#3 Scraper 2.5

Dozer

12/01/95 # 4 scraper
# 3 Scroper
OoZer

4.5

e.s
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TABULATION OF BIDS
PROJECT SRF-13(9) McKENZIE BAY ROAD
GRADING, AGGREGATE SURFACE COURSE AND MISCELLANEOUS
DUNN COUNTY

Bidl.e!tlt'!j:
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_...._ ....
Ohtd M N.D.
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2

•'

•e

7
8
9

LS.
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1 '
11,4.Q
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LF.
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0.-ei

...
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F'omdiilbi Fil
Wu

.....

S,.000.00 $

o.ao

--

...... ......,,.
.,.

3,0DG.00 $

3,Zi0.00 •

57,15a.a0

.,.

50.172

3.250.0CI "
50,009.«I

,,,.,,..
e,184.llO

2.199.15

~7

.... -- ....

TOT.AL

uta'

....

TOTAL

UNn'

.......

1,35o.OO S

1,350.00 •

.....7...
5,15"4.00

...
.,.

1.00

....7.00

0.00

....

.....n

.........

2.~00

INT

$

2,eQ0.00"
57,153.50

<t,e:m.eo

........

3,G00.00 "

TOTAL
3,000.00

o.o;

ea,n5.~

'·"'

"4.887.00

..,w..
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5.00

e.442.so

....
.,.
.....,
......

C.Y.

112

I.DC!

1,120.00
1,.m.ao

10.70
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1,120.00
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10.00
2.0l

10.00

715

896..00
2,llSOJIO

1,198.CI

UG&

71!'.i.OO
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&_'75.00

s.oo

1,eoa
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-.75
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s.24
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8.00Q.00
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e,!00.oo
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Tntno Conlml Sign&

1.75
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2.75

2

2SOO

125.0D

100.00

7S.OO

't3

Type Ill Blllllcad=s

2

250.00
100.00

15CLOO
12.00

300.00

,,.,...

100.00

...,

200.00

126.00

:250.00

~1.iOO

Ver1k:al Panmls ~k)

80.00

30.0CI

f00.00

1:5.00

15

R~.~R(.dr:

e.v.

,.

125.00

14

1S.DO

M2.50

442.SO

40.00

708,00

25.00

.......

115

Seedlr1g 1'Jpe- B Q JV

17.7
12.9

...

6Q.OO

1.00
S0.00

5..00

Type I Barricadell P*bie)

26-t.OO
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96.00
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""
••
••

M

19,200.00
6,500.00
<480.00
1ea.oo

2,SS0.00

30.00

387.00

100.00

1,200.00

17

kedr'G~BO.

18

Plpe,Cccr.Slilel.0791n.241n..

19

f'lpe.O:rr.Stl!ll!ll.079h 48ln.

2Q.

Pipe,O:lr.Steal.1Dfilln..Si61n.
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Heard~

22
23

V

"""""
Clllle G.....-d
Ra.et
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-L F.
LF.
LF,

......

518.00

200.00

2.~00

25..00
200.00

""""

2SOO

a.000.00

"'·"'
,..,.,
2'0.00

12.9

'40.00
125..00

1,512.50

«0.00

ei,160.00

10.00
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200.00
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36.00

3,006.00
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1
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PROJECTED BUDGET
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ASSET
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ETHAN HALL
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15,840.00

15,840.00
19,600.00

117,165.00
8,000.00

KADRMAS LEE JACKSON

INCOME

16,800.00

19,600.00

MARTIN CONST.

CASH
NEEDS

ROADS

FISCHER SAND
T. 8. £, GRADER

2000 YDS. STOCKPILE <TRKG. ONLY>

INCOME
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112,813.00
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6,000.00
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'
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90,00Q.OO

or

$1,200.00 -(21)
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19516 DUES
58,240.00

170,5165.00
156,3:52.00
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Colonel Jeffery A. Bedey
Omaha District Commander
Department pf the Army
Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
106 South 15th Street
Omaha Nebraska 68102-1618

Re: Transfer of excess land Lake Sakakawea

I am greatly concerned with the proposed transfer of land to the Three Affiliated Tribes. If you would look
at the adjoining land in question most of this is allotted land (native peoples) and some partials of deeded
property (non-native peoples) that have ranched and raised families on this land for up to four generations.
They deserve the property and accompanying water access rights 1 µ£>f -r'1 e. TA- 7-;,
Those developed lands, Charging Eagle bay ( Mosseete's), Skunk Bay (Dank's), Elmer's Point
(Fredericks), McKenzie Bay (Watford City Park Board) should not be handed over to the TAT for they
have not invested the countless hours, moneys or worries.
The Corps have been good stewards of these lands and past histories such as Pouch Point Marina prove
they, TAT, can not manage the developed lands.
My final point I would like to make is that no agreement solely with the TAT is binding; there is no
"Separation of Powers" between the Tribal Council and the Tribal Court. I would site the perpetual
easement given by the TAT to McKenzie Bay Marine Club for the new road into the recreation site; this
lasted just long enough for most of the construction to be completed, about 28 days, before Tex Hall and
crew rescinded the easement.

Dwite Brew
Watford City, ND 58854

From:

Paul Belzer

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Public Comment - Land Transfer Garrison Project
Thursday, May 26, 2005 11:50:47 AM

Thanks for the opportunity to comment on the potential transfer of Garrison Project
lands. Please submit my comments as part of the public record. I am strongly
opposed to the Corp working on this plan separately from the work that is ongoing
on the master plan for Lake Sakakawea.
I am strongly opposed to the transfer of Corps land to the Three Affiliated Tribes.
The Corps should continue to maintain this land, and if the Corps wants to get out
of the real estate business this land should be transferred to the State of ND or the
BLM.
These acres are not excess, as these 36,000 acres are critical and compose a
necessary element in the entire value of the project. This land should be further
developed by the Corps – additional cabin sites, ramps, recreational airstrips, fish
cleaning stations, and RV sites should be developed to allow for greater access.
Designated ATV areas should be immediately established in several areas adjacent
to developed sites such as Charging Eagle, McKenzie Bay, and Indian Hills. The
Corps should also retain the lands for irrigation and valued added development.
The cockamamie plan to transfer Garrison Project lands should be flushed down
the toilet! It is entirely ill conceived and incomprehensible that the Corps would
even consider this idea. If any lands are transferred, the only logical party that they
should be transferred to would be the State of North Dakota – as the State has
management expertise and will provide continued access for all users.
Regards,
Paul Belzer
Dickinson ND 58601

From:

Lindquist, Todd J NWO

To:

"Tim Baier";

CC:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

RE: Land transfer
Friday, May 27, 2005 5:33:16 PM

Mr. Baier,
I have forwarded your comments to our Project Manager for this issue, Mr. Larry
Janis. I am also providing the website which contains answers to many of your
questions.
https://www.nwo.usace.army.mil/html/pa/pahm/land/home.htm
Please check the website and feel free to contact either Mr. Janis or myself if you
have any further questions?
Todd J. Lindquist PE
Operations Project Manager
Garrison Project

-----Original Message----From: Tim Baier [mailto:badland@Min.midco.net]
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2005 8:42 AM
To: DLL-CENWO-GARRISON
Subject: Land transfer
I hope I have the right site, I have a question about the land transfer of the
shoreline around Lake Sakakawea to the Three Affiliated Tribes, where
can I find the entire draft so a person can take a good look at it to see
exactly what the corp is doing (I only found out about this a few days ago
and was and am unable to make any of these meetings, why weren't
there more locations that held these meetings, those people east and
north of the lake were not included in the meeting sites)? From what I
have read from different internet sites I do not agree with any of this.
Finding land to hunt on is getting harder to find all the time(without paying)

and this land provides some excellent hunting and outdoor time for my
sons and I. I see us and all losing this right from what I've read so
far. How come this ever became a issue anyway? Why do we need to
change anything and wasn't the Tribes compensated for the land back
when the Garrison project was planned out? I believe this land belongs to
all us taxpayers and if the land is to be given back to anyone it should be
up to the taxpayers to decide it!
Tim Baier
Minot, ND. 58703
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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From:

bob rising

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Corp of Engineers Land Transfer
Wednesday, May 25, 2005 10:52:46 PM

Dear Mr. Janis
I attended the meeting in Dickinson May 25,2005.
I made comments on the concerns with law enforcement
on the proposed areas if the Corp Of Engineers
transfered the land to The Three Affiliated Tribes
(TAT}.
I noticed that the members of the Tribe Staff left
after making their comments early in the meeting which
tells me that they came to make their statements and
leave without any interest in what the other people in
the meeting were going to say. I thought that it was
very unprofessional for them to do that and it makes
it look like they don't care about any one else other
than themselves.
Recreation is a very large industry in North Dakota
and I feel this will suffer immensely.
Mr.Fredricks of the TAT made comments that the lease
that proposed between the COE,TAT, and Charging Eagle
Bay Members is in place and working. As a involved
party in making that lease as President of the
Halliday Marine Club I will say that without the COE
envolvement in that lease it would never have been
Agreed upon and installed. I feel without the power
of the COE our lease is powerless. So in so many
words you baited us into a lease that might not have
any weight. Tim Kolke,(COE) has done a fine job of
settling issues that have been in the air for over 20
years and now we are going to throw all of this out
the door.

Our lease includes a proposed 10 year developement
that includes a fish cleaning station, concession
area, and camping facilities that were to be completed
by the end of the 5th Year of the Lease. Non of the
proposals have been completed. I hope this isn't a
sign of how the TAT will manage the area on there own
Thanks for your concern
Bob Rising
.
Dickinson, ND 58601

__________________________________
Yahoo! Mail
Stay connected, organized, and protected. Take the tour:
http://tour.mail.yahoo.com/mailtour.html
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May 24, 2005

Colonel Jeffrey Bedey
Corruna11der, 01nal1a District
U.S. ,--\rmy (~()tps of Engineers
106 South 15th Street
Omaha, NE 68102-1618

Dear Colc>nel Bedey:
;\s tire Corps begins tl-1e public hearing process

\-vitl~

regard to the proposed

transfer of lands to tl1e Bureau of Indian .i'\ffairs, I "\VOuld lik:e to L1.ke this oppottt1nity to
cx1Jrcss cc>11ce1ns tl1e state 11as \vith the proposed transfer.

'l"hcse issues are \\rith the Corps' authority to transfer land equitably under the
F'ort 11erthc>k.i Ivfincral Restoration .i\ct, and \vl1ether any transfer '\vill result i11 the Corps
abdicating its responsibility to maintain recreation as an authorized purpose of the
(~arriso11 dam and resenToir project.
Under the 1-fissouri River Master :tvfanual at1d la. .v, the Corps has an obligation to
ma111tau1 a11d support recreatio11 as an authorized pro1ect purpose. Yet, citing a 1984 law
dealir1g '-vitl1 n1i11eral restoration, you propose to transfer land and abandon your
respo11sibility to tnai11tain recreation on Lake Sakaka'\vea. In so doing, you are reversi11g
the C:orps' 1011g-l-1eld positio11 that recreation mt1st be maintained on Lake Sal(,'lkawea.
It is i1r1perati,,e tl1at recreation be considered as a project purpose tl1at 111ust be
mai11tai11ed, a11d la11d sl1ould not be tra11sferred if it is needed for recreational purposes
<)r for access to recreational lands. It is eqt1ally important tl1at tl1e Corps not \Valk a\vay
fro1n its rcspo11sibility to 1nai11tai11 recreation as part of its operation of the Ivfissouri
Rivet systcn1
ltecreatio11 is a11 authorized system project pt1rpose, one that has "gro'\vn beyond
origi11al expectations". 1-lissouri Ri\rer Master 1-ianual. 2004. It is of vital interest to the
State C)f Nottl1 Dakota, and to the thousands of recreational ·visitors to Lake Sakaka\.vea
e\rCt-V veat.
600 E

Boule~·0rd A~·e

Bisin,,i-ck. ND CiS505-0001
Phon<0: 701.328.22.llO
F<ix. 701.321:'\.2.205
'~""'Ill.di SCP ~-ernd. co Ill
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When the Corps considered a transfer of lands to Three Affiliated Tribes ii1
1994, it stated that the "t\.vo guiding purposes in transferring lands are to ensure the
transfers are as equitable as possible to all interests and to ensure that the authorized
project purposes are maintained. Those purposes are flood control, navigation,
hydropo"\ver, fish and \vildlife habitat, and recreation." Public Information Paper
~l~ransfer of Lands at Lake Sakakawea and Lake Oahe. issued October 11, 1994.
Frankly, if the Corps intends to consider transferring land around the lake, you
need specific federal legislation to authorize it. That legislation must expressly affirm
tl1e Corps' responsibility to 1naintain recreation on the lake, and access to the lake, as
"\Veil.

Furthermore, it 1nust address the rights of all beneficial pt·operty owners and
leaseholders. Ev-eryone \vho has an interest in tl1ese lands must be treated fairly,
"vhethei:- they are tribal me111bers or non-native, public or private, landowner or
leaseholder. Until you can assure fair and equal treatment to all, }rou should not move
fonvard "vith a transfer.
Finally, any legislatio11 and subsequent transfer must include conditions that
guarantee access to Lal{e Sakak:a"\vea for the general public, as "\vell as lando"\vners around
the lalze. 1~he follo"\vi11g conditions should be part of any transfer of lands:
•
•
•
•

Transferred property should be described by metes and bounds to a\roid
future misunderstandings or disputes.
Public access to any land that requites crossing trust land should be
guaranteed in the transfer documents, and not left to later agreement.
Public access should be perpetual and free of charge.
Proposed use of transferred land should be compatible witl111eighboring
de\relopment.s and existing uses.

~lba11lz

you for your consideration of these proposals, as "-VCll as those that "vill be
raised by the public dt1ri1~g the hearing process.
Sincerely.

J
3831:33

My comments will be directed towards recreation on Garrison
Dam. I am a user of the lake twelve months of the year. Fishing,
camping and boating on the lake is a very important part of why I

have chosen to continue to live in western North Dakota. My
family enjoys the recreational opportunities we currently have at
the lake and would not be content with any potential change in the
operation of the access sites located along the lake, primarily those
you are discussing transferring to the tribe. I am a user of the
McKenzie Bay access site and I am very fond of the facilities
currently in place.
It is my understanding that when the lake was developed, it was to
be used for multiple purposes. One of those many purposes is
recreation. Your agency has already been in a several year battle
with Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota over the most
important issue that has ever faced the lake - low water levels due
to an extended multi state drought. This is the most important
issue facing the future of the lake at this point. Your time and
energy needs to be focused on finding better ways to manage the
water that remains, in order to insure that recreation remains a

viable use of the lake.
In a news release from your agency dated April 26, 2005, release
No: 4-26-05, it was stated
"After the Corps assesses the impact of this potential
transfer of the lands, and if it is determined there are
lands no longer needed for the construction, maintenance,
or operation of the Garrison Dam/Lake Sakakawea

project, the next step would be the execution of an
agreement between the secretaries of the Army and the
Interior to implement the transfer"

I would like to focus on the part of the quote that refers to the
operation of the Garrison Dam_ Recreational access sites along the

lake are a very important part of the operation of the lake. Without
those sites, one of the defined uses of the lake may potentially be
impacted negatively. As the original and current managing agency,
you are responsible for making sure that these access sites are
available to the general public and are in good maintenance and
repair. This is currently done in conjunction with many private
citizens along the lake who have invested many dollars into making
sure that there is good lake access.
Under the current operation of these sites, your agency has
accountability, to me, a citizen of the United States. I have the right
to make comments to your agency, with the feeling that they are at
least heard, and a hope that maybe they might change something I feel
is incorrect. By turning over the land to the tribe, I feel that you are
ducking one of your major responsibilities to the lake, operation of
access sites. If the tribe becomes responsible for this part of the
operation of the lake, I feel that change may occur. As far as I'm
concerned, the current operation of these access sites is handled well
and any potential change in the operational management of these sites
could be undesirable.
I would like to use the McKenzie Bay access site for an example. I
spend every weekend there from Memorial Day to Labor Day with
my family. Obviously, access there is important to my lifestyle.
Currently access to the lake there is second to none around the lake.
This is primarily due to your agency, the ND Game and Fish
Department, the concessionaire and cabin owners. All of those groups
have spent significant dollars over the years to make sure that
McKenzie Bay is a top destination on the lake.

One issue that concerns me about the potential transferring of the land
to the tribe, is the opportunity for an entity that has no accountability
to me as a citizen of the state of ND to impose fees for access. The

tribe has already demonstrated that they are willing to do this, by
forcing non tribal members to purchase a tribal fishing license or
access permit. This is upsetting to me, because I already purchase a
ND fishing license and I am fishing in the state of ND. I only
purchase the license, because I do not want to violate the law. It is my
understanding that these funds are to be used for improvement of
outdoor recreational opportunities throughout the reservation, not
unlike the use oflicense fees paid to the ND Game and Fish.
My question to your agency is how much money has the tribe spent in

the last three years to help defray the costs of ramp extensions at the
McKenzie Bay access site due to the current drought? The answer to
that question is ZERO. Where has the money, I've spent on my tribal
license been going if no contribution has been made to improve the
boat ramp at McKenzie Bay? Those ramp extensions have been paid
for by your agency, the ND Game & Fish and the private cabin
owners at McKenzie Bay. Seems odd to me that private individuals
are contributing to the costs of a public access point improvement, but
the tribe is not. Why not tum the land over to one of the groups who
have invested significant dollars to improve access to the lake at this
site?
One example of the tribe's lack of interest in maintaining operational
access to the lake is the 3 mile stretch of dirt road that finishes the trip
to the McKenzie Bay access site. Over the last 6 six years, that I have
used this site, the road has deteriorated significantly. Any rainfall
causes an unbelievable mess on the road and makes it virtually
impassible at times. How much money would need to be spent by the
tribe to, at a minimum, put down adequate gravel to stop this erosion
of the land? I bet the number would be far less than the dollars spent
by your agency to maintain the boat ramps in one swnmer and yet it
has not been done.

My point here this evening is to relate to your agency the importance
of maintaining operational access sites along the lake. As you are
well aware from my comments, this is an important issue to me and

my family. Any deviation from the current operational plan could be
cause for concern. I touched on accountability - I firmly believe that
under your agency's management, you do have accountability to me an individual citizen. I also firmly believe that if these lands are
transferred to the tribe, I lose that accountability. Accountability to
the citizens of this country is what keeps agencies like yours working
hard every day.
I appreciate everything that your agency has done under the current
operation of the lake. I assume that your agency would continue to
operate the lake in a similar fashion going forward. I believe that your
agency is the right full agency to manage these sites. Your agency
needs to continue to operate these sites, it is your responsibility, and
only yours, to insure that there is free public access to one of this
states greatest resources.

I urge you to decide against the request for this land transfer.
Scott Meschke
Dickinson, North Dakota

Colonel Jeffrey A. Bedey
Omaha District Commander
Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
106 South 15'" Street
Omaha Nebraska 68102-1618

As Chairman of the Board of Directors of the McKenzie Marine Club, I would like to
offer the following comments on behalf of the McKenzie Bay Marine Club in regard
to the proposed transfer of excess lands around Lake Sakakawea to the Department
of the Interior.
In general, we feel strongly that the Watford City Park Board and the current
tenants at McKenzie Bay should retain existing use of the developed recreation area
and should be protected against any negative impacts caused by a transfer of this
property.
Specifically, we do not understand how the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area could be
considered excess lands when recreation is an authorized purpose of the Garrison
Dam project, and the area has been developed in strict accordance with the Corps of
Engineers regulations. In fact, when we met with Senator Conrad on this issue we
were assured that the Corps did not have the authority to transfer the recreation
area.
We are not necessarily opposed to transferring the "excess land" or even the
recreation area to another agency. However, we need to be guaranteed that our
investment in time, labor and funds will be protected as well as the privilege of
enjoying the recreation area we continue to be instrumental in developing.
We have several questions about this transfer. We have attempted to obtain
information from the Corps, and in fact, formally requested information on the
transfer and the Corps' position on the transfer. The only information we were able
to obtain is that the Corps was considering the transfer and McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area was included. Therefore, it is very difficult to intelligently respond
to the potential impacts to our recreation area. The transfer may be a positive
action for us or it may adversely impact us. It appears that the Corps is trying to pit
us against our friends in the Three Affiliated Tribes, instead of objectively evaluating
the request to transfer the land and providing a reasonable response.
In the absence of good sound information we will attempt to anticipate our needs in
order to continue to operate and maintain a quality recreation area. If the transfer
is an attempt to lessen the Corps' management burden for the area, we will also
provide you with a preferred model for the recreation area that would enhance the
potential of the recreation area and reduce the management costs to the Corps of
Engineers.

For the record, we feel that it is important to review the development of the
recreation area. On March 28, 2005, Colonel Bedey provided a narrative history of
the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area to Senator Bums. The narrative very accurately
portrayed the area as follows:
The McKenzie Bay Recreation area started as a primitive recreation site in the
late 19SO's with campsites and minimum services. The Watford City Park
Board leases 324.8 acres for park and recreation and the McKenzie Marine
club leases 50 trailer lots under their colony site lease. Over the years, this
area has become a first class recreation area utilized both by the general
public and the members of the McKenzie Marine Club. The recreation area
provides such services as:
1) Campsites (electrical and primitive)
2) Full-service concession building including bait shop and cafe
3) Fish cleaning station
4) RV dump station
5) Camper and trailer storage area
6) Marina with gas dock and temporary mooring
7) Rental cabins
8) Shower facilities
9) Playground
The narrative went on to estimate an investment by the Watford City Park Board,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club and third party concessionaires of $400,000 to $500,000
had been made to construct recreation improvements, roads, retaining walls and
install boat ramps at ever-changing levels. This does not include the value of the
structures and lot upgrades on the 50 lots leased to the McKenzie Marine Club. We
feel this number only tells part of the story.
The McKenzie Marine Club has been instrumental in coordinating and implementing
development of the area for the general public as well as the cabin sites. The
McKenzie Marine Club along with the North Dakota Game and Ash Department, the
North Dakota Department of Transportation, Dunn County, McKenzie County and the
Corps of Engineers have an investment of over $2.5 million in roads, boat ramps,
dump stations, and other public camping facilities. This does not include the
countless hours of volunteer time and effort of the club membership to coordinate
and manage the development.
In addition to capital expenditures, the Marine Club has a current annual
maintenance budget of $25,000. These are funds collected from the 50 cabin
owners, and spent maintaining the facilities and providing services for the general
public and the cabin owners. This is above and beyond any investment made by the
concessionaire. In addition to these funds each cabin site is expected to put in
volunteer time to operate the area and complete improvement projects for the
general public. The members give of their time, talents, resources and equipment.
The concessionaire, under the sponsorship of the Watford City Park Board, has an
investment of well over $100,000. The concessionaire, the Watford Oty Park Board
and the Marine Club continue to make improvements to enhance the camping,
boating and fishing experiences for the general public.

The narrative gives a brief description of the magnitude of the effort that has been
provided in the past. We feel that the Corps should be morally obligated to ensure
continued success of the recreation area. In order to continue to develop and
mainrain the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area for the benefit of all, the following
issues need to be addressed during any land b"ansfer process:
1) Guaranteed access to the area without fee
2) Guaranteed long term (99 year) lease at fixed and affordable lease rates
3) Guaranteed right to continue making improvements for the colony and the
general public in accordance with the Corps Lake Sakakawea Land Use Plan.
These improvements need to be allowed both above and below the high
water mark of 1854.
4) The right to enjoy the facilities that we have been instrumental in developing
since 1959. We understand that these rights can be viewed as privileges,
but they have been earned through years of hard work, monetary
investment, sound management, and visionary thinking.
5) Equitable dispute resolution measures with the new managers.
In addition, the McKenzie Bay Marine Club would offer a preferred model of land
transfer for the recreation area. If the Corps is planning to transfer the land above
1854, it would be more appropriate to transfer the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area to
the Watford City Park Board. They have proven to be effective managers of the
facility and will continue to properly develop and operate the recreation area for the
benefit of the public. Also, we feel that the transfer should include provisions for
the private cabin sites to be purchased from the Watford City Park Board by the
cabin owners. This business model would provide additional capital for development
of the recreation area and reduce the management expenses of the federal
government.

Thank you for gMng us the opportunity to share our concerns. As you can see, we
are not only monetarily tied to the recreation area; we are passionate about the
recreational opportunities it provides to us. If you need more detailed information
about the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area we will be gladly provide that information.
If you decide to pursue the transfer of the property which we currently lease and
manage, we respectfully request that we be provided documentation of the transfer
as it unfolds and be given the opportunity to provide input into any details of the
transfer that affect the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area.

Sincerely,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club
E~uel Stroh, Pres.
~
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Edward Lone Fight Testimony, May 25, 2005

Testimony by Edward Lone Fight, emolled member of the Mandan, Hidatsa
& Arikara Indian Nations, on the Return of Surplus Lands to the 1bree
Affiliated Tribes that are no longer needed for the purposes of the Garrison
Dam.
I appreciate the opportunity to provide testimony during this complex process
created in order to return about 36,000 acres no longer needed for the
operation of the Garrison Dam back to the original owners of the lands, the
1bree Affiliated Tribes to be held in trust by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
I only wish the first taking of our lands to create the reservoir named Lake
Sakakawea of over 156,000 acres of prime bottom lands involved as many or
more public hearings as now set up on the 36,000 acres that border the shores
of the lake. If more public hearings occurred I am sure the 1bree Affiliated
Tribes as well as the whole state of North Dakota would have gotten a much
better deal out of the Garrison Dam.
In the beginning the COE started the construction of the Garrison Dam long
before any sensible and realistic negotiations took place with the Tribal
Business Council of the 1bree Affiliated Tribes. Actually the Missouri River
was already backing up, going well above the moccasins of the Indian leaders
when the so called negotiations started. This will not pass the any dam fool
should know test, as it is negotiations under duress, as noted by the Chairman
of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs this is not stealing this is murder.
I am sure one compensation would be to share in the profits on the sale of
hydro electric power generated by the Garrison Dam. I believe the annual
surplus funds left after paying back cost of the dam is in the thousands of
millions of dollars. It seems as it turned out the down stream states are the
ones who benefit the most as one example, the residents of Kansas City no
longer have to comb sand out their hair due to massive floods when the
Missouri River acted up. Not to mention the increase in the value of their
lands, economic opportunities, increased value of their properties, and so
forth and so on, exponentially created by the Garrison Dam. We are the ones
who sacrificed the most for providing a better quality of living for them folks.
It is very clear that any lands within the exterior boundaries of the Fort
Berthold Reservation that is no longer needed for the operation of the
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Garrison Dam be returned to the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold
Reservation to be held in trust by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. It is my
believe that the Corps of Engineer can simply transfer the 36,000 acres to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to hold these lands in trust for the Three Affiliated
Tribes.
The reason I say this is based on the government-to-government trust
relationship that exist between the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Tribal
Government of the Three Affiliated Tnbes. The BIA is bound by numerous
laws, regulations and policies in the exercise of the government-togovernment trust relationship. Once the transfer is made all of these
provision will apply on the 36,000 acres. In other words rules and regulations
are already established that will govern, preserve, protect and manage the
36,000 acres as trust lands.
CFR, Title 25-Indians covers every aspect of the government-to-government
trust relationship between the United States Government and Indian Tribes
including the Three Affiliated Tribes. The exterior boundary of the Fort
Berthold Reservation was never diminished by the creation of the reservoir
called Lake Sakakawea so the transfer should be a simple act. After all the
Corps of Engineers only paid about $20.00 an acre for the lands. And in the
words of the Chainnan of the Indian Affairs Conunittee this is not stealing
this is murder. Legal precedent has been established by JTAC to transfer
lands no longer needed by the COE to the Three Affiliated Tribes.
The mission of the COE and BIA are very different. And it should be as the
COE is maiuly to construct, operate and maintain dams. The BIA on the
other hand is to uphold the trust responsibility of the United States to
manage, protect, and preserve trust lands. So again the only sensible, legally
& morally right thing to do is to transfer these lands to the BIA to hold the
lands in trust for the Three Affiliated Tribes in perpetuity.
I think the COE has historically ignored the erosion and destruction of these
trust lands. Perhaps a portion of the profits from the sale of hydro electric
power should be set aside on a pro rata basis to shore up the erosion and
destruction of the lands. This will increase the opportunity to open up more
areas for the public along the shoreline.
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BIA's mission is mainly to uphold the government-to-government trust
relationship between the United States of America and Indian tribes. So it is
not only morally proper based on Christian principles to transfer the 36,000
acres to the BIA to hold the lands in trust status for the Three Affiliated Tribes
but also legally sound.
I served as Tribal Chairman of the Three Affiliated Tribes 1986-90. During
this time I testified many times on JTAC. In one such hearing the Chairman,
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs asked Ross Swimmer, AS-IA, if lands
existed that were no longer needed for the operation of the Garrison Dam.
The AS-IA believed there were lands no longer needed for the operation of
the Garrison Dam.
General Dominy,COE, was asked by the Chairman to do a study and provide
a report on the lands that were no longer needed for the operation of the
Garrison Dam. I believe this was completed and about 4,000 acres were
identified and effectively transferred to the BIA to held in trust for the Three
Affiliated Tribes. I believe this was completed with out an agreement but a
simple transfer of title to the BIA for the Three Affiliated Tribes. The Four
Bears area acreage, site of tribal headquarters, was also returned under JTAC
Law. So the COE has transferred lands back to the original owners in the
past so the road is still available, ready to transfer the 36,000 acres.
I highly recommend that the 36,000 or so acres no longer needed for the
operation of the Garrison Dam be transferred to the Bureau of Indian Affairs
to be held in trust for the Three Affiliated Tribes. The members of the Three
Affiliated Tribes are connected to all the lands within the exterior boundary of
the Fort Berthold Reservation mentally, spiritually, psychologically, culturally,
traditionally, and historically. Many of our burials still exist within the 36,000
acres. It would be fitting that as we celebrate the Lewis and Clark
bicentennial year that transfer of the lands visited by Lewis and Clark be
made. It was my Great-Great-Great Grandfather Sheheke who said to Lewis
and Clark, I eat you eat, I don't eat you don't eat as an expression to
welcome them into the Mandan Village for the Winter of 1804.
In conclusion, I thank the COE for the opportunity to provide my
recommendations, comments & justification to transfer the 36,000 or so acres
to the BIA to hold these lands in trust status for the Three Affiliated Tribes. I
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believe that if Lewis and Clark were alive today they would echo my
sentiments, may be as a tribute to my grandfather Sheheke, "White Coyote"
for the hospitali1y provided by the us.
The return of the 36,000 acres is so small when it is compared with the acres
we lost over the years after the land takings by the federal government. The
Ft. Laramie Trea1y of 1851 set aside 12.5 million acres for the Three
Affiliated Tnbes.
Today we have less than a million acres, but actually it is only about half a
million acres of trust lands. So when the 156,000 acres of our heartland was
taken for the Ganison Dam it created many problems for us. The return of
the 36,000 or so acres will help to ease the pain.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

From:

Tom Zimmerman

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

maps
Thursday, May 26, 2005 12:09:14 PM

On the maps provided on the web site, are all the lands in the boundary of
the reservation being considered? The key shows green and brown corp
managed and wildlife managed, basically including all the shoreline within
the reservation. Thank you, Tom Zimmerman
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

From:

Al Webster

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Proposed return of lands surrounding Laka Sakakawea
Friday, May 27, 2005 10:05:22 AM

This land needs to stay public. If the COE wants to get rid of it give it
to the NoDak Game and Fish.
A large portion the land that was expropriated for this project was from non
native Americans that owned land checkerboarded through the whole area. I
can't see why giving the land back to one group while ignoring the others
would be fair in any way. Wouldn't there be a howl if the land were to be
given back only to the non native's descendants, cutting out the Natives
entirely??
What's done is done and you can't turn the clock back. If the Corps wants to
transfer title to someone and be done with it, they should transfer it to
some public agency for management in perpetuity. With public access land
being at such a premium today (and I don't see anyone manufacturing any more
of it) it should stay forever in the public's hands so EVERYONE, native and
non native alike could benefit from it. Transfer it to the G&F, BLM,
forestry, or any PUBLIC agency
Lt Col Al Webster

From:

Tom Zimmerman

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

maps
Thursday, May 26, 2005 12:09:14 PM

On the maps provided on the web site, are all the lands in the boundary of
the reservation being considered? The key shows green and brown corp
managed and wildlife managed, basically including all the shoreline within
the reservation. Thank you, Tom Zimmerman

~005 K°'Y 2h Wells, pelf
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May ;;/a , 2005
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,ND

Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provid~d below>
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May2£. ,2005
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provid~d below>
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)

May z6, 2005
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
S
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From:

corey paryzek

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Land Transfer
Thursday, May 26, 2005 5:31:27 PM

As a taxpayer I oppose the gift of land to the Tribe or anyone. It has been paid
for more than once. If it is no longer needed for the project, it should be given to
local government for public use or put up for auction with first rights back to
orignal owners/heirs.
As a decendent of farmers in the Roseglen/Whiteshield area who gave up fee
owned land on the reservation that they owned, I oppose the gift of land unless it
goes back to the original heirs of that land.
As a concerned sportsmen, I oppose the gift of this land to anyone who can and
will restrict access to the water for receration, irrigation, or ranching as these
were all multiple uses sited in the benefits of giving this land up for a reseivoir.

Testimony regarding the transfer of Garrison Project land within the Fort Berthold
Reservation in North Dakota

May,24'2005
Lee Klapprodt,
North Dakota State Water Commission
B marck, North Dakota
Thank you for this opportunity to express our views on the potential transfer of Garrison

Dam/Lake Sakakawea Project land within the Fort Berthold Reservation in North Dakota.
It is my obligation to express concerns that we have with such a transfer.

Please be aware that Missouri River water represents over 90 percent of the water that
flows in all North Dakota rivers. As you might expect, we view the river and the water
held in Corps reservoirs as a vital resource to the future of our state. It represents such a
huge potential for near-term and long-term development that it can barely be imagined.
Access to Missouri River water is of paramount importance to all North Dakotans.
Anything that might jeopardize that access must be very carefully considered. The Corps
of Engineers has a responsibility to operate the Missouri River reservoir system for
several beneficial uses including water supply. The Missouri River has the potential to
irrigate thousands of acres of land, supply small and large industries including new
energy development like coal and ethanol, meet value-added ag processing needs, supply
thousands of rural and municipal water users and, of course, meet the needs of a growing
recreation industry. Providing access to Missouri River water is seen by us as part of that
obligation. Should this transfer take place, a shadow is cast on future use of Missouri
River water in this region of the state. What assurance can the Corps give us that current
and future generations of North Dakotans will have the same access opportunities to this
vitally important resource should this transfer be made?

We find it troubling that the Corps is considering this land transfer separately from the
current Lake Sakakawea Project Master Plan Update process. We and other state
agencies, tribal representatives and local interests are involved in an Ad Hoc Committee

that is working with the Corps on an update to its 1978 Master Plan. The previous
document, and we expect the new document, identifies all the resources of the project and
depicts in detail the relationships of varied land and water uses appropriate to these
resources. The Ad Hoc committee has been told the new Master Plan will be
comprehensive and will be used to insure compliance with the host of federal
environmental and preservation laws. The updated plan must provide direction for future
development that provides greatest public benefit over the life of the project. We believe
the Master Planning process would be a more suitable forum to discuss the potential
transfer of project land. Finally, I must ask what assurance will we have if land is
transferred, that the management objectives/recommendations developed by the
stakeholders in the Master Planning process will be honored? If Corps land is
transferred, we must have reasonable confidence that funding and other resources, such
as man power, technical expertise and equipment, will be in place to manage the land
consistent with the newly developed Lake Sakakawea Master Plan.

Again, thank you for this opportunity.

uVARIETY IN HUNTING AND FISHING"

North Dakota Game and Fish Department Comments Concerning the Proposed Transfer of
Garrison Project Lands within the Fort Berthold Reservation

May 24, 2005

•

The proposal is contrary to the mission of the state Game and Fish Department. We cannot
envision any non-tribal public benefits if this proposal-goes through.

•

Recreation is a project purpose. Why does the Corps consider these

~surplus~

lands since

recreation is a recognized purpose of the project?
•

The transfer of Corps land above 1,854 within Fort Berthold Reseivation will affect the public's
use of 780 miles of shoreline, almost 49 percent of Garrison Reservoir's shoreline.

•

The state would lose all of its investments made over the years on the wildlife management
areas and public access recreation areas, which amounts to hundreds of thousands of dollars in
maintaining boat ramps, building facilities and roads, and creating wildlife habitat. Total
expenditures of federal aid, state and local funds on boating access facilities within the
proposed land transfer is more than $1.8 million. Total expenditures related to wildlife
management areas is $613,000, for a total of about $2.4 million in direct development costs {not
including annual operations and maintenance costs).

•

If WMAs are lost, Game and Fish would no longer pay property taxes for those areas and
counties would lose money. 2004 in lieu of tax payments for the affected areas was about
$17,600. This figure does not include federal payments in lieu of taxes to counties.

•

We are concerned that this transfer could be another step toward tribal control of the entire river
and its fishery within the reservation boundaries.

•

Currently this public land is accessible for free; with transfer it may still be accessible, but the
public would have to pay to access their public land and resources.

•

There is potential for misunderstanding and resulting conflicts among the public regarding
possible Corps/tribal land boundaries, and based on past experiences, Game and Fish will likely
be called in to resolve disputes. Wardens would likely be required to obtain access pennission.

•

Wardens may be shut off from accessing public shoreline and public waters for fishing, boating
and hunting enforcement patrol, as well as response to publlc safety, Le. boating accidents and
search and rescue.

•

Concern with the Corps/tribes leases for wildlife management areas. Even if leases were
renewed, land would be tribal trust land that would require non-tribal members to purchase tribal
licenses to hunt on WMAs. This is not a situation we would want to get into. Even if leases were
offered, Game and Fish probably would not accept and manage for the tribe's benefit, as
effective August 1, 2005, state licenses are no longer required or valid on Indian lands. In order
to hunt on these state WMAs, an individual would be required to have a tribal license.

•

May have to pay back to the Fish and Wildlife Service part of the federal aid money that was
invested in WMAs.

•

Loss of WMAs could be a major loss to public hunting opportunity, and could also close off
access to thousands of acres of Corps land currently below 1,854 that is currently open to
hunting.

•

Public would likely lose free boat launching access on recreation areas paid for largely with
money contributed by anglers and boaters (the public).

•

Game and Fish could potentially lose federal aid and state licensing dollars because of
decreased fishing related purchases, and declining license sales because of reduced access
opportunities on Lake Sakakawea. The middle portion of the lake, including all water bordered
by the Fort Berthold Reservation, typically accounts for more than 50 percent of the total fishing
effort on Sakakawea.

•

The average fishing effort within the reseivation boundaries is more than 700,000 angler days
and 11-14 percent of that effort is from nonresidents.

•

Fisheries workers could be denied access to the water in Parshall BayNan Hook Arm region
which is one of the primary walleye spawning grounds in the entire lake. In some years, lack of
opportunity to spawn walleyes at Parshall Bay could negatively impact future walleye fisheries
statewide.

•

Other fisheries management operations such as tagging projects and population surveys in the
middle section of Lake Sakakawea would also be difficult if Game and Fish was denied boat
launching access.

•

If all the current public boat launching facilities became fee areas, use of other recreation areas
on the lake would increase, possibly causing further crowding at ramps and higher than normal
pressure on fish populations on the east and west ends of the lake.

This is a bad proposal for most of the citizens of North Dakota and should not go forward.

EXPENDITURES ON BOATING ACCESS FACILITIES WITHIN THE BOUNDARY OF Fr. BERTHOLD RESERVATION
(FEDERAL AID, STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS)

TOTAL
BEAVER BAY

$ 32,184.10

MCKENZIE BAY

$317,555.86

SKUNK BAY

$ 39,276.13

NEWTOWN MARINA

$267,915.56

SANISH BAY (AFTEM SITE)

$ 73,837.00

REUNION BAY

$11,192.00

LITTLEFIELD

$ 1,700.00

VAN HOOK ARM'

$678,471.28

PARSHALL BAY

$225,918.69

DEEPWATER

$ 72,878.01

INDIAN HILLS

$135.699,98
$1,856,628.40

Lake Sakakawea
Fishing Effort and Elevation
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LAKE SAKAKAWEA
TOTAL EFFORT
(ANGLER-DAYS)

MID 1/3•
EFFORT
(ANGLER-DAYS)

PERCENT•
OF TOTAL

MID 113'
EFFORT
(ANGLER-DAYS)

PERCENT'
OF TOTAL

2004

940,760

412,675

43o/o

55,437

59%

11%

2003

1,324,429

638,704

48

813,952

61

14

2000

1,446,830

479,148

33

716,634

50

11

1997

1,310,830

572,756

43

732,628

56

10

1994

1,449,635

439,582

30

628,644

43

9.5

1991

757,104

286,011

38

385,796

51

7.9

1988

1, 149,990

485,137

42

594,121

52

5.5

YEAR

1982
a
b

%NON
RESIDENTS

3.0

middle 1/3rd is from Little Missouri Arm to Four Bears Bridge; does not include an additional 20-25 miles of reservation
boundary waters in the lower region.
middle 1/3rd plus 30°/o of lower region; total estimate for area within reservation boundary

2004 In Lieu of Tax Payments
for WMA lands wlthin the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation

Deepwater (Mclean Co.)
Van Hook (Mclean)

Van Hook WMA (Mountrail Co.)
Hille WMA (Mercer Co.)
$1.69/ac. for 50 acres

6794.43
$466.50
$7,260.93
$10,395.12

$84.50

These are the amounts paid to the counties after deducting $.75/ac. for Federal PllT payment

WMA Developments and Capital Assets
(1955 - 2004)

The following are development costs associated with capital assets on the Game and Fish
Department leased and managed Wildlife Management Areas within the boundaries of
Fort Berthold Reservation from 1955 to 2004. Some of these developments are related to
enhancement and protection of wildlife populations and their habitats. Others are key
elements in providing and facilitating public access.

VanHookWMA
• 61.39 miles offence
• 295.5 acres of trees
• 1428.76 acre herbaceous cover
• 572 boundary/regulatory signs
• 22 routed wood entrance signs
Sub-total

$208,726.00
$150,705.30
$51,203.00
$5, 720.00
$6 600.00
$422,954.00

Sub-total

$99,960.00
$65,866.00
$19,056.00
$2,480.00
$3 000.00
$190,362.00

Total

$613,316.00

Deepwater Creek WMA
• 29.4 miles offence
• 129.15 acres oftrees
• 569.2 acre herbaceous cover
• 248 boundary/regulatory signs
• 10 routed wood entrance signs

U,)\\\\~
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I, STANLEY W. WRIGIIT, AM CHAIRMAN OF THE MOUNTRAIL COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS AND SPEAKING ON THEIR BEHALF.

IT IS OUR BELIEF

THAT THE POTENTIAL TRANSFER OF CERTAIN LANDS ADJACENT TO THE
SHORES OF THE GARRISON DAM/LAKE SAKAKAWEA, AND WITHIN THE
BORDERS OF THE FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION IN NORTH
DAKOTA WOULD BE BETIER SERVED TO THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
OWNERSHIP AND USE OF SUCH LANDS BY TRANSFERRING THESE LANDS TO
MOUNTRAIL COUNTY. MOUNTRAIL COUNTY COULD THEN SELL THE REAL
ESTATETOTHEFORMEROWNERSORAUCTIONTHETRACTSINVOLVEDTO

'
FARMERS AND RANCHERS. SUCH OWNERSHIP WOULD BE PLACED ON THE
TAX ROLLS FOR MOUNTRAIL COUNTY. ANY TRACTS THAT DO NOT SELL
COULD BECOME ESTABLISHED PARKS AND RECREATIONAL AREAS. THIS
TRANSFER WOULD AFFECT ONLY THE SURFACE OF THESE TRACTS AS THE
MINERAL INTERESTS ARE PRESENTLY IN THE NAME OF THE FORT
BERTHOLD RESERVATION AND THEY WOULD NOT BE AFFECTED. PRIVATE
OWNERSHIP WOULD BE TOP PRIORITY AS THIS WOULD INSURE THE BEST
USE AND MANAGEMENT OF SAID LANDS. MOUNTRAIL COUNTY IS NOW
ADMINISTERING THE VAN HOOK PROJECT AND HAS DONE AN EXCELLENT

PROPER ADMINISTRATION OF THEM WOULD BE ASSURED.

I, STANLEY W. WRIGHT, AM CHAIRMAN OF THE M~lRAIL COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS AND SPEAKING ON THEIR BEHALF.

IT IS OUR BELIEF

THAT THE POTENTIAL TRANSFER OF CERTAIN LANDS ADJACENT TO THE
SHORES OF THE GARRISON DAM/LAKE SAKAKAWEA, AND WITHIN THE
BORDERS OF THE FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION IN NORTH
~(s;.,
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l;AX ROLLS FOR MOUNTRAIL COUNTY. ANY TRACTS THAT DO NOT SELL
(,~\,/·--v-~~

COULD BECOME ESTABLISHED PARKS AND RECREATIONAL AREAS. THIS
TRANSFER WOULD AFFECT ONLY THE SURFACE OF THESE TRACTS AS THE
MINERAL INTERESTS ARE PRESENTLY IN THE NAME OF THE FORT
BERTHOLD RESERVATION AND THEY WOULD NOT BE AFFECTED. PRIVATE
OWNERSHIP WOULD BE TOP PRIORITY AS THIS WOULD INSURE THE BEST
USE AND MANAGEMENT OF SAID LANDS. MOUNTRAIL COUNTY

~W

ADMINISTERING THE VAN HOOK PROJECT AND HAS DONE AN EXCELLENT
JOB. IF SOME TRACTS OF THIS LAND REMAIN IN THE COUNTY'S NAME,
PROPER ADMINISTRATION OF THEM WOULD BE ASSURED.
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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McKenzie County

·

Tourism aureau
201 5th Street NW

Horth Dakota

Box699
Watford City, ND. 58854

Telephone: 800-701-2804

F.ax: 701-444-3916
E-mail: gVeeder@leycs.net'
siohnsrud@4Cm,n~t

www.4eyes.net/tourism

Colonel JeffBedey
Commander Omaha District
U .S ._Anny Corps of Engineers
Omaha, NE 68102-1618
Dear Colonel Bedey;
Thaiik you for the opportunity to provide Comment on th~-pfoposed conversion of public land

·along the ·shores 'of Lake sakakawea into tribal trust Jand On the Fort B·erthold Indian Reservati()n.
McKenzie .County has a substantial_ investment in the promotion of recreation tourism acti\rjties
arou·ndLake Sakakawea.as well as improvements to access· areas-along the lake: County residents
hav_e aiso invested priv~te dollars into· Corp of Engineer leases for wildlife and rec:reation.
The McKenzie County Tourism Bureau sees no-assurances_ of·public access to.recreational sites
or recreational leases held b)r private and public entities_along the shore-front under this tr~sfer.
_Current low water levels have left the only acce_ss to Lake SakakaW-ea in an area that would be
._at:fected by the transfer_.
Transfer of frontage has the potential to limit the public access to these recreational sites. At this
time tribal access permits are required when non.tribal meffibers drive across tribal land to access
La!ce-Sakakawea for any purpose, including fishing, hunting, biking or camping. Conversion of
the designated acres leaves-no guarantee of any access to recreational areas al orig the lake.
Recreational promotion has been developed under the current policy that recreational access to
Lake Sakakawea is open the public. These same assltrances-were given to the ma'ny private
landowners who lost prime fannland to. the project during the flooding of bottorriland utider the
Garrisbn Dam Project.
The Bureau oflridlan· Affairs has no experience in dealing with tourism related issu·es.and we
question-the responsive:riess to interests outside of the reservation.
Tourism interests.in western N_orth Dakota have suffered severe setbacks due to declining lake
levels.- Tli_is change of management plaCes another hurdle in front of an already struggling tourism
industry waiting for a retuni. of water and access to the great lake.
Please consider7se concerns. We urge rejection of the land transfer as_proposed._

T~~11~
· ~our
/

,

nsideration..

.

··a~~v- eder
Executive Director
McKenzie County Tourism Bureau

·-

Colonel Jeffrey A. Bedey
Omaha District Commander
Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
106 South 15th Street
Omaha Nebraska 68102-1618

As Chairman of the Board of Directors of the McKenzie Marine Club, I would like
to offer the following comments on behalf of the McKenzie Bay Marine Club in
regard to the proposed transfer of excess lands around Lake Sakakawea to the
Department of the Interior.

In general, we feel strongly that the Watford City Park Board and the current
tenants at McKenzie Bay should retain existing use of the developed recreation
area and should be protected against any negative impacts caused by a transfer
of this property.
Specifically, we do not understand how the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area could
be considered excess lands when recreation is an authorized purpose of the
Garrison Dam project, and the area has been developed in strict accordance with
the Corps of Engineers regulations. In fact, when we met with Senator Conrad
on this issue we were assured that the Corps did not have the authority to
transfer the recreation area.
We are not necessarily opposed to transferring the "excess land" or even the
recreation area to another agency. However, we need to be guaranteed that our
investment in time, labor and funds will be protected as well as the privilege of
enjoying the recreation area we continue to be instrumental in developing.
We have several questions about this transfer. We have attempted to obtain
information from the Corps, and in fact, formally requested information on the
transfer and the Corps' position on the transfer. The only information we were
able to obtain is that the Corps was considering the transfer and McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area was included. Therefore, it is very difficult to intelligently
respond to the potential impacts to our recreation area. The transfer may be a
positive action for us or it may adversely impact us. It appears that the Corps is
trying to pit us against our friends in the Three Affiliated Tribes, instead of
objectively evaluating the request to transfer the land and providing a reasonable
response.
In the absence of good sound information we will attempt to anticipate our
needs in order to continue to operate and maintain a quality recreation area. If
the transfer is an attempt to lessen the Corps' management burden for the area,

we will also provide you with a preferred model for the recreation area that
would enhance the potential of the recreation area and reduce the management
costs to the Corps of Engineers.

For the record, we feel that it is important to review the development of the
recreation area. On March 28, 200S, Colonel Bedey provided a narrative history
of the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area to Senator Burns. The narrative very
accurately portrayed the area as follows:
The McKenzie Bay Recreation area started as a primitive recreation site in
the late 19SO's with campsites and minimum services. The Watford City
Park Board leases 324.8 acres for park and recreation and the McKenzie
Marine club leases SO trailer lots under their colony site lease. Over the
years, this area has become a first class recreation area utilized both by
the general public and the members of the McKenzie Marine Club. The
recreation area provides such services as:
Campsites (electrical and primitive)
Full-service concession building including bait shop and cafe
Fish cleaning station
RV dump station
Camper and trailer storage area
Marina with gas dock and temporary mooring
Rental cabins
Shower facilities
Playground
The narrative went on to estimate an investment by the Watford City Park Board,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club and third party concessionaires of $400,000 to
$SOO,OOO had been made to construct recreation improvements, roads, retaining
walls and install boat ramps at ever-changing levels. This does not include the
value of the structures and lot upgrades on the SO lots leased to the McKenzie
Marine Club. We feel this number only tells part of the story.
The McKenzie Marine Club has been instrumental in coordinating and
implementing development of the area for the general public as well as the cabin
sites. The McKenzie Marine Club along with the North Dakota Game and Fish
Department, the North Dakota Department of Transportation, Dunn County,
McKenzie County and the Corps of Engineers have an investment of over $2.S
million in roads, boat ramps, dump stations, and other public camping facilities.
This does not include the countless hours of volunteer time and effort of the club
membership to coordinate and manage the development.
In addition to capital expenditures, the Marine Club has a current annual
maintenance budget of $2S,OOO. These are funds collected from the SO cabin
owners, and spent maintaining the facilities and providing services for the

general public and the cabin owners. This is above and beyond any investment
made by the concessionaire. In addition to these funds each cabin site is
expected to put in volunteer time to operate the area and complete improvement
projects for the general public. The members give of their time, talents,
resources and equipment.
The concessionaire, under the sponsorship of the Watford City Park Board, has
an investment of well over $100,000. The concessionaire, the Watford City Park
Board and the Marine Club continue to make improvements to enhance the
camping, boating and fishing experiences for the general public.
The narrative gives a brief description of the magnitude of the effort that has
been provided in the past. We feel that the Corps should be morally obligated to
ensure continued success of the recreation area. In order to continue to develop
and maintain the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area for the benefit of all, the
following issues need to be addressed during any land transfer process:
Guaranteed access to the area without fee
Guaranteed long term (99 year) lease at fixed and affordable lease rates
Guaranteed right to continue making improvements for the colony and the
general public in accordance with the Corps Lake Sakakawea Land Use
Plan. These improvements need to be allowed both above and below the
high water mark of 1854.
The right to enjoy the facilities that we have been instrumental in developing
since 1959. We understand that these rights can be viewed as privileges,
but they have been earned through years of hard work, monetary
investment, sound management, and visionary thinking.
Equitable dispute resolution measures with the new managers.
In addition, the McKenzie Bay Marine Club would offer a preferred model of land
transfer for the recreation area. If the Corps is planning to transfer the land
above 1854, it would be more appropriate to transfer the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area to the Watford City Park Board. They have proven to be
effective managers of the facility and will continue to properly develop and
operate the recreation area for the benefit of the public. Also, we feel that the
transfer should include provisions for the private cabin sites to be purchased
from the Watford City Park Board by the cabin owners. This business model
would provide additional capital for development of the recreation area and
reduce the management expenses of the federal government.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to share our concerns. As you can see,
we are not only monetarily tied to the recreation area; we are passionate about
the recreational opportunities it provides to us. If you need more detailed
information about the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area we will gladly provide that
information. If you decide to pursue the transfer of the property which we

currently lease and manage, we respectfully request that we be provided
documentation of the transfer as it unfolds and be given the opportunity to
provide input into any details of the transfer that affect the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area.

Sincerely,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club
Emanuel Stroh, Pres.

Colonel Jeffrey A. Bedey
Omaha District Commander
Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
106 South 15th Street
Omaha Nebraska 68102-1618

As Chairman of the Board of Directors of the McKenzie Marine Club, I would like
to offer the following comments on behalf of the McKenzie Bay Marine Club in
regard to the proposed transfer of excess lands around Lake Sakakawea to the
Department of the Interior.
In general, we feel strongly that the Watford City Park Board and the current
tenants at McKenzie Bay should retain existing use of the developed recreation
area and should be protected against any negative impacts caused by a transfer
of this property.
Specifically, we do not understand how the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area could
be considered excess lands when recreation is an authorized purpose of the
Garrison Dam project, and the area has been developed in strict accordance with
the Corps of Engineers regulations. In fact, when we met with Senator Conrad
on this issue we were assured that the Corps did not have the authority to
transfer the recreation area.
We are not necessarily opposed to transferring the "excess land" or even the
recreation area to another agency. However, we need to be guaranteed that our
investment in time, labor and funds will be protected as well as the privilege of
enjoying the recreation area we continue to be instrumental in developing.
We have several questions about this transfer. We have attempted to obtain
information from the Corps, and in fact, formally requested information on the
transfer and the Corps' position on the transfer. The only information we were
able to obtain is that the Corps was considering the transfer and McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area was included. Therefore, it is very difficult to intelligently
respond to the potential impacts to our recreation area. The transfer may be a
positive action for us or it may adversely impact us. It appears that the Corps is
trying to pit us against our friends in the Three Affiliated Tribes, instead of
objectively evaluating the request to transfer the land and providing a reasonable
response.
In the absence of good sound information we will attempt to anticipate our
needs in order to continue to operate and maintain a quality recreation area. If
the transfer is an attempt to lessen the Corps' management burden for the area,

we will also provide you with a preferred model for the recreation area that
would enhance the potential of the recreation area and reduce the management
costs to the Corps of Engineers.
For the record, we feel that it is important to review the development of the
recreation area. On March 28, 2005, Colonel Bedey provided a narrative history
of the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area to Senator Burns. The narrative very
accurately portrayed the area as follows:
The McKenzie Bay Recreation area started as a primitive recreation site in
the late 1950's with campsites and minimum services. The Watford City
Park Board leases 324.8 acres for park and recreation and the McKenzie
Marine club leases 50 trailer lots under their colony site lease. Over the
years, this area has become a first class recreation area utilized both by
the general public and the members of the McKenzie Marine Club. The
recreation area provides such services as:
Campsites (electrical and primitive)
Full-service concession building including bait shop and cafe
Rsh cleaning station
RV dump station
Camper and trailer storage area
Marina with gas dock and temporary mooring
Rental cabins
Shower facilities
Playground
The narrative went on to estimate an investment by the Watford City Park Board,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club and third party concessionaires of $400,000 to
$500,000 had been made to construct recreation improvements, roads, retaining
walls and install boat ramps at ever-changing levels. This does not include the
value of the structures and Jot upgrades on the 50 Jots leased to the McKenzie
Marine Club. We feel this number only tells part of the story.
The McKenzie Marine Club has been instrumental in coordinating and
implementing development of the area for the general public as well as the cabin
sites. The McKenzie Marine Club along with the North Dakota Game and Fish
Department, the North Dakota Department of Transportation, Dunn County,
McKenzie County and the Corps of Engineers have an investment of over $2.5
million in roads, boat ramps, dump stations, and other public camping facilities.
This does not include the countless hours of volunteer time and effort of the club
membership to coordinate and manage the development.
In addition to capital expenditures, the Marine Club has a current annual
maintenance budget of $25,000. These are funds collected from the 50 cabin
owners, and spent maintaining the facilities and providing services for the

general public and the cabin owners. This is above and beyond any investment
made by the concessionaire. In addition to these funds each cabin site is
expected to put in volunteer time to operate the area and complete improvement
projects for the general public. The members give of their time, talents,
resources and equipment.
The concessionaire, under the sponsorship of the Watford City Park Board, has
an investment of well over $100,000. The concessionaire, the Watford City Park
Board and the Marine Club continue to make improvements to enhance the
camping, boating and fishing experiences for the general public.
The narrative gives a brief description of the magnitude of the effort that has
been provided in the past. We feel that the Corps should be morally obligatea to
ensure continued success of the recreation area. In order to continue to develop
and maintain the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area for the benefit of all, the
following issues need to be addressed during any land transfer process:
Guaranteed access to the area without fee
Guaranteed long term (99 year) lease at fixed and affordable lease rates
Guaranteed right to continue making improvements for the colony and the
general public in accordance with the Corps Lake Sakakawea Land Use
Plan. These improvements need to be allowed both above and below the
high water mark of 1854.
The right to enjoy the facilities that we have been instrumental in developing
since 1959. We understand that these rights can be viewed as privileges,
but they have been earned through years of hard work, monetary
investment, sound management, and visionary thinking.
Equitable dispute resolution measures with the new managers.
In addition, the McKenzie Bay Marine Club would offer a preferred model of land
transfer for the recreation area. If the Corps is planning to transfer the land
above 1854, it would be more appropriate to transfer the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area to the Watford City Park Board. They have proven to be
effective managers of the facility and will continue to properly develop and
operate the recreation area for the benefit of the public. Also, we feel that the
transfer should include provisions for the private cabin sites to be purchased
from the Watford City Park Board by the cabin owners. This business model
would provide additional capital for development of the recreation area and
reduce the management expenses of the federal government.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to share our concerns. As you can see,
we are not only monetarily tied to the recreation area; we are passionate about
the recreational opportunities it provides to us. If you need more detailed
information about the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area we will gladly provide that
information. If you decide to pursue the transfer of the property which we
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currently lease and manage, we respectfully request that we be provided
documentation of the transfer as it unfolds and be given the opportunity to
provide input into any details of the transfer that affect the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area.

Sincerely,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club
Emanuel Stroh, Pres.

-~--- '.,

Colonel Jeffrey A. Bedey
Omaha District Commander
Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
106 South 15th Street
Omaha Nebraska 68102-1618

As Chairman of the Board of Directors of the McKenzie Marine Club, I would like
to offer the following comments on behalf of the McKenzie Bay Marine Club in
regard to the proposed transfer of excess lands around Lake Sakakawea to the
Department of the Interior.

In general, we feel strongly that the Watford City Park Board and the current
tenants at McKenzie Bay should retain existing use of the developed recreation
area and should be protected against any negative impacts caused by a transfer
of this property.
Specifically, we do not understand how the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area could
be considered excess lands when recreation is an authorized purpose of the
Garrison Dam project, and the area has been developed in strict accordance with
the Corps of Engineers regulations. In fact, when we met with Senator Conrad
on this issue we were assured that the Corps did not have the authority to
transfer the recreation area.
We are not necessarily opposed to transferring the "excess land" or even the
recreation area to another agency. However, we need to be guaranteed that our
investment in time, labor and funds will be protected as well as the privilege of
enjoying the recreation area we continue to be instrumental in developing.
We have several questions about this transfer. We have attempted to obtain
information from the Corps, and in fact, formally requested information on the
transfer and the Corps' position on the transfer. The only information we were
able to obtain is that the Corps was considering the transfer and McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area was included. Therefore, it is very difficult to intelligently
respond to the potential impacts to our recreation area. The transfer may be a
positive action for us or it may adversely impact us. It appears that the Corps is
trying to pit us against our friends in the Three Affiliated Tribes, instead of
objectively evaluating the request to transfer the land and providing a reasonable
response.
In the absence of good sound information we will attempt to anticipate our
needs in order to continue to operate and maintain a quality recreation area. If
the transfer is an attempt to lessen the Corps' management burden for the area,

we will also provide you with a preferred model for the recreation area that
would enhance the potential of the recreation area and reduce the management
costs to the Corps of Engineers.

For the record, we feel that it is important to review the development of the
recreation area. On March 28, 200S, Colonel Bedey provided a narrative history
of the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area to Senator Burns. The narrative very
accurately portrayed the area as follows:
The McKenzie Bay Recreation area started as a primitive recreation site in
the late 19SO's with campsites and minimum services. The Watford City
Park Board leases 324.8 acres for park and recreation and the McKenzie
Marine club leases SO trailer lots under their colony site lease. Over the
years, this area has become a first class recreation area utilized both by
the general public and the members of the McKenzie Marine Club. The
recreation area provides such services as:
Campsites (electrical and primitive)
Full-service concession building including bait shop and cafe
Fish cleaning station
RV dump station
Camper and trailer storage area
Marina with gas dock and temporary mooring
Rental cabins
Shower facilities
Playground
The narrative went on to estimate an investment by the Watford City Park Board,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club and third party concessionaires of $400,000 to
$SOO,OOO had been made to construct recreation improvements, roads, retaining
walls and install boat ramps at ever-changing levels. This does not include the
value of the structures and lot upgrades on the SO lots leased to the McKenzie
Marine Club. We feel this number only tells part of the story.
The McKenzie Marine Club has been instrumental in coordinating and
implementing development of the area for the general public as well as the cabin
sites. The McKenzie Marine Club along with the North Dakota Game and Fish
Department, the North Dakota Department of Transportation, Dunn County,
McKenzie County and the Corps of Engineers have an investment of over $2.S
million in roads, boat ramps, dump stations, and other public camping facilities.
This does not include the countless hours of volunteer time and effort of the club
membership to coordinate and manage the development.
In addition to capital expenditures, the Marine Club has a current annual
maintenance budget of $2S,OOO. These are funds collected from the SO cabin
owners, and spent maintaining the facilities and providing services for the

general public and the cabin owners. This is above and beyond any investment
made by the concessionaire. In addition to these funds each cabin site is
expected to put in volunteer time to operate the area and complete improvement
projects for the general public. The members give of their time, talents,
resources and equipment.
The concessionaire, under the sponsorship of the Watford City Park Board, has
an investment of well over $100,000. The concessionaire, the Watford City Park
Board and the Marine Club continue to make improvements to enhance the
camping, boating and fishing experiences for the general public.
The narrative gives a brief description of the magnitude of the effort that has
been provided in the past. We feel that the Corps should be morally obligated to
ensure continued success of the recreation area. In order to continue to develop
and maintain the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area for the benefit of all, the
following issues need to be addressed during any land transfer process:
Guaranteed access to the area without fee
Guaranteed long term (99 year) lease at fixed and affordable lease rates
Guaranteed right to continue making improvements for the colony and the
general public in accordance with the Corps Lake Sakakawea Land Use
Plan. These improvements need to be allowed both above and below the
high water mark of 1854.
The right to enjoy the facilities that we have been instrumental in developing
since 1959. We understand that these rights can be viewed as privileges,
but they have been earned through years of hard work, monetary
investment, sound management, and visionary thinking.
Equitable dispute resolution measures with the new managers.
In addition, the McKenzie Bay Marine Club would offer a preferred model of land
transfer for the recreation area. If the Corps is planning to transfer the land
above 1854, it would be more appropriate to transfer the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area to the Watford City Park Board. They have proven to be
effective managers of the facility and will continue to properly develop and
operate the recreation area for the benefit of the public. Also, we feel that the
transfer should include provisions for the private cabin sites to be purchased
from the Watford City Park Board by the cabin owners. This business model
would provide additional capital for development of the recreation area and
reduce the management expenses of the federal government.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to share our concerns. As you can see,
we are not only monetarily tied to the recreation area; we are passionate about
the recreational opportunities it provides to us. If you need more detailed
information about the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area we will gladly provide that
information. If you decide to pursue the transfer of the property which we

currently lease and manage, we respectfully request that we be provided
documentation of the transfer as it unfolds and be given the opportunity to
provide input into any details of the transfer that affect the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area.

Sincerely,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club
Emanuel Stroh, Pres.

My name is Stephen L. Stenehjem. I am a cabin owner at
McKenzie Bay and Vice President of the McKenzie Bay
Marine Club. My family has been going to McKenzie Bay
since 1957. My Father Lee Stenehjem and other McKenzie
County residents were the original campers that found
McKenzie Bay and began the early development of the
recreation area. I have seen the money, sweat, and love that
cabin owners have put into McKenzie Bay for the last 48
years. I have seen McKenzie Bay develop from having
primitive camping and primitive trails into a recreation area
that has great facilities and roads. All the time, effort and
money that cabin owners have put into McKenzie Bay should
not be just given away without a chance for cabin owners to
buy lots, or lease the land and continue its development as a
great recreational facility. McKenzie Bay is one of the best
recreational areas in Westem North Dakota and one of the few

McKenzie County
P0Box543
Watfurd City ND. 58854

May25, 2005
Colonel JeffBedey

Cornmonder Omaha District
U-5. Anny Corps of Engineers

Omaha, NE

68102·1618

Dear Colonel Bedey;

Thank yoo for 1he opportunity to provide COlllil1erit on 1he proposed conversioo of public land
along the shOres of Lake Sakakawea into tribal 1Iust land ou1he Fort Berthold Indian Reservatiou.
McKenzie County.bas a cousiderable interest in t!Jis proposed transfl:r. County residents ootside
the ~n· boundaries were also impacted .by the flooding of thousands of~ Of quality
agricuitural and recreatioual lands. Flooding of quality agriculture lands rendered 1he tasable
yaluation of that land valueless. The county bas substantial investment in roads, promotion of
recreatioo tourism. activities around Lake Sakakawea as well as improvements to access areas
along the lake. County resideor.s have also inves_ted private dollars: into Corp .of Engineer t'eases
for wildlife. and-.recreation.
Low water resiilts in the access to the _lake in McKenzie Courity to be lirDited to locations on the·
reservation. Tbis makes continued access to the resorts and Jake a major issue to the rCsidents and
tourists in McKenzie County. Conversion: Of the designated acres leaves no- gua'.rantee of -any
access to recreatioual areas along 1he lake. Recreatioual promotion has been developed undei the
-current policy that recreational access 'to .Lake Sakakawea is open the public use. These same

assurances were given to

tbC

many private Jandowneis who lost prime fannland to the project

during the flooding ofbottomland uuder 1he Garrisou Dam P~ect-

The BIA h3s. no .experience in dealing with tourism related issues and we question their
responsiveneSs to..Jnterests .outside ofthe reservation.
The cowity has riot been· given indications to what the terms of the tninsfer are as W~ll as
what the commitm_erit is to maintaining eX:isting u~ and- access as __ well as what
consideration will be allowed for outstanding rights of other users.
Tourism interests in western North Dakota have suffered severe setbacks doe to declining ..
Jake levels. This change of management place8 another hordle in front of an already
struggling tourism indostry wailing for a return of water and access to the great lake.
derthese concems. We UIJ!e rejectiou of1he land transfur.as proposed.

Colonel Jeffrey A. Bedey
Omaha District Commander
Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
106 South 15th Street
Omaha Nebraska 68102-1618

As Chairman of the Board of Directors of the McKenzie Marine Club, I would like
to offer the following comments on behalf of the McKenzie Bay Marine Club in
regard to the proposed transfer of excess lands around Lake Sakakawea to the
Department of the Interior.
In general, we feel strongly that the Watford City Park Board and the current
tenants at McKenzie Bay should retain existing use of the developed recreation
area and should be protected against any negative impacts caused by a transfer
of this property.
Specifically, we do not understand how the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area could
be considered excess lands when recreation is an authorized purpose of the
Garrison Dam project, and the area has been developed in strict accordance with
the Corps of Engineers regulations. In fact, when we met with Senator Conrad
on this issue we were assured that the Corps did not have the authority to
transfer the recreation area.
We are not necessarily opposed to transferring the "excess land" or even the
recreation area to another agency. However, we need to be guaranteed that our
investment in time, labor and funds will be protected as well as the privilege of
enjoying the recreation area we continue to be instrumental in developing.
We have several questions about this transfer. We have attempted to obtain
information from the Corps, and in fact, formally requested information on the
transfer and the Corps' position on the transfer. The only information we were
able to obtain is that the Corps was considering the transfer and McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area was included. Therefore, it is very difficult to intelligently
respond to the potential impacts to our recreation area. The transfer may be a
positive action for us or it may adversely impact us. It appears that the Corps is
trying to pit us against our friends in the Three Affiliated Tribes, instead of
objectively evaluating the request to transfer the land and providing a reasonable
response.
In the absence of good sound information we will attempt to anticipate our
needs in order to continue to operate and maintain a quality recreation area. If
the transfer is an attempt to lessen the Corps' management burden for the area,

we will also provide you with a preferred model for the recreation area that
would enhance the potential of the recreation area and reduce the management
costs to the Corps of Engineers.
For the record, we feel that it is important to review the development of the
recreation area. On March 28, 2005, Colonel Bedey provided a narrative history
of the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area to Senator Burns. The narrative very
accurately portrayed the area as follows:
The McKenzie Bay Recreation area started as a primitive recreation site in
the late 1950's with campsites and minimum services. The Watford City
Park Board leases 324.8 acres for park and recreation and the McKenzie
Marine club leases 50 trailer lots under their colony site lease. Over the
years, this area has become a first class recreation area utilized both by
the general public and the members of the McKenzie Marine Club. The
recreation area provides such services as:
Campsites (electrical and primitive)
Full-service concession building including bait shop and cafe
Rsh cleaning station
RV dump station
Camper and trailer storage area
Marina with gas dock and temporary mooring
Rental cabins
Shower facilities
Playground
The narrative went on to estimate an investment by the Watford City Park Board,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club and third party concessionaires of $400,000 to
$500,000 had been made to construct recreation improvements, roads, retaining
walls and install boat ramps at ever-changing levels. This does not include the
value of the structures and Jot upgrades on the 50 Jots leased to the McKenzie
Marine Club. We feel this number only tells part of the story.
The McKenzie Marine Club has been instrumental in coordinating and
implementing development of the area for the general public as well as the cabin
sites. The McKenzie Marine Club along with the North Dakota Game and Fish
Department, the North Dakota Department of Transportation, Dunn County,
McKenzie County and the Corps of Engineers have an investment of over $2.5
million in roads, boat ramps, dump stations, and other public camping facilities.
This does not include the countless hours of volunteer time and effort of the club
membership to coordinate and manage the development.
In addition to capital expenditures, the Marine Club has a current annual
maintenance budget of $25,000. These are funds collected from the 50 cabin
owners, and spent maintaining the facilities and providing services for the

general public and the cabin owners. This is above and beyond any investment
made by the concessionaire. In addition to these funds each cabin site is
expected to put in volunteer time to operate the area and complete improvement
projects for the general public. The members give of their time, talents,
resources and equipment.
The concessionaire, under the sponsorship of the Watford City Park Board, has
an investment of well over $100,000. The concessionaire, the Watford City Park
Board and the Marine Club continue to make improvements to enhance the
camping, boating and fishing experiences for the general public.
The narrative gives a brief description of the magnitude of the effort that has
been provided in the past. We feel that the Corps should be morally obligatea to
ensure continued success of the recreation area. In order to continue to develop
and maintain the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area for the benefit of all, the
following issues need to be addressed during any land transfer process:
Guaranteed access to the area without fee
Guaranteed long term (99 year) lease at fixed and affordable lease rates
Guaranteed right to continue making improvements for the colony and the
general public in accordance with the Corps Lake Sakakawea Land Use
Plan. These improvements need to be allowed both above and below the
high water mark of 1854.
The right to enjoy the facilities that we have been instrumental in developing
since 1959. We understand that these rights can be viewed as privileges,
but they have been earned through years of hard work, monetary
investment, sound management, and visionary thinking.
Equitable dispute resolution measures with the new managers.
In addition, the McKenzie Bay Marine Club would offer a preferred model of land
transfer for the recreation area. If the Corps is planning to transfer the land
above 1854, it would be more appropriate to transfer the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area to the Watford City Park Board. They have proven to be
effective managers of the facility and will continue to properly develop and
operate the recreation area for the benefit of the public. Also, we feel that the
transfer should include provisions for the private cabin sites to be purchased
from the Watford City Park Board by the cabin owners. This business model
would provide additional capital for development of the recreation area and
reduce the management expenses of the federal government.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to share our concerns. As you can see,
we are not only monetarily tied to the recreation area; we are passionate about
the recreational opportunities it provides to us. If you need more detailed
information about the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area we will gladly provide that
information. If you decide to pursue the transfer of the property which we
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currently lease and manage, we respectfully request that we be provided
documentation of the transfer as it unfolds and be given the opportunity to
provide input into any details of the transfer that affect the McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area.

Sincerely,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club
Emanuel Stroh, Pres.
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Colonel Jeffrey A. Bedey
Omaha District Commander
Department of the Anny
Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
106 South 15th street
Omaha Nebraska 68102-1618

I would like to thank you and the Corps for making these hearings possible_ I am happy
that you did not follow the opinion expressed in an early Corps' documents stating that
there would be minimal effects to the public by this possible transfer and there was DD
need for public hearings_ I am confident that over the past few days it has become
abundantly clear that the anthor of those opinions had a very poor uuderstanding of the
issues surrowiding this proposed transfer.
My family became aware of the McKenzie Bay Recreation area in the full of 1990 when

we were invited by a cabin owner to use their cabin for a weekend. We were so
impressed that we purchased au oW 5th wheel trailer aud started spending ahuost every
weekend camped in the public campgrounds over the next 7 years. During these camping
experiences we were able to observe the workings of the McKenzie Bay Colony.
For the first several years the drive into the Bay was difficult aud dangerous especially
during rainy weather conditions, secondary to the road being nothing more than a dirt
trail. Within a few years an elevated gravel roadway was in place. The building of this
new road has greatly improvement the public's access to the Bay. This improvement
came about due to the McKenzie Bay Marine Club's planning aud at their expense. Once
the road was finished,. I no longer had to meet my elderly parents at the end of the
pavement to insure their safe arrival at our camp site.

In addition to the road, we observed how the McKenzie Bay members provided
exceptionally clean and safe campgrounds, with full service concessions including fuel,
bait, food stables aud cafe. Each year they provided an outstauding 4'" of July fireworks
display. They opened their club house each Saturday afternoon to be utilized for church
services by their membership, campers and adjoining bays boaters and campers.
We developed a keen understanding of the pride aud responsibility that McKenzie Bay

Members possess when we watched as they successfully fought the rising waters which

would have washed away much of the camping area and the c.oncessionaire facilities.

They did this by financing and personally building a sea wall to protect the marina from
the high waters of 1996. The McKenzie Bay Colony was the sole entity that stood
against these destruetive waters to protect and preserve the campgrounds and facilities.

When in 1997 we had the opportunity and privilege of leasing a cabin site, we did so not
only because of the beauty of the area, but because of wanting to be part of such an
outstanding oomm11nity_ And that is what we have at McKenzie Bay, a Community. A
community of 100 plus individuals from all walks oflifu. ages, experiences and abilities
that pull together to create and maintain a wonderful experience for the general public to
enjoy. When President Bush speaks of the need for an "'ownership society" this is
precisely what President Bush is trying to point out. When individuals have a sense of
ownership, as the McKenzie Bay members do, they take pride in their community, work
to enhance and further their community and in over the long haul the public benefits.
For one to have a sense of "ownership' one must have security. To this end, we need to

continue our relationship with an entity we can have confidence in to maintain the level
of security one needs to continue to grow a community. Without security, additional
expenditures of personal assets, of time and effort will come to an end.

In several news releases and conversations Mr. Tex Hall, Tribal Chairman of the Three
Affiliated Tribes, has consistently stated that 'all existing leases will be honored". Let me
repeat this, "all existing leases will be honored". The key word is "existing". Our lease
at McKenzie Bay expires this year on December 31, 2005. Bud Kountz from the
Riverdale office of the Corps informed us three mouths ago that he had send a new 10
year lease for McKenzie Bay to the Three Affiliated Tribes (TA1) for their approval.
Mr. Kountz has informed us that after several follow up calls and cootacts with the TAT
office, he has not received the lease back from TAT.
Therefore, our collective sense of security is very fragile at this moment. I feel, that if the
lease was signed and better yet, signed and extended to at least a 25 years; this would not
only be a good filith gesture by the TAT, but also go a long way to restoring the needed
sense of 'security' that is need to continue the advancement of McKenzie Bay Recreation
Area.
A secure and safe McKenzie Bay Colony is and can continue to be a benefit to the TAT.
Much like Sears is an anchor store for many shopping malls, drawing the public because
of its reputation, product and history; the McKenzie Bay Colony can serve as an anchor
for the plans of the TAT for further development of recreational opportunities, job grown
and tribal development. In order to draw in more recreational and development funding,
individuals must have a sense that their investments are safe, and to this extend, what
happens to the McKenzie Bay Colony can either work to enhance this sense of a safe
haven for investing or look like the dot com investments of2000.
The McKenzie Bay Colony has also worked towards another stated goal of Chairman
Hall, to enhance the grasslands and wild life of these lands. By maintaining fences to
prevent 1mauthori7.ed grazing; enforeing the Corps' off road rules and regulations, as well

as, spraying noxious weeds; the McKenzie Bay Colony bas enhanced the 325 acres in
trusted to it like no other area on the lake. The hills and ravines protected by the
McKenzie Bay Colony are full of knee high grass, a multitude of wild flora and animals
not found on adjoining pasture lands. Ifwe are granted the privilege and responsibility to
protect these lands, I can assure yon we will meet this challenge.
I want to apologies if my voice bas betrayed my strong feelings on this issue, but this is

an emotional issue to those who have worked hard to develop this area into the
outstanding recreation area it is. I again wish to thank you for the opportunity address
these issues with you. If can be of any assistance, please feel free to contact me.

Sidney, Mf 59270

May26, 2005

Dolph Harris

Re: Testimony of Dolph Harris - Potential Transfer of Garrison Project Lands

I would like to present testimony objecting to the transfer of the McKenkie Bay Recreation Area from
the Corps of Engineers to the Department of the Interior and offer some reasons why.

My family and I camped at McKenzie Bay numerous times prior to becoming a cabin owner in August
of 1979. I was chairman of the Marine Club at McKenzie Bay, during what I call the "Building and
High Water Years" and was privileged to work with the Corps of Engineers. Much was accomplished.

The Corps of Engineers has required a 20-year plan for development of the McKenzie Bay Recreation
Area. There has been a lot of improvement brought about by the long term planning. The Watford
City Park Board representative, Mr. Wally Samuelson, was tenacious in making sure that the Marine
Club kept current and challenged. The Park Board and Marine Club was challenged. The program
was and is at no cost to the public. What a deal!

Access to the area amounted to wheel tracks in the pasture. Over the years some gravel and grader
work had been completed. Travel during inclimate- weather was difficult and caused problems
especially for public weekend use. The east area was inaccessible at times.

The Marine Club elected to accept the challenge and improve roads. The McKenzie County
Commissioners allowed their road department to do the preliminary engineering. Tiris involved a
tremendous effort on the part of many people and entities. A project was planned.
Number One, financial assistance was a must. The Dunn County commissioners agreed to the need for
the project. The State of North Dakota Department of Transportation had a program to provide funds
for recreation access. The request had to be made thru the county. Application for funds was made
and the State approved $92,000.00. September 6, 1995 Dunn County took bids and awarded Martin
Construction a contract for $117,165.00. The total cost of the project came to $209,205.00. The
Marine Club had to raise $117,205. (Exhibit A).

In order to improve access to the East Side camping areas it was necessary to build the road across an
inlet. This required a 404 permit, engineering and Corps approval. Dunn Co. provided the necessary
culverts, Martin Construction charged us $8,365.00 and the balance of the work, grading, and gravel
was done by the Marine Club. (Exhibit B). The road project was complete. (Exhibit C).

February of 1996 the Corps of Engineers, Mr. Bud Kuhn contacted the Marine Club and inquired about a
plan to protect the concession and the shoreline at the marina. Engineering was done, a plan was devised,
costs were researched, a 404 pennit application was submitted, approval was granted Jun 6, 1996. The
Marine Club supplied all of the material, equipment and labor. When the last nail was driven we were
standing in water. We saved the point. We spent $18,201.00, all Maline Club dollars. (Exhibit D).

August 1, 1994. At the request of the Corps of Engineers we were asked to supply them with a survey
plot, lot sizes, lot frontage at elevation 1854' for the McKenzie Bay Colony lease. After a preliminary
submittal and four up-dates Corps' approval was granted and December 12, 1996 submitted for the
record. (Exhibit E).

There has been a serious effort to make McKenzie Bay the most desired recreation area possible for all
Americans. It's nice and has been at minimal to no cost to the taxpayer. Where else in the United

States of America can the public enter a recreation and service area for free?

On top of all the effort and dollars spent by cabin ovvners, the 4th of July the public can enjoy a very
attractive fireworks display. The services and facilities provided by the Concessionaire and maintained
by the club are great.

I personally have no problems with the return of "UNUSED" lands to all Americans. I do not
understand how the recreation areas, especially McKenzie Bay could possibly fit that description.

I believe the Corps of Engineers is obligated to protect the investments made to develop the Bay.
(Exhibit F). The Marine Club investment totals $333,508.00.

I believe we have earned the right to have our investment totally protected or returned. We need the
Corps to govern use and development, the Park Board to continue its challenge and continue providing
a great service for all.

If it works, don't fix it.
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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May26, 2005

Dolph Harris

Re: Testimony of Dolph Harris - Potential Transfer of Garrison Project Lands

I would like to present testimony objecting to the transfer of the McKenkie Bay Recreation Area from
the Corps of Engineers to the Department of the Interior and offer some reasons why.

My family and I camped at McKenzie Bay numerous times prior to becoming a cabin owner in August
of 1979. I was chairman of the Marine Club at McKenzie Bay, during what I call the "Building and
High Water Years" and was privileged to work with the Corps of Engineers. Much was accomplished.

The Corps of Engineers has required a 20-year plan for development of the McKenzie Bay Recreation
Area. There has been a lot of improvement brought about by the long term planning. The Watford
City Park Board representative, Mr. Wally Samuelson, was tenacious in making sure that the Marine
Club kept current and challenged. The Park Board and Marine Club was challenged. The program
was and is at no cost to the public. What a deal!

Access to the area amounted to wheel tracks in the pasture. Over the years some gravel and grader
work had been completed. Travel during inclimate- weather was difficult and caused problems
especially for public weekend use. The east area was inaccessible at times.

The Marine Club elected to accept the challenge and improve roads. The McKenzie County
Commissioners allowed their road department to do the preliminary engineering. Tiris involved a
tremendous effort on the part of many people and entities. A project was planned.
Number One, financial assistance was a must. The Dunn County commissioners agreed to the need for
the project. The State of North Dakota Department of Transportation had a program to provide funds
for recreation access. The request had to be made thru the county. Application for funds was made
and the State approved $92,000.00. September 6, 1995 Dunn County took bids and awarded Martin
Construction a contract for $117,165.00. The total cost of the project came to $209,205.00. The
Marine Club had to raise $117,205. (Exhibit A).

In order to improve access to the East Side camping areas it was necessary to build the road across an
inlet. This required a 404 permit, engineering and Corps approval. Dunn Co. provided the necessary
culverts, Martin Construction charged us $8,365.00 and the balance of the work, grading, and gravel
was done by the Marine Club. (Exhibit B). The road project was complete. (Exhibit C).

February of 1996 the Corps of Engineers, Mr. Bud Kuhn contacted the Marine Club and inquired about a
plan to protect the concession and the shoreline at the marina. Engineering was done, a plan was devised,
costs were researched, a 404 pennit application was submitted, approval was granted Jun 6, 1996. The
Marine Club supplied all of the material, equipment and labor. When the last nail was driven we were
standing in water. We saved the point. We spent $18,201.00, all Maline Club dollars. (Exhibit D).

August 1, 1994. At the request of the Corps of Engineers we were asked to supply them with a survey
plot, lot sizes, lot frontage at elevation 1854' for the McKenzie Bay Colony lease. After a preliminary
submittal and four up-dates Corps' approval was granted and December 12, 1996 submitted for the
record. (Exhibit E).

There has been a serious effort to make McKenzie Bay the most desired recreation area possible for all
Americans. It's nice and has been at minimal to no cost to the taxpayer. Where else in the United

States of America can the public enter a recreation and service area for free?

On top of all the effort and dollars spent by cabin ovvners, the 4th of July the public can enjoy a very
attractive fireworks display. The services and facilities provided by the Concessionaire and maintained
by the club are great.

I personally have no problems with the return of "UNUSED" lands to all Americans. I do not
understand how the recreation areas, especially McKenzie Bay could possibly fit that description.

I believe the Corps of Engineers is obligated to protect the investments made to develop the Bay.
(Exhibit F). The Marine Club investment totals $333,508.00.

I believe we have earned the right to have our investment totally protected or returned. We need the
Corps to govern use and development, the Park Board to continue its challenge and continue providing
a great service for all.

If it works, don't fix it.
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December· 12, 1996
Corps of Engineers
Riverdale Real Estate Office
Riverdale, ND 58565-0517

Attno Mr. Bud Kuhn
Re: Cabin site plate
Dear Bud,
Finally!
I am enclosing the final layout and dimensioning for cabin
sites at McKenzie Bay-. Rec Area. Sorry it took so long. Our
Cad department .is and has been over-loaded. That's good for
me.

Your cooperation and willingness to allow the increase in
lot size is really appreciated by all of the cabin owners.
Bud, if its ok I would like to make a copy of each area for
the cabin owners in that area. When you have had a chance
to check the drawings and with your stamp of approval I'll
do so. At this point in time you and I have the only ones.
If I don't see or talk to you before then, my best to you
and your family thi~ Christmas season.
As you know, I am no longer on the board. If I can help, I
will.
I have enjoyed working with you and the rest of the
folks at the Riverdale office.
Thanks.
Sincerely,

c 1J"'Jrv
Dolph

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT:
LSP/ND,
DACW45-l-68-5034
1.

Dolph

Harris,

McKenzie

Marine

President of MMC,

Club

Lease

called this

discuss the restaking of the 51 lots.
He
conflicts and was looking answers/guidance.

has

date
had

No.

to
some

~

2.

Dolph and I discussed the following:

a. Survey Plat - none is in existence. We have several
maps of the lot locations and know they are around 5000
square feet pe~ ~ile record. MMC has been given a figure of
55X100 i:o.r.- lot: size to work with.
The loi:.s were staked by
the COE in 1968 but no formal survey done.
I seni:. copies of
original Exhibit "A" and Volume III Master Plan maps to Dolph
to assist in reestablishing lots.
·
b.
Lot Frontages - Dolph asked where the actual front
of the lots was.
All discussions focus on the 1859'msl
elevation but he has heard talk about 1854'msl as the
possible front.
I advised him that a later lease supplemen~
referenced 1854' and that I would research it and call him
back.

3. A file search indicates that Supplemental Agreement No. 5
to the lease,
signed 25 March 1988, actually revises all lot
frontages to 1854'rnsl.
Reference the file record in this
time period for background.
4.
Dolph was called- back and advised_ of_ this.
I
further
advised that this general contour should be located and all
lots restaked in a four corner arrangement with straight lot
lines on all four sides for ease of management by both
parties.

(iLTimothy D. Kolke
Riverdale RE Office
CF:
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
CORPS OF ENGINEERS. OMAHA DISTRICT
215 NORTH 17TH STREET
OMAHA. NEBRASKA 68102-4978

REPLY TO

June 6, 1996

ATTENTION OF

North Dakota Regulatory Office
1513 South 12th Street
Bismarck, North Dakota 58504

Dolph Harris

Dear Mr. Harris:
Your request on behalf of the McKenzie Marine Club for Department of the Army
authorization to construct up to 500 feet of retaining wall at the concession area of the McKenzie
Bay Recreation Area located on Lake Sakakawea in Section 35, Township 148 North, Range 92
West, McKenzie County, North Dakota has been reviewed by this office. Based on the
information provided, it has been determined that this portion of your project is authorized by
the Nationwide Permit found at 33 CFR Part 330 Appendix A(B)(l3). No work beyond that
described above will be undertaken prior to receiving written authorization from the Corps of
Engineers, North Dakota Regulatory Office.
Enclosed is a fact sheet which describes this nationwide permit and lists the General and/or
Section 404 Only Conditions which must be followed for this authorization to remain valid.
Although your project is authorized undet nationwide permit guidelines~-· this does Dot
eliminate the requirement that other applicable federal, state, tribal, and local permits be obtained.
Please note, any deviations from the original plans and specifications of your project could
require additional authorization from this office.
Should you at any time become aware that either an endangered and/or threatened species
or its critical habitat exists within the project area, you must immediately notify this office.
This verification will be valid until the nationwide permit is modified, reissued, or revoked.
All the nationwide permits are scheduled to be modified, reissued, or revoked prior to January
13, 1997. It is incumbent upon you to remain informed of changes to the nationwide permits.
We will issue a public notice announcing the changes when they occur. Furthermore, if you
commence or are under contract to commence this activity before the date the nationwide permit
is modified or revoked, you will have twelve months from the date of the modification or
revocation to complete the activity under the present terms and conditions of this nationwide
permit.

-2-

If you have any questions concerning this determination, please contact this office by letter
or telephone me at 255-0015, and reference Nationwide Permit Number 199660394.
Sincerely,
< (

Manager

Enclosure

Fact Sheet #13
33 CFR Section 330.6 Nationwide Permits
(b) Authorized Activities:

(13) Bank stabilization.
prevention provided:

Bank stabilization activities necessary for erosion

a. No material is placed in excess of the minimum needed for erosion protection;
b. The bank stabilization activity is less than 500 feet in length;
c. The activity will not exceed an average of one cubic yard per running foot placed along
the bank below the plane of the ordinary high water mark or the high tide line;
d. No material is placed in any special aquatic site, including wetlands;
e. No material is of the type or is placed in any location or in any manner so as to impair
surface water flow into or out of any wetland area;
f. No material is placed in a manner that will be eroded by normal or expected high flows
(properly anchored trees and treetops may be used in low energy areas); and,
g. The activity is part of a single and complete project.

Bank stabilization activities in excess of 500 feet in length or greater than an average of one cubic
yard per running foot may be authorized if the permittee notifies the district engineer in
accordance with the "Notification" general condition and the district engineer determines the activity
complies with the other terms and conditions of the nationwide permit and the adverse
enviro~ental impacts are minimal both individually and cumulatively. (Sections 10 and 404)

(c) General Conditions: General Condition 13, "Notification", has been followed for
projects in excess of 500 feet in length or greater than an average of one cubic yard per running
foot prior to this authorization. General Conditions 5 and 10 do not apply for this Nationwide
Permit however, the following general conditions must be followed for the Nationwide Permit
authorization to remain valid:
(1) No activity may cause more than a minimal adverse effect on navigation.
(2) Any structure or fill authorized shall be properly maintained, including
maintenance to ensure public safety.
(3) Appropriate erosion and siltation controls must be used and maintained in
effective operating condition during construction, and aU exposed soil and other fills must be
permanently stabilized at the earliest practicable date.
(4) No activity may substantially disrupt the movement of those species of aquatic
life indigenous to the waterbody, including those species which normally migrate through the area,
unless the activity's primary purpose is to impound water.
(6) The activity must comply with any regional conditions which may have been
added by the division engineer and any case specific conditions added by the Corps.

(7) No activity may occur in a component of the National Wild and Scenic River
System: or in a river officially designated by Congress as a "study river" for possible inclusion in the
system, while the river is in an official study status. Information on Wild and Scenic Rivers may
be obtained from the National Park Service and the U. S. Forest Service.
(8) No activity or its operation may impair reserved tribal rights, including, but not
limited to, reserved water .rights and treaty fishing and hunting rights.
(9) In certain states, an individual state water quality certification must be Obtained
or waived. Specifically for North Dakota, the North Dakota Department of Health and
Consolidated Laboratories has denied certification for all activities proposed which include hard
points in lengths greater then thirty (30) feet; individual 401 certification must be received by the
project proponent prior to authorization under this Nationwide Permit. For a11 other activities
which fall under the guidelines of this Nationwide Permit, the North Dakota Department of Health
and Consolidated Laboratories has granted blanket water quality certification provided the attached
Construction and Environmental Disturbance Requirements are followed On American Indian
Lands in North Dakota, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has denied certification for this
Nationwide Permit; individual 401 certification must be received by the project proponent prior to
authorization under this Nationwide Permit
(11) No activity is authorized under any Nationwide Permit which is likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of a threatened or endangered species or a species proposed
for such designation, as identified under the Federal Endangered Species Act, or which is likely
to destroy or adversely modify the critical habitat of such species. Non-federal permittees shall
notify the district engineer if any listed species or critical habitat might be affected or is in the
icinity of the project and shall not begin work on the activity until notified by the district engineer
:,1at the requirements of the Endangered Species Act have been satisfied and that the activity is
authorized. Information on the location of threatened and endangered species and their critical
habitat can be obtained from the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries
Service.
(12) No activity which may affect Historic properties listed, or eligible for listing,

in the National Register of Historic Places is authorized, until the district engineer has complied
with the provisions of 33 CFR 325, appendix C The prospective pennittee must notify the district
engineer if the authorized activity may affect any historic properties listed, detennined to be
eligible, or which the prospective permittee has reason to believe may be eligible for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places, and shall not begin the activity until notified by the District
Engineer that the requirements of the National Historic Preservation Act have been satisfied and
that the activity is authorized. Information on the location and existence of historic resources can
be obtained from the State Historical Preservation Office and the National Register of Historic
Places.

SECTION 404 ONLY CONDmONS

In addition to the General Conditions, the following conditions apply only to activities that
involve the discharge of dredged or fill material and must be followed in order for authorization
by the nationwide p~rmits to be valid:
(1) No discharge of dredged or fill material may occur in the proximity of a public water
supply intake except where the discharge is for repair of the public water supply intake structures
or adjacent bank stabilization.
(2) No discharge of dredged or fill material may occur in areas of concentrated shellfish
production, unless the discharge is directly related to a shellfish harvesting activity authorized by
nationwide permit 4.
(3) No discharge of dredged or fill material may consist of unsuitable material (e.g., trash,
debris, car bodies, etc.) and material discharged must be free from toxic pollutants in toxic amounts.

(4) Discharges of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States must be
minimized or avoided to the maximum extent practicable at the project site (i.e. on-site), unless the
district engineer has approved a compensation mitigation plan for the specific regulated activity.
(5) Discharges in spawning areas during spawning seasons must be avoided to the maximum
extent practicable.

(6) To the maximum extent practicable, discharges must not permanently restrict or impede
the passage of normal or expected high flo"WS or cause the relocation of the water (unless the
primary purpose of the fill is to impound waters).
(7) If the discharge creates an impoundment of water, adverse impacts on the aquatic
system caused by the accelerated passage of water and/or the restriction of its flow shall be
minimized to the maximum extent- practicable.
(8) Discharges into breeding areas for migratory waterfowl must be avoided to the
maximum extent practicable.
(9) Any temporary fills must be removed in their entirety and the affected areas returned
to their pre-existing elevation.

'
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NORTH DAKOTA
STAIB DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND CONSOLIDA1ED LABORATORIES
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SECTION
1200 Missouri Avenue

P.O. Box 5520
Bismarck, Notlh Dakota 58502-5520
Fax 1701-221-5200

Construction and Environmental Disturbance Requirements
These represent the minimum requirements of the North Dakota State Department
of Health and Consolidated Laboratories. They ensure that minimal environmental degradation occurs as a result of construction or related work which has
the potential to affect the waters of the state of North Dakota. All activities will be designed and implemented to restrict the losses or disturbances
of soil, vegetative cover, and pollutants (chemical, physical, or biological)
from site.
Soils
Prevent the erosion of exposed soil surfaces by inhibiting the movement of
exposed particles and trapping sediments being transported. Examples include,
but are not restricted to, sediment dams or benns, diversion dikes, hay bales
as erosion checks, riprap, mesh or burlap blankets to hold soil during construction, and immediately establishing vegetative cover on disturbed areas
after construction is completed. fragile and sensitive areas such as wetlands, riparian zones, delicate flora, or land resources will be protected
against compaction, vegetation loss, and unnecessary damage.
Surface Waters
All construction which directly or indirectly impacts on aquatic systems will
be managed to minimize impacts. All attempts will be made to prevent the
contamination of water at construction sites from fuel spillage, lubricants,
and chemicals, by following safe storage and handling procedures. Stream bank
and stream bed erosion and disturbances wi11 be controlled to minimize and/or
prevent silt movement, nutrient upsurges, plant dislocation, and any physical,
chemical, or biological disruption. The use of pesticides or herbicides in or
near these systems is forbidden without approval from this Department.
Fill Material
Any fill material placed below the high water mark must be free of top soils,
decomposable materials, and persistent synthetic organic compounds (in toxic
Concentrations). This includes, but is not limited to, asphalt, tires,
treated lumber, and construction debris. The Department may require testing
of fill materials. All temporary fills must be removed. Debris and solid
wastes will be removed from the site and the impacted areas restored as nearly
as possible to the original condition.
Environmental Health seclion
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A;:PL;c,\T!G:I FCR DE?ARTr.tENT Of THE ARr.1y P£Rl'.llT
{33 crn 32:1

tl11.n (or tf'.is collocticn ol information l:s esti1n.. tad lo ave11190 S hours per 1espons11~ including tho time lor roviewin!) instruc1ions,
iata sourcts. 9atheriri!l and mnin1aining tho d;ita needed. and compl&ting llnd revi11wing tho collection of info1malion. Send
J this btnd~n ostinl:1t11 or any.oth11r ospact ol this colh1ction of lnfo1TT1ation, including suggestioi;is f.or roducing this bunltn. to
lnso. 'No1hing1on t!o11dqu111ters Sarvico Olroctorntn ol \nfo1mationOpe1111ions and R_epon•, 1215 Jafhuson Davis Highway. Suite
.\ 22.ZCZ-43oZ: and \o tho Ollieo of 1Aan11g11ment ""d Budget, Paperwork fl11duction Proi•ct (0710_-0003}. Woshing1on, DC
NO R<:iURN your fcrm \o oith~r ol thosa acidr.,ssos, Complatad applications must bo submhted 10 th11 Disulct Engin11er having
• loC:.lion of thtJ prop.osod !lc:i·lily.
·
·
·
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
; 401; S11c1ion 10; 1413, Section 404, · r'rb1cip:al Purpose: Thaso laws taquiro parmits authorizing actlvidos in, or alf11c1lng,
f lho Unitad St11t•11, tho. e.schntgo of dt11dgod or fill motnrl11l into wat•rs ol tho Unit•d St&l•S. and t"!11 tronspon:adon of dredg11d
rpos'" of dumping h in10 oc'"" Wot11rs. Routlno Usos: Information provided on this form will bo used in cv11luoting 1ho application
osuro: Disclosure ol !11qu.s1ed inlormation is voluntary. If information ls not provided, how11vcr, lh11permit11pplication c:.nnol be
a parmit bo issued.
·

drawings ot good roproduclbl•· ,~opios whiCh show th11 locailon 11nd char11ctar of tho propo~11d octlvhy ·must b11 :.nnchcd to \his
mplo drawings 11nd lnslruction.-1 and b11 submitted lo tho Dbtrict Enginaar having jurisdiction ovCr th11 locatlC1n of tho proposed
:ntion that is nol compl11ted in full will ho l•t1;1tned.
·
•
•
··
. t/Tli!AS t THRU d TO B ~Fill ED BY mE CORPSI

2. FIELD OFFICE CODE

NO.

3. OATE RECEIVED

4, DATE APPLICATION cor..tPLETEO
.

ftTE~AS

BELOW TO IJE FILLED BY APPLICANn

NAME

8. AUTHORIZED AGENT'S NAME ANO T!TLE

1~11

._,ts""' 1"W~dl

.

10.

7

"S PHONE NOS. WfAREA CODE

a._ nesidenco
b. Business.
.

STATEl'.,ENT OF AUTHORIZATION
~.
JCS1,

Dolph Harris
to act in my behalf as
suppJemer11al ihlormation in suppor1 of this petmit application •

rTiy agent In the processing of this application and to

.:CAMT"S S:G:O!ATURE
•. ·'· " ' ,_:

·. \
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•, ···;t.. -· . :,:

• .

NAt.,E. LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT OR ACTIVITY.
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AJPLiCATION fOI\ DEPAn, MENT Of 1HE ARMY f!:RMl't

133 CPR 3151

E>1pi1•1 Oi:htb1r 199U

,"'\Ing turd.in f111r ,t.ls 1:olt1u::\ion uf l11for111:iLlon l.:s ••1'"'•t•d to 6Yll!r11g11 !i hour' ptr 1e.•J1o"nso~ ln~kadil\g 1ho ti"'11 for rovi111wing fllsuuc:ill1ns.
xlstlng data sources. !J3.\h11rlri9 11nd m11/n1ail'\l'ng lh11 Atll needed, ond compl•ting 11.nd reviewing th• coRectlon ol lnformatlon. Send

r11g•tding lhl:s burd~n ostlmat• or •nv.01h11r otpoct of thhi. c:oll1cllon ci( lnfont1•tlon, including su9gestio~:s fpt roducing \his burd~n. to
: af·D.a ton so. Woshin91ot1 Ho11dq,u1n1t$ S1111vic• OlrK\Cltllt• ol lnfott'l\adonOpe.,•lJans nt1d Rol)on.1, 12.1 S J1U•rs1111\ Davis Highwoy. Suit11

\Qlon. VA 22102-4302.: •nd 10 1h1 01nco of M1.n•11•m•nt a11d Budg,t, P•parwetft R11.duct10n Prol•~t 10710,.000:0. W•shirtgt1:1"- DC
,.,.DO NO REIURt~ y1:1ur fctm lo tl1hC"t.of thos• •ddr•ssns. Compl1ttd 11pp1ic1don$ mti1t b111~bmitt1d lo tho Oistrlcl Englraot h11vlr\9
ovor tho /oC:niol'I of ll\o P!Dp_os•d P';lvhy.
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ACT ST A'TEMENT

:13 USC 401; Sac don 10; 141"3. Stet ion 404. · Pdncip:il Purposo: Thcs• Jaws r1qu[10 parmll1 1uthodtlM actlvilios Jn, er arfoctlng,
w11.ter11 ol tho Unhod S111t•S, th11, dsehar9a ol dt11d5111d or fill m,.t•1l11I into w11111s of th• Unrt•d St111s. ar\d ill• 111nspon:ulon of dredg1d
:r tho purposo of dumping It lnlo C1c1111 w111e1:1. Aoutlno U1os: lnlormadon provld1d on tt-Js ftlfm will be usad In •Y11l11alir\g tho 11pplica1ion
.it. Disclosuro; Dlsclosur• Of ~·~u1sltd lnfo1ni1tli:in is volunt~ry. It lnlortnatlon Is not p1ovided, how1ver. tho pcrmi\ application c:i.nnot b•
not Cal'I. d portNt bt is1ued,
•

f orfofnal dtawings or good roproduclbf,. ..-oplo!. whtCh show th111 ioclltfon 11nd chll•Ct•r vf th~ prcpo~~d •.ctl11hy' 11\Y~C ha 1nach1d 10 this
l Isa• 111mpl11 drawings and instrUctlo0.·1 J.l\d be sul1mittcd 10 iho Dbtrlct En9in11tr fur.vlng jurisdicliM over th• liac11tlon of tho propast:d
.\II 11ppllc1don thai Is not comp/1111d In full Will ~e r•{\lmed, ·
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Dolph Harris···
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!ns tall retaining wall· using GCA treated lumber t:o prevent fµrther erosi·on
and loss of buildings located at McKen~ie B~y Recreation.Area (See drawings
attached): ·
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"Fill 111ateri.al: to re-establish 18.5'2 shoreline at gas dock and· concession
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21. "Type(sJ or M;1\11ri;ll Being Dischar\led :ind lh• Amount Or Eich TyrA In Cubie Y1rds ·

100 'yal:-d-S - fill fl:-o~ road excess
22. S~l:icc Are• il'l Actis of Wetl1nds ot Olher WJ\tfJ FIUed
None·· - · ~
··
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Already Compl•t•l Y•s
.23.'...IJ.Afly Ponlon of \ti•- Wark
.: .
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....

-

No

..

XX:

If

YES. DESCRIBE THE COMPLETED WORI(

24. AddreJ111s or Adjotnlng f>ropenv Owtiars. Lessees, Etc., \Vhos• PJopony AdjoiM the \Vatcrbody (II mOtl than can bo 11r.te1ed h&ro. •
pl111a attach• suppl1mtf\lal ti111.

.

None;

..

...

25. List or O\hct C11rtilic11lons or Approv1l1/Dcnlals R•c•ivad holll othtr Federir.I, Stat• ot Local Agenti•S lor Work Des~ribed ,In This Applic::a\ioo
AGENCY

.

IDENTiflCATION HUM~ER
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ctnlfy \hllt I po1se11 th• .auihorit'{ to Und1rt11I.• th• wo1k dcsct\bed heialn oi- am octlno as

26,
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.. .. ol. lhiUnit'l!d. St1tts
. knawinoly eod willluH'{ l1l5ifi11s, conc11als; 01·cov111 up any ulc.1c, 11ehoni1, or dl1gu1~es a ~.1\crla\ fact or ma.kts any false, fict1Uous ot
fraudulent Sllltm•.n\~ or 119feseritations or rt1alr.1s or UJIS eny 11\s.1 wdtlng <ir _docum•Ol knowlrig taMo 10 coh.tain ony lalst, flc::titious or
b1v(lulr.nt statements 01 •nt.y, shall b. f!ntd n<>t rnor• tha11 $1 o.ooo ot lmp.risoned n~1 mor1 than Uve years or both. ·
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December 27, 1995
Corps of Engineers
Riverdale Real Estate Office

Administration Building
Riverdale, North Dakota 58565-0517.
Attn.: Timothy D. Kolke
Dear Mr. Kolke:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated December 20, 1995, relating to the dike built
with excess soil removed from the Middle Bay Road. The removal was necessary to control
'Yater shed, divert it from the road, and stop erosi~n onto the cabin site lots. We discussed this
when the road project was approved.
We did not anticipate the amount of spoil and did not get permission to create the dike. This is
not the fault of the Watford City Park Board or the McKenzie Marine Club. I was trying to keep

the road project underway, and made a decision that was not mine to make. I take full
responsibility for the erroneous decision.
Your request to remove the fill prior to February 1, 1996 is difficult to accommodate. I would
anticipate that we might even have to do some blasting to break-up the frozen soil.
I have enclosed a 10/404 to accomplish the crossing to the East Side Public Use Area. Please
note map location. We are hoping this can be processed by mid March so when the frost is gone
we can build the access. The building of this access would allow us to remove the fill used in
_creating the dike,:_ We_wduld then return the shoreline_ to its_original contours.
I respectfully request that the enclosed 10/404 be approved and the removal of the fill be so
coordinated. At any rate, we need an extension in time for removal of the fill.
Sincerely,
McKenzie Bay Marine Club

<J,,,_J
Dolph M. Harris
·President, 1995

cc: Jerry Walberg, President McKenzie Marine Club 1996
Bud Kuhn, Corps of Engineers
Garth Zimbleman, Corps of Engineers
Wallace Samuelson, Watford City Park Board
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Ai'l"L:c.\Tl Ori FOR Ofi'l\RTMENT OF THE Ant.,Y Pf1u.11T
f33 crn 3:1EI

E:spir•s October 1!l!>G

1blh:: reporting hurd~n 101 tl'Js colh1ctlon of lnfo1m-don 1s e11lu\11t11d to av11ago 5 hours per 111pOn1•~ lncludlng th• lim• 101 11viewf119 lnsuuctlons,
11111:hing ••lslin!I d:ua sou1c11, 9;ii1M11Jig and malnt<1lnlR!J th• data n1ed1d, and complc11lng and ••vi•wlng tho coll•ctlon ol lnlorn:atlon. Send
·•mr111nu1 r1911din9 thl:1 burdsn osdmata cir 1ny,01h1f 11p1ct ol this collocdon ol lnfonnadort. lnclUlllng su991Jll~s lot taduclng this .bludc11, IQ.
er111rtm1nl ol·Dlfonsa, W111hin<Jton ll111dqu1rt11t Servli:• Dlrtctoroto ol lnfo1m1donOp111tlons and R•pa1t1, 111S J1Jl111un 01tvl1 H19hw1y, Swt1
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.•.- PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
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ll•lcria! tor th• purpo111e ol c!umping h Into' ocean waters. Roulln• U11111 lnlorm•don provided on \t'Js form will b• us•d In 11velu111lng th• 1p11ttcstlon
or 1111 pa unit, Oisclosuro: Dlsclosu111 of !'qu1s11d fnfo1m111ion Is Voluntary. II lnlonn1tlon Is not provided, how11v11r, th• permit sppticadon cannot ba
•1occs111d nor can 1 p1rmit bo lssu11d.
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•• DA.TE APPLICATION COf.\PLETEI>

ltTE.'AS BELOW TO IJP. nttEn BY Ap,.l/CANn

a.•

1. APPLICANT'S NAME

AUTH~RIZED

McKenzie Marine.· Club

-

CORP~

:l. DATE REC£JVED

2. FIELD OfflCE CODE-

.

AGENrs NAME ANO TJnE ,,,. .,_,.. _,,~_,

Dolph M. Harris,

P~esident

'·

'· APPllCANrs Pl-tONF. r-roS. •"tARr:A ........oe

.tn

AnENT''= PHONr: NOS WIAREA roof

• ••.

STATEMENT OF AUTHORllATION

11.

I hereby aulhoflze,
Do 1 ph M. Harris
10 •ct In my behalf as
furnish. upon roqu11s1, suppl•mont.111 U\loun;rdon in support of this p11rnllt appllc11tlon.

ffiy agent tn the proc11ssing or this application and to

12-28-95
APPUCAtlT'S s:s!':ATUAE

DATE
NAr.11:. LDCATION ANO OESCR:PTION Of PROJECT

on

ACTIVITY.

12. rROJECT NAME OR TITLE 1111 ... _ir-j

McKenzie Bay Recreation Area
13. NAME OF WATERDODY, IF

Concession to East shore crossing

~NOWN ,;1 1ps.c 1 ~1

1-4. PROJECT STREET·ADDP.,ESS '1'~•thil

Lake Sakakawea
15, LOCATION

OF PROJECT~

Dunn
COUNTY

N .D.
STATE

16. "OTHER LOCATION DESCRIPTIONS. IF KNOWN.;. •• ..,,,,_,;...,

SEE MAP
0

i7. D1nECTIONS TO Tl-1£ SITE"

North Dakota U22 to.BIA 12 to BIA 15.

End of BIA 15 to the Concession a-rea.
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CEMRO-OP-GA-N (Gilbert)

MEMORANDUM-FOR

03 January 1996

CEMRO-RE-GA-N (Zimbelman)

SUBJECT: Cultural resources clearance for the proposed Section 10/404 Road Project,
McKenzie Marine Club, McKenzie Bay Rec. Area

The proposed road development should not be a problem because it does not effect
cultural resources. UNDAR-West conducted a Phase I Cultural Resources Inventory of Selected
Recreation Areas in the West Portion of Lake Sakakawea, Dunn, McKenzie, Mountrail and
Williams Counties, North Dakota from August to November 198 L McKenzie Bay Rec. Area
was included in this report and the nearest cultural resource was one Knife River Flint secondary
flake found on a slit beach west of the proposed road development area in Section 35, Tl48N,
R92W, in the SEl/4, NWl/4, SEl/4, NWl/4.

fr~c:;-41/~
Steve Gilbert
Staff Archeologist
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This 10/404 request is to
allow an access road to
cross to the east side
public use area. There
has been only a trail used.
No grade or no gravel.
This extension then completes
all road improvements as listed
in the 20 year plan .
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M•rtln Conotruction
Hourly Work For McKenzie Bay

11/11!11l5 Oazer
# 4 Scraper

1.5

e

11/191115 # 4 Scraper 5
11/20/ll5 Dozer 6.5
# 4 Scrapor 3

11/21/QS Oazer 2.5
# 1 Sc,.per 4.5
11122195 # 1 Scraper 2.5

11125/95 Dozer

5

# 3 Scraper .5
# 4 Scraper 4.5
11126195 # 1 Scraper • .:I. ft.,
#4 Scraper f?J.-

#3~•-j·.J..,

11127/95 # 1 Scroper e
114 Scraper e

11129195 #4 Scraper 7.5
# 3 Scraper 3
Dozer 1.5
11/3M5 #4 Scraper.3 .
#3 Scraper 2.5

Dozer

12/01/95 # 4 scraper
# 3 Scroper
OoZer

4.5

e.s

3

8.S

/-y06 -'-(9l.-)f>1

Post-ir Fax Note

7671
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TABULATION OF BIDS
PROJECT SRF-13(9) McKENZIE BAY ROAD
GRADING, AGGREGATE SURFACE COURSE AND MISCELLANEOUS
DUNN COUNTY

Bidl.e!tlt'!j:

~blit8,

199!1

Cl'1ed!ed 9'j: L.aVCl"fle Reis.

..........

_...._ ....
Ohtd M N.D.

,
2

•'

•e

7
8
9

LS.
C.Y.

1 '
11,4.Q

C.Y,

5,154

O..SIO

LF.

4,1157

0.-ei

...
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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May26, 2005

Colonel Jeffery A. Bedey
Omaha District Commander
Department pf the Army
Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
106 South 15th Street
Omaha Nebraska 68102-1618

Re: Transfer of excess land Lake Sakakawea

I am greatly concerned with the proposed transfer of land to the Three Affiliated Tribes. If you would look
at the adjoining land in question most of this is allotted land (native peoples) and some partials of deeded
property (non-native peoples) that have ranched and raised families on this land for up to four generations.
They deserve the property and accompanying water access rights 1 µ£>f -r'1 e. TA- 7-;,
Those developed lands, Charging Eagle bay ( Mosseete's), Skunk Bay (Dank's), Elmer's Point
(Fredericks), McKenzie Bay (Watford City Park Board) should not be handed over to the TAT for they
have not invested the countless hours, moneys or worries.
The Corps have been good stewards of these lands and past histories such as Pouch Point Marina prove
they, TAT, can not manage the developed lands.
My final point I would like to make is that no agreement solely with the TAT is binding; there is no
"Separation of Powers" between the Tribal Council and the Tribal Court. I would site the perpetual
easement given by the TAT to McKenzie Bay Marine Club for the new road into the recreation site; this
lasted just long enough for most of the construction to be completed, about 28 days, before Tex Hall and
crew rescinded the easement.

Dwite Brew

From:

Paul Belzer

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Public Comment - Land Transfer Garrison Project
Thursday, May 26, 2005 11:50:47 AM

Thanks for the opportunity to comment on the potential transfer of Garrison Project
lands. Please submit my comments as part of the public record. I am strongly
opposed to the Corp working on this plan separately from the work that is ongoing
on the master plan for Lake Sakakawea.
I am strongly opposed to the transfer of Corps land to the Three Affiliated Tribes.
The Corps should continue to maintain this land, and if the Corps wants to get out
of the real estate business this land should be transferred to the State of ND or the
BLM.
These acres are not excess, as these 36,000 acres are critical and compose a
necessary element in the entire value of the project. This land should be further
developed by the Corps – additional cabin sites, ramps, recreational airstrips, fish
cleaning stations, and RV sites should be developed to allow for greater access.
Designated ATV areas should be immediately established in several areas adjacent
to developed sites such as Charging Eagle, McKenzie Bay, and Indian Hills. The
Corps should also retain the lands for irrigation and valued added development.
The cockamamie plan to transfer Garrison Project lands should be flushed down
the toilet! It is entirely ill conceived and incomprehensible that the Corps would
even consider this idea. If any lands are transferred, the only logical party that they
should be transferred to would be the State of North Dakota – as the State has
management expertise and will provide continued access for all users.
Regards,
Paul Belzer

From:

Lindquist, Todd J NWO

To:

"Tim Baier";

CC:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

RE: Land transfer
Friday, May 27, 2005 5:33:16 PM

Mr. Baier,
I have forwarded your comments to our Project Manager for this issue, Mr. Larry
Janis. I am also providing the website which contains answers to many of your
questions.
https://www.nwo.usace.army.mil/html/pa/pahm/land/home.htm
Please check the website and feel free to contact either Mr. Janis or myself if you
have any further questions?
Todd J. Lindquist PE
Operations Project Manager
Garrison Project

-----Original Message----From: Tim Baier [mailto:badland@Min.midco.net]
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2005 8:42 AM
To: DLL-CENWO-GARRISON
Subject: Land transfer
I hope I have the right site, I have a question about the land transfer of the
shoreline around Lake Sakakawea to the Three Affiliated Tribes, where
can I find the entire draft so a person can take a good look at it to see
exactly what the corp is doing (I only found out about this a few days ago
and was and am unable to make any of these meetings, why weren't
there more locations that held these meetings, those people east and
north of the lake were not included in the meeting sites)? From what I
have read from different internet sites I do not agree with any of this.
Finding land to hunt on is getting harder to find all the time(without paying)

and this land provides some excellent hunting and outdoor time for my
sons and I. I see us and all losing this right from what I've read so
far. How come this ever became a issue anyway? Why do we need to
change anything and wasn't the Tribes compensated for the land back
when the Garrison project was planned out? I believe this land belongs to
all us taxpayers and if the land is to be given back to anyone it should be
up to the taxpayers to decide it!
Tim Baier

Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May ,2L, 2005
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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From:

Sid Johnson

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

No, on COE land transfer to the Three Affiliated Tribes
Saturday, May 28, 2005 12:17:41 AM

I am apalled every time I drive through any reservation lands. Take a drive from
Mandaree up to Newtown sometime. The area looks like one long garbage
dump. To entrust more land to these people would be a travesty. If need be, we
should provide more monies to the NDGFD to manage these lands properly, and
to the benefit of the entire population of ND. Any and all business ventures
conducted by the tribes, on tribal held lands provide no benefit, economic or
otherwise to the non-indian people of North Dakota. As they have declared
themselves to be a soverign nation, let them provide for themselves and get off
the government tit once and for all.
Sidney Johnson
Hazen, ND

Appendix C
PUBLIC MEETING COMMENTS
Received During the Comment Period

Comment Submitted/Received Date(s): May 29 – May 31, 2005

C-5

From:

Mielke"s Acres

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

land transfer
Monday, May 30, 2005 4:43:40 PM

To: Army Corps of Engineers
Omaha
Dear Sirs,
I am a permanent resident at the location of Indian Hills, North Dakota. We
are located 35 miles west of Garrison, ND, 27 miles south of Parshall, ND.
Aside from the fact the lower states supposedly for barge traffic (which we
know has been reduced in amount greatly), electric power, etc.
has precedence of our water, over quality of drinking water in our state,
nevermind recreational loss on Lake Sakawea and tourism dollars, now the
Corps is intending to transfer 36,000 acres to the Three Affiliated Tribes,
when does "public interest" come into play in North Dakota?
The Tribes say they want economic development, why do they not have
answers to the questions of what will happen to "public" leases after the
current lease is expired. Why did they not agree with the ND Game & Fish
dept to run their hunting seasons and limits within the range of the state
hunting regulations? Will "sovereign nation" be able to make and enforce
their own rules over the state of North Dakota?
Why have they tried to charge private individuals at locations all over the
lake for access in the past? What is to prevent them from doing so in the
future if they get this land?
Why is land that was owned privately before the Corp took over land,
begining given to the tribes rather than back to the original private owners
in this proposal?
What happens to the millions of dollars that the state of ND has put into the
development of the many recreational areas for "public use"? Will it still be
"public"?
Too many questions are unanswered in this proposed land transfer. Was
not the Tribe compensated for this land in the original sale?
Is the next step trying to "give back" all land taken away from the native

From:

Allen Thiessen

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

McKenzie Bay land transfer
Monday, May 30, 2005 8:43:27 PM
McKenzie Bay transfer testimony.doc

Please accept the attachment as my comments on the Tribal request for land
transfer at Lake Sakakawea.
Allen Thiessen

Americans since the settling of America?
Why now? Why after millions of dollars have been spent in development?
What will happen to roads leading to these areas? Will there be access
fees?
I do not believe this land should be transferred.
Paula Mielke
land owner within the limits of the proposed transfer

May 26, 2005
Colonel Jeffery A. Bedey
Omaha District Commander
Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
106 South 15th Street
Omaha Nebraska 68102-1618

I am Allen Thiessen, of Lambert, Montana. My wife Susan and our family began using
the McKenzie Bay recreation area about eight years ago. We live about equal distance
between Fort Peck Lake and Lake Sakakawea and found McKenzie Bay to be the nicest
recreation area on either lake. Subsequently, about four years ago when we saw an ad in
the paper for a lot at McKenzie Bay we were thrilled. Because it is such a wholesome
family activity, we felt justified in making the substantial investment to access the
property and be members of the McKenzie Bay Marine Club.
We knew that we did not own the land, however because the arrangement with the Corps
was a long-term ongoing continual process, we did not feel that it was a risky investment.
In the four years that we have had the cabin, we have applied for and received three
separate building permits from the Corps for improvements. Some of these were rather
significant in nature, such as a cement floor in our shed, as recently as last year. Had we
been advised of the potential land transfer, we would have known that these substantial
investments could be considered vulnerable.
My wife and I are blessed to have the families of both of our children living in this area.
In spite of the out-migration of most young professionals, our children chose to raise their
families here and I believe that part of that quality of life comes as weekends at
McKenzie Bay at the cabin. Changes that would compromise this resource to us and our
six grandchildren would be devastating.
We are very concerned about the transfer and do not understand how this could be
considered “excess land”. We read in the news that nothing will change with the transfer,
but cannot see where steps are being taken to ensure that position. We support the
position of the McKenzie Bay Marine Club. We appreciate this opportunity to express
our concerns.
Allen Thiessen
Lambert, Montana 59243

From:

pam wold

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Land around the lake, back to the Indians
Tuesday, May 31, 2005 6:45:43 PM

We are cabin owners at deepwater bay south of Parshall. We are
strongly opposed to giving the land around the lake to the Indians. If you
drive through Parshall, you can see how well they will manage things. We
are trying to keep our young people in North Dakota and our Lake is one of
the things we have going for us. You take away our water, now you want to
take away the land around it too, so we will have to pay every time we want
to launch our boat. I truly hope you will reconsider and leave it as it
is. Thank You for listening. Pam Wold

From:

Bonnie & Joel Andres

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

transfer of land
Tuesday, May 31, 2005 9:19:02 PM

Just to let you know, I am totally against you returning any more land
to the Indians without first offering it to the heirs of the
homesteaders who you took the land from for this "project" back in the
50's. I would like to purchase back my Grandfathers property even
while it is still under water (temporarily from the looks of it) for
the exact same price you paid him for it when you condemned it for this
"Lake". I'm sure the rest of the heirs feel the same way. This was
supposed to be such a wonderful thing supplying water for surrounding
communities not to mention the recreation that would be available.
It's nothing but a big mud hole "joke". Well, I'm not joking. We
want the property back even if it takes years to reclaim it. There
never seems to be justice for white men any more. I didn't like the
treatment we had in the condemnation of the property in the first place
and I'm not alone in that opinion. You not only ripped us off but
you took the mineral rights too, however, you allowed certain
individuals to keep their mineral rights. So much for fairness and
equality! There ought to be an investigation into the handling of
this whole project from Day 1! Maybe we can convince the Governor,
the States Attorney , and even our Senators to look into this. Or maybe
we just need to hire some big lawyer.
The property in question was homesteaded by Jens Larson Lid . Jens
changed his last name to Lee. He later purchased the property
homesteaded by Gury Sevalson as well. So, there were two pieces of
property condemned that belonged to my Grandfather. These are in
Liberty Township about 6 miles south of VanHook. Another piece of
property homesteaded by Jacob Aisenbrey still partially belongs heirs
of my deceased uncle Elmer Aisenbrey. They were allowed to keep their
mineral rights after going to court over it. When my Grandmother
Emma Aisenbrey Michel died, the farm went to Elmer. I'm sure my
cousins want that land! Maybe you've already heard from them. If

you haven't, I'm speaking for them.
Kindly let me know how soon I can "buy back" and reclaim the land.
Thank you,
Bonita Andres
Williston,ND 58801

From:

Dick & Leona Hauge

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Returning land to the tribe
Tuesday, May 31, 2005 10:01:16 PM

Dear Sir,
As cabin owners at Deepwater Bay, we believe that if any of the land
surrounding the cabins, including the Game and Fish land where access to
the boat ramp is provided, is returned to the tribe, we will have access
problems. At the least we will be charged for access. We will be forced to
buy a tribal permit or more than likely, we will be charged every time we
need to cross this land to get to the lake. We feel very strongly that this
land should remain under the control of the Corps and the Game and Fish.
Sincerely,
Richard and Leona Hauge
Ryder, ND 58779-9265
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

Under SEC. 206. (b) I feel the land is needed for Operation Pmposes; recreatlon is a large
part of Operation. The Cmps of Engineers and Game and Fish Dept_ have been doing an
excellent job oftiying to keep boat ramps and camp grounds usable under the low water
conditions we are now experiencing.
There is the problem of Jurisdiction and Access; while at the meeting in Bisman:k the
feeling I came away with was the tnDal members wanted the Land back period there was
no talk of~ or jurisdiction.

Deep Water has a Cabin Site, 2 Trailer Parks, and a Bed and Breakfast that generate a lot
of tax dollars into the county for schools, roads, COIUlty government etc. plus the dollars
going into the local economy.
The Corps of Engineers and Game and Fish along with a lot of Tax Payer Dollars have
also built 2 camp grounds, 3 boat ramp sites, roads, and planted numerous tree rows for
upland game hunting.

I feel all of Deep Water is in jeopardy if this land is transferred. My collllJlent is to DO
NOT TRANSFER, LEAVE TIIE LAND AS IS.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

Under SEC. 206. (b) I feel the land is needed for Operation Pmposes; recreatlon is a large
part of Operation. The Cmps of Engineers and Game and Fish Dept_ have been doing an
excellent job oftiying to keep boat ramps and camp grounds usable under the low water
conditions we are now experiencing.
There is the problem of Jurisdiction and Access; while at the meeting in Bisman:k the
feeling I came away with was the tnDal members wanted the Land back period there was
no talk of~ or jurisdiction.

Deep Water has a Cabin Site, 2 Trailer Parks, and a Bed and Breakfast that generate a lot
of tax dollars into the county for schools, roads, COIUlty government etc. plus the dollars
going into the local economy.
The Corps of Engineers and Game and Fish along with a lot of Tax Payer Dollars have
also built 2 camp grounds, 3 boat ramp sites, roads, and planted numerous tree rows for
upland game hunting.

I feel all of Deep Water is in jeopardy if this land is transferred. My collllJlent is to DO
NOT TRANSFER, LEAVE TIIE LAND AS IS.
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From:

Bonnie & Joel Andres

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

transfer of land
Tuesday, May 31, 2005 9:19:02 PM

Just to let you know, I am totally against you returning any more land
to the Indians without first offering it to the heirs of the
homesteaders who you took the land from for this "project" back in the
50's. I would like to purchase back my Grandfathers property even
while it is still under water (temporarily from the looks of it) for
the exact same price you paid him for it when you condemned it for this
"Lake". I'm sure the rest of the heirs feel the same way. This was
supposed to be such a wonderful thing supplying water for surrounding
communities not to mention the recreation that would be available.
It's nothing but a big mud hole "joke". Well, I'm not joking. We
want the property back even if it takes years to reclaim it. There
never seems to be justice for white men any more. I didn't like the
treatment we had in the condemnation of the property in the first place
and I'm not alone in that opinion. You not only ripped us off but
you took the mineral rights too, however, you allowed certain
individuals to keep their mineral rights. So much for fairness and
equality! There ought to be an investigation into the handling of
this whole project from Day 1! Maybe we can convince the Governor,
the States Attorney , and even our Senators to look into this. Or maybe
we just need to hire some big lawyer.
The property in question was homesteaded by Jens Larson Lid . Jens
changed his last name to Lee. He later purchased the property
homesteaded by Gury Sevalson as well. So, there were two pieces of
property condemned that belonged to my Grandfather. These are in
Liberty Township about 6 miles south of VanHook. Another piece of
property homesteaded by Jacob Aisenbrey still partially belongs heirs
of my deceased uncle Elmer Aisenbrey. They were allowed to keep their
mineral rights after going to court over it. When my Grandmother
Emma Aisenbrey Michel died, the farm went to Elmer. I'm sure my
cousins want that land! Maybe you've already heard from them. If

you haven't, I'm speaking for them.
Kindly let me know how soon I can "buy back" and reclaim the land.
Thank you,
Bonita Andres

From:

Irvin & Patsy Andes

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

land transfer
Tuesday, May 31, 2005 6:24:21 PM

I do not believe that the corps has the power to do any land transfer with the
tribes as ONLY congress can have that authority. There are already many
problems within the reservation and this is going to create many more. I believe
you should step back and force congress to settle this situation. Tex Hall has
referred to the noxious weed problem along the shore. I know for FACT hat the
County has in many cases tried to work with the tribe to control salt cedar and
other weeds but have not received ANY help. The County Agent has done a
great job with the resources they have and should be commended for the work
he and his crew have done. THIS CANNOT PROCEED!!
Irvin R Andes
Parshall ND

58770
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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From:

HarmsRbrt@aol.com

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Potential Land Transfer within Fort Berthold Reservation
Tuesday, May 31, 2005 10:21:08 PM
LakeSak.COE.letter.Harms.doc

Dear Larry,
Attached please find my comments relative to this subject noted above.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robert W. Harms
Bismarck, North Dakota
58501

From:

pam wold

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Land around the lake, back to the Indians
Tuesday, May 31, 2005 6:45:43 PM

We are cabin owners at deepwater bay south of Parshall. We are
strongly opposed to giving the land around the lake to the Indians. If you
drive through Parshall, you can see how well they will manage things. We
are trying to keep our young people in North Dakota and our Lake is one of
the things we have going for us. You take away our water, now you want to
take away the land around it too, so we will have to pay every time we want
to launch our boat. I truly hope you will reconsider and leave it as it
is. Thank You for listening. Pam Wold

From:

Bill Wagner

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Indian lands
Tuesday, May 31, 2005 10:22:14 PM
Cream_stripes_cream_border2.gif

Dear Sir,
I want to let you know that I strongly support the return of the Corps land around the lake to
the Indian people from who it was originally, and unjustly taken. I am a ND native born in
1945 and I know the heartbreak that was caused by the placement of Garrison Dam. I urge
that the right thing be done at this point in history.
Sincerely,
Bill Wagner
Hazen, ND

From:

George Smetana

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

land transfer.
Tuesday, May 31, 2005 10:19:20 PM

Sir.
This is to let you know that I am against the land transfer to the Native
Americans. I think it is about time that you treat all american the same that is if
you are going to give the native americans land back what about all the other
people that had to give up land they should also get there land back. Also they
were paid for the land and have no right to get it given back to them... I hope that
this move to give this land back is not just a move by the corps. to get out of
careing for the area.
land transfer no way you took it you payed for it now you keep it .
George Smetana

Garrison ND

worry about keeping water in the lake and not giving land away

From:

Ron Opozda

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tuesday, May 31, 2005 7:15:00 PM

From:

Alvin and Paulette Nett

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

LAND TRANSFER
Tuesday, May 31, 2005 9:27:38 PM

My opinion of the land tranfer back to the tribes is a mistake and should stay as it is.
Alvin Nett
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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From:

Jim & Phyllis Wiggins

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Land transfer
Tuesday, May 31, 2005 8:32:56 PM

I would like to comment briefly on the proposed transfer of 36,000 acres of
land along Lake Sakakawea by the Army Corps of Engineers.
As a landowner near Indian Hills resort adjacent to what is now Corps land,
I have misgivings about "giving back" land to those from which it was not
taken. The land was not taken from me but from the person from whom I
purchased my land, and I cannot understand the reasoning behind such action.
I have no problem with returning the land to the tribes that was taken from
them, but it only seems fair to me to return to the private landowners land
that was taken from them. I know the Corps purchased this land and did not
actually "take" it, but no one really had a choice, did they? It actually
seems like reverse discrimination, when some of the landowners are not
Native Americans.
I am not a member of the tribe, and most people I have talked to have great
misgivings about giving the tribe control of access to Lake Sakakawea. It is
generally felt that access would be available to anyone who is willing to
pay and that services would probably deteriorate.
Thank you for your consideration.
Phyllis Wiggins
Rugby, ND

May 31, 2005
Col. Jeffrey Bedey
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
106 S. 15th St.
Omaha, Nebraska 68102-1618
Re: Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Dear Col. Bedey,
I would like to offer the following comments regarding the above mentioned proposal, but
first I’d like to offer some comments regarding the process and protocol followed on May
24, 2004 in Bismarck, North Dakota.
First, the protocol that was posted indicated that congressional representatives and then
other officials would be allowed to testify. After nearly 11 years in the Governor’s office,
as Governor’s Counsel, I have always understood the protocol to be followed by federal
agencies when conducting federal business in a state, is to provide the Governor the
first opportunity to speak (as the highest elected official in the State.) If I am mistaken,
please indicate the proper protocol. If I am correct, please direct proper protocol be
followed and due respect given to the highest elected official in state government.
Second, as to process again, I was disappointed to see the hearing officer, (Larry D.
Janis) fail to call for any elected officials in the audience to testify. (North Dakota
Governor Hoeven and Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem were patiently waiting in the
back of the room.) Instead, he allowed a representative of the Tribal Chairman to speak
(and was going to allow several others speak before the Governor.) Several people
objected to this apparent breach of protocol. Governor Hoeven, was then given the
opportunity to speak. (Even in “changing the order”, Mr. Janis seemed to motion an
apology to others who would not be allowed to speak before the Governor)
General comments:
I am concerned about the manner in which the public was notified and the information
provided. It was not until I attended the public hearing that evening, that I was able to
discern what lands were being transferred. Prior to the hearing, there was a paucity of
information provided (with no indication of what the total maximum acreage under
consideration), what elevation might be under consideration, or other information that
would provide the public with a means of providing constructive and insightful comments
for your consideration.
I am also concerned that the materials provided at the hearing, suggest a pre-ordained
conclusion that an MOA will result from these proceedings (for example, Phase 2 calls

for a “draft MOA and Final MOA”, and Phase 3 entitled “Implementation” calls for a
“transfer letter, FR notification, and transfer complete”.) For reasons set for below,
transfer of any of the lands under consideration should not be made, so the process now
being followed should not appear to have an MOA as a pre-ordained conclusion.
It is unfortunate, that once again old wounds are opened regarding the manner in which
Garrison Dam was built, and the requested return of some lands being perceived as the
means by which perceived wrongs might be corrected. One will not rectify the other. As
friends, colleagues and fellow North Dakota citizens, we should once and for all, let this
issue rest, rather than having neighbor and friend open old wounds and speak their
hearts, while perhaps risking offense to others. This request should be the last time, we
have to address this public policy issue.
Specific Comments:
Now as to the substance of my comments and the Corps consideration of transfer of
Garrison Project Lands:
1. In my view, the Corps does not have the legal authority under the Minerals
Restoration Act, to make the proposed transfer. The Act was passed for a very limited
purpose, and was not designed to authorize a wholesale transfer of 36,000 acres (a
figure obtained from representatives at the hearing). If the Act (1984) provided authority
for such a transfer, then the transfer of lands contained (and subsequently repealed) in
the 1992 Equitable Compensation Act would not have been necessary. Others have
made substantial and well considered arguments regarding this issue, so I will not repeat
them here. But, I concur with the arguments made by Governor Hoeven, and Mr. Ladd
Erickson and find those arguments persuasive.
2. Even if the Act, provided the legal authority to make a transfer of lands, those
lands now under consideration do not meet the legal qualifications of the Act and
therefore cannot be transferred. The Act, allows a transfer only for land acquired and no
longer necessary, for construction, maintenance, or operation of the Garrison Dam and
the Reservoir Project. The express project purposes under the Flood Control Act
include, among others:
a.) recreation
b.) water supply
So lands necessary for recreation or water supply in meeting the purposes of the
Garrison Project cannot be transferred. The lands being considered for transfer
represent a ribbon around much of Lake Sakakawea, and provide the access of the
public across those lands to the waters of the lake for municipal, industrial and
agricultural water supply (whether for communities, households or businesses within
North Dakota, that access the water for those uses.)
The lands provide a ribbon of access for the public to access much of Lake Sakakewea
for the express project purpose of recreation. Even in Chairman Halls’ remarks, he
recognized the importance of these lands for recreating, promising to provide access
and to abide by all existing “lawful” leases.(1) If the Tribe must assure the public access
for recreational use, or for water supply, then the lands by definition are still necessary
for operating the project and cannot be transferred. The following are indicators that
lands now being considered for transfer are not “excess” and are necessary for project
purposes:

•

•

•

•

The lands represent a ribbon of lands that provide access above 1854
msl, to the waters edge, and currently serves as the doorway for all of the
lands lying beyond 1854 msl (whether owned by private citizens, the
State, the Tribe, or the US Government.) The water cannot be accessed
but across these lands.
Likewise, the lands also represent a ribbon of accommodation from the
waters edge to higher grounds, accessed by the public for hiking,
camping and simply enjoying the beach of Lake Sakakawea. These
lands are particularly important for public use, during times of record high
water levels, where maximum flood pool limits the areas available for
public access to the shoreline because of the steep topography
surrounding much of the lake.
It appears that 18 publicly owned areas, are included in the identified
lands, which have had millions of public funds invested in them (for
wildlife habitat, trees, public rest rooms, boat docks, boat ramps, fish
cleaning stations, concession facilities, public camping areas, and similar
investments.) Many of these lands provide the VERY means through
which the public accesses much of the remainder of Lake Sakakawea,
particularly during these times of record low water levels because of the
public facilities located there. (Many of these facilities have been under
lease with tribal, county, city and state governments for nearly 20 years.)
A question certainly arises, regarding who will repay the public for those
investments, and who will provide funds for management, maintenance
and development of those lands, if a transfer were to occur.
The public, including citizens of North Dakota, and thousands of citizens
across the United States recreate on Lake Sakakawea, and use these
lands as a principal means of doing so.

In short, the lands now being considered for transfer do not meet the standard imposed
by the Act i.e. that they are no longer necessary for the project, and therefore cannot be
transferred because of the very use of which the lands are regularly made by the public.

3. Even if the Act authorizes the transfer, and even if the lands might qualify, the
Act is discretionary, and does not require a memorandum of agreement and transfer
between the two federal agencies. Because the Act provides discretion to the Corps,
that discretion should be exercised in favor of retaining the lands because that is the
best public policy for the following reasons:
• Whatever wrongs that may have been done by our government, 50 years
ago in creating the marvelous resource hundreds of thousands enjoy,
which we know as Lake Sakakawea, will not be rectified by a transfer of
lands, acquired for the citizens of the United States.
• The Federal government recognized the devastating impact the Garrison
Project had on the Three Affiliated Tribes, and attempted to rectify those
impacts through other payments to the Tribes, including most recently
the Equitable Compensation Act of 1992.
• The Garrison Project was constructed under federal law, paid for by the
US tax payers, for the public interest of all US citizens. Lands purchased
for the Project, were acquired for all US citizens, not just one group, or

•

•

•

•

•

•

one constituency and should remain in control of the Corps to serve all,
rather than being transferred to the BIA, to serve only the Tribal interest.
No plan was presented by anyone, for how the lands would be managed
differently than today. Nor was there any indication of a commitment of
equipment, people, resources and funds with which to meet,
management, maintenance, and future development of the lands in
question. Lands should not be transferred without a management plan,
and resources to shoulder the responsibilities of managing these lands.
The management of Lake Sakakawea is a complex challenge under
current structures, with the Tribes, the Corps, six counties, and the State
of North Dakota all asserting jurisdiction. (That situation will only be
exacerbated, and the public left to sort it out by adding another federal
agency, to the already complex jurisdictional panoply now applied to the
Lake.) Adding another agency to the management responsibilities will
also erode accountability for management decisions affecting the Lake.
As a result, the public is going to be placed in a web of State, local, tribal
and federal processes and complexities that will not allow for clear
decision-making, and accountability. Additional confusion and uncertainty
is likely for:
i. law enforcement
ii. wildlife management
iii. access for irrigation, municipal or industrial water supply
iv. environmental management
v. emergency response
vi. recreational use
Lake Sakakawea is a public resource that has great meaning to hundreds
of thousands of US citizens. It is currently managed by the State, Tribal
and local governments, and the Corps. Transferring lands to the BIA will
erode public input, because the public at large has no representation in
tribal government, for whose interests the BIA would hold the lands.
A number of others owned lands that should not be transferred to the BIA
for the benefit of the Tribes. The State of North Dakota, tribal allotees,
tribal fee owners, and non-tribal fee owners, all owned lands now being
considered for transfer for tribal benefit. If lands are to be transferred,
then they should be returned to the owners at the time Garrison was
constructed. (The Mineral Reservation Act does not provide that authority
either. But it does provide the discretion to recognize public policy
concerns and issues even if the authority to transfer is limited. So, the
lands should not be transferred for this reason and others listed herein.)
A transfer will further divide our nation (and our state), by setting aside for
the use and benefit of one group, properties owned by the United States
taxpayers. The Tribes will assert great influence regarding how these
public lands are to be managed and for what purposes, leaving out, much
of the larger public from decision making affecting these lands, serving
more the tribal interest rather than the broader public interest.
Access to and from the Lake is likely to be affected, giving rise to
conflicts, uncertainty, and confusion for much of the public, whether for
recreational purposes, or for water supply as outlined above. Good public
policy should increase accountability, improve decision making, and serve

the greater public in a fair and equitable manner. A transfer of these
lands provides no such advantages.
For the reasons listed above, I respectfully request that the Corps conclude that
transfers of the lands now under consideration should not move forward and that this
issue should be put to rest once and for all. The good people of North Dakota and the
surrounding regions (tribal and tribal members alike) deserve to have this issue resolved
and finally laid to rest. We should as tribal Chairman Tex Hall suggested, look at these
with tolerance and respect. And we should seek a final resolution that is fair and lasting
for all. I hope you will consider these comments in that light.
Sincerely,
Robert W. Harms
Bismarck, North Dakota
58501

Cc: Governor John Hoeven
Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem
Sen. Byron Dorgan
Rep. Earl Pomeroy
Sen. Kent Conrad
State Water Commissioner Dale Frank
State Game and Fish Director Dean Hildebrand
Larry J. Cieslik, deputy director, U.S. Corps of Engineers, Omaha
Phil Brown, Corps lake manager, Lake Sakakawea
(1) A resolution regarding these lands, and continued access for the public was
introduced during the 1995 North Dakota Legislative Session. The resolution passed the
House of Representatives, but was killed in the Senate by some of the proponents of the
land transfer now under consideration. Solemn promises no doubt can be kept by those
who make them. But sound public policy decisions will last well beyond the elected
officials and public servants who make such promises and who may have only the best
of intentions.

From:

Bonnie & Joel Andres

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

transfer of land
Tuesday, May 31, 2005 9:19:02 PM

Just to let you know, I am totally against you returning any more land
to the Indians without first offering it to the heirs of the
homesteaders who you took the land from for this "project" back in the
50's. I would like to purchase back my Grandfathers property even
while it is still under water (temporarily from the looks of it) for
the exact same price you paid him for it when you condemned it for this
"Lake". I'm sure the rest of the heirs feel the same way. This was
supposed to be such a wonderful thing supplying water for surrounding
communities not to mention the recreation that would be available.
It's nothing but a big mud hole "joke". Well, I'm not joking. We
want the property back even if it takes years to reclaim it. There
never seems to be justice for white men any more. I didn't like the
treatment we had in the condemnation of the property in the first place
and I'm not alone in that opinion. You not only ripped us off but
you took the mineral rights too, however, you allowed certain
individuals to keep their mineral rights. So much for fairness and
equality! There ought to be an investigation into the handling of
this whole project from Day 1! Maybe we can convince the Governor,
the States Attorney , and even our Senators to look into this. Or maybe
we just need to hire some big lawyer.
The property in question was homesteaded by Jens Larson Lid . Jens
changed his last name to Lee. He later purchased the property
homesteaded by Gury Sevalson as well. So, there were two pieces of
property condemned that belonged to my Grandfather. These are in
Liberty Township about 6 miles south of VanHook. Another piece of
property homesteaded by Jacob Aisenbrey still partially belongs heirs
of my deceased uncle Elmer Aisenbrey. They were allowed to keep their
mineral rights after going to court over it. When my Grandmother
Emma Aisenbrey Michel died, the farm went to Elmer. I'm sure my
cousins want that land! Maybe you've already heard from them. If

you haven't, I'm speaking for them.
Kindly let me know how soon I can "buy back" and reclaim the land.
Thank you,
Bonita Andres

Appendix C
PUBLIC MEETING COMMENTS
Received During the Comment Period

Comment Submitted/Received Date(s): June 1, 2005

C-6

From:

Jane Abel

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

potential transfer of garrison project
land
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 10:03:42 PM

I strongly feel this land should not be transfered to the BIA. The land
was purchased for this project. This money can from the US government, more
then likely from tax payers. The land holders were paid before the project
and then again after the project, because they demanded more payment. Also,
where not the land holders giving land else were, making this more payment
for the project and the project land. The money as I stated earlier came
from the US government, the tax payers. So the land should remain for public
use and for the USA public. I do know, that the native americans state
that they are a country on to themselves. So if the land was transfered to
BIA it would not remain USA land, public usable land. This is not fair
because the tax payers paid for this land, enfact several times over, and
they the public of the USA should have use of USA land that they paid for!
_________________________________________________________________

From:
To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

(no subject)
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 3:45:13 PM

i do not think you should give any land to the indians. they have been paid
many times over for their land.
(ma

From:

Terry Wilber

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Project Land Transfer
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 11:21:28 PM

What is the elevation above which land is being considered for transfer in the
Garrison Reservoir areas? Is it 1860?

From:

JOSEPH VICHA

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

;
returning shore line to the resevervation
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 5:21:52 PM

no, it will not be managed right. look at how they manage everything else the have the
state and everybody will loose

From:

Lindquist, Todd J NWO

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

FW: Sakakawea Land Transfer Input
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 8:38:09 AM

Another web-site comment...
-----Original Message----From: Jason Stafslien [mailto
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2005 6:42 PM
To: DLL-CENWO-GARRISON
Subject: Sakakawea Land Transfer Input

]

Hi,
I could not attend any meetings on the proposed land transfer around Lake Sakakawea,
so I thought I would send an email to add my comments to the public input. I spend a lot
of my time around the Deepwater Bay area and my grandparents own a cabin at the west
cabin sites. I am concerned about the access to the lake for boating access as well as the
hunting and outdoor opportunities that are available on the NDGF WMA's.
The Affaliated Tribes have already been trying to restrict access to the lake in the past.
They have stationed there wildlife officers at the public boat ramp at Deepwater Bay in
the past and have demanded that each boater must buy a tribal license to access the lake,
otherwise they would receive a fine. I am very concerned they will start restricting
access to the lake, public land, and possibly even the privately owned cabins along the
lake.
I believe the state should retain the WMA's around deepwater, since they are some of
the best public land I have hunted around the state. If these lands are transferred to the
tribe everything will suffer from cabin owners, fisherman, hunters, the local economy,
and the wildlife. Transferring the NDGF land or any land that allows the tribe to restrict
access to the lake or public land will have severe consequences for the Deepwater Bay
area. I hope some serious thought goes into these land transfers.

Thanks for your time,
Jason Stafslien

From:

Lindquist, Todd J NWO

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

FW: Land Transfer
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 8:12:16 AM

FYI,
A comment received through the Garrison web-page...
-----Original Message----From: Stafslien, AJ [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, June 01, 2005 8:08 AM
To: DLL-CENWO-GARRISON
Subject: Land Transfer

]

I disagree with the proposed transfer of land from public hunting land to the rights
of the Reservation. With all of the out of state hunters coming in every year,
North Dakota hunters need as many Wildlife Management Areas as possible
to keep the hunting experience enjoyable. There is no need for that land to go
elsewhere.

AJ Stafslien
Brokerage Representative
The Sunderland Group

www.sunderlandgroup.com

From:

Lindquist, Todd J NWO

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

FW: Land Transfer
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 8:12:16 AM

FYI,
A comment received through the Garrison web-page...
-----Original Message----From: Stafslien, AJ
Sent: Wednesday, June 01, 2005 8:08 AM
To: DLL-CENWO-GARRISON
Subject: Land Transfer
I disagree with the proposed transfer of land from public hunting land to the rights
of the Reservation. With all of the out of state hunters coming in every year,
North Dakota hunters need as many Wildlife Management Areas as possible
to keep the hunting experience enjoyable. There is no need for that land to go
elsewhere.

AJ Stafslien
Brokerage Representative
The Sunderland Group

From:

Lindquist, Todd J NWO

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

FW: Sakakawea Land Transfer Input
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 8:38:09 AM

Another web-site comment...
-----Original Message----From: Jason Stafslien
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2005 6:42 PM
To: DLL-CENWO-GARRISON
Subject: Sakakawea Land Transfer Input

Hi,
I could not attend any meetings on the proposed land transfer around Lake Sakakawea,
so I thought I would send an email to add my comments to the public input. I spend a lot
of my time around the Deepwater Bay area and my grandparents own a cabin at the west
cabin sites. I am concerned about the access to the lake for boating access as well as the
hunting and outdoor opportunities that are available on the NDGF WMA's.
The Affaliated Tribes have already been trying to restrict access to the lake in the past.
They have stationed there wildlife officers at the public boat ramp at Deepwater Bay in
the past and have demanded that each boater must buy a tribal license to access the lake,
otherwise they would receive a fine. I am very concerned they will start restricting
access to the lake, public land, and possibly even the privately owned cabins along the
lake.
I believe the state should retain the WMA's around deepwater, since they are some of
the best public land I have hunted around the state. If these lands are transferred to the
tribe everything will suffer from cabin owners, fisherman, hunters, the local economy,
and the wildlife. Transferring the NDGF land or any land that allows the tribe to restrict
access to the lake or public land will have severe consequences for the Deepwater Bay
area. I hope some serious thought goes into these land transfers.

Thanks for your time,
Jason Stafslien

---
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Comment torm
Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May ;.. 4 , 2005

_.=B.....iv""""""'A"'-r'-c"-'>-t_._-_.. -~~· ND .
Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

Under SEC. 206. (b) I feel the land is needed fur Operation Puiposes; recreation is a large
part of Operation. The Corps ofEngjneers and Game and Fish DepL have been doing an
excellent job of trying to keep boat ramps and camp grounds usable mider the low water

conditions we are now experiencing.
There is the problem of Jurisdiction and Access; while at the meeting in Bismarck the
feeling I came away with was the tribal mrmbm wanted the land back period there was
no talk of accc:ss, or jurisdiction.

Deep Wat.er has a Cabin Site, 2 Trailer Parks, and a Bed and Breakfut that generate a lot
of tax dollars into the county for schools, roads, county government etc. plus the dollars
going into the focal economy.
The Corps of Engineers and Game and Fish along with a lot of Tax Payer Dollars have
also built 2 camp grounds, 3 boat iamp sitos, roads, aod plantcd mDDerous tzee rows fur
upland game bunting.

From:

Dave Nelson

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lake Sakakawea land return
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 10:56:37 PM

Dear Larry,
I favor the Corps plan to return land around Lake Sakakawea to the MandanHidatsa-Arikara Nation. The Mandan and Awatixa Hidatsa have been in the area
in question since about 1100 AD. The return of this confiscated land is long
overdue and it is the right thing to do.
That the MHA are going about this in an orderly and dignified manner is totally in
character with their long history of friendly and cooperative relations with the US
government.
Sincerely,
Dave Nelson, Williston, ND

Comment form
Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May 2s12G, 2005
Dickinson/Williston

,

ND

Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
SEE ATTACHED

1166 CA1'13RIAN LANE
p .0. Box 1125 SIDNEY, MONTANA 59270
PHONE (406) 482-2810 FAX (406) 482-2858

~

~

CERTIFIED

June 1, 2005
Omaha District, Corps of Engineers
106 South 15"' St.
Omaha, NE 68102-1618
Attn: Larry D. Janis
Re: Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands

Dear Larry,
I attended both the Dickinson and Williston meetings May 25 and May 26. I have a
couple of comments. I thought the format was very good and I commend you and the
Corps people for a job well done.
First, I believe the Three Affiliated Tribes have failed to give thought to development,
rules, regulations and law enforcement. Their concern for economic development is
bogus.
Second, I would like for the TAT to explain to all Americans, especially those from
Missouri, what would the consequences for development of the United States have been
if there was no Garrison Dam. The sacrifice of the bottomlands is insignificant compared
to the total good.
Third, this is not about anything more than greed and control.
I thought those Americans who were not on the reservation but lost land made a very
strong point. The consensus seemed to be "we would pay for it". I hope this point did
not go over the heads of the tribal faithful.
I would like to re-iterate, we at McKenzie Bay· should be re-imbursed our entire
investment, if transfer becomes a reality.
Larry, thank you for the opportunity to speak.
Sincerely,

Q~

Dolph Harris

SIDNEY MILLWDRK COMPANY
1166 CAMBRIAN LANE
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Comment form
Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)

May ;.q , 200S

Would you like to share your thoughtS and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S; Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
:free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

UDder SEC. 206. (b) I feel the land is :ocecled fer Opcndionl'ul'posCs; iecrealion is a large
part of Opellllion. The Corps of Fnginem md Game and Fish.Dept. have been doiDg an
ei<eellent job of teying to keep boat DllJlllS and camp grounds usable andet the low wab9:
conditions we are now experiencing. .

Thete is the problem of Jurisdiction and Access; while at the meeting in Bismarck the
feeliog I came away with was the tnlNd mendie:rs wanted the land back peried 1hcre was
DO talk of access, or jurisdiction.
Deep Water has a Cabin Site, 2 Trailer Pmb, and a Bed aad Breakfilst.lhat gmeratc a lot
of tax dollars into the county fur scliools, roads, C01lllty govmllllCllt etc. plus the dollars
going into the.local. economy.

The Cmps of Engineers and Game and Fish along withatOt of Tax PayerDollms have
also buih 2 camp grounds, 3 boat ramp ~roads, and plantM"""""""' tree mws fDr
upland pmo h11111ing.
·

I !eel all of Deep Water is injoopordy if this land is tnmsfened. My comment is to !!Q
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TODD I. LINDQUIST
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CENWO.OD-TN
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Vonnie Weisz

I feel that duo tribes will not llllo: care o! duo Sborolinc and sumnmding ,... properly. It will become a dumping
grouDd ·trash

- cars cte. Is this wbat we have worktd so bard to develop and keep beauriful for all people ro eajoy.

Parshall Bay Recreation Managers
Alben and Iordis Lee

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
CENW(g)D-TN (Janis)
106 S 15th Street
Omaha. NE 68102-1618
Garrison Project Lands:
I attended the meeting in Williston, N.D. where a Jot of my concerns were mentioned by
other concerned persons. I would like to say I do not filvor seeing these lands returned to the tribes.
It seems to me this will open all other c<rps lands around the lake to be eventually given
to the tn"bes. It will also jeopardize those who currently have leases and investments in
those areas. There leases will run out
We the taxpayers have paid foc these lands and if the corps has no use for this property it
should be sold with the stipulation that it wtll be taxed the same as adjacent land regardless of
who purchases it.
I have a feeling that if this land is returned to the tnl>es it will become another liability for
the taxpayers.. We would directly or indirectly be paying for all improvements OD this
land.
Sincerely,

Eugene Lautenschlager.
Williston, ND 58801

Comment form
Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May 2&,2005

/;!;//,f/ch

,ND

Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

; //lo;,,..

From:
To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

giving away out land
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 11:27:17 PM

In regards to giving the land back to the Tribe, I do not think this is a good idea,
we have all seen How the Tribe manage's what has been given to Them so far,
The Buffalo, and the Housing, it seems like The Tribe expects to get it all for
nothing, and then sell it over and over again .There were a lot of People other
then The Tribe who had to sell Their land, will They too receive Their land back. I
do not believe They, (The Tribe) will allow free access to the water, as it hasn't
been in the past. Lets keep the shore line and the waters, free to all, who pay the
taxes to maintain it.
Harold and Mavis Hoffman
.
Bismarck ND 58504

From:

Glen

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

land transfer
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 2:46:27 PM

dear sir I am writing to say I do not want the land transfered to the tribe . I have
a cabin near the lake, I do a lot of my hunting on core land and already have to
put up with hassling from the tribe.My family and I love to camp and fish from
core land.I have yet to see the tribe try to handle or take care of any resouces to
help out the public.All they want is more givin to them with out giving any thing
back. thank you glen hauf makoti nd

From:
To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Giving Land to the indians
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 11:44:18 AM

I am definitely NOT in favor of giving PUBLIC land to the Indians. This land
should be reserved for Public (all of us taxpayers) use. Several years ago I had
to pay $5 to launch my boat at Pouch Point and I'm sure the same thing would be
true for the land that you give to the Indians, even though Tex Hall says it won't
happen. I heard Tex on the radio program "news and views" and he dodged the
question "Weren't the Indians Payed for that land?", which I interpret that they
have been paid, probably many times. I don't see where you have the right to
Give Away Public Land, of course anything can happen, just like draining the
lakes to support a couple barges a month.
I hope this adequately explains my position.
Darel Harrington
Minot, ND 58701

From:

Lindquist, Todd J NWO

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

FW: Corp Land
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 12:57:13 PM

FYI...

-----Original Message----From: Haman, Troy [mailto:t
Sent: Wednesday, June 01, 2005 12:57 PM
To: DLL-CENWO-GARRISON
Subject: Corp Land
I 100% disagree moving WMA's to the Reservation. This is very vital to ND
hunting, and it would be a devastation to lose such valuable land.
Thanks

Troy Haman
The Sunderland Group

www.sunderlandgroup.com

Comment form
Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May2.£,_,2005
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Would you like to share your thoughts and connnents on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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From:

ART EKBLAD

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

GIVING LAND TO INDIANS
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 2:58:01 PM

CORPS OF ENGINEERS:
It seems that the Indian Tribes don't seem to feel that the laws are
made for them also. They
sold all that land to the US Gov't and were adequately paid for it at
the time it was purchased
when the Dam was built. Now they say they want it back. We sold my
fathers homestead many
years ago for much less than it is worth now but can we go get it? I
think for the US Gov't to
even consider giving them land back stinks!
Sincerely,
Art Ekblad
Minot, ND 58701

From:

Keith Wold

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Return of land to tribes
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 8:03:05 AM

I strongly oppose the return of the Corp land back to the tribes. How many times
do we have to buy and pay for something? I'm a land owner at Deep Water Bay
cabin site, and all of the cabin owners oppose the land transfer. If this is going to
financially benefit the tribes, the only way I know of is to charge us to access the
lake. North Dakota doesn't have the great weather and is thought of a harsh
place to live. The lake is one of the only positive things the state has going for it,
and now on top of not letting us have any water for recreation and fishing, you're
taking the access away also. If the tribes take care of the land like they have
taken care of the Buffalo and some other property around the lake it should be a
total mess! Some of the land taken for the dam also belonged to non-tribal
owners. Will they also receive the same offer of FREE land? I can't see where
the State or the US Goverment stands to gain any thing by going ahead with this
stupid transaction!!! Either way the taxpayer will have to foot the bill!

I STRONGLY OPPOSE THE TRANSFER OF THIS LAND TO THE
TRIBES!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Keith Wold

---
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Comment torm
Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May ;.. 4 , 2005

_.=B.....iv""""""'A"'-r'-c"-'>-t_._-_.. -~~· ND .
Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

Under SEC. 206. (b) I feel the land is needed fur Operation Puiposes; recreation is a large
part of Operation. The Corps ofEngjneers and Game and Fish DepL have been doing an
excellent job of trying to keep boat ramps and camp grounds usable mider the low water

conditions we are now experiencing.
There is the problem of Jurisdiction and Access; while at the meeting in Bismarck the
feeling I came away with was the tribal mrmbm wanted the land back period there was
no talk of accc:ss, or jurisdiction.

Deep Wat.er has a Cabin Site, 2 Trailer Parks, and a Bed and Breakfut that generate a lot
of tax dollars into the county for schools, roads, county government etc. plus the dollars
going into the focal economy.
The Corps of Engineers and Game and Fish along with a lot of Tax Payer Dollars have
also built 2 camp grounds, 3 boat iamp sitos, roads, aod plantcd mDDerous tzee rows fur
upland game bunting.

--
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Comment form
Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)

May ;.q , 200S

Would you like to share your thoughtS and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S; Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
:free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

UDder SEC. 206. (b) I feel the land is :ocecled fer Opcndionl'ul'posCs; iecrealion is a large
part of Opellllion. The Corps of Fnginem md Game and Fish.Dept. have been doiDg an
ei<eellent job of teying to keep boat DllJlllS and camp grounds usable andet the low wab9:
conditions we are now experiencing. .

Thete is the problem of Jurisdiction and Access; while at the meeting in Bismarck the
feeliog I came away with was the tnlNd mendie:rs wanted the land back peried 1hcre was
DO talk of access, or jurisdiction.
Deep Water has a Cabin Site, 2 Trailer Pmb, and a Bed aad Breakfilst.lhat gmeratc a lot
of tax dollars into the county fur scliools, roads, C01lllty govmllllCllt etc. plus the dollars
going into the.local. economy.

The Cmps of Engineers and Game and Fish along withatOt of Tax PayerDollms have
also buih 2 camp grounds, 3 boat ramp ~roads, and plantM"""""""' tree mws fDr
upland pmo h11111ing.
·

I !eel all of Deep Water is injoopordy if this land is tnmsfened. My comment is to !!Q
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Parshall Bay Recreation Managers
Alben and Iordis Lee

From:

Lynn"s Desk

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Garrison Project land transfer
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 4:52:45 PM

We are against the transfer of land currently governed by
the US Army Corp of Engineers to Indian tribal governing.
The combination of the Corp of Engineers and US Game &
Fish have kept the land around the lake well maintained,
accessible, organized and wildlife friendly. Managerial
structure is important to the success of this large body of
water. Individual or group ownership would compromise
this success.
We have enjoyed years at the lake in the top quality
conditions it is in right now. It’s not perfect but it is free for
everyone to enjoy. We are concerned that fees might be
charged for access to the lake, or that fees may be
excessively large. Lake Sakakawea has a fantastic impact
on the economy of lots of North Dakota towns in lots of
ways. All North Dakotans, not just a certain group of them.
It’s good, clean, family, respectable fun, protected by the
laws of North Dakota. We are uncertain of the tribal laws
and very unsure that adequate, fair law enforcement will be
provided if transfer is allowed.
And lastly, aren’t we currently operating the Garrison Dam
and Reservoir Project? Aren’t we still going to maintain this

system? I would think as long as the Garrison Dam and the
power plant continue to operate, it would be necessary to
maintain control of the system. And now we are going to
introduce another necessity of the water with the NAWS
project.
Terry & Lynn Jehlicka
Minot, ND 58703
Deepwater Bay
Lake Sakakawea

May26, 2005

Mr. Larry D. Janis, Project/Program Manager
Omaha District, Operations Division
106 South 15fu Street
Omaha NE 68102-1618

Mr. Janis,
I'm writing in regards to the proposed transfer of Garrison Project lands within the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation to the Three Affiliated Tribes.
Our family has owned Lot #1 at the Deepwater Creek Cabin site since the mid-I 960s. I'm
writing to ask the Corps of Engineers to make certain that if a transfer takes place, that
access to our cabin and our access to the waters of Lake Sakakawea is not changed.
I have enclosed a map of our cabin site for your review. Please note that there is land that
we must cross between our west lot line to access the water (which we trust will return
some day!). This situation exists for the 24 other cabin owners at this site as well. We
have made a sizeable investment in this property over the years, with the understanding
that we owned this lot and that we had been granted access to the water.
In addition, we are members of the Deepwater Bay Cabin Owners Association, and our
association just entered into an agreement with the Corps for joint operation and control
of the cabin site. I would ask that this operating agreement be maintained, and that no
change in its status would occur because of a project land transfer. As part of this recent
agreement, the cabin owners were granted permission to place docks on the water front,
and were also granted access to an area for seasonal parking of trailers and boats. I would
ask that this relationship be maintained.
When this question of project land transfer surfaced I 0 years ago, questions were also
raised about whether an easement existed for the public road that we and the other cabin
owners use to access our cabin sites. I would implore the Corps to make sure such an
easement exists, and if it does, that it not be changed and/or transferred. We reach this
cabin access road via McLean County #6.
Please carefully consider the relationships that the Corps of Engineers has built with
cabin owners like us over the years. I would respectfully ask that the Corps exempt our
cabi · e and the lands near or around it that we must use to access Lake Sakakawea.
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Comment form
Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May_,2005

Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

I feel the land along Lake Sakakawea should not be transferred. It should be left in the
Cmps of Engineers hands for operating pOI]JOses. It is used by hunters, campers and
fisherman and is very important to the State of North Dakota for tourism.
The Deepwater area has developed into a popular recreational area, with Cabin Sites, a
bed and breakfast, and 2 trailer courts,(all privarely owoed) where people have moved in
permanent trailers and spent money to make nice lake homes.

My husband and I own one of the courts. We were unable to get electricity for six years
because of easement problems; it was only because a tribal member wanted electricity for
a corral that we finally got electricity.
Tax money has been spent on boat ramps and camping grounds in the area and I question
whether we will be able to use them at all. Or how much fee will charged if this land is

transferred. Also who will have Jurisdiction when it comes to police prorection?

These small local businesses depend on lake access to survive. They also create tax
dollars and put money into the local economy.
Both the Corps and N.D. Game and Fish have invested our tax dollars in the area and so
far have done a good job for the enjoyment of everyone. I' d.lik.e to see it stay that way.
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Sharon Bangen
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From:

Lindquist, Todd J NWO

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

FW: Garrison Dam/Lake Sakakawea project, transfer of
property rights
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 8:23:25 AM

FYI,
Another website comment...
-----Original Message----From: Greg [m
]
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2005 9:46 PM
To: DLL-CENWO-GARRISON
Subject: Garrison Dam/Lake Sakakawea project, transfer of property
rights
Please consider structuring any transfer of property rights so the NDGF
retains control of WMA lands and the Corp, or some other agency,
retains access or easement rights that insures access to public lands
and water.
Thank you for your consideration.
Greg Cottle
.
Shoreview, MN 55126

Comment form
Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May_,2005

Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

I feel the land along Lake Sakakawea should not be transferred. It should be left in the
Cmps of Engineers hands for operating pOI]JOses. It is used by hunters, campers and
fisherman and is very important to the State of North Dakota for tourism.
The Deepwater area has developed into a popular recreational area, with Cabin Sites, a
bed and breakfast, and 2 trailer courts,(all privarely owoed) where people have moved in
permanent trailers and spent money to make nice lake homes.

My husband and I own one of the courts. We were unable to get electricity for six years
because of easement problems; it was only because a tribal member wanted electricity for
a corral that we finally got electricity.
Tax money has been spent on boat ramps and camping grounds in the area and I question
whether we will be able to use them at all. Or how much fee will charged if this land is

transferred. Also who will have Jurisdiction when it comes to police prorection?

These small local businesses depend on lake access to survive. They also create tax
dollars and put money into the local economy.
Both the Corps and N.D. Game and Fish have invested our tax dollars in the area and so
far have done a good job for the enjoyment of everyone. I' d.lik.e to see it stay that way.

~~
Sharon Bangen
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Comment form
Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May - -, 2005

Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

Under SEC. 206. (b) I feel the land is needed for Operation Purposes; recreation is a large
part of Operation. The Corps of Engineers and Grune and Fish Dept. have been doing an
excellent job of trying to keep boat rrunps and camp gronnds usable nnder the low water
conditions we are now experiencing.

There is the problem of Jurisdiction and Access; while at the meeting in Bismarck the
feeling I crune away with was the 1ribal members wanted the land back period. There
was no talk of access, or jurisdiction.
Deep Water has a Cabin Site, 2 Trailer Parks, and a Bed and Breakfast that generate a lot
of tax dollars into the connty for schools, roads, connty govermneut etc. plus the dollars
going into the_ local economy. These businesses are totally dependent on lake access.

The Corps of Engineers and Game and Fish along with a lot of Tax Payer Dollars have
also built 2 camp grounds, 3 boat ramp sites, roads, and planted numerous tree rows for

upland grune hnnting.
I feel all of Deep Water is in jeopardy if this land is transferred. My comment is to DO
NOT TRANSFER, LEAVE TIIE LAND AS IS.

Sincerely,

tlz_B "YQuentin Bangen
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Comment form
Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May 2?, 2005
()! , ( (, 5
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, ND

Would you like to share your thoughts and connnents on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Comment form
Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
May 2?, 2005
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Would you like to share your thoughts and connnents on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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From:

Keith Wold

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Return of land to tribes
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 8:03:05 AM

I strongly oppose the return of the Corp land back to the tribes. How many times
do we have to buy and pay for something? I'm a land owner at Deep Water Bay
cabin site, and all of the cabin owners oppose the land transfer. If this is going to
financially benefit the tribes, the only way I know of is to charge us to access the
lake. North Dakota doesn't have the great weather and is thought of a harsh
place to live. The lake is one of the only positive things the state has going for it,
and now on top of not letting us have any water for recreation and fishing, you're
taking the access away also. If the tribes take care of the land like they have
taken care of the Buffalo and some other property around the lake it should be a
total mess! Some of the land taken for the dam also belonged to non-tribal
owners. Will they also receive the same offer of FREE land? I can't see where
the State or the US Goverment stands to gain any thing by going ahead with this
stupid transaction!!! Either way the taxpayer will have to foot the bill!

I STRONGLY OPPOSE THE TRANSFER OF THIS LAND TO THE
TRIBES!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Keith Wold

Appendix C
PUBLIC MEETING COMMENTS
Received During the Comment Period

Comment Submitted/Received Date(s): June 2, 2005

C-7

From:

Jane Abel

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

potential transfer of garrison project
land
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 10:03:42 PM

I strongly feel this land should not be transfered to the BIA. The land
was purchased for this project. This money can from the US government, more
then likely from tax payers. The land holders were paid before the project
and then again after the project, because they demanded more payment. Also,
where not the land holders giving land else were, making this more payment
for the project and the project land. The money as I stated earlier came
from the US government, the tax payers. So the land should remain for public
use and for the USA public. I do know, that the native americans state
that they are a country on to themselves. So if the land was transfered to
BIA it would not remain USA land, public usable land. This is not fair
because the tax payers paid for this land, enfact several times over, and
they the public of the USA should have use of USA land that they paid for!
_________________________________________________________________
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U_S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Ga1Tison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Would you I-ike to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project La11ids with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thou:phts in the space provided below.
we are aqainst the tr~\;sfer of land currently govemEld by the US
Army Co~> of Engine•11irs to Indian tribal governing. The combination
of the Corp of Engine' 9rs and US Game & Fish have kept the land
around the lake well r iaintained, accessible, organized and wildlife
friendly. Managerial ''~ructure is important to the success of this large
body of wi1ter. lndivic:~al or group owiiership would compromise this
success.
'we have Emjoyed yea1 rs at the lake in the top quality conditions it is in
right now. It's not peri'ect but it is free for everyone to enjoy. We are
concerned that fees n 1ight be charged for access to the lake, or that
fees may be excessiv•~ly large. Lake Sakakawea has a fantastic
impact on the econ on: IY of lots of North Dakota towns in lots of ways.
All North Clakotans, rn 1t just a certain group of them.

It's good, clean, familJ1I. respectable fun, protected by the laws of
North Dakota. We arlj uncertain of the tribal laws and very unsure '
that adequate, fair la111[ enforcement will be provided if transfer is
allowed.
And lastly, aren't we c11rrenUy operating the Garrison Dam and
Reservoir Project? Ar1m't we still going to maintain this system?
would think as long as the Garrison Dam and the power plant
continue to operate, it· l!/Ould be necessary to maintain control of the
system. And now we 1; ire going to introduce another necessity of the
-t1er with ine ~ws 11rject_._

'

·1£7ifrb,t-hn--:Y--+:-L+~/~,c+b;=----J-',

,

From:

Lynn"s Desk

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Garrison Project land transfer
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 4:52:45 PM

We are against the transfer of land currently governed by
the US Army Corp of Engineers to Indian tribal governing.
The combination of the Corp of Engineers and US Game &
Fish have kept the land around the lake well maintained,
accessible, organized and wildlife friendly. Managerial
structure is important to the success of this large body of
water. Individual or group ownership would compromise
this success.
We have enjoyed years at the lake in the top quality
conditions it is in right now. It’s not perfect but it is free for
everyone to enjoy. We are concerned that fees might be
charged for access to the lake, or that fees may be
excessively large. Lake Sakakawea has a fantastic impact
on the economy of lots of North Dakota towns in lots of
ways. All North Dakotans, not just a certain group of them.
It’s good, clean, family, respectable fun, protected by the
laws of North Dakota. We are uncertain of the tribal laws
and very unsure that adequate, fair law enforcement will be
provided if transfer is allowed.
And lastly, aren’t we currently operating the Garrison Dam
and Reservoir Project? Aren’t we still going to maintain this

system? I would think as long as the Garrison Dam and the
power plant continue to operate, it would be necessary to
maintain control of the system. And now we are going to
introduce another necessity of the water with the NAWS
project.
Terry & Lynn Jehlicka
Minot, ND 58703
Deepwater Bay
Lake Sakakawea
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U_S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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From:
To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

giving away out land
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 11:27:17 PM

In regards to giving the land back to the Tribe, I do not think this is a good idea,
we have all seen How the Tribe manage's what has been given to Them so far,
The Buffalo, and the Housing, it seems like The Tribe expects to get it all for
nothing, and then sell it over and over again .There were a lot of People other
then The Tribe who had to sell Their land, will They too receive Their land back. I
do not believe They, (The Tribe) will allow free access to the water, as it hasn't
been in the past. Lets keep the shore line and the waters, free to all, who pay the
taxes to maintain it.
Harold and Mavis Hoffman
Bismarck ND 58504

From:

Darrell Guenther

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Distribution of land of Lake Sakakawea
Thursday, June 02, 2005 4:24:24 PM

Corps of Engineers:
My understanding is the government paid
the Native Americans for this land with
tax payer dollars.
It seems reasonable that this land should
be public domain and that all share in the
use of the land. If the federal gov. wants
to sell it to individuals or to the state of
ND, which in turn could manage it, so be
it. The money could then be used for
maintenance of the public lake shores
and environs.
That makes good tourism for all too.
Thank you for reading and considering
my comments.

Sincerely,
Joan Guenther
Darrell Guenther (read and agrees)
Minot, ND

From:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Contemplated Transfer of Excess Lands within Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation by Corps of Eng
Thursday, June 02, 2005 4:36:55 PM

Dear Mr. Janis: My name is Ross Sundeen. I am the elected States Attorney for
McKenzie County in the State of North Dakota. Like McKenzie County, North
Dakota, a significant portion of the Ft. Berthold Indian Reservation lies within
Dunn County as well as several land areas taken by the United States
Government as a result of the Garrison project.
Like Mr. Johnson, the McKenzie County States Attorney, I, too, was unable to
attend the public meetings recently held in North Dakota. Please take this as my
official initial comment for Dunn County regarding the contemplated transfer of
public lands to tribal trust lands under the Fort Berthold Restoration Act
(FBMRA). I object to the contemplated transfer.
Rather than recite a list, or partial list, of reasons for my objection, because they
are the same or similar reasons as voiced by my colleagues from neighboring
counties, I hereby incorporate into this objection by reference the issues of
concern raised by Ladd Erickson, the McLean County States Attorney; Wade
Enget, the Mountrail County States Attorney; and Dennis Johnson, the McKenzie
County States Attorney.
I firmly believe the Corps should also be directly visiting with the local governing
Boards of the Counties that will be affected by the transfer. Something that, to
date, has not occurred. I believe North DakotaSenator Byron Dorgan has also
made such a request. The Corps anticipated cooperation in this regard is
appreciated.
With kind regards.
Ross L. Sundeen
Dunn County States Attorney
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From:

JOSEPH VICHA

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:

vicha@minnot.com;

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

returning shore line to the resevervation
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 5:21:52 PM

no, it will not be managed right. look at how they manage everything else the have the
state and everybody will loose

From:

Craig & Barb Sorenson

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Comment on potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Thursday, June 02, 2005 7:45:38 PM

Dear Mr. Janis,
Apparently your agency has determined that there are project lands within the
Fort Berthold Reservation that are not needed
for the construction, maintenance, and operation of the Garrison Dam. If that is
the case, then there must be lands outside
the Reservation that are not needed. If this transfer of lands would include all
lands not needed, we could support this plan.
So, my family is against a transfer of lands within the Reservation.
Craig and Barb Sorenson
11191 Sand Creek Road
New Town, ND 58763-9036
Alice Sorenson
Minot, ND
Chad and Shannon Sorenson
Bismarck, ND
Ryan Sorenson
Bismarck, ND
Troy and Lisa Boehm
Mandan, ND
Jim and Peggy Helprey
Bismarck, ND
Luke Helphrey
Bismarck, ND

Wayne and Cindy Sorenson
Williston, ND
Jeff Sorenson
Williston, ND
Philip Sorenson
Williston, ND
Adam Sorenson
Williston, ND

JWle 2, 2005
Larry Janis
US Army Corps of Engineers

Omaha District
106 S. 15"' St.
Omaha, NE 68102

RE: Comment on land transfer around Lake Sakakawea
Dear Mr. Janis,
I am in strong opposition to the U.S. Army Corps of engineers transferring land to the
Department of Interior in trust for the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. The following

points are the reasons for opposition:
1) One of the purposes for the Garrison Project is recreation. If this transfer is
completed there are no guarantees on access to the lake or lands surrounding it for
public use.
2) The State ofNorth Dakota through Game and Fish and other government entities
have invested millions of dollars on wildlife management areas, public recreation
areas, boat ramps and other facility improvements for use by all citizens. A
transfer to another entity could possibly deny use to the people who want to enjoy
the facilities.
3) By transferring property to the BIA in trust all the real estate taxes for the
property would be lost which would hurt the local government's ability to provide
services to the area.
4) A transfer of the real estate could cause problems with the licensing and
enforcement of hunting and fishing laws because ofjurisdiction issues between
the tribal and state governments.
5) Land put in trust with the BIA can be pulled out of trust and no longer controlled
by any agency of the U.S. Government. The prime wildlife areas and boat access
areas could be pulled out of trust and be sold or leased to other entities that do not
have the general public's use as a priority.
I hope these comments are taken seriously as this transfer could be very
detrimental to one of the purposes the Garrison Project was meant to serve.

John G. Schmid,
CC: Senator Dorgan, Senator Conrad, Representative Pomeroy, Governor
Hoeven
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From:

Mark & Darcy Sandstrom

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

land transfer Fort Berthold
Thursday, June 02, 2005 10:25:25 PM

I am absolutely sickened by the thought of this land transfer. I to have ancestry
that was displaced by the flooding of the valley. We never were compensated
more than once and no one is even contemplating returning the land to us. As
an owner of land bordering the Corp land and amongst land that is being
considered for return, I must let you know that this will drive a huge wedge
between myself and the Tribe and Corp of Engineers. It may ruin me but I'm not
going to let go of this travesty. Over and over the Corps has proven they couldn't
successfully manage a gravy train.
Sincerely,
Mark R Sandstrom

From:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Potential Transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Thursday, June 02, 2005 5:52:55 PM

Dear Mr. Janis:
I write to express my opposition to the proposed transfer of lands within the Fort
Berthold Reservation from the Department of the Army to the U.S. Department of
the Interior to be held in trust for the Three Affiliated Tribes.
I am concerned that such a transfer is not only illegal but not in the best interests
of the residents of North Dakota.
One of the stated purposes of the Garrison Project was recreation. Most of
the improvements to the land proposed to be transferred have been made by
public tax dollars -- both state and federal. The recreation areas and ramps were
built with public dollars for use by the public. I don't believe it is either prudent or
legal to take these properties and transfer them to an Agency that has not
provided us with any assurance that public access will still be provided. I am
aware that the current tribal administration claims they will honor all existing
leases and provide access -- but we have no guarantee that this will in fact
happen. As a matter of fact, it was pressure from the Three Affiliated Tribes that
killed a bill in the North Dakota legislature not too many years ago that would
have requested the federal government give back land along the reservoir to the
original owners -- the reason they lobbied to kill the bill --the bill contained "public
access provisions".
If recreation is no longer a purpose of the Project then it would seem to follow
that the government must return land outside the reservation to the original
owners. I don't think that would be a good idea -- and I would expect the Corps.
to see lawsuits filed immediately requesting that land outside the reservation be
treated on equal footing.
On a personal note, my company spent a couple of years dealing with the Three
Affiliated Tribes and various offices within the Department of Interior attempting
to secure development for oil and gas on the reservation. This experience left

me less than impressed. I think it is safe to say that the Department of Interior,
at least the BIA, is one of the most inefficient, mismanaged and incompetent
agencies in the entire United States government. To think about turning
management of this valuable resource over to them is frightening to say the
least. The fact that no one from the Department even attended the public
hearings should set off some alarms.
The Missouri River is a valuable recreational asset to all the residents of this
state and the entire region -- please don't carve out this very important piece of
the puzzle and create problems for generations to come.
Sincerely,
Tom Powers
Williston, ND 58802

From:

Darrell Olson

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

transfer of garrison project lands
Thursday, June 02, 2005 10:11:56 AM

Re: land transfer
To whom it may concern:
I respectfully request that any land transfer requests be denied. My reasons are
as follows:
Available public land is in very short supply in North Dakota at the present time.
Demand for public use land is high in North Dakota and is on the increase--both
by residents and non residents.
I have lived in North Dakota my entire life and perhaps the main reason is the
availability of hunting and fishing to "average" citizens.
Every year it seems like it is getting more difficult to find areas to use for these
purposes without paying fees.
My opiinion and desire is plain and simple--keep all of this land totally open to the
entire public for their use and enjoyment.
If for some reason, the Corps of Engineers feels it must transfer the land, then
transfer it to the North Dakota Game and Fish or Parks and Recreation agencies.
This way it would be in the hands of all North Dakotans.
Sincerely,
Darrell Olson
Minot, ND 58703

From:

Paul Nyren

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Garrison land transfer
Thursday, June 02, 2005 11:09:55 AM

Larry:
I would like to comment on the proposed transfer of land within the Garrison project
lands. While I believe that the land taken from the 3 Affiliated Tribes should be
returned to them if the land is no longer needed for the operation of the Garrison
Project. I also believe that all lands no longer needed should be returned to their
original owners as all parties who's land was taken for the construction of the Dam
were forced to give up land that was part of their livelihood. The law as stated on
your website states "In addition, the Fort Berthold Reservation Mineral

Restoration Act, Public Law 98-602, Section 206(b) authorizes the
Secretaries of Interior and Army to enter into agreements under which
lands within the exterior boundaries of the reservation acquired by the
United States for the construction, maintenance, or operation of the
Garrison Project but are no longer needed for those purposes would be
declared held in trust for the benefit of the Three Affiliated Tribe". It is my
understanding that recreation was one purpose of the original Garrison
Project. If it is, then how can the land that is currently being used for
recreational purposes be transferred as land that is no longer needed for the
project. To me this seems to be a statement in conflict with what the Corp is
stating about their mission to include recreation in the Master Plan.....Please
consider excluding any land currently being used as camp grounds, boat
access, and other recreational purposes.
Also those of us who own land within the boundary of the Fort Berthold are
concerned about the control of noxious weeds. We know that this is a very
expensive proposition and that government agencies frequently have
difficulty getting enough funding for adequate weed control. I have serious
doubts about the ability of the Tribe to manage this effort.
Paul E. Nyren
Director/Range Scientist

Central Grasslands Research Ext. Center

From:

Dave Nelson

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lake Sakakawea land return
Wednesday, June 01, 2005 10:56:37 PM

Dear Larry,
I favor the Corps plan to return land around Lake Sakakawea to the MandanHidatsa-Arikara Nation. The Mandan and Awatixa Hidatsa have been in the area
in question since about 1100 AD. The return of this confiscated land is long
overdue and it is the right thing to do.
That the MHA are going about this in an orderly and dignified manner is totally in
character with their long history of friendly and cooperative relations with the US
government.
Sincerely,
Dave Nelson, Williston, ND

From:

Wade Enget

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:

Eliason, Karen;

Subject:

Fw: comtemplated tranfer of excess lands within Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation
Thursday, June 02, 2005 9:28:25 AM

Date:
Attachments:
Dear Mr. Janis:

My name is Wade Enget and I the elected State's Attorney for the County of
Mountrail in the State of North Dakota. A portion of the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation lies within Mountrail County as well as several land areas taken by
the Corps as a result of the Garrison project.
I was unable to attend any of the meetings held in North Dakota last week due to
prior committments. However, I would like to express my concerns regarding the
contemplated transfer of public lands to tribal trust lands under the Fort Berthold
Restroation Act (FBMRA). My concerns are as follows:
1. Mountrail County has spent several thousands of dollars on projects to give
the general public access to Corps lands and the water that inudatied such
lands. As such, what, if any, provisions will be made to ensure that the public
access to these lands and water will be continued? Mountrail County has a
significant vested interest in this issue and would like this question specifically
addressed before any decision is made on transfer of lands by the Corps.
2. In the event that provisions are made to protect the public access to these
lands, how can Mountrail County be assured of the enforcement of such
provisions?
3. Is the present "use" of the lands so transferred required to remain the same
in the future, or can the use be changed without consent from the other
stakeholders in the area?
4. It appears to me that the Congressional Act intended that there would be no
impact on state civil or criminal jurisdiction, especially as it pertains to hunting,
fishing, access to the lake or public recreation. Mountrail County would like a

clarification from the Corps if that will in fact happen if the transfer takes to the
Three Affiliated Tribes takes place.
5. There have been several historical and archaelogical finds that have been
reported to the Mountrail County Sheriff's Department in the past few years due
to the receding water levels in the lake. What provisions are being made to
protect these sites that are being exposed, including access thereto?
The bottom line is that we are concerned for the entire population of Mountrail
County, the access issues for the public, and assurances of proper procedures
being followed in this process.
If there should be any further questions regarding my comments, please contact
me at P.O. Box 369, Stanley, ND 58784. My telephone number is 701-6282965.
I would like to thank you for this opportunity to respond to the proposed transfer.
Wade G. Enget
Mountrail County State's Attorney

From:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Contemplated Transfer of Excess Lands within Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation by Corps of Eng
Thursday, June 02, 2005 4:36:55 PM

Dear Mr. Janis: My name is Ross Sundeen. I am the elected States Attorney for
McKenzie County in the State of North Dakota. Like McKenzie County, North
Dakota, a significant portion of the Ft. Berthold Indian Reservation lies within
Dunn County as well as several land areas taken by the United States
Government as a result of the Garrison project.
Like Mr. Johnson, the McKenzie County States Attorney, I, too, was unable to
attend the public meetings recently held in North Dakota. Please take this as my
official initial comment for Dunn County regarding the contemplated transfer of
public lands to tribal trust lands under the Fort Berthold Restoration Act
(FBMRA). I object to the contemplated transfer.
Rather than recite a list, or partial list, of reasons for my objection, because they
are the same or similar reasons as voiced by my colleagues from neighboring
counties, I hereby incorporate into this objection by reference the issues of
concern raised by Ladd Erickson, the McLean County States Attorney; Wade
Enget, the Mountrail County States Attorney; and Dennis Johnson, the McKenzie
County States Attorney.
I firmly believe the Corps should also be directly visiting with the local governing
Boards of the Counties that will be affected by the transfer. Something that, to
date, has not occurred. I believe North DakotaSenator Byron Dorgan has also
made such a request. The Corps anticipated cooperation in this regard is
appreciated.
With kind regards.
Ross L. Sundeen
Dunn County States Attorney

From:

Dennis Edward Johnson

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:

Ladd Erickson; Richard Cayko; Roger Chinn; Frances Olson;
Ron Anderson; Rick Lawlar; Ross Sundeen; Wade Enget;

Subject:

Contemplated Transfer of of excess lands within Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation by Corps of Eng.
Thursday, June 02, 2005 11:14:10 AM

Date:
Attachments:

Dear Mr. Janis:
My name is Dennis Edward Johnson. I am the elected State's Attorney for the
County of McKenzie in the State of North Dakota. A significant portion of
the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation lies within McKenzie County as well as
several land areas taken by the Corps as a result of the Garrison project.
I was unable to attend any of the meetings held in North Dakota last week.
However, this may be taken by me as my official initial comment for McKenzie
County regarding the contemplated transfer of public lands to tribal trust lands
under the Fort Berthold Restoration Act (FBMRA). I object to the contemplated
transfer. Here is a partial list of my reasons for objecting.
1. McKenzie County has spent a large amount of public tax payer's money on
projects to give the general public access to Corps lands and the water that
inundated such lands - the Garrison Reservoir. We do not believe that a transfer
will assure a perpetual access to these areas vital to the economic well being of
McKenzie County, recreational opportunities for the general public or the
industrial/commercial access required to the reservoir. McKenzie County has a
significant vested interests in this issue and would like these questions
specifically addressed before any decision is made on transfer of lands by the
Corps. Involvement by the County in this decision is vital to the County
interests. The County should not be excluded from participating in the decision
making process in this instance.
2. Due to the understanding we have of the contemplated transfer, how is the
Corps planning to assure that another governmental entity will allow access
addressed above in the manner that access may be made today and

without charging a fee on what was once public land? How will this access be
assured and enforcement of the access be assured?
3. Is the present "use" of the lands so transferred required to remain the same
in the future, or can the use be changed without consent from the other
stakeholders in the area - in this case McKenzie County?
4. In taking the lands for the reservoir, the Corps took the economic heart of
the agricultural industry out of McKenzie County. The County continues to suffer
due to this environmental nightmare created by the Corps' actions years ago;
and, the County can not afford to lose the recreational and commercial viability of
the reservoir by short sighted and spur of the moment decisions by the Corps
today. The Congressional Act whereby the current action contemplated is
authorized intended that there would be no impact on state civil or criminal
jurisdiction, especially as it pertains to hunting, fishing, access to the lake or
public recreation. McKenzie County would like a clarification from the Corps if
those mandates will be met if the transfer to the Three Affiliated Tribes takes
place. How can you assure McKenzie County of this?
5. There have been significant historical and archaeological resources on the
"excess lands" in the past and especially in the past few years due to the
receding water levels in the lake. What provisions are being made to protect
these sites that are being exposed, including access thereto? What assurances
can be made that the Congressional mandates to preserve and protect these
resources will be met if the transfer is made? Where will funding come from to
assure that the Corps obligations in this regard will continue to be met, and
violations enforced if the transfer takes place? Has an EIS been complied with
on these resources before the land is transferred from the Corps to another
governmental entity?
6. There exists significant problems with noxious weeds on the Corps lands
here thought of as excess lands. Leafy spurge, Canadian thistle, salt cedar, etc.
These are invasive foreign species that threaten the ecological balance of native
plants and surrounding private and public lands. What assurances, including
source of funding, can the Corps make that this harmful and dangerous condition
will be addressed and eliminated if the lands are transferred to another
governmental entity?
In closing McKenzie County's position on this matter is that your contemplated
transfer and passing of significant obligations concerning these lands onto
another governmental entity without assuring these concerns will be properly and

permanently handled is irresponsible and shortsighted. This should be a go slow
and study the issues process to assure that concerns are met before any
transfer take place. To act otherwise is negligent if not intentional malfeasance
on the part of the Corps.
Sincerely.
Dennis Edward Johnson
McKenzie County State's Attorney
P O Box 1288
Watford City ND 58854

This message is a confidential and privileged legal communication. If you have
received it in error please respond to this sender, notifying sender of this error and
delete the message from your system. Thank you.

From:

billellen

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Land for Indians
Thursday, June 02, 2005 1:02:55 PM

To whom it may concern:
We are writing to express our opposition to giving more land along Lake
Sakakawea to the Indians. Weren't the Indians paid for the land that was used?
Doesn't it now belong to the people who paid taxes to buy it? Aren't we entitled to
access to the lake without paying a special use fee to the Indians? That is what
will happen. They will charge for any access and for fishing along shoreline they
own even if we're out in the lake. They have already tried that.
Hasn't the Corp of Engineers caused enough hardship by the way they have
wasted our water resources over the years?
Sincerely,
Wilmer & Ellen Lind

/02/2005
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Testimony of Marilyn C. Hudson in the
Matter of the Proposed Land Transfer of 36,000 Acres
of Land by the Army Corps of Engineers to
the Three Affiliated Tribes

My name is Marilyn Cross Hudson. I live in Parshall ND. I wish to have my
comments about the proposed land transfer of 36,000 acres entered into the public record.
I am in favor of the transfer of land title but would like to have the US Government
consider returning the land to its original owner. My reasons for this are outlined below.
I was born in 1936 in Elbowoods and grew up on a 160-acre tract of good
farmland which was allotted to my grandfather Old Dog in the first allotment act on the
Fort Berthold Reservation in 1891. It was Allotment No. 230. A total of 1,898 tracts of
land comprising nearly 700,000 acres of land were allotted to members of the Three
Affiliated Tribes during the 4 allotment periods from 1891to1920. A strip ofland along
the river's edge was designated as a tribal timber reserve. Those people my age and older
will remember that this land was used by everyone to gather winter firewood, cut fence
and corral posts, and to hunt and fish. All the rest of land was owned by individual
members of the Tribe. My father, Martin Thomas Old Dog, when he was 12 years old in
1918, was allotted Tract No. 753A, 320 acres of grazing land.

In 1950, my father received a letter from Superintendent R. W. Quinn telling him
that Allotment 230 would be in the taking area. This was the place where I grew up in
Elbowoods. Allotment 753A, my father's own allotment, was located on higher ground
in the Big Lease on the western side of the Reservation. This land would be spared.
When the fmal tally was made, a total of 146,000 acres of Indian land was
flooded. Of this, 85% or 125,000 acres was allotted lands and 15% or 21,000 acres was
tribal land. Most of this was the timber reserve along the river.
So my first point in this testimony is that that the Fort Berthold Reservation prior
to the Ganison Dam was an "allottee reservation." In other words., the reservation was
owned by individual members of the tribe.
Some years ago, the US Government considered returning excess lands to
previous owners. I don't remember how many acres were involved at that time.
However, as I recall, the Department of the Interior was not in favor of this stating the
cost of determining heirs to this land would be prohibitive.

Today, a laod transfer is again being contemplated by the US Government. The
original designers and engineers of the Garrison Project were off in their estimates of the
land needed for the building of the dam. Far more land was taken than was actually
needed for the operation of the reservoir. It is sad that leaders like Carl Sylvester, Floyd

I

Montclair, Jefferson Smith, Bill Deane, Martin Fox, Martin Cross, Anna Wilde, Jim

Driver, and many, many others are not here today to hear the news that some of the land
will be coming back to their people of Fort Berthold. They would remember that they
offered an alternate dam site to the U. S. Government free of charge if only they wonld
spare the land which was allotted to them and where they made their living.

I don't know what the reaction of these former leaders would be if they could
today stand at what used to be the shoreline of the reservoir and see the broad expanse of
land which was once theirs reappearing from a shrinking body of water. It brings to mind
a statement made in 1948 by Carlisle graduate Mark Mahto that the Garrison Dam would
one day become a giant mud puddle.
Ye~

there is excess land now and there will probably be more excess land as
years go on. The prognosis for the Garrison Dam is guarded and the "doctors" are still
out insofar as its lifespan is concerned. More years of drought will continue to drain the
basin of its water. It is filling in with silt at a much faster rate than originally thought.
It's future does not look good. Generations to come will continue to wrestle with these
problems, their own legacy of the Pick-Sloan plan. It is not inconceiveable to think that
someday more lands will be considered for return to tribal members as the receding
waters of Lake Sakakawea leave more former allottee land high and dry.
I think the honorable solution is to return the land to its original owners. While
most of the original owners are no longer with us, their heirs have been determined by
Indian probate law. The Federal Court in the Cobell case requires an accounting of past
real estate actions. Transaction histories are being developed for many tracts of land
beginning with the date of their allotment. The "heart" of the Cobell case hinges on the
rights of the individual landowner and the duty of the trustee, the Department of the

Interior.
My second and final point in my testimony is that it is now possible to determine
the original owners of the land which is now excess to the needs of the Garrison Project.
I apprciate the opportunity to present this testimony.

c
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Parshall ND 58770
June 2, 2005
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Testimony of Marilyn C. Hudson in the
Matter of the Proposed Land Transfer of 36,000 Acres
of Land by the Army Corps of Engineers to
the Three Affiliated Tribes

My name is Marilyn Cross Hudson. I live in Parshall ND. I wish to have my
comments about the proposed land transfer of 36,000 acres entered into the public record.
I am in favor of the transfer of land title but would like to have the US Government
consider returning the land to its original owner. My reasons for this are outlined below.
I was born in 1936 in Elbowoods and grew up on a 160-acre tract of good
farmland which was allotted to my grandfather Old Dog in the first allotment act on the
Fort Berthold Reservation in 1891. It was Allotment No. 230. A total of 1,898 tracts of
land comprising nearly 700,000 acres of land were allotted to members of the Three
Affiliated Tribes during the 4 allotment periods from 1891 to 1920. A strip of land along
the river’s edge was designated as a tribal timber reserve. Those people my age and older
will remember that this land was used by everyone to gather winter firewood, cut fence
and corral posts, and to hunt and fish. All the rest of land was owned by individual
members of the Tribe. My father, Martin Thomas Old Dog, when he was 12 years old in
1918, was allotted Tract No. 753A, 320 acres of grazing land.
In 1950, my father received a letter from Superintendent R. W. Quinn telling him
that Allotment 230 would be in the taking area. This was the place where I grew up in
Elbowoods. Allotment 753A, my father’s own allotment, was located on higher ground
in the Big Lease on the western side of the Reservation. This land would be spared.
When the final tally was made, a total of 146,000 acres of Indian land was
flooded. Of this, 85% or 125,000 acres was allotted lands and 15% or 21,000 acres was
tribal land. Most of this was the timber reserve along the river.
So my first point in this testimony is that that the Fort Berthold Reservation prior
to the Garrison Dam was an “allottee reservation.” In other words, the reservation was
owned by individual members of the tribe.
Some years ago, the US Government considered returning excess lands to
previous owners. I don’t remember how many acres were involved at that time.
However, as I recall, the Department of the Interior was not in favor of this stating the
cost of determining heirs to this land would be prohibitive.
Today, a land transfer is again being contemplated by the US Government. The
original designers and engineers of the Garrison Project were off in their estimates of the
land needed for the building of the dam. Far more land was taken than was actually
needed for the operation of the reservoir. It is sad that leaders like Carl Sylvester, Floyd
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Montclair, Jefferson Smith, Bill Deane, Martin Fox, Martin Cross, Anna Wilde, Jim
Driver, and many, many others are not here today to hear the news that some of the land
will be coming back to their people of Fort Berthold. They would remember that they
offered an alternate dam site to the U. S. Government free of charge if only they would
spare the land which was allotted to them and where they made their living.
I don’t know what the reaction of these former leaders would be if they could
today stand at what used to be the shoreline of the reservoir and see the broad expanse of
land which was once theirs reappearing from a shrinking body of water. It brings to mind
a statement made in 1948 by Carlisle graduate Mark Mahto that the Garrison Dam would
one day become a giant mud puddle.
Yes, there is excess land now and there will probably be more excess land as
years go on. The prognosis for the Garrison Dam is guarded and the “doctors” are still
out insofar as its lifespan is concerned. More years of drought will continue to drain the
basin of its water. It is filling in with silt at a much faster rate than originally thought.
It’s future does not look good. Generations to come will continue to wrestle with these
problems, their own legacy of the Pick-Sloan plan. It is not inconceiveable to think that
someday more lands will be considered for return to tribal members as the receding
waters of Lake Sakakawea leave more former allottee land high and dry.
I think the honorable solution is to return the land to its original owners. While
most of the original owners are no longer with us, their heirs have been determined by
Indian probate law. The Federal Court in the Cobell case requires an accounting of past
real estate actions. Transaction histories are being developed for many tracts of land
beginning with the date of their allotment. The “heart” of the Cobell case hinges on the
rights of the individual landowner and the duty of the trustee, the Department of the
Interior.
My second and final point in my testimony is that it is now possible to determine
the original owners of the land which is now excess to the needs of the Garrison Project.
I apprciate the opportunity to present this testimony.

Marilyn Cross Hudson
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From:

Marilyn Hudson

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Testimony in Regard to the Proposed Transfer of 36,000 acres
of land deemed excess to the needs of the Garrison Reservoir
Thursday, June 02, 2005 10:56:41 AM
Testimony for 36,000 acre land transfer.doc

Forwarded are my comments to be included in the drafts effects report in the
matter of the the 36,000 acres of land in the taking area of the Fort Berthold
Reservation. I am mailing a signed copy for your files. According to the
morning's paper (Minot Daily) comments must be received by Friday to be
included; thus, I am e-mailing this so it will reach you by tomorrow's deadline.
Marilyn Hudson

Appendix C
PUBLIC MEETING COMMENTS
Received During the Comment Period

Comment Submitted/Received Date(s): June 3, 2005

C-8

From:

Mel Adams

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

land transfer
Friday, June 03, 2005 3:10:14 PM

Mr. Janis,
Transferring some of the taken area back to the Three Affiliated Tribes would be
a huge mistake. They (the tribe), typically have never been able to successfully
manage (or take care of) what they currently have. They will either let everything
go completely to shambles, and/or make any recreational use by non-natives
expensive or impossible.
The Corps has made it tough enough to use the lake, but the tribe will make it
even worse. Turning this land over to them is nothing more than charity in the
name of political correctness. Native Americans are already the biggest recipient
(s) of tax dollars in this country, and have to date been paid three different times
for the land lost to this reservoir. White land owners who lost land were only paid
once. Shouldn't this land be transferred back to them? Or, maybe it should be
transferred to the state, or some other entity that will make the land useable and
available to all.
Sincerely,
Mel Adams

From:

Barb

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Scheduled Meetings and General Comments
Friday, June 03, 2005 10:29:36 PM

I called you about 3 weeks ago and discussed concerns over the decision
already being made before all of the concerns were heard. This seems to be
supported by your recent actions. Last week, on public television, you
stated that the deadline for comments was June 3rd. In the June 2nd Minot
Daily News, there was notice that the Corps is holding a meeting at the 4
Bears Tribal Administrative Building on Monday, June 6 so that more tribal
members can give their comments. I feel you have now opened the door and I
am requesting that you hold a meeting in the Minot area where the majority
of the people that use the Van Hook area can attend a meeting and give their
opinion. Yes, we could go to the tribal meeting, but that would not be a
good place to air disapproval for the transfer. I would like your response
as meetings in Bismarck, Williston and Dickinson did not allow people from
the Minot area to attend the meetings.
Don Curtis
New Town, ND 58763
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From:

Robert Bangen

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Please DO NOT transfer land
Friday, June 03, 2005 12:29:49 AM

Dear Sir:
The transfer of 37,000 acres of land adjacent to Lake Sakakawea to the Three
Affiliated Tribes should not take place. This land is NEEDED for recreation,
therefore this transfer should not take place!
My Grandfather and Uncle lost land to the lake and it is said that 140 acres of
that are above water. It is only fair if the land is transfered back that it should go
back to those who lost it! ALL the people who lost land should be treated the
same!
Thank you for your time!
Sincerely,

Robert Bangen
Minot, ND 58701

102 Van Hook
New Town, ND 58763
May 31, 2005

Larry Janis
Chief of Real Estate Branch COE
Omaha District
Core of Engineers
106 South 15'" Street
Omaha, NE 68102
Subject: Proposed transfer of land from Corps of Engineers to Bureau of Indian Affairs
I would like to express my concerns and disapproval of your proposed plan to transfer lands
from the COE to the BIA.
My information of this transfer is basea on three newspaper articles in the New Town News
and the Minot Daily News, two letters from Senator Conrad, and a letter from The Friend's of
Lake Sakakawea. I may not have all the information, but would like to state my concerns and
·
thoughts on the subject.
I contacted Senator Kent Conrad in August of 2002, requesting information on P.L. 102-575
wherein the 1986 Joint Tribal Advisory Committee issued a report stating that the land in
excess of 212,000 acres needed for the construction of the Garrison and Oahe Dams and
Reservoirs be returned to the original land owners and their heirs, whether those owners were
tribes, individual Indians, or individual Non-Indians. Unfortunately, the plan was repealed in
1994 as it would have cost $21 million, more than five times the estimated value of the land
and would have included removing land from certain recreational and wildlife areas in the
transfer. As he stated, this was not the intent of the legislation. The current proposal would
remove land from recreational and wildlife areas.
I certainly agree with this even though it was appealed, as its intent was not to remove this
land for use by all people, with our without penalty. If you transfer this land, ft will cause
confusion and restrictive use by the majority of US cttizens.
I contacted Senator Conrad again May 13, 2005, \Vherein he again informed me that his
position, "that land leased for purposes consistent with the project, like recreation and wildlife
management, should not be necessarily considered as excess because public use areas,
particularly those leased to the state and other non-tribal enttties, directly serve one of the
purposes of the Corps project. Corps land with such recreational investments clearly is not
excess and should not be transferred without the full consent of the current lessees.
Additionally, current access across Corps land to recreational facilities, wildlife habitat, power
generation facilities, or other facilities must not be considered excess and transferred."

If you truly believe that, as Senator Conrad does, then you must agree that one of the Corps
project proposals when the dam was put in was to develop recreational area around the lake

for use by the public. This means that the land is not excess. Also, I agree with the fact that it
should not be transferred without full agreement of the current lessees, including the North
Dakota Game and Fish Department.

Listed below are several concerns to support this.
1.

2.

3.

Anyone wanting to access Corps land across land placed in the BIA would be
required to procure a Indian Conservation Permit whether walking across it or driving
down a section line. I have personally experienced this trying to access Game and
Fish leased land in the Parshall Bay area.
If someone was hunting on Corps land, at 1854 and below, and walked up two feet
in elevation to 1857, he would then be on Indian land and required to have a
different hunting license (with the recent passage of the state hunting laws requiring
and Indian license on Indian owned land). I am sure that there will not be signs
posted at 1854 elevation around the lake to notify people where these boundaries
are.
Transferring this land will eliminate an estimated $30,000 in taxes paid by the Game
and Fish to the various counties of the state as the Indians do not pay taxes on land

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

they own.
If future access were required by the Corps, for any additional docks, recreational
areas etc. they would have to negotiate with the tribe to get this access.
Assigning this land to the BIA will put ii under Indian control making it ineligible for
equal use by Non-Indians even if a Non-Indian was to procure and Indian hunting
license. They do not issue deer hunting license to Non-Indians; therefore, you would
be discriminated against on land purchased wtth taxpayer's money, as you could not
hunt deer on this land anymore. This land was purchased with Federal funds paid
by Non-Indians, in taxes, and not paid by the majority of Indians who do not pay
taxes.
As I am told, this land was procured from the Indians at least two times, (not the
same for Non-Indians). The first time the money was spent and the second time it
was put in trust. It is unfair to give the Indians the land and not give it back to the
Non-Indians when they were only paid for it once.
North Dakota Game and Fish department has for years jumped through hoops to get
land open to hunting for all, Indians and Non-Indians. This transfer would eliminate
approximately 36,000 acres of some of the best hunting land.
This would also eliminate the use of Corps land currently leased by various entities
around the lake for recreational use, i.e. Van Hook, Parshall Bay, McKenzie, Indian
Hills, and Skunk Bay Recreational areas. Where is the logic in causing restrictions

in land use for the majority of the recreational taxpaying users? Will this require
additional costs for Non-Indians to access and use Corps land as has been done in
the past with the use of the Conservation Permit? Enforcement of this permit was
used as Pouch Point, Four Bears, and other Indian controlled ramps on the lake in

9.

the past.
The most important thing our local, county, state, federal, and tribal officials objective
should be to reduce animostty among the Indian, non-Indian population. I have only
lived on this reservation for 5 years and the majority of things I see them do creates
more and more animosity and separates the two entities. This is another example,
such as, the new bridge with them not wanting to pay state gasoline tax. When will
we learn?

It looks to me that this decision was finalize in January of 2005, as stated by Mr. Alexander
when he said that when this decision is made it would only require transfer of the land between
the COE and the Department of Interior. I do not know who changed Mr. Alexander's opinion
but I thank him for the foresight and requiring the COE to get public comments on the
proposal.
I hope that the above concern and public comments will be considered thoroughly and this is
not a fruitless effort for the COE and they will consider these concerns for the best of all. In the
past, it looks to the general public that the Corps does not treat all parties equally when it
comes to decisions. With the current low water condttions and the efforts of the Corps and the
state of North Dakota to work towards the best results to resolve the land transfer and the low
water conflicts, your decision to not transfer the leased land would go a long way to show you
were totally committed to follow the original project objectives.
Sincerely,

Donald E. Curtis

Attachments: Three newspaper articles
Two letter from Senator Conrad
One letter from Friends of Lake Sakakawea
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Hall seeks four

more years in office
BY MIKE KOPP
The race is one for chairman
of the Three Affiliated Tribes.
One candidate has filed for
election, Titus Hall of New Town.
He has no listed phone number
and has not been available for
comment
A second candidate has said he
is running, though he's not yet
filed. He is the current ·tribal
chairman, Tex Hall. He is
available for comment and has
plenty of comments to make.
He's already circulating more
than 12 pages of campaign
information detailing why he
should be re-elected,
In his campaign material, Tex
Hall stresses, "We are not done
yet!"
On Saturday at the Mandaree

powwow, Tex announced his
campaign for re-election. He is
basing his campaign on

accomplishments, ·especially
economic and job creation
accomplishments.
In a telephone interview on
Monday, Tex said from Portland,
Oregon that four years is not
enough to accomplish some of the
big things that have been started
on the Fort Berthold Reservation.
He said, "It's al-Ways been a thing
for Fort Berthold, the Three
Affiliated Tribes, to not elect

anyone, a chairman, back -toback. Others look at (the position)
as only four years. The stuff
we're doing is beyond four years.
I'm looking at an eight-year (time
period)."
Campaign of
,accomplishments
Tex lists at the top of the
accoqlplishments his efforts at
making JTAC funds available for
various programs. such as
economic
development,
education, health care, alcohol
and drug programs and programs
for senior citizens.
He also lists how· he helped
secure $45 million in funding for
the new Four Bears Bridge.
·"
He says he also worked to
return the lake shore to the tribes.
He says he has "received acommitment from Senator Kent
Conrad to get our lakeshore
returned to us,"
His campaign materials also
say he has secured a conunitment
for a new health care facility.
In the interview on Monday he
said he is "really close" to
securing funding for a 24-hour
ambulatory health care facility.
He said he hopes to know by the

HALL
Continued on page 3
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Corps official says more
meetings on land transfer
will be held this summer
By ELOISE OGDEN
Regional Editor

mdnregion@srt.com
The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers plans to have additional public meetings besides
three set for next month in
Bismarck, Dickinson and
Williston, on the potential
transfer of Garrison Dam/Lake
Sakakawea lands within the
Fort Berthold Reservation.
"We will have these future
meetings this summer at other
affected locations where people
may have concerns and feel
that they 1nay not have been
adequately represented at earlier meetings. Our goal is to maximize input from the public
before decisions are made,"
said Maggie Oldham Thursday.
Olclliam is a spokeswoman for
the corps' Omaha District.
The land was taken about
50 years ago for the construction of the Garrison Dam.
Earlier this week, the corps
announced it ~vill hold public
rr1eetings
in
Bismarck,
Dickinson and Williston on lhe
potential Jarrel transfer. Those
n1eetings i,vill be May 24 in the
Bis1narck Ramkota Inn, lviay 25
in the Dickinson Oa_ys lnn and
fvlay 26 in the Williston Airport
International Inn. From 4 to 6
p.m. the public can visit oneon-one with corps officials and
there will be a public comment
tin1e from 6 to 8 p.m. (Bismarck

and Williston are in CDT and
Dickinson is in NIDT.)
VVhen the three Niay meetings were scheduled, Oldham
said the corps tried to select
areas with the highest potential
for attendanc;e and those t-vhich
would minimize the distance
people would have to travel
"These locations - Bismarck,
Dickinson and Williston - were
selected as they have the heavier
concentration of lake users or
most impacted people," she said.
The corps is looking into
transferring about 36,000 acres of
land adjacent to the shores of the
Garrison DarrvL:r.ke Sakakawea
project and within the exterior
botmdaries of the reservation.
The Three Affiliated Tribes
Initially asked the corps to look
into the possible land transfer, citing the Fort Berthold ReservatioJI
r-.1ineral Restoration Act.
Currently the land use
ranges from recreation to
wildlife management. Leased
]ands currently used for agriculture, grazing and recreation
are al~o being' considered for
the transfer, corps officials said.
If it is determined the lands
are no longer needed for the
Garrison Dam;Lake Sakakawea
project, the next step would be
an agree1nent between the sec;
retaries of the Army and the
Depart1nent of Interior to
implement the transfer.
There is Oo deadline for the
process, Oldham said.
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August 26, 2002

Donald E. Curtis

Dear Don:

Thank you for contacting me regarding the transfer of excess federal lands purchased for the
construction of the Garrison Dam and reservoir. It was good to hear from you.
The federal government took possession of 212,000 acres of land during construction of the
Garrison and Oahe Dams and reservoirs. In 1986, the Joint Tribal Advisory Committee issued a
report stating that lands in excess of what was required for project purposes should be returned to
the original owners. Subsequently, in 1992 Congress passed P.L. 102-575, which directed the
return of the lands to the former owners and their heirs -- whether those owners were the tribes,
individual Indians, or individual non-Indians.
Unfortunately, the plan developed by the Department of Interior to implement the land transfer
provision was seriously flawed. The procedure would have cost $21 million, more than five
times the estimated value of the lands, and would have included certain recreation and wildlife
areas in the transfer. This was not the intent of the legislation, and because of·this the transfer
was repealed in 1994.
I believe that the return of these lands to the original owners is an important goal to be pursued,
and any effort in formulating the process to return these lands must include interested
stakeholders. Again, Don, thank you for contacting me.
Sincerely,

1l(

KENT CONRAD
United States Senate
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May 18, 2005

Donald E. Curtis

Dear Donald:
'fhank you for conlacting me regarding ihe irai:1sfer of excess landrs around Lake Sakakawea. It
was good to hear from you.
I appreciate hearing your continued concerns about the transfer of lands around Lake Sakakawea.
As I have stated previously, I believe that former owners or their heirs - whether those owners
were the tribes, individual Indians, or individual non-Indians - must be factored into any
decision to transfer these excess lands.
During a recent meeting with Colonel Bedey of the Omaha District of the U.S. Anny Corps of
Engineers, I stressed that the interests offonner owners and their heirs must be considered as a
part of this effort. At my request, the Corps will be conducting several public hearings to get
input from interested stakeholders on the land transfer. I would encourage you to attend one of
these upcoming meetings to share your thoughts on the importance of allowing former owners
and their heirs to the opportunity to acquire their original land as a part of any transfer.
More generally, I have long held the position that land leased for purposes consistent with the
project, like recreation and wildlife management, should not be necessarily considered as excess
because public use areas, particularly those leased to the state and other non-tribal entities,
directly serve one of the purposes of the Corps project. Corps land with such recreational
i!1'.'estrr..er..t£ cl~:uly ~s net excess. and shGuld not be· trantsferred without the full consent of the
current lessees. Additionally, current access across Corps land to recreational facilities, wildlife
habitat, power generation facilities, or other facilities must not be considered excess and
transferred.
Again thank you for contacting me. For additional information on issues important to North
Dakota, please visit my website at \V\V\V.conrad.senate.gov.
Sincerely,

1l(

KENT CONRAD
United States Senate
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From:

Deepwater Bay B&B

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Re: Land Transfer Comment...Deepwater Bay...Arlen
Gilbertson
Friday, June 03, 2005 10:20:59 AM
Corp letter.doc

Hi Larry,
Thank you for you consideration at the Bismarck May 24 meeting.
Attached is a letter with a couple comments, and it is also coming to
you hard copy via USPS.
Best Regards,
Arlen Gilbertson
http://www.deepwaterbay.com
Arlen & Ronna Gilbertson
Pleasant Acres Ranch

Pleasant Acres Ranch
Arlen & Ronna Gilbertson

Larry D. Janis
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Operations Division
106 S 15th ST
Omaha, NE 68102-1618
Dear Mr. Janis:
My wife, Ronna, and I talked with you at length at the Bismarck meeting about the proposed land
transfer. We live on Deepwater Bay, and I was the one who submitted the documents showing the
purchase agreement at the time the Corp acquired the land from my grandparents who were not tribal
members. This is the land where the Corp eventually developed the first recreation area with a boat
ramp on Deepwater Bay. The rest of our taken land is currently managed by the ND Game & Fish
Department, and we have established a satisfactory working relationship with them. Therefore we
would urge you not to include any Game and Fish managed land, should a transaction take place. A
high percentage of the land in the Deepwater Management Area was acquired from non-tribal
members in the first place who were not the beneficiaries of an “equitable compensation act” or a
“mineral restoration act”, for the lands they had given up. Transferring their old “homesteaded” land
into the hands of an entity whom did not have it in the first place makes little sense and would be
extremely unfair.
Whether or not the Corp has the authority is not the issue here. The issue is the definition of “excess
lands”, and as one of the stated objectives of the Garrison Dam Project was and is recreation, a
significant portion of the proposed land to be transferred does not meet the definition of excess. We
know firsthand that the American public nation wide use these lands for recreational purposes.
This project severely impacted our family too, as it literally cut our ranch in half…..we now have land on
the north side and south side of the bay. Our farmstead had to be moved to higher ground where my
father, and then I, continued farming with a bay full of water separating the land we were left with. We
now live adjacent to this land where I spent the first six years of my life. To turn this land over to
another entity after we have established a working relationship with the ND Game & Fish Department is
not fair to us or in the best interests of the American public.
We really appreciate the Corps taking another look at this and opening up a time frame for comments.
It was a pleasure to talk with you “one on one” at the Bismarck meeting May 24.
Sincerely,

Arlen & Ronna Gilbertson
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From:

Erhardt, Toni

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lake Sakakawea Land Transfer
Friday, June 03, 2005 1:48:51 PM

Larry, JoAnn Grubb from Powers Lake called our office today to express her and
her husband's concern regarding the land transfer. Their daughter and son-in-law
have property along the Lake and she feels that things will get much to
complicated if the transfer goes through. Toni

From:
To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Home town meetings
Friday, June 03, 2005 11:15:25 PM

Larry,
Can you explain why there will not be a meeting in Minot. The lake is a
major player in our lives, and I'am sure there are hundreds of boat
owners and shore users from the minot that DO-NOT want that land
given to the Indians. I have been reading the newspaper and it seems
that their answers are evasive, and passively negative.
I can see gates being erected, and fees charged for land that my taxes
have supported for years.
So,
1) why no meeting in the Minot area?
2) I hope the governor stops the Corp. from giving up land that is NOT
theirs to give away. The C.O.E's. are stewards, NOT landowners.
Jim Grote
Minot, ND 58703-1855
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MCKENZIE. COUNIT STATE'S AITORNEY
P.O.&xl288

Telephone: (701) 444--3733

109 5t1i Street SW

Watford C11y, ND 58854-

Fax: (701) 4+1-284-7

May 20, 2005

COLONEL JEFF BEDEY
COMMANDER OMAHA DISTRICT
US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
106 s 15TH ST
OMAHA NE 68102-1618
RE:

Proposal to Convert Public Land into Tribal Trust Land on the Fort
Berthhold Indian Reservation

Dear Colonel Bedey:
You received a letter dated May 16, 2005, from McLean County State's Attorney
Ladd R. Erickson.

It is the position of McKenzie County, North Dakota, that Mr. Erickson's reasoning
and history is correct.
McKenzie County joins fully in regard to the comments, concerns, and objections
that McLean County has expressed in their State's Attorney letter of May 16, 2005.

DEJ:st7sm I SA Misc I 050519 Bedey.ltr

Cc:

Ladd Erickson, McLean County State's Attorney
Ross Sundeen, Dunn County State's Attorney
Jim Johnson, Mercer County State's Attorney
McKenzie County Board of County Commissioners
Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem
Senator Byron Dorgan
Senator Kent Conrad
Congressman Earl Pomeroy
Governor John Hoeven
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY
P.O_ BOX 1442• BISMARCK, ND 58502

.[AX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET

Date:

June 3, 2005

To:

U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers
Attn: Mr. Larry Janis

Fax:

402-221-4230

Re:

Potential Transfer of Garrison Project Lands

Sender:

Dave Azure, President, North Dakota Chapter of The Wildlife Society

You should receive 3 pages including this cover sheet.
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North Dakota Chapter

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY
P.O. BOX 1442 •BISMARCK, ND 58502

June 3, 2005

U.S. Army Cmps of Engineers, Omaha District
ATIN: CENWO-OD-TN (Mr. Larry Janis)
106 S. 15th Street
Omaha, NE 68102

Dear Mr. Janis:
The North Dakota Chapter of The Wildlife Society (Chapter) ls a professional
organization of approximately 300 wildlife biologists, managers, administratoTS,
educators. and students dedicated to the wise use of our natural resources. Since fanned
in 1963. the Chapter has taken an active role in addressing the issues affecting the
management of public lands in the Northern Great Plains.
We recently became aware of the proposed transfer of public lands currently

administered by the Corps of Engineers along Lake Sakakawea within the Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation. The proposal involves roughly 36,000 acres which would be
transferred to the Department of Interior's Bureau of Indian Affairs, to be held in trust for
the Three Affiliated Tribes.
As a natural resource organization, we are committed to advancing the art and science of
wildlife management, and to educating the public about the value of our wildlife.
Regardless of ownership or lease rights, the Chapter has an interest in what is best for the
natural resources and requests the following assurances:

•
•

•

That no native prairie will be converted to cropland, or further developed for
housing or gas/oil extraction.
That native prairie will be properly managed to limit the infestation and spread
of noxious weeds, thereby maintaining theiT ecological integrity, and the
integrity of all lands potentially at risk along the Missouri River.
Th.at the issue of public access to non-developed areas for the purposes of
hunting, hiking, etc. be addressed. Currently, appl'oximately 95% of the land in
North Dakota is privatelywowned. Public access provides opportunities for all
citizens to experience and appreciate the value of wildlife. This experience and
appreciation is essential for fostering future support for the proper management
and protection of all our state's natural resources.

~002

06/03/05
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USFWS KULM WMD

The Cb.apter does not object to the proposed transfer of lands from one government
agency to another. We are aware of a similar transfer of Cmps lands on the Lower Brule
and Cheyenne River Indian Reservations in South Dakota; and those now responsible for
managing these lands are doing a commendable job. We believe the transfer of Corps
lands in South Dakota can serve as a model to guide any transfer of Corps lands in North
Dakota.
The Chapter does have an interest i11 the fate of the proposed transfer lands and the ability
of the public to utilize them. It is our sincere hope t11at they continue to be managed
responsibly for wildlife, and that they remain accessible to all so that the apportunities to
learn about, and gain appreciation for our natural resources is not diminished.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. We would appreciate a response that
indicates whether or not the above issues have been considered.

Sincerely,

y>.,....;/

./.-!---

David A. Azure
President
North Dakota Chapter of The Wildlife Society

lilJ003

6/2/05
Dear Larry Janis:
I am writing this letter out of concern over the potential land transfer of Lake
Sakakawea’s public shoreline to the Three Affiliated Tribes on the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation.
We obtained a 25 year easement from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (regulatory
permit no. 200260522) in October of 2002 for agricultural irrigation. The location of the
diversion is on the west side of the Van Hook Arm (section 10, township 151 N., Range
92 W.) and is included in the potential land transfer to the Three Affiliated Tribes.
This project became operational in July 2004 and was designed with the capacity and
intention of growing to six center pivots. With the magnitude of financial investment
required to do this I do not want the risk of the Three Affiliated Tribes not renewing our
easement which expires in September of 2027. I know the current Tribal Administration
may pledge to honor and renew the easement when it expires, but those intentions are
only as good as the current administration. When the next group comes in, those
intentions may no longer be honored. If this land transfer goes through I will need a
perpetual easement in writing before the Three Affiliated Tribes gain control. There is
already enough risk in production agriculture without somebody controlling your access
to water.
I’ve lived on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation my entire life and my comments are
based on experience and the history of the Three Affiliated Tribes management of much
smaller projects. From a public access and availability standpoint it would be in the best
interest for hunters, fisherman, irrigators, and other parties using these public lands if the
Corps of Engineers remained as the controlling agency for these lands. What does the
Corps hope to gain by giving up this land? Look what the potential loss for the above
parties could be if the Three Affiliated Tribes decides to limit access. The risk for reward
just doesn’t pencil out, unless you’re the party gaining control of these areas! It is
interesting that this request was made in the shadow of a tribal re-election year; what a
nice feather in the Chairman’s hat if it is successful. If the Corps of Engineers needs to
release this area to somebody, give it to the State of North Dakota. That way any future
changes could be voted on by the public rather than being controlled by an organization
where the public has no vote.
Thank you for your time and consideration on this subject.
Respectfully Submitted:
Donald Pennington
New Town, ND 58763
(

From:

Don And Kristi Pennington

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Three Affiliated tribes land transfer
Friday, June 03, 2005 12:27:38 PM
Larry Janis.doc

Larry:
Attached is a letter of concern over the Three Affiliated Tribes land
transfer.
Donald Pennington
New Town, ND

CORPS OF ENG GARRISON

17016547691

P.03/03

612105

Dear Larry Janis:
I am writing this letter out of concern over the potential lancl transfer of Lake
Sakakawea's public shoreline to the Three Affiliated Tribes on the Fort Berthold Indian

Reseivation.
We obtained a 25 year easement from the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers (regulatoiy
permit no. 200260522) in October of 2002 for agricultural irrigation. The location of the

clivemon is on the west side ofthe Van Hook Arm (section 10, township JS! N., Range
92 W.) and is included in the potential laod tnnsf.,. to the Three Affiliated Tribes.

This project became operational in July 2oo4 and was designed with the capacity and
intention ofgrowing to six c.emor pivors. W'uh the magnitude of financial investment
required to do this I do not want the risk of the Three Aft"iliated Tribes not renewing our
easement which ""lJUes in Soptembel' of2027. I know the current Tribal Administralion
may pledge 10 honor and renew the easement when it expires, but 1hose intentions are
only as good as the current sdministration. When the next group comes in, those
intentions may no longer be honored. Ifthis land tnmsfer goes through l will need a
perpetual easement in writing before the Three Affiliated TnO.S gain control. There is
already enough risk in production agriculture without somebody c:onaolling your access
towatec.

I've lived on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation my entire life and my comments are
bssod on experience and the history of the Three Affiliated Tribes management of much
smallel' projects. From a public aa:ess and availability slBlldpojnt it would be in the best
interest for hunters, fishennao, irrigators, and other parties using these public lands if the
Corps of Engineers remained as the controlling agency for these lancls. Wbai does the
Corps hope ro gain by giving up this land? Look what the potential loss for the above
parties could be if the Three Affiliated Tribes decides to limit access. The risk for reward
just doesn't pencil out, unless you're the party gaining control of these areas! It is
interesting that this iequest was made in the shadow of a tnDal r~ection year; wha't a
nire feather in the Cbainnao's hat if it is successful. If the Corps ofEngineers needs to
release this area to somebody, give it to the State of North Dakota. That way any future
ch-es could be voted on by the public r:arher than being controlled by an o<gNri7,31jon
where the public has no vote.
Thank you for your time and coosidentioo on this subject.
Respectfully Submitted:
Donald Pennington

TOTRL P.03

From:

Lindquist, Todd J NWO

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

FW: Land Transfer
Friday, June 03, 2005 7:56:24 AM

FYI...
-----Original Message----From: Derris & Lois Stafslien [m
Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2005 7:22 PM
To: DLL-CENWO-GARRISON
Subject: Land Transfer
Sirs:
I am strictly against transferring land to the Tribe. I am a cabin owner at
Deep Water Cabin Site. We have been told that the road leading to the cabin
site would be split right down the middle if this transfer occurs. We do
not like that situation. About two years ago, the Native Americans were at
the boat ramp south of the cabin site, collecting access money before people
could put their boat in the water. If this transfer goes through, it will
be amuch worse situation. Leave "well enough" alone. It will also take
away hunting privileges, as more land will be added to the Native American
Laws.
Derris Stafslien
Minot, ND 58701

From:

Dr. Robert Sando

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Land Give Away
Friday, June 03, 2005 12:52:42 PM

Mr. Larry Janis:
Just when you think one has heard of all the dumbest schemes floating around in
this world, the Corps comes up with a new one. To transfer land around Lake
Sakakawea to the Three Affiliated Tribes is ridiculous! Why not transfer control of
the land to me? It would make more sense. At least I don’t have a record of
mismanagement like that of the Tribe. But I guess it takes an agency that has
mismanaged the water in Sakakawea and the entire Missouri system in recent
years to release control to another group with a record of mismanagement of
everything.
If the Corps is serious about this and is not just trying to tweak everyone’s nose
over the sharp criticism of its management of the water, give control to the State of
North Dakota. Almost all of the acres in question is fenced and has ND Game &
Fish signage already. This would assure public access to Indians and non-Indians.
In this day and age with increasing difficulty to get access to land to bird watch, pick
berries, hunt, fish, swim, etc. etc. it makes no sense to give nearly 37,000 acres
away. Acres that are currently open to day use by everyone!
There is no justification to give this land to the Indians. When the land was taken
for Lake Sakakawea it was purchased from Indian and non-Indian alike. The land
was not owned entirely by Indians. The Indians have been paid for their land over
and over again. I wonder if the non-Indians continue to receive government
windfalls (payments for their land) as the Indians periodically do. I wished someone
would give me back free and clear something I sold them. What a deal!
As for the acres in question does the amount of land increase and decrease with
the ebb and flow of the water in Lake Sakakawea? I can just see the mess that will
occur if the land is transferred to the Three Affiliated Tribes. An abandoned trailer
in every little bay, motor vehicles with the wheels stripped off left on the beaches
stuck in the sand, beer cans/bottles and general litter everywhere. All you have to
do is look at the condition of the point of land that 4-Bears Casino sits on and you

can see what will happen with their management/ownership. I would like to think
that would not happen if the land was given to the State of ND. I’m sure the State
would continue to manage the shore line regardless of how high or low the water is
just as the Corps has done. And for that good job, I compliment the Corps!
Many years ago the Tribe built an A-Frame bait shop/store and acquired the most
elaborate dock/slip system in North Dakota at the time. All of this was in a nice
protected bay on the west side of the point of land that the Casino sits on. It was
great! The first winter the ice destroyed most of the dock system. Did they learn
from their mistake of leaving it in the water? By the end of the 2nd winter the rest
was destroyed! The bait shop/store was vandalized many times and eventually
gutted by fire. Hell, the Laundromat down the road a few hundred feet from the
Casino was also vandalized many times and it to was gutted by fire.
Have you ever seen the commercial or public service announcement on TV
regarding pollution and/or land management where a Native American (Jay
Silverheals) has a tears running down his face? That is what we will have here if
you do this mindless transfer to the Three Affiliated Tribes. If the Corps wants to
wash their hands of this management problem, give the land to the State of North
Dakota. This would be in the best interest of everyone.
Bob Sando

From:

Stenvold, Mike

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

land transfer
Friday, June 03, 2005 9:10:22 AM

Thank you for allowing the public to comment on the proposed transfer of lands
along Lake Sakakawea.
First a little background. I am a North Dakota native who has hunted, camped
and fished the state for over 40 years. I own land and a cabin at Indian Hills on
the north side of the lake 31 miles west of Garrison in the midst of the
reservation. I have camped and hunted on tribal lands and some of my best
friends are tribal members.
I have seen the loss of hunting access, the loss of lake access, the growth of fee
hunting, and the lack of caring for the land. I am concerned for the future. I have
witnessed the disregard by some on tribal land as the land becomes a dumping
ground for garbage, old cars, and anything not wanted. I watched as vehicles
drove out to the lake south of New Town to throw the garbage bags down the
cliffs to the shoreline, as a tourist attraction building became a party hangout and
basically destroyed.
This land transfer really bothers me. I see no benefit to the State of North
Dakota, the people of North Dakota, or the Corps. I see this as another easy way
for the tribe to make side money by restricting access to hunting and fishing,
charging fees and catering only to out of state hunters, laying the land to waste,
etc. One drive through the countryside of the reservation will show the mess left
in place. Not all tribal members agree with the transfer for alot of the same
reason I state.
This is not an issue of giving the land back to those whose land was taken to
build the lake. The government paid for this land. If the Corps is set at getting rid
of land sell it. Give it to the State Game and Fish. But do not give it to the tribe.

From:

wsnd

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Comment on land to TAT
Friday, June 03, 2005 9:17:37 AM

June 3, 2005
Greetings,
I make comments in support of transfer of aborignal land to
the THree Affiliated TRibes (TAT) of the Ft.
Berthold Indian Reservation. I grew up along the Missouri
River, southwest of present day White Shield,
ND. I am familar with the location of the taking area, and
resorts and state game and fish leased areas
on the reservation. My family has lands on the reservation.
First, the land originally was tribal and individual land
taken for the Garrison Dam project. The forced
removal of TAT members created hardships. In the l950s the
tribes were not consulted and the ND
state agents rushed in to grab land through leases for fish
& game etc. It was institutional racism the
way the Indians were treated, e.g. left out of any say on
how the land and so called "taking area" would
be used. The l984 Ft. Berthold Act finally corrected this
and there is now authority to transfer the
lands or management authority to the TAT.
Second, much of the lands (30,000 acres) are marginal lands
unless one wants to build a house
alonside a cliff, missouri breaks or place where there are
no roads or limited access. The money value
of the lands are minimal. Governor J. Hoeven and assorted
state flunkies voice the party line that: we
have had it for years and it is "ours." This thinking is
fuzzy. If I went onto state land for tresspassed
for years, you can bet the state would try to throw me out.
This is what has happened. Hoven was a

kid when the land was taken from the Indian people; now he
makes threats to sue, quoting his legal
gun ND atty gen W Stenehjem.
Third, priorities. ND, Gov. Hoeven and Stenehjem have their
hands full with huge problems. For
example, they are in court over 2-3 water or waterline
projects. Canada opposes ND projects that may
impact the water quality and ND is spending $$$ defending
such suits. Who foots the legal bills,
all ND citizens including the 20,000 Indians in the state?
Hoeven wants us to pay for his legal battles
and now tries to dictate how we should use our own lands!
The state agents horned in on our land
when our people were at their weakest in the l950s....
Fourth, the ND position or theme: only the state or white
people can manage land. The mantra is we
need "access" and have had the lands for years, example game
areas. Take a look at the game areas;
all some are is an acre fenced off with a lot of trees
planted. The state has not made that many
changes or hired Indians for local work. The ND bosses pull
the levers in Bismarck like the Wizard of
Oz story, and huff and puff about "access rights" when they
are trespassing in the first place.
Fifth, time. Our tribal members waited fifty (50) years and
finally got some fair compensation by the
JTAC legislation in the l990s. The other Tribes along the
Missouri ND and SD jumped on the
bandwagon and now receive huge payments. The TAT took the
led on this because we value our land,
resources and people. We made it happen. A lot has changed
in 50 years. The Tribes now have our
own natural resource dept., game wardens, land management
agents and technical staff. Simply, we do
not need the state agents sticking their nose in our
reservation trying to DICTATE how we use our lands
and resources.
Sixth, economics. Some white ranchers who live on the

reservation whine around about any transfer of
land. Mr. Holtan is an example. My famly though the Baker
relatives have land south of Parshall, ND by
old highway No. 8 that went to Elbowoods (main agency in
l950). What happened is the white rancher
or farmer have leased Indian and tribal land dirt cheap and
grown fat off the Indians of the Ft. Berthold
Reservation. A white rancher had access to credit at banks,
while Indians were denied credit in l950,
l960, l970. Not until recently have tribal members been
able to get loans while non Indians have had
access to loan for operating ranches and farms.
Seventh, lake access. The so called Indian Hills resort
would not be there except the TAT Council
around l980 granted easements for the place. Who stays
there now? Rich persons who can afford
vacations, and expensive homesites; the same way in the Twin
Buttes area. Is there ever any
APPRECIATION expressed to the tribe for what we have given
up, or done such as access to Indian Hills?
No. Instead, the Governor and others whine that the US Govt
cannot transfer land with no real
arguments except they had l950 leases .... The situation is
not unlike South Africa in which a handfull
of whites controlled everything for years, but is changed
today.
Eighth, federal policy. The good point is that federal
policy has changed since the Termination Era of
l950 (terminate trust responsiblity of federal govt). For
example, the l970 Indian Self Determination Act
allowed tribes to contract for federal servcies. In l984
the Ft. BErthold Minerals Act allowed for return
of assets to the Three Aff. Tribes. It is high time.
Finally, for fifty (50) years or more our people have
battled for just compensation and to rebuild our
reservation and lifes. The 2005 state politicians will be
gone from the scene in a few years. Our people
will still be there plugging away to manage our own

resources. For these reasons, I urge the Corp
(federal govt) to transfer the excess land back to the Three
Aff. Tribes.
Vance Gillette, TAT member and attorney
Minot, ND 58702
cc: Tribal Council, TAT
Gov. John Hoven
Senators B Dorgan, K. Conrad, Rep. Earl Pomeroy
MHA Times (tribal newspaper)
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
Public Meetings (May 24-26, 2005)
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Would you like to share your thoughts a,nd comments on the potential transfer .
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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From:

Wilfred Volesky

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Return of Land
Friday, June 03, 2005 8:37:42 AM

Mr. Janis:
I would like to share with you some of my concerns about the return of Federal
land to the Native Americans. I am the Superintendent of the Beulah School
District. Each year our school district and many school districts like Beulah that
have land that was flooded due to the Garrison Dam being built are receiving a
8002 Impact Aid payment each year from the Federal Government. The amount
over the last five years has varied from $4000 to $12,500 annually. If the land
being debated is given back to the Native Americans who is going to be
responsible to make this payment? I don't believe that the Native American
population would be willing and I don't think believe that the Federal Government
would continue to make the payment if they no longer have control of the
property.
With declining enrollment our school district needs to maintain every source of
revenue that we have. Since this payment is being made in lieu of the property
tax that we would have received on the land if it were dry, I believe a decision
needs to be made as to the agency that will be responsible to make this
annual payment.
My second concern is that it seems that there is a concern about returning the
land to the Native American population but not to other individuals that also lost
land when the dam was built. Are these individuals going to be given their
property back?
At this point in time I would encourage you to keep the land under the ownership
of the Federal Government.
Wilfred Volesky
Beulah Public School

Beulah, ND 58523
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From:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

Friday, June 03, 2005 9:51:42 PM

I Mike Wegley am against the potential transfer of Garrison Dam/Lake
Sakakawea project land within the Fort Berthold Reservation in North
Dakota.

From:

Brian Wegley

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Friday, June 03, 2005 9:54:11 PM

I Brian Wegley am against the potential transfer of Garrison Dam/Lake
Sakakawea project land within the Fort Berthold Reservation in North
Dakota. It is my belief that everyone should work for a living instead of
conning the government out of money. We have a reasonable welfare
system for these people.

From:

Terry & Marcia

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Re: Project Land Transfer
Friday, June 03, 2005 11:18:31 PM

Thank you for your response. I have been pouring over Master Manual and an
assortment of other data provided by the Corps and based upon what I have
seen I would recommend caution with the land transfer. The reason being is that
I believe it has already happened in South Dakota which may impact the value of
the dam that creates Lake Oahe. Garrison dam and the resulting Lake though
are still intact and I believe the land may have enormous value to all those with
concerns about the Missouri River.
There are many arguments concerning the main purpose of the six dams on the
Missouri but the one with the greatest monetary and emotional impact is flood
control. I understand the minimum level, multiple use level (range), flood control
and exclusive flood control but I had no idea that there was 10 Million Acre Feet
of space in the next level above exclusive and another 30 Million in Free Board.
It is noted in the Corps document that flood control is handled very
conservatively and is based upon the flood of 1881. It was also noted later that
the data from the flood of 1881 was poor at best. That means that the levels are
not based upon good data and tend to be arbitrary; yet conservative.
The flood of 1997 was apparently of record proportions and when combined with
unexpected rainfall a catastrophe was close. There were some obvious errors
made especially concerning the snow pack and projected run off but even with all
that there were huge savings in flood damage that was avoided. With the data
now available it should be easier to identify issue and solve potential problems
with even less room for error needed. I believe that was the year that the Lake
above Garrison was over the Exclusive Flood Control level by somewhere in the
3 to 6 foot range. This pushed water up to Highway 23 approximately 10 miles
east of New Town. The land flooded was ND State Game and Fish based upon
signage but in reality is probably the Corps. The big question is " Is this land that
was flooded part of the 10 Million acre feet range above Exclusive Flood and is it
also the land that is being considered for transfer?" I have not been able to verify
the data but it just makes sense that it is. If in fact it is I would make the following
suggestion:

Before you transfer the land consider changing the Flood Control Ranges and
utilize the land the Corps already owns for the Exclusive Flood Control rather
than loose the flexibility by relinquishing ownership. This could allow the lake to
be kept at a level significantly higher in the Multiple Use zone. This could have
huge POSITIVE impact on ALL of the users up and down the Missouri and
Mississippi.
I have a few other comments concerning priorities of the dams and lakes. Flood
control is number 1but those who choose to move within the historic flood plain
do so at their own risk, Domestic water use is number 2 but I believe that water is
a precious commodity and one way to eliminate waste is to make it cost. Charge
the various cities for the water they take out of the system and the same goes for
irrigation. The rest of the needs have a lesser value and need to be considered
based upon circumstances at the time. Power generation using the turbines is
only a result of the dams not a priority; if they work fine if not so be it. Recreation
is important but not at the cost of the top two; the big thing is do not destroy the
fishery and those impacted by the drought should be compensated for part of
their losses. I cannot see the value in river shipping in this day and age. Yes it
can save some money but without the dams barge traffic would be wildly erratic;
based upon the graphs. The dams have level loaded the flows and made it
profitable. It had much more value in 1944 but with greatly improved highways
and trucking plus better rail it is an outdated mode of transportation for inner
country goods movement. Furthermore could newer better barges reduce the
need for flow because they draft less than the older barges? Power Plant
cooling; forget it! NO CONSIDERATION. This is a Johnny come lately need and
if you need to cool power generation then put in a cooling tower. Falkirk in North
Dakota has a cooling tower and if the ones down river need one then get into the
21st century and put one in. Farm land in the flood plain; take your chances you
don't have a high priority. Having the Corps control water to protect you is an
unfair advantage when you consider those outside the fertile flood plain. If the
Corps activity protects you it should not be because they are trying to it just
happened that way. Housing built in the flood plain; if you go looking for trouble
sometimes you find it. Basically there are too many demands placed upon the
Corps from those who have come along after the system started to control the
river. Without the dams the special interest groups would not exist because there
would not have been an opportunity; they have no right at this time to demand
special consideration.
I do see where the upper three reservoirs feel slighted. They have given up land,
torn apart the culture of several tribes and now that an industry has been

developed it is being lost because of low water levels. The reason the upper
reservoirs have suffered through the fluctuations is to benefit those below the
dams. The south end gets the benefits and the north end gets what they get. It
seems strange that the entire Northwest system if controlled by those located in
Omaha at the south end of the system? It just highlights the fact that the upper
three dams exist to supply the desires of the larger populations down south. One
of the comments made in the master plan indicated that the conflict exists
between the upper and lower parts of the river and that the upper recreation
interests will just have to adjust.

----- Original Message ----From: Janis, Larry D NWO
To: Terry Wilber
Cc: Nemec, Kristine T NWO
Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2005 8:25 AM
Subject: RE: Project Land Transfer

Terry,
The request from Three Affiliated Tribes stated an elevation of 1854 msl. I will
make sure that this question and response is included in the effects report.
Thanks,
Larry Janis
Project Manager
Omaha District
Phone:
E-mail: larry.d.janis@usace.army.mil
-----Original Message----From: Terry Wilber [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 01, 2005 11:37 PM
To: Janis, Larry D NWO
Subject: Project Land Transfer

]

What is the elevation above which land is being considered for transfer
in the Garrison Reservoir areas? Is it 1860?

Friends of Lake Sakakawea
Citizens Working t.o Build Recreational, Economic, Environmental Resources of Lake So.kakaweo.

P.O.Box309

Garrison, North Dakota 58540

Phone: (701) 463-2201
website: www.lakesakakawea.com

Fax: (701) 463-7487
e-mail: friends@lakesakakawea.com

May23, 2005
Col. Jeffrey Bedey
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
106 S. 15• St.
Omaha, Nebraska 68102-1618
Dear Col. Bedey,
Please consider this letter as the Friends of Lake Sakakawea's public position on the
proposed transfer of Garrison Dam/Lake Sakakawea project land within the Fort
Berthold Reservation.
The Friends of Lake Sakakawea Board of Directors would like you to strongly consider
not taking any quick action. We instead ask that you make a potential land transfer part
of the consideration during the updating of the Lake Sakakawea master plan. The plan is
an excellent instrument for the public to weigh-in on the proposed transfer and offers the
public many opportunities to give their opinions. The task force would work closely to
review those comments and try to come to an equitable solution.
Please help us make the Lake Sakakawea Master Plan an effective document guiding
the future of the lake's shoreline.
Sincerely,M

JJUaiuu'Jilh
DuaineAsh
Chairperson
Cc: Governor John Hoeven
Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem
Sen. Byron Dorgan
Rep. Earl Pomeroy
Sen. Kent Conrad
State Water Commissioner Dale Frank
State Game and Fish Director Dean Hildebrand
Larry J. Cieslik, deputy director, U.S. Corps of Engineers, Omaha
Phil Brown, Corps lake manager, Lake Sakakawea

Appendix D
PUBLIC MEETING COMMENTS
Received After the Comment Period

Comment Submitted/Received Date(s): June 4 – June 20, 2005
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________________________________
From: Jim Handorff [mailto
Sent: Saturday, July 30, 2005 7:02 PM
To: DLL-CENWO-GARRISON
Subject: Regarding August meetings
We are unable to figure out how to get an e-mail to the Corps to give them our
input regarding the Master Plan since we will be on the west coast at the time the
August meetings are being held in our area. Have gone to "links" and Garrison
and reached the website where we should have been able to contact the Corps via
e-mail but no place to let us send an e-mail. Who ever receives this, would you
please forward on to the correct place.
Three things we would like to see in the Master Plan for Lake Sakakawea:
No. 1 - That the lake be kept between 1825 ft, and 1835 ft.
No. 2- FREE access to ALL recreation areas.
No. 3 - Any lands under consideration for being returned to the Three Affiliated
Tribes first of all:
Have in the Master Plan how this will
be accomplished.
And NO land in Van Hook and Parshall Bay recreation
areas be given
to the Three Affiliated Tribes.
James and Merriam Handorff
k
New Town, ND 58763

May 31, 2005

Larry Janis
Chief of Real Estate Branch COE
Omaha District
Core of Engineers
106 South 151' Street
Omaha, NE 68102
Dear Sir:
I have noticed several newspaper articles that refer to transferring land purchased for
the Garrison Dam project to the BIA. We were forced to sell our farm to the Corp for
this project. We lost our home quarter and a portion of our adjourning quarter. My
parents lost a quarter of their homeland that they owned. This I would have inherited
when they passed away. My husband lost his mother's quarter that she was forced to
sell.
This represents close to 550 acres approximately that we sold reluctantly for the project.
I don't know how much of this is in the area considered by you as excess land.
I don't feel that the BIA has a right to the land I reluctantly sold to the Corps. We
worked this land for many years and were forced to purchase other land that was not as
fertile and productive.
If you are considering turning this land over to the BIA, just because it is on the
reservation, then I think you should consider turning this land back over to the original
land owners. This land was in our heirs' possession through homesteading. II is not
our fault that the Federal Government moved the boundaries of the reservation due to
errors. The natives have no right to our !and.
Please consider this request while you are making your decision as to what to do with
the "excess" land. If anyone has a right to this, then my relatives and I have a right to it.
If and when you make your decision, I would like a response.
Sincerely,

Marion Evenson

,.

Marion Evenson

.-

Larry Janis
Chief of Real Estate Branch COE
Omaha District
Core of Engineers
106 South 15'" Street
Omaha, NE 68102

From:

Jim Handorff

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Transfer of Land to Three Affiliated Tribes
Wednesday, June 15, 2005 3:02:19 PM

TO U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
ATTENTION: Larry Janis, Project/Program Manager
Monday evening, June 6, we attended the Land Return meeting held at Four
Bears, NewTown. Since the format was not the same as the meetings held in
Bismarck, Dickinson,
and Williston, and comments from audience were not being recorded for
publication, we chose not to voice our thoughts but instead write to you to be on
record. We are North Dakota residents and our North Dakota resident address is
1702 Van Hook.
The Native-American comments that were made all were of the same general
nature. They want the land back where they had grown up, raised families, and
had an enjoyable
lifestyle. Many mentioned Elbowoods area and points surrounding the river. As
the map before us outlined what land is being considered, we found it difficult to
understand why Van Hook and Parshall Bay recreation areas are under
consideration.
The Native Americans did not live on or make a living off the Van Hook and
Parshall Bay areas. It was homesteaded by whites. The Native Americans did not
raise their families in those areas. Those elder Native Americans who spoke did
not refer in any way to the entire 36,000 acres.
We do not have a problem with some portions of the land in question being
returned to the Native Americans if the Corps no longer has a need for it. The
land the Native Americans actually lived on should as well as any land owned by
non-Native Americans be returned to their rightful owners. We heard no concern
about any land other than the "river" land.
We very strongly feel if and when any of the land in question is returned, the rules
and regulations for the use of that land need to be decided by the government
before there is

any return of the land. Can this land in question be returned to the people
(individuals/tribe) in a legal manner and still maintain the lake and its accesses in
the manner to which they are now being maintained?
We strongly urge the Corps to schedule meetings this summer throughout the
State of North Dakota and not just in the western areas. Hunting land is at a
premium in North Dakota and to take 36,000 acres of that prime hunting land as
we now know it out of circulation for the public, warrants more than just a few
meetings in western North Dakota. Our hunters and fishermen come from all
parts of North Dakota and many other states.
North Dakota is far from the top for having a good economic picture. North
Dakota needs to be able to make good use of its resources just to help keep the
economy stable. By returning all 36,000 acres you will be hurting the economy of
North Dakota.
We urge you to very carefully weigh all of the options and put all of North Dakota
first in your decision.
James and Merriam Handorff
New Town, ND 58763
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.

us Anny C<KpS
of Engineers
QimhoDistrii:t

Potential Transfer of Garrison
Project Lands
Larry D. Janis
Omaha District, Corps of Engineers

May 24-26, 2005

1--~!Il:l]11--~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Outline
• Background
• Process/Schedule
• Outcomes

1
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Background

US Arrny Co<ps
of Engjtt.ers
QmahoDislriot

• Three Affiliated Tribes Request
- Lands acquired and managed by the Corps
within the Fort Berthold Reservation
- Above 1854 (max. flood control pool)

• Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act Cited
- Enacted in 1984, 98th Congress
- Part 206 (b) cited

• Directive from the Department of Army
• Approach Project in Three Phases

I

I

1---1m;!il11------------US Anny C"'J!s
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Process/Schedule

OmohnDimict

on of Authority

Ph~

2

USAnnyCmps
of Engineers
OmobaDistri<I

us Army C<ZpS
of Engineers
OmmoDimicl

3

us Army Corp!'
ofEogioeen.

Outcomes

Omabaomria

.

• Openly consider the request
• Provide opportunity for public and agency
input prior to a decision being made
• If there are lands no longer needed,
implement the terms of the signed
agreement between the Anny and Interior
so as to minimize any impacts to those t h b
use and enJOY Lake Sakakawea

ltj

4

Potential Transfer of Garrison Project
Lands
Within the Fort Berthold Reservation

General Information
Visit the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Omaha District) web site at
https://www.nwo.usace.army.mil/html/pa/pahin/land/home.htm

What's available?
•General Information
•Frequently asked questions
•Maps (updated Max 231
•Fact Sheet
•Laws and Regulations
•Press Releases
•Public Meetings (handouts, etc)
•Comment, ask questions, or signup for the mailing list
•Garrison Dam/Lake Sakakawea Project Info

G~rl'iaO:~ Project Lands Within. the F9rt. Barthold Resarvatlo"
Lands Un.der Consideration for Potential TranSfer
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FROM: MANDAREE

T0:140222142307205

June 7, 2005
Mr. T,arry D. Janis
Project/Program Manager
US Army Corp of Engineers
Omaha Djst.rict, Operations Division
l 06 South 15th Street
Omaha, NE 68102-1618
Dear Mr. Janfa,

I respectfully request that a formal. public hearing be held immediate.ly within the exterior
boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation regarding the proposed transfer of
approximately 37,000 acres of shore land from the Arrn(i Corp of Engineers to the control
of the Department of the Interior. Last evening, June 6u. thirty enrolled members
testified and presented questions on the proposed land transfer and they probably thought
that their comments were going to be officially entered into the public record of this
process since you were conducting this "public hearing." Un.fortunately, this meeting
was not a public hearing even though it was advertised as such to the public. When I
questioned you after the meeting as to where the recording devices were, you indicated to
me that this was not a. public hearing and that the comments presented will not be an
official part of the record in this process. (see the attached poster: Public Hearing Notice)
Of the popuJation in North Dakota, the individual enrolled. members of the Three
Affiliated Tribes remain the most severe and negatively impacted population from the
taking of their individual a.llottee lands by your agency for the fonnation of the reservoir
for the Garrison Dam. Your agency made the decision to hold three official public
hearings to gather public comment and questions, these hearings were aJI held outside of
the impacted area, the Fort Bethold Reservation. Hearings were held in Bismarck,
Dickinson, and Williston during May 24~26~ 2005. Since your agency has already made
the commitment to hold public hearings to gather comments and questions, then it is only
fair and legal to extend that same level of participation to the individuals who reside on
the impacted lands of Fort Berthold, so that their comments and questions can also be
addressed in the final document.

Please explain your reason(s) for withholding an official public hearing within the
exterior boundaries of the Fo.rt Berthold Reservation if you a.re unable to grant my
request. I attended and participated in this "public hearing" and thought my comments
and question would be recorded and officially incorporated into the final document.

t:::~
Mandaree ND 58757
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PUBLIC HEARINGS ON TAKEN AREA SCHEDULED
Monday, June 6, 2005 at the Tribal Headquarters -Tribal
Business Council. Chambers
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• Monday, June 6, - Tribal Headquarters - Tribal Business Council Chambers
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At each location, the public can visit with Corps officials from 4pm to 6 pm. During this
time, displays and handouts will be available on three topics:
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During the second half of the meeting, comments 'vill be recorded during a traditional
comment session from 6 pm to 8 pm.
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1. Process being followed
2. Fort Berthold Minerals and Restoration Act
3. Currant land use/major out-grants for the lands that are being considered for

transfer.

People
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• U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Omaha District., Operations Division
106 South ls* Street,. Omaha. NE 68102-1618

Larry D. Janis
Project/Program Manager
CENWO-OD-1N (Janis)
Phone; {402)221-4203
Fax: {402) 221-4230
larry.d.janfy@••saceanny.mil

(1 : ~~~!'1)
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Todd J:

Lind~uist,

P.E.

Operations Manager
US Army Corps of Engineers
Omaha'-Olstrict, Ganison Project Office.,

PO Box SV. Riveniale, ND 58565
(70~) 654-7411 exl 207
Fax (701) 654-7691
· ~- todd.j.lindquist@usace.anny.mil

Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Potential transfer of Garrison Project Lands
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Would you like to share your thoughts and comments on the potential transfer
of Garrison Project Lands with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers? Please feel
free to share your thoughts in the space provided below.
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Lany D. Janis
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Operations Division
106S15• ST
Omaha, NE 68102-1618

Dear Mr. Janis:
My wife, Ronna. and I talked with you at length at the Bisman:k meeting about the proposed land
transfer. We live on Deepwater Bay, and I was the one who submitted the documents showing the
purchase agreement at the time the Corp acquired the land from my grandparents who were not tribal
membeJS. This is the land where the Corp eventually developed the first recreation area with a boat
ramp on Deepwater Bay. The rest of our taken land is currently managed by the ND Game & Fish
Department, and we have established a satisfactory Yt'Orking relationship with them. Therefore we
Vt'Ollld urge you not to include any Game and FISh managed land, should a transaction take place. A
high percentage of the land in the Deepwater Management Area was acquired from non-tribal
members in the first place who were not the beneficianes of an "equitalje compensation act" or a
"mineral restoration acr, for the lands they had given up. Transfening their old "homesteaded" land
into the hands of an entity whom did not have It in the first place makes lltle sense and would be
extremely unfair.

VVhether or not the Corp has the authority is not the issue here. The issue is the definition Of •excess
lands·, and as one of the stated objectives of the Garrison Dam Project was and is recreation, a
significant portion of the proposed land to be transferred does not meet the definition of excess. We
know firsthand that the American public nation wide use these lands for recreational purposes.
This project severely impacted our~ too, as it literaUy cut our ranch in half.....we now have land on
the north side and south side of the bay. Our fannstead had to be moved to higher ground where my
father, and then I, continued farming with a bay full of water separating the land we -were left with. We
now live adjacent to this land where I spent the fi151 six yeaJS of my life. To tum this land over to
another entity after -we have established a working relationship with the ND Game & Fish Department iS
not fair to us or in the best interests Of the American public..

We really appreciate the Corps taking another look at this and opening up a time frame for comments.
It was a pleasure to talk with you •one on one· at the Bismarck meeting May 24.
Sincerely,

Arten & Ronna G~bertson

.
:.:.:::=•
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Anen & Ronna Gilbertson
Pfi8S8ri1 Acres R8riCh
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Lany D. Janis
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Operations Division
106S15• ST
Omaha, NE 68102-1618

Dear Mr. Janis:
My wife, Ronna. and I talked with you at length at the Bisman:k meeting about the proposed land
transfer. We live on Deepwater Bay, and I was the one who submitted the documents showing the
purchase agreement at the time the Corp acquired the land from my grandparents who were not tribal
membeJS. This is the land where the Corp eventually developed the first recreation area with a boat
ramp on Deepwater Bay. The rest of our taken land is currently managed by the ND Game & Fish
Department, and we have established a satisfactory Yt'Orking relationship with them. Therefore we
Vt'Ollld urge you not to include any Game and FISh managed land, should a transaction take place. A
high percentage of the land in the Deepwater Management Area was acquired from non-tribal
members in the first place who were not the beneficianes of an "equitalje compensation act" or a
"mineral restoration acr, for the lands they had given up. Transfening their old "homesteaded" land
into the hands of an entity whom did not have It in the first place makes lltle sense and would be
extremely unfair.

VVhether or not the Corp has the authority is not the issue here. The issue is the definition Of •excess
lands·, and as one of the stated objectives of the Garrison Dam Project was and is recreation, a
significant portion of the proposed land to be transferred does not meet the definition of excess. We
know firsthand that the American public nation wide use these lands for recreational purposes.
This project severely impacted our~ too, as it literaUy cut our ranch in half.....we now have land on
the north side and south side of the bay. Our fannstead had to be moved to higher ground where my
father, and then I, continued farming with a bay full of water separating the land we -were left with. We
now live adjacent to this land where I spent the fi151 six yeaJS of my life. To tum this land over to
another entity after -we have established a working relationship with the ND Game & Fish Department iS
not fair to us or in the best interests Of the American public..

We really appreciate the Corps taking another look at this and opening up a time frame for comments.
It was a pleasure to talk with you •one on one· at the Bismarck meeting May 24.
Sincerely,

Arten & Ronna G~bertson
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Anen & Ronna Gilbertson
Pfi8S8ri1 Acres R8riCh
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From:

Peake, Elizabeth B NWO

To:

Janis, Larry D NWO;

CC:

Alexander, Jerald L NWO; Solberg, Jill C
NWO;

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

FW: Master Plan Updates
Thursday, October 13, 2005 9:45:54 AM

Larry,
The comment regarding the land transfer, which should be posted on the Land
Transfer website, is in item #1 of Mr. Craig Argabright's email.
Betty
From: Alexander, Jerald L NWO
Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2005 6:37 AM
To: Rowe, Steven M NWO; Peake, Elizabeth B NWO; Solberg, Jill C NWO;
Brown, Phillip H NWO
Subject: FW: Master Plan Updates
For your situational awareness; I have written Mr. Argabright back thanking him for
his submittal.
Betty, please see that these comments are incorporated.
Thank you
Jerry
From: craig argabright [mailto:c
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 2005 4:21 PM
To: DLL-CENWO-GARRISON-MASTER-PLAN
Subject: Master Plan Updates

To Whom It Concerns:
As part of the upcoming Master Plan (MP) updates, I would like to see the
following changes or additions.

1. Recreation must remain a vital part of the MP. There should be no
transfer of interests to any other Government Agency other than the BLM, as
they are proficient in land managment. Nonetheless, any transfer needs to
have the appropriate budget transferred as to adequately manage.
2. ATV's are owned by a large portion of the recreational public. Trails
should be established to utilze the ATV's on COE property. The cost of
establishing these trails is minimal as all trails can be marked with the white
plastic posts utilized heavily by the COE. Upgrades or improvements to any
trails should be minimal in dollars spent.
3. Continued access to boat ramps must be maintained in these time of
abnormal lake levels.

Thank you for your consideration.

Craig Argabright
Williston, ND 58801

5·./t .... f..'J, n.:J)ah.

58784

I live in close proximity to Lake Sakakawea and work on and
off the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation.

I am opposed to any

return of Corps lands to the Three Affiliated Tribes-- I

am con-

vinced this will lead to many conflicts on usage of these lands.
Please keep them under Corps or some type of federal or state
control.
The one unanswered question I have is-- Have we returned or
plan to return any excess lands to non-tribal.

I am sure that

some white men had land taken with the same procedures.
Please, just keep the excess land under Corps control as
they have been for fifty plus years.
The Tribe was compensated justly to prevailing land prices
that existed in the 1950s.
I

do get tired of the tribe always rallying for a cause that

should not exist.
Thank you!

~~~
Dale E Brewster, DDS

Appendix E
PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY SPREADSHEET
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Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

1

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26Brew.pdf

Access

Cabin
owners

Per Emanual Need right to enjoy the facilities we have been instrumental in
Stroh
developing since 1959

2

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Access

Cabin
owners

Per Emanual Need right to enjoy the facilities we have been instrumental in
Stroh
developing since 1959

3

Hill, Dennis

Deepwater Bay Public

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterHill.pdf

Access

Cabin
owners

If a transfer takes place, access to our cabin and to the water of Lake
Sakakawea should not be changed

4

Anonymous

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Anon1.pdf

Access

Cabin
owners

Will we have access from our property to the water?

5

Drovdal, David

McKenzie Bay

Public

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Access

Cabin
owners

Concerned about access cabin owners would have if land transferred

6

Franzen, Charlie

Mahto Bay

Public

Dickinson

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoFranzen.pdf

Access

Cabin
owners

Corps should allow us access to our cabin area

7

Hauge, Richard
and Leona

Deepwater Bay Public

Ryder

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31DeepwaterHauge.pdf

Access

Cabin
owners

As cabin owners we believe that if any of the land surrounding the
cabins is returned to the tribe, we will have access problems

8

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Access

Cabin
owners

Need right to enjoy the facilities we have been instrumental in
developing since 1959

9

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf

Access

Commercial

Fisheries workers could be denied access to the water in Parshall
Bay/Van Hook Arm region, one of primary walleye spawning grounds in
lake

10

Curtis, Don

Public

New Town

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Curtis.pdf

Access

Corps

If future access was required by the Corps they would have to negotiate
with the tribe to get this access

11

Hauge, Richard
and Leona

Deepwater Bay Public

Ryder

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31DeepwaterHauge.pdf

Access

Fees

Access permit At the least we will be charged for access; we will be forced to buy a
tribal permit or more than likely, we will be charged every time we need
to cross this land to get to the lake

12

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Access

Fees

Access permit The tribe is charging a fee called an access permit to cross tribal
property to get to public land; with the land transfer free access for the
public would be outdated

13

Harrington, Darel Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Harrington.pdf

Access

Fees

Boat access

Several years ago I had to pay $5 to launch my boat at Pouch Point
and I'm sure the same thing would be true for the land that you give to
the Indians, even though Tex Hall says it won't happen

14

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf

Access

Fees

Boat access

Public would likely lose free boat launching access on recreation areas
paid for largely with money contributed by anglers and boaters

15

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf

Access

Fees

Boat access

If current public boat launching facilities became fee areas, use of other
recreation areas would increase, possibly causing crowding

16

Stafslien, Derris

Deepwater Bay Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Stafslien.pdf

Access

Fees

Boat access

About two years ago, Native Americans were at boat ramp south of the
cabin site, collecting access money before people could put their boat
in the water

17

Wold, Pam

Deepwater Bay Public

Deepwater Bay

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31DeepwaterWold.pdf

Access

Fees

Boat access

You take away our water, now you want to take away the land around it
too, so we will have to pay every time we want to launch our boat

18

Rising, Bob

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Access

Fees

Don't transfer Van Hook WMA, Van Hook Recreation Area, Reunion Point Public Use
Area, McKenzie Bay Recreation Area (Watford City Park Board and
McKenzie Marine Club), Mahto Bay, Beaver Creek Recreation Area,
Hille WMA, Indian Hills Recreation Area, Deepwater Bay, Deepwater
WMA, Deepwater Public Use Area, Parshall Bay Recreation Area (and
other recreation areas managed by others than the tribes) should not be
transferred to TAT because people of ND should be able to continue to
have public access and not purchase additional permits and licenses

19

Two Eagle, Carol Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Mandan

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24TwoEagle.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Access

Fees

Fees are ok

In every state I've been in there is some kind of charge for using
"public" boat ramps; administrators of those fees will simply be Indians
now instead of whites

20

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01Anon2.pdf

Access

Fees

Fishing
licenses

What will be next, I have to buy a fishing license?

21

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01Anon2.pdf

Access

Fees

Fishing ramps Concerned with preserving free public access to fishing ramps

22

Anonymous

Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Anon1.pdf

Access

Fees

General

Bismarck

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Anon2.pdf

Access

Fees

General

Concerned about tribal licenses and fees that would probably be
imposed

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01Anon2.pdf

Access

Fees

General

They will probably have boat ramp fees and higher cabin rental fees
etc.

Public

Public

23

Anonymous

Public

Public

24

Anonymous

Public

Public

Why should I have to pay an access license? The Indians don't need
one to cross our land

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
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Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

25

Baasch, Donald

North Dakota
Wildlife
Federation

Private
nonprofit
organization

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 23

2005May23NDWFBaasch.pdf

Access

Fees

General

Congress enacted laws to guarantee public rights to free access; media
reports and current tribal regulations clearly indicate an intent by the
TAT to profit off the public for use of these lands

26

Baasch, Donald

North Dakota
Wildlife
Federation

Private
nonprofit
organization

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 23

2005May23NDWFBaasch.pdf

Access

Fees

General

In ten or twenty years, if not before, TAT could require public to pay a
tribal outfitting business to access the lands that the public has free
access to at present

27

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 Feb 22

2005Feb22McLeanErickson.pdf

Access

Fees

General

TAT currently requires non-members to obtain tribal access permits and
tribal hunting licenses for hunting on tribal trust land, so proposed
conversion of project lands to tribal trust land would affect access

28

Gilseth, Jeff and Deepwater Bay Public
Melissa, and
Hoffer, Steve and
Lisa

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02DeepwaterGilsethHoffer.pdf

Access

Fees

General

Will there be an access fee or something in that form?

29

Goloammer, Bill

Access

Fees

General

Would the tribe charge fees for public access

30

Delivered by Access
Gov. Hoeven
on 0524, by
Lance Gaebe
on 0525, by
Duane
Houdek 0526

Fees

General

Public access should be perpetual and free of charge

Public

Public

Wing

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Goloammer.pdf

Hoeven, Governor Governor
John

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24NDHoeven.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf

31

Hoffman, Harold
and Mavis

Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Hoffman.pdf

Access

Fees

General

I don't believe the tribe will allow free access to the water, as it hasn't in
the past

32

Jehlicka, Terry
and Lynn

Deepwater Bay Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterJehlicka.pdf

Access

Fees

General

We are concerned that fees might be charged for access to the lake or
that fees may be excessively large

33

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Access

Fees

General

How will Corps assure that another entity will not charge a fee on what
was public land?

34

LaHave, Tim

Public

Public

Minot

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02LaHave.pdf

Access

Fees

General

We shouldn't need to pay a fee to access the land and lake like with the
special fishing license

35

Lind, Wilmer and
Ellen

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Lind.pdf

Access

Fees

General

Aren't we entitled to access the lake without paying a special use fee to
the Indians? That is what will happen, they have already tried that

36

Meschke, Scott

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25Meschke.pdf

Access

Fees

General

Concerned about an entity that has no accountability to me as a citizen
of the state of ND to impose fees for access; already forces non tribal
members to purchase a tribal fishing license or access permit

37

Mielke, Paula

Indian Hills

Public

Indian Hills

ND

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30IndianHillsMielke.pdf

Access

Fees

General

Why has the tribe tried to charge private individuals at locations all over
the lake for access in the past? What is to prevent them from doing so
in the future if they get this land?

38

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Access
Roger
Rostvet

Fees

General

With transfer land may still be accessible but the public would have to
pay to access their public land and resources

39

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf

Access

Fees

General

Public access could be limited because of access permits

40

Stenvold, Mike

Public

Public

2005 June 3

2005June03Stenvold.pdf

Access

Fees

General

I see this as another easy way for the tribe to make side money by
restricting access to hunting and fishing, charging fees, and catering
only to out of state hunters, laying the land to waste, etc.

Public

Email

41

Strinden, William

Public

Williams County ND

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Strinden.pdf

Access

Fees

General

If it is all tribal land, an out of state or other tribal fee is likely

42

Veeder, Gene

McKenzie
County
County Tourism
Bureau

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieVeeder.pdf

Access

Fees

General

Public access could be limited because of access permits

43
44

Wiggins, Phyllis
Wold, Keith

Indian Hills
Public
Deepwater Bay Public

Indian Hills

ND

Email
Email

2005 May 31
2005 June 1

2005May31IndianHillsWiggins.pdf
2005June01DeepwaterWold.pdf

Access
Access

Fees
Fees

General
General

Access would be available to anyone who is willing to pay
If this is going to financially benefit the tribes, the only way I know of is
to charge us access to the lake

45

Kellam, Bob

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Access

Fees

Hunting
licenses

Tribal hunting licenses would be required to hunt previously public
areas

Public

Comment
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commenter
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46

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

47

Meschke, Scott

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25Meschke.pdf

48

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Access

49

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Access

50

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26Brew.pdf

Access

Fees

Per Emanual Guaranteed access to McKenzie Bay area without fee should be
Stroh
provided

51

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Access

Fees

Per Emanual Guaranteed access to McKenzie Bay area without fee should be
Stroh
provided

52

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Access

Fees

Per Ladd
Erickson

TAT currently requires non-members to obtain tribal access permits and
tribal hunting licenses for hunting on tribal trust land, so proposed
conversion of project lands to tribal trust land would affect access

53

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Access

Fees

Per Ladd
Erickson

TAT currently requires non-members to obtain tribal access permits and
tribal hunting licenses for hunting on tribal trust land, so proposed
conversion of project lands to tribal trust land would affect access

54

Adams, Mel

Public

Public

Parshall

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Adams.pdf

Access

Fees

Tribes will make any recreational use by non-natives expensive or
impossible

55

Anonymous

Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Anon2.pdf

Access

Fees

The only economic boost to the tribe would have to be for access for
recreation as these small parcels of land would have little or no value
for farming or grazing

56

Bangen, Sharon

Deepwater Bay Public

Plaza

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterBangenSharon.pd
f

Access

Fees

How much fee will be charged if this land is transferred

Delivered by Access
Roger
Rostvet

Fees

Hunting
licenses

Land would be tribal trust land that would require non-tribal members to
purchase tribal licenses to hunt on WMAs

Access

Fees

McKenzie
Bay

Where has the money I've spent on my tribal license been going if no
contributions have been made to improve the boat ramp at McKenzie
Bay?

Fees

McKenzie
Bay

Guaranteed access to McKenzie Bay area without fee should be
provided

Fees

Per Dennis
Johnson

How will Corps assure that another entity will not charge a fee on what
was public land?

57

Curtis, Don

Public

New Town

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03CurtisLtr.pdf

Access

Fees

Anyone wanting access Corps land across land placed in the BIA would
have to get an Indian Conservation Permit

58

Mortenson, Pat
and Dayton

Deepwater Bay Public

Parshall

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 31

2005May31DeepwaterMortenson.pdf

Access

Fees

The Corps needs to keep the land and not turn it over in order to keep
free access to all

59

Witihal, Vivian

Public

Public

Plaza

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Witihal.pdf

Access

Fees

Indians have plenty of land already and why should we have to pay to
cross it?

60

Curtis, Don

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03CurtisLtr.pdf

Access

Fees

If someone hunted at elevation 1857 and was on Indian land he would
have to have a different hunting license

61

Bangen, Sharon

Deepwater Bay Public

Plaza

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterBangenSharon.pd
f

Access

Public

Tax money has been spent on boat ramps and camping grounds and I
question whether we will be able to use them at all

62

Curtis, Don

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03CurtisLtr.pdf

Access

Public

Where is the logic in causing restrictions in land use for the majority of
the recreational taxpaying users?

63

Decker, Curt

Public

Public

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Access

Public

There's no reason we can't work together to establish agreements for
access, sacrifice a little bit of the lake

64

Dubord, Jason

North Dakota
Wildlife
Federation

Nonprofit

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Access

Public

We are opposed to project because access is an unsure topic

65

Embry, Glenda

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript 050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Access

Public

We are interested in supporting recreation and access to the lake just
as you are; we are not going to stop the access

66

Gillette, Austin

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Access

Public

The Tribe has negotiated with individual tribal owners and purchased
land to give the public access to Mahto Bay, McKenzie Bay, and
Charging Eagle Bay, have also used tribal dollars to provide public
access to Pouch Point and Skunk Bay

67

Hagen, Greg

Elmer Jesme
Conference of
Counties

Local

ND

Letter

2005 July 6

Late2005July06Hagen.pdf

Access

Public

The recreational uses and public access has become extremely
important to the people and the local economy

68

Handorff, James
and Merriam

Public

Public

ND

Email

2005 June 15

Late2005June15Handorff.pdf

Access

Public

Can this land in question be returned to the people in a legal manner
and still maintain the lake and its accesses in the manner to which they
are now being maintained?

69

Holtan, Byron

Public

Public

McLean County

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Access

Public

If the Corps transfers this property, who will be responsible for building
boat ramps? Who would fund it?

70
71

Hoover, Derald
Leclair, Evelyn

Public
Public
Deepwater Bay Public

Stanley
Williston

ND
ND

Letter
Transcript

2005 June 2
2005 May 26

2005June02Hoover.pdf
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Access
Access

Public
Public

The transfer would limit access to the lake
Concerned about effect of transfer on public access; public access has
been a problem at Mahto Bay over the past few years

72

Meschke, Scott

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25Meschke.pdf

Access

Public

Corps has an accountability to individual citizens and loses that
accountability if they transfer land

Public

Public

New Town

Comment
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commenter
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73

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Delivered by Access
Dean
Hildebrand

Public

If land is transferred, I think we could provide public access as it is
today with some sideboards; should open seasons at the same time
and maybe we should have the same bag limits

74

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Delivered by Access
Dean
Hildebrand

Public

We have a very limited amount of land in North Dakota that's open to
public hunting

75

Powers, Tom

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Powers.pdf

Access

Public

Recreation grant program through National Park Service rquires
assurance that Indian Hills and Pouch Point be maintained in public
use in perpetuity, and if they are not, then it requires a process to go
through to basically conver those and then to either repay those grants
or replace those recreation areas

76

Rising, Bob

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Email

2005 May 25

2005May25Rising.pdf

Access

Public

Mahto Bay Cabin Owners Association is opposed to land transfers that
would affect access to developed areas within the boundaries of the
Fort Berthold Reservation

77

Schmid, John

Public

Public

Carson

ND

Letter

2005 June 2

2005June02Schmid.pdf

Access

Public

If the land is transferred there are no guarantees on access to the lake
or lands surrounding it for public use

78

Starke, Richard

Public

Public

Burlington

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26Starke1.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Access

Public

The TAT chairman has stated that he would allow access but he has
already broken his promise; at Pouch Point south of New Town the
tribes started charging $10 per boat and $5 per person in 1995

79

Strinden, Dean R Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Strinden.pdf

Access

Public

Fairness to all citizens requires that the land adjacent to the lake be
held in perpetuity for the use and benefit of all citizens without concern
for ancestry

80

Weal, John

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Weal.pdf

Access

Public

Recreational use of those lands will be lost to all, except for the tribes;
WMAs and public use areas will also be lost

81

Weigum, Rodney Beulah School
Board

Local

Zap

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Access

Public

Beaver Bay is a very well-used resort area serving people from every
state in the union and to lose this service to the public would be a great
loss; 25 acres of Corps land at Beaver Bay has already been put back
into trust for the tribes

82

Drovdal, David

Public

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Access

Public

TAT opposed a bill proposed in state legislature 3 years ago that would
have given land back to original owners because there was a stipulation
in there that in order to get the land, they would have to guarantee
access, and they opposed that strongly

83

Harms, Robert W Public

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Access

Public

84

Olson, Darrell

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Olson.pdf

Access

Public

Don't transfer; available public land is in very short supply in North
Dakota right now and demand for public use is high

85

Two Eagle, Carol Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Mandan

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24TwoEagle.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Access

Public - boat Transfer
ramps

Tribes are not at all likely to close the ramps or to restrict access to
them because they are part of our current economic base

86

Rising, Bob

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Email

2005 May 25

2005May25Rising.pdf

Access

Public general

Don't transfer Van Hook WMA, Van Hook Recreation Area, Reunion Point public Use
Area, McKenzie Bay Recreation Area (Watford City Park Board and
McKenzie Marine Club), Mahto Bay, Beaver Creek Recreation Area,
Hille WMA, Indian Hills Recreation Area, Deepwater Bay, Deepwater
WMA, Deepwater Public Use Area, Parshall Bay Recreation Area (and
other recreation areas managed by others than the tribes) should not be
transferred to TAT because people of ND should be able to continue to
have public access and not purchase additional permits and licences

87

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Access

Public general

Per Dennis
Johnson

McKenzie County does not believe that transfer will assure perpetual
access to areas vital to the economic well-being of the county; how is
Corps planning to assure that another government entity will allow
access?

88

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Access

Public general

Per Wade
Enget

What, if any, provisions will be made to ensure the public access to
these lands and water will be continued?

89

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Access

Public general

Per Wade
Enget

In the event that provisions are made to protect the public access to
these lands, how can Mountrail County be assured of the enforcement
of such provisions?

90

Abel, Jane

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Abel.pdf

Access

Public general

If land was transferred to BIA it would not remain public US land, public
usable land

91

Anonymous

Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Anon2.pdf

Access

Public general

Access to terrestrial and aquatic property should be available to public

92

Anonymous

Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Anon2.pdf

Access

Public general

Fishing, boating, other amenities are sole reason many people live in
this area

93

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon1.pdf

Access

Public general

Shoreline development will affect access to water

Public

McKenzie Bay

Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Don't transfer Garrison Project was constructed under federal law, paid for by US tax
payers, for public interest of all US citizens

Comment
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commenter
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94

Anonymous

Public

95

Azure, David

North Dakota
Nonprofit
Chapter of The
Wildlife Society

96

Bangen, Quentin

Deepwater Bay Public

97

Danks, John H

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Bismarck

98

Enget, Wade

Mountrail
County States
Attorney

County

99

Enget, Wade

Mountrail
County States
Attorney

County

100

Gillette, Vance

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

101

Gilseth, Jeff and Deepwater Bay Public
Melissa, and
Hoffer, Steve and
Lisa

102

Goloammer, Bill

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Goloammer.pdf

103

Hall, Tex

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24TATHall.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

104

Hall, Tex

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24TATHall.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

105

Henning, Will and McKenzie Bay
Janice

Public

Dickinson

ND

Letter

2005 May 23

2005May23Henning.pdf

106

Hoeven, Governor Governor
John

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24NDHoeven.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf

107

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Email

2005 June 2

108

Klapprodt, Lee

North Dakota
State Water
Commission

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

109

Krebsbach, Ron

McLean County County

Garrison

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Krebsbach.pdf

110

Lee, ablert and
Jordis

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterLee.pdf

111

Lee, Steve

Public

Public

112

Lone Fight,
Edward

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Public

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon1.pdf

Access

Public general

Access to these lands must be guaranteed and tribal word is not
enough

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 3

2005June03NDWSAzure.pdf

Access

Public general

We request that the issue of public access to non-developed areas for
the purposes of hunting, hiking, etc. be addressed

Faxed
comment
form

2005 May 31

2005May31Bangen.pdf

Access

Public general

While at the Bismarck meeting I felt the tribal members wanted the land
back period, there was no talk of access, or jursidiction

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24TATDanks.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Access

Public general

Our neighbors do not need to fear access to these recreation sites
within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation as all of the
recreational sites have public access today

Stanley

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02MountrailEnget.pdf

Access

Public general

What, if any, provisions will be made to ensure the public access to
these lands and water will be continued?

Stanley

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02MountrailEnget.pdf

Access

Public general

In the event that provisions are made to protect the public access to
these lands, how can Mountrail County be assured of the enforcement
of such provisions?

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03TATGillette.pdf,
2005June03TATGilletteFax.pdf

Access

Public general

Indian Hills resort would not be there except around 1980 TAT Council
granted easements for the place; is there ever any appreciation
expressed to the tribe for what we have given up, or done such as
access to Indian Hills?

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02DeepwaterGilsethHoffer.pdf

Access

Public general

Land should not belong to any one group of people; would we be able
to use boat ramp and water for swimming?

Access

Public general

Would the United Tribes maintain the public access and land use goals
now in place as stated

Delivered by Access
Richard
Mayer

Public general

The Tribes have never denied access; to the contrary, the Tribes have
actually condemned land at Mahto Bay to provide access to the public

Delivered by Access
Richard
Mayer

Public general

We intend to improve access through the development of improved
roads and related infrastructure

Bismarck

Wing

Mercer

ND

ND

ND

Access

Public general

We hope that what you decide will make it possible for all of us in the
area to continue enjoying Lake Sakakawea

Delivered by Access
Gov. Hoeven
on 0524, by
Lance Gaebe
on 0525, by
Duane
Houdek 0527

Public general

Public access to any land that requires crossing trust land should be
guaranteed in transfer documents, not left to later agreement

2005June02McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Access

Public general

McKenzie County does not believe that transfer will assure perpetual
access to areas vital to the economic well-being of the county; how is
Corps planning to assure that another government entity will allow
access?

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May26NDWCKlapprodt.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Access

Public general

Anything that might jeopardize access must be carefully considered

Access

Public general

Access would be hindered greatly

Access

Public general

While at the Bismarck meeting I felt the tribal members wanted the land
back period, there was no talk of access, or jursidiction

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Lee.pdf

Access

Public general

Access to recreational facilities is questionable

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25LoneFight.pdf

Access

Public general

Portion of profits from hydroelectric power should be set aside on a pro
rata basis to shore up erosion and destruction of trust lands, increasing
opportunity to open up more areas for the public along the shoreline

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

113

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

114

Olson, Yvonne
and Arnold

Deepwater Bay Public

115

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

116

Pennington,
Donald

Public

Public

New Town

ND

117

Petition - 30
signatures

Mahto Bay

Local

New England

ND

Petition - 30
signatures

2005 Mar 12

2005Mar12MahtoPetition.pdf

118

Powers, Tom

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Powers.pdf

119

Sando, Robert

Public

Public

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Sando.pdf

120

Schmitz, Art C

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Schmitz.pdf

121

Seifert, Mike

Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners
Association

Local

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

122

Selinger, Bruce

Public

Public

Email

123

Sonsalla, Trenton Public

Public

Bowman

ND

Comment
form

124

Stafslien, Jason

Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

125

Starke, Richard

Public

Public

Burlington

ND

126

Veeder, Gene

McKenzie
County
County Tourism
Bureau

Watford City

ND

Letter

127

Wiggins, Phyllis

Indian Hills

Public

Indian Hills

ND

128

Baier, Tim

Public

Public

Minot

ND

129

Bickler, P.S.

Public

Public

Minot

130

Mortenson, Pat
and Dayton

Deepwater Bay Public

131

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

132

Petition - 30
signatures

133

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

Clarifier 2

Comment
The transfer of Corps land above 1854 will affect the public's use of 780
miles of shoreline, almost 49 percent of Garrison Reservoir's shoreline

2005June01DeepwaterOlson.pdf

Access

Public general

While at the Bismarck meeting I felt the tribal members wanted the land
back period, there was no talk of access, or jurisdiction

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf

Access

Public general

No assurances of public access to recreational sites or recreational
leases held by private and public entities along the shorefront under
this transfer

2005 June 3

2005June03Pennington.pdf

Access

Public general

From a public access and availability standpoint best for hunters,
fishermen, irrigators, and other parties using these public lands if Corps
remained as controlling agency

Access

Public general

TAT hasn't provided us with any assurance that public access will still
be provided

Access

Public general

Public access questions remain unanswered

Access

Public general

Giving land to state would assure public access to Indians and nonIndians

Access

Public general

The land should continue to be made available for all people regardless
of race or tribal affiliation; too many instances in the past where access
to developed property was denied because of greed

2005May24MahtoSeifert.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Access

Public general

Will the Corps require as a condition of this proposed land transfer that
TAT provide guaranteed statutory perpetual public access to existing
cabin sites and public use areas within the boundaries of the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation? If so, how will access be assured with
subsequent tribal contacts?

2005 May 30

2005May30Selinger.pdf

Access

Public general

This proposed plan appears to sell out the recreational rights of North
Dakota citizens

2005 May 25

2005May25Sonsalla.pdf

Access

Public general

These lands are for all people, tribal and nontribal

2005 June 1

2005June01StafslienJason.pdf

Access

Public general

Concerned about access to the lake for boating access as well as
hunting and outdoor opportunities available on NDGF WMA's; tribe
have stationed wildlife officers at the public boat ramp at Deepwater
Bay in the past and have demanded that each boater must buy a tribal
license to access the lake

2005 May 18

2005May18Starke.pdf

Access

Public general

I appreciate the freedom, accessiblity, and low cost land enjoyed by
American citizens

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieVeeder.pdf

Access

Public general

No assurances of public access to recreational sites or recreational
leases held by private and public entities along the shorefront under
this transfer

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31IndianHillsWiggins.pdf

Access

Public general

Most people I have talked to have great misgivings about giving the
tribe control of access to Lake Sakakawea

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Baier.pdf

Access

Public hunting/fishin
g

I see us and all losing access to land to hunt on from what I've read so
far

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02Bickler.pdf

Access

Public hunting/fishin
g

People from all over U.S. come to fish this lake and I do not think it
would be good for the people and state of North Dakota to do this

Parshall

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 31

2005May31DeepwaterMortenson.pdf

Access

Public hunting/fishin
g

I would hate to look for fishing elsewhere

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf

Access

Public hunting/fishin
g

Loss of WMAs could be a major loss to public hunting opportunity

Mahto Bay

Local

New England

ND

Petition - 30
signatures

2005 Mar 12

2005Mar12MahtoPetition.pdf

Access

Public hunting/fishin
g

I don't want to lose our hunting and fishing privileges; everyone should
share priviliges and not just a select group

Sonsalla, Trenton Public

Public

Bowman

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Sonsalla.pdf

Access

Public hunting/fishin
g

Hunting opportunities on private land are dwindling, loss of hunting
opportunities would be a big loss to sportsmen

134

Springer, Wesley Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Springer.pdf

Access

Public hunting/fishin
g

Giving this land back means giving up a free area to hunt, fish, and
enjoy beautiful land

135

Stafslien, AJ

Public

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01StafslienAJ.pdf

Access

Public hunting/fishin
g

With all of the out of state hunters coming in every year, ND hunters
need as many WMAs as possible to keep the hunting experience
enjoyable.

ND

Letter

Clarifier 1
Public general

Fargo

ND

Comment
category

Delivered by Access
Roger
Rostvet

Public

Bismarck

Notes

Email

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

136

Stafslien, Derris

Deepwater Bay Public

137

Wold, Keith

Deepwater Bay Public

138

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

139

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

140

Abel, Jane

Public

141

Anonymous

142

ND

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Stafslien.pdf

Access

Public hunting/fishin
g

Transfer will take away hunting privileges, as more land will be added to
Native American laws

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterWold.pdf

Access

Public hunting/fishin
g

The lake is one of the only positive things the state has going for it, and
now on top of not letting us have any water for recreation and fishing,
you're taking the access away

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf

Access

State

Fish tagging projects and population surveys would be difficult if Game
and Fish was denied boat launching access

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf

Access

State

Game and Fish wardens may be shut off from accessing public
shoreline and public waters for fishing, boating, and hunting
enforcement patrol as well as responding to public safety

Public

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Abel.pdf

Compensatio Landowners
n
in general
compensated
enough

Land holders paid before the project, then again after the project

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon1.pdf

Compensatio Landowners
n
in general
compensated
enough

How many times are we going to buy this land?

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon1.pdf

Compensatio Landowners
n
in general
compensated
enough

These so called "taken lands" were paid for by tax money for public use

143

Paryzek, Corey

Public

Public

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Paryzek.pdf

Compensatio Landowners
n
in general
compensated
enough

The land has been paid for more than once

144

Sando, Robert

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Sando.pdf

Compensatio Landowners
n
in general
compensated
enough

When the land was taken for Lake Sakakawea it was purchased from
Indian and non-Indian alike

145

Stenvold, Mike

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Stenvold.pdf

Compensatio Landowners
n
in general
compensated
enough

The government paid for this land

146

Wold, Keith

Deepwater Bay Public

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterWold.pdf

Compensatio Landowners
n
in general
compensated
enough

How many times do we have to buy and pay for something?

147

Seifert, Mike

Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners
Association

Local

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoSeifert.pdf

Compensatio Tribe not
n
compensated
enough

Many non Native American landowners both inside and outside the
boundaries of the reservation have received no other compensation
beyond what was paid when their land was taken

148

Starke, Richard

Public

Public

Burlington

ND

2005 May 18

2005May18Starke.pdf

Compensatio Tribe not
n
compensated
enough

Payments for land inundated by Garrison Dam within the reservation
were an average of $2,908 an acre; my father got $75 per acre for right
of way for Interstate 94 through our farm; Indian land was worth 38
times productive farm land?

149

Weigum, Esther

Public

Public

Zap

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 3

2005June03Weigum.pdf

Compensatio Tribe not
n
compensated
enough

The Indians got land in exchange for the land they lost and the
government paid for new water wells and for moving them

150

Adams, Mel

Public

Public

Parshall

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Adams.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

Native Americans are already the biggest recipients of tax dollars in this
country, and have to date been paid three different times for the land
lost to this reservoir

151

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon2.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

Don't give any land for the Indians; they've been paid many times over
for their land

152

Baier, Tim

Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Baier.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

Wasn't the Tribe compensated for the land back when the Garrison
project was planned out?

153

Curtis, Don

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03CurtisLtr.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

The land was procured from the Indians at least two times

154

Danielson, Ronnie Public

Public

Letter

2005 June 1

2005June01McKenzieDanielson.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

Tribes have been well compensated already for the lands they are
claiming

155

Ekblad, Art

Public

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Ekblad.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

Tribes were adequately paid for land when dam built

Public

Minot

State

ND

Minot

ND

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

156

Goloammer, Bill

Public

Public

Wing

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Goloammer.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

If project lands were owned by the tribe, were tribal members
reimbursed for the land, either by cash or exchange of lands?

157

Guenther, Darrell Public
and Joan

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Guenther.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

The government paid the Native Americans for this land with taxpayer
dollars

158

Harms, Robert W Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

Government has already attempted to rectify Garrison Project impacts
by other payments to the Tribes, including most recently the Equitable
Compensation Act of 1992

159

Harrington, Darel Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Harrington.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

They have been paid, probably many times

160

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

Will the Tribal authorities be required to pay back any previously
allotted compensation for land taken if they are given more land as
compensation through this conversion?

161

Lind, Wilmer and
Ellen

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Lind.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

Weren't the Indians paid for the land that was used? Doesn't it now
belong to people who paid taxes to buy it?

162

Mielke, Paula

Indian Hills

Public

Indian Hills

ND

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30IndianHillsMielke.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

Wasn't the tribe compensated in the original sale?

163

Seifert, Mike

Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners
Association

Local

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoSeifert.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

Lands have already been paid for twice (when lands originally taken for
Project Purposes and later tribes in ND and SD received $240 million
as compensation for lands lost to the Garrison and Oahe projects)

164

Smetana, George Public

Public

Garrison

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Smetana.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

They were paid for the land and have no right to get it given back to
them

165

Strinden, Dean R Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Strinden.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

Since the initial payment the reservation has received two and possibly
three $50000000 grants to compensate for their loss while the initial
deed holders, mostly white farmers, received $25 to $35 for their
deeded land and neither they nor their descendents have received any
additional compensation

166

Brewster, Dale E

Public

Public

Stanley

ND

Letter

2005 June 20

Late2005June20Brewster.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

The Tribe was compensated justly to prevailing land prices that existed
in the 1950s

167

Luttschwager,
Kent

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Luttschwager

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

Tribes have been paid at least 3 times

168

Weigum, Rodney Beulah School
Board

Local

Zap

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Compensatio Tribe
n
compensated
enough

It's discriminatory to give this land back to the tribes, especially after
being paid three times for that land and initially being given land to
replace the land that was below 1854

169

Fredericks, John

Upper Missouri Tribe - public
River
Association

Twin Buttes

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Compensatio Tribe not
n
compensated
enough

We haven't really been paid for the infrastructure; we need an
insurance program or a hospital; when Indians relocated, Indians were
built helter-skelter, not to Indian homes, wells were no good,
foundations cracked

170

Gillette, Vance

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03TATGillette.pdf,
2005June03TATGilletteFax.pdf

Compensatio Tribe not
n
compensated
enough

For 50 years or more our people have battled for just compensation and
to rebuild our reservation and lives

171

Belzer, Paul

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Belzer.pdf

Corps
Access
management

Corps should develop additional cabin sites, ramps, recreational
airstrips, fish cleaning stations, and RV stations to allow for greater
access; designated ATV areas should be immediately established in
several areas adjacent to developed sites like Charging Eagle,
McKenzie Bay, and Indian Hills

172

Vogt, Harold

Public

Public

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 3

2005June03VogtHarold.pdf

Corps
Barge
management industry

Barge industry on the Missouri River should be bought out to allow for
easier management of the Missouri River system

173

Hill, Dennis

Deepwater Bay Public

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterHill.pdf

Corps
Cabin
management owners

Operating agreement between Corps and Deepwater Bay Cabin
Owners Association should be maintained

174

Andres, Bonita

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Andres.pdf

Corps
General
management

The lake was supposed to be a wonderful thing but is nothing but a big
mud hole joke

175

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26Brew.pdf

Corps
General
management

Corps have been good stewards of these lands and past histories such
as Pouch Point Marina prove TAT cannot manage developed lands

176

Lind, Wilmer and
Ellen

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Lind.pdf

Corps
General
management

Hasn't the Corps of Engineers caused enough hardship by the way they
have wasted our water resources over the years?

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

177

Lone Fight,
Edward

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

178

Meschke, Scott

Public

Public

179

Selinger, Bruce

Public

Public

180

Smetana, George Public

Public

Garrison

181

Strinden, William

Public

Public

182

Fredericks, John

183

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25LoneFight.pdf

Corps
General
management

Corps has historically ignored the erosion and destruction of these trust
lands

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25Meschke.pdf

Corps
General
management

Your time and energy needs to be focused on finding better ways to
manage the water that remains, in order to insure that recreation
remains a viable use of the lake

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30Selinger.pdf

Corps
General
management

This project will do nothing in promoting the cooperation of the Corps,
the Tribe, and cabin owners in the use of this recreational facility

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Smetana.pdf

Corps
General
management

Worry about keeping water in the lake and not giving land away

Williams County ND

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Strinden.pdf

Corps
General
management

Corps manages land more efficiently for benefit of all taxpayers than
any other agency

Upper Missouri Tribe - public
River
Association

Twin Buttes

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Corps
General
management

Historically the Corps of Engineers did not operate the Garrison Dam in
such a way that was compatible with the tribe

Seifert, Mike

Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners
Association

Local

Bismarck

ND

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Corps
Mahto Bay
management

The Corps avoided negotiating for access at Mahto Bay; every time
Matho Bay Cabin Owners Association attempted to involve Corps in
this issue, their only response was to distance themselves

184

Andres, Bonita

Public

Public

Williston

ND

185

Wilber, Terry

Public

Public

186

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

187

Harms, Robert W Public

188

Dickinson

ND

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Andres.pdf

Corps
Mineral rights
management

You took the mineral rights but allowed certain individuals to keep their
mineral rights. So much for fairness and equality.

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Wilber.pdf

Corps
Water and
management irrigation

Charge the various cities for the water they take out of the system and
the same goes for irrigation

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

General

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

General

We should once and for all let this issue rest; this request should be the
last time we have to address this public policy issue

Harms, Robert W Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

General

Past wrongs done by the government will not be rectified by a transfer
of lands acquired for U.S. citizens

189

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

General

In taking lands for the reservoir, Corpt took economic heart out of
McKenzie County's agricultural industry

190

Wells, Jerry

Public

Public

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

General

I think we just need to be one nation under God, we need to forget
about these things from our roots and carry on

191

Gilbertson, Arlen
and Ronna

Deepwater Bay Public

Parshall

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03DeepwaterGilbertson.pdf,
Late2005June04DeepwaterGilbertson.pd
f, Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Nontribal
members

The project severely impacted our family too, as it literally cut our ranch
in half; we now have land on the north side and south side of the bay

192

Fettig, LeRoy

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Nontribal
members

I also have a personal feeling about that land and it bothers me every
day also

193

Two Eagle, Carol Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Mandan

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24TwoEagle.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

194

Danks, John H

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24TATDanks.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

We feel the U.S. government must fulfill its promise to return lands no
longer needed for Project Purposes because of Garrison Dam has
totally destroyed our economy and our way of life

195

Embry, Glenda

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript 050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

Because we were deprived of our economic engine, it is fitting that
today we have our lands returned to us so we can once again try to
foster economic development along the river

196

Gillette, Vance

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03TATGillette.pdf,
2005June03TATGilletteFax.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

The forced removal of TAT members created hardships

197

Wagner, Bill

Public

Public

Hazen

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Wagner.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

I strongly support the return of Corps land around the lake to the Indian
people from whom it was originally and unjustly taken

198

Foote, Adriane

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Fort Berthold

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

I'm a medicine bottle carrier and can't even pick my medicine anymore;
I have 40 acres of farmland down there that was taken by the Corps

Per Dennis
Johnson

Transfer

In taking lands for the reservoir, Corps took economic heart out of
McKenzie County's agricultural industry

Return of our lands will help to reverse death/suicide rates, which are
high because we are spiritually tied to our land

Comment
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commenter
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Commenter
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Comment
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Date comment
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Comment
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199

Fredericks, John

Upper Missouri Tribe - public
River
Association

Twin Buttes

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

We made an ongoing living off of our bottomlands on our reservation,
the prime land that we lost to the Garrison Dam, and some of our
ranchers that were down there left their hearts there when they left with
the bricks

200

Fredericks, Terry

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Twin Buttes

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

Have nonIndian people ever had anything taken away from them, a
country, a culture, a religion, a life?

201

Fredericks, Terry

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Twin Buttes

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

I've watched my family die young and some of the relatives, and that's
from the effect of the flooding of this dam

202

Gillette, Austin

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

To me, as one tribal member, 9-11 for us was when they built that dam
and flooded us out

203

Gillette, Russell

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

Dam has caused a lot of trauma on reservation; alcoholism and
popping pills are because of dam; we lost our churches

204

Harris, Dolph

McKenzie Bay

Public

MT

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieHarris.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

The sacrifice of the bottomlands is insignificant compared to the total
good

205

Lone Fight,
Edward

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25LoneFight.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

Return of 36,000 acres will help ease pain of 156,000 acres lost for
Garrison Dam

206

Mulluk, Robert

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

In-laws on TAT reservation have sacrificed a great deal

207

Parker, Carol

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

The river equaled life for our people, not for the last 50 years, but for
the last 1500 years because there are archaeological digs that do
validate that the Mandan Tribe farmed there back in 900 A.D.

208

Walker, Tillie

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

The riverfront was our livelihood and it was taken from us

209

Wells, Mary

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

Many nonindians have no idea of the extent of sacrifice and justice
endured by the Indian tribes at the hands of the Army Corps of
Engineers during the construction of the Missouri River main stems

210

Wells, Mary

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

Condemnation proceedings were used liberally despite a 1920 U.S.
Supreme Court ruling that mandated congressional approval before
such actions could be taken against Native Americans in the Missouri
River Project

211

Wells, Mary

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

After the dam unemployment soared to more than 70 percent and 349
families comprised of 1,544 people were forced to abandon their homes

212

Wells, Mary

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Historical
trauma of
dam

Tribe

Indians were denied opportunity to use the irrigation facilities
associated with dam and reservoir and prohibited from cutting down
groves of trees soon to be drowned

213

Harghl, Greg

Charging Eagle Public
Bay

Kenmore

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 8

Late2005June08Harghl.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

Charging
Eagle Bay

Cabin owners have improved Charging Eagle Bay area over last 20
years by cleaning it up, planting trees, and policing entire area

214

Bangen, Sharon

Deepwater Bay Public

Plaza

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterBangenSharon.pd
f

Investment

Cabin
owners

Deepwater
Bay

Deepwater area has permanent trailers where people have moved in
and spent money to make nice lake homes

215

Hill, Dennis

Deepwater Bay Public

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterHill.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

Deepwater
Bay

We have made a sizeable investment in this property over the years
with the understanding that we owned this lot and had been granted
access to the water

216

Decker, Curt

Public

Public

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

Indian Hills

We've all got investments in there either in time, money, or personal
history

217

Seifert, Mike

Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners
Association

Local

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoSeifert.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

Mahto Bay

In the Mahto Bay area private citizens have invested well over 3 million
dollars in the development of their properties

218

Seifert, Mike

Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners
Association

Local

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoSeifert.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

Mahto Bay

Is the Corps willing to protect existing long-standing developments by
not transferring lands immediately adjacent to those developments and
specifically developments such as Mahto Bay where we own, rather
than lease, our property to the 1854 MSL boundary?

219

Backes, Keith L

McKenzie Bay

Public

Sidney

MT

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBackes.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

McKenzie
Bay

Improvement of road to McKenzie Bay due to McKenzie Bay Marine
Club's planning and expense; cabin owners have invested a lot in
maintaining community

220

Danielson, Ronnie Public

Public

Letter

2005 June 1

2005June01McKenzieDanielson.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

McKenzie
Bay

If we at McKenzie Bay are to be kicked out, I feel we should be
compensated for all our expense and investments

221

Harris, Dolph

Public

Sidney

MT

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieHarris.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

McKenzie
Bay

McKenzie Bay Marine Club has invested $333,508 in Bay; Corps is
obligated to protect the investment

McKenzie Bay

Sidney

AK

Mandaree

ND

Comment
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commenter
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222

Henning, Will and McKenzie Bay
Janice

Public

Dickinson

ND

Letter

2005 May 23

2005May23Henning.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

McKenzie
Bay

Much time, effort, and money have gone into making this our summer
home

223

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

McKenzie
Bay

All the time, effort, and money that cabin owners have put into
McKenzie Bay should not just be given away without a chance for cabin
owners to buy lots, or lease the land and continue its development as a
great recreational facility

224

Thiessen, Allen

McKenzie Bay

Public

Lambert

MT

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30McKenzieThiessen.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

McKenzie
Bay

We did not feel that accessing the property and being members of
McKenzie Bay Marine Club would be risky investment; if had been
advised of potential land transfer, we would have known that these
substantial investments could be considered valuable

225

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon2.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

If we don't have access to water it will greatly devalue our property for
recreational purposes as was originally intended

226

Meschke, Scott

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25Meschke.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

Many private citizens along the lake have invested many dollars into
making sure that there is good lake access

227

Walker, Tillie

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Mandaree

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

The Corps sold lots at Mahto Bay without the knowledge of the tribe and
the people who built cabins there had no access; so those people who
built beautiful places, it's their own fault

228

Parker, Carol

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Investment

Cabin
owners

Property values weren't dropped after the reservation boundary was
extended west to Makoti

229

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Investment

Concessionai McKenzie
res
Bay

Concessionaire has investment of well over $100,000 in McKenzie Bay

230

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Investment

Concessionai McKenzie
res
Bay

Watford City Park Board, McKenzie Bay Marine Club and third party
concessionaires have invested $400,000 to $500,000 to construct
recreation improvements, roads, retaining walls and install boat ramps

231

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26Brew.pdf

Investment

Concessionai Per Emanual Concessionaire has investment of well over $100,000 in McKenzie Bay
res
Stroh

232

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Investment

Concessionai Per Emanual Watford City Park Board, McKenzie Bay Marine Club and third party
res
Stroh
concessionaires have invested $400,000 to $500,000 to construct
recreation improvements, roads, retaining walls and install boat ramps

233

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Investment

Concessionai Per Emanual Concessionaire has investment of well over $100,000 in McKenzie Bay
res
Stroh

234

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Investment

Concessionai Per Emanual Watford City Park Board, McKenzie Bay Marine Club and third party
res
Stroh
concessionaires have invested $400,000 to $500,000 to construct
recreation improvements, roads, retaining walls and install boat ramps

235

Bangen, Sharon

Deepwater Bay Public

Plaza

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterBangenSharon.pd
f

Investment

Corps and
state

236

Lee, Steve

Public

Mercer

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Lee.pdf

Investment

County

Infrastructure Counties have an investment in infrastructure, particularly roads

237

Sundeen, Ross

County
Dunn County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Investment

County

Per Dennis
Johnson

McKenzie County has spent a lot of taxpayer money to give the general
public access to Corps land and the water

238

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Investment

County

Per Ladd
Erickson

McLean County is concerned because the county has built and
currently maintains roads for the benefit of public use of some of these
areas

239

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Investment

County

Per Ladd
Erickson

McLean County is concerned because the county has built and
currently maintains roads for the benefit of public use of some of these
areas

240

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Investment

County

Per Wade
Enget

Mountrail County has spent several thousands of dollars on projects to
give the general public access to Corps land and the water

241

Enget, Wade

Mountrail
County States
Attorney

Stanley

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02MountrailEnget.pdf

Investment

County

Mountrail County has spent several thousands of dollars on projects to
give the general public access to Corps land and the water

242

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 Feb 22

2005Feb22McLeanErickson.pdf

Investment

County

McLean County is concerned because the county has built and
currently maintains roads for the benefit of public use of some of these
areas

243

Harris, Dolph

McKenzie Bay

Public

Sidney

MT

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieHarris.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Investment

County

McKenzie County and Dunn County have invested in road
improvements

244

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Investment

County

McKenzie County has spent a lot of taxpayer money to give the general
public access to Corps land and the water

245

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf

Investment

County

McKenzie County has a substantial investment in promotion of
recreation tourism activities around the lake as well as improvements to
access areas

Public

County

County

Both the Corps and NDGF have invested our tax dollars in the area and
so far have done a good job for the enjoyment of everyone

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

246

Veeder, Gene

McKenzie
County
County Tourism
Bureau

247

Hynek, David

Mountrail
County

248

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

249

Bangen, Quentin

250

Commenter
hometown
Watford City

State
ND

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieVeeder.pdf

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Investment

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Investment
Roger
Rostvet

General

Boating
facilities

Total expenditures of federal aid, state and local funds on boating
access facilities within the proposed land transfer is more than $1.8
million

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 May 31

2005May31Bangen.pdf

Investment

General

Deepwater
Bay

Corps, NDGF, and a lot of taxpayer dollars have built 2 camp grounds,
3 boat ramp sites, roads at Deepwater Bay

Hagen, Greg

Elmer Jesme
Conference of
Counties

Letter

2005 July 6

Late2005July06Hagen.pdf

Investment

General

251

Lee, ablert and
Jordis

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterLee.pdf

Investment

General

Deepwater
Bay

Corps, NDGF, and a lot of taxpayer dollars have built 2 camp grounds,
3 boat ramp sites, roads at Deepwater Bay

252

Olson, Yvonne
and Arnold

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterOlson.pdf

Investment

General

Deepwater
Bay

Corps, NDGF, and a lot of taxpayer dollars have built 2 camp grounds,
3 boat ramp sites, roads at Deepwater Bay

253

Meschke, Scott

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25Meschke.pdf

Investment

General

McKenzie
Bay

Corps, NDGF, concessionaire, and cabin owners have spent significant
dollars over the years to make sure McKenzie Bay is a top destination
on the lake

254

Meschke, Scott

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25Meschke.pdf

Investment

General

McKenzie
Bay

McKenzie Bay ramp extensions paid for by Corps, NDGF, and private
cabin owners at the bay

255

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Investment

General

Per Emanual McKenzie Marine Club, NDGF, NDDT, Dunn County, McKenzie County,
Stroh
and Corps have an investment of over $2.5 million in roads, boat
ramps, dump stations, and other public camping facilities

256

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Investment

General

Per Emanual McKenzie Marine Club, NDGF, NDDT, Dunn County, McKenzie County,
Stroh
and Corps have an investment of over $2.5 million in roads, boat
ramps, dump stations, and other public camping facilities

257

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Investment
Roger
Rostvet

General

Wildlife
Total expenditures related to wildlife management areas is $613,000
Management

258

Bangen, Quentin

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 May 31

2005May31Bangen.pdf

Investment

General

259

Kleyer, Daryl

Public

260

Lange, Greg

Mercer County County
Water Resource
Board

261

Lee, ablert and
Jordis

262

County

Bismarck

ND

Local

Public

Investment

County

McKenzie County has a substantial investment in promotion of
recreation tourism activities around the lake as well as improvements to
access areas

Investment

County

Mountrail County has spent several thousands of dollars on projects to
give the general public access to Corps land and the water

A great deal of investment by both public and private entities has been
made in infrastructure associated with access to Lake Sakakawea

Corps, NDGF, and a lot of taxpayer dollars have planted numerous tree
rows for upland game hunting

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01Kleyer.pdf

Investment

General

Private individuals and public agencies have spent millions of dollars
improving these areas for the benefit of all

Hazen

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Investment

General

This should be done in a good way that protects the interests of those
who have an investment in property

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterLee.pdf

Investment

General

Corps, NDGF, and a lot of taxpayer dollars have planted numerous tree
rows for upland game hunting

Olson, Yvonne
and Arnold

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterOlson.pdf

Investment

General

Corps, NDGF, and a lot of taxpayer dollars have planted numerous tree
rows for upland game hunting

263

Petition - 30
signatures

Mahto Bay

Local

New England

ND

Petition - 30
signatures

2005 Mar 12

2005Mar12MahtoPetition.pdf

Investment

General

Most of improvements to land proposed to be transferred have been
made by public tax dollars, both state and federal

264

Powers, Tom

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Powers.pdf

Investment

General

Development within six non-Indian leased recreation areas has been
accomplished by local, private, state and federal costs in excess of $1
million.

265

Sonsalla, Trenton Public

Public

Bowman

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Sonsalla.pdf

Investment

General

Different organziations have put a lot of money into recreational areas
and WMAs

266

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Investment

General

McKenzie Marine Club, NDGF, NDDT, Dunn County, McKenzie County,
and Corps have an investment of over $2.5 million in roads, boat
ramps, dump stations, and other public camping facilities

267

Prchal, Doug

North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May24NDPRPrchal.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Investment
Doug Prchal

Infrastructure

The roads are being maintained by the BIA, which is part of DOI and
that is all funded by U.S. tax dollars, so it's not that our tax dollar isn't
helping that situation either

Comment
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Comment

268

Holtan, Byron

Public

Public

McLean County

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Investment

Local

Indian Hills

269

Powers, Tom

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Powers.pdf

Investment

Local

Infrastructure What does the proposed action do to continued investment in
infrastructure?

270

Seifert, Mike

Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners
Association

Local

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoSeifert.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Investment

Local

Mahto Bay

Is the Corps willing to protect the investment made by the Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners Association by not transferring lands between our 80
acres at the south end of Mahto Bay and the cabin site area?

271

Henning, Will and McKenzie Bay
Janice

Public

Dickinson

ND

Letter

2005 May 23

2005May23Henning.pdf

Investment

Local

McKenzie
Bay

We feel that the McKenzie Bay Marine Club has done a great service
for the people of this area by providing camping and club facilities

272

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Investment

Local

Per Emanual In addition to capital expenditures, Marine Club has current annual
Stroh
maintenance budget of $25,000

273

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Investment

Local

Per Emanual In addition to capital expenditures, Marine Club has current annual
Stroh
maintenance budget of $25,000

274

Bates, Berton

Watford City
Park Board

Local

Watford City

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26Bates.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Investment

Local

Watford City Park Board and McKenzie Marine Club along with other
entities have built McKenzie Bay into a premier recreation site in North
Dakota

275

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005Feb14McKenzieStroh.pdf

Investment

Local

In addition to capital expenditures, Marine Club has current annual
maintenance budget of $25,000

276

Weigum, Rodney Beulah School
Board

Local

Zap

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Investment

Local

The Park Service opposes the transfer because of the investment loss
that would most likely result after the park board lease would expire

277

Abel, Jane

Public

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Abel.pdf

Investment

Public/taxpay
ers

Money for purchasing land came from US government, more than likely
taxpayers

278

Abrahamson, Don Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02DeepwaterAbrahamson.pdf

Investment

Public/taxpay
ers

The general public has invested a lot of money in this project over the
last 50 years so land should be available for use to the public as nonfee usage

279

Brotton, Carolyn

Public

Public

Rugby

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02Brotton.pdf

Investment

Public/taxpay
ers

The general public has invested a lot of money in this project over the
last 50 years so land should be available for use to the public as nonfee usage

280

Hoffman, Harold
and Mavis

Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Hoffman.pdf

Investment

Public/taxpay
ers

Lets keep the shoreline and waters free to all, who pay the taxes to
maintain it

281

Huber, Ryan

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Huber.pdf

Investment

Public/taxpay
ers

Millions of dollars have already been invested in NDGF WMAs, paid for
by sportsmen's dollars

282

Lautenschlager,
Eugene

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Letter

2005 June 1

2005June01Lautenschlager.pdf

Investment

Public/taxpay
ers

Taxpayers have paid for these lands and if the Corps has no use for
this property it should be sold with stipulation that it will be taxed the
same as adjacent land regardless of who purchases it

283

Luttschwager,
Kent

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Luttschwager

Investment

Public/taxpay
ers

My tax dollars and sportsmen dollars have invested in millions of
dollars for development of recreation sites and wildlife management
areas

284

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf

Investment

Public/taxpay
ers

McKenzie County residents have invested private dollars into Corps
leases for wildlife and recreation

285

Schub, Michael

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02DeepwaterSchub.pdf

Investment

Public/taxpay
ers

I believe we the people have too much money invested; we should
have just as much right as anyone else

286

Veeder, Gene

County
McKenzie
County Tourism
Bureau

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieVeeder.pdf

Investment

Public/taxpay
ers

McKenzie County residents have invested private dollars into Corps
leases for wildlife and recreation

287

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon2.pdf

Investment

State

State has spent millions of dollars and manpower providing access and
managing wildlife habitat

288

Holtan, Byron

Public

Public

McLean County

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Investment

State

The state has invested in providing facilities such as boat ramps, roads,
public ramps, public restrooms, public fish-cleaning stations

289

Mielke, Paula

Indian Hills

Public

Indian Hills

ND

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30IndianHillsMielke.pdf

Investment

State

What happens to the millions of dollars that the state of ND has put into
the development of the many recreational areas for "public use"? Will it
still be "public"?

290

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf

Investment

State

Game and Fish may have to pay back to USFWS part of the federal aid
money that was invested in WMAs

291

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Investment
Roger
Rostvet

State

The state would lose all of its investments made over the years on the
wildlife management areas and public access recreation areas, which
amounts to hundreds of thousands of dollars

Public

Watford City

ND

Twenty years ago we built Indian Hills Recreation Area; investment in
the property has been lifelong for me, my wife, and our children

Comment

Name of
commenter

292

Schmid, John

293

Organization
Public

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

Public

Carson

ND

Letter

2005 June 2

2005June02Schmid.pdf

Investment

State

The state of ND through NDGF and other government entities have
invested millions of dollars on WMAs, recreation areas, boat ramps,
and other facility improvements for use by all citizens

Two Eagle, Carol Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Mandan

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24TwoEagle.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Investment

State

If someone argues that it was North Dakota state money that built the
ramps, Indians pay taxes in North Dakota too; Indians are full citizens
of both USA and our own Nations because of Snyder Act of 1924

294

Rising, Bob

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Email

2005 May 25

2005May25Rising.pdf

Investment

General

295

Stafslien, Derris

Deepwater Bay Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Stafslien.pdf

Jurisdictional Deepwater
confusion
Bay

At Deepwater cabin site, we've been told the road leading to the cabin
site would be split right down the middle if this transfer occurs; we do
not like that situation

296

Argabright, Craig

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Argabright.pdf

Jurisdictional General
confusion

The NE quadrant was not part of the original reservation boundary, but
came from a 1972 court decision. Where does this factor into the
transfer of lands?

297

Curtis, Don

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03CurtisLtr.pdf

Jurisdictional General
confusion

If you transfer this land, it will cause confusion and restrictive use by
the majority of US citizens

298

Harms, Robert W Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Jurisdictional General
confusion

Confusion and uncertainty is likely for law enforcement, wildlife
management, access for irrigation, municipal or industrial water supply,
environmental management, emergency response, recreational use

299

Harris, Lee

Public

Public

Sidney

MT

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Harris.pdf

Jurisdictional General
confusion

When lake reaches a level of 1854+ who will be responsible for the
damage caused if land transfer is approved?

300

Lee, Steve

Public

Public

Mercer

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Lee.pdf

Jurisdictional General
confusion

There are jurisdictional problems dealing with Corps, Tribal, and private
properties

301

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Jurisdictional General
Roger
confusion
Rostvet

Potential for misunderstanding and conflicts among public regarding
Corps/tribal land boundaries and NDGF will likely be called in to resolve
disputes

302

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Jurisdictional General
confusion

People on lakeshore won't know if they're in violation of tribal rules or
regulations or if they're on Corps land

303

Schmid, John

Public

Public

Carson

ND

Letter

2005 June 2

2005June02Schmid.pdf

Jurisdictional General
confusion

There would be problems with the licensing and enforcement of hunting
and fishing laws because of jurisdiction issues between the tribal and
state governments

304

Jehlicka, Terry
and Lynn

Deepwater Bay Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterJehlicka.pdf

Jurisdictional Laws
confusion

305

Bangen, Sharon

Deepwater Bay Public

Plaza

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterBangenSharon.pd
f

Jurisdictional Police/fire/a
confusion
mbulance
service

Who will have jurisdiciton when it comes to police protection?

306

Drovdal, David

McKenzie Bay

Public

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Jurisdictional Police/fire/a
confusion
mbulance
service

I have sent a letter to a council member in Mandaree and I've sent a
copy to the TAT's administrative office asking if they received
McKenzie Bay, would they respond to crimes and would they prosecute
crimes and would they respond to fire calls, and they never responded

307

Lee, Steve

Public

Public

Mercer

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Lee.pdf

Jurisdictional Police/fire/a
confusion
mbulance
service

Other law enforcement would be dramatically hindered

308

Weigum, Rodney Beulah School
Board

Local

Zap

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Jurisdictional Police/fire/a
confusion
mbulance
service

We as a fire department are opposed to the transfer since we probably
would be responsible for emergencies resulting on tribal lands because
of proximity to our department

309

Weigum, Rodney Beulah School
Board

Local

Zap

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Jurisdictional Police/fire/a
confusion
mbulance
service

Would Mercer County ambulance services be required on those tribal
lands and, if so, how would they support our services?

310

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

County

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Jurisdictional Survey
confusion

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

Don't transfer Van Hook WMA, Van Hook Recreation Area, Reunion Point Publiic Use
Area, McKenzie Bay Recreation Area (Watford City Park Board and
McKenzie Marine Club), Mahto Bay, Beaver Creek Recreation Area,
Hille WMA, Indian Hills Recreation Area, Deepwater Bay, Deepwater
WMA, Deepwater Public Use Area, Parshall Bay Recreation Area (and
other recreation areas managed by others than the tribes) should not be
transferred to TAT because hundreds of thousands of dollars are
invested in these facilities

Don't transfer We're uncertain of tribal laws and very unsure that adequate, fair law
enforcement will be provided if transfer is allowed

Per Ladd
Erickson

If the Corps converts any project lands it must do so by complying with
the proper land description and titling doctrines of 'meets and bounds'
or 'rectangular grid'

Comment
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commenter
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Commenter
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Date comment
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Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Jurisdictional Survey
confusion

312

Baasch, Donald

North Dakota
Wildlife
Federation

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 23

2005May23NDWFBaasch.pdf

Jurisdictional Survey
confusion

Corps has a duty to properly survey and fence boundary of any lands
that may be transferred

313

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 Feb 22

2005Feb22McLeanErickson.pdf

Jurisdictional Survey
confusion

If the Corps converts any project lands it must do so by complying with
the proper land description and titling doctrines of 'meets and bounds'
or 'rectangular grid'

314

Hoeven, Governor Governor
John

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24NDHoeven.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf

Delivered by Jurisdictional Survey
Gov. Hoeven confusion
on 0524, by
Lance Gaebe
on 0525, by
Duane
Houdek 0528

315

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Jurisdictional Survey
confusion

Cost of surveying the land to determine the 1854 elevation would be
$21 million, five times the value of the land to be converted (Sen.
Conrad, March 8, 2005). Would the tribe be required to reimburse for
any of these expenses?

316

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Jurisdictional Survey
confusion

Will the conversion process adhere to the Metes and Bounds legal
description standards?

317

Lee, Steve

Public

Public

Mercer

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Lee.pdf

Jurisdictional Survey
confusion

A survey is needed for proper recording by counties

318

Lee, Steve

Public

Public

Mercer

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Lee.pdf

Jurisdictional Survey
confusion

The 1854 line must be determined to delineate Corps property from
potential Tribal lands without surveying the 1854 Game and Fish laws
will be next to impossible to enforce

319

Lee, Steve

Public

Public

Mercer

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Lee.pdf

Jurisdictional Survey
confusion

In order for the tribe to use the land those boundaries need to be
determined to differentiate tribal, Corps, and private land

320

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Jurisdictional Survey
confusion

Transfer shouldn't occur unless there's a survey so it's identifiable as
far as where the land is and who's the operating entity

321

Wells, Jerry

Public

Public

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Jurisdictional Survey
confusion

If they don't have surveys, I guess I'm concerned about what they are
going to do

322

Prchal, Doug

North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May24NDPRPrchal.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Leases
Doug Prchal

Charging
Eagle Bay

I feel lease between Corps, TAT, and Charging Eagle Bay members is
powerless without Corps involvement

323

Prchal, Doug

North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May24NDPRPrchal.pdf

Delivered by Leases
Doug Prchal

Indian Hills
Recreation
Area

Lease for Indian Hills Recreation Area expires in 2005 so young
operators of rec area face uncertain future

324

Backes, Keith L

McKenzie Bay

Public

Sidney

MT

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBackes.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Leases

McKenzie
Bay

Tex Hall has said all existing leases will be honored but the key word is
existing; if TAT signed and extended lease to at least 25 years would
go a long way to restoring needed sense of security to continue
advancement of McKenzie Bay Recreation Area

325

Drovdal, David

McKenzie Bay

Public

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Leases

Re-leases

Tex Hall has worked to improve the relationship and cooperation of all
entities involved, but worried about what will happen to leases when
political winds on reservation change

Private
nonprofit
organization

Per Ladd
Erickson

Comment

311

If the Corps converts any project lands it must do so by complying with
the proper land description and titling doctrines of 'meets and bounds'
or 'rectangular grid'

Transferred property should be described by metes and bounds to
avoid future misunderstandings or disputes

326

Kleyer, Daryl

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01Kleyer.pdf

Leases

Re-leases

After existing leases expire soon non-Indians will have no
representation and no recourse against the tribe

327

Lautenschlager,
Eugene

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Letter

2005 June 1

2005June01Lautenschlager.pdf

Leases

Re-leases

The transfer will jeopardize those who currently have leases and
investments in those areas; their leases will run out

328

Luttschwager,
Kent

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Luttschwager

Leases

Re-leases

Tribes may honor existing leases but no assurances they will be
renewed

329

Mielke, Paula

Indian Hills

Public

Indian Hills

ND

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30IndianHillsMielke.pdf

Leases

Re-leases

The Tribes say they want economic development, why do they not have
answers to the questions of what will happen to public leases after they
expire

330

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Leases

Re-leases

What will happen down the road when leases expire

331

Two Eagle, Carol Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Mandan

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24TwoEagle.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Leases

Re-leases

In re leases to non-Indians nothing would change
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332

Prchal, Doug

North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

State

333

Anonymous

Public

Public

334

Prchal, Doug

North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

State

Bismarck

ND

335

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Leases

Per Emanual Guaranteed long term (99 year) lease at fixed and affordable lease
Stroh
rates should be provided

336

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Leases

Per Emanual Guaranteed long term (99 year) lease at fixed and affordable lease
Stroh
rates should be provided

337

Baasch, Donald

North Dakota
Wildlife
Federation

Private
nonprofit
organization

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 23

2005May23NDWFBaasch.pdf

Leases

Leases do not address the dramatic increase in hunting license fees
that the public will face; the fact that these leases are term-limited; nor
the fact that not all of this land is leased

338

Curtis, Don

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03CurtisLtr.pdf

Leases

Land should not be transferred without full agreement of current
lessees, including NDGF

339

Goloammer, Bill

Public

Public

Wing

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Goloammer.pdf

Leases

If lands are transferred to the United Tribes would current lease holders,
such as cabin owners, be reimbursed by the United Tribes for their
improvements to the real property

340

Hoeven, Governor Governor
John

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24NDHoeven.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf

341

Holtan, Byron

Public

Public

McLean County

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Leases

We used to have a 99-year lease with Corps on our grazing but lost that
priority lease in 1984 with Mineral Restoration Act

342

Holtan, Byron

Public

Public

McLean County

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Leases

The tribe says lease agreements would remain the same, but reality is
the tribe would become responsible for all improvements and the public
development

343

Seifert, Mike

Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners
Association

Local

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoSeifert.pdf

Leases

Land transfer should be contingent upon resolving issues of protection
of public and private leases

344

Selinger, Bruce

Public

Public

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30Selinger.pdf

Leases

What assurance do I have that I will continue to have access to my
cabin and the lake at a reasonable price and get something back for my
annual lease fees?

345

Steiner, Vicky

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Leases

I understand that there's been some talk about you would require some
leasing agreements, but if the discussions or negotiations fall apart,
what would be the ramifications

346

Strinden, William

Public

Public

Williams County ND

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Strinden.pdf

Leases

Even if leases are re-negotiated before transfer, it will eventually return
all value of improvements made by lessees to tribe

347

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Leases

348

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Legal

Congression Per Dennis
al Act
Johnson

The Congressional Act intended that there would be no impact on state
civil or criminal jurisdiction, especially as it pertains to hunting, fishing,
access to the lake, or public recreation. McKenzie County would like
the Corps to clarify what will happen if a transfer to TAT occurs

349

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Legal

Congression Per Wade
al Act
Enget

The Congressional Act intended that there would be no impact on state
civil or criminal jurisdiction, especially as it pertains to hunting, fishing,
access to the lake, or public recreation. Mountrail County would like the
Corps to clarify what will happen if a transfer to TAT occurs

350

Enget, Wade

Mountrail
County States
Attorney

Stanley

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02MountrailEnget.pdf

Legal

Congression
al Act

The Congressional Act intended that there would be no impact on state
civil or criminal jurisdiction, especially as it pertains to hunting, fishing,
access to the lake, or public recreation. Mountrail County would like the
Corps to clarify what will happen if a transfer to TAT occurs

County

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May24NDPRPrchal.pdf

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon2.pdf

2005May24NDPRPrchal.pdf

Delivered by Leases
Doug Prchal

Timeliness

Don't transfer Lease extension at Indian Hills Recreation Area, which is under
Interior/Tribal Trust, was held up by Tribal government for 5 months

Leases

Timeliness

The last lease I negotiated with the tribe, I was in the third year of the
lease before they could get me a written copy of the lease

Delivered by Leases
Doug Prchal

Timeliness

Lease between Corps, TAT, and Charging Eagle Bay members
includes proposed fish cleaning station, concession area, and camping
facilities that were supposed to be completed by 5th year of lease but
have not been done yet; hope isn't sign of how TAT will manage area
on their own

Delivered by Leases
Gov. Hoeven
on 0524, by
Lance Gaebe
on 0525, by
Duane
Houdek 0529

Transfer must address rights of all beneficial leaseholders and property
owners; until you can assure fair and equal treatment to all, you should
not move forward with a transfer

Guaranteed long term (99 year) lease at fixed and affordable lease
rates should be provided

Comment

Name of
commenter
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Type

Commenter
hometown

351

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

352

Zschomler, M.S.

Public

Public

353

Harms, Robert W Public

Public

Bismarck

354

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

355

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

356

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

357

Watford City

State
ND

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Legal

Congression
al Act

The Congressional Act intended that there would be no impact on state
civil or criminal jurisdiction, especially as it pertains to hunting, fishing,
access to the lake, or public recreation. McKenzie County would like
the Corps to clarify what will happen if a transfer to TAT occurs

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Zschomler.pdf

Legal

Fish and
Wildlife
Coordination
Act

Under Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1934, lands cannot be
transferred without DOI approval

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Don't transfer The Corps does not have the legal authority under the Mineral
Restoration Act to make the proposed transfer

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Per Ladd
Erickson

Does the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act require the Corps to find
that project lands are no longer needed before allowing them to be
converted to tribal trust land? If so, wouldn't retaining flood or access
easements or leases on any transferred land indicate that the land was
needed for Project Purposes? In other words, why would the Corps
need to place reservations in the land title if the land was no longer
needed for a Project Purpose?

County

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Per Ladd
Erickson

Are there provisions in the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act that
grant authority to the Corps to reserve interests in land for project value
before transferring it to BIA? In other words, under the FBMRA isn't
land either needed for the project or not?

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Per Ladd
Erickson

Does the Corps agree that Congress intended that the FBMRA would
have no impact on state civil and criminal jurisdiction; hunting; fishing;
access to the lake; or public recreation? If so, how does the creation of
tribal trust land and the transfer of any recreational facilities comply with
the congressional intent of the FBMRA?

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Per Ladd
Erickson

Does §206(b) of the FBMRA provide the Corps with jurisdiction to
transfer project land as being contemplated?

358

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Per Ladd
Erickson

Does the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act require the Corps to find
that project lands are no longer needed before allowing them to be
converted to tribal trust land? If so, wouldn't retaining flood or access
easements or leases on any transferred land indicate that the land was
needed for Project Purposes? In other words, why would the Corps
need to place reservations in the land title if the land was no longer
needed for a Project Purpose?

359

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Per Ladd
Erickson

Are there provisions in the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act that
grant authority to the Corps to reserve interests in land for project value
before transferring it to BIA? In other words, under the FBMRA isn't
land either needed for the project or not?

360

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Per Ladd
Erickson

Does the Corps agree that Congress intended that the FBMRA would
have no impact on state civil and criminal jurisdiction; hunting; fishing;
access to the lake; or public recreation? If so, how does the creation of
tribal trust land and the transfer of any recreational facilities comply with
the congressional intent of the FBMRA?

361

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Per Ladd
Erickson

Does §206(b) of the FBMRA provide the Corps with jurisdiction to
transfer project land as being contemplated?

362

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 Feb 22

2005Feb22McLeanErickson.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Does the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act require the Corps to find
that project lands are no longer needed before allowing them to be
converted to tribal trust land? If so, wouldn't retaining flood or access
easements or leases on any transferred land indicate that the land was
needed for Project Purposes? In other words, why would the Corps
need to place reservations in the land title if the land was no longer
needed for a Project Purpose?

363

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 Feb 22

2005Feb22McLeanErickson.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Are there provisions in the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act that
grant authority to the Corps to reserve interests in land for project value
before transferring it to BIA? In other words, under the FBMRA isn't
land either needed for the project or not?

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
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File Name
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Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

364

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Does the Corps agree that Congress intended that the FBMRA would
have no impact on state civil and criminal jurisdiction; hunting; fishing;
access to the lake; or public recreation? If so, how does the creation of
tribal trust land and the transfer of any recreational facilities comply with
the congressional intent of the FBMRA?

365

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Does §206(b) of the FBMRA provide the Corps with jurisdiction to
transfer project land as being contemplated?

366

Gillette, Vance

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03TATGillette.pdf,
2005June03TATGilletteFax.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

The 1984 Fort Berthold Mineral Act gave authority to transfer lands or
management authority to the TAT

367

Hall, Tex

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24TATHall.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Legal
Richard
Mayer

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Section 206(b) of the FBMRA clearly provides independent authority for
the Corps to transfer Garrison Project lands to the Secretary for the
benefit of the Tribe; the transfer of these lands is not from the Corps to
the Tribes, but from the Corps to the U.S. Department of the Interior

368

Hoeven, Governor Governor
John

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24NDHoeven.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf

Delivered by Legal
Gov. Hoeven
on 0524, by
Lance Gaebe
on 0525, by
Duane
Houdek 0530

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Corps lacks appropriate authority under Fort Berthold Mineral
Restoration Act to transfer land

369

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Legal

Mineral
Restoration
Act

Mineral Restoration Act doesn't say Secreataries of Interior and Army
must enter into agreements, it says you may, so no obligation under the
law to do this process

370

Andes, Irvin

Public

Public

Parshall

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Andes.pdf

Legal

Don't transfer I do not believe the Corps has the power to do any land transfer with the
tribes as only Congress can have that authority; step back and let
Congress settle this situation

371

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Legal

Per Emanual When we met with Senator Conrad on this issue we were assured
Stroh
Corps did not have authority to transfer the recretation area

372

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Legal

Per Emanual When we met with Senator Conrad on this issue we were assured
Stroh
Corps did not have authority to transfer the recretation area

373

Hagen, Greg

Elmer Jesme
Conference of
Counties

Local

ND

Letter

2005 July 6

Late2005July06Hagen.pdf

Legal

374

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

The Flood Control Act authorized federal water projects such as the
Garrison project. Does the Corps have a legal duty under 16 U.S.C. §
460(d) to keep all project areas open for general public use? If so,
does the creation of tribal trust land for which the tribe controls access
and use conditions within a project area violate the Corp's legal duty to
the public?

375

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

If the Corps attempts to place access or other easements, leases, or
agreements on any transferred land, how can the State, counties, or
public enforce these instruments given tribal sovereign immunity?

376

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

If project lands are converted to tribal trust land, what requirements are
there that would ensure that the use of the land not be changed? In
other words, if an area that currently serves as a wildlife management
area is converted to tribal trust land, would the tribe legally be able to
change its use to a cattle pasture or housing development for example?
If so, how would the Project Purposes be protected in any transferred
lands?

377

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

The legal and game and fish jurisdictional distinction between tribal
trust land versus project land means a seal cannot be created at an
elevation line and leases or easements along the lakeshore cannot be
placed on the created tribal trust land

The Elmer Jesme Conferences of Counties urges the Corps to
reconsider the determination and authority by which it has deemed this
transfer plausible

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

378

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

379

Johnson, James
O

380

Organization
Type
County

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

In 1993, amendments to P.L. 102-575 were being considered to
address the problems that had surfaced. In letters dated May 5, 1993,
and December 15, 1993, from Gov. Schafer to Sen. Conrad the State
took the position that ten recreation sites on FBIR should be exempted
from transfer; existing cabin sites should be exempted from the
transfer; existing access problems to cabin sites should be addressed;
the amendments should ensure all public access leases and
easements are perpetual; that the term public access should ensure
that it meant free access to the public and not access contingent on
fees; that free public access to a number of boat ramps be guaranteed;
and that the State's fishing and hunting criminal and civil jurisdiction not
be changed by the transfer [Erickson handwrote "Need a hard look at
this" next to this comment on the copy of the May 16 letter that was
received June 2]

Mercer County County
State's Attorney

Stanton

ND

Letter

2005 Mar 3

2005Mar03MercerJohnson.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

The Oahe and Garrison Dam projects were both created by the same
federal acts making South Dakota v. Bourland, 508 U.S. 679 controlling
when analyzing Garrison Dam project land issues

Johnson, James
O

Mercer County County
State's Attorney

Stanton

ND

Letter

2005 Mar 3

2005Mar03MercerJohnson.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

Members of the public currently have a federal legal right to free access
to these lands under 16 U.S.C.A. § 406(d)

381

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

The Flood Control Act authorized federal water projects such as the
Garrison project. Does the Corps have a legal duty under 16 U.S.C. §
460(d) to keep all project areas open for general public use? If so,
does the creation of tribal trust land for which the tribe controls access
and use conditions within a project area violate the Corp's legal duty to
the public?

382

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

If the Corps attempts to place access or other easements, leases, or
agreements on any transferred land, how can the State, counties, or
public enforce these instruments given tribal sovereign immunity?

383

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

If project lands are converted to tribal trust land, what requirements are
there that would ensure that the use of the land not be changed? In
other words, if an area that currently serves as a wildlife management
area is converted to tribal trust land, would the tribe legally be able to
change its use to a cattle pasture or housing development for example?
If so, how would the Project Purposes be protected in any transferred
lands?

384

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

The legal and game and fish jurisdictional distinction between tribal
trust land versus project land means a seal cannot be created at an
elevation line and leases or easements along the lakeshore cannot be
placed on the created tribal trust land

385

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Letter

2005 Mar 1

2005Mar01DunnSundeen.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

The Oahe and Garrison Dam projects were both created by the same
federal acts making South Dakota v. Bourland, 508 U.S. 679 controlling
when analyzing Garrison Dam project land issues

386

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Letter

2005 Mar 1

2005Mar01DunnSundeen.pdf

Legal

Per Ladd
Erickson

Members of the public currently have a federal legal right to free access
to these lands under 16 U.S.C.A. § 406(d)

387

Crowfeather,
Adrian M

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Bismarck

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Crowfeather.pdf

Legal

Transfer

Is there a legal agreement? If yes, then there is a legal obligation to
uphold the law

388

Baasch, Donald

North Dakota
Wildlife
Federation

Private
nonprofit
organization

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 23

2005May23NDWFBaasch.pdf

Legal

If the land transfer proceeds as reported, the state interests are
transferred, and the factors under New Mexico v. Mescalero Apache
Tribe, 462 U.S. 324 (1983) would place the State in a much weaker
legal position in federal court

389

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Legal

No agreement solely with TAT is binding; no "Separation of Powers"
between Tribal Council and Tribal Court

390

Danks, John H

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24TATDanks.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Legal

Land held in trust by the federal government, whether the Department
of Army of Department of Interior, is subject to very similar regulations
governing right-of-ways and easements that protect the public

391

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf,
2005Feb22McLeanErickson.pdf

Legal

The Flood Control Act authorized federal water projects such as the
Garrison project. Does the Corps have a legal duty under 16 U.S.C. §
460(d) to keep all project areas open for general public use? If so,
does the creation of tribal trust land for which the tribe controls access
and use conditions within a project area violate the Corp's legal duty to
the public?

Comment
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commenter

Organization
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Commenter
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Comment
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Date comment
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Comment
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Comment

392

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Legal

If the Corps attempts to place access or other easements, leases, or
agreements on any transferred land, how can the State, counties, or
public enforce these instruments given tribal sovereign immunity?

393

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Legal

If project lands are converted to tribal trust land, what requirements are
there that would ensure that the use of the land not be changed? In
other words, if an area that currently serves as a wildlife management
area is converted to tribal trust land, would the tribe legally be able to
change its use to a cattle pasture or housing development for example?
If so, how would the Project Purposes be protected in any transferred
lands?

394

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Legal

The legal and game and fish jurisdictional distinction between tribal
trust land versus project land means a seal cannot be created at an
elevation line and leases or easements along the lakeshore cannot be
placed on the created tribal trust land

395

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Legal

In 1993, amendments to P.L. 102-575 were being considered to
address the problems that had surfaced. In letters dated May 5, 1993,
and December 15, 1993, from Gov. Schafer to Sen. Conrad the State
took the position that ten recreation sites on FBIR should be exempted
from transfer; existing cabin sites should be exempted from the
transfer; existing access problems to cabin sites should be addressed;
the amendments should ensure all public access leases and
easements are perpetual; that the term public access should ensure
that it meant free access to the public and not access contingent on
fees; that free public access to a number of boat ramps be guaranteed;
and that the State's fishing and hunting criminal and civil jurisdiction not
be changed by the transfer [Erickson handwrote "Need a hard look at
this" next to this comment on the copy of the May 16 letter that was
received June 2]

396

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Legal

The Oahe and Garrison Dam projects were both created by the same
federal acts making South Dakota v. Bourland, 508 U.S. 679 controlling
when analyzing Garrison Dam project land issues

397

Fredericks, John

Twin Buttes

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Legal

35-99 required federal agencies to revert excess property to the tribes,
in this case involved land

398

Hoeven, Governor Governor
John

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24NDHoeven.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf

Delivered by Legal
Gov. Hoeven
on 0524, by
Lance Gaebe
on 0525, by
Duane
Houdek 0531

The Corps needs specific federal legislation to authorize land transfer;
legislation must affirm the Corps' responsibility to maintain recreation
on the lake, and access to the lake, as well

399

Hoeven, Governor Governor
John

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24NDHoeven.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf

Delivered by Legal
Gov. Hoeven
on 0524, by
Lance Gaebe
on 0525, by
Duane
Houdek 0532

A memorandum of agreement is insufficient for many purposes in trying
to move land from one agency to another

400

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Legal

The land conversion would further weaken the State's ability to enforce
game Laws and make them equitable for all parties involved

401

Lange, Greg

Mercer County County
Water Resource
Board

Hazen

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Legal

If Congress had intended to do something that would affect 37,000
acres and lots of people, it would have taken more than a paragraph to
say so

402

Lange, Greg

Mercer County County
Water Resource
Board

Hazen

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Legal

Transfer should be done in a more comprehnsive fashion and proper
legislation should be drafted

Upper Missouri Tribe - public
River
Association
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403

Lone Fight,
Edward

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25LoneFight.pdf

Legal

Corps can transfer 36,000 acres to TAT because of government-togovernment trust relationship that exists between BIA and TAT tribal
government (CFR 25, Title 25-Indians); rules and regulations are
already established that will govern, preserve, protect and manage the
acres as trust lands

404

Lone Fight,
Edward

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25LoneFight.pdf

Legal

4,000 acres of lands transferred under JTAC were completed without an
agreement but a simple transfer of title to the BIA for TAT

405

Petition - 7
signatures

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02DeepwaterPetition.pdf

Legal

Concerned that transfer is illegal

406

Starke, Richard

Public

Public

Burlington

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26Starke1.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Legal

In 1803 the Louisiana Purchase included land between Rocky
Mountains and Mississippi River, including the Great Plains; tribal claim
to ownership is void

407

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005Feb14McKenzieStroh.pdf

Legal

When we met with Senator Conrad on this issue we were assured
Corps did not have authority to transfer the recretation area

408

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Legal

Members of the public currently have a federal legal right to free access
to these lands under 16 U.S.C.A. § 406(d)

409

Ash, Duaine

Friends of Lake Private
Sakakawea
organization

Garrison

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03FLSAsh.pdf

Master Plan

Corps

We ask that you make a potential land transfer part of the consideration
during the updating of the Lake Sakakwea master plan

410

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Master Plan

Corps

Will the Corps prepare a master manual for the conversion of these
lands?

411

Klapprodt, Lee

North Dakota
State Water
Commission

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May26NDWCKlapprodt.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Master Plan

Corps

What assurance will we have if land is transferred that management
objectives/recommendations developed by Master Plan stakeholders
will be honored?

412

Belzer, Paul

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Belzer.pdf

Master Plan

Corps

I am strongly opposed to the Corps working on this separately from the
ongoing work in the Lake Sakakawea master plan

413

Klapprodt, Lee

North Dakota
State Water
Commission

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May26NDWCKlapprodt.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Master Plan

Corps

Master Planning process would be a more suitable forum to discuss the
potential transfer of project land

414

Prchal, Doug

North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Delivered by Master Plan
Doug Prchal

Corps

The Corps is ignoring the value of the master planning effort by
considering the proposed transfer in advance of the master plan
outcome

415

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Per Dennis
Johnson

416

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Per Emanual Guaranteed right to continue making improvements for the colony and
Stroh
the general public in accordance with the Corps Lake Sakakawea Land
Use Plan; improvements need to be allowed both above and below the
high water mark of 1854

417

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Per Emanual Guaranteed right to continue making improvements for the colony and
Stroh
the general public in accordance with the Corps Lake Sakakawea Land
Use Plan; improvements need to be allowed both above and below the
high water mark of 1854

418

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Per Wade
Enget

419

Abrahamson, Don Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02DeepwaterAbrahamson.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Corps land should not be transferred because TAT has not produced a
written plan for land useage; if they have one it should be published

420

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon2.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Concerned that management for public interest be maintained versus
private or commercial

421

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon3.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Opening up shoreline to cabin development and other interests will take
a large toll on the water quality and overall beauty of lake

422

Brotton, Carolyn

Public

Public

Rugby

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02Brotton.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Corps land should not be transferred because TAT has not produced a
written plan for land useage; if they have one it should be published

423

Donahue, Mike

Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Donahue.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Concerned tribe will go commercial

424

Enget, Wade

Mountrail
County States
Attorney

County

Stanley

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02MountrailEnget.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Is the present use of the lands so transferred required to remain the
same in the future, or can the use be changed without consent from the
other stakeholders in the area?

Is the present use of the lands so transferred required to remain the
same in the future, or can the use be changed without consent from the
other stakeholders in the area, in this case McKenzie County?

Is the present use of the lands so transferred required to remain the
same in the future, or can the use be changed without consent from the
other stakeholders in the area?

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format
Email

Date comment
received
2005 May 31

File Name

425

Harms, Robert W Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

426

Harris, Dolph

McKenzie Bay

Public

Sidney

MT

427

Harris, Lee

Public

Public

Sidney

MT

Comment
form

428

Harris, Lee

Public

Public

Sidney

MT

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Harris.pdf

429

Hoeven, Governor Governor
John

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24NDHoeven.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf

430

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Email

2005 June 2

431

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

432

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

433

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

434

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

435

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

436

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

437

Franzen, Charlie

Mahto Bay

Public

438

Cottle, Greg

Public

Public

439

Hoover, Derald

Public

440

Adams, Mel

Public

441

Wright, Stanley W Mountrail
County
County
Commissioners

442

Hauge, Richard
and Leona

Deepwater Bay Public

443

Anonymous

Public

444

Anonymous

445

Anonymous

2005 May 26

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

2005May31Harms.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Lands should not be transferred without a management plan, and
resources to shoulder the responsibilities of managing these lands

2005June01McKenzieHarris.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

TAT have failed to give thought to development, rules, regulations, and
law enforcement; their concern for economic development is bogus

2005May26Harris.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

If land transfer approved, who/how will development along the
lakeshore be managed?

Master Plan

Tribal

Who/how will services/access be provided?

Delivered by Master Plan
Gov. Hoeven
on 0524, by
Lance Gaebe
on 0525, by
Duane
Houdek 0533

Tribal

Proposed use of transferred land should be compatible with
neighboring developments and existing uses

2005June02McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Is the present use of the lands so transferred required to remain the
same in the future, or can the use be changed without consent from the
other stakeholders in the area, in this case McKenzie County?

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Is the TAT planning on developing another casino, oil refinery, or any
other industrial facility that has been previously mentioned by Chairman
Hall on any of the converted lands?

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

2005 May 26

Transcript

ND

Email

Dickinson

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoFranzen.pdf

Ownership

Cabin
owners

Shoreview

MN

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Cottle.pdf

Ownership

Corps and
state

Please consider structuring any transfer of property rights so NDGF
retains control of WMA lands and the Corps, or some other agency,
retains access or easement rights that insures access to public land
and water

Public

Stanley

ND

Letter

2005 June 2

2005June02Hoover.pdf

Ownership

Corps or
orginal
owners

The land was taken from white families and should be given back to the
same families or retained by the Corps

Public

Parshall

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Adams.pdf

Ownership

Corps or
originial
owners or
state

White land owners who lost land were only paid once; shouldn't this
land be transferred back to them? Or, maybe it should be transferred to
the state, or some other entity that will make the land useable and
available to all

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26MountrailWright.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Ownership

County

Land transfer would better serve public and private ownershp if
transferred to Mountrail County; county would sell real estate to former
owners or auction tracts involved to farmers and ranchers; tracts that do
not sell could become established parks and recreational areas; county
has done an excellent job of administering Van Hook Project

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31DeepwaterHauge.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer Don't transfer We feel very strongly that this land should remain under the control of
the Corps and the Game and Fish Department

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon3.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

I feel the Corps should reject the whole transfer as I feel the present
management of the area is of much more benefit to a greater number of
people than it would be if transferred to the tribe

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon3.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

Corps needs to continue to manage these lands

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon4.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

The lands should be left in the hands of the Corps

Ryder

ND

Master Plan

Tribal

Tribal wildlife exists within the external boundaries of North Dakota;
what is the wildlife management plan?

Delivered by Master Plan
Dean
Hildebrand

Tribal

If this becomes tribal land I think we would have to write a plan that
would guarantee all of those things that we've talked about here this
evening

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

County has not been told what the commitment is to maintaining
existing uses and access as well as what consideration will be allowed
for outstanding rights of other users

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

Guaranteed right to continue making improvements for the colony and
the general public in accordance with the Corps Lake Sakakawea Land
Use Plan; improvements need to be allowed both above and below the
high water mark of 1854

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Master Plan

Tribal

What is the Business Plan, Master Plan for the conversion of land to
TAT?
Don't transfer Corps should retain ownership of land around Mahto Bay cabin area

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

446

Bangen, Quentin

Deepwater Bay Public

447

Bangen, Sharon

Deepwater Bay Public

Plaza

448

Brewster, Dale E

Public

Public

Stanley

449

Danielson, Ronnie Public

450

Dubord, Jason

North Dakota
Wildlife
Federation

451

Grote, Jim

Public

Public

452

Grubb, JoAnn

Public

Public

453

Hagen, Greg

Elmer Jesme
Conference of
Counties

Local

454

Holtan, Byron

Public

Public

McLean County

455

Hoover, Derald

Public

Public

Stanley

456

Huber, Ryan

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Huber.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

Transfer of Corps land back to TAT is bad idea

457

Jehlicka, Terry
and Lynn

Deepwater Bay Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterJehlicka.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

The Corps and NDGF have kept the land around the lake well
maintained, accessible, organized and wildlife friendly; individual or
group ownership would compromise this success

458

LaHave, Tim

Public

Minot

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02LaHave.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

It will cost the government money no matter what we do, so we could
just as well keep it

459

Lee, ablert and
Jordis

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterLee.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

The Corps of Engineers and NDGF have been doing an excellent job of
trying to keep boat ramps and camp grounds usable under the low
water conditions we're now experiencing

460

Luttschwager,
Kent

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Luttschwager

Ownership

Don't transfer

Land is bought and owned by the public, must stay in public ownership

461

Meschke, Scott

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25Meschke.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

Corps is rightful agency to manage these sites; I appreciate everything
your agency has done under the current operation of the lake

462

Nett, Alvin

Public

Public

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Nett.pdf

463

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

464

Olson, Yvonne
and Arnold

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterOlson.pdf

465

Shefsted, Shane

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Shefsted

Ownership

Don't transfer

It's a bad idea to transfer land back; our taxpayer dollars have already
paid for it

466

Smetana, George Public

Public

Garrison

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Smetana.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

Corps took it and paid for it so should keep it

467

Starke, Richard

Public

Burlington

ND

2005 May 26

2005May26Starke2.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

Under no circumstances should the federal government return the land
to the tribes

468

Weal, John

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Weal.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

The transfer of land by the Corps is the wrong thing to do

469

Wegley, Brian

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Wegley.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

I am against the potential transfer of Garrison Dam/Lake Sakakawea
project land within the Fort Berthold Reservation in North Dakota

470

Wegley, Mike

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Wegley.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

I am against the potential transfer of Garrison Dam/Lake Sakakawea
project land within the Fort Berthold Reservation in North Dakota;
everyone should work for a living instead of conning the government
out of money

471

Weigum, Rodney Beulah School
Board

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

We at Hazen and Beulah school boards oppose this transfer until it's
fully investigated and things are ironed out and make sure that things
stay the way they are

Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 May 31

2005May31Bangen.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

The Corps of Engineers and NDGF have been doing an excellent job of
trying to keep boat ramps and camp grounds usable under the low
water conditions we're now experiencing

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterBangenSharon.pd
f

Ownership

Don't transfer

The land along Lake Sakakawea should not be transferred; it should be
left in the Corps of Engineers hands for operating purposes

ND

Letter

2005 June 20

Late2005June20Brewster.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

I am opposed to any return of Corps lands to TAT; please keep them
under Corps or some type of federal or state control

Public

Letter

2005 June 1

2005June01McKenzieDanielson.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

This land should belong to the public, not the tribes

Nonprofit

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

North Dakota Wildlife Federation is opposed to land transfer

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Grote.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

I hope the governor stops the Corps from giving up land that is not
theirs to give away; the Corps is a steward, not a landowner

Phone call

2005 June 3

2005June03Grubb.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

JoAnn Grubb from Powers Lake called Garrison office, says she feels
things will get much too complicated if the transfer goes through

Letter

2005 July 6

Late2005July06Hagen.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

The Elmer Jesme Conferences of Counties opposes the transfer of any
public lands managed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers around
Lake Sakakawea and within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation to TAT

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

We oppose the Corps' decision or designation of Indian Hills
Recreation Area as excess land

ND

Letter

2005 June 2

2005June02Hoover.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

Why should the Indians receive the land when they did not previously
own the land?

Public

Local

Minot

ND

ND

Zap

ND

Ownership

Don't transfer

My opinion of the land transfer back to the tribes is it is a mistake and
should stay as is

Delivered by Ownership
Dean
Hildebrand

Don't transfer

As the program is currently envisioned, I would be diametrically
opposed to turning the land over to the BIA

Ownership

Don't transfer

The Corps of Engineers and NDGF have been doing an excellent job of
trying to keep boat ramps and camp grounds usable under the low
water conditions we're now experiencing

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

472

Weigum, Rodney Beulah School
Board

Local

473

Wilber, Terry

Public

474

Commenter
hometown
Zap

State
ND

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

Original landowners should be able to purchase land if tribes can

Public

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Wilber.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

Before you transfer the land consider changing the flood control ranges
and use the land the Corps already owns for the Exclusive Flood
Control rather than lose the flexibility by relinquishing ownership

Wold, Keith

Deepwater Bay Public

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterWold.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer

Can't see where state or US government stands to gain anything from
transaction; either way taxpayer will foot bill

475

Hynek, David

Mountrail
County

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer
or give to
county

County has a good working relationship with the Corps so should not
transfer lands, continue to develop those working relationships

476

Guenther, Darrell Public
and Joan

Public

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Guenther.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer
or transfer to
state or
individuals

If the government wants to sell it to individuals or the state, so be it; the
money could be used for maintenance of the public lake shores and
environs

477

Stenvold, Mike

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Stenvold.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer
or transfer to
state or
individuals

If the Corps is set at getting rid of the land, sell it, give it to the NDGF,
but don't give it to the tribe

478

Bates, Berton

Watford City
Park Board

Local

Watford City

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26Bates.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer
or transfer to
Watford City
Park Board

Watford City Park Board is opposed to any transfer of land to any other
entity, we would like to keep it local and keep control of the area

479

Hoover, Derald

Public

Public

Stanley

ND

Letter

2005 June 2

2005June02Hoover.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer
to tribe

I oppose the transfer of land around Lake Sakakawea to the tribe

480

Witihal, Vivian

Public

Public

Plaza

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Witihal.pdf

Ownership

Either don't
transfer or
sell

Land should stay the way it is or sold - not given away

481

Belzer, Paul

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Belzer.pdf

Ownership

Either don't
transfer or
transfer to
state or BLM

The Corps should continue to maintain this land, and if the Corps wants
to get rid of it they should give the land to the state of North Dakota or
the BLM; state has management experience

482

Webster, Lt Col Al Public

Public

Email

2005 May 27

2005May27Webster.pdf

Ownership

Either don't
transfer or
transfer to
state or BLM

The land needs to stay public; if the Corps wants to get rid of it give it to
the NDGF, BLM, or any public agency

483

Goloammer, Bill

Public

Public

Wing

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Goloammer.pdf

Ownership

Fee
ownership

What is the status of land areas open to fee ownership?

484

Slagle, Rich

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Slagle.pdf

Ownership

Fee
ownership

What is to become of fee ownership acquired and managed by the
Corps? This would be discrimination to non-tribal interests

485

Gillette, Vance

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03TATGillette.pdf,
2005June03TATGilletteFax.pdf

Ownership

General

The land originally was tribal and individual land taken for the Garrison
Dam project

486

Goloammer, Bill

Public

Public

Wing

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Goloammer.pdf

Ownership

General

What are the political, social and economic benefits of such a transfer
of lands to a "sovereign" group vs. being held in public trust and owned
by citizens of the U.S.A.

487

Guenther, Darrell Public
and Joan

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Guenther.pdf

Ownership

General

This land should be public domain

488

Harrington, Darel Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Harrington.pdf

Ownership

General

Not in favor of giving public land to the Indians

489

Hudson, Marilyn

Public

Public

Parshall

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Hudson.pdf

Ownership

General

Prior to Garrison Dam, Fort Berthold Reservation was an allottee
reservation; owned by individual members of the tribe

490
491

Kellam, Bob
Prchal, Doug

Public
North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

Public
State

Fargo
Bismarck

ND
ND

Email
Transcript

2005 May 24
2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May24NDPRPrchal.pdf

Ownership
Delivered by Ownership
Doug Prchal

General
General

Will title to the land be held by COE, DOI, BIA, or TAT?
Prior landownership questions remain unanswered

492

Harris, Lee

Public

Public

Sidney

MT

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Harris.pdf

Lands
outside of
reservation

If land above 1854 within reservation returned to TAT only fair that
those outside reservation boundaries to be given same consideration

County

Minot

ND

Investment

Ownership

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

493

Sorenson, Craig
and Barb

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Email (with 2005 June 2
16 names on
it)

2005June02SorensonPetition.pdf

Ownership

Lands
outside of
reservation

494

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Ownership

Local

Per Emanual Waterford City Park Board and current tenants at McKenzie Bay should
Stroh
retain existing use of developed recreation and should be protected
against any negative impacts caused by a transfer of this property

495

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Ownership

Local

Per Emanual Waterford City Park Board and current tenants at McKenzie Bay should
Stroh
retain existing use of developed recreation and should be protected
against any negative impacts caused by a transfer of this property

496

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Ownership

Local

Waterford City Park Board and current tenants at McKenzie Bay should
retain existing use of developed recreation and should be protected
against any negative impacts caused by a transfer of this property

497

Backes, Keith L

McKenzie Bay

Public

Sidney

MT

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBackes.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Ownership

McKenzie
Bay

McKenzie Bay Colony has enhanced 325 acres entrusted to it like no
other area on the lake; if we are granted privilege and responsibility to
protect these lands, we will meet this challenge

498

Vogt, Andrew

Public

Public

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 3

2005June03VogtAndrew.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners

My son is asking that the lands that belonged to his forefathers be
returned to him and his family; if you can accommodate the recreation,
how about accomodating the individual rancher?

499

Weigum, Esther

Public

Public

Zap

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 3

2005June03Weigum.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners

If the Corps gives land back to the BIA our family should also get the 40
acres more or less back that Elmer's father Conrad Weigum was forced
to sell for $1000 on April 21, 1949. This land is described as northeast
quarter of the northwest quarter, Section 20, Township 146 N, Range 88
W. Elmer's father, Conrad Weigum bought NW 1/4, Section 20,
Township 146 N and Range 88 W Sept 15, 1923.

500

Prchal, Doug

North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May24NDPRPrchal.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

501

Johnson, James
O

Mercer County County
State's Attorney

Stanton

ND

Letter

2005 Mar 3

502

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Letter

503

Voigt, Marie

Tribe - public

Bismarck

ND

504

Abrahamson, Don Deepwater Bay Public

505

Andres, Bonita

Public

Public

Williston

506

Andres, Bonita

Public

Public

Williston

507

Anonymous

Public

508

Anonymous

509

If there are project lands within the Fort Berthold Reservation that are
no longer needed, there must be lands outside the Reservation that are
not needed. If this transfer would include all lands not needed, we
could support this plan. So my family is against a transfer of lands
within the reservation.

Delivered by Ownership
Doug Prchal

Original
owners - all

Don't transfer Lands should be conveyed to prior owners rather than blanket transfer
to Tribal Trust on basis of Three Affiliated Tribes request

2005Mar03MercerJohnson.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Per Ladd
Erickson

Non-enrolled farmers and ranchers may have strong opinions about
their former lands being donated to the tribe after being taken from
them

2005 Mar 1

2005Mar01DunnSundeen.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Per Ladd
Erickson

Non-enrolled farmers and ranchers may have strong opinions about
their former lands being donated to the tribe after being taken from
them

Petition - 6
signatures

2005 May 20

2005May20Voigt.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Transfer

Shoreline property on Lake Sakakawea should transfer to original
owners for benefit of their families

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02DeepwaterAbrahamson.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Transferring all of the approximately 36,000 acres to TAT would be an
injustice to the non-native landowners that also lost their property to the
Garrison Dam project

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Andres.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

I am totally against you returning any more land to the Indians without
first offering it to the heirs of the homesteaders who you took the land
from for this "project" back in the 50s

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Andres.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Let me know how soon I can buy back and reclaim the land that was my
grandfathers property; would like to pay the same price you paid him
when it was condemned

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon4.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

If the transfer takes place, resulting in loss of access, would the Corps
be prepared to buy privately owned property from owner?

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon4.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Will previous nontribal owners be given an opportunity to get their land
back?

Argabright, Craig

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Argabright.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Approximately 30% of the land taken was fee land. Where does the
interest of these heirs lie?

510

Baasch, Donald

North Dakota
Wildlife
Federation

Private
nonprofit
organization

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 23

2005May23NDWFBaasch.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Non-enrolled farmers and ranchers who are former landowners are not
being considered as a recipient of these lands

511

Bangen, Robert

Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Bangen.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

It is only fair if the land is transferred back that it should go back to all
of those who lost land

512

Brewster, Dale E

Public

Public

Stanley

ND

Letter

2005 June 20

Late2005June20Brewster.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Have we returned or do we plan to return any excess lands to non-tribal
people

Tribe - public

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

513

Brotton, Carolyn

Public

Public

Rugby

514

Charging, Dawn

Tribe - state
legislature

Tribe - state
legislature

515

Curtis, Don

Public

Public

516

Ekblad, Art

Public

Public

517

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

518

Estvold, Adrian

Public

Public

519

Evenson, Marion

Public

Public

Parshall

520

Fettig, LeRoy

Public

Public

521

Goloammer, Bill

Public

522

Halstead, Dave

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02Brotton.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Transferring all of the approximately 36,000 acres to TAT would be an
injustice to the non-native landowners that also lost their property to the
Garrison Dam project

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

How can the Corps transfer title and ownership of the lands to another
government entity when Congress determined it was too costly to go to
the original owner when they repealed Section 3508 of 102-575,
whereas it would have returned it to all orginal owners all the land in
question whether they were Indian or nonindian?

New Town

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03CurtisLtr.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

It is unfair to give the Indians the land and not give it back to the nonIndians when they were only paid for it once

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Ekblad.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

We sold my father's homestead many years ago for much less than it is
worth now but can we go get it?

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Non-enrolled farmers and ranchers may have strong opinions about
their former lands being donated to the tribe after being taken from
them

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01Estvold.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Transferring the land to the original owners or heirs of original owners,
both Indian and white, would be all right

ND

Letter

2005 June 17

Late2005June17Evenson.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

If you turn this land over to BIA, just because it's on the reservation,
then you should turn the land back over to original owners

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

I would like to have my land transferred back to me, also; we lost our
livelihood

Public

Wing

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Goloammer.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Were any of the lands in question in private ownership prior to the
Garrison Project?

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Letter

2005 May 12

2005May12HalsteadDavis.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

If land is returned it should go to the bordering landowner as this is
where it was orginally taken

523

Harms, Robert W Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

If lands are transferred, they should be returned to the owners at the
time Garrison was constructed

524

Hoffman, Harold
and Mavis

Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Hoffman.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

There were a lot of people other than the tribe who had to sell their land,
will they too receive their land back

525

Holtan, Byron

Public

Public

McLean County

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

If the Corps returns this land to anyone, it should be the original owner,
Indians and nonIndians alike

526

Hoover, Ruth

Public

Public

Stanley

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03Hoover.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Oppose transfer of land to tribe; land should be transferred to families
that lost it or remain with the Corps of Engineers

527

Hudson, Marilyn

Public

Public

Parshall

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Hudson.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Honorable solution is to return land to its original owners; heirs have
been determined by Indian probate law

528

Jacobs, Anna

Public

Public

Stanley

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03Jacobs.pdf;
2005June02Jacobs.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Oppose transfer of land to tribe; land should be transferred to families
that lost it or remain with the Corps of Engineers

529

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Will the other former owners that lost 394,000+/- acres of private land
due to Garrison Dam flooding be involved in the conversion process in
any way?

530

Mielke, Paula

Indian Hills

Public

Indian Hills

ND

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30IndianHillsMielke.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Why is land that was owned privately before the Corps took over the
land, being given to the tribes rather than back to the original private
owners in this proposal?

531

Nyren, Paul

Central
Grasslands
Research
Extension
Center

University

Streeter

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Nyren.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Land taken from TAT should be returned to them if no longer needed
for the operation of the Garrison Project and all original owners

532

Paryzek, Corey

Public

Public

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Paryzek.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

As a descendent of farmers of the Roseglen/Whiteshield area who
gave up fee own land, I oppose the transfer unless it goes back to the
original heirs of that land

533

Powers, Tom

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Powers.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Not too many years ago TAT pressure killed a bill in ND legislature that
would have requested federal government give back land along
reservoir to the original owners; Corps should return land to original
owners if not needed for recreation anymore

Williston

ND

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

534

Sandstrom, Mark Public

Public

535

Seifert, Mike

Local

Bismarck

536

Smetana, George Public

Public

537

Sonsalla, Trenton Public

Public

538

Vogt, Harold

Public

539

Voigt, Marie

540

Volesky, Wilfred

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Sandstrom.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

I too have ancestry that was displaced by flooding of the valley; we
were never compensated more than once and no one is even
contemplating returning the land to us

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoSeifert.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

In 1994 Corps memorandum, Public Information Paper on Transfer of
Lands at Lake Sakakawea and Lake Oahe, Corps says "…Transferring
to the tribes those lands previously owned by individuals would not be
consistent with congressional intent."; how will the Corps handle
transfers of land within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation
that were owned by non-Native American landowners that were taken
for development of Lake Sakakawea?

Garrison

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Smetana.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

If you are going to give the Native Americans land back the other
people that had to give up land should get their land back

Bowman

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Sonsalla.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

All lands along lake should go back to original owners

Public

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 3

2005June03VogtHarold.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

If lands taken by the Corps above 1854 are returned to the tribes, other
reservation lands should go back to the original owners or their heirs as
they suffered the same losses as the tribes

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

If lands are being returned they should be returned to the heirs of the
people they were taken from; lands should be returned to everybody not
just the TAT

Public

Public

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Volesky.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Are non-Native Americans going to be given their property back?

541

Webster, Lt Col Al Public

Public

Email

2005 May 27

2005May27Webster.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Giving land back to native Americans but not non-native Americans
isn't fair

542

Wiggins, Phyllis

Indian Hills

Public

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31IndianHillsWiggins.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

I have no problem with returning the land that was taken from the tribes
to them, but it only seems fair to me to return to the private landowners
land that was taken from them

543

Wold, Keith

Deepwater Bay Public

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterWold.pdf

Ownership

Original
owners - all

Will non-tribal land owners of land taken for the dam receive the same
offer of free land?

544

Knudson, Ann

Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Knudson.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Original
Transfer
owners - tribe

The land was taken from the tribes and should go back to the tribes; it's
the right thing to do

545

Nelson, Dave

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Nelson.pdf

Ownership

Original
Transfer
owners - tribe

The Mandan and Awatixa Hidatsa have been in the area in question
since around 1100 AD. The return of this confiscated land is long
overdue and is the right thing to do

546

Two Eagle, Carol Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Mandan

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24TwoEagle.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Original
Transfer
owners - tribe

The land was taken from us to make Lake Sakakawea and is still ours;
should be returned to us now

547

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Ownership

Recreation
areas

548

Selinger, Bruce

Public

Public

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30Selinger.pdf

Ownership

Recreation
areas

549

Gilbertson, Arlen
and Ronna

Deepwater Bay Public

Ownership

State

550

Anonymous

Public

Public

551

Donahue, Mike

Public

552

Johnson, Sidney

553
554

Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners
Association

Beulah

Indian Hills

ND

Don't transfer Charging Eagle Bay (Mosseete's), Skunk Bay (Dank's), Elmer's Point
(Federicks), McKenzie Bay (Watford City Park Board) should not be
handed over to TAT for they have not invested countless hours,
moneys, or worries
No recreation sites should be transferred; a reasonable compromise
may be to transfer nonrecreational sites and if the Tribe wishes to
develop new recreation sites on other parts of the lake, I would not
object

Parshall

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03DeepwaterGilbertson.pdf,
Late2005June04DeepwaterGilbertson.pd
f, Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Anon4.pdf

Ownership

State

Turn the land over to NDGF

Public

Bismarck

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Donahue.pdf

Ownership

State

State of North Dakota is best suited for recreation in consort with
federal government

Public

Public

Hazen

ND

Email

2005 May 28

2005May28Johnson.pdf

Ownership

State

If need be, we should provide more monies to NDGF to manage these
lands properly, and to the benefit of the entire population of North
Dakota

Olson, Darrell

Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Olson.pdf

Ownership

State

If the Corps transfers the land, transfer it to NDGF and NDPR agencies
so would be in the hands of all North Dakotans

Pennington,
Donald

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Pennington.pdf

Ownership

State

If the Corps needs to release this area to somebody, give it to the State
of North Dakota; that way any future changes could be voted on by the
public rather than being controlled by an organization where the public
has no vote

Don't transfer We urge you not to include any NDGF managed land should a
transaction take place; a high percentage of land in Deepwater
Management Area was acquired from non-tribal members in the first
place and transferring land to an entity that didn't have it in the first
place would be extremely unfair

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

555
556

Sando, Robert
Stafslien, Jason

Public
Public

Public
Public

ND
ND

Minot

557

Strinden, William

Public

Public

558

Azure, David

North Dakota
Nonprofit
Chapter of The
Wildlife Society

559

Bordeaux, Pliga

Tribe - public

560

Francis, Katherine Public

Public

Bismarck

561

Franzen, Charlie

Mahto Bay

Public

Dickinson

562

Fredericks, John

Upper Missouri Tribe - public
River
Association

Twin Buttes

563

Gillette, Austin

Tribe - public

564

Gillette, Vance

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

565

Handorff, James
and Merriam

Public

Public

566

Lone Fight,
Edward

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

567

Mulluk, Karen

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

568

Parker, Carol

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

569

Petition - 30
signatures

Mahto Bay

Local

New England

ND

570

Walker, Tillie

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Mandaree

571

Mulluk, Robert

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

572

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

573

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

574

Lange, Greg

575

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

Email
Email

2005 June 3
2005 June 1

2005June03Sando.pdf
2005June01StafslienJason.pdf

Ownership
Ownership

State
State

If the Corps is serious about this, give control to the state
State should retain WMA's around Deepwater Bay since they are some
of the best public land I have hunted around the state

Williams County ND

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Strinden.pdf

Ownership

State

WMAs should be managed by NDGF experts; concerned about
changes and harm to wildlife should NDGF lose control of WMAs

Bismarck

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 3

2005June03NDWSAzure.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

We do not object to proposed transfer of lands from one government
agency to another; we believe transfer of Corps lands in South Dakota
to Lower Brule and Cheyenne River Indian Reservations can serve as a
model to guide any transfer of Corps lands in North Dakota

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

Giving back the land to the tribe is nothing compared to everything they
took and the beating we took

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

These lands were theirs for a long time and they should get them back

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoFranzen.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

Not against the return of the land I think it's good

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

Historically the Corps of Engineers did not operate the Garrison Dam in
such a way that was compatible with the tribe

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

If the U.S. government is worried about saving money, there's less
management needed if they return the land to us and give what is off
the reservation to the state

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03TATGillette.pdf,
2005June03TATGilletteFax.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

Much of the lands (30,000 acres) are marginal land and the money
value is minimal

New Town

ND

Email

2005 June 15

Late2005June15Handorff.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

We do not have a problem with some portions of the land in question
being returned to the Native Americans if the Corps no longer has a
need for it

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript 050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25LoneFight.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

The members of TAT are connected to all the lands within the exterior
boundary of Fort Berthold Reservation mentally, spiritually,
psychologically, culturally, traditionally, and historically

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

A promise was made at one time, a memorandum was made, a
decision was made, and for centuries we've been hearing this, and I
think that you or the Corps of Engineers need to follow through on that
and for once in this century do what you say you were going to do

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

This land should be returned back to our tribe, we're the original owners
of it

Petition - 30
signatures

2005 Mar 12

2005Mar12MahtoPetition.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

It's fair to return the land to the tribe, something of what they lost when
the dam was built; I would rather place my faith and trust in my native
North Dakotans and my friends and neighbors here than I would in the
federal government

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

We want our land back, and rightfully we should have it; this is our
ancestral land, it wasn't something we bought

AK

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Transfer

Land should be transferred for future benefit of my children,
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Ownership

Transfer ok if Per Emanual We are not necessarily opposed to transferring excess land or even
some
Stroh
recreation area to another agency but need to be guaranteed our
guarantees
investment in time, labor and funds will be protected as well as privilege
of enjoying the recreation area

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Ownership

Transfer ok if Per Emanual We are not necessarily opposed to transferring excess land or even
some
Stroh
recreation area to another agency but need to be guaranteed our
guarantees
investment in time, labor and funds will be protected as well as privilege
of enjoying the recreation area

Mercer County County
Water Resource
Board

Hazen

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Ownership

Transfer ok if
some
guarantees

Concept of returning lands to the government that is closer to its
constituents has some merit

Rolshoven,
Raymond

Public

Public

Mandan

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Rolshoven.pdf

Ownership

Transfer ok if
some
guarantees

Not opposed to appropriate transfer of lands to the tribe

576

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Ownership

Transfer ok if
some
guarantees

We are not necessarily opposed to transferring excess land or even
recreation area to another agency but need to be guaranteed our
investment in time, labor and funds will be protected as well as privilege
of enjoying the recreation area

577

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Ownership

Transfer to
Don't transfer Let the McKenzie Bay Marine Club and Watford City Park board own
local entities
and operate the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area for the cabin owners
and the public as they have for almost 50 years

ND

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

AK

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

578

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Ownership

Transfer to
Per Emanual If Corps is planning to transfer land above 1854, would be more
local entities Stroh
appropriate to transfer McKenzie Bay Recreation Area to Watford City
Park Board

579

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Ownership

Transfer to
Per Emanual If Corps is planning to transfer land above 1854, would be more
local entities Stroh
appropriate to transfer McKenzie Bay Recreation Area to Watford City
Park Board

580

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Ownership

Transfer to
local entities

What is the fate of private land and businesses within the scope of the
conversion?

581

Meschke, Scott

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25Meschke.pdf

Ownership

Transfer to
local entities

Why not turn the land over to one of the groups who have invested
significant dollars to improve access to the lake at this site?

582

Paryzek, Corey

Public

Public

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Paryzek.pdf

Ownership

Transfer to
local entities

If the land is no longer needed for the project, it shoud be given to local
government for public use or put up for auction with first rights back to
original owners/heirs

583

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Ownership

Transfer to
local entities

If Corps is planning to transfer land above 1854, would be more
appropriate to transfer McKenzie Bay Recreation Area to Watford City
Park Board

584

Wells, Leah

McKenzie Bay

Public

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieWells.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Ownership

Transfer to
local entities

We request the McKenzie Bay recreation area be exempt from any land
transfer and we would like a long term lease arrangement to be
developed for the security of our leases

585

Haman, Troy

Public

Public

2005 June 1

2005June01Haman.pdf

Ownership

WMAs

586

Estvold, Adrian

Public

Public

587

Brew, Dwite

Public

588

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

589

Manning

ND

Fargo

ND

Email

Don't transfer I 100% disagree with moving WMA's to the reservation; they are vital to
ND hunting

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01Estvold.pdf

Ownership

Don't transfer Maybe not transfer land at bays like Deepwater, Brendal's and
McKenzie, etc.

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Ownership

Per Emanual Transfer should include provisions for private cabin sites to be
Stroh
purchased from Watford City Park Board by cabin owners; would
provide additional capital for development of recreation area and
reduce management expense of federal government

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Ownership

Per Emanual Transfer should include provisions for private cabin sites to be
Stroh
purchased from Watford City Park Board by cabin owners; would
provide additional capital for development of recreation area and
reduce management expense of federal government

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Ownership

Most of adjoining land in question is allotted land (native peoples) and
some paritals of deeded property (non-native peoples) that have
ranched and raised families on this land for up to four generations; they
deserve property and water access rights, not TAT

590

Gillette, Vance

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03TATGillette.pdf,
2005June03TATGilletteFax.pdf

Ownership

Not until recently have tribal members been able to get loans while nonIndians have had access to loan for operating ranches and farms

591

Handorff, James
and Merriam

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Email

2005 June 15

Late2005June15Handorff.pdf

Ownership

We find it difficult to understand why Van Hook and Parshall Bay
recreation areas are under consideration when the Native Americans
did not live on or make a living off the Van Hook and Parshall Bay
areas

592

Schmid, John

Public

Public

Carson

ND

Letter

2005 June 2

2005June02Schmid.pdf

Ownership

Land put in trust with BIA can be pulled out of trust and no longer
controlled by any U.S. government agency

593

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Ownership

Transfer should include provisions for private cabin sites to be
purchased from Watford City Park Board by cabin owners; would
provide additional capital for development of recreation area and
reduce management expense of federal government

594

Wilber, Terry

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Wilber.pdf

Project
Purpose

Flood Control

595

Belzer, Paul

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Belzer.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Don't transfer These 36,000 acres are critical and should not be considered excess;
Corps should also retain lands for irrigation and value added
development

596

Harms, Robert W Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Don't transfer The lands now being considered for transfer do not meet the standards
imposed by the Mineral Restoration Acti.e. that they are no longer
necessary for the project and therefore cannot be transferred because
of the very use of which the lands are regularly made by the public

597

Jehlicka, Terry
and Lynn

Deepwater Bay Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterJehlicka.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Don't transfer As long as the Garrison Dam and the power plant continue to operate, it
would be necessary to maintain control of the system

598

Kleyer, Daryl

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01Kleyer.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Don't transfer If these lands were indeed surplus they wouldn't be managed as they
are now

599

Lee, Steve

Public

Public

Mercer

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Lee.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Don't transfer I feel very strongly that this land transfer proposal is not in the best
interest of what this project initially intended to provide for the public

Is this land that was flooded part of the 10 million acre feet range above
exclusive flood and is it also the land that is being considered for
transfer?

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

600

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

601

Sundeen, Ross

602

Organization
Type
County

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Per Ladd
Erickson

Has there been a redefinition of the Project Purposes of the Garrison
Dam Project or the Corps mission in administering the project?

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Per Ladd
Erickson

Has there been a redefinition of the Project Purposes of the Garrison
Dam Project or the Corps mission in administering the project?

Crowfeather,
Adrian M

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Bismarck

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Crowfeather.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Transfer

The Corps can still utilize enough land to address the ND governor's
interests and concerns and serve the public

603

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Anon1.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Land is needed today as much as it ever has in the past

604

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Has there been a redefinition of the Project Purposes of the Garrison
Dam Project or the Corps mission in administering the project?

605

Meschke, Scott

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25Meschke.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Recreational access sites along the lake are a very important part of
the operation of the lake; you are ducking one of your major
responsibilities to the lake, operation of access sites, by transferring
land to tribe

606

Paryzek, Corey

Public

Public

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Paryzek.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

I oppose the transfer of the land to anyone who can and will restrict
access to the water for recreation, irrigation, or ranching as these were
all multiple uses cited in the benefits of giving this land up for a
reservoir

607

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Recreation and wildlife management are two of the project purposes

608

Seifert, Mike

Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners
Association

Local

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoSeifert.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Explain how land within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation
is excess and land outside those boundaries is not excess to project
needs

609

Sonsalla, Trenton Public

Public

Bowman

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Sonsalla.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

Lands are needed for recreational use and for wildlife habitat

610

Thiessen, Allen

McKenzie Bay

Public

Lambert

MT

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30McKenzieThiessen.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

We do not understand how this could be considered "excess land"

611

Decker, Curt

Public

Public

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

You talk about lands not needed for operation of the lake, but they are
needed to a point; they do create a boundary or a zone to keep
development to a minimum

612

Fettig, LeRoy

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

The Corps took way more land than they needed to operate the dam

613

Walker, Tillie

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Mandaree

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Project
Purpose

General

The Corps has known that this was excess land for years

614

Bangen, Quentin

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 May 31

2005May31Bangen.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Don't transfer I feel the land is need for Operation Purposes; recreation is a large part
of Operation

615

Lee, ablert and
Jordis

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterLee.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Don't transfer I feel the land is need for Operation Purposes; recreation is a large part
of Operation

616

Olson, Yvonne
and Arnold

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterOlson.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Don't transfer I feel the land is need for Operation Purposes; recreation is a large part
of Operation

617

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Per Emanual Don't understand how McKenzie Bay Recreation Area could be
Stroh
considered excess lands when recreation is an authorized purpose of
the Garrison Dam project

618

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Per Emanual Don't understand how McKenzie Bay Recreation Area could be
Stroh
considered excess lands when recreation is an authorized purpose of
the Garrison Dam project

619

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Anon1.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Recreation purpose of project is ongoing and is not complete

620

Argabright, Craig

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Argabright.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Is recreation part of the operational goals of the BIA?

621

Baasch, Donald

North Dakota
Wildlife
Federation

Private
nonprofit
organization

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 23

2005May23NDWFBaasch.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Congress funded purchase of some of these lands with clear intention
that public recreation would be part of operation of Garrison Dam
project

622

Bangen, Robert

Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Bangen.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

The land is needed for recreation so transfer should not take place

623

Curtis, Don

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03CurtisLtr.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

One of the Corps project proposals when the dam was built was to
develop recreational areas around the lake for public use, so the land is
not excess

624

Drovdal, David

McKenzie Bay

Public

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Land contributing to recreation should not be considered excess

625

Foote, Adriane

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

I never heard one word about recreation when the dam was built - it was
always you're doing this for flood control

Fort Berthold

ND

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown
Parshall

State

626

Gilbertson, Arlen
and Ronna

Deepwater Bay Public

627

Hagen, Greg

Elmer Jesme
Conference of
Counties

Local

628

Harris, Dolph

McKenzie Bay

Public

Sidney

MT

629

Hoeven, Governor Governor
John

State

Bismarck

630

Huber, Ryan

Public

Public

631

Hudson, Marilyn

Public

632

Luttschwager,
Kent

633

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

ND

Miscellaneou 2005 May 24
s

2005May24Gilbertson.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

The issue is the definiton of "excess lands," and as one of the stated
ojbectives of the Garrison Dam Project was and is recreation, a
significant portion of the proposed land to be transferred does not meet
the definition of excess

ND

Letter

2005 July 6

Late2005July06Hagen.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Benefits promised as a result of the construction of the Garrison Dam
included the development of free public recreational opportunities

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Public

Parshall

ND

Email

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Nyren, Paul

Central
Grasslands
Research
Extension
Center

University

Streeter

634

Nyren, Paul

Central
Grasslands
Research
Extension
Center

University

635

Powers, Tom

Public

636

Schmid, John

637

Stroh, Emanuel

638

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Recreation areas, especially McKenzie Bay, are not unused

Delivered by Project
Gov. Hoeven Purpose
on 0524

Recreation

Under the Missouri River Master Manual and law, the Corps has an
obligation to maintain and support recreation as an authorized Project
Purpose; land should not be transferred if it is needed for recreational
purposes or for access to recreational lands

Late2005June04Huber.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Part of the original intent of the land acquisition was recreation

2005 June 2

2005June02Hudson.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Yes, there is excess land now and there will probably be more excess
land as years go on; far more land was taken than was actually needed
for operation of the reservoir

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Luttschwager

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Recreation is a designated purpose so Corps should continue its
authorized mission

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Nyren.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Recreation was one purpose of the original Garrison Project, so how
can land that is currently being used for recreational purposes be
transferred as land that is no longer needed for the project

Streeter

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Nyren.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Don't transfer any land currently used as campgrounds, boat access,
and other recreational purposes

Public

Williston

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Powers.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

One of stated purposes of Garrison Project was recreation

Public

Public

Carson

ND

Letter

2005 June 2

2005June02Schmid.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

One of the purposes for the Garrison Project is recreation

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Don't understand how McKenzie Bay Recreation Area could be
considered excess lands when recreation is an authorized purpose of
the Garrison Dam project

Prchal, Doug

North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May24NDPRPrchal.pdf

Delivered by Project
Doug Prchal Purpose

Recreation

639

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Project
Roger
Purpose
Rostvet

Recreation

Why does the Corps consider these "surplus" lands since recreation is
a recognized purpose of the project?

640

Donahue, Mike

Public

Bismarck

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Donahue.pdf

Project
Purpose

Recreation

Recreation is an objective of the project

641

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

State
purpose

The proposal is contrary to the mission of the state Game and Fish
department

642

Klapprodt, Lee

North Dakota
State Water
Commission

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May26NDWCKlapprodt.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Project
Purpose

Water Supply

Corps has responsibility to operate Missouri River reservoirs for water
supply

643

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Anon1.pdf

Project
Purpose

Wildlife
Don't transfer Transfer would be contrary to Corps purpose of protecting wildlife
Management
habitat

644

Bangen, Sharon

Deepwater Bay Public

Plaza

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterBangenSharon.pd
f

Revenue

Concessionai
res

645

Jehlicka, Terry
and Lynn

Deepwater Bay Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterJehlicka.pdf

Revenue

General

646

Hall, Tex

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24TATHall.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Revenue
Richard
Mayer

General

Public

2005June01McKenzieHarris.pdf

Delivered by Project
Purpose
Roger
Rostvet

Don't transfer Recreation is an authorized use of the project

These small local businesses depend on lake access to survive; they
also create tax dollars and put money into the local economy
Don't transfer Lake Sakakawea has a large impact on the economy and lots of North
Dakota towns in lots of ways
The Tribes do not have any desire to obstruct your interests as we
recognize that it is in the Tribes' best interest to promote economic
activity on and around Lake Sakakawea

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

647

Hall, Tex

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

648

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

649

Two Eagle, Carol Tribe - public

650

Volesky, Wilfred

651

Weigum, Rodney Beulah School
Board

652

Johnson, James
O

653

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24TATHall.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Notes

Comment
category

Delivered by Revenue
Richard
Mayer

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

General

Comment
The Tribes' commitment to economic development is demonstrated by:
our hosting of the National Lewis and Clark Bicentennial
Commemoration in the summer of 2005 and new Cultural and
Interpretive Center; working with ND to obtain funding for new Four
Bears Bridge project; making substantial investments in the 4 Bears
Casino; and working with NDGFD to settle our jurisdictional differences
to enhance hunting opportunities for non-Indians on our reservation

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf

Revenue

Licenses

Don't transfer Game and Fish could potentially lose federal aid and state licensing
dollars because of decreased fishing related purchases and declining
license sales because of reduced access opportunities on Lake
Sakakawea.

Tribe - public

Mandan

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24TwoEagle.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Revenue

Licenses

Transfer

Public

Beulah

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Volesky.pdf

Revenue

Local

Each year Beulah School District and many school districts like Beulah
that have land flooded due to Garrison Dam receive a 8002 Impact Aid
payment each year from the federal government. If the land being
debated is given back to the Native Americans who is going to be
responsible to make this payment?

Local

Zap

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Revenue

Local

The land transfer may result in revenue loss for the school district and
county commission through flood control or flood impact revenues that
we receive; we received $12,148 for the 2004-2005 school year and in
the last five years we've received $45,620

Mercer County County
State's Attorney

Stanton

ND

Letter

2005 Mar 3

2005Mar03MercerJohnson.pdf

Revenue

Recreation

Per Ladd
Erickson

These boat ramps, facilities, and lands are part of an estimated $23
million dollar recreation industry on and around the lake

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Letter

2005 Mar 1

2005Mar01DunnSundeen.pdf

Revenue

Recreation

Per Ladd
Erickson

These boat ramps, facilities, and lands are part of an estimated $23
million dollar recreation industry on and around the lake

654

Krebsbach, Ron

McLean County County

Garrison

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Krebsbach.pdf

Revenue

Recreation

We would lose money associated with fishing

655

Rising, Bob

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Revenue

Recreation

Recreation is a very large industry in North Dakota and I feel this will
suffer immensely

656

Shefsted, Shane

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Shefsted

Revenue

Recreation

There will be little recreational value left once the tribe gets it

657

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Revenue

Recreation

These boat ramps, facilities, and lands are part of an estimated $23
million dollar recreation industry on and around the lake

658

Bangen, Quentin

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 May 31

2005May31Bangen.pdf

Revenue

Taxes

Don't transfer Deepwater Bay has a cabin site, two trailer parks, and a bed and
breakfast that generate a lot of tax dollars into the county for schools,
roads, county government etc. plus the dollars going into the local
economy

659

Lee, ablert and
Jordis

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterLee.pdf

Revenue

Taxes

Don't transfer Deepwater Bay has a cabin site, two trailer parks, and a bed and
breakfast that generate a lot of tax dollars into the county for schools,
roads, county government etc. plus the dollars going into the local
economy

660

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24NDGF.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Revenue
Roger
Rostvet

Taxes

Don't transfer If WMAs are lost, Game and Fish would no longer pay property taxes
for those areas and counties would lose money

661

Olson, Yvonne
and Arnold

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterOlson.pdf

Revenue

Taxes

Don't transfer Deepwater Bay has a cabin site, two trailer parks, and a bed and
breakfast that generate a lot of tax dollars into the county for schools,
roads, county government etc. plus the dollars going into the local
economy

662

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

663

Sundeen, Ross

664

Curtis, Don

665

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Public

County

Bismarck

ND

ND SB 2041 did not give Indian tribes the right to sell licenses; the U.S.
Supreme Court has said the Indian tribes already have that right all
along; SB 2041 made ND law and ND Game and Fish recognize our
right

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Revenue

Taxes

Per Ladd
Erickson

McLean County is concerned about the proposed land transfer because
the County and local schools receive tax revenue from the public lands
involved

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Revenue

Taxes

Per Ladd
Erickson

McLean County is concerned about the proposed land transfer because
the County and local schools receive tax revenue from the public lands
involved

Public

New Town

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03CurtisLtr.pdf

Revenue

Taxes

transferring the land will eliminate an estimated $30,000 in taxes paid
by NDGF to the various counties of the state

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Revenue

Taxes

McLean County is concerned about the proposed land transfer because
the County and local schools receive tax revenue from the public lands
involved

Public

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

666

Kellam, Bob

Public

667

Leclair, Evelyn

668

Schmid, John

669

Organization
Type
Public

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Revenue

Taxes

Tax revenue collected by counties funds outdoor recreation projects
and facilities. Will the Tribal authority maintain funding now in place
that is budgeted by private entities for these?

Deepwater Bay Public

Williston

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Revenue

Taxes

Concerned because transfer would mean loss of tax base in area

Public

Public

Carson

ND

Letter

2005 June 2

2005June02Schmid.pdf

Revenue

Taxes

All the real estate taxes for the property would be lost which would hurt
the local government's ability to provide services to the area

Prchal, Doug

North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May24NDPRPrchal.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

670

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

671

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

672

Bangen, Sharon

Deepwater Bay Public

Plaza

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterBangenSharon.pd
f

Revenue

Tourism

The land is used by hunters, campers and fishermen and is very
important to the state of North Dakota for tourism

673

Drovdal, David

McKenzie Bay

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Revenue

Tourism

Tourism is North Dakota's second largest industry and recreation on
Lake Sakakwea is a big part of tourism

674

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Revenue

Tourism

McLean County is concerned because the county has an economic
stake in the recreational industry these lands support

675

Handorff, James
and Merriam

Public

New Town

ND

Email

2005 June 15

Late2005June15Handorff.pdf

Revenue

Tourism

By returning all 36,000 acres you will be hurting the economy of North
Dakota

676

Krebsbach, Ron

McLean County County

Garrison

ND

Comment
form

677

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

678

Veeder, Gene

McKenzie
County
County Tourism
Bureau

Watford City

ND

Letter

679

Sonsalla, Trenton Public

Public

Bowman

ND

Comment
form

680

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

Transcript

681

Prchal, Doug

North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May24NDPRPrchal.pdf

682

Seifert, Mike

Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners
Association

Local

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoSeifert.pdf

683

Baier, Tim

Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 May 26

684

Wilber, Terry

Public

Public

Email

685

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

686

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

687

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

Public

Public

Delivered by Revenue
Doug Prchal

Tourism

Don't transfer Economic values to tourism industry from recreation are in $80-100
million range; probability of economic loss to localities and state as a
whole are real and serious matters that require careful and thorough
analysis

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Revenue

Tourism

Per Ladd
Erickson

McLean County is concerned because the county has an economic
stake in the recreational industry these lands support

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Revenue

Tourism

Per Ladd
Erickson

McLean County is concerned because the county has an economic
stake in the recreational industry these lands support

2005 May 24

2005May24Krebsbach.pdf

Revenue

Tourism

We would lose money associated with tourism

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf

Revenue

Tourism

Management change places another hurdle in front of an already
struggling tourism industry waiting for a return of water and access to
the lake

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieVeeder.pdf

Revenue

Tourism

Management change places another hurdle in front of an already
struggling tourism industry waiting for a return of water and access to
the lake

2005 May 25

2005May25Sonsalla.pdf

Revenue

WMAs

Loss of two big WMA's would cause towns like Parshal to lose revenue
and possibly jobs

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Transfer
Process

BIA

Where is the BIA within this process?

Delivered by Transfer
Doug Prchal Process

BIA

If the Department of Interior and BIA are to be the recipient of this
agreement, then where are they? Why aren't they part of this planning
process and here to hear comments as well?

Transfer
Process

Cost

We are requesting a detailed cost estimate for this proposed land
transfer, specifically a value proposition of tax dollars expended versus
that gained by the Corps of Engineers given reimbursement for the
proposed land transfer has occurred twice already

2005May26Baier.pdf

Transfer
Process

General

I believe this land belonged to all of the taxpayers and if the land is to
be given back to anyone it should be up to the taxpayers to decide it

2005 June 3

2005June03Wilber.pdf

Transfer
Process

General

What is the elevation above which land is being considered for transfer
in the Garrison Reservoir areas? Is it 1860?

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Transfer
Process

Information

Per Emanual Formally requested information on transfer and Corps' position on
transfer; only information we were able to obtain is that Corps was
Stroh
considering the transfer and McKenzie Bay Recreation Area included

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Transfer
Process

Information

Per Emanual Formally requested information on transfer and Corps' position on
Stroh
transfer; only information we were able to obtain is that Corps was
considering the transfer and McKenzie Bay Recreation Area included

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Transfer
Process

Information

Per Emanual If you decide to transfer property, please provide documentation of
Stroh
transfer as it unfolds and allow McKenzie Bay tenants to provide input
into any details of transfer that affect McKenzie Bay Recreation area

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

688

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

689

Johnson, James
O

690

Organization
Type
Public

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Transfer
Process

Information

Per Emanual If you decide to transfer property, please provide documentation of
Stroh
transfer as it unfolds and allow McKenzie Bay tenants to provide input
into any details of transfer that affect McKenzie Bay Recreation area

Mercer County County
State's Attorney

Stanton

ND

Letter

2005 Mar 3

2005Mar03MercerJohnson.pdf

Transfer
Process

Information

Per Ladd
Erickson

The public needs the exact details of this proposed action and a full
opportunity to be involved in this process

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Letter

2005 Mar 1

2005Mar01DunnSundeen.pdf

Transfer
Process

Information

Per Ladd
Erickson

The public needs the exact details of this proposed action and a full
opportunity to be involved in this process

691

Charging, Dawn

Tribe - state
legislature

Tribe - state
legislature

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Transfer
Process

Information

Unbelievable that the Corps did not provide any more accurate
information to the people here until this evening. Why is this an
unknown? Why haven't the lands been identified?

692

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf

Transfer
Process

Information

County has no indications to what the terms of the transfer are

693

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Transfer
Process

Information

Formally requested information on transfer and Corps' position on
transfer; only information we were able to obtain is that Corps was
considering the transfer and McKenzie Bay Recreation Area included

694

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Transfer
Process

Information

If you decide to transfer property, please provide documentation of
transfer as it unfolds and allow McKenzie Bay tenants to provide input
into any details of transfer that affect McKenzie Bay Recreation area

695

Mielke, Paula

Indian Hills

Public

Indian Hills

ND

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30IndianHillsMielke.pdf

Transfer
Process

Initiation of
process

Don't transfer Why now?

696

Smetana, George Public

Public

Garrison

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Smetana.pdf

Transfer
Process

Initiation of
process

Don't transfer I hope this move to give the land back is not just a move by the Corps
to get out of caring for the area

697

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Transfer
Process

Initiation of
process

Per Emanual If transfer is an attempt to lessen Corps' management burden for area,
Stroh
we will also provide you with a preferred model for the recreation area
that would enhance the potential of the recreation area and reduce the
management costs to the Corps

698

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Transfer
Process

Initiation of
process

Per Emanual If transfer is an attempt to lessen Corps' management burden for area,
Stroh
we will also provide you with a preferred model for the recreation area
that would enhance the potential of the recreation area and reduce the
management costs to the Corps

699

Baier, Tim

Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Baier.pdf

Transfer
Process

Initiation of
process

700

Selinger, Bruce

Public

Public

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30Selinger.pdf

Transfer
Process

Initiation of
process

What's the real agenda with this plan?

701

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Transfer
Process

Initiation of
process

If transfer is an attempt to lessen Corps' management burden for area,
we will also provide you with a preferred model for the recreation area
that would enhance the potential of the recreation area and reduce the
management costs to the Corps

702

Harms, Robert W Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Transfer
Process

Public
Meetings

Don't transfer I have always understood the protocol to be followed by federal
agencies when conducting federal business in a state is to provide the
governor the first opportunity to speak (as the highest elected official in
the state). If I am mistaken, please indicate the proper protocol. If I am
correct, please direct proper protocol to be followed and due respect
given to the highest elected official in state government

703

Harms, Robert W Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Transfer
Process

Public
Meetings

Don't transfer I was disappointed to see the hearing officer fail to call for any elected
officials in the audience to testify

704

Harms, Robert W Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Transfer
Process

Public
Meetings

Don't transfer There was a paucity of information provided prior to the hearing, with no
indication of what the total maximum acreage under consideration
would be or what the elevation might be under consideration

705

Harms, Robert W Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Transfer
Process

Public
Meetings

Don't transfer The materials provided at the hearing suggest a pre-ordained
conclusion than an MOA will result from these proceedings (for
example, Phase 2 calls for a "draft MOA and final MOA" and Phase 3
entitled "Implementation" calls for a "transfer letter, FR notification, and
transfer complete"

706

Handorff, James
and Merriam

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Email

2005 June 15

Late2005June15Handorff.pdf

Transfer
Process

Public
Meetings

We strongly urge the Corps to schedule meetings this summer
throughout the state of North Dakota and not just the western areas

707

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Delivered by Transfer
Dean
Process
Hildebrand

Public
Meetings

We need to have many public hearings; what about the vast majority of
the state of North Dakota, the citizens who live east of Bismarck?

Why did this ever become an issue anyway? Why do we need to
change anything?

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

708

Baasch, Donald

North Dakota
Wildlife
Federation

Private
nonprofit
organization

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 23

2005May23NDWFBaasch.pdf

Transfer
Process

Public
Meetings

It is unclear whether the Corps has already centered its intention to
transfer these lands and are only conducting public hearings for
aesthetics

709

Baier, Tim

Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Baier.pdf

Transfer
Process

Public
Meetings

Why weren't there more locations that held these meetings, those
people east and north of the lake were not included in the meeting
sites?

710

Bird Bear, Joletta Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Mandaree

ND

Fax

2005 June 7

Late2005June07BirdBear.pdf

Transfer
Process

Public
Meetings

I respectfully request that a formal public hearing be held immediately
within the exterior boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation
regarding the proposed transfer; June 6th meeting was not a public
hearing even though it was advertised as such to the public

711

Curtis, Don

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03CurtisLtr.pdf

Transfer
Process

Public
Meetings

You should hold a meeting in the Minot area where the majority of
people use the Van Hook area can attend and give their opinion

712

Grote, Jim

Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Minot.pdf

Transfer
Process

Public
Meetings

Why no meeting in the Minot area?

713

Starke, Richard

Public

Public

Burlington

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

2005May26Starke1.pdf,
2005May18Starke.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Transfer
Process

Public
Meetings

At the meeting there was little support for the land transfer under former
land owners, county commissioners, and retirees; the McKenzie Bay
occupants were unanimous in their opposition to the land transfer; there
is no doubt the land transfer should not occur

714

Rolshoven,
Raymond

Public

Public

Mandan

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Rolshoven.pdf

Transfer
Process

Public
Meetings

We are requesting that public hearings be held with all parties that may
be affected by this proposal

715

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Transfer
Process

Timeline

716

Seifert, Mike

Mahto Bay
Cabin Owners
Association

Local

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24MahtoSeifert.pdf

Transfer
Process

Timeline

We would like to receive a detailed timeline and plan including specific
maps of the proposed land transfer

717

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Transfer
Process

Timeline

This should be a go slow and study the issues process to assure that
concerns are met before any transfer takes place; to act otherwise is
negligent if not intentional malfeasance on part of the Corps

718

Selinger, Bruce

Public

Public

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30Selinger.pdf

Transfer
Process

Website

Please update your web site and answer the real "frequently answered
questions" that you received at your public meetings

719

Zimmerman, Tom Public

Public

Email

2005 May 26

2005May26Zimmerman.pdf

Transfer
Process

Website

On the maps provided on the web site, are all the lands in the boundary
of the reservation being considered?

720

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Transfer
Process

Per Dennis
Johnson

721

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Transfer
Process

Per Emanual Appears Corps is trying to pit us against our TAT friends rather than
Stroh
objectively evaluating request to transfer land and providing a
reasonable response

722

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Transfer
Process

Per Emanual Appears Corps is trying to pit us against our TAT friends rather than
Stroh
objectively evaluating request to transfer land and providing a
reasonable response

723

Brady, Perry W

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

724

Charging, Dawn

Tribe - state
legislature

Tribe - state
legislature

725

Curtis, Don

Public

Public

726

Per Dennis
Johnson

This should be a go slow and study the issues process to assure that
concerns are met before any transfer take place; to act otherwise is
negligent if not intentional malfeasance on part of the Corps

McKenzie County should not be excluded from participating in the
decision making process for land transfer

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03Brady.pdf

Transfer
Process

Please do not fence each other out, be patient and fair to all people

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Transfer
Process

I ask that the lands which have been held for public recreation, invested
in with private and public moneys, do not be considered excess

New Town

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03CurtisLtr.pdf

Transfer
Process

The most important thing our local, county, state, federal, and tribal
officials objective should be to reduce animosity among the Indian, nonIndian population

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Transfer
Process

The public needs the exact details of this proposed action and a full
opportunity to be involved in this process

727

Hoeven, Governor Governor
John

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

728

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Email

2005 June 2

729

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

730

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

Delivered by Transfer
Duane
Process
Houdek 0526

It's important that you include fully and fairly all interests, tribal,
nontribal, Native American, nonNative American, private interests,
public interests, property interests, leasehold interests, in any
consideration of transfer

2005June02McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Transfer
Process

McKenzie County should not be excluded from participating in the
decision making process for land transfer

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005Feb14McKenzieStroh.pdf

Transfer
Process

Appears Corps is trying to pit us against our TAT friends rather than
objectively evaluating request to transfer land and providing a
reasonable response

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Transfer
Process

Corps should be directly visiting with local governing boards of the
counties that will be affected by the transfer

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

731

Springer, Wesley Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Springer.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Don't transfer If you look at how they live and how their houses are damaged with
garbage and filth; is that how you want to express yourselves and the
Garrison Dam Project and waste a monument to this state that's what
will happen

732

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Anon2.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Don't transfer They say they won't change things, they are just saying that so
everyone isn't against it

733

Adams, Mel

Public

Public

734

Harghl, Greg

735

Parshall

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Adams.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

The tribe have never been able to successfully manage what they
currently have

Charging Eagle Public
Bay

Kenmore

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 8

Late2005June08Harghl.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Tribe should take care of their 2-3 year old houses that are falling down
junk

Luttschwager,
Kent

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Luttschwager

Tribal
General
Management

Pouch Point is currently BIA - it's a health hazard

736

Stenvold, Mike

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Stenvold.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

I have witnessed the disregard by some on tribal land as the land
becomes a dumping ground for garbage, old cars, anything not wanted

737

Abrahamson, Don Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02DeepwaterAbrahamson.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

I'm concerned about maintenance issues of existing facilities controlled
by tribes

738

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Anon2.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Tribal officials don't care about economic development

739

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Anon2.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Drive around any reservation to see what future holds for any recreation
area turned over to tribal officials

740

Argabright, Craig

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Argabright.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Will funds for recreational access go to the BIA with the transfer?

741

Brotton, Carolyn

Public

Public

Rugby

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02Brotton.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

I am concerned about maintenance issues of existing facilities if
controlled by tribes

742

Charging, Dawn

Tribe - state
legislature

Tribe - state
legislature

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

If these lands were to transfer, where will the millions of dollars come
from that will be needed to overcome the current low water levels?

743

Charging, Dawn

Tribe - state
legislature

Tribe - state
legislature

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

If the lands were to transfer, who will maintain the public holdings for
the common good of all people with little to no tangible financial return?

744

Estvold, Adrian

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01Estvold.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Tribe is not capable of managing the land

745

Fredericks, John

Upper Missouri Tribe - public
River
Association

Twin Buttes

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

It's possible to write up an agreement with the tribe and make it work
just like any other person or any other government; they have one with
a little group from Halliday right next to me there and it's working well

746

Meschke, Scott

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25Meschke.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

How much money has the tribe spent in the last three years to help
defray the costs of ramp extensions at the McKenzie Bay access site
due to the current drought? Zero

747

Rolshoven,
Raymond

Public

Public

Mandan

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Rolshoven.pdf

General
Tribal
Management

Past experience makes it clear that future tribal councils are not bound
by decisions made by previous tribal councils

748

Sando, Robert

Public

Public

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Sando.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

TAT has a record of mismanagement; look at condition of point of land
that 4 Bears Casino is on

749

Slagle, Rich

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Slagle.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

They cannot manage their current business affairs; to take on any new
or proposed affairs is asking for trouble

750

Sonsalla, Trenton Public

Public

Bowman

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Sonsalla.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Tribes will mismanage areas because of a lack of resources

751

Walker, Tillie

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Mandaree

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

A commissioner of one of the counties said he's worried, how will the
land be managed? I find that so arrogant and it makes me very angry.

752

Witihal, Vivian

Public

Public

Plaza

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Witihal.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Tribe doesn’t take care of what it has; some do but many don't

753

Witihal, Vivian

Public

Public

Plaza

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Witihal.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Every enrolled member was supposed to benefit from 4 Bears Casino
and I've talked to several members and they got nothing, they said Tex
Hall and the council members got most

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

754

Walker, Tillie

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

Mandaree

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Tribal
Infastructure
Management

You talk about the roads; those great big boats of yours wreck our
roads and the county is not putting money into those roads

755

Halstead, Dave

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Letter

2005 May 12

2005May12HalsteadDavis.pdf

Tribal
Infrastructure
Management

We have tried for many years to get road access to our land; there is no
road yet

756

Prchal, Doug

North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

State

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Delivered by Tribal
Law
Doug Prchal Management enforcement

757

Decker, Curt

Public

Public

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Tribal
Master Plan
Management

758

Prchal, Doug

North Dakota
Parks and
Recreation
Department

State

759

Johnson, James
O

760

Is the tribe going to develop the shoreline?

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
2005May24NDPRPrchal.pdf

Mercer County County
State's Attorney

Stanton

ND

Letter

2005 Mar 3

2005Mar03MercerJohnson.pdf

Tribal
Noxious
Management weeds

Per Dennis
Johnson

What assurances, including source of funding, can the Corps make that
noxious weeds will be addressed and eliminated if the lands are
transferred to another governmental entity?

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Tribal
Noxious
Management weeds

Per Dennis
Johnson

What assurances, including source of funding, can the Corps make that
noxious weeds will be addressed and eliminated if the lands are
transferred to another governmental entity?

761

Gillette, Austin

Tribe - public

Tribe - public

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Tribal
Noxious
Management weeds

When land transfer takes place, Corps funding for noxious weed
program has to go along with it

762

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02McKenzieJohnson.pdf,
2005Feb24McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Tribal
Noxious
Management weeds

What assurances, including source of funding, can the Corps make that
noxious weeds will be addressed and eliminated if the lands are
transferred to another governmental entity?

763

Krebsbach, Ron

McLean County County

Garrison

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Krebsbach.pdf

Tribal
Noxious
Management weeds

With the transfer, noxious weed problems would get worse

764

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

765

Nyren, Paul

Central
Grasslands
Research
Extension
Center

University

Streeter

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02Nyren.pdf

Tribal
Noxious
Management weeds

766

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 20

2005May20McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Tribal
Recreation
Management

Per Ladd
Erickson

Before proceeding with any land conversion plans, the Corps should
first assist TAT in developing recreation resources that the TAT told
JTAC were underdeveloped

767

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Tribal
Recreation
Management

Per Ladd
Erickson

Before proceeding with any land conversion plans, the Corps should
first assist TAT in developing recreation resources that the TAT told
JTAC were underdeveloped

768

Erickson, Ladd R McLean County County
States Attorney

Washburn

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

2005May24McLeanErickson.pdf

Tribal
Recreation
Management

Before proceeding with any land conversion plans, the Corps should
first assist TAT in developing recreation resources that the TAT told
JTAC were underdeveloped

769

Holtan, Byron

Public

Public

McLean County

ND

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Tribal
Representati
Management on of
nonIndians

Nonindians do not have a representation in any sovereign tribal
government

770

Steiner, Vicky

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Tribal
Representati
Management on of
nonIndians

If you do this land transfer, what would the rights be for nonIndians

771

Wells, Jerry

Public

Public

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Tribal
Representati
Management on of
nonIndians

If this land transfers, I can't go and vote in this other nation; yet that
other nation, any one of them can become mayor of Williston, governor
of North Dakota

772

Meschke, Scott

Public

Public

Dickinson

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
2005May25Meschke.pdf

Tribal
Roads
Management

3 mile stretch of dirt road that finishes the trip to McKenzie Bay access
site has deteriorated significantly over last 6 years

773

Patten, Dale

McKenzie
County
Commission

County

Watford City

ND

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenziePatten.pdf

Tribal
Tourism
Management

BIA has no experience in dealing with tourism related issues and we
question the responsiveness to interests outside of the reservation

774

Veeder, Gene

McKenzie
County
County Tourism
Bureau

Watford City

ND

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieVeeder.pdf

Tribal
Tourism
Management

BIA has no experience in dealing with tourism related issues and we
question the responsiveness to interests outside of the reservation

Letter

Delivered by Tribal
No history
Doug Prchal Management

I feel that without the Corps of Engineers in control of this land, we're
going to have law enforcement problems; TAT law enforcement has
done nothing to tribal members who did $15,000 in damage to my cabin

Don't transfer Agencies and local partners have no history with Interior's approach to
management of recreation resources

Delivered by Tribal
Noxious
Dean
Management weeds
Hildebrand

Controlling of weeds is no small problem; the upkeep of all of this is
very costly

I have serious doubts about the ability of the Tribe to manage noxious
weeds; it's very expensive and government agencies often have
problems getting enough funding for weed control

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

775

Springer, Wesley Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 24

2005May24Springer.pdf

Tribal
Wildlife
Don't transfer I have worked with Game and Fish officials in things that the Native
Management Management
Americans have damaged or polluted

776

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Anon1.pdf

Tribal
Wildlife
Management Management

Concerned about overfishing on tribal lakes in Minnesota

777

Anonymous

Public

Public

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Anon2.pdf

Tribal
Wildlife
Management Management

There are many wildlife refuge and management areas leased from the
Corps by NDGF, how would these lands be impacted?

778

Azure, David

North Dakota
Nonprofit
Chapter of The
Wildlife Society

Bismarck

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 3

2005June03NDWSAzure.pdf

Tribal
Wildlife
Management Management

We request that no native prairie will be converted to cropland, or
further developed for housing or gas/oil extraction

779

Azure, David

North Dakota
Nonprofit
Chapter of The
Wildlife Society

Bismarck

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 3

2005June03NDWSAzure.pdf

Tribal
Wildlife
Management Management

We request that native prairie will be properly managed to limit the
infestation and spread of noxious weeds, maintaining their ecological
integrity and the integrity of all lands potentially at risk along the
Missouri River

780

Baasch, Donald

North Dakota
Wildlife
Federation

Private
nonprofit
organization

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 23

2005May23NDWFBaasch.pdf

Tribal
Wildlife
Management Management

TAT's repeated efforts to conduct commercial fishing ventures on Lake
Sakakawea has caused concern about disease transfer from tame
walleyes to the wild population

781

Curtis, Don

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Letter

2005 June 3

2005June03CurtisLtr.pdf

Tribal
Wildlife
Management Management

Transfer would eliminate approximately 36,000 acres of some of the
best hunting land

782

Gillette, Vance

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03TATGillette.pdf,
2005June03TATGilletteFax.pdf

Tribal
Wildlife
Management Management

The Tribes now have our own natural resources department, game
wardens, land management agents and technical staff; we do not need
state agents sticking their nose in our reservation trying to dictate how
we use our land and resources

783

Andes, Irvin

Public

Public

Parshall

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Andes.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Don't transfer There are already many problems within the reservation and this is
going to create many more

784

Hauf, Glen

Public

Public

Makoti

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Hauf.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Don't transfer I have yet to see the tribe try to handle or take care of any resources to
help out the public

785

Hoffman, Harold
and Mavis

Public

Public

Bismarck

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Hoffman.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Don't transfer We have all seen how the tribe manages what has been given to them
so far

786

Lee, ablert and
Jordis

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterLee.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Don't transfer The tribes will not take care of the shoreline and surrounding area
property; it will become a dumping ground - trash, cars, etc.

787

Mielke, Paula

Indian Hills

Public

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30IndianHillsMielke.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Don't transfer Will "sovereign nation" be able to make and enforce their own rules
over the state of North Dakota?

788

Vicha, Joseph

Public

Public

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01Vicha.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Don't transfer It will not be managed right; look at how they manage everything else
they have, the state and everybody will lose

789

Wold, Keith

Deepwater Bay Public

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterWold.pdf

General
Tribal
Management

Don't transfer If the tribes take care of the land like they have taken care of the
Buffalo and some other property around the lake is should be a total
mess

790

Wold, Pam

Deepwater Bay Public

Deepwater Bay

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31DeepwaterWold.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Don't transfer If you drive through Parshall, you can see how well they manage things

791

Johnson, Sidney

Public

Public

Hazen

ND

Email

2005 May 28

2005May28Johnson.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

To entrust more land to Tribe would be a travesty; area from Mandaree
to Newtown looks like one long garbage dump

792

Johnson, Sidney

Public

Public

Hazen

ND

Email

2005 May 28

2005May28Johnson.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Any and all business ventures conducted by the tribes, on tribal held
lands provide no benefit, economic or otherwise to the non-Indian
people of North Dakota

793

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Is the TAT currently capable of properly managing the resources, land,
and assets that will be included in the land conversion on their own?
Will the Corps, DOI, or BIA help TAT with the resource management
process?

794

Lautenschlager,
Eugene

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Letter

2005 June 1

2005June01Lautenschlager.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

If this land is returned to the tribes it will become another liability for the
taxpayers; directly or indirectly we'd pay for all improvments on this land

795

Stafslien, Jason

Public

Public

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 1

2005June01StafslienJason.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

If WMA lands around Deepwater Bay are transferred to tribe everything
will suffer from cabin owners, fishermen, hunters, the local economy,
and wildlife

796

Thiessen, Allen

McKenzie Bay

Public

Lambert

MT

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30McKenzieThiessen.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

We read in the news that nothing will change with the transfer, but
cannot see where steps are being taken to ensure that position

Indian Hills

ND

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

797

Wiggins, Phyllis

Indian Hills

Public

Indian Hills

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31IndianHillsWiggins.pdf

Tribal
General
Management

Services would probably deteriorate

798

Mielke, Paula

Indian Hills

Public

Indian Hills

ND

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30IndianHillsMielke.pdf

Tribal
Hunting
Management

Don't transfer Why did the tribe not agree with the NDGF to run their hunting seasons
and limits within the range of the state hunting regulations?

799

Andes, Irvin

Public

Public

Parshall

ND

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Andes.pdf

Tribal
Noxious
Management weeds

Don't transfer I know for a fact the County has in many cases tried to work with the
tribe to control salt cedar and other weeds but have not received any
help

800

Brew, Dwite

Public

Public

Watford City

ND

Letter

2005 May 26

2005May26McKenzieBrew.pdf

Tribal
Representati Per Emanual Need equitable dispute resolution measures with the new managers
Management on of
Stroh
nonIndians

801

Stenehjem,
Stephen L.

McKenzie Bay

Public

McKenzie Bay

ND

Letter

2023 May 26

2005May26McKenzieStenehjem.pdf,
2005May26McKenzieStenehjem2.pdf

Tribal
Representati Per Emanual Need equitable dispute resolution measures with the new managers
Management on of
Stroh
nonIndians

802

Stroh, Emanuel

McKenzie Bay

Public

Manning

ND

Transcript

2005 May 25

2005May25McKenzieStroh.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf

Tribal
Representati
Management on of
nonIndians

803

Mielke, Paula

Indian Hills

Public

Indian Hills

ND

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30IndianHillsMielke.pdf

Tribal
Roads
Management

804

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Tribal
Wildlife
Management Management

805

Johnson, James
O

Mercer County County
State's Attorney

Stanton

ND

Letter

2005 Mar 3

2005Mar03MercerJohnson.pdf

Other

Cultural
resources

Per Dennis
Johnson

Where will funding come from to assure that the Corps obligations to
protect cultural resources will continue to be met, and violations
enforced if the transfer takes place?

806

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Other

Cultural
resources

Per Dennis
Johnson

There have been several historical and archaelogical finds that have
been reported to the Mountrail County Sheriff's Department in the past
few years due to the receding water levels in the lake. What provisions
are being made to protect these sites that are being exposed, including
access thereto?

807

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Other

Cultural
resources

Per Dennis
Johnson

Where will funding come from to assure that the Corps obligations to
protect cultural resources will continue to be met, and violations
enforced if the transfer takes place?

808

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Other

Cultural
resources

Per Wade
Enget

There have been several historical and archaelogical finds that have
been reported to the Mountrail County Sheriff's Department in the past
few years due to the receding water levels in the lake. What provisions
are being made to protect these sites that are being exposed, including
access thereto?

809

Enget, Wade

Mountrail
County States
Attorney

County

Stanley

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02MountrailEnget.pdf

Other

Cultural
resources

There have been several historical and archaelogical finds that have
been reported to the Mountrail County Sheriff's Department in the past
few years due to the receding water levels in the lake. What provisions
are being made to protect these sites that are being exposed, including
access thereto?

810

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Other

Cultural
resources

There have been several historical and archaelogical finds that have
been reported to the Mountrail County Sheriff's Department in the past
few years due to the receding water levels in the lake. What provisions
are being made to protect these sites that are being exposed, including
access thereto?

811

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02McKenzieJohnson.pdf,
2005Feb24McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Other

Cultural
resources

Where will funding come from to assure that the Corps obligations to
protect cultural resources will continue to be met, and violations
enforced if the transfer takes place?

812

Bangen, Quentin

Deepwater Bay Public

Faxed
comment
form

2005 May 31

2005May31Bangen.pdf

Other

Easements

We waited six years to get electricity to run into Fisn-n-camp Court
because of easement through the tribes

813

Hall, Tex

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

Transcript

2005 May 24

2005May24TATHall.pdf,
Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf,
Transcript050525Dickinson.pdf,
Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Other
Richard
Mayer

Easements

The Tribes will agree to reasonable and necessary easements for lake
access for Project Purposes and will recognize existing easements and
right-of-ways

814

Hill, Dennis

Deepwater Bay Public

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterHill.pdf

Other

Easements

The Corps should make sure an easement exists for the public road
that we and other cabin owners use to access our cabin sites

815

Kaiser, Marv

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Kaiser.pdf

Other

Easements

Ried Mike LLC has an easement from our land across a smal Corps
tract to access the lake for irrigating the golf course; what happens to
our easement in any transfer?

816

Leclair, Evelyn

Deepwater Bay Public

Williston

ND

Transcript

2005 May 26

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Other

Easements

Will easements continue or not

Need equitable dispute resolution measures with the new managers

Don't transfer What will happen to roads leading to these areas?

Sweeping changes may occur concerning wildlife and land use with the
next Tribal Chairman

Comment

Name of
commenter

Organization

Organization
Type

817

Pennington,
Donald

Public

Public

818

Gillette, Vance

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

819

Selinger, Bruce

Public

Public
Public

Commenter
hometown

State

Comment
Format

Date comment
received

File Name

Notes

Comment
category

Clarifier 1

Clarifier 2

Comment

New Town

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03Pennington.pdf,
2005June03PenningtonAtt,
2005June03PenningtonFax

Other

Easements

We obtained a 25-year easement from the Corps in October 2002 for
agricultural irrigation (diversion is on west side of Van Hook Arm) and is
included in potential land transfer; with the magnitude of financial
investment required for irrigation I do not want the risk of TAT not
renewing our easement which expires in September 2027; if land
transfer comes through I will need a perpetual easement in writing
before TAT gains control

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03TATGillette.pdf,
2005June03TATGilletteFax.pdf

Other

Governor's
position

Governor Hoeven wants all ND citizens including the 20,000 Indians in
the state to pay for legal battles on water projects and now tries to
dictate how we should use our own lands

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30Selinger.pdf

Other

Governor's
position

I support the governor in his objection to the plan

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Harms.pdf

Other

Management BIA

Transferring lands to the BIA will erode public inupt, because the public
at large has no representation in tribal government

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 1

2005June01DeepwaterOlson.pdf

Other

Management BIA

Why hasn't the campground at Deepwater Bay been closed for 3 years

Comment
form

2005 May 26

2005May26Argabright.pdf

Other

Management BIA

BIA several times ignores requests for 2-3 years and sometimes never;
at least you normally receive answer from Corps

Transcript

2005 May 24

Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Other

Management BIA

Department of Interior, at least the BIA, is one of the most inefficient,
mismanaged, and incompetent agencies in the entire U.S. government;
no one from BIA even attended the public hearings

820

Harms, Robert W Public

821

Olson, Yvonne
and Arnold

Deepwater Bay Public

822

Argabright, Craig

Public

Public

823

Potter, Tracy

Public

Public

824

Gilbertson, Arlen
and Ronna

Deepwater Bay Public

Parshall

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03DeepwaterGilbertson.pdf,
Late2005June04DeepwaterGilbertson.pd
f, Transcript050524Bismarck.pdf

Other

Miscellaneou
s

Copy of "Notice of Acceptance of Option for Purchase of Land" for
Alren Gilbertson's grandfather's land

825

Howard, Phyllis

Public

Public

New Town

ND

Comment
form

2005 May 25

2005May25Howard.pdf

Other

Miscellaneou
s

I would like to make written comments to be submitted to the Corps

826

LaHave, Tim

Public

Public

Minot

ND

Faxed
comment
form

2005 June 2

2005June02LaHave.pdf

Other

Miscellaneou
s

If the water comes up, are we going to have to pay the Indian
community for the loss of their land like we have to pay the farmers for
ponds that dry up for one planting season in the last 25 years

827

Opozda, Ron

Public

Public

Email

2005 May 31

2005May31Opozda.pdf

Other

Miscellaneou
s

Email message was blank

828

Sundeen, Ross

Dunn County
County
States Attorney

Killdeer

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02DunnSundeen.pdf

Other

National
Per Dennis
Environment Johnson
al Policy Act

Has an EIS been complied with on cultural resources before the land is
transferred?

829

Johnson, Dennis
Edward

McKenzie
County States
Attorney

County

Watford City

ND

Email

2005 June 2

2005June02McKenzieJohnson.pdf

Other

National
Environment
al Policy Act

Has an EIS been complied with on cultural resources before the land is
transferred?

830

Kellam, Bob

Public

Public

Fargo

ND

Email

2005 May 24

2005May24Kellam.pdf

Other

National
Environment
al Policy Act

Is DOI, BIA, or COE going to do an environmental impact study?

831

Lautenschlager,
Eugene

Public

Public

Williston

ND

Letter

2005 June 1

2005June01Lautenschlager.pdf

Other

Precedent

This will open all other Corps lands around the lake to eventually be
given to the tribes

832

Mielke, Paula

Indian Hills

Public

Indian Hills

ND

Email

2005 May 30

2005May30IndianHillsMielke.pdf

Other

Precedent

Is the next step trying to "give back" all land taken away from the native
Americans since the settling of America?

833

North Dakota
Game and Fish
Department

North Dakota
State
Game and Fish
Department

Bismarck

ND

Letter

2005 May 24

Transcript050526Williston.pdf

Delivered by Other
Roger
Rostvet

Precedent

This transfer could be another step toward tribal control of the entire
river and its fishery within the reservation boundaries

834

Strinden, Dean R Public

Williston

ND

Comment
form

2005 June 4

Late2005June04Strinden.pdf

Other

Precedent

Should the precident of returning land to the reservation be established,
than a class action suit brought on behalf of descendents of similarly
affected former deed holders would create a monumental problem

835

Gillette, Vance

Minot

ND

Email

2005 June 3

2005June03TATGillette.pdf,
2005June03TATGilletteFax.pdf

Other

Wildlife
State
Management

State game areas are not managed well; all some are is an acre fenced
off with a lot of trees planted

Public

Three Affiliated Tribe
Tribes

Bismarck

Williston

ND

ND

Appendix F
PUBLIC COMMENT AND RESPONSE
Tables

F-1

Appendix F
PUBLIC COMMENT AND RESPONSE
Tables

Table 4.1 Access comments and responses
Cmt.
No.

Comment

Response

We need right to enjoy the facilities we have been instrumental
in developing since 1959.

The intent of this action is to continue to allow the public
to enjoy the facilities at Lake Sakakawea, regardless of
who has possession of the property. Any agreement
would have to address the issue of how to maintain open
public access.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
Yes.

1, 2, 8

3
4
5
6
7

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18, 86

19

20

If a transfer takes place, access to our cabin and to the water
of Lake Sakakawea should not be changed.
Will we have access from our property to the water?
Concerned about access cabin owners would have if land is
transferred.
Corps should allow us access to our cabin area.
As cabin owners we believe that if any of the land surrounding
the cabins is returned to the Tribe, we will have access
problems.
Fisheries workers could be denied access to the water in
Parshall Bay/Van Hook Arm region, one of primary walleye
spawning grounds in lake.
If future access was required by the Corps they would have to
negotiate with the Tribe to get this access.
At the least we will be charged for access; we will be forced to
buy a tribal permit or more than likely, we will be charged
every time we need to cross this land to get to the lake.
The Tribe is charging a fee called an access permit to cross
tribal property to get to public land; with the land transfer free
access for the public would be outdated.
Several years ago I had to pay $5 to launch my boat at Pouch
Point and I'm sure the same thing would be true for the land
that you give to the Indians, even though Tex Hall says it won't
happen.
Public would likely lose free boat launching access on
recreation areas paid for largely with money contributed by
anglers and boaters.
If current public boat launching facilities became fee areas,
use of other recreation areas would increase, possibly causing
crowding.
About two years ago, Native Americans were at boat ramp
south of the cabin site, collecting access money before people
could put their boat in the water.

You take away our water, now you want to take away the land
around it too, so we will have to pay every time we want to
launch our boat.
Van Hook WMA, Van Hook Recreation Area, Reunion Point
Public Use Area, McKenzie Bay Recreation Area (Watford City
Park Board and McKenzie Marine Club), Mahto Bay, Beaver
Creek Recreation Area, Hille WMA, Indian Hills Recreation
Area, Deepwater Bay, Deepwater WMA, Deepwater Public
Use Area, Parshall Bay Recreation Area (and other recreation
areas managed by others than the Tribes) should not be
transferred to TAT. People of ND should have public access
and not have to purchase additional permits and licenses.
In every state I've been in there is some kind of charge for
using "public" boat ramps; administrators of those fees will
simply be Indians now instead of whites.
What will be next, I have to buy a fishing license?

F-2

The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The land would still be under Federal control, so normal
protocol for accessing Federal lands under the jurisdiction
of another federal agency would be followed.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The Tribes charge an annual “conservation fee” of $10.00
to access the lake from access points it manages. This
requirement would not change as a result of the transfer.
The Tribes charge an annual “conservation fee” of $10.00
to access the lake from access points it manages. This
requirement would not change as a result of the transfer.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The transfer will not affect legal access to the lake for any
existing purpose. This said, the Tribes currently charge
an annual “conservation fee” of $10.00 to access the lake
from access points it manages. This requirement would
not change as a result of the transfer
The Tribes do not charge a boat ramp fee per se. The
Tribes charge an annual “conservation fee” of $10.00 to
access the Lake from trust lands. This requirement would
not change as a result of the transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation, and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.

The Tribes do not charge a boat ramp fee per se. The
Tribes charge an annual “conservation fee” of $10.00 to
access the lake from trust lands. This requirement would
not change as a result of the transfer.
Non-Tribal members would not be required to obtain
fishing licenses from the Tribes.

Appendix F
PUBLIC COMMENT AND RESPONSE
Tables

Table 4.1 Access comments and responses
Cmt.
No.
21

Comment

Response

Concerned with preserving free public access to fishing ramps.

The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
Tribal law applies to all lands within the exterior
boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation. The Tribes
have only enforced the conservation permit fee to access
points within the boundaries of the Reservation. Please
keep in mind that the conservation permit is the only fee
charged by the Tribes concerning access to the lake and
all of these fees are reinvested in the lake. The Tribes
believe the better question is: Why would anyone object
to paying these fees when they are using the waters
located within the Reservation boundaries especially
when the fees are reinvested toward lake projects?

Why should I have to pay an access license? The Indians don't
need one to cross our land.

22

23
24

25

Concerned about Tribal licenses and fees that would probably
be imposed.
They will probably have boat ramp fees and higher cabin rental
fees etc.
Congress enacted laws to guarantee public rights to free
access; media reports, and current Tribal regulations clearly
indicate an intent by the TAT to profit off the public for use of
these lands.
In ten or twenty years, if not before, TAT could require the
public to pay a Tribal outfitting business to access the lands
that the public has free access to at present.

26

27, 52,
53

28
29
30
31
32
33, 49

34

35

36
37

TAT currently requires non-members to obtain Tribal access
permits and Tribal hunting licenses for hunting on Tribal trust
land, so proposed conversion of project lands to Tribal trust
land would affect access.

Will there be an access fee or something in that form?

Noted.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
See responses to comments 22 and 24.

The Tribes assume that the reference in this question to
“Tribal property” is to lands that will be transferred from
the Corps to the DOI to be held in trust for the Tribes.
The Tribes would not require the public to pay a Tribal
outfitting company to cross Tribal property. Again,
existing access to the lake and the shoreline will not be
affected by the transfer of lands. The questioner should
also know that the Tribes do not require the public to pay
a Tribal outfitting company to cross any of the property
presently owned by the Tribes.
The transfer will not affect access to hunting. The public
will have the same access to the land for hunting that it
enjoyed prior to the transfer provided hunters get a Tribal
hunting license for those lands transferred. See response
to comments 22 and 24 for more information regarding
access permits and hunting licenses.
The Tribes require this already so the transfer of the
lands would not impact this requirement in any way.
The Tribes require this already so the transfer of the
lands would not impact this requirement in any way.
See response to comment 22.

Would the Tribe charge fees for public access?
Public access should be perpetual and free of charge.
I don't believe the Tribe will allow free access to the water, as it
hasn't in the past.
We are concerned that fees might be charged for access to
the lake or that fees may be excessively large.
How will Corps assure that another entity will not charge a fee
on what was public land?
We shouldn't need to pay a fee to access the land and lake
like with the special fishing license.

See response to comments 22 and 24.
See response to comments 22 and 24.
This transfer is only between the Corps and the TAT;
therefore, any future situations would be handled on a
case-by-case basis.
See response to comment 22.

Aren't we entitled to access the lake without paying a special
use fee to the Indians? That is what will happen, they have
already tried that.

See response to comment 22.

Concerned about an entity that has no accountability to me, as
a citizen of the state of ND, to impose fees for access; already
forces non Tribal members to purchase a Tribal fishing license
or access permit.
Why has the Tribe tried to charge private individuals at

See response to comments 22 and 24.
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See response to comments 22 and 24.
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38

Comment

Response

locations all over the lake for access in the past? What is to
prevent them from doing so in the future if they get this land?
With transfer land may still be accessible but the public would
have to pay to access their public land and resources.
Public access could be limited because of access permits.

39

40

41

I see this as another easy way for the Tribe to make side
money by restricting access to hunting and fishing, charging
fees, and catering only to out of state hunters, laying the land
to waste, etc.
If it is all Tribal land, an out of state or other Tribal fee is likely
Public access could be limited because of access permits.

42

43

Access would be available to anyone who is willing to pay.
If this is going to financially benefit the Tribes, the only way I
know of is to charge us access to the lake.

44

Tribal hunting licenses would be required to hunt previously
public areas.
45

46

47
48, 50,
51

Land would be Tribal trust land that would require non-Tribal
members to purchase Tribal licenses to hunt on WMAs.
Where has the money I've spent on my Tribal license been
going if no contributions have been made to improve the boat
ramp at McKenzie Bay?
Guaranteed access to McKenzie Bay area without fee should
be provided.
Tribes will make any recreational use by non-natives
expensive or impossible.

54

55

56
57

The only economic boost to the Tribe would have to be for
access for recreation, as these small parcels of land would
have little or no value for farming or grazing.

How much fee will be charged if this land is transferred?
Anyone wanting access to Corps land placed in the BIA would
have to get an Indian Conservation Permit.

The Corps needs to keep the land and not turn it over in order
to keep free access to all
58

60

If someone hunted at elevation 1857 m.s.l. and was on Indian
land he would have to have a different hunting license
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See response to comments 22 and 24.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point. The
Tribes charge an annual “conservation fee” of $10.00 to
access the lake across trust lands. This law will remain in
effect after the transfer.
The intent of this action is to continue to allow the public
to enjoy the facilities at Lake Sakakawea, regardless of
who has possession of the property. Any agreement
would have to address the issue of how to maintain open
public access.
See response to comment 24.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point. The
Tribes charge an annual “conservation fee” of $10.00 to
access the lake across trust lands. This law will remain in
effect after the transfer.
See response to comments 22 and 24.
The Tribes are interested in any and all economic
development that brings jobs and revenue to the Fort
Berthold Reservation and surrounding area including
energy development, health care, manufacturing,
construction, and technology.
Agreed - Tribal hunting licenses would be required for all
lands transferred and held in trust for the Tribes by the
DOI, unless the Tribes agree to something different in its
Memorandum of Understanding with the State of North
Dakota.
See response to comment 45
All conservation permit fees collected by the Tribes are
re-invested into recreation and wildlife habitat. The
Tribes will work with the Corps on deciding which projects
and roads the Tribes will help fund.
Based on the proposed determination McKenzie Bay
access requirements would not change.
The Tribes do not intend to limit the recreational uses
associated with Lake Sakakawea or the “taking lands”
that will be transferred. Prohibiting current recreational
uses of the lake would be contrary to the Tribes goal of
encouraging tourism and visitors to the lake. Also, see
response to comments 22 and 24.
The Tribes are interested in any and all economic
development that brings jobs and revenue to the Fort
Berthold Reservation and surrounding area including
energy development, health care, manufacturing,
construction, and technology.
See response to comment 24.
Agreed - any lands transferred to the Tribes where there
is an access point would be subject to an annual
conservation permit fee of $10.00. See comment 22 for
more information.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point. The
Tribes charge an annual “conservation fee” of $10.00 to
access the lake from access points it manages. This
requirement would not change as a result of the transfer.
Tribal hunting licenses would be required for all lands
transferred and held in trust for the Tribes by the DOI,
unless the Tribes agree to something different in its
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61
62
63
64
65

66

69

Comment

Response

Tax money has been spent on boat ramps and camping
grounds and I question whether we will be able to use them at
all.
Where is the logic in causing restrictions in land use for the
majority of the recreational taxpaying users?
There's no reason we can't work together to establish
agreements for access, sacrifice a little bit of the lake.
We are opposed to project because access is an unsure topic.
We are interested in supporting recreation and access to the
lake just as you are; we are not going to stop the access.
The Tribe has negotiated with individual Tribal owners and
purchased land to give the public access to Mahto Bay,
McKenzie Bay, and Charging Eagle Bay, have also used Tribal
dollars to provide public access to Pouch Point and Skunk
Bay.
If the Corps transfers this property, who will be responsible for
building boat ramps? Who would fund it?
The transfer would limit access to the lake.

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

81

82

Concerned about effect of transfer on public access; public
access has been a problem at Mahto Bay over the past few
years.
Corps has an accountability to individual citizens and loses
that accountability if they transfer land.
If land is transferred, I think we could provide public access as
it is today with some sideboards; should open seasons at the
same time and maybe we should have the same bag limits.

We have a very limited amount of land in North Dakota that's
open to public hunting.
Recreation grant program through the National Park Service
requires assurance that Indian Hills and Pouch Point be
maintained in public use in perpetuity, and if they are not, then
it requires a process to go through to basically convert those
and then to either repay those grants or replace those
recreation areas.
Mahto Bay Cabin Owners Association is opposed to land
transfers that would affect access to developed areas within
the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation.
If the land is transferred there are no guarantees on access to
the lake or lands surrounding it for public use.
The TAT Chairman has stated that he would allow access, but
he has already broken his promise. At Pouch Point, south of
New Town, the Tribes started charging $10 per boat and $5
per person in 1995.
Beaver Bay is a very well-used resort area serving people from
every state in the union and to lose this service to the public
would be a great loss; 25 acres of Corps land at Beaver Bay
has already been put back into trust for the Tribes.
TAT opposed a bill proposed in state legislature 3 years ago
that would have given land back to original owners because
there was a stipulation in there that in order to get the land,
they would have to guarantee access, and they opposed that
strongly.
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Memorandum of Understanding with the State of North
Dakota.
Based on the proposed determination recreation and
wildlife area access requirements would not change.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
Agree.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
Agree.
Noted.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife area access requirements would not change.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife area access requirements would not change.
The land would still be under Federal control, so normal
protocol for accessing Federal lands under the jurisdiction
of another Federal agency would be followed.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point. Tribal
hunting licenses would be required for all lands
transferred and held in trust for the Tribes unless the
Tribes agree to something different in its Memorandum of
Understanding with the State of North Dakota.
Noted.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation access
requirements to Indian Hills and Pouch Point would not
change.

The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The conservation permit and fee was approved by the
Tribes’ Tribal Business Council in 1982. Thus, any
statement of the Tribes’ Chairman would have been
made with the understanding that access would be
subject to this fee.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation access
requirements to Beaver Bay would not change.

The State of North Dakota does not have the authority to
give land back to the original owners. Any transfer of
land has to come from the owner. In this case, the land is
owned by the United States via the Corps. Furthermore,
these lands were promised to the Tribes when they were
taken.
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83

84

85

87, 107

88, 98

89, 99

Comment

Response

Garrison Project was constructed under Federal law, paid for
by U.S. tax payers, for public interest of all U.S. citizens.
Don't transfer; available public land is in very short supply in
North Dakota right now and demand for public use is high.

Tribes are not at all likely to close the ramps or to restrict
access to them because they are part of our current economic
base.
McKenzie County does not believe that transfer will assure
perpetual access to areas vital to the economic well-being of
the county; how is the Corps planning to assure that another
government entity will allow access?
What, if any, provisions will be made to ensure the public
access to these lands and water will be continued?

In the event that provisions are made to protect the public
access to these lands, how can Mountrail County be assured
of the enforcement of such provisions?

90

If land was transferred to BIA it would not remain public U.S.
land, public usable land.

91

Access to terrestrial and aquatic property should be available
to public.

92

Fishing, boating, other amenities are sole reason many people
live in this area.
Shoreline development will affect access to water.

93

94
95

96, 110,
114

97

100

101

102

103
104

Access to these lands must be guaranteed and Tribal word is
not enough.
We request that the issue of public access to non-developed
areas for the purposes of hunting, hiking, etc. be addressed.
While at the Bismarck meeting I felt the Tribal members
wanted the land back period, there was no talk of access, or
jurisdiction.

Our neighbors do not need to fear access to these recreation
sites within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation, as
all of the recreational sites have public access today.
Indian Hills resort would not be there, except around 1980 TAT
Council granted easements for the place; is there ever any
appreciation expressed to the Tribe for what we have given up,
or done such as access to Indian Hills?
Land should not belong to any one group of people; would we
be able to use boat ramps and water for swimming?
Would the United Tribes maintain the public access and land
use goals now in place as stated?

The Tribes have never denied access; to the contrary, the
Tribes have actually condemned land at Mahto Bay to provide
access to the public.
We intend to improve access through the development of
improved roads and related infrastructure.
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Agree.
Transfer of lands would not restrict legal public access to
the lands. In fact, we hope that public demand for use of
these lands would continue to increase regardless of
ownership.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation access
requirements would not change.
Details on how access would be handled would be
covered in the Memorandum of Agreement required
under FBMRA.
The Tribes anticipate that all existing easements and
rights-of-ways with the Corps will be assigned to the DOI
in the transfer documents and that continued access will
be addressed in the transfer documents.
The Tribes anticipate that there will be transfer
agreements that will secure existing access to the lake.
The Tribes presume that a violation of these agreements
would constitute a breach that would be enforceable in
court.
Agree, but the transfer would not affect legal access to
the lake for any existing purpose regardless of access
point.
.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point. .
Agree.
The Tribes anticipate allowing shoreline development in
areas where shorelines have already been developed
and in any other areas approved under any land use plan
the Tribal Business Council eventually adopts.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point. .
Not currently within the scope of this project.
The Tribes have repeatedly commented on the access
issue and the Tribes are specifically on record
guaranteeing access in hearings before various Senate
th
and House Committee hearings during the 59 Assembly
of the North Dakota legislature.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation access
requirements would not change.
Noted.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation access
requirements would not change.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point. The
TAT also stated that they would maintain the current land
use.
Noted.

Noted.
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Comment

105

We hope that what you decide will make it possible for all of us
in the area to continue enjoying Lake Sakakawea.

The intent of all parties is that the public would continue
to enjoy all the benefits of Lake Sakakawea.

Public access to any land that requires crossing trust land
should be guaranteed in transfer documents, not left to later
agreement.
Anything that might jeopardize access must be carefully
considered.
Access would be hindered greatly.

The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.

106
108
109
111

112

113

115

116

117
118
119

120

121

122
123

124

125
126
127
128
129
130
131

Response

Access to recreational facilities is questionable.
Portion of profits from hydroelectric power should be set aside
on a pro rata basis to shore up erosion and destruction of trust
lands, increasing opportunity to open up more areas for the
public along the shoreline.
The transfer of Corps land above 1854 m.s.l. will affect the
public's use of 780 miles of shoreline, almost 49 percent of
Garrison Reservoir's shoreline.
No assurances of public access to recreational sites or
recreational leases held by private and public entities along the
shorefront under this transfer.
From a public access and availability standpoint best for
hunters, fishermen, irrigators, and other parties using these
public lands if Corps remained as controlling agency.
TAT hasn't provided us with any assurance that public access
will still be provided.
Public access questions remain unanswered.
Giving land to state would assure public access to Indians and
non-Indians.
The land should continue to be made available for all people
regardless of race or Tribal affiliation; too many instances in
the past where access to developed property was denied
because of greed.
Will the Corps require, as a condition of this proposed land
transfer, that TAT provide guaranteed statutory perpetual
public access to existing cabin sites and public use areas
within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation?
If so, how will access be assured with subsequent Tribal
contracts?
This proposed plan appears to sell out the recreational rights
of North Dakota citizens.
These lands are for all people, Tribal and non-Tribal.
Concerned about access to the lake for boating access, as
well as hunting and outdoor opportunities available on NDGF
WMA's; Tribe have stationed wildlife officers at the public boat
ramp at Deepwater Bay in the past and have demanded that
each boater buy a Tribal license to access the lake.
I appreciate the freedom, accessibility, and low cost land
enjoyed by American citizens.
No assurances of public access to recreational sites or
recreational leases held by private and public entities along the
shorefront under this transfer.
Most people I have talked to have great misgivings about
giving the Tribe control of access to Lake Sakakawea.
I see us and all losing access to land to hunt on from what I've
read so far.
People from all over U.S. come to fish this lake and I do not
think it would be good for the people and state of North Dakota
to do this.
I would hate to look for fishing elsewhere.
Loss of WMAs could be a major loss to public hunting
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The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
This action currently is only for transfer of land. It does
not involve the profits from hydroelectric power.

It would be the desire of the Federal agencies that any
transfer would not affect the use of the shoreline. Current
land use would stay the same.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation access
requirements would not change.
A goal of the transfer is to make any transfer as
transparent as possible to the public. This would assure
that hunters, fishermen, irrigators, and other parties would
see minimal differences.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point. .
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
There is currently no legislation or process to give lands
directly to a State agency.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation access
requirements would not change.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation access
requirements would not change.
Agree.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point. The
Tribes would continue to charge an annual “conservation
fee” of $10.00 to access the lake from access points it
manages. This requirement would not change as a result
of the transfer.
Agree
Based on the proposed determination, recreation access
requirements would not change.
Noted
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
Noted

Noted
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
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Opportunity.

132

I don't want to lose our hunting and fishing privileges; everyone
should share privileges and not just a select group.

133

Hunting opportunities on private land are dwindling, loss of
hunting opportunities would be a big loss to sportsmen.

135

136

137
138

139

With all of the out of state hunters coming in every year, ND
hunters need as many WMAs as possible to keep the hunting
experience enjoyable.
Transfer will take away hunting privileges, as more land will be
added to Native American laws.
The lake is one of the only positive things the state has going
for it, and now on top of not letting us have any water for
recreation and fishing, you're taking the access away.
Fish tagging projects and population surveys would be difficult
if Game and Fish was denied boat launching access.
Game and Fish wardens may be shut off from accessing
public shoreline and public waters for fishing, boating, and
hunting enforcement patrol as well as responding to public
safety.
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management area access requirements would not
change.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management area access requirements would not
change.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management area access requirements would not
change.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management area access requirements would not
change.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management area access requirements would not
change.
Transfer of lands would not restrict legal public access to
the lands.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
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Land holders paid before the project, then again after the
project.

140

141
142
143
144
145
146
147

148

149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161

How many times are we going to buy this land?
These so called "taken lands" were paid for by tax money for
public use.
The land has been paid for more than once.
When the land was taken for Lake Sakakawea it was
purchased from Indian and non-Indian alike.
The government paid for this land.
How many times do we have to buy and pay for something?
Many non Native American landowners, both inside and
outside the boundaries of the reservation, have received no
other compensation beyond what was paid when their land
was taken.
Payments for land inundated by Garrison Dam, within the
reservation, were an average of $2,908 an acre; my father got
$75 per acre for right of way for Interstate 94 through our farm;
Indian land is worth 38 times productive farm land?
The Indians got land in exchange for the land they lost and the
government paid for new water wells and for moving them.
Native Americans are already the biggest recipients of tax
dollars in this country, and have to date been paid three
different times for the land lost to this reservoir.
Don't give any land for the Indians; they've been paid many
times over for their land.
Wasn't the Tribe compensated for the land back when the
Garrison project was planned out?
The land was procured from the Indians at least two times.
Tribes have been well compensated already for the lands they
are claiming.
Tribes were adequately paid for the land when the dam was
built.
If project lands were owned by the Tribe, were Tribal members
reimbursed for the land, either by cash or exchange of lands?
The government paid the Native Americans for this land with
taxpayer dollars.
Government has already attempted to rectify Garrison Project
impacts by other payments to the Tribes, including most
recently the Equitable Compensation Act of 1992.
They have been paid, probably many times.
Will the Tribal authorities be required to pay back any
previously allotted compensation for land taken if they are
given more land as compensation through this conversion?
Weren't the Indians paid for the land that was used? Doesn't it
now belong to people who paid taxes to buy it?
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Neither the Tribes nor it’s members have been
adequately compensated for the lands that were flooded.
The Tribes and it’s members were given pennies on the
dollar for the value of the land that was flooded.
Furthermore, the Tribes and it’s members were never
compensated for the trauma caused by being removed
from their homes. The United States failed to fulfill the
promises it made to the Tribes in return for flooding the
land. For instance, the United States promised to replace
infrastructures that were lost such as the Tribes’ school
and hospital, among other things. As a result, the
Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory Committee was
formed in the 1985 by the Secretary of Interior to study
(with respect to the Tribes) the effects and the impacts
these effects had on the Tribes and to determine how to
replace what was destroyed by the dam. The JTAC
Committee made a number of recommendations
concerning compensation for the injuries realized by the
Tribes. One such recommendation was that the Corps
return the lands no longer needed for the project.
See response to comment 140.
Agree
See response to comment 140.
Agree
Agree
See response to comment 140.
Noted

Noted

See response to comment 140.
See response to comment 140.

See response to comment 140.
See response to comment 140.
See response to comment 140.
See response to comment 140.
See response to comment 140.
Unknown.
See response to comment 140.
See response to comment 140.

See response to comment 140.
See response to comment 140.

See response to comment 140. As for the second
question, no.
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163

164
168

169

170

Comment
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Wasn't the Tribe compensated in the original sale?
Lands have already been paid for twice (when lands originally
taken for Project purposes and later Tribes in ND and SD
received $240 million as compensation for lands lost to the
Garrison and Oahe projects.)
They were paid for the land and have no right to get it given
back to them.
It's discriminatory to give this land back to the Tribes,
especially after being paid three times for that land and initially
being given land to replace the land that was below 1854 m.s.l.
We haven't really been paid for the infrastructure; we need an
insurance program, or a hospital; when Indians relocated,
things were built helter-skelter, wells were no good,
foundations cracked.
For 50 years or more our people have battled for just
compensation and to rebuild our reservation and lives.
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See response to comment 140.
See response to comment 140.

See response to comment 140.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
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171

172
173
174
175
176
177
178

179
180
181
182

183

184
185

Comment

Response

The Corps should develop additional cabin sites, ramps,
recreational airstrips, fish cleaning stations, and RV stations to
allow for greater access; designated ATV areas should be
immediately established in several areas adjacent to
developed sites like Charging Eagle, McKenzie Bay, and
Indian Hills.
Barge industry on the Missouri River should be bought out to
allow for easier management of the Missouri River system.
Operating agreement between the Corps and Deepwater Bay
Cabin Owners Association should be maintained.
The lake was supposed to be a wonderful thing, but is nothing
but a big mud hole joke.
The Corps has been good stewards of these lands and past
histories, such as Pouch Point Marina, prove TAT cannot
manage developed lands.
Hasn't the Corps of Engineers caused enough hardship by the
way they have wasted our water resources over the years?
The Corps has historically ignored the erosion and destruction
of these trust lands.
Your time and energy needs to be focused on finding better
ways to manage the water that remains, in order to insure that
recreation remains a viable use of the lake.
This project will do nothing in promoting the cooperation of the
Corps, the Tribe, and cabin owners in the use of this
recreational facility.
Worry about keeping water in the lake and not giving land
away.
The Corps manages land more efficiently for benefit of all
taxpayers than any other agency.
Historically the Corps of Engineers did not operate the
Garrison Dam in such a way that was compatible with the
Tribe.
The Corps avoided negotiating for access at Mahto Bay; every
time Mahto Bay Cabin Owners Association attempted to
involve Corps in this issue, their only response was to distance
themselves.
You took the mineral rights but allowed certain individuals to
keep their mineral rights. So much for fairness and equality.
Charge the various cities for the water, they take out of the
system and the same goes for irrigation
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The Corps is currently revising it’s Master Plan for Lake
Sakakawea. The steering committee that has been
formed will be considering alternate land uses or
expanding current land uses as required.

Navigation is an authorized purpose of the Missouri River
system. It is one of the Corps’ management
responsibilities for the Missouri River.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation
agreements would not change.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation
agreements would not change.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation
agreements would not change.

Noted.
Noted.
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In taking lands for the reservoir, the Corps took economic
heart out of McKenzie County's agricultural industry.
We should once and for all let this issue rest; this request
should be the last time we have to address this public policy
issue.

187

188
190
191
192
193

194

195
196
197

198

199

200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207

Past wrongs done by the government will not be rectified by a
transfer of lands acquired for U.S. citizens.
I think we just need to be one nation under God, we need to
forget about these things from our roots and carry on.
The project severely impacted our family too, as it literally cut
our ranch in half; we now have land on the north side and
south side of the bay.
I also have a personal feeling about that land and it bothers
me every day.
Return of our lands will help to reverse death/suicide rates,
which are high because we are spiritually tied to our land.
We feel the U.S. Government must fulfill its promise to return
lands no longer needed for Project Purposes because of
Garrison Dam has totally destroyed our economy and our way
of life.
Because we were deprived of our economic engine, it is fitting
that today we have our lands returned to us so we can once
again try to foster economic development along the river.
The forced removal of TAT members created hardships.
I strongly support the return of Corps land around the lake to
the Indian people from whom it was originally and unjustly
taken.
I'm a medicine bottle carrier and can't even pick my medicine
anymore. I have 40 acres of farmland down there that was
taken by the Corps.
We made an ongoing living off of our bottomlands on our
reservation, the prime land that we lost to the Garrison Dam,
and some of our ranchers that were down there left their
hearts there when they left with the bricks.
Have non-Indian people ever had anything taken away from
them, a country, a culture, a religion, a life?
I've watched my family die young and some of the relatives,
and that's from the effect of the flooding of this dam.
To me, as one Tribal member, 9-11 for us was when they built
that dam and flooded us out.
The dam has caused a lot of trauma on reservation;
alcoholism and popping pills are because of dam. We lost our
churches.
The sacrifice of the bottomlands is insignificant compared to
the total good.
Return of 36,000 acres will help ease pain of 156,000 acres
lost for Garrison Dam.
In-laws on TAT reservation have sacrificed a great deal.
The river equaled life for our people, not for the last 50 years,
but for the last 1500 years because there are archaeological
digs that do validate that the Mandan Tribe farmed there back

F-12

Noted.
Because the United States had promised it would over
fifty years ago, the Tribes have been working for the
return of these properties since they were taken for the
construction of the dam. It was always the Tribes
understanding that these lands would be returned to the
Tribes after the construction of the Garrison Dam, along
with other promises made in the contract the Tribes
executed for the transfer of the lands. The better
questions are: (1) Why is it taking the United States so
long to transfer the lands?; and (2) Why do the Tribes
have to obtain special legislation in order to compel the
United States to make good on the promises it made to
the Tribes under that contract?
Agree that rectification of past wrongs cannot be done by
this action, but return of lands no longer needed to the
original owner is right.
See response to comment 187.
Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.

Agree.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
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208
209

210

211

212

Comment

Response

in 900 A.D.
The riverfront was our livelihood and it was taken from us.
Many non-Indians have no idea of the extent of sacrifice and
justice endured by the Indian Tribes at the hands of the Army,
Corps of Engineers during the construction of the Missouri
River main stems.
Condemnation proceedings were used liberally despite a 1920
U.S. Supreme Court ruling that mandated congressional
approval before such actions could be taken against Native
Americans in the Missouri River Project.
After the dam, unemployment soared to more than 70 percent
and 349 families comprised of 1,544 people were forced to
abandon their homes,
Indians were denied opportunity to use the irrigation facilities
associated with dam and reservoir, and prohibited from cutting
down groves of trees soon to be drowned,

F-13

Noted.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
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214
215
216
217

218

219
220
221
222

223

224

225
226

227

228
229, 231,
233
230, 232,
234

235
236
237, 244
238, 239,
242
240, 241,
247
243

Comment

Response

Deepwater area has permanent trailers where people have
moved in and spent money to make nice lake homes.
We have made a sizeable investment in this property over
the years, with the understanding that we owned this lot and
had been granted access to the water.
We've all got investments in there either in time, money, or
personal history.
In the Mahto Bay area private citizens have invested well
over 3 million dollars in the development of their properties.
Is the Corps willing to protect existing long-standing
developments by not transferring lands immediately adjacent
to those developments and specifically, developments such
as Mahto Bay where we own, rather than lease, our property
to the 1854 MSL boundary?
Improvement of road to McKenzie Bay due to McKenzie Bay
Marine Club's planning and expense; cabin owners have
invested a lot in maintaining community.
If we at McKenzie Bay are to be kicked out, I feel we should
be compensated for all our expense and investments.
McKenzie Bay Marine Club has invested $333,508 in Bay;
the Corps is obligated to protect the investment.
Much time, effort, and money have gone into making this our
summer home.
All the time, effort, and money that cabin owners have put
into McKenzie Bay should not just be given away without a
chance for cabin owners to buy lots, or lease the land and
continue its development as a great recreational facility.
We did not feel that accessing the property and being
members of McKenzie Bay Marine Club would be risky
investment; if we had been advised of potential land transfer,
we would have known that these substantial investments
could be considered valuable.
If we don't have access to water it will greatly devalue our
property for recreational purposes, as was originally intended.
Many private citizens along the lake have invested many
dollars into making sure that there is good lake access.
The Corps sold lots at Mahto Bay without the knowledge of
the Tribe and the people who built cabins there had no
access; so those people who built beautiful places, it's their
own fault.
Property values weren't dropped after the reservation
boundary was extended west to Makoti.
Concessionaire has investment of well over $100,000 in
McKenzie Bay.
Watford City Park Board, McKenzie Bay Marine Club. and
third party concessionaires have invested $400,000 to
$500,000 to construct recreation improvements, roads,
retaining walls and install boat ramps.
Both the Corps and NDGF have invested our tax dollars in
the area and so far have done a good job for the enjoyment
of everyone.
Counties have an investment in infrastructure, particularly
roads.
McKenzie County has spent a lot of taxpayer money to give
the general public access to Corps land and the water.
McLean County is concerned because the county has built
and currently maintains roads for the benefit of public use of
some of these areas.
Mountrail County has spent several thousands of dollars on
projects to give the general public access to Corps land and
the water.
McKenzie County and Dunn County have invested in road
improvements.

F-14

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
Noted.

Noted.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
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245, 246

248
249, 251,
252
253
254

255, 256

257
258, 261,
262
259
260
263
264
265

266

267

268
269

270

271
272, 273,
275
274

276
277
278, 279

Comment

Response

McKenzie County has a substantial investment in promotion
of recreation tourism activities around the lake, as well as
improvements to access areas.
Total expenditures of Federal aid, state and local funds on
boating access facilities within the proposed land transfer is
more than $1.8 million.
Corps, NDGF, and a lot of taxpayer dollars have built 2 camp
grounds, 3 boat ramp sites, roads at Deepwater Bay.
Corps, NDGF, concessionaire, and cabin owners have spent
significant dollars over the years to make sure McKenzie Bay
is a top destination on the lake.
McKenzie Bay ramp extensions paid for by the Corps, NDGF,
and private cabin owners at the bay.
McKenzie Marine Club, NDGF, NDDT, Dunn County,
McKenzie County, and the Corps have an investment of over
$2.5 million in roads, boat ramps, dump stations, and other
public camping facilities.
Total expenditures related to wildlife management areas is
$613,000.
The Corps, NDGF, and a lot of taxpayer dollars have planted
numerous tree rows for upland game hunting.
Private individuals and public agencies have spent millions of
dollars improving these areas for the benefit of all.
This should be done in a good way that protects the interests
of those who have an investment in property.
Most of improvements to land proposed to be transferred
have been made by public tax dollars, both state and federal.
Development within six non-Indian leased recreation areas
has been accomplished by local, private, state and federal
costs in excess of $1 million.
Different organizations have put a lot of money into
recreational areas and WMAs.
McKenzie Marine Club, NDGF, NDDT, Dunn County,
McKenzie County, and Corps have an investment of over
$2.5 million in roads, boat ramps, dump stations, and other
public camping facilities.
The roads are being maintained by the BIA is part of DOI and
that is all funded by U.S. tax dollars, so it's not that our tax
dollar isn't helping that situation either.
Twenty years ago we built Indian Hills Recreation Area;
investment in the property has been lifelong for me, my wife,
and our children.
What does the proposed action do to continued investment in
infrastructure?
Is the Corps willing to protect the investment made by the
Mahto Bay Cabin Owners Association by not transferring
lands between our 80 acres at the south end of Mahto Bay
and the cabin site area?
We feel that the McKenzie Bay Marine Club has done a great
service for the people of this area by providing camping and
club facilities.
In addition to capital expenditures, Marine Club has current
annual maintenance budget of $25,000.
Watford City Park Board and McKenzie Marine Club, along
with other entities, have built McKenzie Bay into a premier
recreation site in North Dakota.
The Park Service opposes the transfer because of the
investment loss that would most likely result after the park
board lease would expire.
Money for purchasing land came from U.S. Government,
more than likely taxpayers.
The general public has invested a lot of money in this project
over the last 50 years so land should be available for use to
the public as non-fee usage.

F-15

The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.
Noted.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.

Noted.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Noted.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point. The
Tribes could continue to charge an annual “conservation
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280

282

284, 286
285
287
288

289
290

291

292

293

294

Comment

Response

Lets keep the shoreline and waters free to all, who pay the
taxes to maintain it.

Taxpayers have paid for these lands and if the Corps has no
use for this property it should be sold with stipulation that it
will be taxed the same as adjacent land regardless of who
purchases it.
McKenzie County residents have invested private dollars into
the Corps leases for wildlife and recreation.
I believe we the people have too much money invested; we
should have just as much right as anyone else.
State has spent millions of dollars and manpower providing
access and managing wildlife habitat.
The state has invested in providing facilities such as boat
ramps, roads, public ramps, public restrooms, public fishcleaning stations.
What happens to the millions of dollars that the state of ND
has put into the development of the many recreational areas
for "public use"? Will it still be "public"?
Game and Fish may have to pay back to USFWS part of the
Federal aid money that was invested in WMAs.
The state would lose all of its investments made over the
years on the wildlife management areas and public access
recreation areas, which amounts to hundreds of thousands of
dollars.
The state of ND through NDGF and other government entities
have invested millions of dollars on WMAs, recreation areas,
boat ramps, and other facility improvements for use by all
citizens.
If someone argues that it was North Dakota state money that
built the ramps, Indians pay taxes in North Dakota too;
Indians are full citizens of both USA and our own Nations
because of Snyder Act of 1924.
Van Hook WMA, Van Hook Recreation Area, Reunion Point
Public Use Area, McKenzie Bay Recreation Area (Watford
City Park Board and McKenzie Marine Club), Mahto Bay,
Beaver Creek Recreation Area, Hille WMA, Indian Hills
Recreation Area, Deepwater Bay, Deepwater WMA,
Deepwater Public Use Area, Parshall Bay Recreation Area
(and other recreation areas managed by others than the
Tribes) should not be transferred to TAT because hundreds
of thousands of dollars are invested in these facilities.

F-16

fee” of $10.00 to access the lake from access points it
manages.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake
regardless of access point. The Tribes could continue to
charge an annual “conservation fee” of $10.00 to access
the lake from access points it manages.
The FBMRA only allows for transfer of land between two
Federal agencies, therefore the land would remain
excluded from taxation.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.
Noted.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.

Noted.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.
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295

296

297

Comment
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At Deepwater cabin site, we've been told the road leading to
the cabin site would be split right down the middle if this
transfer occurs; we do not like that situation.
The NE quadrant was not part of the original reservation
boundary, but came from a 1972 court decision. Where does
this factor into the transfer of lands?
If you transfer this land, it will cause confusion and restrictive
use by the majority of US citizens.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Confusion and uncertainty is likely for law enforcement,
wildlife management, access for irrigation, municipal or
industrial water supply, environmental management,
emergency response, recreational use.

The answer to this question depends on the incident and
the area. The Corps anticipates that the individuals that
respond to calls now would continue to respond to the calls
after the transfer. As for prosecution of crimes, the answer
to this question depends on whether the individual is an
Indian or a non-Indian and whether the incident in question
took place within the reservation boundaries (in case of
criminal) and whether there is a victim and, if there is a
victim, whether the victim is an Indian (Federal court would
have jurisdiction here) or a non-Indian (State court would
have jurisdiction). Generally speaking, criminal
jurisdictional laws that apply to trust lands will apply to the
lands transferred to the Tribes. In addition, the transfer will
not affect legal access to the lake for any existing purpose.
The Corps manages the lake levels so the Tribes believe
the Corps would be responsible provided it was negligent
in managing the levels. It is anticipated that easements
would be put in place to account for any erosion,
sloughage, or any other impacts. Note that 1854 m.s.l. is
the spill over level for the lake, so it is difficult to imagine
that flooding would occur behind the dam above the 1854
m.s.l. level.
See response to comment 298.

298

When lake reaches a level of 1854+ who will be responsible
for the damage caused if land transfer is approved?
299

300
301

302

303

304
305

306

There are jurisdictional problems dealing with the Corps,
Tribal, and private properties.
Potential for misunderstanding and conflicts among public
regarding Corps/Tribal land boundaries and NDGF will likely
be called in to resolve disputes.
People on lakeshore won't know if they're in violation of Tribal
rules or regulations or if they're on Corps land.
There would be problems with the licensing and enforcement
of hunting and fishing laws because of jurisdiction issues
between the tribal and state governments

We're uncertain of Tribal laws and very unsure that adequate,
fair law enforcement will be provided if transfer is allowed.
Who will have jurisdiction when it comes to police protection?
I have sent a letter to a council member in Mandaree and I've
sent a copy to the TAT's administrative office asking if they
received McKenzie Bay, would they respond to crimes, would
they prosecute crimes and would they respond to fire calls,
and they never responded.
Other law enforcement would be dramatically hindered.

307

308

We, as a fire department, are opposed to the transfer since
we probably would be responsible for emergencies resulting
on Tribal lands because of proximity to our department.

F-17

All lands within the Fort Berthold Reservation are under
consideration for this action.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point. .

While this is a possibility, it is not likely.

The Federal agencies would make every attempt to clarify
in the public’s eye where Corps land would end and Tribal
land would start.
Non-Tribal members would not be required to obtain
fishing licenses from the Tribes. Tribal hunting licenses
would be required for all lands transferred and held in trust
for the Tribes by the DOI, unless the Tribes agree to
something different in its Memorandum of Understanding
with the State of North Dakota.
Tribal and BIA law enforcement officers are all certified
under Federal guidelines and have good working
relationships with county law enforcement.
See response to comment 298.
As a matter of efficiency, the Tribes have elected to
respond to all comments and answer all questions through
this process. The Tribes believe the question concerning
responding to fires and police calls and the prosecution of
crimes were answered above and are expounded on
below.
It is not believed enforcement would be hindered because
Tribal and BIA law enforcement officers are all certified
under Federal guidelines and have good working
relationships with county law enforcement.
The Tribes anticipate that the individuals that respond to
calls now would continue to respond to the calls after the
transfer. The Tribes have contracts with counties and
surrounding communities to provide these services. The
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312

Would Mercer County ambulance services be required on
those Tribal lands and, if so, how would they support our
services?
If the Corps converts any project lands it must do so by
complying with the proper land description and titling
doctrines of 'meets and bounds' or 'rectangular grid'.
The Corps has a duty to properly survey and fence boundary
of any lands that may be transferred.

314

Transferred property should be described by metes and
bounds to avoid future misunderstandings or disputes.

309
310, 311,
313

315

316

Cost of surveying the land to determine the 1854 m.s.l.
elevation would be $21 million, five times the value of the
land to be converted (Sen. Conrad, March 8, 2005). Would
the Tribe be required to reimburse for any of these
expenses?
Will the conversion process adhere to the Metes and Bounds
legal description standards?
A survey is needed for proper recording by counties.

317

318

319

320
321

The 1854 line must be determined to delineate Corps
property from potential Tribal lands without surveying the
1854 Game and Fish laws will be next to impossible to
enforce.
In order for the Tribe to use the land those boundaries need
to be determined to differentiate Tribal, Corps, and private
land.
Transfer shouldn't occur unless there's a survey so it's
identifiable as far as where the land is and who's the
operating entity.
If they don't have surveys, I guess I'm concerned about what
they are going to do.

F-18

Tribes also have a Tribal Fire Department.
See response to comment 308.

All lands would be transferred according to governmental
subdivisions [township, range, section], since this is how
the lands were acquired.
All lands would be transferred according to governmental
subdivisions [township, range, section], since this is how
the lands were acquired.
All lands would be transferred according to governmental
subdivisions [township, range, section], since this is how
the lands were acquired.
All lands would be transferred according to governmental
subdivisions [township, range, section], since this is how
the lands were acquired. It is anticipated there would be
no expenses incurred for survey costs.
No, governmental subdivisions will be used.

Since the lands would remain under Federal control, the
lands would be recorded by the counties the same as they
are currently.
We do not anticipate this requiring a survey. An
understanding of how this will be implemented will be
shared with all parties.
Any agreement would differentiate where the lands for
each party start and stop.
All lands would be transferred according to governmental
subdivisions [township, range, section], since this is how
the lands were acquired.
Any agreement would differentiate where the lands for
each party start and stop.
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322

I feel lease between the Corps, TAT, and Charging Eagle
Bay members is powerless without the Corps involvement.

323

Lease for Indian Hills Recreation Area expires in 2005, so
young operators of rec area face uncertain future.

324

325

Tex Hall has said all existing leases will be honored, but the
key word is existing; if TAT signed and extended lease to at
least 25 years would go a long way to restoring needed
sense of security to continue advancement of McKenzie Bay
Recreation Area.
Tex Hall has worked to improve the relationship and
cooperation of all entities involved, but worried about what
will happen to leases when political winds on reservation
change.

326

After existing leases expire soon non-Indians will have no
representation and no recourse against the Tribe.

327

The transfer will jeopardize those who currently have leases
and investments in those areas; their leases will run out.

329

The Tribes say they want economic development, why do
they not have answers to the questions of what will happen to
public leases after they expire.
What will happen down the road when leases expire?

330
In re-leases to non-Indians nothing would change.
331

332

333

334

335, 336,
347
337

338

339

340

341

Lease extension at Indian Hills Recreation Area, which is
under Interior/Tribal Trust, was held up by Tribal government
for 5 months.
The last lease I negotiated with the Tribe, I was in the third
year of the lease before they could get me a written copy of
the lease.
Lease between the Corps, TAT, and Charging Eagle Bay
members includes proposed fish cleaning station, concession
area, and camping facilities that were supposed to be
completed by 5th year of lease, but have not been done yet;
hope isn't sign of how TAT will manage area on their own.
Guaranteed long term (99 year) lease at fixed and affordable
lease rates should be provided.
Leases do not address the dramatic increase in hunting
license fees that the public will face; the fact that these leases
are term-limited; nor the fact that not all of this land is leased.
Land should not be transferred without full agreement of
current lessees, including NDGF.
If lands are transferred to the United Tribes would current
lease holders, such as cabin owners, be reimbursed by the
United Tribes for their improvements to the real property.
Transfer must address rights of all beneficial leaseholders
and property owners; until you can assure fair and equal
treatment to all, you should not move forward with a transfer.
We used to have a 99-year lease with the Corps on our
grazing, but lost that priority lease in 1984 with Mineral
Restoration Act.

F-19

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.

The Tribes intend to honor the transfer agreement just as
it has all of their prior agreements concerning the lake.
The transfer agreement is a legal document and the
Tribes will honor them. The Tribes understand how it is
to be promised many things for the transfer of lands only
to see the promises dishonored.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer therefore
leases and/or licenses would be with the Corps.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer therefore leases
would be with the Corps.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer therefore
leases would be with the Corps.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
Noted.
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342

343

344

345

346

Comment
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The Tribe says lease agreements would remain the same,
but reality is the Tribe would become responsible for all
improvements and the public development.
Land transfer should be contingent upon resolving issues of
protection of public and private leases.
What assurance do I have that I will continue to have access
to my cabin and the lake at a reasonable price and get
something back for my annual lease fees?
I understand that there's been some talk about you would
require some leasing agreements, but if the discussions or
negotiations fall apart, what would be the ramifications?
Even if leases are re-negotiated before transfer, it will
eventually return all value of improvements made by lessees
to Tribe.

F-20

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer therefore leases would be with the
Corps.
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348, 349,
350, 351
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The Congressional Act intended that there would be no
impact on state, civil, or criminal jurisdiction, especially as it
pertains to hunting, fishing, access to the lake, or public
recreation. McKenzie County would like the Corps to clarify
what will happen if a transfer to TAT occurs.
Under Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1934, lands
cannot be transferred without DOI approval.

352

The Corps does not have the legal authority under the
Mineral Restoration Act to make the proposed transfer.

353

354, 358,
362

355, 359,
363

356, 360,
364

357, 361,
365
366

367

368
369

370
371, 372,
407
373

Does the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration Act require the
Corps to find that project lands are no longer needed before
allowing them to be converted to Tribal trust land? If so,
wouldn't retaining flood or access easements or leases on
any transferred land indicate that the land was needed for
Project Purposes? In other words, why would the Corps
need to place reservations in the land title if the land was no
longer needed for a Project Purpose?
Are there provisions in the Fort Berthold Mineral Restoration
Act that grant authority to the Corps to reserve interests in
land for project value before transferring it to BIA? In other
words, under the FBMRA isn't land either needed for the
project or not?
Does the Corps agree that Congress intended that the
FBMRA would have no impact on state, civil, and criminal
jurisdiction; hunting; fishing; access to the lake; or public
recreation? If so, how does the creation of Tribal trust land
and the transfer of any recreational facilities comply with the
congressional intent of the FBMRA?
Does §206(b) of the FBMRA provide the Corps with
jurisdiction to transfer project land as being contemplated?
The 1984 Fort Berthold Mineral Act gave authority to transfer
lands or management authority to the TAT.
Section 206(b) of the FBMRA clearly provides independent
authority for the Corps to transfer Garrison Project lands to
the Secretary for the benefit of the Tribe; the transfer of these
lands is not from the Corps to the Tribes, but from the Corps
to the U.S. Department of the Interior.
The Corps lacks appropriate authority under Fort Berthold
Mineral Restoration Act to transfer land.
Mineral Restoration Act doesn't say Secretaries of Interior
and Army must enter into agreements, it says you may, so no
obligation under the law to do this process.
I do not believe the Corps has the power to do any land
transfer with the Tribes as only Congress can have that
authority; step back and let Congress settle this situation.
When we met with Senator Conrad on this issue we were
assured the Corps did not have authority to transfer the
recreation area.
The Elmer Jesme Conferences of Counties urges the Corps
to reconsider the determination and authority by which it has
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The legislative history for the act is primarily aimed at the
restoration of mineral interests. There is very little
discussion of the section under consideration. Section
206(b) is clear and unambiguous on its face. In addition,
the transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
As per the FBMRA, DOI would be intimately involved in the
transfer. It must evaluate any offer from the DA as to
“lands no longer needed” and determine if those lands
should be accepted as trust lands. DOI with DA would be
a party to the Memorandum of Agreement changing the
status to trust lands.
The FBMRA, Public Law 98-602, Section 206(b), is clear in
authorizing the Secretaries of Interior and Army to enter
into agreements under which lands within the exterior
boundaries of the reservation acquired by the United
States for the construction, maintenance, or operation of
the Garrison Project, but are no longer needed for those
purposes, would be declared held in trust for the benefit of
the TAT. We are following the FBMRA authority in this
instance.
The proposed determination of lands no longer needed
contained within this report shows the results of the Corps’
investigation or review of information. We feel this
proposed determination takes into account the project
purposes outlined in several laws, regulations, and project
documents. The Memorandum of Agreement between
DOI and DA would, at a minimum, cover the lands no
longer needed for the project and identify the process for
converting those lands to trust lands.
The Corps believes that FBMRA does require us to make
a determination on lands no longer needed. Any that are
not needed would be available for change of status and
the remainder would be retained.
See response to 348 above. The transfer would not affect
legal access to the lake for any existing purpose
regardless of access point. Based on the proposed
determination, recreation and wildlife management areas
would not transfer.
See response to comment 353.
Noted.
The transfer would actually be from the DA to the DOI with
DOI holding the land in trust for benefit of TAT.

See response to comment 353.
Agree.

See response to 353 above.

See response to comment 353. However, based on the
proposed determination, recreation areas would not
transfer.
Through this process, the Corps hopes to consider all
information provided prior to any transfer, therefore taking
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374, 381,
391

375, 382,
392

376, 383,
393

377, 384,
394

378, 395

379, 385,
396
380, 386,
408
387

388

389
397

398

399
400

Comment

Response

deemed this transfer plausible.
The Flood Control Act authorized Federal water projects,
such as the Garrison project. Does the Corps have a legal
duty under 16 U.S.C. § 460(d) to keep all project areas open
for general public use? If so, does the creation of Tribal trust
land for which the Tribe controls access and use conditions
within a project area violate the Corps’ legal duty to the
public?
If the Corps attempts to place access or other easements,
leases, or agreements on any transferred land, how can the
State, counties, or public enforce these instruments given
Tribal sovereign immunity?
If project lands are converted to Tribal trust land, what
requirements are there that would ensure that the use of the
land not be changed? In other words, if an area that currently
serves as a wildlife management area is converted to Tribal
trust land, would the Tribe legally be able to change its use to
a cattle pasture or housing development for example? If so,
how would the Project Purposes be protected in any
transferred lands?
The legal and game and fish jurisdictional distinction between
Tribal trust land versus project land means a seal cannot be
created at an elevation line and leases or easements, along
the lakeshore cannot be placed on the created Tribal trust
land.
In 1993, amendments to P.L. 102-575 were being considered
to address the problems that had surfaced. In letters dated
May 5, 1993, and December 15, 1993, from Gov. Schafer to
Sen. Conrad the State took the position that ten recreation
sites on FBIR should be exempted from transfer; existing
cabin sites should be exempted from the transfer; existing
access problems to cabin sites should be addressed; the
amendments should ensure all public access leases and
easements are perpetual; that the term public access should
ensure that it meant free access to the public and not access
contingent on fees; that free public access to a number of
boat ramps be guaranteed; and that the State's fishing and
hunting criminal and civil jurisdiction not be changed by the
transfer [Erickson handwrote "Need a hard look at this" next
to this comment on the copy of the May 16 letter that was
received June 2].
The Oahe and Garrison Dam projects were both created by
the same Federal acts making South Dakota v. Bourland, 508
U.S. 679 controlling when analyzing Garrison Dam project
land issues.
Members of the public currently have a Federal legal right to
free access to these lands under 16 U.S.C.A. § 406(d).
Is there a legal agreement? If yes, then there is a legal
obligation to uphold the law.
If the land transfer proceeds as reported, the State interests
are transferred, and the factors under New Mexico v.
Mescalero Apache Tribe, 462 U.S. 324 (1983) would place
the State in a much weaker legal position in Federal court.
No agreement solely with TAT is binding; no "Separation of
Powers" between Tribal Council and Tribal Court.
35-99 required Federal agencies to revert excess property to
the Tribes, in this case involved land.

into account all questions, comments, and concerns.
The Corps agrees that the Flood Control Act of 1944
states that public access to the lake should be maintained.
The proposed determination, we believe, continues to
provide public access.

The Corps needs specific Federal legislation to authorize
land transfer; legislation must affirm the Corps' responsibility
to maintain recreation on the lake, and access to the lake, as
well.
A Memorandum of Agreement is insufficient for many
purposes in trying to move land from one agency to another.
The land conversion would further weaken the State's ability
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For any transferred lands, these issues will be addressed
by DOI, BIA, and the TAT. Access will not change and
leases will be honored.
The TAT intend to maintain the status quo concerning land
use. The TAT would be required to follow NEPA for any
land use change, since the land would be held in trust by a
Federal agency. It is anticipated that the Corps would still
provide for project purposes with the land that it retains.

The Corps does not understand this comment. Further
clarification will be needed to address this to the
satisfaction of the commenter.

Other legal authorities were used in the 1990’s. We are
pursuing this requested change in land status under the
FBMRA, 1984. Our evaluation of lands no longer needed
has been based on the project purposes and the actual
use of the project lands in operating the project.

Noted.

The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
Agree. The Memorandum of Agreement would be a legal
document.
Noted.

Noted.
The Corps wants to make it clear that lands are not being
excessed under this action. The proposed determination
is for lands no longer needed under the FBMRA, 1984.
See response to comment 353.

This is what is provided for in the FBMRA.
Noted.
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401
402

403

404
405
406

Comment

Response

to enforce game Laws and make them equitable for all
parties involved.
If Congress had intended to do something that would affect
37,000 acres and lots of people, it would have taken more
than a paragraph to say so.
Transfer should be done in a more comprehensive fashion
and proper legislation should be drafted.
The Corps can transfer 36,000 acres to TAT because of
government-to-government trust relationship that exists
between BIA and TAT Tribal government (CFR 25, Title 25Indians); rules and regulations are already established that
will govern, preserve, protect and manage the acres as trust
lands.
4,000 acres of lands transferred under JTAC were completed
without an agreement, but a simple transfer of title to the BIA
for TAT.
Concerned that transfer is illegal.
In 1803, the Louisiana Purchase included land between
Rocky Mountains and Mississippi River, including the Great
Plains; Tribal claim to ownership is void.
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Noted.

The Corps believes that the FBMRA applies in this
situation.
Noted.

Under JTAC, excess lands were transferred, therefore
excessing procedures were followed. This process is
required to use a Memorandum of Agreement as stated in
the FBMRA.
See response to comment 353.
Noted.
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We ask that you make a potential land transfer part of the
consideration during the updating of the Lake Sakakawea
Master Plan.
409

410

Will the Corps prepare a Master Manual for the conversion of
these lands?
What assurance will we have if land is transferred that
management objectives/recommendations developed by
Master Plan stakeholders will be honored?

411

412
413

414

415, 418,
424

416, 417,
435

I am strongly opposed to the Corps working on this
separately from the ongoing work in the Lake Sakakawea
Master Plan.
Master planning process would be a more suitable forum to
discuss the potential transfer of project land.
The Corps is ignoring the value of the master planning effort
by considering the proposed transfer in advance of the
Master Plan outcome.

Is the present use of the lands so transferred required to
remain the same in the future, or can the use be changed
without consent from the other stakeholders in the area, in
this case McKenzie County?

Guaranteed right to continue making improvements for the
colony and the general public in accordance with the Corps
Lake Sakakawea Land Use Plan; improvements need to be
allowed both above and below the high water mark of 1854.
The Corps land should not be transferred because TAT has
not produced a written plan for land usage; if they have one it
should be published.

419, 422

420

421
423

425

Concerned that management for public interest be
maintained versus private or commercial.
Opening up shoreline to cabin development and other
interests will take a large toll on the water quality and overall
beauty of lake.
Concerned Tribe will go commercial.
Lands should not be transferred without a management plan,
and resources to shoulder the responsibilities of managing
these lands.
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The project Master Plan review process provides an
opportunity to look carefully at how and for what purposes
we are using project lands. As part of the master planning
process we have a continuing responsibility to review
project lands to determine if there are lands no longer
needed and, if so, to dispose of them through the
appropriate process.
No. A Master Manual is for the movement of water
between reservoirs rather than the transfer of land
between Federal agencies.
This will probably be a decision for the Tribal Business
Council. However, the Tribal Business Council will
probably follow the Master Plan revision so that there is
uniformity pertaining to the management of the lands along
the shoreline provided that there is some agreement with
the Corps on the Master Plan revisions adopted by the
Corps. The Tribes’ Natural Resource Administrator is
working with the Corps already on the Master Plan
revision.
See response to comment 409.

See response to comment 409.
The Corps believes that the two efforts will complement
each other. The Tribes have indicated that for any lands
transferred they anticipate using the Master Plan
developed by the Corps through the master planning
process.
The Tribes intend to maintain the status quo concerning
land use. The TAT would be required to follow NEPA for
any land use change, since the land would be held in trust
by a Federal agency. It is anticipated that the Corps would
still provide for project purposes with the land that it
retains.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer. Therefore, the colony would continue
to work with the Corps on any land use plan
improvements.
The Tribes presently do not have a written land use plan,
but will maintain the status quo until such time a plan is
adopted by the Tribal Business Council. However, the
Tribal Business Council will probably follow the Master
Plan revision so that there is uniformity pertaining to the
management of the lands along the shoreline provided that
there is some agreement with the Corps on the Master
Plan revisions adopted by the Corps. The Tribes’ Natural
Resource Administrator is working with the Corps already
on the Master Plan revision.
The Tribes have indicated that they would follow the
Master Plan revision. If after transfer there were any
changes, NEPA procedures would need to be followed.
The Tribes have indicated that they would follow the
Master Plan revision. If after transfer there were any
changes, NEPA procedures would need to be followed.
The Tribes do not anticipate using a commercial source to
manage the transferred lands at this time.
The Tribes presently do not have a written land use plan
but will maintain the status quo until such time a plan is
adopted by the Tribal Business Council. However, the
Tribal Business Council will probably follow the Master
Plan revision so that there is uniformity pertaining to the
management of the lands along the shoreline provided that
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426

427

Comment

Response

TAT have failed to give thought to development, rules,
regulations, and law enforcement; their concern for economic
development is bogus.

If land transfer approved, who/how will development along
the lakeshore be managed?
Who/how will services/access be provided?

428

429

430

431

432
433

434

436

Proposed use of transferred land should be compatible with
neighboring developments and existing uses.
Is the present use of the lands so transferred required to
remain the same in the future, or can the use be changed
without consent from the other stakeholders in the area, in
this case McKenzie County?
Is the TAT planning on developing another casino, oil
refinery, or any other industrial facility that has been
previously mentioned by Chairman Hall on any of the
converted lands?
Tribal wildlife exists within the external boundaries of North
Dakota; what is the wildlife management plan?
If this becomes Tribal land I think we would have to write a
plan that would guarantee all of those things that we've talked
about here this evening.
The County has not been told what the commitment is to
maintaining existing uses and access, as well as what
consideration will be allowed for outstanding rights of other
users.
What is the Business Plan, Master Plan for the conversion of
land to TAT?
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there is some agreement with the Corps on the Master
Plan revisions adopted by the Corps. The Tribes’ Natural
Resource Administrator is working with the Corps already
on the Master Plan revision. It is anticipated that the
Tribal Business Council would allocate the appropriate
resources to manage these lands.
See response to comment 298 regarding law enforcement.
The Tribes are interested in any and all economic
development that brings jobs and revenue to the Fort
Berthold Reservation and surrounding area, including
energy development, health care, manufacturing,
construction, and technology.
All land use decisions would be controlled by the results of
the master planning process.
It is anticipated current services will be maintained either
by the Corps or the TAT. The transfer would not affect
legal access to the lake for any existing purpose
regardless of access point.
See response to comment 415.
The Tribes intend to maintain the status quo concerning
land use. The TAT would be required to follow NEPA for
any land use change, since the land would be held in trust
by a Federal agency.
No. The projects the Tribes are pursuing will be built on
fee land or existing trust land.

The Tribes have stated that they do have a wildlife
management plan.
See response to comment 419.

See response to comment 419.

See response to comment 419.
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437

438

439

440

441

442

443
444
445
446, 459,
464

447
449
450
451

452
454
455

457

458
461
462
463
466
467

Comment

Response

The Corps should retain ownership of land around Mahto Bay
cabin area.
Please consider structuring any transfer of property rights so
NDGF retains control of WMA lands and the Corps, or some
other agency, retains access or easement rights that insures
access to public land and water.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management and recreation areas would not transfer. The
transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for any
existing purpose regardless of access point.

The land was taken from white families and should be given
back to the same families or retained by the Corps.
White landowners who lost land were only paid once;
shouldn't this land be transferred back to them? Or, maybe it
should be transferred to the State, or some other entity that
will make the land useable and available to all.
Land transfer would better serve public and private ownership
if transferred to Mountrail County; county would sell real
estate to former owners or auction tracts involved to farmers
and ranchers; tracts that do not sell could become
established parks and recreational areas; county has done an
excellent job of administering Van Hook Project.
We feel very strongly that this land should remain under the
control of the Corps and the Game and Fish Department.
I feel the Corps should reject the whole transfer, as I feel the
present management of the area is of much more benefit to a
greater number of people than it would be if transferred to the
Tribe.
The Corps needs to continue to manage these lands.
The lands should be left in the hands of the Corps.
The Corps of Engineers and NDGF have been doing an
excellent job of trying to keep boat ramps and camp grounds
usable under the low water conditions we're now
experiencing.
The land along Lake Sakakawea should not be transferred; it
should be left in the Corps of Engineers hands for operating
purposes.
This land should belong to the public, not the Tribes.
North Dakota Wildlife Federation is opposed to land transfer.
I hope the governor stops the Corps from giving up land that
is not theirs to give away; the Corps is a steward, not a
landowner.
JoAnn Grubb from Powers Lake called Garrison office, says
she feels things will get much too complicated if the transfer
goes through.
We oppose the Corps' decision or designation of Indian Hills
Recreation Area as excess land.
Why should the Indians receive the land when they did not
previously own the land?
The Corps and NDGF have kept the land around the lake
well maintained, accessible, organized, and wildlife friendly;
individual or group ownership would compromise this
success.
It will cost the government money no matter what we do, so
we could just as well keep it
The Corps is rightful agency to manage these sites; I
appreciate everything your agency has done under the
current operation of the lake.
My opinion of the land transfer back to the Tribes is it is a
mistake and should stay as is.
As the program is currently envisioned, I would be
diametrically opposed to turning the land over to the BIA.
The Corps took it and paid for it so should keep it.
Under no circumstances should the Federal government
return the land to the Tribes.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
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The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.
Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
See response to comment 140.
Noted.

Noted.
Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted
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470

471
472

473

474
475

476
477
478
479

481

482
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I am against the potential transfer of Garrison Dam/Lake
Sakakawea project land within the Fort Berthold Reservation
in North Dakota.
I am against the potential transfer of Garrison Dam/Lake
Sakakawea project land within the Fort Berthold Reservation
in North Dakota; everyone should work for a living instead of
conning the government out of money.
We at Hazen and Beulah school boards oppose this transfer
until it's fully investigated and things are ironed out and make
sure that things stay the way they are.
Original landowners should be able to purchase land if Tribes
can.
Before you transfer the land consider changing the flood
control ranges and use the land the Corps already owns for
the Exclusive Flood Control rather than lose the flexibility by
relinquishing ownership.
Can't see where state or U.S. government stands to gain
anything from transaction; either way taxpayer will foot bill.
The County has a good working relationship with the Corps
so should not transfer lands, continue to develop those
working relationships.
If the government wants to sell it to individuals or the state, so
be it; the money could be used for maintenance of the public
lake shores and environs.
If the Corps is set at getting rid of the land, sell it, give it to the
NDGF, but don't give it to the Tribe.
Watford City Park Board is opposed to any transfer of land to
any other entity, we would like to keep it local and keep
control of the area.
I oppose the transfer of land around Lake Sakakawea to the
Tribe.
The Corps should continue to maintain this land, and if the
Corps wants to get rid of it they should give the land to the
state of North Dakota or the BLM; state has management
experience.
The land needs to stay public; if the Corps wants to get rid of
it give it to the NDGF, BLM, or any public agency.
What is the status of land areas open to fee ownership?

483

484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492

493

494, 495,

What is to become of fee ownership acquired and managed
by the Corps? This would be discrimination to non-Tribal
interests.
The land originally was Tribal and individual land taken for
the Garrison Dam project.
What are the political, social, and economic benefits of such
a transfer of lands to a "sovereign" group vs. being held in
public trust and owned by citizens of the U.S.A.
This land should be public domain,
Not in favor of giving public land to the Indians.
Prior to Garrison Dam, Fort Berthold Reservation was an
allottee reservation; owned by individual members of the
Tribe.
Will title to the land be held by COE, DOI, BIA, or TAT?
Prior landownership questions remain unanswered.
If land above 1854 within reservation returned to TAT only
fair that those outside reservation boundaries to be given
same consideration.
If there are project lands within the Fort Berthold Reservation
that are no longer needed, there must be lands outside the
Reservation that are not needed. If this transfer would
include all lands not needed, we could support this plan. So
my family is against a transfer of lands within the reservation.
Waterford City Park Board and current tenants at McKenzie
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Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
Design documents indicate that the exclusive flood control
pool is adequate and therefore any changes would have to
have operational merit.
Noted.
The Corps will continue to develop working relationships
with the county regardless of this action.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Noted.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
Lands that were previously held in fee ownership under
this action could be transferred to the DOI. The FBMRA
only provides for transfer to the DOI.
Lands that were previously held in fee ownership under
this action could be transferred to the DOI. The FBMRA
only provides for transfer to the DOI.
Noted.
The Corps is implementing the FBMRA, but this question
would require a different type of study to be conducted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

DOI
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI. Noted.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
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496

497

498

499

500
501, 502,
517
503
504

505

506

507
508
509

510
511
513

514

515
516
518
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Bay should retain existing use of developed recreation and
should be protected against any negative impacts caused by
a transfer of this property.
McKenzie Bay Colony has enhanced 325 acres entrusted to
it like no other area on the lake; if we are granted privilege
and responsibility to protect these lands, we will meet this
challenge.
My son is asking that the lands that belonged to his
forefathers be returned to him and his family; if you can
accommodate the recreation, how about accommodating the
individual rancher?
If the Corps gives land back to the BIA, our family should also
get the 40 acres more or less back that Elmer's father Conrad
Weigum was forced to sell for $1000 on April 21, 1949. This
land is described as northeast quarter of the northwest
quarter, Section 20, Township 146 N, Range 88 W. Elmer's
father, Conrad Weigum bought NW 1/4, Section 20,
Township 146 N, and Range 88 W on Sept 15, 1923.
Lands should be conveyed to prior owners rather than
blanket transfer to Tribal Trust on basis of Three Affiliated
Tribes request.
Non-enrolled farmers and ranchers may have strong opinions
about their former lands being donated to the Tribe after
being taken from them.
Shoreline property on Lake Sakakawea should transfer to
original owners for benefit of their families.
Transferring all of the approximately 36,000 acres to TAT
would be an injustice to the non-native landowners that also
lost their property to the Garrison Dam project.
I am totally against you returning any more land to the
Indians without first offering it to the heirs of the
homesteaders who you took the land from for this "project"
back in the 50s.
Let me know how soon I can buy back and reclaim the land
that was my grandfathers’ property; would like to pay the
same price you paid him when it was condemned.
If the transfer takes place, resulting in loss of access, would
the Corps be prepared to buy privately owned property from
owner?
Will previous non-Tribal owners be given an opportunity to
get their land back?
Approximately 30 percent of the land taken was fee land.
Where does the interest of these heirs lie?
Non-enrolled farmers and ranchers who are former
landowners are not being considered as a recipient of these
lands.
It is only fair if the land is transferred back that it should go
back to all of those who lost land.
Transferring all of the approximately 36,000 acres to TAT
would be an injustice to the non-native landowners that also
lost their property to the Garrison Dam project.
How can the Corps transfer title and ownership of the lands
to another government entity when Congress determined it
was too costly to go to the original owner when they repealed
Section 3508 of 102-575, whereas; it would have returned it
to all original owners all the land in question whether they
were Indian or non-Indian?
It is unfair to give the Indians the land and not give it back to
the non-Indians when they were only paid for it once.
We sold my father's homestead many years ago for much
less than it is worth now but can we go get it?
Transferring the land to the original owners or heirs of original
owners, both Indian and white, would be all right.
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would not transfer.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

Noted.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
Noted.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
Lands that were previously held in fee ownership under
this action could be transferred to the DOI. The FBMRA
only provides for transfer to the DOI.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

Lands would be transferred by governmental subdivision,
therefore reducing the costs from what was proposed
under the Equitable Compensation Act.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
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520
521
522
523
524
525
526, 528
527
529

530

531

532

533

534

535

536
537
538

539
540
541
542
543
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I would like to have my land transferred back to me, also; we
lost our livelihood.
Were any of the lands in question in private ownership prior
to the Garrison Project?
If land is returned it should go to the bordering landowner as
this is where it was originally taken.
If lands are transferred, they should be returned to the
owners at the time Garrison was constructed.
Transferring the land to the original owners or heirs of original
owners, both Indian and white, would be all right.
If the Corps returns this land to anyone, it should be the
original owner, Indians and non-Indians alike.
Oppose transfer of land to Tribe; land should be transferred
to families that lost it or remain with the Corps of Engineers.
Honorable solution is to return land to its original owners;
heirs have been determined by Indian probate law.
Will the other former owners that lost 394,000+/- acres of
private land due to Garrison Dam flooding be involved in the
conversion process in any way?
Why is land that was owned privately before the Corps took
over the land, being given to the Tribes rather than back to
the original private owners in this proposal?
Land taken from TAT should be returned to them if no longer
needed for the operation of the Garrison Project and all
original owners.
As a descendent of farmers of the Roseglen/Whiteshield area
who gave up fee own land, I oppose the transfer unless it
goes back to the original heirs of that land.
Not too many years ago TAT pressure killed a bill in ND
legislature that would have requested Federal government
give back land along reservoir to the original owners; the
Corps should return land to original owners if not needed for
recreation anymore.
I too have ancestry that was displaced by flooding of the
valley; we were never compensated more than once and no
one is even contemplating returning the land to us.
In 1994 the Corps memorandum, Public Information Paper on
Transfer of Lands at Lake Sakakawea and Lake Oahe, the
Corps says "…Transferring to the Tribes those lands
previously owned by individuals would not be consistent with
congressional intent."; how will the Corps handle transfers of
land within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation
that were owned by non-Native American landowners that
were taken for development of Lake Sakakawea?
If you are going to give the Native Americans land back the
other people that had to give up land should get their land
back.
All lands along the lake should go back to original owners.
If lands taken by the Corps above 1854 are returned to the
Tribes, other reservation lands should go back to the original
owners or their heirs, as they suffered the same losses as the
Tribes.
If lands are being returned they should be returned to the
heirs of the people they were taken from; lands should be
returned to everybody not just the TAT.
Are non-Native Americans going to be given their property
back?
Giving land back to native Americans but not non-native
Americans isn't fair.
I have no problem with returning the land that was taken from
the Tribes to them, but it only seems fair to me to return to
the private landowners land that was taken from them.
Will non-Tribal land owners of land taken for the dam receive
the same offer of free land?
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The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
Yes, but the FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
Noted.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
No, the FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

Noted.

Noted. The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Noted.

Those lands that were previously owned by non-Native
American landowners and that are included in the
proposed determination of lands no longer needed would
be available for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
Noted.
Noted.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
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544
545
546

547

548

549

550
551
552
553

554
555
556

557

558

559
560
561
562

563
564

566

567
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The land was taken from the Tribes and should go back to
the Tribes; it's the right thing to do.
The Mandan and Arikara Hidatsa have been in the area in
question since around 1100 AD. The return of this
confiscated land is long overdue and is the right thing to do.
The land was taken from us to make Lake Sakakawea and is
still ours; should be returned to us now.
Charging Eagle Bay (Mosseete's), Skunk Bay (Dank's),
Elmer's Point (Federicks), McKenzie Bay (Watford City Park
Board) should not be handed over to TAT for they have not
invested countless hours, moneys, or worries.
No recreation sites should be transferred; a reasonable
compromise may be to transfer nonrecreational sites and if
the Tribe wishes to develop new recreation sites on other
parts of the lake, I would not object.
We urge you not to include any NDGF managed land should
a transaction take place; a high percentage of land in
Deepwater Management Area was acquired from non-Tribal
members in the first place and transferring land to an entity
that didn't have it in the first place would be extremely unfair.
Turn the land over to NDGF.
State of North Dakota is best suited for recreation in consort
with Federal government.
If need be, we should provide more monies to NDGF to
manage these lands properly, and to the benefit of the entire
population of North Dakota.
If the Corps transfers the land, transfer it to NDGF and NDPR
agencies so would be in the hands of all North Dakotans.
If the Corps needs to release this area to somebody, give it to
the State of North Dakota; that way any future changes could
be voted on by the public rather than being controlled by an
organization where the public has no vote.
If the Corps is serious about this, give control to the state.
State should retain WMA's around Deepwater Bay since they
are some of the best public land I have hunted around the
state.
WMAs should be managed by NDGF experts; concerned
about changes and harm to wildlife should NDGF lose control
of WMAs.
We do not object to proposed transfer of lands from one
government agency to another; we believe transfer of Corps
lands in South Dakota to Lower Brule and Cheyenne River
Indian Reservations can serve as a model to guide any
transfer of Corps lands in North Dakota.
Giving back the land to the Tribe is nothing compared to
everything they took and the beating we took.
These lands were theirs for a long time and they should get
them back.
Not against the return of the land. I think it's good.
Historically the Corps of Engineers did not operate the
Garrison Dam in such a way that was compatible with the
Tribe.
If the U.S. government is worried about saving money, there's
less management needed if they return the land to us and
give what is off the reservation to the state.
Much of the lands (30,000 acres) are marginal land and the
money value is minimal.
The members of TAT are connected to all the lands within the
exterior boundary of Fort Berthold Reservation mentally,
spiritually, psychologically, culturally, traditionally, and
historically.
A promise was made at one time, a memorandum was made,
a decision was made, and for centuries we've been hearing
this, and I think that you or the Corps of Engineers need to
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Noted.
Noted.

Noted.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management and recreation areas would not transfer.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Noted.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted.
Noted.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI. It is also
restricted to those lands within the Fort Berthold
Reservation boundaries.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.
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568

569

570
571
572, 573,
576
574
575
577

578, 579,
583

580

581

582

584
585
586

587, 588,
593

589

590
592

Comment

Response

follow through on that and for once in this century do what
you say you were going to do.
This land should be returned back to our Tribe, we're the
original owners of it.
It's fair to return the land to the Tribe, something of what they
lost when the dam was built; I would rather place my faith and
trust in my native North Dakotans and my friends and
neighbors here than I would in the Federal government.
We want our land back, and rightfully we should have it; this
is our ancestral land, it wasn't something we bought.
Land should be transferred for future benefit of my children,
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren.
We are not necessarily opposed to transferring excess land
or even recreation area to another agency, but need to be
guaranteed our investment in time, labor and funds will be
protected, as well as privilege of enjoying the recreation area.
Concept of returning lands to the government that is closer to
its constituents has some merit.
Not opposed to appropriate transfer of lands to the Tribe.
Let the McKenzie Bay Marine Club and Watford City Park
board own and operate the McKenzie Bay Recreation Area
for the cabin owners and the public as they have for almost
50 years.
If Corps is planning to transfer land above 1854, would be
more appropriate to transfer McKenzie Bay Recreation Area
to Watford City Park Board.
What is the fate of private land and businesses within the
scope of the conversion?

Why not turn the land over to one of the groups who have
invested significant dollars to improve access to the lake at
this site?
If the land is no longer needed for the project, it should be
given to local government for public use or put up for auction
with first rights back to original owners/heirs.
We request the McKenzie Bay recreation area be exempt
from any land transfer and we would like a long term lease
arrangement to be developed for the security of our leases.
I 100 percent disagree with moving WMA's to the reservation;
they are vital to ND hunting.
Maybe not transfer land at bays like Deepwater, Brendal's
and McKenzie, etc.
Transfer should include provisions for private cabin sites to
be purchased from Watford City Park Board by cabin owners;
would provide additional capital for development of recreation
area and reduce management expense of Federal
government.
Most of adjoining land in question is allotted land (native
peoples) and some partials of deeded property (non-native
peoples) that have ranched and raised families on this land
for up to four generations; they deserve property and water
access rights, not TAT.
Not until recently have Tribal members been able to get loans
while non-Indians have had access to loans for operating
ranches and farms.
Land put in trust with BIA can be pulled out of trust and no
longer controlled by any U.S. government agency.
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Noted.
Noted.

Noted.
Noted.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Noted.
Noted.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Only Federal land is under consideration for this action.
When “businesses” are mentioned we interpret that to be
lessees or concessionaires and under the proposed
determination recreation areas would not transfer.
The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

The FBMRA only provides for transfer to the DOI.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
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594

595

596

597

598

599
600, 601,
604

Comment
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Is this land that was flooded part of the 10 million acre feet
range above exclusive flood and is it also the land that is
being considered for transfer?
These 36,000 acres are critical and should not be considered
excess; the Corps should also retain lands for irrigation and
value added development.

The lands now being considered for transfer do not meet the
standards imposed by the Mineral Restoration Act (i.e. that
they are no longer necessary for the project) and therefore,
cannot be transferred because of the very use of which the
lands are regularly made by the public.
As long as the Garrison Dam and the power plant continue to
operate, it would be necessary to maintain control of the
system.
If these lands were indeed surplus they wouldn't be managed
as they are now.

I feel very strongly that this land transfer proposal is not in the
best interest of what this project initially intended to provide
for the public.
Has there been a redefinition of the Project Purposes of the
Garrison Dam Project or the Corps mission in administering
the project?
The Corps can still utilize enough land to address the ND
governor's interests and concerns and serve the public.

602

603
605

606

607

608

609
610

611

612

Land is needed today as much as it ever has in the past.
Recreational access sites along the lake are a very important
part of the operation of the lake; you are ducking one of your
major responsibilities to the lake, operation of access sites,
by transferring land to Tribe.
I oppose the transfer of the land to anyone who can and will
restrict access to the water for recreation, irrigation, or
ranching as these were all multiple uses cited in the benefits
of giving this land up for a reservoir.

Recreation and wildlife management are two of the project
purposes.
Explain how land within the boundaries of the Fort Berthold
Reservation is excess and land outside those boundaries is
not excess to project needs.

Lands are needed for recreational use and for wildlife habitat.
We do not understand how this could be considered "excess
land".
You talk about lands not needed for operation of the lake, but
they are needed to a point; they do create a boundary or a
zone to keep development to a minimum.
The Corps took way more land than they needed to operate
the dam.
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The land being considered is above the exclusive flood
control pool which is 1854 m.s.l.
It is important to understand that these lands would not be
considered excess, but no longer needed for operation,
maintenance and construction. The Corps has reviewed
all project purposes and legislation to develop the
proposed determination shown in the first part of this
report.
Noted.

Agree. Lands below 1854 m.s.l. would be retained by the
Corps under the proposed determination.
The Corps is not sure how management of the lands would
change if they transferred, but the Tribe has indicated that
any lands that they would manage would remain
consistent with the current practices.
Noted.

No.

The proposed determination has been compared to the
questions, comments, and concerns received during the
public meeting process and appears to have addressed
the North Dakota governor’s concerns pertaining to
recreation and wildlife management.
Noted.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer. The TAT have stated that they do not
intend to limit the uses associated with Lake Sakakawea or
the “taking lands” that will be transferred. Prohibiting
current uses of the lake would be contrary to the TATs’
goal of encouraging tourism and visitors to the lake.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management and recreation areas would not transfer.
It is important to understand that these lands would not be
considered excess, but no longer needed for operation,
maintenance and construction. The FBMRA is limited to
the lands within the Fort Berthold Reservation. Therefore,
lands outside the reservation boundaries are not being
considered under this action.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management and recreation areas would not transfer.
It is important to understand that these lands would not be
considered excess, but no longer needed for operation,
maintenance and construction.
The Corps believes the Master Plan for Lake Sakakawea
designates the use for the lands and the TAT has indicated
that they would maintain existing uses in the Master Plan
for any lands that would transfer.
During the JTAC process, the Corps identified
approximately 5,000 acres that were excess and
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The Corps has known that this was excess land for years.
613
614, 615,
616
617, 618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625

626

628

629

631

633

634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642

I feel the land is need for Operation Purposes; recreation is a
large part of Operation.
Don't understand how McKenzie Bay Recreation Area could
be considered excess lands when recreation is an authorized
purpose of the Garrison Dam Project.
Recreation purpose of project is ongoing and is not complete.
Is recreation part of the operational goals of the BIA?
Congress funded purchase of some of these lands with clear
intention that public recreation would be part of operation of
Garrison Dam Project.
The land is needed for recreation so transfer should not take
place.
One of the Corps project proposals when the dam was built
was to develop recreational areas around the lake for public
use, so the land is not excess.
Land contributing to recreation should not be considered
excess.
I never heard one word about recreation when the dam was
built - it was always you're doing this for flood control.
The issue is the definition of "excess lands," and as one of
the stated objectives of the Garrison Dam Project was and is
recreation, a significant portion of the proposed land to be
transferred does not meet the definition of excess.
Recreation areas, especially McKenzie Bay, are not unused.
Under the Missouri River Master Manual and law, the Corps
has an obligation to maintain and support recreation as an
authorized Project Purpose; land should not be transferred if
it is needed for recreational purposes or for access to
recreational lands.
Yes, there is excess land now and there will probably be
more excess land as years go on; far more land was taken
than was actually needed for operation of the reservoir.
Recreation was one purpose of the original Garrison Project,
so how can land that is currently being used for recreational
purposes be transferred as land that is no longer needed for
the project.
Don't transfer any land currently used as campgrounds, boat
access, and other recreational purposes.
One of stated purposes of Garrison Project was recreation.
One of the purposes for the Garrison Project is recreation.
Don't understand how McKenzie Bay Recreation Area could
be considered excess lands when recreation is an authorized
purpose of the Garrison Dam Project.
Recreation is an authorized use of the project.
Why does the Corps consider these "surplus" lands since
recreation is a recognized purpose of the project?
Recreation is an objective of the project.
The proposal is contrary to the mission of the state Game
and Fish Department.
Corps has responsibility to operate Missouri River reservoirs
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transferred to the TAT. It is important to understand that
these lands would not be considered excess, but no longer
needed for operation, maintenance and construction.
It is important to understand that these lands would not be
considered excess, but no longer needed for operation,
maintenance and construction.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
The Flood Control Act of 1944 and the definite project
report for Garrison Dam both specifically mention
recreation as an authorized project purpose.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

It is important to understand that these lands would not be
considered excess, but no longer needed for operation,
maintenance and construction.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.
Noted.
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for water supply.
Transfer would be contrary to Corps purpose of protecting
wildlife habitat.
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Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
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644
645
646

647

648

649

650

651

652, 653,
657

Comment
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These small local businesses depend on lake access to
survive; they also create tax dollars and put money into the
local economy.
Lake Sakakawea has a large impact on the economy and lots
of North Dakota towns in lots of ways.
The Tribes do not have any desire to obstruct your interests
as we recognize that it is in the Tribes' best interest to
promote economic activity on and around Lake Sakakawea.
The Tribes' commitment to economic development is
demonstrated by: our hosting of the National Lewis and Clark
Bicentennial Commemoration in the summer of 2005 and
new Cultural and Interpretive Center; working with ND to
obtain funding for new Four Bears Bridge project; making
substantial investments in the 4 Bears Casino; and working
with NDGFD to settle our jurisdictional differences to enhance
hunting opportunities for non-Indians on our reservation.
Game and Fish could potentially lose Federal aid and state
licensing dollars because of decreased fishing related
purchases and declining license sales because of reduced
access opportunities on Lake Sakakawea.
ND SB 2041 did not give Indian Tribes the right to sell
licenses; the U.S. Supreme Court has said the Indian Tribes
already have that right all along; SB 2041 made ND law and
ND Game and Fish recognize our right.
Each year the Beulah School District and many school
districts like Beulah, that have land flooded due to Garrison
Dam, receive a 8002 Impact Aid payment from the Federal
government. If the land being debated is given back to the
Native Americans who is going to be responsible to make this
payment?
The land transfer may result in revenue loss for the school
district and county commission through flood control or flood
impact revenues that we receive; we received $12,148 for the
2004-2005 school year and in the last five years we've
received $45,620.
These boat ramps, facilities, and lands are part of an
estimated $23 million dollar recreation industry on and
around the lake.
We would lose money associated with fishing.

654

655
658, 659,
661

660
662, 663,
665
664

666

667

Recreation is a very large industry in North Dakota and I feel
this will suffer immensely.
Deepwater Bay has a cabin site, two trailer parks, and a bed
and breakfast that generate a lot of tax dollars into the county
for schools, roads, county government etc. plus the dollars
going into the local economy.
If WMAs are lost, Game and Fish would no longer pay
property taxes for those areas and counties would lose
money.
McLean County is concerned about the proposed land
transfer because the County and local schools receive tax
revenue from the public lands involved.
Transferring the land will eliminate an estimated $30,000 in
taxes paid by NDGF to the various counties of the state.
Tax revenue collected by counties funds outdoor recreation
projects and facilities. Will the Tribal authority maintain
funding now in place that is budgeted by private entities for
these?

Concerned because transfer would mean loss of tax base in
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The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.
Noted.
Noted.

Noted.

The transfer would not affect legal access to the lake for
any existing purpose regardless of access point.

Noted.

The Impact Aid payment any school districts receive due to
having land flooded by the Garrison Dam will not be
impacted in any way as a result of the land transfer.

The Impact Aid payment any school districts receive due to
having land flooded by the Garrison Dam will not be
impacted in any way as a result of the land transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
It has always been the intent of the process not to affect
fishing since all water-related activities would occur below
1854 m.s.l.. In addition, recreation areas would not
transfer under the proposed determination.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
The Impact Aid payment any school districts receive due to
having land flooded by the Garrison Dam will not be
impacted in any way as a result of the land transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer.
The TAT, like the Corps, would not be required to pay
taxes, but it is understood that payment in lieu of taxes are
currently being made by the Federal government. This
would have to be discussed with DOI, BIA, and the TAT to
determine if this program would be continued on lands that
would be transferred into trust.
See response to comment 666.
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669

670, 671,
674
672
673
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area.
All the real estate taxes for the property would be lost which
would hurt the local government's ability to provide services
to the area.
Economic values to tourism industry from recreation are in
$80-100 million range; probability of economic loss to
localities and state as a whole are real and serious matters
that require careful and thorough analysis.
McLean County is concerned because the county has an
economic stake in the recreational industry these lands
support.
The land is used by hunters, campers and fishermen and is
very important to the state of North Dakota for tourism.
Tourism is North Dakota's second largest industry and
recreation on Lake Sakakawea is a big part of tourism.
We would lose money associated with tourism.

676

677, 678

679

Management change places another hurdle in front of an
already struggling tourism industry waiting for a return of
water and access to the lake.
Loss of two big WMA's would cause towns like Parshal to
lose revenue and possibly jobs.
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See response to comment 666.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Noted.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation and
wildlife management areas would not transfer. In addition,
the Tribes have stated that they do not intend to limit the
uses associated with Lake Sakakawea or the “taking
lands” that will be transferred. Prohibiting current uses of
the lake would be contrary to the Tribes’ goal of
encouraging tourism and visitors to the lake.
The Corps has stated that one of the objectives is to
minimize any adverse impacts that the transfer could
cause, therefore, we believe based on the proposed
determination that this objective would be achieved.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
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Where is the BIA within this process?
680

681

682

683
684

685, 686,
693

687, 688

If the Department of Interior and BIA are to be the recipient of
this agreement, then where are they? Why aren't they part of
this planning process and here to hear comments as well?
We are requesting a detailed cost estimate for this proposed
land transfer, specifically a value proposition of tax dollars
expended versus that gained by the Corps of Engineers
given reimbursement for the proposed land transfer has
occurred twice already.
I believe this land belonged to all of the taxpayers and if the
land is to be given back to anyone it should be up to the
taxpayers to decide it.
What is the elevation above which land is being considered
for transfer in the Garrison Reservoir areas? Is it 1860?
Formally requested information on transfer and the Corps'
position on transfer; the only information we were able to
obtain is that the Corps was considering the transfer and
McKenzie Bay Recreation Area was included.
If you decide to transfer property, please provide
documentation of transfer as it unfolds and allow McKenzie
Bay tenants to provide input into any details of transfer that
affect McKenzie Bay Recreation area.
The public needs the exact details of this proposed action
and a full opportunity to be involved in this process.

689, 690

691

692

Unbelievable that the Corps did not provide any more
accurate information to the people here until this evening.
Why is this an unknown? Why haven't the lands been
identified?
County has no indications to what the terms of the transfer
are.
If you decide to transfer property, please provide
documentation of transfer as it unfolds and allow McKenzie
Bay tenants to provide input into any details of transfer that
affect McKenzie Bay Recreation area.

694

Why now?

695

696

697, 698,
701

I hope this move to give the land back is not just a move by
the Corps to get out of caring for the area.

If the transfer is an attempt to lessen the Corps' management
burden for area, we will also provide you with a preferred
model for the recreation area that would enhance the
potential of the recreation area and reduce the management
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The BIA is an active party in the process. They have
attended all public meetings and will continue to participate
as required.
See response to comment 680.

Since this is a Federal transfer, this analysis is not
required.

The FBMRA is the law that is under consideration. This
law was developed and enacted by Congress, who
represents the taxpayers.
The land under consideration for transfer is above
elevation 1854.
Information on the land transfer process can be found in
this Effects Report and on the Garrison Land Transfer
website:
http://www.nwo.usace.army.mil/html/pa/pahm/land/home.h
tm
The Corps is committed to holding public meetings to
involve the public in this process. While the FBMRA does
not require public input, the Corps felt that to minimize
impacts to the public, should the transfer occur, we need to
understand the concerns, potential issues, and impacts.
The Corps is committed to holding public meetings to
involve the public in this process. While the FBMRA does
not require public input, the Corps felt that to minimize
impacts to the public, should the transfer occur, we need to
understand the concerns, potential issues, and impacts.
The Corps held the public meetings to gather public input
before identifying the lands that would be transferred. At
the May public meetings we provided maps showing the
lands that could potentially be transferred.
The terms of the transfer would be included in the
Memorandum of Agreement between the Departments of
Army and the Interior.
The Corps is committed to holding public meetings to
involve the public in this process. While the FBMRA does
not require public input, the Corps felt that to minimize
impacts to the public, should the transfer occur, we need to
understand the concerns, potential issues, and impacts.
Documentation of the transfer process as it occurs will be
provided on the Garrison Land Transfer website:
http://www.nwo.usace.army.mil/html/pa/pahm/land/home.h
tm
In May, 2004 Tribal representatives from TAT asked the
Corps to look at a possible transfer of lands, citing the
FBMRA. By letter dated September 3, 2004, the Assistant
Secretary for the Army, Civil Works directed that the Corps
examine land use designations in the Garrison Project
Master Plan with the ultimate objective of being able to
transfer the maximum amount of land above the maximum
pool elevation to the DOI to be held in trust for the TAT.
The Corps has a continuing responsibility to review project
lands to determine if there are lands no longer needed
and, if so, to dispose of them through the appropriate
process.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
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costs to the Corps.
Why did this ever become an issue anyway? Why do we
need to change anything?
699

What's the real agenda with this plan?
700

702

703

704

705

707

708

709

711

I have always understood the protocol to be followed by
Federal agencies when conducting Federal business in a
state is to provide the Governor the first opportunity to speak
(as the highest elected official in the state). If I am mistaken,
please indicate the proper protocol. If I am correct, please
direct proper protocol to be followed and due respect given to
the highest elected official in state government.
I was disappointed to see the hearing officer fail to call for
any elected officials in the audience to testify.
There was a paucity of information provided prior to the
hearing, with no indication of what the total maximum
acreage under consideration would be or what the elevation
might be under consideration.
The materials provided at the hearing suggest a pre-ordained
conclusion than an MOA will result from these proceedings
(for example, Phase 2 calls for a "draft MOA and final MOA"
and Phase 3 entitled "Implementation" calls for a "transfer
letter, FR notification, and transfer complete."
We need to have many public hearings; what about the vast
majority of the state of North Dakota, the citizens who live
east of Bismarck?

It is unclear whether the Corps has already centered its
intention to transfer these lands and are only conducting
public hearings for aesthetics.

Why weren't there more locations that held these meetings,
those people east and north of the lake were not included in
the meeting sites?

You should hold a meeting in the Minot area where the
majority of people use the Van Hook area can attend and
give their opinion.

Why no meeting in the Minot area?
712

713

At the meeting there was little support for the land transfer
under former land owners, county commissioners, and
retirees; the McKenzie Bay occupants were unanimous in
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In May, 2004 tribal representatives from TAT asked the
Corps to look at a possible transfer of lands, citing the
FBMRA. By letter dated September 3, 2004, the Assistant
Secretary for the Army, Civil Works directed that the Corps
examine land use designations in the Garrison Project
master plan with the ultimate objective of being able to
transfer the maximum amount of land above the maximum
pool elevation to the DOI to be held in trust for the TAT.
To consider the request of the TAT by reviewing the Act
cited and transferring to the DOI those lands that are no
longer needed for operation, construction, and
maintenance of the Garrison Project within the boundaries
of the Fort Berthold Reservation.
The Corps did not know that the governor himself was
going to attend, therefore used the protocol that was stated
in the meeting. We apologize for any inconvenience that
this may have caused.

This will be corrected during the next round of public
meetings.
The maximum acreage under consideration is 36,000
acres above elevation 1854. This information was
presented at the hearing.
The Memorandum of Agreement is the mechanism cited in
the law and therefore was the intended result of the
process should it proceed to that point. Phase 3 is also
contingent on several actions within Phase 2.
We will consider having the second set of meetings at
other locations, such as New Town, Garrison, BeulahHazen, or Minot, to accommodate those that felt they were
not adequately represented at earlier meetings. Our goal
is to maximize input from the public before a decision is
made.
The only decision the Corps made prior to the public
meetings is that the Mineral Act applies to this situation.
We are holding public meetings early in the process to get
maximum input from the public on concerns and issues
about the potential land transfer prior to a decision being
made.
We will consider having the second set of meetings at
other locations, such as New Town, Garrison, BeulahHazen, or Minot, to accommodate those that felt they were
not adequately represented at earlier meetings. Our goal
is to maximize input from the public before a decision is
made.
We will consider having the second set of meetings at
other locations, such as New Town, Garrison, BeulahHazen, or Minot, to accommodate those that felt they were
not adequately represented at earlier meetings. Our goal
is to maximize input from the public before a decision is
made.
We will consider having the second set of meetings at
other locations, such as New Town, Garrison, BeulahHazen, or Minot, to accommodate those that felt they were
not adequately represented at earlier meetings. Our goal
is to maximize input from the public before a decision is
made.
Noted.
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their opposition to the land transfer; there is no doubt the land
transfer should not occur.
We are requesting that public hearings be held with all parties
that may be affected by this proposal
714

715, 717

This should be a go slow and study the issues process to
assure that concerns are met before any transfer take place;
to act otherwise is negligent if not intentional malfeasance on
part of the Corps

We would like to receive a detailed timeline and plan
including specific maps of the proposed land transfer
716

718

719
720, 728

721, 722,
729

Please update your web site and answer the real "frequently
answered questions" that you received at your public
meetings
On the maps provided on the web site, are all the lands in the
boundary of the reservation being considered?
McKenzie County should not be excluded from participating
in the decision making process for land transfer
Appears Corps is trying to pit us against our TAT friends
rather than objectively evaluating request to transfer land and
providing a reasonable response

Please do not fence each other out, be patient and fair to all
people
723

724

725

I ask that the lands which have been held for public
recreation, invested in with private and public moneys, do not
be considered excess
The most important thing our local, county, state, federal, and
tribal officials objective should be to reduce animosity among
the Indian, non-Indian population
The public needs the exact details of this proposed action
and a full opportunity to be involved in this process

726

727

730

It's important that you include fully and fairly all interests,
tribal, nontribal, Native American, nonNative American,
private interests, public interests, property interests,
leasehold interests, in any consideration of transfer
Corps should be directly visiting with local governing boards
of the counties that will be affected by the transfer
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We are holding public meetings and having a public
comment period so that we can understand the concerns,
potential issues, and impacts to all parties that may be
affected by the proposal. These concerns will be
considered and evaluated in the transfer process.
We are making sure we study and understand the issues
by holding public meetings and having a public comment
period so that we can understand the concerns, potential
issues, and impacts to all parties that may be affected by
the proposal. These concerns will be considered and
evaluated in the transfer process.
Information on the land transfer process can be found in
this effects report and on the Garrison Land Transfer
website:
http://www.nwo.usace.army.mil/html/pa/pahm/land/home.h
tm
All comments, questions, and concerns will be addressed
and made available to the public.
All the lands that were acquired and managed by the
Corps within the Fort Berthold Reservation boundaries are
under consideration for this action.
The Corps’ intent is to ensure that the public, counties,
state, and Federal parties are included in the process.
We are objectively evaluating the request to transfer land
by holding public meetings and having a public comment
period so that we can understand the concerns, potential
issues, and impacts to all interests. These concerns will
be considered and evaluated in the transfer process.
We are being fair to all people by holding public meetings
and having a public comment period so that we can
understand the concerns, potential issues, and impacts to
all interests. These concerns will be considered and
evaluated in the transfer process.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation
management areas would not transfer.
Agree.

Information on the land transfer process can be found in
this effects report and on the Garrison Land Transfer
website:
http://www.nwo.usace.army.mil/html/pa/pahm/land/home.h
tm
We are giving the public a full opportunity to be involved in
this process by holding public meetings and having a
public comment period in the spring to gather public input.
We are holding public meetings and having a public
comment period so that we can understand the concerns,
potential issues, and impacts to all interests. These
concerns will be considered and evaluated in the transfer
process.
The Corps will attempt to communicate with local and
county boards.
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731

732

733

736

737, 741

Comment
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If you look at how they live and how their houses are
damaged with garbage and filth; is that how you want to
express yourselves and the Garrison Dam Project and waste
a monument to this state, that's what will happen.
They say they won't change things, they are just saying that
so everyone isn't against it.

The Tribe have never been able to successfully manage what
they currently have.
I have witnessed the disregard by some on Tribal land, as the
land becomes a dumping ground for garbage, old cars,
anything not wanted.
I'm concerned about maintenance issues of existing facilities
controlled by Tribes.
Tribal officials don't care about economic development.

738

739
740

742

743

Drive around any reservation to see what future holds for any
recreation area turned over to Tribal officials.
Will funds for recreational access go to the BIA with the
transfer?
If these lands were to transfer, where will the millions of
dollars come from that will be needed to overcome the
current low water levels?

If the lands were to transfer, who will maintain the public
holdings for the common good of all people with little to no
tangible financial return?
Tribe is not capable of managing the land.

744

745

746

It's possible to write up an agreement with the Tribe and
make it work just like any other person or any other
government; they have one with a little group from Halliday
right next to me there and it's working well.
How much money has the Tribe spent in the last three years
to help defray the costs of ramp extensions at the McKenzie
Bay access site due to the current drought? Zero
Past experience makes it clear that future Tribal councils are
not bound by decisions made by previous Tribal councils.

747

748

749

TAT has a record of mismanagement; look at condition of
point of land that 4 Bears Casino is on.

They cannot manage their current business affairs; to take on
any new or proposed affairs is asking for trouble.
Tribes will mismanage areas because of a lack of resources.

750
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The Tribes are concerned about the garbage and litter
today and intends to strengthen its laws concerning
littering.
Trust land is managed by a Federal agency that is required
to follow NEPA. Therefore, any changes made in the use
of the lands would require the NEPA process to be
followed.
While it is difficult to understand what is meant by
successfully manage, the TAT have met all the
requirements under the leases that they currently hold.
The Tribes are concerned about the garbage and litter
today and intends to strengthen its laws concerning
littering.
The Corps and the TAT would be open to specific
examples. Based on those examples, action could be
taken if required.
The Tribes are interested in any and all economic
development that brings jobs and revenue to the Fort
Berthold Reservation and surrounding area including
energy development, health care, manufacturing,
construction, and technology.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
The water levels are independent of the proposed
determination. Water levels will still be controlled by the
implementation of the Missouri River master manual and
subsequent annual operating plans. Therefore, the
monies to support these activities would not change from
current practices.
Any lands transferred would be held in trust by the DOI,
which is another federal agency.
While it is difficult to understand what is meant by capable
of managing, the TAT have met all the requirements under
the leases that they currently hold. We would expect that
to continue.
Noted.

All conservation permit fees collected by the Tribes are reinvested into recreation and wildlife habitat. The Tribes
work with the Corps on deciding which projects and roads
the Tribes will help fund.
The Tribes intend to honor the transfer agreement just as it
has all of their prior agreements concerning the lake. The
transfer agreement is a legal document and the Tribes will
honor them. The Tribes understand how it is to be
promised many things for the transfer of lands only and to
see the promises dishonored.
While it is difficult to understand what is meant by record of
mismanagement, the TAT has met all the requirements
under the leases that they currently hold. We would
expect that to continue.
Noted.
As with any new management requirement, it is expected
that there would be a transition time in which resources,
organizational structure, and management strategies
would be developed. The TAT have indicated that for any
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751

754
755

756

Comment

Response

A commissioner of one of the counties said he's worried, how
will the land be managed? I find that so arrogant and it
makes me very angry.
You talk about the roads; those great big boats of yours
wreck our roads and the county is not putting money into
those roads.
We have tried for many years to get road access to our land;
there is no road yet.
I feel that without the Corps of Engineers in control of this
land, we're going to have law enforcement problems; TAT law
enforcement has done nothing to Tribal members who did
$15,000 in damage to my cabin.
Is the Tribe going to develop the shoreline?

757

758
759, 760,
762

Agencies and local partners have no history with Interior's
approach to management of recreation resources.
What assurances, including source of funding, can the Corps
make that noxious weeds will be addressed and eliminated if
the lands are transferred to another governmental entity?
When the land transfer takes place, Corps funding for
noxious weed program has to go along with it.

761

With the transfer, noxious weed problems would get worse.
763
764
765
766, 767,
768
769

Controlling of weeds is no small problem; the upkeep of all of
this is very costly.
I have serious doubts about the ability of the Tribe to manage
noxious weeds; it's very expensive and government agencies
often have problems getting enough funding for weed control.
Before proceeding with any land conversion plans, the Corps
should first assist TAT in developing recreation resources
that the TAT told JTAC were underdeveloped.
Non-Indians do not have a representation in any sovereign
tribal government.
If you do this land transfer, what would the rights be for nonIndians.

770

771

If this land transfers, I can't go and vote in this other nation;
yet that other nation, any one of them can become mayor of
Williston, governor of North Dakota.
The 3 mile stretch of dirt road that finishes the trip to
McKenzie Bay access site has deteriorated significantly over
last 6 years.

772

773, 774

BIA has no experience in dealing with tourism related issues
and we question the responsiveness to interests outside of
the reservation.
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lands transferred, they would be able to manage those
lands successfully.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.
See response to comment 298.

The Tribes anticipate allowing shoreline development in
areas where shorelines have already been developed and
in any other areas approved under any land use plan the
Tribal Business Council eventually adopts.
Noted.
The Tribes would manage the native prairie to limit the
infestation of noxious weeds. It is anticipated that the
Tribes will ask the BIA for some annual funding to help
maintain and operate the areas.
The Corps anticipates the funding it currently receives
through appropriation would be applied below the 1854
mark. This is an area where most of the noxious weed
problems occur and funding would still be needed to
address this problem.
The Tribes have a plan for controlling noxious weeds
through its Natural Resources Department.
The Tribes have a plan for controlling noxious weeds
through its Natural Resources Department.
The Tribes have a plan for controlling noxious weeds
through its Natural Resources Department.
Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
Agree.
Since the land would be held in trust by the DOI, it is
anticipated that non-Indians would have to comply with
both Federal and Tribal law. Under Federal law, individual
rights would be the same. One would have to investigate
their rights under Tribal law.
Noted.

The individuals that have cabins at or otherwise use this
site benefit from the use of this road. The Tribes have
maintained this road for many years without any
assistance other than whatever has been obtained for
conservation permit fees. If the association that manages
this recreation site or the individuals that own cabins would
like to have the Tribes do additional work to this road, the
Tribes would appreciate monetary contributions to help
alleviate the costs associated with this work. Perhaps a
road improvement/user fee could be charged to maintain
it?
The Corps believes that the BIA does have experience
with tourism and economic development and therefore
would entertain feedback from those outside the
reservation.
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I have worked with the Game and Fish officials in things that
the Native Americans have damaged or polluted.
Concerned about over fishing on Tribal lakes in Minnesota.

776

777

There are many wildlife refuge and management areas
leased from the Corps by NDGF, how would these lands be
impacted?
We request that no native prairie will be converted to
cropland, or further developed for housing or gas/oil
extraction.

778

779

780

We request that native prairie will be properly managed to
limit the infestation and spread of noxious weeds, maintaining
their ecological integrity and the integrity of all lands
potentially at risk along the Missouri River.
TAT's repeated efforts to conduct commercial fishing
ventures on Lake Sakakawea have caused concern about
disease transfer from tame walleyes to the wild population.
Transfer would eliminate approximately 36,000 acres of some
of the best hunting land.

781

782

783

784

785

786

The Tribes now have our own natural resources department,
game wardens, land management agents and technical staff;
we do not need state agents sticking their nose in our
reservation trying to dictate how we use our land and
resources.
There are already many problems within the reservation and
this is going to create many more.
I have yet to see the Tribe try to handle or take care of any
resources to help out the public.

We have all seen how the Tribe manages what has been
given to them so far.
The Tribes will not take care of the shoreline and surrounding
area property; it will become a dumping ground - trash, cars,
etc.
Will "sovereign nation" be able to make and enforce their own
rules over the state of North Dakota?

787

788
789

It will not be managed right; look at how they manage
everything else they have, the state and everybody will lose.
If the Tribes take care of the land like they have taken care of
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Noted.
The Corps would still be responsible for all fishing on Lake
Sakakawea. Anything below 1854 m.s.l. would not be
transferred.
Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
This remains to be determined. The Tribes do not intend
to change land use at this time and do not foresee a need
to change any land use designations in the foreseeable
future. Regarding gas and oil extraction, this would be a
decision for the Tribal Council to make and for the DOI to
approve in the event there was a likelihood of developing
gas or oil on native prairie.
The Tribes would manage the native prairie to limit the
infestation of noxious weeds and will ask the Corps and
the BIA for some annual funding to help the Tribes
maintain and operate the areas.
The Corps would still be responsible for all fishing on Lake
Sakakawea. Anything below 1854 m.s.l. would not be
transferred.
The transfer will not affect access to hunting. The public
will have the same access to the land for hunting that it
enjoyed prior to the transfer provided hunters get a Tribal
hunting license for those lands transferred. See response
to comments 22 and 24 for more information regarding
access permits and hunting licenses.
Noted.

The TAT does not believe this will be true.
On the contrary, the TAT currently manages multiple
recreation areas under lease from the Corps. They are
currently meeting all of their requirements of those leases
and providing access to the lake for the public.
Noted.
The shoreline and surrounding area will be maintained just
as well, if not better, as it was prior to the transfer. The
Tribes are concerned about the garbage and litter and
intend to strengthen its laws concerning littering.
This is a very broad question. The Tribes do not enforce
Tribal laws “over the State of North Dakota” because North
Dakota is a state that possesses attributes of sovereignty
just like the Tribes. The more appropriate question is:
When does North Dakota law apply and when does Tribal
law apply? This answer to this question depends on
whether the questioner is referring to criminal law or civilregulatory law and whether the individual is an Indian or a
non-Indian and whether the incident in question took place
within the reservation boundaries (in case of criminal) or
on trust land or fee land (in civil-regulatory cases).
Criminal law jurisdiction also depends on whether the
victim is an Indian (Federal court would have jurisdiction
here) or a non-Indian (State court would have jurisdiction).
Generally speaking, jurisdictional laws that apply to trust
lands will apply to the lands transferred to the Tribes.
The TAT have met all the requirements under the leases
that they currently hold.
Noted.
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790
791

792

793

794

795

796
797

798

799

Comment
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the Buffalo and some other property around the lake it should
be a total mess.
If you drive through Parshall, you can see how well they
manage things.
To entrust more land to Tribe would be a travesty; area from
Mandaree to Newtown looks like one long garbage dump.
Any and all business ventures conducted by the Tribes, on
Tribal held lands provide no benefit, economic or otherwise to
the non-Indian people of North Dakota.

Is the TAT currently capable of properly managing the
resources, land, and assets that will be included in the land
conversion on their own? Will the Corps, DOI, or BIA help
TAT with the resource management process?

If this land is returned to the Tribes it will become another
liability for the taxpayers; directly or indirectly we'd pay for all
improvements on this land.
If WMA lands around Deepwater Bay are transferred to Tribe
everything will suffer from cabin owners, fishermen, hunters,
the local economy, and wildlife.
We read in the news that nothing will change with the
transfer, but cannot see where steps are being taken to
ensure that position.
Services would probably deteriorate.
Why did the Tribe not agree with the NDGF to run their
hunting seasons and limits within the range of the state
hunting regulations?

I know for a fact the County has in many cases tried to work
with the Tribe to control salt cedar and other weeds but have
not received any help.
Need equitable dispute resolution measures with the new
managers.

800, 801,
802

What will happen to roads leading to these areas?
803

Sweeping changes may occur concerning wildlife and land
use with the next Tribal Chairman.
804
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Noted.
Noted.
The Tribes are interested in any and all economic
development that brings jobs and revenue to the Fort
Berthold Reservation and surrounding area including
energy development, health care, manufacturing,
construction, and technology.
As with any new management requirement, it is expected
that there would be a transition time in which resources,
organizational structure, and management strategies
would be developed. The TAT have indicated that for any
lands transferred, they would be able to manage those
lands successfully.
Noted.

Based on the proposed determination, wildlife
management areas would not transfer.
The Corps believes through public involvement,
development of a clear Memorandum of Understanding
and the involvement of the DOI that any adverse impacts
would be minimized.
Noted.
These issues are decided by the NDGF and the TAT’s
Fish & Game Department and set forth in a Memorandum
of Understanding between the State and the TAT. The
transfer of the lands no longer needed would have no
impact on what is decided in regard to these matters
whatsoever.
Currently, the Tribes do not have a plan for controlling salt
cedar, but will rely on its Natural Resources Department to
implement a plan to address these issues.
This is a very broad question that assumes there would be
“new managers”. It is difficult to answer this question
without specifically understanding who and what is being
managed. For instance, if it is the State of North Dakota
managing a wildlife management area, an alternative (not
equitable) dispute resolution provision would probably be
included in the lease because of issues concerning the
State’s immunity from suit. It is also possible that private
managers of recreation areas could have an alternative
dispute resolution in their leases as well especially if the
“private” manager is a political sub-division of the State of
North Dakota.
The Tribes would not maintain these roads unless it has
the right-of-way or easement. Responsibility for
maintaining the roads would continue to lie with whoever
obtained the right-of-way or easement for the road. The
Tribes are looking to work out maintenance agreements
with counties that have right-of-ways for these roads.
The Tribes intend to honor the transfer agreement just as it
has all of their prior agreements concerning the lake. The
transfer agreement is a legal document and the Tribes will
honor them. The Tribes understand how it is to be
promised many things for the transfer of lands only and to
see the promises dishonored.
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Where will funding come from to assure that the Corps
obligations to protect cultural resources will continue to be
met, and violations enforced if the transfer takes place?
805, 807,
811

806, 808,
809, 810

812
813

814

815
816

817

818
819
820
821
822

823

824
825

826
827

There have been several historical and archaeological finds
that have been reported to the Mountrail County Sheriff's
Department in the past few years due to the receding water
levels in the lake. What provisions are being made to protect
these sites that are being exposed, including access thereto?
We waited six years to get electricity to run into Fish-n-camp
Court because of easement through the Tribes.
The Tribes will agree to reasonable and necessary
easements for lake access for Project Purposes and will
recognize existing easements and right-of-ways.
The Corps should make sure an easement exists for the
public road that we and other cabin owners use to access our
cabin sites.
Ried Mike LLC has an easement from our land across a
small Corps tract to access the lake for irrigating the golf
course; what happens to our easement in any transfer?
Will easements continue or not.
We obtained a 25-year easement from the Corps in October
2002 for agricultural irrigation (diversion is on west side of
Van Hook Arm) and is included in potential land transfer; with
the magnitude of financial investment required for irrigation I
do not want the risk of TAT not renewing our easement which
expires in September 2027; if land transfer comes through I
will need a perpetual easement in writing before TAT gains
control.
Governor Hoeven wants all ND citizens including the 20,000
Indians in the state to pay for legal battles on water projects
and now tries to dictate how we should use our own lands.
I support the governor in his objection to the plan.
Transferring lands to the BIA will erode public input, because
the public at large has no representation in tribal government.
Why hasn't the campground at Deepwater Bay been closed
for 3 years.
BIA several times ignores requests for 2-3 years and
sometimes never; at least you normally receive answer from
Corps.
Department of Interior, at least the BIA, is one of the most
inefficient, mismanaged, and incompetent agencies in the
entire U.S. government; no one from BIA even attended the
public hearings.
Copy of "Notice of Acceptance of Option for Purchase of
Land" for Alren Gilbertson's grandfather's land.
I would like to make written comments to be submitted to the
Corps.
If the water comes up, are we going to have to pay the Indian
community for the loss of their land like we have to pay the
farmers for ponds that dry up for one planting season in the
last 25 years.
Email message was blank
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The Corps has made it clear that only land would transfer
under this process and funding would have to be provided
by the TAT. The Corps believes that the TAT would
manage the cultural resources consistent with the Federal
law. While it is anticipated that the TAT would ask the BIA
for some annual funding to preserve and protect these
areas, the TAT have stated that they anticipate the Corps
would continue to provide funding for cultural sight
preservations for not only Lake Sakakawea, but other
sights as well. This will have to be discussed and resolved
prior to any transfer.
Any sites below 1854 m.s.l. would still be the responsibility
of the Corps. The Programmatic Agreement requires the
Corps to publish a five-year plan for the implementation of
its cultural resources program, as well as a monitoring and
enforcement plan. Both these documents are being
developed collaboratively with all signatories.
Noted.
Noted.

Based on the proposed determination, recreation areas
would not transfer.
The Corps anticipates that all existing easements and
rights-of-ways would be assigned to the DOI in the transfer
documents and that continued access would be secured in
the transfer documents.
See response to comment 815.
See response to comment 815.

Noted.

Noted.
Since the land would be held in trust by the DOI, it is
anticipated that the public would have input into land use
through the NEPA process.
The Corps does not understand this question.
The Corps and BIA are unaware of the specific situation
that is being presented. If the commenter could share
more specifics, a response could be given.
The BIA is an active party in the process. They have
attended all public meetings and will continue to participate
as required.
Noted.
This was provided.
Appropriate easements would be put in place to address
any kind of impact the water would have above 1854
m.s.l..
Noted.
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828, 829

830

831
832

833
835
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Has an EIS been complied with on cultural resources before
the land is transferred?

Is DOI, BIA, or COE going to do an environmental impact
study?

This will open all other Corps lands around the lake to
eventually be given to the Tribes.
Is the next step trying to "give back" all land taken away from
the native Americans since the settling of America?
This transfer could be another step toward Tribal control of
the entire river and its fishery within the reservation
boundaries.
State game areas are not managed well; all some are is an
acre fenced off with a lot of trees planted.
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Since this would be a transfer of lands to another Federal
agency it is categorically excluded from NEPA (NEPA, Part
1508.4 “Categorical Exclusion” and Engineering
Regulation 200-2-2, Paragraph 9.r.).
Since this would be a transfer of lands to another Federal
agency it is categorically excluded from NEPA (NEPA, Part
1508.4 “Categorical Exclusion” and Engineering
Regulation 200-2-2, Paragraph 9.r.).
The FBMRA only applies to lands within the Fort Berthold
Reservation.
The Corps cannot speculate on what next steps will be
taken. We can only focus on the request that has been
made by the TAT.
The Corps cannot speculate on what next steps will be
taken. We can only focus on the request that has been
made by the TAT.
Noted.

